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Xrpm ~yhlah trwtb rpsb warqyw
arqmb wnybyw lkX ~wXw
And they read in the book, in the Law of God, distinctly;
and they gave the sense,
and caused them to understand the reading.
(Nehemiah 8:8)

~da ynb !nwXlk hrwt hrbd
The Torah speaks in the language of men.
(b. Meg. 3a; also Sifre, Num. 112)

Thus it is written,
‘And they read in the book, in the Law of God’: this refers to Scripture;
‘distinctly’: to a translation;
‘And they gave the sense’ – i.e. the punctuation accents;
‘And caused them to understand the reading’
– this refers to the beginnings of the verses.
R' Hiyya b. Lulianus said: It refers to the grammatical sequence [of words].
The Rabbis of Caesarea said: Here we have an allusion to the traditional text.
(Bereshith Rabbah 36.8)

He holds that accents are also Biblical;
for R' Ika b. Abin said in the name of R' Hananel in Rab's name:
What is the meaning of, ‘And they read in the book, in the law of God, distinctly,
and they gave the sense, so that they understood the reading’ ?
‘They read in the book,’ it, ‘the law of God,’ refers to Scripture;
‘distinctly,’ to targum; ‘and they gave the sense,’ to the division of sentences;
‘so that they understood the reading,’ to the accentuation [~ym[j qwsyp];
others say, to the masoretic notes.
(b. Ned. 37b)
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Abstract

This work reflects a discontent of a student of the Hebrew Bible (abbreviated TN"K) with the condition
of how the sound of its text is interpreted, i.e. largely its phonology. It is not difficult to accept the fact
that much of it is not, or not clearly, known concerning an ancient or early Middle Ages record. No real
phonetics can be spoken about unless authentic speech of native speakers is available. Phonology on
the other hand which is a mental system showing in language behaviour can be processed in a similar
manner as other language subsystems that, in spite of being mental, show in linguistic behaviour.
What is disappointing is insufficient or lacking discernment between the phonetics and the phonology
of the language.1 It applies whether a student remains with a part one of a textbook or grammar of
Biblical Hebrew, or turns to a specialized work. Even if textbooks or grammars deal with the topic in
detail, they still suppose the graphic signs in the two combined systems (distant one to one-and-a-half
millenium from each other) can be linked each to a single phoneme of the language.2 This assumption
seems to be kept also in specialized publications. They do work out the sound into a system but
simultaneously they encrypt it into a shape virtually inaccessible to a common student of theology. A
question appears if and how much this is a condition one cannot help but accept.
Any work dealing with phonology of Masoretic Hebrew must, first of all, cope with the question of how
to model phonology of the language. Only subsequently may an approach be made to other, specific
questions which address the contents of the phonology. The fundamental question concerning
phonology might seem to go without saying. The many different phonologies of today, however, seem
to betray, through their sheer variety and, often, incompatibility, that it should not go just without
saying. Researchers might well consider the question as answered by someone else somewhere else, or
1

Phonetics canot be avoided. In fact, phonetic regards in phonology are generally desirable according to the
present author’s belief. What is important is to set clearly the object of reconstruction which is a phonologic
system rather than pronunciation. Moreover, the system that was used in Middle Ages, which is considerably
later than some reconstructions of ancient Hebrew. Much has been written on a reconstruction of the Old Hebrew
in one of its stages and it is difficult, for a student in Prague virtually impossible, to obtain all the available
resources. The compiled list of items consulted and quoted, though including also phonetics, reflects the primary
objective. The present author can only hope the kind evaluator is willing to take this delimitation into account.
2
E.g. Paul Joüon / Takamitsu Muraoka (2003) A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Pontifical Biblical Institute Press,
Rome, by calling the Part One “Orthography and Phonetics,” they suppose a direct relationship between signs
and pronunciation. What matters more than titles is differentiating sounds from distinctive meaning of units. In
fact, Joüon might use „phonetics“ in the meaning de Saussure used to know it: a history of changes in sounds.
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simply suppose the only right approach happens to be the one they themselves believe in, not even
taking any other options into account (which is in fact a variant of the former approach). The first
fundamental question then is what theoretical approach appears both adequate and, at the same time,
sufficiently practical to both model and present the reality of speech.
As soon as the researcher decides on a type of phonology, they select or prepare working methods.
With Masoretic Hebrew, still another fundamental, yet neglected issue comes to the fore: how to
interpret the input data. Again, an indifferent approach, similar to the one with phonology, might be
applied: The researcher simply takes the letters and signs of the Masoretic text at their face values as
they appear in grammars for centuries. Due to the fact that Masoretic Hebrew is preserved only in
writing, the result is the phonology gets based, fairly and squarely, on its orthography. It might not be
the safest ground, however, for the purpose. A wiser approach, I dare consider, should be first to
evaluate the manner of writing critically and decide on its interpretation.
These two provisos, concerning the phonology and the manner of writing, have largely determined
the contents of the present dissertation. I felt I should not be happy with leaving the nature of the input
data as well as the method of working on them unquestioned. I have turned my attention to the essence
and purpose of phonology as they are represented in prevalent phonological theories and the reasons
why I do not find the approaches generally followed acceptable. I had to deal then with insufficiency of
adequate phonological concepts. That is why I tried to create my own type of phonology.
Based on systematic reading through TN"K,3 I have arrived at a conclusion different from my
predecessors—that the graphics of Masoretic Hebrew should not be taken as recorded phonology. The
phonologist ought to attempt first at distinguishing its historic layers. (As it is well known, the
consonant text is a result of a long developing process. A development, perhaps not necessarily a long
one, can be seen, in my view, in Masoretic signs as well.) I deem probable the opinion that the
Masoretic text does not furnish immediate phonological data. Rather, it first requires an interpretation
to provide a basis for a subsequent phonological analysis.
Next chapter, I look for a method suitable to attain the goal. I consider important to base the
phonology of the language on the whole of the available corpus of Masoretic Hebrew, i.e. the whole of
TN"K. It is both possible and desirable to make its analysis in two parallel ways that verify each other.
(1) Computational analysis may ensure (provided the specification is correct) that no relevant,
phonologically formalizable data is left out.
(2) Even in case of an error-free computational analysis, multiple aspects remain which do not
formalize easily for phonology, and still are desirable to be taken into account. In other words:
reading through the text of TN"K by an attentive and knowledgeable reader can hardly be
replaced by technology.
The two ways in confrontation are able to render results that either of them alone could not probably
give out in that quality or completeness. A computer analyzer cannot take into account what the corpus
fails to contain in a formalized shape. If the corpus has no formal syntax or semantics, analysis cannot
analyze it. The computer analyzer depends on the quality of data as well as the quality of the format.
A mental analyst being an observant expert approaches the text holistically. Still, the quality depends
on (a) the reader’s previous understanding, i.e. whether she or he already refers to a formal theory of
phonology and how adequate the theory is; (b) her or his attention, as they are mere erring humans.
The typical readers (including the present author) improve their phonological understanding as they
work on and adjust to conform apparent indications and evidence found. The analysis gets affected
most with the indications and finds current in their memory, and less with the older ones. The quality
of perception of the reader wavers. In spite of these setbacks, results of reader’s analysis can provide
the computational analysis with comprehensiveness while the former in turn provides completeness.
In order to enable computer analysis of a text that has an interpretation in phonology (and, due to
that, in sound, which follows from the particular type of phonology previously selected) which is able to
undergo changes in the course of the search for an apt phonological model of the text, a formalism
needs to be available which is flexible and comprehensive enough to both record and edit its corpus as
well as present and evaluate results. Surprisingly, as I have found, there is no transcription method
extensive and adaptable enough so as to lend itself with an equal ease to be processed by both a
3

Until March, 2011, I have read 59 per cent of TN"K (13,653 vv. out of the total 23,213 verses of TN"K) reviewing
the considered model of phonology, including Proverbs and Psalms with the teamim of “3 books”. The control
set consists of the remaining 41 per cent of TN"K including Job with the “3 book” teamim.
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computer and a human analyst. (For human processing, writing as well as reading is important.
Character sets are available which knowledgeable readers are able to read, but should they enter them
into processing, code values had to be entered, i.e. their numbers as ordered in a table. The probability
someone would learn or care to learn them is low. Besides, a good phonetic/phonological formalism
has to manage more beyond offering a character set. It is in fact a symbolic representation modeling
interpreted reality.) Creating such a computable and human-readable formalism for the description
and processing of sound structure of speech makes another major portion of the present work.
What transpired in the process of debugging the phonetic formalism is that should the formalism be
comprehensive enough, no transcription of Masoretic text can be resolved within its framework. In
such a complicated system, no place is left for this task which has to be dealt with separately. In spite
for the Hebrew text transcription being just a transcription and not a descriptive language such as the
phonetic ‘transcription’, it still makes a system complicated enough to present a separate task within
the dissertation. Similarly to the descriptive speech sound formalism, also the Masoretic text
transcription has to read with a relative ease and at the same time relatively easily convert to computer
algorithms—the solution should then be a practical compromise between the two antagonistic
demands. One of the reasons is the TN"K is envisioned to be coded stepwise in order to stop repeatedly
for manual corrections as many times during the processing as needed, at least anytime a difficult spot
is met. A transcription difficult to read (while straightforward for the computer) as well as a
complicated code (processing an easily readable transcription) would lead to similar consequences:
Human interventions would be inconvenient either in a text display, or inside a program code. This is
why such transcription has to be a reasonable compromise between the two limits.
Considering that even the oldest known description of Masoretic vocalization and ‘accents’, דקדוקי
הטעמים, Diqduqe haTeamim, fails to correspond exactly to the available manuscript witnesses of the
Biblical text (Dotan 1967, 1971-72, Allony 1974-75)4, I have attempted at an independent
interpretation of the Masoretic record. They are especially the ‘accents’ that have been dealt with rather
inadequately so far. Their possible phonological values have almost entirely been neglected. They have
been appreciated as a musical notation and a due attention has been paid to them in the synagogue.
Some of their syntactical properties, recognized by a Christian Hebrew scholar5 in the 17th century,
have been accepted and repeated by Christian and Jewish scholars since then with almost no attempt at
a critical re-evaluation of it. I have felt necessary then to examine for my phonology if and how much
the Masoretic ‘accents’ can be patterned as a modulation of speech rather than as a chant.
In the process of reading through a greater half of TN"K, I have arrived at the following conclusions
concerning its phonology:
* Chatephs are no reduced vowels, rather composite symbols making possible to read two alternatives,
either shwa or its particular vowel.
* Qametz is a symbol marking a low vowel varying in timbre from a front A (i.e. a very open E) to a
back A (i.e. a very open O).
* Patach is not a typical A, but a closed A or rather a very open shwa. It then locates at about half
between the mid ones (E, O, shwa) and open ones (all colours of qametz).
* Vowel length is only auxiliary, not being a separate distinctive feature for vowels. Each vowel is
primarily specified with only its colour, not length. At the same time, a qametz having central or front
A colour can be claimed to be longer than a patach or a back A (i.e. a short O).
* Not all geminations of vowels had to be marked out with a dagesh.
* R did not have to be and perhaps was not velar nor uvular and could be pronounced as a geminate
without being marked with a dagesh.
* In the times of the masoretes, an Arabic adstrate could re-awaken pharyngeal and glottal
pronunciation of sounds which might have lost such pronunciation or grown it weaker in pre4

Dotan, A. (1967) ( ספר דקדוקי הטעמים לר' אהרן בן משה בן אשרSefer diqduqe hateamim le-Rabi Aharon ben Moše ben
Ašer), 3 vols., Jerusalem. • Dotan, A. (1971–1972) ( כתר ארם צובא ודקדוק הטעמיםKeter Aram Cova u-diqduq hateamim) ( לשLeš) 36, 167-185. • Allony, N. (1974–1975) ( תורת הבלשנות הטברני ודקדוק המסורהTorat ha-balšanut
ha-tavrani u-diqduq ha-masora) BM 20(61).602-8.
5
Samuel Bohlius (1636) Scrutinium Sensus S[cripurae] S[acrae] ec Accentibus M. Samuelis Bohl[ii]. Rostock. It
was the first systematic study of the ‘accents’ outside of rabbinic sources.
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Masoretic times. What in turn might have been lost already is the original distinction between velar
and pharyngeal consonants that was not made in writing.
* The ‘accent’ marks or perhaps their core might have originated prior to vowel marks.
* A minimum of two, or rather three historic layers of the ‘accents’ can be considered.
* Marking stress is only a side effect of ‘accents’. Primarily, they are unrelated to any stress placement,
their main purpose being intonation. In order to distinguish the two concepts, I use a working term
“melodeme” for the graphics symbols.
* The melodeme systems of 21 books and of 3 books do not make two separate, incompatible systems,
but rather a single melodic system developed into two subsystems with minor adjustments. The 3
book melodemes represent a more developed system over the 21 book system.
* I have arrived at and tested a working hypothesis that the graphics of melodemes encodes
information on a natural sentence intonation. Following its application on over a half of TN"K
(having been incrementally adjusted) the hypothesis appears, so far, acceptable. It follows then the
many musical intonations of synagogue chant have arisen only on the backround of speech
intonations, different in various Jewish communities, responding to local musical traditions and
influences.
* Within the 3 book melodemes (as observed in Proverbs and Psalms), no rare appearance was
detected of a special form of as if geresh whose distinctiveness has not been recognized so far. (It is
identified as geresh muqdam for mainly typographic reasons.) In the interest of clear terminology
and assigning unequivocal meaning to the various melodemes (specifically, apart from any specific
aspirations and aside from the main purpose of the present work), I felt compelled to recognize it as
an independent melodeme, distinct from geresh, and have selected a provisional term garsha for it.
To verify these finds, the research is to go on. The space alotted for this dissertation could not
contain many notes and excerpts that should be included in a continuation of the work. While all of the
individual melodemes have been processed, only portion of them could be presented in this volume. In
the material yet to be published, an appreciable number of legarme melodemes has been registered,
some of them not usually listed. More attention than is apparent was paid to typical sequences of
melodemes. Though there is still lot to be done, they already raise expectations it might have sense to
look for phonological intonation contours in them. The topic of the work restricts to Masoretic
tradition in contrast, among others, to Babylonian and Hexaplaric traditions. Should the topic expand
and cover, inter alia, transcriptions in Greek (which, strictly speaking, in not necessary as the ancient
Greek probably records a different dialect, distant geographically and especially temporally by several
centuries), it would be unacceptable to launch a research lacking an adequate interpretation of the
sound of the Greek texts. (Again, it might seem to go without saying, but surprisingly, it does not.
While reading literature to the topic, contrary to my expectations I have found that the pronunciation
of the Greek of the day seems often not to be taken in consideration.) I have attempted at a
reconstruction of the pronunciation of the Greek corresponding, in time and place, to the extant Greek
records. Seeing, however, it would extend the topic of the present work which is already too
voluminous, I have refrained from including the reconstruction into this dissertation. I have decided to
set it aside for a prospective future research.
The present dissertation might be found novel in approach and solutions in the following areas:
• in general phonology, it considers a new concept, different from phonologies prevalent today;
• in coding both Hebrew text and the sound of language in general, for which it offers a new,
comprehensive formalism with ample possibilities of further development and application;
• in Masoretic signs, where it offers a re-evaluation and especially it sets forth a novel interpretation
of the Masoretic ‘accent’ notation;
• in the phonology of Masoretic text, where it attempts at looking at the stage of the biblical language
with these newly formed assumptions in mind.
This preliminary phonology of Masoretic Hebrew is intended to make an input model of a follow-up
work that plans to verify both the validity of the model as a whole, and particular questions that have
appeared while researching and gradually specifying the model. Concerning the follow-up work, I plan
reading the remaining half of the TN"K and a computational analysis of the corpus created by means of
the method outlined herein. The first task of the computational analysis will be to provide the text of
the TN"K coded for the intended processing, making sure it is exact, with all the peculiarities that might
prove phonologically relevant. This task altogether exceeds capacity of the present work. To make it
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possible, I have created the code that can pass for a transcription with a satisfactory readability (which
is an advantage even for programming) and is at the same time capable of expressing all the TN"K
peculiarities (which I was checking “manually” on most of the TN"K and testing the power of the code).
A text of TN"K in the code can be generated not simply by means of a mechanical conversion from any
of several already available non-transcriptional, non-transparent databases (after copyrights have been
taken due care of), but primarily with solving all the conflicts, many of which can be expected to
accompany a conversion of such a long and complex text. It is reasonable to expect the very conversion
will be a multiple-stage work and the code itself may undergo more additional adjustments. In no case
it is permissible for the conversion program to generate mechanically, from input data, combinations
passing around a direct control of the researcher. The conversion program must not have broad
syntactic definitions. On the contrary, it must stop anytime it comes across anything unexpected. Data
converted on the first run would probably be converted wrong. The following and important step has to
be a check on correctness and reliability of the generated files. The checking will possibly be done as
early as during conversion. Anyway, the prevalent method will be manual, which is time-consuming.
Still, data that went through no such control can make a basis of no scholarly theories.
Provided adequate financial resources are available, the research would be able to enter stage III: An
attempt to create an experimental TTS (text-to-speech) version of the TN"K database that would enable
to set variable values to speech parameters so as to make possible to check how hypotheses on segment
and/or melodeme values are mutually compatible in connected speech. Such flexibility and fluency lies
beyond the abilities of even the best trained and skillful speakers; only machine simulation is able to do
it. Working on with its sound model, the phonology of Masoretic Hebrew, outlined in the present
dissertation, validated in stage II research, could go through more debugging and perhaps something
closer to authentication (at least as far as a mere model of a Middle Age speech can be even seriously
considered as reaching anything authentic without any sound records). A minimum effect, perhaps the
only one that can be expected from the experiments, is a better specification of melodemes interacting
with each other. These relationships can be estimated, mentally or by testing isolated tokens, with very
broad approximation. On the other hand, actually hearing them connected in speech with the added
possibility to edit both the sequences and definitions of melodemes in the system might no doubt
contribute to achieve more realistic phonology of Masoretic Hebrew.
The stage IV of the follow-up research might consist of creating a database of all the verified
elements and their combinations. All the items could relate to testing results collected out of the stage
III (hypotheses, perceptual evaluations, circumstances of the evaluations). The benefit from such a
database is mainly twofold:
(a) As long as linguists depend mostly on their intuition and knowledge, they often check in the rich
and not always well organized literature what they feel in advance. Databases derived from corpora
make possible to draw language information immediately and independently on human intuition.
(b) A database stores data in which it is impossible to detect correlations intuitively for abundance.
Human mind is able to follow only few changing data simultaneously. A canonically created database
can be processed with mathematical (data mining) methods that enable the researcher to discover
dependencies with dozens to hundreds correlations and exclude the false ones. This helps discover
causality that would otherwise stay hidden as it is found deep below the human perception threshold.
Such a database could sensibly be created only from well-tested units, i.e. no earlier than following
the stage II and III. The database might then be used in research of other versions of punctuation and
prosody. Finally, the scope could extend to transcription of Hebrew texts extant in other ancient
language settings, e.g. Greek whose phonetic reconstruction largely is ready to use. (The database
needs its primary key. The BFK system (binary phonetic coding) fits the purpose much better than any
Hebrew transcription or the representation of its sound structure presented in the present dissertation
(stage I). The BFK system is also ready to use.)
A value of any scientific work experimenting with a new technology or technique consists partially
also in the hope that the procedure applied (successfully or not, though a success is always preferable)
will be able to use, apart for the work alone, also for other analogous tasks. It is of course only a portion
of the value of such a work, solely one viewpoint of many to evaluate it. Nevertheless, such expectations
are justified. That is why I try to meet them and conceive the techniques created here in a more general
manner so as to enable to use them, perhaps following an adaptation, perhaps directly, for other tasks
outside of Masoretic Hebrew or even outside of phonology.
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Český abstrakt

Tato práce odráží nespokojenost studenta hebrejské Bible (nadále TN"K) se stavem interpretace jejího
textu po zvukové stránce, to jest zejména se zpracováním fonologie. Není obtížné se smířit s tím, že ve
starověkém a raně středověkém textu není mnoho věcí známo anebo je známo jen nejednoznačně. O
skutečné fonetice jazyka lze hovořit, pouze je-li možno zkoumat autentickou řeč rodilých mluvčích.
Naproti tomu fonologie jakožto mentální systém projevující se v jazykovém chování je zpracovatelná
podobně jako jiné subsystémy jazyka, které jsou sice mentální, ale projevují se v jazykovém chování.
Příčinou zklamání je nedostatečné nebo úplně chybějící rozlišování mezi fonetikou a fonologií6 tohoto
jazyka, a to ať se student spokojí s prvním oddílem učebnice nebo gramatiky biblické hebrejštiny, nebo
sáhne po specializované práci. Pokud se učebnice nebo gramatiky věnují tomuto tématu podrobněji,
vycházejí z předpokladu, že grafické znaky obou kombinovaných systémů (vzdálených od sebe jeden až
jeden a půl tisíce let) lze každý přiřadit jednotlivému fonému jazyka.7 Tento předpoklad zdá se
neopouštějí ani specializované práce, které sice zvukovou stránku jazyka rozpracují do systému, ale
zároveň jej zašifrují do podoby pro běžného studenta teologie prakticky nepřístupné. Nabízí se otázka,
do jaké míry jde o stav, se kterým nezbývá než se smířit.
Práce na téma Fonologie masoretské hebrejštiny musí především odpovědět na otázku, jakým
způsobem zpracovat u tohoto jazyka fonologii. Pak teprve lze přistoupit k řešení konkrétních otázek, ze
kterých taková fonologie sestává. Základní otázka by se mohla zdát jako samozřejmá, ale množství
různých fonologií svou rozmanitostí a často neslučitelností výmluvně prozrazuje, že až tak samozřejmé
to není. Badatelé mohou považovat tuto otázku za odpovězenou již někým jiným někde jinde anebo
prostě předpokládají, že jediný správný způsob je ten, kterému věří oni sami, a o jiných možnostech ani
neuvažují (což je jen varianta předchozího postoje). Takže první zásadní otázka zní, jaká teorie se jeví
jednak adekvátně, jednak dostatečně prakticky, aby dokázala jak modelovat, tak prezentovat mluvenou
stránku jazyka realisticky.
Jakmile se badatel rozhodne pro typ fonologie, vybere či vypracuje pracovní metody. U masoretské
hebrejštiny tu ale přichází na pořad důležitá a přehlížená otázka: jak interpretovat výchozí data.
Podobný indiferentní přístup jako k typu fonologie se může uplatnit také zde: Badatel prostě uvažuje
písmena a značky masoretského textu v jejich nominálních hodnotách, jak se objevují v gramatikách už
odedávna. Protože masoretskou hebrejštinu máme zachovanou jen písemně, výsledkem je, že svou
fonologii založí na pravopisu, což nemusí být v tomto případě ten nejjistější základ. Za prozíravější
přístup považuji nejprve pravopis kriticky zhodnotit a rozhodnout se, jak jej interpretovat.
Výše zmíněné dvě výhrady, k fonologii a k pravopisu, předurčily náplň této práce s vědomím, že jde o
povahu vstupních dat a o způsob jejich zpracování. Nemalá pozornost byla proto nejprve věnována
úvahám ohledně smyslu a účelu fonologie, jejich reprezentace ve fonologických teoriích a o důvodech,
6

Fonetice nebude možno se vyhnout. Podle přesvědčení autora jsou fonetické ohledy ve fonologii obecně
žádoucí. Důležité však je jasně stanovit, že předmětem rekonstrukce má být fonologický systém, nikoli
výslovnost—a to systém středověký čili oproti rekonstrukcím starověké hebrejšitny dosti pozdní. K rekonstrukci
výslovnosti starověké hebrejštiny v některé z jejích fází bylo napsáno mnoho a je obtížné, pro studenta v Praze asi
nemožné, seznámit se s celou šíří těchto zdrojů. Proto seznam literatury, ač se fonetiky nezříká, zaměřuje se
především na fonologii. Mohu jen doufat, že laskavý posuzovatel vezme toto vymezení v úvahu.
7
Např. Paul Joüon / Takamitsu Muraoka (2003) A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Editrice Pontificio Instituto
Biblico, Roma, názvem prvního dílu „Orthography and Phonetics“ postulují přímé spojení mezi písmeny a
výslovností. Nejde ovšem tolik o názvy jako o rozlišování zvukové podoby a rozlišovacího významu prvků.
Ostatně Joüon mohl výraz „fonetika“ použít ve smyslu, v jakém ho znával de Saussure: historické hláskosloví.
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proč se dnes převažující přístupy nejeví pro mne jako vyhovující. V důsledku toho jsem se musel
vypořádat s nedostatkem vhodných koncepcí. Pokusil jsem se tedy vytvořit vlastní typ fonologie.
Na základě pročítání TN"K8 jsem narozdíl od svých předchůdců usoudil, že grafika masoretské
hebrejštiny by neměla být brána jako fonologický záznam, ale nejprve by se fonolog měl pokusit o
rozlišení jeho historických vrstev. (Je známo, že konsonantní text je výsledek dlouhého vývoje. Určitý
vývoj, možná ne nutně dlouhý, lze podle mého názoru hledat i v masoretském značení.) Jeví se mi jako
pravděpodobné, že masoretský text neposkytuje bezprostřední fonologická data, nýbrž že je nutno jej
nejdřív interpretovat. Teprve na tomto základě lze provádět fonologický rozbor.
V další kapitole uvažuji o metodě vhodné k dosažení tohoto cíle. Považuji za důležité zakládat
fonologii tohoto jazyka na celém dostupném korpusu masoretské hebrejštiny, tedy na celém TN"K. Jeho
zkoumání je možné a žádoucí provádět dvěma paralelními cestami, které se navzájem prověřují.
(1) Komputační analýza může zajistit, aby se (při správném zadání) nevynechal žádný relevantní,
fonologicky formalizovatelný údaj.
(2) I při bezchybném počítačovém zpracování ale zbývá ještě řada aspektů, které se pro účely
fonologie neformalizují snadno, a které přesto je žádoucí brát v úvahu. Jinými slovy: pročítání
textu TN"K pozorným a poučeným čtenářem lze sotva nahradit nějak mechanicky.
Konfrontace těchto dvou způsobů je schopna poskytnout výsledky, jaké každý z nich uplatněný sám o
sobě by patrně nevydal v takové kvalitě nebo úplnosti. Počítačová analýza nevezme v úvahu, co korpus
neobsahuje ve formalizovaném tvaru. Pokud korpus neformalizoval syntax nebo sémantiku, analýza ji
nemůže brát v úvahu. Komputační analýza závisí na kvalitě dat a kvalitě formalizace.
Mentální analýza pozorným a poučeným čtenářem přistupuje k textu celostně, avšak její kvalita
závisí (a) na předporozumění čtenáře, to jest zdali má již formulovanou nějakou fonologickou teorii a
jak adekvátní; (b) na jeho pozornosti, neboť jde o chybující lidský faktor. Typický čtenář (autora této
práce nevyjímaje) zlepšuje své fonologické předporozumění až v průběhu práce a mění ho podle
domnělých indikací a objevených důkazů, přičemž na výstižnost analýzy působí nejvíce indikace a
objevy aktuálně v paměti, kdežto vliv starších nálezů bývá menší. Kvalita vnímání čtenáře je tedy
nevyrovnaná. Přes všechna tato omezení mohou výsledky čtenářské analýzy dodat výsledkům
komputační analýzy komplexnost a ty naopak dodávají kompletnost.
Aby analýzu počítačem bylo možno provádět na textu, jehož interpretace fonologická (a tudíž i
zvuková, což plyne z apriorně stanoveného typu fonologie) se může měnit v průběhu hledání
fonologického modelu tohoto textu, je potřeba mít k dispozici dostatečně pružný a komplexní
formalismus, jímž by bylo možno jednak zaznamenat a upravovat korpus, jednak podávat a
vyhodnocovat výsledky. Jak jsem zjistil, neexistuje žádný tak široký a tak adaptabilní způsob zápisu,
který by bylo možné zpracovávat počítačem a zároveň lidským zpracovatelem. (Pro lidské zpracování
žádám nejen číst, ale i psát. Existují znakové sady, které poučený čtenář dokáže číst, ale pokud by je
měl zapisovat do zpracování, musel by zapisovat číselné kódy znaků, to jest jejich pořadová čísla
v nějaké tabulce. Je málo pravděpodobné, že by se je někdo naučil nebo chtěl naučit. Ovšem dobrý
foneticko/fonologický formalismus toho musí umět víc než jen poskytovat soubor znaků. Jde totiž o
symbolický model interpretované skutečnosti.) Vytvoření takového počítačově zpracovatelného a okem
čitelného formalismu pro popis a zpracování zvukové stránky řeči tvoří další důležitou část této práce.
Během ladění fonetického formalismu se ukázalo, že má-li být dostatečně komplexní, nelze v jeho
rámci řešit také transkripci masoretského textu. Pro ni v tak složitém systému již nezbývá místo a musí
být řešena samostatně. Ačkoli transkripce hebrejského textu je pouze transkripcí, nikoli popisným
jazykem jako fonetická ‚transkripce‘, přesto je sama o sobě dosti složitá a ukázala se jako samostatný
úkol v rámci této práce. Podobně jako formalismus pro popis zvukové stránky řeči, také transkripce
masoretského textu musí být jak relativně snadno čitelná, tak relativně snadno algoritmizovatelná—
tedy v nějakém praktickém kompromisu mezi oběma protichůdnými požadavky. Už proto, aby proces
kódování TN"K, který bude muset být postupný, mohl být zastavován a ručně opravován libovolně často
během zpracování, přinejmenším kdykoli převod narazí na obtížné místo. Těžko čitelná transkripce
(ale přímočará pro počítač) i složitý kód (zpracovávající lehko čitelnou transkripci) by měly podobné
důsledky: Lidská intervence by byla obtížná buďto ve výpisu textu na obrazovce, anebo uvnitř
8

Do března 2011 jsem pročetl větší polovinu TN"K, 59 % (13 653 vv. z celkového počtu 23 213 veršů TN"K) a na
tomto textu prověřil uvažovaný model fonologie. Z teamim „3 knih“ zahrnuje tento počet knihy Přísloví a Žalmů.
Jako kontrolní soubor tedy zůstává 41 % textu TN"K včetně knihy Job s teamim „3 knih“.
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programového kódu. Proto musí transkripce představovat rozumný kompromis mezi oběma
krajnostmi.
Vzhledem k tomu, že ani nejstarší známý popis masoretské vokalizace a přízvuků, דקדוקי הטעמים,
Diqduqe haTeamim, neodpovídá stoprocentně dostupným rukopisným svědkům biblického textu
(Dotan 1967, 1971-72, Allony 1974-75)9, pokusil jsem se o nezávislou interpretaci masoretského
zápisu. Zejména tzv. přízvuky byly z jazykového hlediska dosud zpracovány velmi nedostatečně a
z hlediska fonologie téměř vůbec. V synagoze byly a jsou uznávány a pozorně respektovány jako
hudební značení. Některé jejich syntaktické vlastnosti, v 17. stol. rozpoznané jistým křesťanským
hebraistou,10 přejali a od té doby opakují křesťanští i židovští hebraisté, aniž by se pokusili o nezávislý
kritický pohled. Bylo tedy nutné, abych v rámci své fonologie také prověřoval, zda a nakolik lze vytvořit
teorii masoretských přízvuků z hlediska nikoli zpěvu, ale mluvní modulace.
Během pročtení více než poloviny TN"K jsem dospěl k následujícím fonologickým poznatkům:
* Chatefy nejsou redukované hlásky, ale kompozitní symboly umožňující čtení dvou alternativ, šwa
nebo vyznačené samohlásky.
* Qamec je symbol označující nízkou samohlásku různých témbrů, od předního A (tj velmi otevřeného
E) po zadní A (tj velmi otevřené O).
* Patach není typické A, nýbrž zavřené A či spíše velmi otevřené šwa. Stojí tedy výškově na pomezí
středových (E, O, šwa) a otevřených (všechny barvy qamec).
* Vokalická délka má jen pomocně rozlišující úlohu, není součástí vokálů. Každý vokál je primárně
určen jen svou barvou, nikoli délkou. O qamecu v barvě středního a předního A lze říci, že je delší než
patach nebo zadní A (tzv. krátké O).
* Ne všechny geminace souhlásek se musely značit dagešem.
* R nemuselo být a snad nebylo velární ani čípkové a mohlo se vyslovovat geminovaně, aniž by se
značilo dagešem.
* V době masoretů mohl arabský adstrát oživit faryngální a glotální výslovnost hlásek, u nichž se
taková výslovnost v předmasoretské době oslabila nebo úplně ztratila. Ztratit se mezitím mohlo i
původní rozlišení mezi velárními a faryngálními konsonanty, které se v písmu nezachycovalo.
* Tzv. „přízvukové“ značky mohly vzniknout, alespoň v základu, ještě před vokalickými značkami.
* Lze uvažovat nejméně o dvou, ale spíše o třech historických vrstvách tzv. „přízvuků“.
* Označení přízvučné slabiky je jen vedlejších efektem „přízvukových“ značek. Ty s místem přízvuku
primárně nesouvisejí a jejich hlavní úlohou je intonace. V zájmu rozlišení těchto dvou pojmů volím
pro grafické symboly pracovní název melodém.
* Soustavy melodémů 21 knih a melodémů 3 knih nepředstavují dva oddělené systémy, ale jeden
melodický systém, který je do každého ze dvou subsystémů rozveden drobnými úpravami. Melodémy
3 knih představují rozvinutější systém než melodémy 21 knih.
* Vytvořil jsem hypotézu, že grafika melodémů nese informaci o přirozené větné intonaci. Po aplikaci
na více než polovinu TN"K (a po průběžných úpravách) se tato hypotéza jeví zatím jako přijatelná.
Znamená to předpokládat, že hudební intonace synagogálního zpěvu vznikly až na pozadí intonací
řečových, a to v různých židovských komunitách různě v souladu s lokálními tradicemi a vlivy.
* V melodémech 3 knih (pozorováno v Př a Ž) se nikoli vzácně vyskytuje zvláštní forma jakoby gereše,
která nebyla dosud rozpoznána za svébytný přízvuk (jen jako gereš muqdam, a to z důvodů hlavně
typografických). V zájmu zřetelné terminologie a jednoznačného přiřazení významu k jednotlivým
melodémům (aniž bych o to usiloval a mimo hlavní cíl práce) jsem byl nucen ji uznat za samostatný
melodém a předběžně, abych ji dostatečně odlišil od gereše, jsem pro ni zvolil název garša.
Prověřování těchto zjištění bude předmětem dalšího bádání. Prostor vymezený pro tuto disertaci
nemohl pojmout mnoho poznámek a excerptů, které se patrně uplatní v dalším pokračování této práce.
Zpracování přízvuků, ačkoli bylo kompletní, mohlo být zde otištěno jen zčásti. V poznámkách, které
9

Dotan, A. (1967) ( ספר דקדוקי הטעמים לר' אהרן בן משה בן אשרSefer diqduqe hateamim le-Rabi Aharon ben Moše ben
Ašer), 3 vols., Jerusalem. • Dotan, A. (1971–1972) ( כתר ארם צובא ודקדוק הטעמיםKeter Aram Cova u-diqduq hateamim) ( לשLeš) 36, 167-185. • Allony, N. (1974–1975) ( תורת הבלשנות הטברני ודקדוק המסורהTorat ha-balšanut
ha-tavrani u-diqduq ha-masora) BM 20(61).602-8.
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Samuel Bohlius (1636) Scrutinium Sensus S[cripurae] S[acrae] ec Accentibus M. Samuelis Bohl[ii], Rostock,
byla první systematická studie tzv. ‘akcentů’ mimo rabínské zdroje.
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zbývají, byl rozpoznán větší počet přízvuků legarme, z nichž některé nebývají běžně evidovány. Větší
pozornost, než je patrné z tohoto textu, byla také věnována typickým sekvencím melodémů. Ačkoli
zpracování těchto sekvencí není ukončeno, vzbuzuje očekávání, že snad má smysl hledat fonologické
intonační kontury. Téma práce je vymezeno na masoretskou tradici také v opozici vůči babylónské a
hexaplární. Pokud by se mělo rozšířit a mj. zahrnovat i řecké transkripce (což striktně vzato není nutné,
protože řecké přepisy pravděpodobně zachycují jiný dialekt vzdálený geograficky a zejména časově o
stovky let), nebylo by přípustné zahájit takový výzkum bez adekvátní zvukové interpretace řeckých
textů. (Zdálo by se to samozřejmé, ale není. Při četbě literatury k problému jsem byl překvapen, že se
dobová řecká výslovnost nebere v úvahu.) Pokusil jsem se o rekonstrukci řecké výslovnosti, která by
časem a místem odpovídala dochovaným řeckým záznamům. Avšak protože jde o rozšíření tématu a
má práce už teď je příliš objemná, nezačleňuji tuto rekonstrukci do předkládané práce, nýbrž rezervuji
ji pro případný budoucí výzkum.
Nová svým přístupem i řešením by tato práce měla být:
• v oboru obecné fonologie, kde přináší nový model, odlišný od fonologií dnes převažujících;
• v oblasti kódování nejen hebrejského textu, ale zvukové stránky jazyka a zvukové interpretace textu
obecně, kde přináší zcela nový, komplexní formalismus s mnoha možnostmi dalšího rozvoje a
uplatnění;
• v oblasti interpretace masoretského značení, kde se odchyluje od zavedených učebnicových
schémat a zejména přináší zcela novou interpretaci masoretských tzv. přízvukových značek;
• v oboru fonologie masoretského textu, kde se snaží přinést nový pohled na tuto fázi biblického
jazyka.
Tato předběžná fonologie masoretské hebrejštiny poslouží jako vstupní model návazné práce, která
míní prověřit jednak platnost tohoto modelu jako celku, jednak konkrétní otázky, které vyplynuly až
v průběhu hledání a postupného formulování tohoto modelu. Pro návaznou práci plánuji čtení druhé
poloviny TN"K a komputační analýzu korpusu vytvořeného podle metody zde vypracované. Prvním
úkolem komputační analýzy bude především zajistit text TN"K ve zpracovatelném kódu přesně, se
všemi zvláštnostmi, které by mohly být fonologicky relevantní. To zcela přesahuje možnosti této práce.
Zatím jsem pouze vytvořil kód, který jednak je použitelnou transkripcí, tzn. je lidským okem uspokojivě
čitelný (což je výhoda i při programování), a jednak je přitom snad schopen vyjádřit všechny zvláštnosti
TN"K (což jsem postupně prověřoval pročítáním poloviny TN"K a ověřováním schopností kódu).
Vytvořit text TN"K v tomto kódu ale vyžaduje nejen mechanickou konverzi z některé ze stávajících,
netranskripčně a netransparentně kódovaných databází (po zajištění autorských práv), ale především
vyřešení všech konfliktů, o něž při konverzi tak složitého textu jistě nebude nouze. Lze očekávat, že
samotná konverze bude práce na více etap a kód možná dozná dalších úprav. V žádném případě nelze
připustit, aby konverzní program z podkladových dat mechanicky generoval kombinace bez přímé
kontroly zpracovatele. Konverzní program nesmí mít široké syntaktické definice. Naopak se musí vždy
zastavit, jakmile narazí na něco neočekávaného. Data konvertovaná na první průchod by
pravděpodobně byla konvertovaná špatně. Dalším důležitým krokem musí být kontrola správnosti a
spolehlivosti výsledných souborů. Možná se kontrola bude provádět už během konverze. V každém
případě ale ponejvíce ručně, a to je časově velmi náročné. Na datech, která ovšem neprošla takovou
kontrolou, nelze zakládat žádné vědecké teorie.
Pokud by se podařilo obstarat dostatek finančních prostředků, výzkum by mohl vstoupit do III. fáze:
Pokusit se vytvořit výzkumnou syntetickou zvukovou podobu TN"K, která by umožňovala nastavovat
různé hodnoty řečových parametrů, aby na nich bylo možno ověřovat, jak jsou hypotézy o hodnotách
segmentů a melodémů vzájemně kompatibilní v souvislé řeči. Takovou pružnost a plynulost nedokáže
poskytnout ani sebeproškolenější a velmi obratný předčitatel; to lze očekávat jen od strojového
modelování. Prací se zvukovým modelem by fonologie masoretské hebrejštiny, zde předestřená a ve
fázi II prověřená, došla dalšího odladění a snad i potvrzení (aspoň to té míry, nakolik lze o něčem
takovém uvažovat nad pouhým modelem středověkého jazyka, tj bez autentických zvukových
nahrávek). Přinejmenším bude tak možno se snažit o lepší vymezení jednotlivých melodémů vůči sobě
navzájem. Tyto vztahy na základě pouhé představivosti nebo zkoušení nad jednotlivými místy lze
odhadnout jen přibližně. Možnost skutečně slyšet jejich posloupnosti a možnost opravovat nejen tyto
posloupnosti, ale i definice melodémů v systému, by jistě přispěla k realističtější prozodické fonologii
masoretské hebrejštiny.
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Fáze IV návazného výzkumu by mohla spočívat ve vytvoření databáze takto prověřených prvků a
jejich kombinací. Ke každé takové položce by se mohly shromažďovat výsledky testování fáze III
(hypotézy, percepční hodnocení, okolnosti hodnocení). Užitek databáze je především dvojí:
(a) Dokud je lingvista odkázán převážně na své povědomí a své znalosti, v obsáhlé a někdy
nepřehledné literatuře často dohledává jen to, co již tuší předem. Databáze založené na korpusech
umožňují získávat informace o jazyce bezprostředně a nezávisle na lidském povědomí.
(b) Databáze ukládá data, ve kterých pro jejich množství není možné detekovat korelace intuitivně.
Lidská mysl zvládá sledovat několik málo měnících se údajů současně. Na kanonicky utvořenou
databázi lze nasadit matematické prostředky, které umožní badateli objevovat závislosti s desítkami i
stovkami korelací a vyloučit tzv. falešné korelace, což umožňuje odhalovat kauzalitu, která by bez
těchto metod byla neodhalitelná, protože se nachází hluboko pod prahem lidské vnímavosti.
Vytvářet takovou databázi má ovšem smysl až z dobře prověřených údajů, ne tedy dříve než po fázích
II a III. Databázi by pak bylo možné využívat při zkoumání dalších variant punktace a dalších systémů.
Vposledku by se záběr mohl rozšířit i na dochované transkripce hebrejského textu v jiných starověkých
jazycích, např. řečtiny, jejíž rekonstrukce výslovnosti je již do značné míry připravena. (Databáze musí
mít svůj kódovací klíč, pro který by se daleko lépe než transkripce hebrejského textu nebo reprezentace
jeho zvukové stránky předložená v této práci (fáze I) hodil systém BFK. Také systém BFK je již hotov a
připraven k použití.)
Cena každé vědecké práce zkoušející novou technologii či metodiku spočívá částečně i v naději, že
aplikovaný postup, ať úspěšně, či neúspěšně (předvést aplikaci úspěšně je samozřejmě mnohem
slibnější), bude využitelný nejen pro práci samu, ale i pro jiné obdobné úkoly. Je to samozřejmě jen část
hodnoty takové práce, jen jedno hledisko, z něhož bývá hodnocena. Nicméně tato očekávání jsou
oprávněná, a proto se jim snažím vyhovět a zde vytvořené metody koncipovat obecněji, aby je bylo
možno, snad po adaptaci, snad přímo použít i pro jiné úkoly mimo oblast masoretské hebrejštiny či
dokonce i mimo fonologii samu.
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B

Beginning
B1

First Came Wonder

Just as the Torah, indeed, the whole of TaNaKh, the Hebrew Bible called Old Testament by Christians,
never speaks alone, being accompanied with a multitude of voices called the Oral Torah, so also the
letters of the Holy Writ have come down to us through the ages being accompanied with the voices of
tradition recorded much later and with a meticulous care of generations of scholars not unlike the Oral
Torah was.1 In fact, more than mere analogy is involved here. The Masoretic tradition of the reading
and writing of TaNaKh is a portion of the same institution. From the times immemorial, any lesson
started with reading the text aloud (nothing like silent reading was practiced). It was a natural means
for the teacher to check if the student understood the text correctly. This way, the written Torah was
transmitted together with its correct traditional reading until, at a point in history, the oral tradition
was also put to writing. Though the manner of cultivating the oral tradition survives in an unbroken
chain until the present day, modern times diversified the setting readers approach the Hebrew Bible,
beyond the confines of a traditional Jewish community.
A regular reader of TaNaKh in the conditions of diaspora that by far are not exceptional comes to
know Masoretic Hebrew through textbooks and grammars, even if there are occasions to listen to it.
Students spend their initial moments ‘inside’ Hebrew with the letters linked to opening comments on
pronunciation. During initiatory lessons, they internalize the basics of phonology and build a
pronunciation over it which is a sort of pragmatic intersection of what is the textbook’s interpretation
of the TaNaKh’s graphic record, what pronunciation is used by the people that surround the student,
and what comes out as more natural in their mother tongue.
The community speaking native modern Hebrew sets the parameters of the process differently. The
native speaker approaching TaNaKh meets there with a language that is obviously also a Hebrew,
though a different one, and the speaker gradually builds a sort of a mental converter between his or her
own language and the language of the Holy Books. Modern Hebrew can, of course, be used partially or
exclusively as a position to start from also in diaspora.
Whichever of the two sides the students approach Masoretic Hebrew from, soon they can hardly
escape the impression that the sound of the ancient language speaking to them from the pages of the
1

It used to be a moot point (some, as Kahle, defended late invention). I consider it settled and do not deal with it.
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Hebrew Bible2 might have been or probably was different from the sound they slowly become
accustomed to.
In reading, they meet several peculiarities, concerning the sound of which or the sense of which there
is no adequate explanation in tradition.
The first of ‘exotic’ features are pausal forms. Of course, there is nothing exotic in the fact that some
expressions sound different at the conclusion of an intonation unit (in front of a ‘pause’). The form
labelled ‘pausal’ in the ancient Hebrew phonology would be considered a basic form in the phonologies
of other languages and they regularly do so in their textbooks and dictionaries, while all other forms
would be considered contextual. In fact, context forms are often not even registered by textbooks and
dictionaries, which seriously distorts phonetic reality in some languages such as English. The far more
frequent forms in this language are the contextual ones while the basic forms (‘pausal’) occur quite
exceptionally. For example a contextual have [həv, əv] is much more frequent than a ‘pausal’ have
['hæv]. The trouble is that general intuition claims the pausal forms should show only prosodic
alternations. They may include changes of vowels, but should different vowels be used in stressed and
unstressed syllables, they should come from different sets of vowels. This is how it works in languages
where the stress affects the quality of vowels: in Russian, in English and elsewhere. Native speakers
feel the vowels in syllables and words completely devoid of stress in English are [ə], [ɪ] and, rarely [ʊ]
while the other vowels are more or less stressed. On the other hand if two forms use different
phonemes out of the same set for no obvious assimilatory process, they differ in their meaning. The
phonemes by definition must differ phonologically. Changes in vowel quality such as replacing a
phoneme for a phoneme, e.g. one full-fledged Hebrew vowel for another full-fledged vowel, are strange
unless they bring a distinction in meaning. Contrasts of that kind between stressed and less stressed
forms may not seem very probable to a linguistically minded student as they deny the definition of the
phoneme as a system unit. He or she may conclude that the Masorete scholars, by reason of marking
out pausal forms, manifest their record is not entirely phonological. Distinguishing word forms in the
position where intonation unit culminates (in front of the ‘pause’), i.e. mostly emphatic (rather than
simply stressed), and contextual forms (rather than simply unstressed) hardly can count as a
phonological distinction. At least such duality, though non-phonologically is commonplace in
languages (cf Eng. ['hæv] as against [əv]), is not usual as a systematic phonologic phenomenon.
Besides, what meanings should be conveyed by means of such a phonological duality? What semantic
difference is expressed with xt;P, ['pæθaħ] and xt;P' ["pɑːθaħ], ask the readers, especially when they find
the two forms closely to each other in Gen. 19:11 where ["pɑːθaħ], furthermore, obviously does not
stand for a verb in spite of suggesting that with its sound structure; rather it means the same as
['pæθaħ], though its sounds seem to deny that. Students wonder even more when they remember the
story slightly earlier, in Gen. 18:25, where the forms ^øL. hl'li’x' [the second word lǝ'xɑː] and %L'ê hl'läix'
[the second word "lɑːxǝ] do not mean “you wouldn’t do that” in masculine and feminine, respectively,
as it should according to the grammar, but the masculine gender in both the forms, because ['lɑːxǝ] is
no feminine here as it were anywhere else away from ‘pause’, but rather a masculine, the same as the
preceding [lǝ'xɑː]. Later, in 1 Sam. 10:7 they find the two words in an equal meaning inside a single
sentence almost side by side. In other location (1 Kings 21:3,4) they find the same sentence twice,
paraphrased next to one another, ["lɑːxǝ] and [lǝ'xɑː] in the identical meaning, obviously related to the
same referent, that is, with identical denotation, and still with the pronouns having different, allegedly
phonologically distinctive forms. ‘Pausals’ and ‘non-pausals’ appearing as two distinct words can be
met on countless places, e.g. in 1 Kings 16:21 where the two forms of the same word, yci’x] ycix_e, differ
markedly. Grammars take such differences as a fact, but students are right if they wonder.
Another oddity of that ‘paper’ Hebrew which the phonetically sensitive student may register is the
three vowels called chatefs (“hurried”). In line with this term, they are traditionally considered as
reduced vowels, shorter in length and perhaps less distinct in timbre. Of course, reduced vowels in
languages that do reduce away from stress are commonplace. What seems improbable is the wealth of
vocalic colours. Reduced vowels by their definition have too short a duration to reach any clear timbre,
both in their articulation and acoustics. A reduced vowel mostly offer a single mid-central [ə], at most it
succeeds in distinguishing two opposites, reduced open vs reduced closed, or reduced front vs reduced
2

Masoretic Hebrew Bible is not so ancient. Students do not usually realize that the version they are accustomed
to comes from the early Middle Ages. Neither it is relevant for us at the moment. Still, it is good to mention it as it
makes it the rightful topic of interest for Jewish studies, though, understandably, shared with Bible studies.
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back (Slavic ‘yers’ used to be like that, ь front, and ъ back), always being vowels of a rather neutral
colour. Textbooks present Masoretic Hebrew as having three explicitly different ultra-short vowels, one
approximating [a], other one nearing to [e], yet another to [o] and beside that an additional one
explicitly mid-central [ə], which adds to the total of four colours—an unusual wealth for reduced
vowels, whose practical implementation is difficult to imagine. Students cannot learn them by listening
as the practical pronunciation in school, in tradition as well in the modern variety of the language agree
in simply uttering [a, e, o] (the fourth one comes out as [ə] if anything at all) and the reduced quantity
of all of them gets neglected.
Another potential issue in recognizing chatefs can be seen in the following: If we interpret some
vowels in Masoretic Hebrew as long and other ones as short, chatefs would represent a third degree of
the quantitative contrast. It is perhaps not impossible, just very unusual. Linguistic references
generally provide a single example of a language with three degrees of phonological length: Estonian.
There are, however, no reduced vowels there, the scale is different: short—long—ultra-long. The
vowels are then able to reach a clear timbre in every degree with no technical difficulty. Occasionally, a
language or two are considered as having three degrees out there while someone else is quick to refute
that. Generally speaking, if a language distinguishes more degrees of duration, there are two degrees.
It is not certain, however, whether Masoretic Hebrew did distinguish any phonological vocalic length
at all. Its modern pronunciation reads all the vocalic signs in a single quantitative degree and many
schools among the nations do likewise, especially if the mother tongue of the teachers also does not
distinguish phonological quantity in vowels. In languages where students find no difficulty to preserve
the distinction and textbooks support that (such as is the case in the Czech academic tradition),
students, after they put aside their textbooks and get used to reading TaNaKh, soon find out the vocalic
length is marked nowhere near the unequivocal manner of grammars in a real, educationally nonedited text of the Holy Writ in the Masoretic record.
The uncertainty concerning real values of vowel signs is only increased with the sign called qametz
which, according to textbooks, represents sometimes a long [ɑː], other times a short [ɒ].
Simultaneously, textbooks offer a rule how to distinguish the two (though not always unambiguous,
the rule is simple and usable). Many students ask themselves a question why the two quite different
vowels, perhaps even distinctive phonemes, are marked with a single sign. Could they have been a
single vowel in reality? Isn’t the differentiating rule after all superfluous? Or, an attentive student,
while reading, comes over and again across the fact that many expressions that differ in sound in a
similar way as xt;P, ['pæθaħ] and xt;P' ["pɑːθaħ] do, in fact mean the same. Then he or she may slowly
have a hunch that qametz, in addition to its two recognized vocalic values, perhaps might once have
sounded as a long, very open [æː], ["pæːθaħ], too—to which the textbook provides no comment.
Concerning consonants, the student learns in the textbook that some of them, the pharyngeals, alter
the quality of the following vowel [ə] to a short [a], [o] or [e], which is, so they say, almost a
physiological necessity. Even before opening the TaNaKh, he or she finds out that the vowels are not
altered every time, so the necessity used to be perhaps not so strict. After opening the TaNaKh, he or
she is to come across these allegedly reduced [a, o, e] sometimes, though rarely, also under other
consonants, not at all pharyngeals, which only increases his or her astonishment. On the other hand, to
their contentment they learn already when studying the letters that Hebrew used to know quantity in
consonants, too. This makes a good sense: Admittedly, languages now and then know solely vocalic or
consonantal quantities, but the two features love to go hand in hand—so in this detail at least, the
Masoretic world seems to be a tidy place. Still, it would not be Hebrew if it would not pop out of its tidy
boxes somewhere. A few consonants do not geminate. OK, we would be able to pronounce them that
way, thinks the student, but every language has its own inalienable right to stipulate what is and what is
not possible. One of those consonants is [r]. Why not; this is not Spanish, thinks the student, and takes
it with forbearance—until he or she reading TaNaKh meets R marked as if it were [rr]. The forbearance
is gone and insistent doubts become difficult to bear. What then used to be Masoretic R like? [ɹ], [ɻ ],
[ʀ] or perhaps [ʁ]? Or was there an allowable variation as it is in Modern Hebrew and a number of
modern languages?
Consonantism (apart from pharyngeals and laryngeals, of course) does not appear essential for
interpretation of vowel signs. True, in a system with so many doubted elements, the student is right to
ask questions concerning the nature of compensatory lengthening (a vowel lengthens in front of the
consonant that cannot geminate), and whether every gemination got marked with a sign in writing—
since he or she sees combinations that do not prolong though they should.
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What in turn seems essential, are the accents. The issue the student would notice early, and we have
also mentioned it already, is the question how comes that xt;P, ['pæθaħ] and xt;P' ["pɑːθaħ] can mean
the same—i.e. the issue of pausal forms. It is related to accents so closely that it may be comprehended
as an issue of the nature of stress in Masoretic Hebrew. Now the studen’s amazement can open wide.
The Hebrew from the pages of the Bible showers on him or her, out of every line, such an abundance of
accent marks that nothing similar can be found in any other language. Their sheer variety in fact leads
authors of textbooks, would they happen to need an accent sign, not to select any one of them; rather
they supply an accent mark of their own, a single one and purposely different. The student learns in the
textbook—almost by the way or out of the way—that the accent marks had three purposes: mark the
stressed syllable, mark out sentential division according to the meaning, and supply a musical notation
for a ritual chant. The inquisitive student, then, has to cope with the find that some accent marks do
not mark the accent position at all and some only provided they are repeated again, kind of in excess,
on the accented syllable. The dividing of a sentence on its meaning seems to be an explanation even
more mysterious: The student may know that phonologies of living languages recognize one or two
layers of prosodic divisions in texts (which correspond to one or two layers of prosodic units). Here
then, the traditional teaching3 allegedly distinguishes a hierarchy of as many as four categories of
‘dividers’ in text. Does it mean that there is a hierarchy of four prosodic units in the background
comparable to what analyses of modern languages recognize, or is it a coincidence? To the four classes
of various ‘dividers’, a fifth one should be added. Whenever two words are not divided with even the
weakest ‘divider’, available is an assortment of many ‘connectors’ to link the words explicitly; or, the
words can be singled out as unaccented with a sort of hyphen which is also a ‘connector’ of its kind.
What is provided is in fact a full-fledged five-grade hierarchy of syntactic boundaries. Fairly and
squarely, the common reader of TaNaKh must feel the text is rather hyperdivided. Did indeed a Hebrew
sentence need equivalents of so many ‘commas’, ‘colons’, ‘dashes’ and ‘stops’ (which in conventional
European writing would roughly be two categories of ‘dividers’, (1) stronger and (2) weaker ones) ...
had it indeed to come in so dense a sequence that even phrases hardly exceeding three words are
‘divided’ with a mark? It is a good thing that they represent a musical notation, too, thinks the student
relievingly and learns to be unobservant towards the maze of the prosody marking. Should he or she
remain not happy, they would find out the different traditions sing different melodies on the same
marks; and the traditions are many. Strange Hebrew.
So, after some time, the former student of Hebrew, by that time a moderately well-read user of
TaNaKh, apart from the wonders he or she reads about, still and again wonders the language in which
he or she reads about them. Hebrew, a language full of wonder. Of course, unless they get accustomed
to wondering as they would stop wondering then. Shame would be if they stopped wondering wonders
they read about—but no glory would be also to stop wondering Hebrew just because they got
accustomed to it as it is just so. Let’s come then to check some traditional beliefs concerning the
language. We are possibly going to find we do not need so many beliefs concerning Biblical Hebrew
and keep a space for a belief concerning what we learn through it. It would be good. We may possibly
find some beliefs would remain beliefs still after our trial. It would be good, too. Beliefs should be
tested—and if they pass, they keep their right to remain beliefs. (Till the next test.)

B2

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of the present dissertation is to prepare for a computational research of TN"K phonology.
The objective of the dissertation is threefold:
(1) To establish a preliminary shape of a new phonology of the Hebrew of TN"K.
(2) To lay grounds to, and defend, a new coding scheme for the research.
(3) To find out if a hypothesis can be held claming that the accents in fully pointed editions of TN"K
can be based on spoken, rather than sung, intonations.
Out of these three sub-objectives, it is only with the No. (3) that it can be established if and how much
3

Again, not so traditional. Its age is fairly modern, in fact.
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the sub-objective has been actually achieved or failed to be reached in any measure that can be verified
or falsified. Nevertheless, all the three goals need to be developed together in order to make the
planned future research possible, and any one of them needs to use the outputs of the other two.
The sub-objective (1) will have been upheld if a system of phonology is proposed that
(a) has enough internal consistency to make a suitable starting point for later computational testing
(b) and, externally, is able to defend its position among present phonologies.
This is an auxiliary sub-objective as not enough data can be obtained by the time the dissertation is
proposed so as to challenge or falsify whatever the dissertation decides to claim to the contrary, unless
obvious blunders are made to turn it unacceptable.
The sub-objective (2) will have been upheld if no phonologically relevant condition of the text is
found that cannot be coded reasonably straightforwardly so as to be both searchable and legible.
Should such a condition be found, the goal has failed to be reached. Supposing, however, that most
such failures can be easily remedied, the dissertation would keep most of its value even with such
(minor) failures. That is why the goal can only become, then, an auxiliary sub-objective, too.
The sub-objective (3), in turn, is the one that can render the dissertation indefensible. The initial
hypothesis claims that all the actual sequences of accent marks give probable intonation contours. If
only modicum of instances are found in attempts at reconstruction of an intonation that result only in
highly improbable to impossible contours, they may be explainable by imprecisely guessed meanings of
the marks. This would not subtract much value off the work as such inaccuracies are expected at this
initial stage. The subsequent computational research is planned also with the purpose to set the
meanings of the marks more precisely. If, however, the intonational contours fail to be constructed in a
significantly large quantities, the present researcher is obliged to admit it and declare this intonational
hypothesis unconfirmed. Even then the dissertation would keep most of its value thanks to the other
components of the dissertation and also thanks to the negative find, which is a find, anyway.
On the other hand, in the case there are many counter-examples and the researcher fails to admit it,
the dissertation loses its value as the technical portions (sub-objective 2) and the theoretical creativity
(sub-objective 1) cannot supply enough scientific asset to make the work valuable as a dissertation.

B3

Working Terms

Before we embark to explore the Masoretic Hebrew phonology, time is now to define some of the terms
used in the present work in order to help avoid misunderstanding should the present usage collide with
the intuition of the reader. Acronyms of some of the terms, included in the table below, are not vital for
the reader to keep in memory. For the ease of reading, I shall limit the number of regular acronyms to a
minimum in the text (unless technical usage demands otherwise; which, regrettably, is almost a
necessity in a work of this kind). The patient reader will find the acronyms also in Part A.4
Most of the terms below, probably all of them, are obvious to a Semitic philologist. Actually, no
special meaning is attached to anyone of them. A few of the technical terms, self-evident to the more
technically minded, might not be so transparent to some readers. So perhaps to include their brief
explanations may occasionally be appreciated. One of the terms, however, deserves a slightly lengthier
treatment; again, not on account of any special meaning attributed to it but rather due to it being used
in contexts where some readers might expect ‘Tiberian’ instead.
“Masoretic” stands short for “Tiberian Masoretic” throughout the text (also in the title of the
present dissertation) in place where many scholars are happy to use simply “Tiberian.” Though
“Tiberian” is rarely used herein, there is no strong agenda in this usage and the two terms can be
considered as fairly interchangeable. My point was to separate the system of signs that is traditionally
and aptly called Tiberian (in contrast to Babylonian and Palestinian systems) from the pronunciation
4

More complex constructions of abbreviated expressions may be found explained in Part K closer to the end of
the dissertation. Help with particular instances of formulas actually used in the book might also be found there.
Parts G and H are rather systematic treatments of the transcription and the transliteration, respectively, not well
suitable to provide a quick explanation.
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that was recorded using mainly this system. Given that the system finally prevailed, it cannot be
securely claimed that exactly that style of pronunciation also necessarily prevailed. If some flexibility
within the record is allowed (it is one of the points of this work), spreading of the system of pointing
might have also broaden the originally narrower categories of the Tiberian pronunciation, giving rise to
a style acceptable to more communities, for which Masoretic Hebrew might be a proper term. While it
is true the prominent school of the Masoretes did reside in Tiberias for a time, I have decided not to
limit their geographic spread so closely, or assume too categorically (to advertise it in the term) that the
other Masoretes used a markedly different pronunciation. It may well be true there were other dialects
behind the competing systems. Still, the Masoretes finally accepted one of them and their masorah
soon became to be used and interpreted widely across the Land and the diaspora, which would not be
so if the ‘Tiberian’ tradition would be so much different from what the other Masoretes had. In fact, of
the three most important mss, only the oldest one (#C) comes explicitly from Tiberias. The most
appreciated one, #A, whose Tiberian origin is only assumed,5 was preserved, until recently, in Aleppo,
Syria. The most complete one (#L, from which I draw the most) was written in Egypt. The Masoretic
system emerges suddenly as a fully developed tool, which should at least have us cautious, as nothing is
known of its origin, date and place. Concerning its purpose, we can only speculate. What name is to
characterise the type of text, then? “Masoretic” is at least geographically neutral.
In applied phonology, “Tiberian Hebrew” has established as a term for standard (narrative) Hebrew,
explained by modern phonological theories. As a base for theories, it is assumed as a homogeneous
system, still disputed if and how much it can be considered ‘natural’. The approach of the present work
is to remain open to the possibility that non-homogeneities could be identified and a fair amount of
naturalness is assumed. The approach is to explore what was possible for the Masoretes rather than
settle on what was standard for them. The work also does not follow any modern phonological theory,
collecting data for a specific model to build. Using a standard term might be misleading, then.
“Masoretic” is closely related to the term “masorah”. Rather than go and try at my own definition, let
me quote what Aron Dotan had to say in his preface to a reprint (1970) of a seminal work on accents by
William Wickes (1881, 1887).6 “Wickes’ concept of the ‘Masora,’ a concept which, although generally
accepted in his time, proves to be wrong, and thus one of the things that misled him. One gets the
impression, although it is nowhere expressly stated, that to him the Masora is one distinct entity. In
recent years [1970] it is becoming more and more clear that the term ‘Masora’ has several different
meanings. It signifies first of all the literary genre of notes accompanying the Biblical text, but it also
signifies the specific notes attached to a definite Biblical text. The adjective of this noun, ‘masoretic,’
also has several meanings, one of which is: pertaining to the Biblical text accepted by the Jews—that is,
a meaning which does not derive its definition directly from any one of the nominal meanings of the
term. Hence a Biblical text which is ‘non-masoretic’ may be accompanied by ‘Masora,’ i.e., by notes to
the text, as for example the Biblical text of the Babylonian tradition, or the Biblical text with
unconventional Tiberian punctuation. [note 40: “As found, for instance, in the Codex Reuchlinianus and the like. ...
while using Tiberian signs this system does not follow the conventional Tiberian manner of punctuation. ... “]
On the other hand, a ‘masoretic’ text is not necessarily identical with the textus receptus collated by
Ya‘acov ben Ḥayyim ibn Adonijah, and therefore its Masora is not and cannot be THE Masora, the only
Masora. In fact, within the genre ‘Masora’ many types of Masora (second meaning) could exist, nay,
had to exist. Theoretically, every different Biblical text, differing in the most minute matters of
punctuation, had to have its own Masora, and all this within the scope of what is called the masoretic
text. [...¶...] in fact there is no single, specific ‘masoretic’ text. Even the attribution to Ben Asher of the
textus receptus is unfounded. Ben Asher was one of the Masoretes who enjoyed wide prestige, which
became even wider because of Maimonides’ reference to him in the matter of the open and closed
Parashas (twmwtsw twxwtp twyXrp). The recently enunciated opinion [note 41: “...by P. Kahle, ...”] that
the masoretic text was fixed by Ben Asher is therefore likewise completely unfounded.”
The present project, of which the dissertation makes a part, understands the term “Masoretic
Hebrew” as the language inherited by tradition in many communities, handed down in schools and
congregations, of which the Tiberian system of pointing was just one possible method of taking a
5

The #A ‘colophon’ was added to the ms only a hundred years after it had been completed, when it was dedicated
to the Karaite community of Jerusalem. The chief Masorete was explicitly named: Aharon b. Ašer. As it is known
the b. Ašer’s family was Tiberian-based, this origin is assumed. The colophon is available only in P. Kahle’s copy.
6
Wickes, William (1970) Two Treatises on the Accentuation of the Old Testament..., Ktav, New York, p. xxv.
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record of it. The language and probably the system, too, were no invention of the scholars residing at
one time in Tiberias. Though to study the phonology of the language makes most sense to start exactly
from the form recorded by them, it should be kept in mind it is the phonology of the language, not
phonology of their record, what the dissertation tries to approach.
Masoretic Hebrew

MsH

The conservative variant of Hebrew recorded by the Masoretes.
For its relationship to the term “Tiberian”, please see above.
Hebrew of the HbA Masoretic Hebrew especially in contrast with other dialects of the day
recorded in punctuation. If “Tiberian” should be attached to a language,
ben Ašer family
this HbA is perhaps a better candidate for the adjective than MsH. Unless
such specific distinction is sought, “Masoretic” is used to provide the
broad covering over the conservative H dialects used to read the TN"K.
Biblical Hebrew BH All the language variants that affected the Hebrew Bible, including
Masoretic Hebrew. The usage must be careful in here. Biblical Hebrew is
both too broad a term, and, considering Bible history, offset from the true
Masoretic Hebrew by centuries. On the other hand, it is true that, for a
general reader of the Hebrew Bible, Masoretic Hebrew is the Biblical
Hebrew. Such a crude identification should not be made, however, in a
work dealing with the specific language of the period. Still, attempts to
delineate it precisely court for troubles due to at least two questions which
are difficult to answer clearly. When was the last book of TN"K finalized
linguistically? How old actually was HbA? The interval between these two
cannot be termed BH, though it was certainly not irrelevant.
Mishnaic Hebrew MšH The variant in active use from Babylonian captivity up to 2nd–3rd cent. CE.
Ancient Hebrew
aH
A general term covering all stages and variants before Mediaeval Hebrew
(including Mishnaic Hebrew as well as the early form of the dialect that
was later to become Masoretic Hebrew).7
oH
The most general term covering Hebrew of all development stages and
Old Hebrew
variants before New Hebrew.
Mediaeval Hebrew MdH The language used from early Middle Ages (including Masoretic Hebrew)
up to haskalah. It includes other variants beside the conservative
Masoretic Hebrew, parallel to it.
Modern Hebrew ModH The Hebrew currently used in Israel for regular communication.
Aleppo codex
#A
The Masoretic codex from 925 CE with the punctuation and masorah by
Aharon b. Ašer himself. From the early Middle Ages held as the master
version. Most of the Torah, however, is missing today.
Biblia hebraica BHS The Kittel’s Biblia hebraica stuttgartensia, the successor of BH3, the most
widely printed scholarly edition of the Hebrew Bible used today.
stuttgartensia
Biblia hebraica BH3 The 3rd edition of Kittel’s Biblia hebraica. From this edition on, it became
to be a diplomatic edition of #L.
tertia
The subsystem of consonants in both phonology and phonetics.
consonantism
corpus
Depending on the context, either an electronic database of texts in a
statistically significant quantity, or simply the set of all the preserved
texts. If necessary, qualifiers can distinguish the two meanings:
an electronic corpus \ a historic corpus.
db
A homogenous set of files with software to store and retrieve the data,
data base
often also to evaluate them. A corpus is a db of specially tagged texts.
7

A simple division of its last two stages is tannaitic Hebrew and amoraic Hebrew. It works well from the literary
viewpoint (Mishna, Tosefta, halakhic midrashim... in tnH; Talmuds, early haggadic and homiletic midrashim in
amH) as well as the linguistic viewpoint (tnH as a spoken language, amH as a literary language, more influenced
with Aramaic, incorporating Graecisms and looking back to the language of TN"K). For details concerning these
two dialects, see e.g. Miguel Pérez Fernandez (1997) An Introductory Grammar of Rabbinic Hebrew, Brill, NY.
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generativist vs
generative
graphics

hláska

intonation vs
melody
kethib

k#

Leningrad codes

#L

melodeme
morpho(pho)nology

opaque

pattern

phthong

qere

q#

Rabbinic Bible

#R

structure
8

No special difference is sought out, no special attitude displayed by using
two different words. While ‘generative’ points to the discipline, the other
word may include the community also. The core meaning is the same.
Written signs carrying a linguistic or textual meaning. It includes various
auxiliary signs, such as those used for navigation in the text. It does not
include the graphic aspects conveying no semantic nor synchronously
pragmatic meaning, such as palaeographic information.
(pl. hlásky [ˈɦlaːskɪ]) is an established Czech term for a segment of text
regardless if it is or is not related to a phoneme (of the system). It may be
an allophone of one or more phonemes, it may be unrelated to phonemes
and it is a psychological unit (unlike a segment). See C2.2 for examples.
Often, both of the terms refer simply to pitch modulation. Occasionally, a
contrast may be made in that intonation is pitch supported from dynamic
and temporal factors, while melody denotes only the pitch used in speech.
The ancient record of TN"K which the Masoretes interpreted. It is
preserved in the script often called consonantal (though it indicates
vowels, too). The Masoretes took care not to alter it in any way. (See q#.)
The second best (after #A) and complete Masoretic codex, from 1008 CE.
The basis of the printed editions of BH3 and BHS.
A Masoretic sign traditionally translated ‘accent’. Their main function,
however, was prosody according to the present theory, not accentuation.
Phonologic alternantions inside a morpheme producing more alternants.
Morphonology, morphonemics, morphophonology, morphophonemics
mean essentially the same in the present dissertation.
Opacity, only cursorily mentioned herein, is a property of the generated
surface form that hides why a rule has been applied (it is not transparent).
An opaque rule hides its triggers (it is not surface-apparent) and/or its
effects do not remain to be seen on the surface (it is not surface-true). It
also refers to a segment that blocks the spreading of a feature, starting to
spread one with an opposite value.
For specialized meaning, please see C4. As this word is also frequently
used in its general, broad meaning throughout, causing considerable
semantic overloading, two or three other words are occasionally called in
to help share the load: ‘template’ for a morphological structure, ‘skeleton’
for its composition, and ‘configuration’ simply for ordering of elements.
A portion of a complex sound that can be identified as a subunit. A term
coined by the present author. A diphthong is a vowel of two phthongs.
Consonants can also have phthongs. For example, a sort of [s] is a
phthong in the affricate [ts] (phoneticians might object viewing it
[t]+[s]). In MsH, the furtive patach is a phthong.
The Masoretic interpretation of the ancient record (see k#) by means of
signs that did not alter it but supplied additional information.
The traditional Jewish edition based on the 1524/25 edition by Jacob ben
Xajjim (pub. by Daniel Bomberg) including its later improvements. This
textus receptus, though probably eclectic (no exactly matching ms has
been found), has gained scholarly appreciation as Jacob b. Xajjim used
many 12th cent. and later mss that are unavailable today and was thus
able to preserve larger textual consensus. Its accuracy was enhanced esp.
by Ginzburg (more pre-1524 mss), Cassuto (1952), Snaith; and largely
proved by Penkower (1982).8 “#R” does not discriminate editions herein.
Loosely, an organization underlying a pattern. Strictly, a set of elements,
relationships and also values (properties) that attach to the elements,

J. S. Penkower (1982) Jacob ben Hajjim and the Rise of the Biblia Rabbinica. Unpublished dissertation, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem. He proved #R is based on Sephardic mss fairly close to #A and #L.
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relationships and the whole. (For more, please see C1.1.)
system
A structured set with operations (for more, please see C1.1). Operations
are optional, so ‘system’ can mean the same as a structured set in a
looser, non-contrastive usage.
template
A skeleton of vowels and affixes assigned to a specific morphological class
in Semitic languages (for what ‘pattern’ is often used elsewhere).
vocalic quality
The same as vocalic timbre.9
The vocalic subsystem including related suprasegmental issues.
vocalism
A 3-step abstraction that could be approximated with English ‘sample’
vzorek >
(tokens in text) > ‘configuration’ (allophones) > ‘pattern’ (phonemes). It
vzor >
sees the allophone layer as abstraction above the physical units in text.
vzorec
TaNaCH TN"K
The Hebrew Bible known as the Old Testament in Christian Bibles.
Both of the terms and their acronyms mean the same: the text of the TN"K
textus masoreticus TM
or Masoretic Text or MT in the form it obtained after the Masoretes finished their work on it.
timbre
A characteristic quality of a sound, a colour. (‘What timbre it is made of.’)
Most of the specific terminology will be explained in the text, or reference will be made to literature
where more information can be obtained. See also Acronyms in A and Key to Abbreviations which is K.

B4

Working Field

The field the present dissertation enters into seems populated already with a number of monographs
and essays dealing apparently with the identical theme and topic, old Hebrew and phonology,10 which,
additionally, is a subject matter virtually no Biblical Hebrew grammar can afford to leave out.
A closer examination, however, offers a different picture. Most BH grammars skim this particularly
boring subject in a superficial way. The more modern they are or want to be, the more they aim at being
as communicative as possible. There is nothing communicative in teaching (let alone starting the
course with) sounds fluent speakers do not use and rules fluent speakers are not even aware of and no
student is supposed to use in practice. This approach is much to commend itself and no reason is to
deplore the days of good old systematic grammars seem to be gone. In fact, they are not gone for good.
Systematic reference grammars are always needed. Only, their demand is not exposed so much to the
fluctuating or vibrant (it depends) world of current trends. The need is presently well supplied by Paul
Joüon / Takamitsu Muraoka (2003) A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Pontifical Biblical Institute Press,
Rome), which is both mature and updated (the two features not always concomitant) and, while fairly
comprehensive, it has remained reasonably slim (a feature most appreciated by students, which we all
are, in a way, still). The old school reference grammars is represented, indeed, epitomized, by Gesenius’
Hebrew Grammar (1909 as co-authored by E. Kautzsch and translated by A. E. Cowley, Clarendon
Press, Oxford). In terms of data collected, perhaps no modern work comes even near, and most of the
opinions and explanations are still valid today (be them one of the options, at times). There are other
good reference grammars available, especially between the poles 1910 and 2003, but most Hebrew
scholars seem to own Joüon / Muraoka and have the Gesenius available. In my country (Czech
Republic), the condition is a bit different from English speaking countries. Joüon / Muraoka is
available in most specialized libraries to students and public, but is not offered for sale the way popular
Biblical Hebrew textbooks are, with the result Joüon / Muraoka is missing in most bookshelves of
people interested in Biblical Hebrew. On the other hand, Gesenius’ grammar is available in the public
domain of the web (in several formats), being thus a few clicks away from anyone (wisely hiding its
voluminous format at the same time). Given that these grammars (including others that cover the same
9

In more exact terms, it includes only phonological information, not a pragmatic one, i.e. roughly the two or
three lowest formants of the spectrum, superfluous as such a definition might seem for the present research.
10
The list I have available includes about 150 items of reference. Most of them are rarely quoted if ever.
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topic) offer essentially the same data and explanations, I am going to refer to Gesenius more frequently
than to Joüon/Muraoka. The other reason follows from the specifics of the approach of the present
project: Gesenius provides more data. As I have often paid increased attention to what seems specific
and exceptional (the stuff shunned by most grammars), Gesenius was a natural author to turn to.11
The specialized resources, monographs and essays, appear to be much more diverse and numerous.
Appearances, again, are deceptive. No one would be content just to repeat what has already been found
in the TN"K of the Masoretes long ago, without substantiating her or his contribution with something
new. Phonology is a field that saw much new harvest in recent decades. The plethora of publications
has been difficult to keep up with even for a specialist, and impossible for a philologist in another field
of expertise—including myself, who am a phonetician by training (i.e. NOT a phonologist). The list
mentioned in the footnote would prevent it with its sheer quantity, if each of the items were to obtain a
fair attention. My selection, then, was made in line with a few simple keys. The fundamental, most
quoted works were attempted to reach and (if obtained) studied and excerpted. Some of them were
purchased. Good many of the resources were downloaded from the web (it has been indicated so in the
reference as the PDF or freely available version may occasionally differ from the one offered for money).
The most of what is offered commercially, however, has been unavailable to me. Any money-making
activity linked to a work of science entails the community addressed with the work is limited (including
JSTOR and similar sites that make the false impression they are available if web-searched). Any article
or essay available through a paid website is lost for general public intentionally and must be considered
as lost for science. These words may seem harsh but I should make it as clear as I can at the very outset
of the present project. I do not consider it my fault to have left the paid sites out and am not willing to
apologise for it. I have invested a good deal of money into the project and, God willing, am going to be
ready to go on funding it. But my resources are limited. You can either do science, or make money.
People who make their research results available only via paid sites are knowing well what they are
doing: They address a specific community only that can afford lavish resources to sponsor other
people. With scholars, these are probably other people’s money they are allowed to spend (unless it is
them who run the website), but this makes no difference. They do not care for furtherance of
knowledge in the first place. There is a different purpose, however, in mentioning these few lines apart
from regretting the scarce resources available. The point is that a good deal of this circulation12 is fed,
in the last instance, with a narrow community of money providers, who pour in the money and reap
back the benefits of an advanced society that cultivate its base of knowledge. Whoever wants to
participate, must comply with certain criteria in activities and achievements. The result if twofold: (1)
The community of participants makes developments in their respective fields, which presses forward in
a specific direction, leaving other possible directions out. It is much like in the world of vogue, though
the language is different and the ideas incomparably more sophisticated. The academic community
confirms to each other there is indeed a development and that they all found themselves at a more
advanced stage than a year, a decade, a century ago. They also spread the conviction they are THE
community and anything outside of their close-knit world is irrelevant and cannot contribute. (2) The
other effect is that the language and structure used to identify their circles is abstruse. This is a classdefining means from times immemorial and works reliably regardless of the level of sophistication. For
a research-pursuing community of money-spenders that care to be well funded it is essential to keep
their work difficult to penetrate and their results difficult to evaluate by outsiders. It worked for the
scribes of Sumer and Egypt, it works today.
Both of the effects apply in modern phonology.13 It appears to have advanced in a unified direction in
11

On the side of diachronically explained synchronic descriptions, there is also Joshua Blau (2010) Phonology
and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An Introduction (Eisenbrauns). It is a fairly recent contribution by an author
of long-standing renown in the field. An earlier version of this book has been available in ModH. Comprehensive
as it is, it does not offer so many Biblical data as Gesenius (even Joüon / Muraoka). It is an educational reference.
12
A typical circulation is data, publication, invitation, grant, new students provide new data that fit into the old
pattern, old publications and invitations generated evaluation that secured more grants that attracted new
students that provided new data that fit etc. Heaps of paper and slides rarely contain knowledge that is really new.
13
It applies to some other linguistic domains, too. The usual model of research in modern linguistics is that a
theory is based on English, supposed to be universal, than the community is busy finding examples in other
languages, updating and refining the original theory. The more examples are found throughout the world, the
more the community is persuaded that indeed another piece of ‘universal grammar’ (a Holy Grail) has been
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the last few decades (coinciding with the time the present system of funding has been in place). It has
been ever less comprehensible to anybody outside of the community (a practical philologist, a teacher,
a linguist of a different specialisation is outside, not inside). It is characteristic that the seminal work of
the field, The Sound Pattern of English by Chomsky and Halle is cited on and over in almost every major
contribution to modern phonology so frequently, that it is regularly inserted into the text as “SPE”, an
acronym not needed to explain as every participant simply knows what it is. I was not surprised to find
SPE on a shelf of a major theological library in Prague among books on Hebrew and other ancient
tongues of the Near and Middle East. In my view, this very work was so misguided from the onset that
one might only wonder how it could have ever been meant seriously. It has presented language as a
simple machine that replaces strings of letters by letters. Every other development in phonology
recognized by the well-funded community since that time repairs this heavily deficient view of SPE and
each such patch is hailed as another major step in the development. When a syllable was re-invited into
the picture, it was no doubt a step in the right direction. The trouble was it could have been forgotten at
all. Still, the bulk of the ideas and technique of the modern phonology is presented as a substantial
advance of being superior in precise and exact formulations in what the pre-SPE phonology was
assumed to be vague and less rational. It is difficult and perhaps unfair, too, to compare the language
of modern science that is charmed with computers (myself including) with the manner it used to be
customary to present knowledge in the pre-IT society. But knowing, or putting, something exactly is far
from knowing the thing correctly. It is very useful to be able to formalize issues so as to model it as a
mathematical issue or computational procedure. It must be kept in mind, however, these models are
not reality. The condition of how a string of symbols can be manipulated does not have to be, and
probably is not, the way language operates. This fundamental distinction seems to have been lost, too
often, in all that excitement of modern phonology. Language shows in details to be a very inexact and
fuzzy phenomenon. Formalization and technology can help as long as it does not replace the living
body. Modern textbooks on medicine are very different from those a century ago. Still, Moore and
Dalley complement Gray, not displace. No one in their senses would allow oneself to be operated on by
a surgeon who has learned on human body in its normalized shape, with parts fitting exactly one into
another in a nice theory. An experienced surgeon is what the job needs. But practical experience, it is
exactly that messy thing that habitually upsets all theory. Language, of course, seems inorganic. But its
behaviour shows so many similarities to a living thing that at least some similes seem appropriate.
The phonologies of MsH appear to share one fundamental assumption: that the vowels and signs of
the Masoretic text directly reflects the sounds the Masoretes inherited or invented. Perhaps it is fitting
that the language processed with this assumption has established its name as ‘Tiberian Hebrew’. While
it may be discussed if the language was a natural tongue inherited by the Masoretes, or an artificial
invention of the scholars for who it was impossible to learn the ancient sound of the language of the
consonantal record and for who the chain of naturally inherited speech was lost several generations
before, it is nevertheless a specific type of Hebrew, the one with a fairly direct correspondence between
the sign and the sound. Under these terms, the language of interest for the present dissertation in not
‘Tiberian Hebrew’. The author shares the assumption the language of the most recent version of TN"K
was a language with a naturally continued tradition (a broader term than a ‘living’ language) with a
good many mainstream phonologists of Tiberian Hebrew. The author, however, does not share the
assumption the signs should correspond directly to sounds. The author also does not agree with the
model of phonology that is being discussed, updated and re-worked within the established community.
(To explain these points makes a portion of the content of this dissertation, too.)
The body of literature on Tiberian Hebrew phonology has one important justification in common, the
lack of which is simultaneously admitted to be a weak side of the concept presented here. It is not
surprising to state that no sound recording is extant from the times of the early Masoretes. The
Tiberian phonology, then, is a phonology of written records. To postulate any mapping between sound
and sign apart from the most simple, direct correspondence means to balance on the insecure rope of
found. This is not to claim there is anything wrong with subsequent collaboration on developing a theory to
maturity. Much less to deny universal language faculties. Nor that English should be banned from languages of
the initial data. There are exceptions that prove no such constraints are needed, and still avoid making English
the pattern of all linguistic theory. One of the notable ones is Role and Reference Grammar by Foley and Van
Valin, who made it one of 2 explicit initial assumptions to quest for a model of grammar as if it was English that
was the exotic language, not the other way round (they even admit that, in many respects, it is). See lit. on RRG.
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speculation. A plain statement that Tiberian Hebrew phonology has no ambition to claim anything
concerning the spoken aspect of the language could save the phonologists the trouble to respond to any
challenge in this sense.14 For the present author, phonology is still a discipline dealing with the system
of the sounds and spoken means of a language. To establish anything in this world ‘gone with the wind’
entails a collaborative multi-disciplinarian effort not unlike the one known to criminal investigators to
establish evidence, working against time. As with CSI’s, this is a risky business, too, with no guarantee
truth will ever be discovered, and if discovered, proved—without which the effort was lost. Unlike with
CSI’s however, a probable approximation still has some value, neither dead alleys mean total failure.
This fundamental difference between the available phonologies of Tiberian Hebrew and the present
Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew is enough to make sure there may be few meeting points between the
two. Systems of graphics do rarely coincide with systems of sound. They are far apart more often than
not. Tiberian Hebrew phonologies can take-up where their predecessors left (in their phonology of
Hebrew or a phonology of English or any other phonology) and translate the face values of the system
of letters and signs into the system of symbols and rules. If any shortage is spotted, then retranslate the
rules or add new symbols. The baton has already been brought so far in this relay, that the finish, which
is a consistent, coherent system that is able to generate the known forms and exclude the unattested
may seem comfortingly close. There is, however, another goal, less hopeful and less rewarding, to work
through the available written records toward the unavailable spoken phonology, as phonology in a one
sense of the word is (i) phonology of the language, and only then (ii) a more or less formal system to
capture (i). This is why I have initiated the multi-stage project with an attempt to interpret the record
and make ready the methods for the next steps. Little real phonology can be provided at this early stage
as more relevant data are expected at later stages. The interpretation and the system derived from the
data is planned to be refined in iterative, cascaded cycles. Only at the later stages will my task be similar
to the task the Tiberian Hebrew phonologists could have started to solve right away.
So far the most comprehensive analysis of the Hebrew phonology as recorded by Tiberian scholars15
is Joseph L. Malone (1993) Tiberian Hebrew Phonology (Eisenbrauns, Winona Lake). He himself
characterizes his approach as a “relatively conservative generative–phonological analysis” (p. 5) which
means in the traditions of SPE. “Conservative” applies increasingly more as further development of the
transformational model has seen new stages since 1993.16 He aimed at describing all the possible
alteration recognized in the language, but simultaneously and perhaps consequently, the approach
seems to suffer from the common disease of the theory since it was first introduced in SPE, and that is
little or no distinction of what is synchronically part of the phonology, and what is the portion of the
linguistic history. (What he does distinguish is “morphologically invariant, supplied by rule” and
“lexically given” (p. 16), which is not the same.) Rules are put out clearly, well described and sorted
out. Many of them, however, had to be rewritten if the feature table (p. 29) needed some adjustment if
the phonetic nature based on Brockelmann (1908) and Bauer / Leander (1922) were challenged. His
work was later challenged only in details, as far as I am aware. But completeness is a value in itself. If I
needed any time later to refer to a complete set of rules, I would probably turn to Malone, regardless of
some shortcomings pointed to by his colleagues from the generative camp, justified as they may be.
A critical approach to Malone was taken by Andries W. Coetzee (1999) Tiberian Hebrew Phonology:
Focussing on Consonant Clusters (Studia semitica Neerlandica 38, Van Gorcum, Assen). His intention
was to rework or finish the theory by Garr (1989) and assumes his position (as he puts it) between him
and Malone (1993), aiming at greater consistency in the rules, also with the intention to provide for a
common base to facilitate comparison between these two antagonistic theories (as neither Garr nor
Malone do), pointing also some of their shortcomings. I cannot fairly evaluate this, however, as Garr
was not available to me. He does not analyze the complete Malone, either. His specific contribution is
in underlying consonant clusters in terms of non-linear, rather than linear generative phonology of his
two predecessors (in syllabification, applying theories of Piggott and Singh (1984) and Itō (1989),17
that by increased understanding of syllable structure provided a background for more efficient dealing
14

I have not come across such a statement, but in fact I have not looked for it. It can be claimed or added anytime.
No substantially different group of scholars is implied, see “Introduction to the Draft of 1978”, p. 5.
16
Already in 1993, the heyday of linear (i.e. non-syllabic) generativism was past. Though myself an opponent of
generativism, I am not inclined to view this fact negatively. The author worked over it about 25 years, a plenty of
time to produce a mature, balanced study. (One is tempted to call it ‘well-debugged’ in the generative context.)
17
I had no access to the references cited, but the theory is syllables drawn in trees, fairly easy to grasp, anyway.
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with epenthesis, achieving greater predictive power.)
He starts his treatment of consonant clusters by evaluation of pre-generative approaches, especially
pointing to where they fell short of providing good explanations. In his critique he deals, apart from
Gesenius (1909), also with Joüon / Muraoka (1991), which he admits is used by the most Hebrew
scholars. In spite of that it was out only in 1991, eight years before, he considers non-generative
phonology as long outdated. He responds to the criticism of Malone raised by Tapani Harviainen
(1995) “Tiberian Hebrew Phonology (review)” (Hebrew Studies 36.1, p. 224–227) with, in my view,
simplifying Harviainen’s opinion. He reports Tapani Harviainen to have said that the Malone’s
approach is in no way “more transparent” than the traditional explanation. He retorts that if
“transparent” means “how easily it can be understood,” it is correct but irrelevant (my interpretation) as
what matters is “transparent in the sense of clear, leaving no room doubt or uncertainty, explaining the
data consistently. [...] If the data is complex and difficult, the explanation will also be” (p. 133). I agree
that simple solutions need not be, and often are not, the correct ones. Still, I am not convinced the
critique by Harviainen could be swept away with such a re-interpretation (“from Harviainen’s
discussion on this issue, it becomes clear that he means with «transparent» ...” = see above). I have
understood Harviainen’s point in a different way, i.e. the Malone’s rendering of “rules,” “changes” and
“exceptions” fails to bring any explanation above that which is already known from the traditional
grammars, and even does not dispense with their traditional terminology. Basically, what he does is
rewrite a set of natural language descriptions and explanations into the same set of descriptions and
explanations, only in an abstruse code instead of the natural language, with the result that he adds
complexity instead of reducing it. Apart from this l’art pour l’art argument, he also points to great
usefulness of conservative grammars for students, a quality which works of this kind notoriously lack.
“More transparent” then must mean an added value that Tapani Harviainen expected, and failed to
find, in the Malone’s list of rules. I would not be so stern as an added value is certainly in their
classification and ordering. I agree that reading the code is challenging and certainly not for the fainthearted (but this is so with any code). This one is really not so difficult to read as it may seem, after a
while of practice. The advantage is the code is practically the same in many works of modern
phonology, so the extra effort does pay off (an objection by Harviainen). But this clash of opinions, in
my view, reveals the fundamental difference between the two camps. One side is happy to produce and
finally debug a code that seems to follow what can be in the data, believing the internal workings of the
code show the internal structure of a universal grammar in the particular setting for a particular
language. The other side is seeing just a code, with no relationship between it and reality, with no
hypothetical ‘linguistic processor’ to run it.
One of the problems I have with his approach is postulating the existence of a phonemic shwa, which
is the underspecified vowel that is inserted in the final segholate clusters *CVC C. Apart from
requiring two independent rules for what might well be a single process (but this is the type of
objections that generativists should raise themselves, I am not concerned so much with procedural
efficiency), I found problematic to suppose a vowel that behaves as a reduction of full vowels when
unaccented, and itself is deleted further away from accent, to be postulated in the underlying form
simply to solve a vexing issue with exactly the opposite behaviour, gaining colour (provided I associate
the two shwas correctly).18 I am also not persuaded with the CVCC-types appearing on the surface in
good many of cases. In fact, ~CC endings are rare, but real, in nouns and verbs.
The Tiberian vowel reduction is also dealt with by Henry Churchyard (1999) Topics in Tiberian
Biblical Hebrew Metrical Phonology and Prosodics (a dissertation, University of Texas at Austin). He
does it, however, as a prosodic issue, to which I can subscribe more readily. Churchyard is also the only
one who pays attention to the need to interpret the graphics. He does it (at the end of ch. 1), however,
more in terms of defining his choices, i.e. rather as a technical matter to avoid ambiguities. He brings
together opinions of authorities and selects between them. He quotes almost no scriptures himself
(apart from the passage on shwa medium on p. 133, and then only Jer. 28:11 in the section on the
secondary stress, p. 162, unless I have missed anything). His neat theoretical picture he declares for
transcription (e.g. ii “when its Cananite/pre-Hebrew source is *ii, or a vowel + y sequence), and as
short i (when its Cananite/pre-Hebrew source is *i or *a). ... uu ... *uu ... u ... *u ...” (p. 136–137)
would quickly disappear over the TN"K text. No doubt Henry Churchyard is well aware of such
18

Malone’s „Schwa Intrusion (SI)“ (p. 91, op. cit., 1993) is different; being a disguised chatef, it is non-opaque.
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fluctuations (he points to some in the follow-on text), but he must consider them as deviations
irrelevant for the system that he probably supposes was valid regardless of the graphemes really
entered. His is a 5×2 vowel system (short and long ones, exactly the one I have been accustomed to use
but felt forced to give up while working on my dissertation). The support for the 5×2 system is strong
and with a respectable history. His arguments are persuasive within the system he offers. My problems
were rather with the data than with the system. One has to work with a sort of idealized (or normalized)
form of the text to maintain it. I am going to deal with the details of the issue later on. He is also well
aware of the development (possibly very complex development) of the pronunciation even in the preMasoretic and Masoretic times, remarking repeatedly that Tiberian Hebrew need not be a direct parent
to either Ashkenazi, or Sephardic pronunciation, which is a proper point to make, in my view. (My
initial generalization concerning Tiberian Hebrew ‘orthographic’ phonologies applies to Churchyard in
a very limited way, only as long as he makes use of a ‘normalized’ form of record, which is, all in all,
legitimate to do. Otherwise, he does not see the Tiberian Hebrew, of which he attempts to cut a
synchronic slice, as an essentially flat system. That is why I found his approach easiest to relate to.)
The 5×2 vocalic system, however, appears to me still beset with many problems. Malone in the
Appendix B of his monograph (pp. 151–155) provides a critique of it. Though he focuses mainly on the
version defended by McCarthy,19 he points the reliance of his can be traced (and is admitted) to the
dissertation of Prince (1975),20 and his in turn to Lambdin (1971).20 Though Brockelmann took the
pains to explicitly stand up against this model (he has singled it out as “pernicious to correct
understanding of Tiberian phonetics and phonology”),21 it has gained considerable support later, as
ModM version of the Sephardic pronunciation spread to the community of BH scholars. (Without
anticipating too much, I should add some of the particular rules Malone uses to defend the 7-vowel
system against the 5-colour version of McCarthy might apply differently, should we assume ‹a› higher
than ‹aa› and more values for ‹aa›. Churchyard recognizes ‹aa› as “homographous” (p. 157) with a
different diachrony for ‹o› (*u) and ‹aa› (*a) and different follow-on traditions (quotes Blau 1976:10);
“it remains clear that short ‹o› and long ‹aa› act differently within the phonological system of Tiberian
Hebrew” (p. 157). It follows that some objection of Malone’s would not apply to Churchyard, too. This
way, both Malone and Churchyard stand out positively from the camp of die-hard theoretical linguists,
who find it comfortable to live with the neatly arranged 5×2 vocalism. Churchyard by not being afraid
to question its own model by real data, Malone by intrepidly keeping an outmoded model.)
The apparent strength of the 5×2 set of Churchyard is the thorough analysis of the reduction linked
to stress and syllabification in two different layers of feet. Mora is the recognized unit of measure (the
system is described as tri-moraic and trochaic). The system of prosody in the cantillation ‘accents’ is
confronted with the prosody constituents marked with pausal forms and discrepancies are noted. (It
could be remarked anticipatorily, that if ‘accents’ are interpreted as speech intonation marks, no real
discrepancies need be reconciled as the two layers of prosody can confirm, not negate one another.)
These two or three authors, picked up by me for this survey, are by far not the sole representatives of
the current research effort,22 they may be considered as the most typical, comprehensive or achieved.
Given, however, that the present dissertation tries to approach the topic from a different point and
somewhat indirectly, there is little to interact with them (partially with the exception of Churchyard)
until a specific progress has been reached in the present project. Then, common issues will be possible
to identify and only then it will be able to see if the detour that I have decided to take now was an
entirely needless digression, or anything valuable has been collected on the way to facilitate progress in
theory, and better yet, make study of the language easier. Phonology of Tiberian Hebrew has already
achieved much in explaining particular issues. Unless the present approach rises to them, the project
should not conclude. In the meantime, however, a few points can be offered as a specific contribution.
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Both in his dissertation of 1979, Formal problems in ..., and 1982, Prosodic templates ..., see bibliography there.
The Phonology and Morphology of Tiberian Hebrew, MIT. • Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, Scribner’s, N. Y.
21
(1940) Neue Theorien zur Geschichte des Akzents und des Vokalismus im Hebräischen und Aramäischen.
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 94, p. 332–371 (quot. by Malone, op. cit., p. 151). He
was one (see also 1908), with Bergsträsser (1918) and Bauer / Leander (1922) who advocated the 7-colour vowel
system. (Malone himself relied on both Brockelmann and Bauer / Leander, see p. 28). Cf also Encycl. Jud., 1971.
22
Authors deserving a mention though their work was not dwelt on extensively at this stage include Rappaport
1984, Hetzron 1987, Khan 1990, 1997, Steiner 1997, Rendsburg 1997, Idsardi 1997, 1998, 2000, Benua 1998
and Bye 2003. References to most of them and others can be found at the List of Reference, Part L, at the end.
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C

Concept of
Phonology
The chapter C1 of the dissertation defines what is phonology. By presenting phonology as a system, an
essentially Structuralist view is offered. Establishing inherent abstractness of phonology, it also tries to
show its reality. Phonology in the mind as a working component of language competence is
distinguished from phonologies in theoretical models. For them, a goal is set out to be practical apart
from any explanatory power. Phonology is primarily descriptive whereas being explanatory is only a
secondary purpose with severe limitations. Its descriptiveness should help students, teachers,
philologists, historians, psychologists, speech therapists, forensic specialists, engineers and other
experts asking questions on behalf of their domains. The concepts, the patterns, the reasoning of
theoretical phonology should remain accessible to them (unlike specific methods and working tools).
Chapter C2 compares available phonological theories from the positions set out in C1. The most
widely accepted, Generative Theory has been selected as the background from which occasional
incursions have been made to other theories. Specifically mentioned have been Lexical Phonology,
Dependency Phonology, Government Phonology, Optimality Theory, Radical CV Phonology,
Autosegmental Phonology, Syllable Phonology, Natural Phonology, Metrical Phonology, Feature
Geometry and Revised Articulatory Theory. All these have been evaluated (though some could have
been only mentioned) solely in terms of usefulness for the approach to be taken in the present
dissertation and planned for the follow-up research (of which the dissertation is the stage I). The space
and purpose does not permit to treat the theories in the way a textbook in the history of phonology
would do.
Gradually, grounds are laid in C3 for a concept of phonology for the subsequent research. It is to be
pattern-based (C4) rather than being exclusively descriptive or derivative. The advantage is pattern
assimilation unlike procedure execution can be incomplete. Procedures may attach to positions or units
but the phonology relies more on the general human capacity to process similarity. The concept of the
phoneme is kept; still, with a finer, position-related granularity. Phonemes are scaled on degrees of
contrast in the system. Their features are redefined in order to be descriptive rather than universally
distinctive. The syllable (whose essential, universal unity is defended) aspires to be the future
fundamental unit of the theory as soon as enough testing is done on real data. Morphonology is
relegated to morphology as it bears more on grammar than sound. Points are made occasionally
concerning Glossa, a formalism prepared for processing and presentation of the phonology that is
treated in detail in the Part G herein.

1

C1

What is Phonology

C1.1

Definition of Phonology

Phonology is the sound system of a language. This three-concept definition, albeit a brief one, is
adequate.
• It concerns sound as opposed to writing. Phonology must be built on what is actually heard, not
on a script of any kind. Writing and speaking are two entirely different processes. One of the
first task of a phonologist is to make sure the two are being clearly distinguished.1
• Then, also, phonology is a system. Every system consists of elements with values, relationships
between elements and also between the relationships. Relationships have values, too, and a
value is attached to the whole. This makes a structure over which operations can be performed.
• The system is built to function with maximum efficiency for a specific language. No other
languages are taken in consideration during the building process, no universals are regarded,
nothing else to reduce the economy.2
Phonology deals with the system of pronunciation. What elements and relationships constitute this
system? The elements of the system of phonology are phonemes, an inventory of which is often
considered a basic level inventory. More units are elements of the system, considered as ‘higher’ units
from the phoneme perspective. Elements ‘below’ the basic level are also sometimes considered:
features that are recognized as components the phonemes consist of. Relationships represent the
organization of the inventories, internal patterns of the units, especially the higher ones, and rules of
their interactions. Additional are relations to morphology (which is a domain outside of phonology):
Wherever phonemes alter inside the same morpheme, a morphoneme is recognized as a set of
contextually different usages of various phonemes in an alternant. It would of course be possible to find
qualities that differentiate the various phonemes united in a morphoneme. It would not, however, make
sense to work with such differentiating qualities as real elements. It is disputed whether morphonemes
(or morphophonemes) belong to phonology. Some theories include them, and in fact devote much of
their effort to explain morphonemic alterations. The present phonology (and some others, too) relegate
morphonemes to grammar.
Subsystems in turn can be identified in the system of phonology according to what elements can
occur in what positions: various locations in the structure can show paradigms of different sets of
elements, i.e. different functional oppositions (which are not identical to functional oppositions of
analogous elements in other paradigmatic sets; in other words: if a phoneme is unacceptable in a
position, all other relationships are changed by that for the position).
By being a system, phonology determines significance of phones for a particular language or dialect,
i.e. communicative system of a language. (Communicative, since it concerns an interpersonal system.
Phonology, perhaps save a few exceptions, does not deal with idiolects and passes over the emotional
and associative facets of the sound elements of the language system.) Phonology then makes the basis
for more linguistic work in morphology, syntax, discourse and orthography.
Phonology is a way of systematic reduction of complexity. It makes sure that solely morphological
forms are distinguished in a lexeme, not their phonetic versions. In this manner, it contributes to a
sharper definition of “word” and reduces the number of “forms”. Language can be seen as a multistructured system—structures of changes inside words (morphology), inside sentences (syntax), in
1

I am not that certain this distinction has always been made clearly in ancient Hebrew phonology research so far.
I am going to address that later.
2
This is one of the reservations I hold toward the current stream of theories in phonology and linguistics that, in
my view, put too much belief in universals.
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meaning (semantics), vocabulary (lexicology), historical changes, etc.—phonology is then a study of
changes in the sound structure. It is important it deals with the system of sounds, not just with sounds.
From it follows that phonology is more abstract than phonetics.
Being a sound system, phonology is instrumental also for comprehension. Comprehension is a
measure of the attachment of meaning to spoken sequences. The meaning may be semantic (textual,
sentential, lexical) and/or phonological.
Solely a phonological meaning is attached to an utterance or, more typically, an expression whose
semantics is not understood (it might be a loanword or an expression of our own language unknown to
us, e.g. a personal or local name, an interjection or any item of the vocabulary new to us), nevertheless
we do ‘understand’ it as much as being able to remember or write it (provided we are familiar with
graphics-to-phonology interface, i.e. if we are literate).3
Hence, phonology is a sort of meaning structure of language that makes the first step to
understanding since it makes possible to retain a word in memory longer and more effectively than the
mechanical aural memory. To rephrase it, phonology is a meaning structure that assists an efficient
memory storage and retrieval for a particular language.
If we think of meaning in terms of reference from ‘words’ to objects, it makes of course no sense to
speak about meaning of phones, phonemes and any sound elements. The referential theory of
meaning, however, fails to cover the whole of reality, do it well and, as modern philosophy has
demonstrated, it appears as completely inadequate in closer inspection. Theoreticians examining the
meaning4 incline more to an idea of meaning as a function (of linguistic or non-linguistic behaviour)
applied to a linguistic unit based on the structure of its neighbourhood (in a broad sense). In other
words and rather simplistically: The meaning of an expression is the manner of its usage.5 Considering
the meaning this way, it starts making sense to speak of a meaning of sound units, too, though they
themselves can have no reference in the extra-linguistic world (perhaps apart from some intonation
patterns), still they can have, and do, definable functions in the structure of linguistic utterances and
the system. Their meaning can be thought of as ‘distinguishing meanings of expressions’ (phoneme),
‘adapting phoneme articulation to its current setting’ (allophone), ... or more finely: ‘distinguishing
meanings in a specific context’, ‘representing another phoneme’ etc. It suggests it makes sense to think
of phonology as a meaningful system of its own kind.
Let us define what shall be understood a ‘system’ and what is only a ‘structured set’.
A structured set is a set of elements, properties of the elements, relations between the elements, also
between the relations, then properties of the relations and also a property of the set as a whole.
As soon as operations over elements, relations and properties are added to the structured set, a
system obtains. The system then is a sort of a dynamic structured set.6 By bringing up phonology as a
system, operations are assumed. Some operations can be defined as pertaining to positions (e.g.
neutralizations), some as pertaining to combinations (e.g. assimilations), some to meaning (expressive
changes).
Ferdinand de Saussure in his Course in General Linguistics mentions an important and still valid
idea. He speaks of language systems in general, we shall restrict ourselves only to the sound level in the
quotation: “In the language itself, there are only differences ... the language includes neither ... sounds
existing prior to the linguistic system, but only ... [‘phonetic’]7 differences arising out of that system. In
a sign, what matters more than any ... sound is what other signs surround it. The proof of this lies in the
3

Simply repeating immediately the expression not understood cannot be a reliable proof as we are capable of
employing our short-term auditory memory. Repetition can be an evidence of remembering phonologically only
after a longer time.
4
Philosophers, logicians and semanticists. A bibliography would have to be too large and too general at this
place. Particular reference will be supplied under particular quoted statements. Concerning philosophers, they
are especially the ones of the analytical and post-analytical school such as Quine, Davidson, Sellars & al.
5
An appropriate usage is meant. A discussion what is an appropriate usage will be put aside.
6
Cf Jaroslav Peregrin (1999) Význam a struktura. Praha, OIKOYMENH, p. 107–108.
7
The term phonetic (or more generally, phonic in Czech translation) is missing in manuscript witnesses. Still,
translators supply it. De Saussure’s avoidance of the term was probably intentional. In his vision of language
system, the phoneme turned into a highly abstract intersection of relationships devoid of material qualities, while
what was called “phoneme” in his day kept its association with speech and, for d. S., was a unit of parole, which
would be phonetics, not phonology today. Later, Praguian structuralists have switched the terms.
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fact that the value of a sign may change without affecting ... sound, simply because some neighbouring
sign has undergone a change.”8
Sound units (inter alia) are considered here as signs whose properties are inferred by the system (in
fact, solely by the system, to be strictly Saussurean). That is why the attention should first be turned to
the sound system of language as a whole, and in that framework, to its individual elements. It is the
sound system that is primary and imposes its constraints on the pronunciation. Any research in
phonology, then, is well advised to begin with asking in what way and by what means to treat the
system prior of operating in any detail over what is secondary, classes of elements and individual
elements. Phones and other sound elements are constituted by relationships inside the system.
A researcher may even conclude that some of the elements concepts of which are commonly
employed in descriptions of phonic phenomena are not more than pragmatic shortcuts, intersections of
subsisting relationships, with no real existence in themselves, useful as they might seem for a language
description. Alternative borders between subsidiary working concepts (justifying different theories of
phonology) do not affect the reality of the system of phonology as a whole. Even if—theoretically
speaking—the whole system consisted out of unreal, virtual elements only (which I do not believe), it
would not make the system unreal. Even in such an extreme, academic case, phonology of a language
would remain an objective entity that must be present in the minds of the language users, and not just a
mere construct made secondarily by linguists for a scientific description of language. Analyses of
individual elements or classes may be more or less appropriate, exact, practical, or on the other hand,
premature, inexact or useless, but the system that supplies its elements with meaning must exist
independently of successfulness or otherwise of the analysis. It is the system that is underlying, its
portions are derived. This is a fundamental thesis of my approach to phonology which can, therefore,
be labelled as structuralist.

C1.2

Reality of Phonology

The essential abstractness of the system of phonology is far from being a revolutionary concept today.
Actually, there is not much to defend. On the contrary, phonology has turned into a highly abstract,
esoteric discipline in recent decades. So much so that not a few doubt its actual rooting in reality.
Nobody of course questions there are sounds in languages, even letters in good many of them. What is
sometimes viewed with scepticism is a practical validity of the discipline. Indeed, users of a language,
ranging from native speakers with little grounding in theory on the one side to philologists of a dead
language with little interest in speaking on the other side, they all are concerned with disciplines
helpful in their language practice. As soon as phonology is delimited from orthography and literacy
(how to read and write) and from phonetics (how to speak), what there remains of phonology does not
seem much of what practical-minded people could consider of any use. Abstract schemata and rules
they know they have not needed to use the language and, in all probability, they would never need to, it
can only support their reserved assessment.
Still, we are all heavy users of phonology. In fact no efficient use of a language can be made without
it. The impression that phonology is, to put it bluntly, a research about nothing, good only for spending
grants, is partially due to the fact the in-built phonology is masked by being too close to speaker and
listener, writer and reader, for them to realize it. This capacity stands between the external language
and their own internal shape of it, interpreting relentlessly and, as good interpreters always do, almost
invisibly. When vocabulary, semantics, syntax or morphology fails, the educated users ascribe the
failure to the relevant discipline. Few of them, however, find what to blame when phonology is failing.
These are the reasons why most users of a language do not realize the ubiquitous presence of the
phonology component inside their brains.9
8

Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, (1986) Open Court Classics, transl. by Roy Harris
(1983), p. 118, orig. p. 166. Czech transl. by František Čermák, w/ extensive notes, Praha, Odeon 1989, p. 148.
9
Another question is whether the theory of phonology should improve its accessibility, which in turn could bring
it closer to the practical side of the discipline. I believe it could and should. I am going to get back to it later. (And,
by the way, I have got no grant for the work.)
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Sometimes, rarely, the activity of the module comes out to the surface. We have touched on it having
mentioned, in the preceding section, an utterance, an expression that is not understood, and still
somehow clear to us—to write, to remember, to retrieve and repeat. We can write nonsense words. We
can invent them as children often love to do. Clark and Yallop agree:10 [We can] “determine
phonological structure from the acoustic speech signal. All of us are, after all, able to write down
recognizable representations of nonsense words and proper names which we have not heard before.”
They go on mentioning phonological hearing and claim that phonological organization is a matter of
discrete options. In the context of acoustic and auditory analysis, it is appropriate to say that
perception is categorical. We will not go into details apart from stressing that the categories have been
defined in keeping with the phonology of a particular language in the period of that language’s
acquisition. They are not universal.
Phonology transpires also in the way speakers of a language adapt foreign names to bring them in
line with patterns and rules of their own language. The native speaker in fact continues to speak in
English or Czech even when she or he quotes expressions of a foreign tongue without trying to mimic
pronunciation of the foreign tongue.11 Often, the original pronunciation is unknown to them. What she
or he does know and what gets manifested at the moment is the phonology of their own language.
Phonology is a real thing, an effective component of every internalized language. The other side of the
same phenomenon is that native phonology is the first obstacle anybody wishing to master a foreign
tongue must overcome and learn to suppress.
Another evidence for real existence of phonology is the fact that, mostly with no great difficulties, we
understand a very broad range of speakers whose anatomic conditions, articulation and resulting
acoustics are very different from ours and not infrequently they are close to various dialects. It may
require a short adaptation but finally we are able to map relative distinctions of their speech to the
relative distinctions of our speech. Phonetic values of their speech, sometimes very different from ours,
are no obstacle for the two of us to communicate, broadly, in the same language. It would not be
possible if phonetics were the last layer for the understanding to depend. Obviously, phonetic data
before they get linguistically decoded pass through a filter that process the input signal into a form that
is searchable in the internal system of our language. This filter capable of linking two phonetic
materializations of the same pattern, sometimes divergent up to dissimilarity, is nothing else but
phonology.
We see phonology is a highly abstract system that, nevertheless, has its real existence apart from
linguistic theory. The theory has not invented it and can only describe what is there. Descriptions can
be offered, better or worse ones, for various reasons (they do have various purposes and their strengths
and weaknesses should be evaluated accordingly) but their prime goal should always remain to
approximate reality, with their respective audiences in mind.

C1.3

Purpose of phonology

Phonologies have their purposes. Most scientists and scholars are believers in a purposeful world.
Regardless if they believe in God building purposes into all the creation (I do), most of them if not all
suppose nature makes sense to the last detail. Otherwise, research would turn into a mere exploitation.
So a purpose must be there, too, for the one in-built phonology that is there prior to and independent of
any theory. This is the purpose we need to deal with first.
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John Clark / Colin Yallop: An Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology, Oxford, Blackwell 1990, p. 272.
Languages exercise different rules in foreign quotations. Good English is to approximate phonetics of some
languages, especially French. (In a French restaurant, most people are certain to mimic French. In a Thai
restaurant, it would rarely happen.) The Czech norm demands for public speakers to conform the quoted words
to Czech phonology. In a formal speech, the norm does not allow even to move the stress where it belonged,
awfully distorting the feel of e.g. personal names, embarrassing especially in the presence of their bearers.
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C1.3.1

The Purpose of the Phonology

Phonology is coding of speech. This is another reason a research in phonology is not useless:
Phonology is a witness of something actual and needed. Obviously, what is necessary is to establish
first what we really hear (phonetics). Even in tongues available only in writing, it must be held in mind
it was the sound, not the writing, what interfaced the real phonology we are about to reconstruct. Any
phonology of ancient Hebrew must not escape that.12 Languages with available phonetics have a
different pitfall: Phonology is not phonetics. What we hear results from variable influences, some of it
are automatic processes, some deviations of various sorts. This is why phonetics does not correspond
to phonology. Building, however, a linguistic analysis on a phonetic text would lead to unnecessary
complexity that might probably obscure even some otherwise transparent patterns or processes.
It seems human brain applies a very rational coding to natural speech. Just the duration of individual
phones suggests the speech segments are probably coded in a manner similar to reflexes or very well
acquired motor sequences. (It is in fact no secret we can speak a foreign language fluently only after we
manage to stop thinking on individual units—segments, syllables, morphemes, words and the way they
link together—and start concentrating on the content of what we have to say. Speech perception works
similarly: Only after we stop focusing on portions of the form, we start decoding speech at least as
quickly so as not to lag too far behind native speakers.) Considering that uttering a segment in speech
lasts on average 50–100 ms, which is the time to process and perform a twinkle of an eye, while on the
other hand even the quickest conscious move, e.g. a movement with a mouse by a player responding to
a visual stimulus, varies on average 200 ms, a time twice as long (corresponding e.g. to an average long
vowel in languages with phonological length), we see the coding of phones comes close to ‘preprogrammed’ moves rather than voluntary movements. Apparently, it will be just as efficient, too.
What also appears probable is that a common base of the perceived and the produced language is
efficiently simplified. The aim of phonology is to reach (something like) that minimalist form which
would reveal sound substance of a particular language better than phonetics, especially as its
functional aspects are concerned. Phonology does not and cannot claim to find the nature of the coding
of the language. It only tries to point out, based on the sound features of the language, what is the
probable manner of the coding. This purpose of phonology is (or should be) the same whether it
decides to find and represent the base form by means of patterns or by rules.
Another difference between phonetics and phonology, not sometimes fully appreciated, consists in
the fact that phonetics views the phenomena of speech signal in their continual variability whereas it is
phonology that idealizes segmental phonetics into a chain of segments. Regrettably, this important
difference is not expressed clearly enough in the standard phonetic transcription, much less in
transcriptions used ad hoc in some phonologies.13
Phonology is a converter of the human cognitive system which is specialized in speech processing.
Other cognitive subsystems apart from speech probably have also converters that function in a similar
way. One of them is the visual system that seems to process complex perceptions into fundamental
shapes and lines.14 Considering the high recognition speed of reading in most of literate native
speakers, they may be supposed to be equipped with a graphics converter for perception and
production of writing specialized in the manner of writing a specific language. Even within such a
specialization, a lot of space is left for large-scale generalizations since a type of writing used for a
particular text usually has but a small impact on the speed of processing. Similarly, voices of various
speakers do not have a substantial impact on the efficiency of recognition. (Of course, there are
differences in the legibility of manuscripts or prints as well as the intelligibility of articulation. Even if
we supposed the human cognitive system built different converters for different communication
conditions, it could hardly be imagined the modules would be completely independent. The fact that a
human generalizes with no difficulty various kinds of writing and different voices of speakers into a
12

Imagine if somebody took English as it writes and built a phonology based on the spelling. Regardless of the
internal consistency of the model, it would be far from reality.
13
This is one of the many reasons I have tried to devise a more flexible system of representation. Glossa, part G
later in the present work, is an attempt to offer an option to express the difference more explicitly than available
graphic systems.
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Robert Sekuler / Randolph Blake (1990) Perception, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 2nd ed.
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single, general fundament could be considered self-evident, not needing special references.) Due to the
fact that speech is mostly a phenomenon of sound, the phonology converter may be, in its fundamental
shape, acoustic (perhaps apart from the sign language). In the complicated and complex sound signal,
it recognizes elements relevant for speech and, in them, for a language. The other route makes possible
for the internal speech to develop into particular sequences of motor instructions which materialize the
signal in the shape recognizable in a similar way by the phonology component of a listener. It might be
compared to a ‘hardware abstraction layer’ in operating systems of computers.
Phonology then must be a subsystem common to all the speakers of a language.15 Hence it belongs to
a description of a particular language. It is a converter between the external and internal shapes of the
language. On the external side, there are specific, individually variable and, in information, overloaded
utterances. On the opposite side, there is the internal form coded in categories of the specific language,
an abstract record, concise as to information and stereotypic as to community (since it is not necessary
to suppose that the phonology common to all the speakers of a language is neurologically coded in
exactly the same way; rather it might be analogous or mutually compatible). Only thanks to this
common converter we do not have to store the signal of speech with all, mostly superfluous details for a
time longer than about half a second. By that time, the acoustic signal gets reduced to a much more
efficient format which then the brain processes as the speech sound in its working memory of about
two seconds in size. (Extracting semantic content out of this working memory comes as the next stage
of speech processing. The capacity known as 7±2 ‘chunks’ of information, i.e. 5 to 9 units of attention
that the brain is usually ready to hold for some 30 seconds unless no new incoming data obliterates
them relates to that stage.16) This ‘articulatory loop’ seems to be the main workbench that presents
phonologically filtered speech data to further processing as it is serviced by a language-specific
subsystem of its own, a phonology. Phonology seems to be what the various utterances and even
various graphic formats of messages have in common.
In a time, we tend to lose awareness whether we actually heard, or read something. This also suggests
there is a common fundament of the different modes. Auditory, visual, even articulatory contents,
handwriting and fine typing movements may all meet in a single common base, independent of any
particular modality. Even simultaneous attention to the same text in different modalities is not
excessively distracting.17 As Bell puts it: “... without this common coding, it would be impossible for the
central systems to compare and integrate data from different sensory sources.”18 If not “impossible”, at
least it would be more difficult. The ease we can handle reading and listening seems to testify to a
common coding, a common phonology of a language.
Any description of a language should then start from a phonological analysis and base on it.
Constructing grammars and lexicons directly from phonetic forms seems both less efficient and less
realistic. (It could be compared to a character recognition circumventing a common base of all the
shapes of a script; or to a recognition of any specific entities, e.g. outer world objects or behaviour
patterns, without attempting to generalize them to common categories.) Retrieval and synthesis from
15

Denis Drieghe / Marc Brysbaert conclude their visual clue experiments: “Our data add further support to the
strong phonological theory of visual word recognition, which claims that the stored lexico-semantic information
requires a phonological access code.” D. D. / M. B. (2002) Strategic Effects in Associative Priming With
Words, Homophones, and Pseudohomophones. In: Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and
Congnition, vol. 28, no. 5, p. 959. Also in PDF at (i. a.) M. B.’s www.pc.rhul.ac.uk/staff/M.Brysbaert (11-05-06).
16
Cf Roger Bell (1991) Translation and Translating: Theory and Practice. Longman Group UK Ltd., pp. 232–
233, more references there.
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Provided it is the same text. TV news directors seem to feel it is a good idea to present different messages in
speech, picture and writing simultaneously. They have probably learned this tip of their trade from commercials.
This way, anybody can test how many different chunks of information she or he is able to process through various
modes at a time. I may supply another example on a striking difference between same and different phonological
forms from my own experience. Simultaneous interpreters manage the input\output speech split of attention
professionally. What is considered a barrier condition not for all interpreters to cope well with is splitting
attention in three: input, output and a paper. I used to be one of those who can manage the condition only after
putting the paper aside and concentrating just to input–output. If you happen to have, ready to be interpreted, a
speech in writing (which you plan to deviate from; most speakers do), it is no help to many interpreters to hand it
to them immediately prior to interpreting. They will not read it in the booth as you won’t do behind the pulpit.
18
Ibid., p. 240.
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inner information units into production of a particular utterance appears to be a somewhat analogous
process. (The ‘reverse’ processing does not need to backtrack exactly the same path.) Actually, the two
directions might very probably operate simultaneously. While one part of human brain ‘crunches’ a
portion of speech, certain expectations may be raised in the process that may help (as they often seem
to) decipher or disambiguate the current speech portion or the one to come (or, alternatively, impede
understanding, as it does happen sometimes when the assumptions prove to be false or not working).
The consequence for a phonologist is that it is not adequate just to catalogue units. Attempts should
be made to describe relationships between the units that support such expectations. (Units are not
limited to phonemes.) Portions of a phonology must be patterns, either approached dynamically (as
transformations or processes), or statically as sets of patterns to expect. Due to high demands on speed
and efficiency, solutions to prefer should be as simple as possible. Ready-made patterns are obviously
more advantageous in reality than complex processes, because they require only seek and compare,
operations done by human brain almost endlessly; the brain is very proficient doing them. On the other
hand, different types of operations may demand considerably more capacity and time, and the splitsecond rate of speech processing does not seem to offer an adequate space for them. My objection to
generativist approaches to linguistic phenomena including phonology turns in this direction. I believe
it is worth trying to look elsewhere in search for a more realistic model (and a more practical one, too).
Provided speech processing works in analogy to visual signal processing, we need something as
(1) unit seek and recognition (by its features, whatever it might mean). The analogy can be
extended since the visual cortex is equipped with complex detector cells specialized for
specific features. As soon as units are activated, we are going to need something as
(2) pattern recognition (again by analogy: specializations for specific patterns which are
collections of features). The objective is to find the highest similarity, which again is a typical
job performed by the brain and concerns by no means language and speech only.
This two-tier approach that comes out as fitting for the phonology, points to interesting relations. It
seems to correspond to the two-tier processing of higher speech units. If we consider the relations
between morphology and syntax in grammar and also between vocabulary and discourse in semantics,
we may suggest the two-tier structure is in fact a general relationship between the form and its
function, between the inventory of units and the way they are employed (virtually, their meaning). In
the similar way as the meaning is shaped, or created, by the usage of morphemes in composing
grammatical utterances, in the similar way, again, a sensible usage of an expression in speech co-text
and a situation context designates a meaning for the expression, an analogy can be found in a usage of
a sound element which gives the segment or the foot in prosody their non-semantic analogy of
‘meaning’. It appears that using specific speech units in a manner that is both regular (phonemes and
categories) and expectable (phonosyntax) makes possible to believe that human cognitive apparatus
may generally use similar approaches to cope with all tasks, speech and non-speech alike. On the one
side, it performs recognition of units by categories, on the other side it tries to assign contextual
meanings to the recognized units. Sometimes it predicts an expected category by the recognized unit (a
morpheme by syntax, a meaning by context, a phoneme by pattern). Seeing that grammar, semantics
and sound structure are intertwined, expectations and predictions of phonological, grammatical and
semantic units and patterns occur by using all the three two-tier subsystems.
Expectation and prediction seem to be a necessary and probably natural factor in speech since the
natural condition of it is that speech including pronunciation is habitually full of mistakes, corrected
and uncorrected, and is delivered frequently in disturbed, noisy environments. In natural speech
recognition, the access often does not go from unit to meaning, but from meaning to unit: The
recipient supplies an unclear word according to its position in the sentence, recognizes a missing
phoneme according to its position in the pattern of the syllable and/or word. A phoneme should not be
taken as a self-consistent unit, but as an element that obtains variable values (various ‘meanings’) in
different positions. The value of a phoneme should be just as, or similarly, contextual as usually are the
values of higher speech units. Let me suggest that the traditional structuralist heritage “Once a
phoneme, always a phoneme,” be reconsidered with this awareness in mind.
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C1.3.2

Purposes of Phonologies

As suggested above, phonology is not a game for a game, an end in itself. It should be a practical
discipline. Results of its theoretical reflection (and experimental testing, which is a welcome trend in
the last decades) can be used in dialectology, historical linguistics, second and first language
acquisition as well as speech therapy (clinical phonology), neurosciences, engineering and forensic
applications. A wide range of experts from various domains approach phonology with questions and
are entitled to learn the answers, unencrypted and ready for them to use. Phonology in turn process
data acquired in these disciplines and use it (or should do) for its own development. The present
dissertation cannot have the ambition to turn to all these practical aspects, still the present author
considers it important that the work be accessible and comprehensible not just to combined specialists
in phonology and Hebrew philology, but also to specialists in only one of the two disciplines as well as
to whoever might expect an avail from discussing either general phonological issues or their
application in Hebrew studies. Who I especially have in mind are students and teachers of Biblical
Hebrew and researchers in the history of Hebrew and related languages.
Phonology should –
(1) help the student in learning the language.
(2) In ancient texts, assist in their reading and interpretation.
As Hebrew is the language of the Bible, the phonology of the language should be helpful in
theological interpretations of the Bible and assist students that learn the language to understand the
Bible better. Phonology is a linguistic discipline, but its practical application, due to the mentioned
reasons, simultaneously is a philological discipline and borders on theology in the case of Biblical
Hebrew. That is why also theologians should be interested in the phonology of the language. This,
however, hardly is possible or rather feasible, should phonology remain abstract and enigmatic for the
uninitiated as it is often the case today. The purpose of the work then is twofold:
(a) To lay grounds for a new phonology of the language
(b) in a way that would make it accessible and useful for theologians in practice.
Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew would ideally aim at a phonological reconstruction of TN"K, which
amounts to transcribing its text in a sort of a phonological script. The traditional vocalization would
then provide testimony on the pronunciation of the text towards the end of antiquity, which became a
traditional and prestigious pronunciation at the beginning of the Middle Ages. The phonological
transcription need not compete with this prestigious text. In fact, it could run in parallel to help the
student internalize the Masoretic reading (which I believe is primarily phonetic) in a more systematic
way. Ideally, intuitive correspondences should exist between the phonology that can be derived from
the pronunciation and the pronunciation itself. It would make possible for any advanced student to
learn Masoretic Hebrew in its phonological shape and then generate the phonetic shape in a similar
manner native speakers do it as well as advanced students of a language anywhere in the world are
capable of doing and as no doubt public readers of TN"K did in the days of the Masoretes. Such a
phonological script can be envisioned as being closer to orthographies of those languages whose
spelling is organized largely on phonological principles than those ‘underlying’ forms of generative
phonology that demand on their users to memorize many more generative rules (and, what is worse,
most of them in their exact order) than speakers of the languages spelled phonologically seem to need
in their practice. They do not regularly reconstruct all the morphonemic changes (which belong to the
grammar of morphemes) with the result the orthography is closer to the actual pronunciation.
To that aim, however, a long way is still to go. To cover all its steps exceeds a span of an individual
dissertation. I have tried to sketch the first three stages of the way in the abstract to the present
dissertation that itself represents an attempt at the stage I of the process. The inevitable
incompleteness of the work implies an advantage, though. Its shortcomings and mistakes which are
difficult to avoid in any larger work (indeed, in any work), will hopefully be possible to correct, though
perhaps imperfectly again, in the subsequent stages of the research.
One of the purposes to expect from a realistic phonology is helping to analyze and appreciate some of
poetic features: alliteration,19 rhyme, rhythm etc. Though poetic features are quite frequently
19

By ‘alliteration’ is understood a purposeful repetition of any sounds, consonants and vowels alike. Repetition
of consonants is called ‘consonance’, repetition of vowels ‘assonance’. Some poetics use slightly different
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conventional and do not depend only on phonetics,20 still the sounding of the text (rather than
graphics) is vital. Unclear ideas about the sound and even more so about the perception (in fact, about
the mental system) of the sound of the language may seriously affect a reconstruction of poetic means.
Approximating phonetics to help analyze poetry is not, however, a primary purpose of phonology. An
efficient phonology somewhat simplifies grammar—as phonology is in fact systematic reduction of
sound inventory of a language so as to result in simpler forms. Phonology looks for fewer underlying
structures of every morpheme which would unify the many alternants belonging to that single
morpheme without altering the meaning, regardless of how the structure might have changed in
different grammatical forms and contexts (i.e. in connection with other morphemes and in the position
within the sentential, rhythmic and intonation patters of the utterance).21
Phonology in fact tries to find also answers why the changes have occurred. The cause of the changes
has not always to be a body of rules. Neither it always must bring an advantage to try and formulate any
discrete rules. A difference shown by an underlying form, be it really found in the inventory of the
language or be it a theoretical construct, deserves at least to give it a try and find a reasonable
explanation. It provides a reason in fact why a form was built by phonologists the way it was or why
they selected an extant form and labelled it as the basic one.
An advantage of specifying a rule or a body of rules may be more of an educational nature, provided it
makes learning for students simpler. Rules that show no educational advantage are typically those that
overgenerate phones above those existing in the language, and require thus a correction back to a
phonological structure (i.e. structure preservation). It seems to me, however, that the brain of a
competent speaker does not follow rules of a generativist phonology. I even doubt it would proceed
according to individual rules in a strictly sequential manner at all. It rather follows ready-made patterns
and analogies while it processes problems in a massively parallel way. Rules of a generativist
phonology might on the other hand be useful in translating transformations to computer programs
(until the massively parallel architecture becomes common also in computing).
The task for phonology is—
(1) to find phonemes and
(2) permissible patterns for them to combine, and also
(3) find out alterations in phonemes and patterns that occur in various permissible
combinations (that is, to find processes, functions or transformations that apply).
The task begins with compiling a list of phonemes and deciding on what are their allophones and
under what constraints (in which contexts) they occur or, possibly, do not occur. Segments may
disappear, introduce alterations in adjacent segments and the altered phones may become phonemes
in the course of time. Though these are historic processes, a synchronous phonology may include them
as they often assist a student to understand the synchronous condition better.
The second step is especially to describe the stock of possible syllables and derive the pattern of the
syllable as an intuitive segment. Then come clusters and other structures.
To explain processes is possible for phonology in a very limited way, unless there are neurologic data
available on what really happens in the brain (in phylogenesis as well as ontogenesis, in the language
acquisition and well as in the moment of its real usage). Or unless it explicitly resigns on explaining
real processes and becomes happy with sorts of unrealistic designs instead. But what might such
games be useful for, then?

terminologies (e.g. restrict alliteration to consonants or clusters; or using ‘instrumentation’ for the cover term
and reserving ‘alliteration’ for repetition of word initials). There is no need to go into details here. Concerning
word initials, a note should be made that ‘rhyme’, a purposeful repetition of syllables, is not limited to word finals
(as is traditional in European poetics). Any position is covered by the term, including word internal and initial.
20
Cf traditional non-distinction of vowel length in the Czech rhyme; or acceptable rhyming of [i] with “y” [ï] in
the Polish verse and, more remarkably so, with “Ы” [ɪ] in Russian poetry.
21
An alternative view, common to many derivational theories, can be quoted from the definition of “underlying”
by David Odden (2004) Introducing Phonology. Dept. Ling., Ohio., to be publ. by Cambridge University Press, p.
360: „Pertaining to the initial state in a phonological derivation; the phonological facts holding of a word or
morpheme before phonological rules affect changes.” No more than an initial state to start derivations from is
supposed. No ‘mental images’ of words or morphemes are mentioned. Still, derivations do aspire on modelling of
real processes (unless post-Chomskyan phonology resigned completely on its original motivation).
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In the suprasegmental research (above the syllable), the same order can be followed. Identify
fundamental units in basic forms, the way they collocate, and the way they interact.
The article on what to expect of phonology might be appropriately concluded with a remark on what
not to expect. My opinion is phonology needs not to try and find a cause or reason for all phonetic
shapes.22 Much less so by means of rules of which the mind of the speaker has no idea and probably
does not follow them. Phonology should try to be practical, which is describe and explain the current
phonetic condition simply and in the way that makes possible to use the simpler phonological pattern
for easy, intuitive derivations of some, even if not all phonetic shapes of the same expression. This is
better done by looking for generally valid patterns than complex sequences of abstract rules or rule-like
constraints. It does not mean to say practical phonology should resign on explaining. It should only
recognize that this manner of rationalizing is of practical use only to a limited degree. What is beyond,
seems to resemble a game of specialists, perhaps even not a very realistic one.
In fact, the advantage of simplicity is not just being easier to approach. Provided there are two
theories, a complex one and a simpler one, both able to explain phenomena well, the complex one adds
an aspect that should not be overlooked. It purports complexity where in fact there might not be any.
This would be more serious misrepresentation than the other way round.
Additionally, the advantage of being practical is not just an advantage. It is a commitment.
Phonology is a service discipline. It does not discover new worlds and new methods as mathematics. It
just describes what the other philological disciplines work with. A philologist has the right to ask
phonology questions. And expect intelligible answers, not a jungle of formulas and a mumble of jargon.
And not about what the philologist did not in fact asked. If phonologists output answers nobody else
asked questions but themselves, something is wrong.

C2

Approaching Phonology

Current phonology as a discipline might appear to be in a sort of a crisis. There seems to be many
competing phonological theories that fail to obtain a really general acceptance. Apparently, they are
recognized, preferred and applied within a particular circle of adherents of the particular theory.
One of the most prevalent theories today, in fact being so for an appreciable time, is the Generative
Phonology. Concerning its colourful history, I shall refer the dear reader to textbooks (some of them
devoted exclusively to the generativist phonology, a privilege hardly any other phonology enjoys). In
some regions, it is accepted as almost the theory, to the virtual exclusion of alternative views. Its
shortcomings, originally notable ones, have been made for by a number of partial theories so that, in a
way or another, the generativist theory provides a sort of an internal engine a cluster of other theories
run on, not unlike a single layout engine is employed in several web browsers.23 This in itself would be a
good reason to set apart a sizable portion of the introduction to it. In fact, many phonologists (possibly
disagreeing with my remark concerning a crisis) would expect any other phonology to be treated on the
background of (perhaps in contrast with) this particular model. As this is not a textbook in the history
of phonology anyway, we can accept that approach.
For a Masoretic phonology student, there is another reason to deal extensively with the generativist
view. The only complete phonology so far, available to the general public, is Joseph Malone’s Tiberian
Hebrew Phonology, Eisenbrauns 1993. (There are other, partial phonologies that will be mentioned in
appropriate places.) The book rests entirely on the positions of generative phonology. In fact most of
the pages deal with rules explaining how to derive textbook paradigmatic forms from highly abstract
underlying formulas. This is, perhaps, an even stronger reason to focus on the foundations of that
particular approach and consider if the present work should accept the method and match the results
with the present author’s own observations; or find reasonable motives to leave the field completely
22

This stands in a direct conflict with what Noam Chomsky / Morris Halle (1968) The Sound Pattern of English,
N. Y., Harper & Row, declare: The phonology has to “determine the phonetic form ... in all contexts” (p. 295).
23
Off the record, just to complete the picture: Currently there are four engines in a host of various web browsers.
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and start building a separate structure to house the observations made so far as well as the plans for
further research.
The present work on Masoretic Hebrew phonology covers such a broad field as it is based on the
belief that all the facets of phonology are intertwined (which especially this language makes very
obvious). It is possible to write a partial work dedicated to only one of the facets. If the approach,
however, is innovative (such as this one attempts to be), the credibility of such an essay or small
monograph would be put in jeopardy through a simple fact that the approach did not prove itself in
related areas of the larger domain, failed to be upheld in them, thus exposing the approach to
reservations or distrust. Anyone trying to offer a new approach must look carefully in all directions
while breaking the ground. Provided the total picture is sketched with some plausibility and coherency,
provided it seems convincing in showing how the new perspective taken for an area projects in other
areas, then the follow-up projects are safe to specify partial aspects. That is why any partial phonology
was not considered an option for the present work.
A dissertation is a specific genre: the author’s credit is low, reservations in opponents high. If the
author opts for a broad coverage, which, in my view, is the only appropriate design, a fairly justified
and expectable objection of an opponent would be: ‘The author’s scope is too broad. Consequently, the
individual topics could not be dealt with in an adequate depth.’ If, on the other hand, the work would
closely consider solely an aspect of phonology from the viewpoint of a novel theory, opponents may
object against the correctness or adequacy of the view drawing from the aspects and areas so far
unexamined. Such objections would argue against substance, hence being more substantial by nature.
A dissertation has to choose the lesser of the two evils. It is to be opposed—either as a too broad work,
or that the proposed theory fails to take its ramifications into account. It is vital that the author decided
for one of the two directions realizing the implied pros and cons in order to be ready to face the critique
which is entailed by that decision.
The broad coverage for the work to deal first with the theory beside the practical side of the matter is
justified from another methodical point. Every or almost every scholarly pursuit is based on apriori
ideas, opinions, conceptions, impressions, intuitions... It is only natural, and a position in advance
takes nothing from the objective value of the follow-up research, provided it is pursued with exactitude
and integrity. The present research also has its presumptive ideas. It is only honest to admit them
explicitly on the beginning though it is not so common in scientific writing. This is also a reason I
consider appropriate to start with theoretical assumptions in spite of the obvious impossibility to treat
the discussion exhaustively and achieve a truly profound grounding for the theory within the limited
scope of one volume work in a project. At least a platform has been gained to express pre-conceived
ideas, which I consider methodically sound.

C2.1

Production and Procedures

My most serious objection against generative phonology is that it regularly obscures the difference
between historic processes that are no longer effective in the language and are not, therefore, a portion
of the internal phonological representation of the language in native speakers24—and, on the other
hand, living processes that native speakers perform automatically in any utterance that fits the
constraints. A good example concerning English is provided by Clark and Yallop: “We must ...
distinguish between historical processes and processes that are still current or operative in the modern
language. We know, for example, that words such as ship and shall are derived from older forms (in
Anglo-Saxon or even earlier) beginning with [sk]. Here a sound change has had its effect on the
language, and we have no access to the earlier pronunciation other than by historical investigation and
comparison with other related languages. (Part of the evidence for the change, for example, is that
Anglo-Saxon records reveal the spellings scip and sceal, while other old Germanic languages, notably
Old Norse and Gothic, show skip and skal.) Note that this change is in a real sense over and done with.

24

It can be easily demonstrated by the fact that if native speakers meet analogous processes in a foreign tongue,
they make mistakes in them as the processes are not natural for them.
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There is no tendency in modern English speech to repeat the process in words such as skill or sky, for
instance.”25
Lexical Phonology,26 unlike the classic generative phonology, distinguishes flection and derivation.
(Its chief contribution, however, is in reorganization of phonology into separation of lexical and
postlexical processes with the lexical ones being cyclic. This concept moved phonological theory back
to realism and deserves to be endorsed. Indeed, phonological and non-phonological processes might be
conceived as performing hand in hand. Also a cascaded type of processing might be considered, I add.)
Still, in derivation, not all the structural changes are on the same level. There are derivational
procedures that are living (and this in various degrees) whereas other ones there are in the language
only as a relict of development stages passed long ago or even the heritage of parent languages. (All
this is what lexical phonology is able to distinguish. It suits to describe historic change in phonology. )
Classical generativist phonology actually confuses inflection with derivation, which brings it,
unnecessarily, to conditions difficult to solve, as it is forced into describing by rules and modelling
cases that a native speaker does not deal with and not even realizes at all.
To top it off, it is English, the master language of the generativists, that makes this theoretical
shortcoming very apparent. A competent speaker (in line with the theory, in fact anyone able intuitively
to produce grammatically acceptable sentences whereas not producing the unacceptable ones;
typically, almost any native speaker) should, according to the orthodox generative theory, have stored
in their head, apart from English morphology, also Latin, partially Greek and French morphologies.
The failure to be so is evident and the burden of proof to refute it rests with the generativists. The
adherents of the theory have to prove that rules of French and Latin derivation do make portion of the
grammatical competence of common English native speakers.
As far as known to me, they failed to refute the simpler alternative: that the common speaker obtains
ready-made expressions from the vocabulary and that they do not belong to the standard language
competence, rather they are more of an evidence of a literacy in a domain (and, most often, a type of
university education). The human brain, storing vast numbers of concepts and words anyway, would
save nothing if, instead of many morphemes, it would store somewhat less of them and in a form which
they perhaps could have had centuries or millenia ago.
Then the speaker is supposed by generativists to re-shape the rudiments to modern forms using
complex rules anytime they are needed in a text. It is essential to insist that generativists prove the
validity of their model in that all supposed ‘rules’ do really (though not necessarily consciously) exist in
the minds of prototypical speakers. Researchers such as Skousen27 seem in fact to prove the opposite.
It appears much more efficient to store more morphemes almost instantly to use in a form ready for
just a few simple steps (substitution, concatenation, assimilation, stress shifts etc.) to apply on.
Classic generative rules need to start generating from a basic underlying form. Sometimes, however,
it is impossible to know (decide) its exact configuration. It seems that e.g. in vocal-harmony languages
(as in Turkish, and Altaic languages generally) many suffixes have no such form. What speakers select
from is a small range of alternatives such as -dir/-dır/-dur/-dür. (It certainly is no big issue to postulate
a vowel of non-specific roundness and frontness, but what sort of a vowel it is? An ‘archiphoneme’ in a
morpheme “–d[αBACK βROUND]r” does not really save much over four particular values. In Latin, it is
also more likely to assume a selection of two derivational suffixes -alis/-aris (that were likely learned
with words) rather than provide a dissimilatory rule with “–a[*]is”, *whatever the l\r difference can be
described. (Deciding on a base form would be simple in this case, as it was obviously -alis.)
The traditional linguistics, at least the Czech one, also commonly distinguishes (does it generally, not
just in phonology) productive procedures, still living in languages and used by speakers deliberately,
and unproductive procedures that used to create expressions, but only the expressions have been
preserved to the present day whereas the procedures are no longer available to the speakers.
25

Clark / Yallop: Introduction, p. 122.
E.g. P. Kiparsky (1982): From cyclic to lexical phonology. In: H. van der Hulst / N. Smith (eds.) The Structure
of Phonological Representations (2 vols.) Foris, Dordrecht, p. 131-175; • P. Kiparsky (1985): Some consequences
of lexical phonology. Phonology Yearbook 2, p. 85-138; etc.
27
R. Skousen (1973) Evidence in phonology. In: C. W. Kisseberth, ed. (1973) Studies in generative phonology.
Papers in Linguistics, monograph 3. A fair number of counterexamples is put forward in J. J. Ohala (1986)
Consumer’s guide to evidence in phonology. In: Phonology Yearbook vol. 3, p. 3–26.
26
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Furthermore, no language offers to its speakers the possibility to create expressions (words and
combination of words) as they choose. On the contrary, it strictly separates ‘user front-end’ (flection,
some syntactic and stylistic procedures) from an internal ‘back-end’ of means that are not usually open
to regular editing by users (and whose occasional alterations stand always out as highly marked).
Native speakers distinguish that intuitively, but any student of a foreign language must learn to discern
what is open to change and what is forbidden to touch.28 Generative phonology has overturned the
boundary29 and, by that, unnecessarily accepted the task to describe all the forms with their complete
history. It resembles a student that, apart from a grammar, leaves out vocabulary and learns only rules
of derivation in the belief she or he is going to create expressions needed for the text by herself or
himself. With a student, such a method would lead to an unacceptable manner of expression.
Linguistics, however, works on authentic material. That is why it affects generative phonology to the
detriment of simplicity and comprehensibility of ‘rules’. This mistake has regrettably made phonology
an abstruse discipline for the few initiated whereas its practical sense evades the others who might be
interested in the language.
An analogy of historic changes in the examples of words that were not included in historic changes,
and still seem to show the changes, need not prove at all that historic changes stay somehow encoded
in the distinctive features and especially in the rules that manipulate with them and supposedly pass
somehow from generation to generation. They can be explained simply by what they are already: an
analogy. The analogy in language is a powerful force which, beside of what we control, operates
subconsciously. Apart from declension and conjugation paradigms, the behaviour of phones, too,
might make kind of paradigms which speakers probably do not realize ordinarily but, when tested
(such tests are what generativists provide in support of their claims), the speakers appear to treat
phones and phonemes by way of analogy according to paradigms applied many times ago. One could
ask if it does not just confirm in other words that it is features and rules? Not necessarily. Analogy and
paradigm is a broader concept than features and rules. It can comprise them but its capacity is larger.
Analogy and paradigm can operate by means of features and rules. The same effect, however, can be
achieved also differently. Analogy and paradigm has no ambition to explain the mechanism. In fact, I
have doubts mechanism of the changes is exactly the way the rules present it. The human brain seems
not to work in similarity with a sort of Turing machine but incomparably more in parallel and probably
also with different mechanisms.
Several types of processes or, perhaps more aptly, sources of change affecting the shape of text are to
be distinguished:
(1) Historical, synchronously unproductive. These must be excluded from phonology. Regrettably,
exactly this is quite hard in historical studies as it is almost impossible to verify if some
processes were really unproductive in the times researched.
(2) Mechanical, i.e. made by coarticulation. There is no sense to model them as part of a
‘grammar’ or ‘rules’ of a language.
(3) Specific for the particular language or dialect concerned. These are not made by coarticulation,
still they are necessary in order for the particular language to have a correct form. They are not
general, however; do not concern all or many close languages. They are obligatory specifics.
(4) Phonostylistical. They are used by speakers to achieve a specific effect. They are not individual
(idiosyncratic) since they belong to a common registry of means. However, they are not
obligatory.
(5) Idiosyncratic i.e. optional and not included in a common registry. They are used only by
individuals, members of a family or small linguistic fellowships as their specifics. Reasons
might be variable: a substrate or adstrate of another tongue, playfulness, a speech impairment,
mimicking another linguistic and/or social group etc.
Only (4) and (5) are real variability, only (4) is a real selection. That is why the term “stylistic” is
appropriate as stylistics is (the art of) selection. Selection is possible where there is variability. Where
28

That skill has also its active subset inside its passive set. The present author realizes well (passively) his nonnative English of the subset violates exactly this boundary too often to offer anything like a smooth reading.
Working under social and other constraints, nothing more that apology can be offered (actively).
29
If I did the same in my dissertation, the opponents would be right to point out to it as a major blunder, which I
would most certainly fail to defend. But everything becomes easy by force of habit.
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there is no variability, there is no selection and there can be no stylistics. Nevertheless, where there is a
variability, there might be functional load, i.e. a meaning. The type of meaning and a degree of
functional load is what distinguishes (4) from (5).
A distinction should be made in what to include in the phonology proper, and what to subsume under
morpho(pho)nemics (or, morphonology). Then a substantial decision for the architecture of
phonology is whether to exclude this type of non-allophonic changes and relegate them to grammar.30
Be it included or not, phonology would do wisely to treat morphonology as a separate component.
It is important to realize that most of the processes work in phonology as well as morphonology and
are common for both historical and synchronic linguistics. The recognition must be made in each case
separately. Then, also the manner they affect the language (according to types of processes listed
above) needs to be recognized. Some of the processes affect only sounds or clusters without affecting
the structure of the syllable, some work as much as change also the word pattern. A typical process
affecting the syllable structure is a reduction in or a complete loss of the syllable coda. Codas are more
prone to changes than onsets. These are rather stable.
The most common types of alternations are listed below.
assimilations and dissimilations— changes in sounds to become more like or unlike other sounds (it
may be only partial, as in Hebrew hitpa‘el with some sounds). The changes are often classified
into more types according to what aspect of the sound changed (voice, articulation and etc.) and
according to direction: regressive / progressive / reciprocal (fusion while there still remain two
phones) / coalescence (fusion into a single sound), most frequent of which is the regressive type
(working backward) but conditions, constraints and counts differ in languages. More types can
be differentiated by the types of phones, e.g. a reduction in the degree of stricture is known as
lenition (or weakening), its converse is known as fortition (or strengthening), to wit, changes
from plosives to fricatives or approximants and vice versa. Depending on the theory, also
simplification (loss of features) can be recognized (more so and typically in a syllable coda).
Cluster simplifications are the following:
reductions up to elisions— deletions of portions or the total of sounds (Hebrew declensions and
conjugations are replete with word-internal examples, juncture contractions appear between
some stems and suffixes, contractions are common in most languages); an elision combined with
a change in another sound is compensatory lengthening (a consonant lengthens a vowel and
dissappears; typically, they are approximants or nasals; frequently in codas), common in MsH;
epentheses— insertions of sounds; specifically with regard to a word boundary: protheses inserting at
the beginning, anaptyxes inserting at the end (Hebrew furtive patach might be a case of phonetic
epenthesis, segolate vowels seem to belong to morphonemics), apocopas deleting the end and
syncopas deleting a vowel in a medial syllable (both types observable in Hebrew);
metatheses— transpositions of sounds (Hebrew hitpa‘el is typical),
neutralisations— changes in the sound or its opposition sound(s) to cancel their mutual opposition
(the most typical examples come from phonology in languages, such as Czech final devoicing).
A neutralisation can occur if:
(1) only one of the opposition set of phonemes can appear in a specific position;
(2) any of the phonemes in contrast occurs in a position that itself specifies what is allowed to
sound (e.g. due to assimilation);
(3) any of contrasting phonemes becomes a different sound (e.g. due to vocalic reduction) in a
particular position;
(4) any of the contrasting phonemes occurs in a position for different reasons than
phonological (e.g. sociolinguistic ones), which means the candidates are in a free
distribution there.
Neutralizations can be handled by:
(a) making the neutralizing segment an allophone (which in fact amounts to disaffirming
neutralization);
30

According to P. R. Bennett (1998) Comparative Semitic Linguistics: A Manual. Eisenbrauns,Winona Lake,
Indiana, p. 12, morpho(pho)nemics is included in phonology that covers “the interaction of phonology and
morphology.” Still, he immediately adds: “the morphophonemic processes in force today may give clues to past
phonological states,” as if morphophonemics were not phonology, after all.
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(b) introducing the concept of an archiphoneme (a classical Trubetzkian solution);
(c) disallowing biuniqueness (which amounts to allowing ambiguity in the analysis).
As can be seen, there are many decisions to affect fundamentally the type and range of a phonological
theory both in the processes and in changes. As indicated above, most of them concern Masoretic
Hebrew, too. The changes may have different sources according to the list numbered (1)–(5) above. If
some of them are handled and in how much detail, it depends on the architecture of phonology,
especially if morphonemics is included and, consequently, a good deal of morphology needs to be
processed. Much of morphology in fact can be interpreted as phenomena of these types, especially the
internal flection as it is in operation in Semitic languages. In such an approach, phonology could be
very complex system with far-reaching ramifications.

C2.2

Sounds Aside

Disregarding the phoneme accompanies generative phonology in perhaps all its varieties, though it
cannot usually do without a kind of segmental unit (anyway, clusters of distinctive features are nothing
else than segments delimited differently, in their analytically categorized properties). Rejecting the
phoneme is another point where generative phonology has deviated from an intuitive approach. Since
phonology as a mentally anchored system cannot be seen elsewhere than in linguistic behaviour of
native speakers, i.e. in the intuition acquired during the language acquisition, any deviation away from
this guideline may be serious for a theoretical concept and potentially manifest a misconception.
The phoneme itself is of course not enough for an adequate description. Czech phonetics
traditionally operates with a concept of “hláska”, sometimes used also in English as “phone” or just “a
sound”. Some authors, rightly unhappy with a too general “sound” and perhaps to avoid “phone”s
colliding with a unit of amplitude, call non-phonological segments “allophones”. This is, however,
misfortunate. Allophones must, by definition, relate to a phoneme. The “phone” needs sometimes to be
used as an umbrella term for both the phone and the phoneme. An appropriate term seems to be
lacking in English. The Czech hláska on the other hand is a concept of a segment viewed with no
relation to any phoneme. A “phone”, “phonic” can be left occasionally to cover hláska and the
phoneme. A concept of an abstract unit contained in a segment in speech, not in its system, must, in
my view, establish as a component of a more adequate description of sound reality of language:
Concerning segments, pronunciation consists of phonemes to comprise a phonological pattern of an
expression, of hlásky (pl.) in turn to comprise its phonetic materialization. It may turn advantageous
during the research to differentiate a phone as a result of commutative tests, an h-sound (hláska) for an
impressionistic segment and an allophone in a biunique relationship. No such relationship should be
assumed in advance as mapping could be complicated and units occasionally resist being so coupled.
Let us supply an example from Czech (somewhat analogous to the traditional Russian example
quoted over again to demonstrate uselessness of the phoneme concept for generativists).
Czech is a language that devoices obstruents at the end of the word (e.g. /d/>[t] as /t/>[t]) like
Russian and German and, on the other hand, provides occasions for regressive assimilation, even
across word boundary (as Russian does), e.g. /t/+/b/>[db]. As in the related Russian, the consonant
system is not entirely symmetrical. A voiced counterpart of [ts] arises only due to the mentioned
assimilation, >[dz], whereas its closest relative, [dž], originally having had the same status, becomes
established as a new phoneme, responding to the growing pressure from foreign expressions.31 A
gradual phonemization may itself provide something of a proof to the concept of hláska independent of
the phoneme. Assimilation produces other hlásky(pl.) as well. “Aby[x]” + a voiced initial, e.g. “byl”,
produces “aby[ɣ] byl” with some speakers (perhaps a majority of them) while “aby[ɦ] byl” with others.
/x/ then relates to two allophones: [ɣ] is a sound otherwise lacking in the Czech repertoire of phonemes
whereas [ɦ] is simultaneously a phoneme in its own right. The phonological assymetry thus creates a
complicated network of relationships which the theoretical requirement of phoneme–allophone
biuniqueness unnecessarily burdens whereas the independent concept of hláska somewhat eases off.
31

The only domestic vs. loanword contrast given by Palková, op. cit., p. 241, is “čin” vs. “džin”. More hlásky are
brought in languages by foreign names. Czech speakers intuitively distinguish Müller and Miller, Löw and Lev.
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A segment that is no phoneme and not even an allophone of a phoneme, and still is an unquestioned
and frequent item in the repertoire of Czech hlásky is the neutral vowel, a mid-central one. Though the
neutral vowel does not count in the narrow inventory of the phonemes, still every Czech intuitively,
subconsciously links it to a consonant she or he pronounces as self-standing, “b”, “f”, “l”, “m”, ... e.g.
when listing alphabet (mostly), in spelling (almost always), in abbreviations (sometimes) as well as in
reading detached consonant letters (mostly). The spelling syllables such as “be”, “ef”, commonly used
in many other languages, represent no more than a non-prevalent alternative of spelling with a
preferred mid-central vowel in Czech. The neutral vowel is a regular component of the vocalic inventory
of a common Czech speaker and fits well with the concept of an independent hláska.
The glottal stop is not a phoneme in Czech, but its distribution is optional in some conditions (of text
and of the setting), required in other conditions (failure to put it where expected borders on
incomprehensibility),32 affects phonological processes and is ‘distinctive’ in baby talk ([ʔeʔ]).
Generally, it is NOT considered a hláska in analyses of Czech as it appears only at junctures. Also hlásky
appear at junctures in non-phonematic functions of regular phonemes (/v/, /j/, in dialects /h/). Vowel
length is phonematic in Czech. Vowels can be either short, or long. In many words of international
origin, however, a half-length, a mid-value between short and long, gains increasing recognition. It can
be claimed periphery is not a system. They certainly differ in only partially systematic distribution, only
partial distinctiveness, they are not the core phenomena. But periphery is a hotbed of changes in the
language. Systematic recognition there are systematic phenomena beyond allophony can give an edge.

C2.3

Fundament of Features

The theory of features in the shape it has become widely accepted in the current phonology describes
e.g. nasal stops as [+syllabic, +consonantal, +sonorant, –continuant]. With [–continuant] it differs
from fricatives, liquids, semivowels and vowels that have [+continuant]. The [–] perhaps might bring
an advantage sometimes, but does not correspond to reality. It is true that the expiratory stream is
orally interrupted (this is the reason usually given for [–cont]), but it continues nasally, which creates a
quality that is the essence of these sounds. Nasal stops can be prolonged at will, which is what
languages employ sometimes to various aims. Regardless of that, the quality always shows in the coda
and often leads to sound changes. There the signal of the presence of the sound becomes the nasal
resonance of a continual nature, not any plosion.
The flaw of the description could of course be easily remedied by adding [+nasal]. This would
moreover provide the possibility to cover nasal stops, nasalized vowels and nasalized approximants in a
single class, useful for many languages. But if we keep adding features in line with needs other than the
requirement to look for minimum relevant differences, at the end of the day we arrive at an equivalent
of ‘phonetic’ features anyway. Such are made available in the present dissertation elsewhere in a long
list, any of which can be used to define a phone in keeping with phonetic reality, not to create the kind
of minimalist code in the form of a binary matrix [+] and [–].33 As the present approach is patternbased rather than rule-based, it does not need features to cutbacks in rules. And it does not make any
predictions on which contrasts are to expect, and which not, in the languages of the world.
What is the reason for binary branching, anyway? The brain has no need to transfer the reflection of
the outer world to binary values as it is easily able to work, and most probably it does, in multi-value
systems. What needs the binary reduction are computers since the binary coding is the easiest one to
process under the current condition of information technology (IT), in fact the only one truly possible.
Unless it deals with the lowest technological level of IT coding, a binary reduction does not make sense.

32

A real semantic misunderstanding caused by not inserting a glottal stop, which was heard and quoted by Hála
(1962) Uvedení do fonetiky češtiny na obecně fonetickém základě (ČSAV, Praha), p. 359, is probably an oddity.
33
An equivalent of such a binary matrix in a range exceeding the range of the features in Glossa, hence with
universal ambitions, is offered in the BFK coding. The coding including the features is worked out with practical
regards, being meant more as a tool for computational processing than just features for phonology. What the BFK
coding has above general binary branching schemes is it calculates in numerical values. It is scalar.
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In phonology, it appears as a serious and pointless restriction. Physiologically or neurologically, it does
not seem to be justifiable to use binary distinctive features as well as only L and H values in prosody.
The principle of minimum differentiability, however, seems to be neurologically justified.
Nevertheless, the features do not model any real neurological coding since it is not known. Distinctive
features of phonology are no more than a theoretical construct. Some of them create an impression
that they were made only for the purpose of helping to distinguish one set of sounds from another
(which is legitimate), and only retroactively a phonetic meaning was found for them so as to justify
them somehow also in phonetics (which is not legitimate).
Still, the asset of the distinctive feature concept is it has reduced the range of primitives needed for a
description to a rather small set while balancing quite successfully the simplicity with legibility. There
are phonological theories that seem to do with a yet more limited set of primitives. One of them is the
Dependency Phonology. The number of elements such as |V|, |C|, |a|, |u| is kept below the number of
distinctive features. At a price, however, of converting descriptions of sounds into chains of those few
primitives separated with two operators, : and ; to reflect complex hierarchies of the primitives. The
many shades needed to adequately catalogue the sounds coerce the primitives to accept somewhat
broad range of meanings. The polyvalence of these symbols can be so great that one may ask why not
use just completely abstract |A| and |B| and combine all values out of the two.34 After all, it is possible
to depict the colourful world out of various combinations of black and white patterns. The whole
information would still be there, only the method of perception must be learned. (I do not mean
degrees of grey. I mean colours put forward as patterns, such as hatching in heraldry.)
Non-feature elements called elements are featured also by Government Phonology.35 The powers
they are attracted together are termed charms. Actually, there are three charms, a positive, negative
and a neutral power. They seem to work pretty much like a magnet (attracting, repelling, whereas the
neutral ones are the most likely to be governed by all). Internally complex segments can be built out of
them, the most complex ones get the strongest title to govern (which is a more powerful concept in the
theory than charms). Despite the fact that charms are no really abstract entities, have their phonetic
values and are pronounceable as such, the theory (actually larger than this) is replete with counterintuitive representations and seems to have little power to charm the reader in just these few lines.
Another simple theory with serious drawbacks is Optimality Theory.36 In a way, it is a method rather
than a theory, and is applicable to a wider range of linguistic domains apart from phonology. But
phonology has been the one the method has been developed first and so far the most. It consists of not
much more that input, a set of candidates and an ordered set of violable constraints.37 The key to the
correct output is the order of constraints, in a somewhat similar manner as the order of rules is crucial
for a generative theory. The necessary consequence is it cannot avoid opacity for the same reason as
overtly generative-type theories: Either a generative/evaluative rule failed to apply in spite that the
conditions to trigger it are visible on the (surface of the) form;38 or a generative/evaluative rule applied
for a reason not apparent anymore.39 Both underapplication and overapplication are counterintuitive,
but given that Optimality Theory is presented as applying in no generative steps, it undermines its
credibility (as the natural tendency of languages should be to loose, in fact get rid of all such inapparent
relationships). Phonologists generally agree no convincing solution to opacity in the Optimality Theory
34

This is in fact the way followed by the RCVP (H. van der Hulst (1995) Radical CV phonology: the categorial
gesture. In: J. Durand & F. Katamba (eds.) Frontiers of phonology: atoms, structures, derivations. Longman,
London, p. 80–116. Also prior to it, in 1988. It builds all the phonological contrasts from |C| and |V| only.
35
J. Kaye / J. Lowenstamm / J-R. Vergnaud (1995) The internal structure of phonological representations: a
theory of charm and government. In: Phonology Yearbook 2, p. 305–328.
36
Alan Prince / Paul Smolensky (1993) Optimality theory: constraint interaction in generative grammar. In:
Rutgers University Center for Cognitive Science Technical Report 2.
37
This does not necessarily mean, however, it is a declaratory theory, not a derivational one. ‘Constraint’ can be
taken as just another name for ‘rule’, a principle with both descriptive as well as declaratory power. Proponents
will maintain their theory is a retreat or step aside from generativism and, in a way, they are correct. What does
the generation is the black box GEN that burst out competing forms and the attention shifts on to the selection of
the correct one (in the transparent box EVAL). Instead of generating the output directly, it is overgenerated first
and subsequently trimmed down. The difference is only in a shift from GEN-correct( i ) to EVAL-correct(GEN( i )).
38
Generativists call it counter-feeding, i.e. feeding a rule too late, which is no feeding in effect. Rule is unfed.
39
Generativists call it counter-bleeding, i.e. bleeding a rule too late, no bleeding in effect. Rule is well in blood.
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has been found. (One of the more known patches to Optimality Theory was adding a “sympathetic”
candidate, which is a sort of paradigmatic relationship between a candidate that should have been
eligible but was not, and the one that was but should not have been.40 Another attempt is called stratal
and consists in rearranging evaluation rules in mid-term.41 This changing the goal post after kicking
the ball undermines the credibility for me perhaps more than opacity itself. More attractive than recycling evaluations that failed appears separating lexical/morphological constraints from phonological
ones under the assumption morphology is language specific, phonology is universal.42
The relationship between input(s) and output(s) in the Optimality Theory is highly abstract and very
difficult to learn. So much so that the proponents of the theory do not claim any psychological reality.
What they do claim is that the constraints are universal whereas language-specific is only their order,
which is impossible to falsify unless their complete set is put forward. What does happen instead is that
language-specific ad hoc constraints are added now and then to the set to help bridge over a too exotic
feature or quirk in a language. One cannot help but think of universal distinctive features whose
universality has to be now and then reinforced with a case-specific feature to uphold the universality.
After all, we could turn back to the features. Additionally, we might restate the requirement of
simplicity mentioned above in a requirement of lucidity. Phonology is primarily a descriptive discipline,
so practical regards are always an issue.
The distinctive features at least reflect an elementary recognition, a basic decision-making, so they
are fairly intuitive. Bromberger and Halle43 explain them as follows: “[They are] distinct (linguistic–
phonetic) behaviors ... These behaviors select between binary sets of options, represented by
coefficients whose value is either plus or minus.”
Taken in their broadest sense, the following cases can be distinguished in the relationship of
phonemes (and generally any entities on the same system level):
Let us have entities X, Y. Let us label components contained in the entities comparatively with
symbols a, b, c, ... so that all components are labelled. With +a, +b, ... let us signify presence of the
component while –a, –b, ... signifies absence of it.
<X
Case (1):
[ a ]X> <Y[ b ]Y>44
The content can be described with distinctions <[ +a –b ]> <[ –a +b ]>.
<X
Case (2):
[ a <Y[ b ]Y> ]X>
The content can be described with distinctions <[ +a –b <[ +a +b ]> ]>.
<X
Case (3):
[ a <Y[ c ]X> b ]Y>
The content can be described with distinctions <1[ +a –b –c <2[ +a +b +c ]1> –a +b –c ]2>,
where <X[ +a ±c ]X> <Y[ +b ±c ]Y>.
40

John J. McCarthy (1999) Faithfulness and identity in prosodic morphology. In: The Prosody–Morphology
Interface (R. Kager / H. van der Hulst / W. Zonneveld, eds.) CUP, Cambridge, p. 218–309. • John J. McCarthy
(2003) Sympathy, Cumulativity and the Duke-of York Gambit. In The Syllable in Optimality Theory (C. Féry / R.
van de Vijver, eds.), p. 23–76.
41
John J. McCarthy / Alan Prince (1993) Prosodic Morphology: Constraint Interaction and Satisfaction. Rutgers
University Center for Cognitive Science Technical Report No. 3, appendix. • M. Kenstowicz (1995) Cyclic vs
Non-Cyclic Constraint Evaluation. In Phonology 12, CUP, Cambridge, p. 397–436.
42
Why should be? Either general cognitive abilities are both, or both are responses to experience. The two stage
evaluation was suggested by Antony D. Green, see earlier discussions summarized in (2007) Phonology Limited
(Universität Potsdam). Ch. 2 is interesting as he tries to demonstrate his point on Tiberian Hebrew, viz. why wbnz
zənɔv-ó twbnz zanvòθ parallels wklm malkó yklm malxè in segolates (p. 50). He suggests paradigmatic consistency,
i.e. unification to [v] or [x], for explanation. (The shwa is silent for him.) He must mean only sg. or pl. as it is not
valid elsewhere; the paradigm mælæx has both k, x. He admits “there are a few nouns like [bέɣεd] ‘garment’ that
consistently retain the fricative even in singular suffixed forms: [biɣð-í] ‘my garment’ (Ezra 9:3), [biɣð-ó] ‘his
garment’ (Gen 39:12); ... These cases show that the paradigmatic pressure for a consistently spirantized root-final
consonant has begun to spread to the segolate construct singular as well” (p. 50–51). In declaring the avoided
alternative as “less transparent, damaging recoverability” (p. 51), he has to treat particle + infinitive [lixtóv] as
distinct from particle + the same infinitive [bixθóv]. This amounts to making spirants into phonemes from
allophones (which he probably not intended), a condition that can be discussed in ModH but would hardly gain
support in Tiberian. ‘Faithfulness’ such as this makes it less credible for me. See Num. 15:25 for counterexample.
43
Sylvain Bromberger / Morris Halle (1989) Why Phonology is Different? In Linguistic Inquiry 20, 51–70 PDF p. 154.
44
These labelled brackets is a feature of special importance in Glossa, called envelope there. Please see G hereon.
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Case (1) occurs in a language perhaps only theoretically, since two entities on the same level (also
two phonemes) have always something in common, probably never being completely disjunct. Case
(2), an inclusion, and especially Case (3), an intersection, are no doubt more frequent.
Features such as these signify solely differences. If we apply the sets to phonemes, the differences +a,
+b, ... are no singular elements. They are in fact no real elements at all, only labels of subsets reflecting
exactly the conditions of a particular language where they stand in contrast. The contents of the sets
can be, and no doubt are, very diverse in spite of their possibly simple labels as they have to contain all
the conjunctions and disjunctions with all the other sets in the particular language. They do not apply
to any other language nor even a dialect of the same language where their contrasts differ.
An example can be taken from Czech:
Let us confront any three sounds; take [t], [ť], [k]. We can see that
[k] has its differences over [t] and not over [ť] (+a),
differences over [ť] and not over [t] (+b)
and differences over both [t] and [ť] as well (+c).
Also, it has a common ground with these phonemes, that is (+d).
Within the set of [k] there are 4 subsets, +a +b +c +d, that are themselves composed of other
differences that describe each phoneme in relations to other sets (phonemes and phenomena) within
the same system. To confront the system of [t], [ť] and [k] with other languages, such as Hungarian (in
phonemes), French (in phones) or English (no [ť] at all), we cannot select identical labelling, +a +b +c,
but a different one, say +x +y +z and +p, +q ... etc. as the differences in them cover different subsets
created in different relations. (This is so even if abstract phonemes are manipulated, and not phones
whose subset contents are filled with particulars. In them, differences might occasionally seem small,
but never uniform to the degree so as to enable manipulating with them in rules the same way as
phonemes. Yet sometimes there is a need to put phones under rules, too.)
The above example was just a simple addition and subtraction of sets. No real phonetics was actually
needed to fill it inside. To do it, another example can be taken: [a], [e], [i]. The number of mutual
distinctions they show might seem much the same between many languages but the phonetic content
that fills the distinctions varies in different languages as [a], [e], [i] are not pronounced the same, not
even in the languages that have a 5-member vocalic system [a]–[e]–[i]–[o]–[u], hence also the
relationship [a]–[e]–[i] is often not the same, e.g. there are differences between Czech and Spanish. If
the two systems are superimposed, they are so dissimilar that one might ask if apparent phonological
similarity actually catches anything else than the same shape of their vocalic diagrams in their
respective grammars. The possibly approximate geometry is still valid phonological information. The
actual content of the feature set normalized to ‘universal’ proportions, however, seems to have very low
information value. Still, neglecting contents of the ‘sets’ reduces a chance for phonology to explain
phenomena. The trend of Czech vocalism to openness in contrast to Spanish might explain Spanish
intervocalic spirantization of stops.45 Phenomena such as these are found well beyond the descriptive
power of traditional features.
Relationships between sets of features that are supposed to catch differences in nodes can be quite
complex and opaque. Potential challenges are all types of shifted, deflected and chain contrasts. Simple
shifted contrasts of three phonemes /1/, /2/ and /3/ work by projecting in two phones out of the set {a,
b, c, d} so that /1/→[a],[b], /2/→[b],[c], /3/→[c],[d] (though it is possible that [b]1 does not mix up
with [b]2 and [c]2 with [c]3 if each allophone has its context). Relationships like that may be expected
also in BH. Even prior to the research, it may be supposed some phones of different origin coincided.
It is important to realize all that in order for us to be able to assess the nature of sound laws. With the
distance in time their effects make the impression of discrete steps that can be recorded as rules and
they tempt a researcher to think it is just a different manifestation of some phonological rules. It could
be doubted, however, they are indeed step changes brought about by means of applying, deleting or
reordering a rule or constraint in the system (though the linguistic development in the times of the
changes’ onset, probably times of major instability, might have been rather quick). They most likely
proceeded by gradual altering of phonetic (!) parameters; additionally, with different speed in different
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...by lower oral capacity to absorb accumulated pressure leading to slacken the stop so as to maintain voicing.
The same reason, historically, may have been for slackening of the low-capacity /g/ to [ɣ] to current [ɦ] in Czech.
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words.46 Looking back, these phonetic alterations are perceived as jumps from a category to a category,
thanks to which we can formulate rules or laws. I believe, however, the motive and content of the
changes were phonetics, not phonology (especially pronunciation differences in passing the language
over between generations, which, in a slow pace, goes on incessantly). Sound laws then are not an
evidence for the existence of phonological rules.47
The generativist theory of language, by the way, has not invented generative rules. They have been
there long before it. Rules used to be in textbooks and linguistic works as well. They were sometimes
expressed in words, sometimes in a graphics ad hoc. What generativist linguistics did was raise them
to a panacea, make them a fundamental tool of description and vested them in a special graphics.
Features have been specifically recognized properties of phonemes as their ‘differential qualities’ or
‘relevant properties’ contrasting each other since they have been first introduced in Prague Linguistic
Circle. The structural elements that actually stand in these contrasts (in proportional or isolated
oppositions, in neutralised positions) are phonemes. Distinctive features are only what make the
differences in phonemes within each pair of them or in a correlation. The features are no independent
elements in the system. They are merely such properties of the elements that can be recognized due to
mutual relationships of the elements that cause different contrasting properties stand out in the same
element in different relationships (oppositions). No realistic system can be built only out of the
properties without the elements.
Distinctive features as a systematic theory was first presented in a Czech paper by Roman Jakobson
in 1938. Soon, but only after Nikolai Trubetzkoy got also persuaded of the idea at last, in 1939, the
author published the paper in French. The idea was specified as ‘qualité différentielle’ with no technical
explanation. Later on, he developed the idea with Morris Halle and Gunnar Fant in USA shortly before
1952. Only then the concept grew in importance as much as practically to replace the older phoneme.
The Prague School continued to prefer the concept of the phoneme. This I still continue to do in the
present work. What I do in fact in attempting to redefine the ‘distinctive’ features is that I only revert
the idea back to its initial ‘qualité différentielle’ concept. What seems attractive for my phonology is the
possibility to develop an approach to the phoneme as a structure with both its internal structuring (i.e.
not a plain singleton) as well as being part of a larger paradigm that allows for reviving the idea of an
‘archiphoneme’ and ‘neutralisation’ which are both Praguian concepts (Jakobson 1929, Trubetzkoy
1939 though he worked with the idea a decade earlier, Mathesius 1929).48 It was later abandoned
(Vachek 1959, 1960, 1966, Akamatsu 1992).49 Concerning distinctive features on the other hand,
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Actually, one (Neogrammarian) concept believed in stepless, gradient phonetic shifts applied to the whole
lexicon at once, the other concept sees the change in discrete categorial steps spread slowly in the lexicon item by
item. Evidence suggests both types of process are at work. See W. Labov (1981) Resolving the Neogrammarian
controversy. In: Language 57, p. 267–308.
47
Partial assimilations are sometimes pointed to as evidence for features. My question is: Why only some features
undergo assimilations while some never do? No non-nasal +sonorants, no ±stress, no [+vow] assimilate [+cons]
or vice versa. Are they really features, what assimilates, or is it something else? Can feature geometry (Clements
(1985) The geometry of phonological features. Phonology 2, p. 225–252) or revised articulatory theory (Halle /
Vaux/Wolfe (2000) On feature spreading and the representation of place of articulation, see L) substantiate it?
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Roman Jakobson (1929) Remarques sur l'évolution phonologique du russe comparée avec celle des autres
langues slaves. In: Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague 2, repr. • Roman Jakobson (1962) Selected Writings
I: Phonological Studies. Mouton, The Hague, p. 116. • Roman Jakobson (1938) O souhláskách [On consonants].
In: Slovo a slovesnost 4, Praha, p. 192 as a summary of his speech at the Prague Linguistic Circle on 21 March
1938. • Roman Jakobson (1939) Observations sur le classement phonologique des consonnes. In: Proceedings
of the 3rd International Congress of Phonetic Sciences. Phonetics Laboratory, University of Ghent, pp. 34-41. •
Nikolai Trubetzkoi (1939) Grundzüge der Phonologie. Jednota československých matematiků a fysiků, Praha. •
Vilém Mathesius (1929) Functional linguistics. In: Proceedings of the 1st Congress of Slavists. Praha.
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Josef Vachek (1959) The London Group of Linguists. Sborník prací filosofické fakulty brněnské university 7,
Brno, 8:106-113. • Josef Vachek / Josef Dubský (1960) Dictionnaire de linguistique de l'École de Prague.
Spectrum, Utrecht. • Josef Vachek (1966) The Linguistic School of Prague. Indiana University Press,
Bloomington. • Tsutomu Akamatsu / André Martinet (1992) Essentials of functional phonology. Peeters, LouvainLa-Neuve.
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Gunnar Fant (one of the seminal triumvirate Jakobson–Fant–Halle) is reported at the end of his
fruitful life (2009) to admit they might have been mistaken concerning the features.50
Features in the present work are the way of describing differences between segments in a phonetic
manner. Features are not the differences themselves, neither are they symbolic (such as +a +b ...
above) but rather articulatory. Having said this, we should perhaps rename the features to ‘differential’
features (as in differentia specifica), or, to move yet further away in the terminology, ‘descriptive’
features. A set of those that distinguish any two units are disjunctive features in them while their
common base is described in conjunctive features. The term “distinctive” features might thus be left to
phonological theories that treat them as a universal set of systematic phonological units. The inventory
of descriptive features has been adopted from BFK (Binary Phonetic Coding).51 This has two
consequences. (1) The set of features is fairly complete. (2) Features can be scalar (as BFK is binaryscalar) without having to take recourse to superfluous binary categories. It follows that the value of any
symbol as well as values of individual features can be expressed as numbers; and operations with
features and symbols (changes, transformations, etc.) can be represented as changes in numbers or
numerical operations.
If transformations are to be helpful in understanding what happens with the elements that undergo
it, they should not be reduced to distinctions. Other properties may be explanatory of the change,
relationship or behaviour. Using only differences may force needlessly complicated or unrealistic
explanations (apart from, sometimes, forced distinctive categories). Also describing differences by
clusters of features should be OK if groups of properties seem at work in reality. It often occurs in
speech. Quite frequently, the researcher cannot be even sure which one of the properties is the one that
is the most effective or has to conclude the properties tend to substitute each other (as in stress).
Descriptive economy should not be applied to the detriment of the substance of phenomena.
Differential features in the Glossa descriptive language (see in G; their list to come in vol. II) have an
additional, formal function: They help define a transcriptor. Their role becomes crucial in the system
where transcriptors have no prescribed visual appearance, they are determined only by their meaning.
The meaning may be defined by various means but descriptive features offer the simplest, quickest and
for most purposes adequate definition. On the other hand, a Glossa transcriptor may appear differently
in keeping with local usage and practical regards to an available character set (provided there is a
definition for the symbol or symbol sequence). One segment in a transcription unit may theoretically
have several forms defined the same way—though it probably would not be very practical. Glossa
makes possible to attach a (set of) feature(s) to virtually any unit, so an analysis made in line with
Autosegmental Phonology can also be easily recorded in it.

C2.4

Syllables and Structures

An asset of generative phonology is, in my view, in its recognizing morphological borders and working
with them. It used not to be so with the syllable. Malone seems not to be deficient in syllable concept.
Still, the original version of generative phonology failed to recognize it, in spite of it being the only one
of the low level units that is really intuitive. That seems to betray, at least to me, patched that it became,
generative phonology is mistaken in its very grounds, though admittedly it has contributed some useful
concepts and methods. The insufficiency started to be felt quite early as there were questions which,
without recognizing syllable patterns, were either impossible to solve or solely in an improbably
complicated manner. Works such as Anderson (1969), Fudge (1969), Anderson and Jones (1974) as
well as Kahn (1976)52 gradually prepared the way for the introduction of syllable phonology. The
50

Václav Cvrček briefly mentioned this information quoting Jan Volín in his speech to introduce the Volume I of
Mluvnice současné češtiny at the colloquium of Prague Linguistic Circle on 20/4/2009.
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syllable phonology then joined forces with natural and natural generative phonologies to rework the
prevailing school. I shall refer the dear reader to John Goldsmith’s fine article “The Syllable” with six
pages of more references. In the text, he brings a synopsis of the syllable history research.53
Syllable structure is often analyzed (especially in syllable phonology) in a tree structure with an onset
and a rime that gets further analyzed into a syllabic nucleus and a consonantal coda. Calling, however,
anything a ‘rime’ in the general syllable of any universal validity should be considered most
unfortunate terminology. The rhyme (and it really does not matter if we write it “rime”, it is still the
same word; unless hoarfrost is meant) is a culturally conditioned phenomenon belonging to the theory
of literature. While the Euro-American culture accepts the word-final (and, by that, syllable-final)
rhyme as the one of a kind, languages of various nations outside our poetic heritage recognize wordinitial (and syllable-initial) and even internal rhymes.54
Moreover, a rhyme should be defined, universally, as a repetition of a portion of a word. Culturally
conditioned, apart from which portion, is also how much: Poetic theory distinguishes the full and other
types of rhyme (depending on the position of stress and the size of the repeated unit, which may extend
over syllable boundary). Culturally conditioned is also how much is graphics allowed to influence what
counts as a rhyme (or, a good rhyme). This, again, is more a matter of culture than phonology: e.g.
Czech is a language with a clear phonological distinction between short and long vowels. Still, for
rhyming purposes, no distinction is traditionally made between the two. Even in the English rhyme, a
role is played also by the stress and other factors, apart from repeating the nucleus and coda. The
rhyme is a term beset with so many issues that phonology would do best if it leaves it to poetic
scholarship to deal with and phonology appropriates a more neutral expression, e.g. the triad onset—
nucleus—coda. It can hardly be found a universal, generally valid reason to put any couple of the triad
on to a higher level in the system. The universal pattern of the syllable should better be simply
considered as generally triplicit and occasional grouping should belong to the phonology of a language.
We can bring forward an example on the syllable also from Czech. Czech recognizes both vocalic and
consonantal nuclei of syllables. Unlike in Slovak, a very closely related language (in almost what would
be a dialectal relationship in other cultures), the consonantal nuclei cannot distinguish length, which is
otherwise an all-pervasive distinction in Czech vowels. On the other hand (and as in Slovak), a syllabic
consonant can bear stress, which is, in both languages, independent of length. In terms of stress,
consonantal syllables are no different from vocalic ones in this respect. (In Slovak, where the condition
is analogous, syllabic consonants even distinguish length, which makes them full-fledged equivalents
of vowels.) The consonants acceptable for nuclei are [l], [r], exeptionally [m]55 and, perhaps due to
foreign expressions accepted with ease, an unstressed [n]. The constraint, however, demands the
syllable begins with an onset. “Vlk”, “krk”, “plsť”, “smrk” (1 syllable), “prvý”, “mlha”, “pásl”, “kapr”
(2 syllables), are regular Czech words (and “Strč prst skrz krk”, “Blb vlk zhltl mls” well formed,
acceptable though somewhat stupid sentences). “Lžíce”, “rdesno”, on the other hand, cannot have
syllabic [l] and [r].56 If we formed a constraint that only CV... sequences permit syllabic /r/, /l/, we fail
to explain why words like “lhostejný” (‘insensitive, indifferent’) that cannot begin with a syllabic
consonant, do not make it syllabic as soon as they accept a consonantal prefix, making the V...
structure into a CV... one. A regularly formed verb “zlhostejnět” (‘to become insensitive’) with its
regular derivatives “zlhostejnělý” (an adjective), “zlhostejnění” (a gerund) do not have a syllabic /l/ in
spite of their CV... pattern.57 A generative solution circumwenting a concept of syllable would have to
be complicated, certainly above the level of simplicity felt by native speakers.
I find another objection against non-recognizing the syllable by orthodox generativists in the
coarticulation arising out of the essence of syllable. Phones in the onset and coda articulate on the base
53

John Goldsmith (2009) The Syllable. Available in PDF at http://hum.uchicago.edu/~jagoldsm/Papers (my
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Kalmyk language has an initial rhyme, Thai recognizes all the three types of rhyme.
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In only two words of domestic origin (“sedm, osm” = ‘seven, eight’) but with [m] regularly pronounced as [um]
in colloquial language. Both [m]/[um]s are in an unstressed position.
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the following word to make a single phonetic word with it. “V rdesnu”, “k lžíci” are CCCV~ with only 2 syllables.
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of the nucleus, so that both [p] and [t] in [pat] differ from [p] and [t] in [pet], in spite of the fact that
alphabetic scripts and most transcriptions do not express that. Due to the fact that orthodox generative
phonology does not operate with the concept of the syllable, it is not capable to express the differences
in a systematic and well-founded way, misrepresenting the consonants as if they were articulated
independently of vowels and all in the same manner (consequently, with the same acoustic properties)
which is not realistic and does not allow for simple and systematic expression of phenomena following
from the natural and necessary syllable coarticulation.58
The coarticulation of course does not define the syllable completely. E.g. semivowels [w] and [j]
which are in fact vowels working as consonants in the pattern of the syllable cannot be affected with
coarticulation without losing their distinct character as they are vowels themselves.
On the other hand, the concept of coarticulation might work well for non-vocalic nuclei. In Czech as
in good many languages, they are mostly the nuclear [r] and [l]. The range of syllabic nuclei may be
broader in languages of the world.59 For the Czech syllabic consonants, and perhaps for all of them
anywhere, we might consider a coarticulation with a neutral vowel. An [ə] pops up in singing and is a
member of the range of possible phones (not phonemes) in Czech anyway, as mentioned above.
One thing with another, the generativist phonology does not seem to work well in my own language.
My impression is generative phonology makes probably more sense for computational processing of
text (viz. speech) than for an explanation of the processes crunching the real phonology inside the
human brain. Both rules and code are adapted to the purpose. It does not try to explain the manner of
working of the phonologies in human brains but attempts at formulating the effects in the way that
minimizes the difference or reduces the great dissimilarity between the natural function and the
computing process. The real processing of the natural language is probably being done in a massively
parallel way with little to remind classical rules of generative phonology.

C2.5

Towards a New Model

One of the purposes of the present dissertation (and in fact the larger research project) is to aim at a
legible, practical phonology description. Malone fails to show legibility as well as a feel for practical
needs. A possible approach is not to embrace wholly a generativist model (as Malone does), but rather
try and translate possible rules or constraints (depending on a theory) into a language understandable
to a common philologist, and, if possible, combine or at least confront generativist descriptions with
alternative approaches.60
It is not necessary to be thoroughly derivational, or declaratory in one’s analysis; to follow altogether
the item-and-process (IP), or the item-and-arrangement (IA) approach;61 to join completely the
generativist, or the non-generativist rank and file. A purposeful combination of the two approaches
might, I believe, have a chance to get advantages of both and suppress drawbacks of one of them by
means of the other one. An advantage of a descriptive, IA approach is an inventory of ready units,
through their regular social usage fit for communication (which is probably closer to reality).
Descriptive patterns are also easier to imagine and teach. Derivational, processional (IP) approaches in
turn have the advantage of effortless deletions of elements that are effective as if virtually though not
58

The word “necessary” I just used may trigger an objection. “If it is ‘necessary,’ it is not phonology.” Well, intrasyllabic coarticulation is the background of many phonologic rules in Slav languages such as Russian, which
generativists should take into account. Vocalic base of consonants may change for phonologic purposes, too. In
Semitic languages, pharyngeals change any base to [a], which is what Masoretic graphics sometimes records.
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Please see under C3.2.2 hereon for a discussion of that.
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If all the approaches strive, better or worse, to describe the identical condition, it should, theoretically, be
possible to put such alternative descriptions side by side. If they do not reach the same results, try to explain why.
61
The IA concept was cultivated by Leonard Bloomfield, the IP was pursued by Edward Sapir. The former was
formalizing and dealt with representation of phonemes (it was rejected by Chomsky in 1964), the latter was
informal and followed processes from morphophonemes directly up to phonetic level, a feature that spread later
to Chomskian phoneme-less phonology. Ample references shall be found in textbooks of linguistics.
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really present. It is also easy to distinguish the independence of a class of elements from another class
of elements conditioned by other ones. A downside of an IP method is that it demands always to
determine a hypothetical initial condition of a construction or a priority of an element despite the
impossibility of determining an initial condition or a priority anyway else than by the simple need to
start generating from somewhere. An IA method, on the other hand, has one to postulate empty slots
that hardly correspond to the intuition of the language user.62 Presumably, it is possible to consider an
approach that would aim at determining a pattern without supposing its deep or other unattested
shape—while venturing to build a process of conditionality with the slots that do depend on a
condition. A result of such a process might be as much as disappearance of a slot.
Additionally, a new model of phonology should, again, consider needs of students and their teachers.
Phonology can be practical also in providing a fundament for building students’ intuition. Each
student gradually develops a sort of intuitive phonology, thanks to which she or he is able to anticipate
word structure (given the Hebrew manner of writing and reading, it is very important) and thanks to
which they recognize a natural sentence rhythm. A teacher with the help of an internalized phonology
recognizes incorrect reading more quickly and with less effort, and is able to correct it more easily. A
practical phonology helps to build that internal phonology faster and use it consciously. This should
also be one of the purposes of my work: to help teach and study. Biblical Hebrew should not be taught
as a completely dead tongue which to decipher is adequate. The Bible is too important and too
beautiful to blunt its effects through an excavational access. The Bible enables the reader well versed in
its original languages to experience its texts in a way impossible to reach by stumbling through syllable
by syllable and continuously looking into a dictionary. Experiments to teach Biblical Hebrew (and
Greek) by methods of modern second language acquisition seem to be very promising and offer results
appreciated even by students and teachers that had known the language fairly well even prior to the
course.63 Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew could assist the method by means of making theoretically
more precise the sound system of the language and help find the teachers and students a pronunciation
fit for their practice. Such a pronunciation should be reasonably easy (Modern Hebrew pronunciation
is easy), but also facilitate to manage the complex morphology as much as possible (Modern Hebrew
pronunciation does not seem to me as being very helpful; the modern and ancient systems might have
notable dissimilarities).
An important property of perhaps all declarative approaches is that, unlike derivational models such
as the generativist theory, a typical declarative theory is monostratal. In practice, the analyst cannot
invent abstract layers that may contain whatever the analyst wants them to contain and “wipe it out”
after the processing is transferred to other strata. With a declarative approach, all the information to
work with has to be already present in the one layer and stay there as there is no other one to swap for.
Personally, I find this property a strong hint of realism.
In order not to be one-sided, however, it must be admitted there are quite convincing arguments for
at least two levels of representation in phonology.64
The first one is descriptive economy: storing in the lexicon only what is specific, not what can be
derived by general procedures. Nevertheless, this is a technical economy, probably irrelevant for the
brain, at least as far as capacity is concerned. It might be relevant for search efficiency of the brain.
The second reason is closely related to the first one: storing allophones means storing allomorphs.
Storing only morphemes instead increases efficiency substantially. Nonetheless, where to stop unifying
the various forms needs a thoughtful design. (The early versions of generative phonologies unified as
much as forms related only in distant history.) On the other hand, it frequently happens that several
morpheme alternants on the surface level point to a single form, obviously on a level beyond.
The third reason also develops from the previous two: Underlying representations are betrayed when
seemingly non-existent forms resurface in flection or derivation, especially if two different varieties or
close dialects share the same morphology, probably the same morphological forms.
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All, including linguists, use intuition at the moment of production and mostly perception! To put it bluntly:
Also linguists become naive users of language just as any others as soon as they forget they are speaking or
listening, which is a desirable and natural condition in language use. Some linguists hate to admit that.
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Randall Buth (2005–6)  אולפן לעברית מקראית/ Living Biblical Hebrew א, ב, ג. Biblical Language Center, Jerusalem.
64
I draw in this from a summary in Carlos Gussenhoven / Haike Jacobs (1998) Understanding Phonology.
Edward Arnold, London.
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The traditional model of generative phonology envisions the process of making an utterance as a
chain of rules that gradually specify a thought that originally was completely abstract. The rules are
concentrated into a straightforward chain of a few modules:
syntax

morphology

phonology

phonetics

The logic of the process is as simple as a computer program. It no doubt is an advantage in spreading
the theory. In modelling natural language, however, it seems far too simplistic. It leaves out completely
anything higher than syntax. No pragmatics, context relationships, no discourse structure have any say
in this model, in spite of the fact that this is, more often than not, the initial entry into the process. Also,
people often seem to enter it below the syntax module, select a word or two first and shape up a clause
or sentence afterwards, often incompletely. They respond to a clue, stimulus, association, express a
feeling. Language frequently serves to other purposes than to express an idea of which a vehicle is a
neat sentence structure to be filled with morpheme symbols to be filled with phonemics in line with the
canonical model shown above. A person voices emotions, establishes social contact, speaks to oneself
or things, plays with sound, demonstrates identity or position, ... These expressions, even if they use
sentences (which is not always so), rarely need to construct them anew. They can use ready-made
portions of utterances, sentential or verbal. In fact, the entry into the chain (a bidirectional channel
might be more appropriate) should be possible at any semantic level from single concepts to partial
scenarios (propositions) to schemes (networks) to higher topical units (generalized networks). In
terms of modules, it is morphology, syntax as well as discourse in the broadest sense that should be
accessible as entry points. To locate phonology at the end might not be so simple and straightforward.
The process preferred here of making an utterance consists in transferring data from a layer to the
next one where the data adapt and from where they possibly get back to complete their specification so
that the raw utterance may go to and fro between the layers, even be processed in a cascade (it is when
a layer-to-layer adaptation begins prior to completion of the processing in the previous layer) or a spiral
(coming back to and improving on an earlier layer after getting insight from one or several later layers).
This might in fact be typical rather than exceptional.
Each layer forms units to build the next layer from. The ‘units’ cover more than acceptable segments,
rhythm and intonation patterns. They include also acceptable blocks in a broader sense: clusters,
syllables,65 larger sequences of rhythm and intonation patterns. The utterance in production (not
perception) can be thought of as gradually surfacing, acquiring a more specific meaning in each step.
syntax

... provides sentence patterns and elements of discourse structure

morphology

... provides morphemes and elements of meaning structure

phonology

... provides phonemes and elements of sound structure

This chart sketches how units are built rather than suggesting exactly the process of creation of an
utterance. It makes sense, however, to put forward the relationship clearly before we move on.
It was demonstrated experimentally66 that phonologically related auditory distracter words help
activate words to name a picture prime (unlike semantically related distracters that slow naming down)
in a 150 ms time window following the picture onset. It seems as if a phonology register had to be
consulted rather than a straightforward processing of rules. Otherwise similar sounding words (like
harp for the Dutch answer “hark,” ‘a rake’) would be irrelevant or distracting, too (like showing a rake
65

The original spoonerism “queer dean” instead of “dear queen” (and all the related category) is sometimes
presented as a proof that segments are exchanged, therefore segments are processed as units. These are no
segments, however, there is a cluster [kw] for a segment [d] or, more precisely, a syllable onset qu~ for a syllable
onset d~. More appropriately, it should be presented as a proof clusters or syllable phases are processed.
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H. Schriefers / A. S. Meyer / W. J. M. Levelt (1990) Exploring the time course of lexical access in language
production: picture–word interference studies. In: Journal of Memory and Language no. 29, p. 86–102 (quoted
in Niels O. Schiller (2006) Phonology in the Production of Words. In: K. Brown (ed.) Encyclopedia of Language
and Linguistics. Elsevier Ltd., Amsterdam. The original study was not accessible to me. Please note that my
interpretation of the data of the experiment complements rather than exactly agrees with the one by Schiller.)
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and verbally suggesting “bell”). Whether such a register has a form of patterns or ready-made units,
we could only speculate so far.
It might appear strange at the first sight that a register (or whatever storage) should be accessed each
time a simple ‘letter’ is needed in the production of a word. We should realize that the unit appears as a
symbol only to us who got used to its symbolic representation. For the brain, it must stand for a block
of neuromuscular programming and precise timing between individual articulators. The instruction set
may be quite large. It would be uneconomical to store all the code and coordination each time the same
symbol occurs in the lexicon. It might be remarked that experiments seem to suggest ‘symbols’ are
stored more in keeping with their phase or position in the syllable than in line with what make a unit in
our alphabet. For example, “L” seems not to be retrieved as [l] but it is distinguished if the [l] relates to
the syllable onset, or coda. The l~ is different from ~l.67 (This note can be recollected later at 3.1.1.)
The constant contribution of meaning modules to each tier could be made explicit:
syntax
morphology

discourse ‘grammar’ & pragmatics
semantics

phonology
Phonology made and maintains building blocks for both morphology and syntax (prosody). Lexical
and grammatical semantics provide units of meaning into the morphological process from the other
‘side’. Syntax fed by sentential semantics, discourse and pragmatic control arranges the created
semantic-morphological units on a higher level. The process can be entered and initiated ⇨ on any
level, including even phonology. (Think how often what we say is triggered or co-activated by the
stimuli we hear or what specific form we want to produce.)
Where is phonetics? I believe it is not part of the higher mental process (though motoric and neuromuscular procedures originate in the brain, too). It consists of physical and, in a broader sense,
implementation constraints of phonology. (Phonology in this model is more that just a bottom layer
soon to be left, or an output reloading place. As a storehouse of units and patterns it is considered a
turn-row where the cascade stream can turn to so as to re-launch repeated passes of a gradual
compilation of an utterance.) A written or through other medium conveyed text lacks phonetics (which
is linked to an articulatory–acoustic–perceptive medium), and still remains to be a full-fledged
message. At times when we look back, we may occasionally be unable to tell if the message was
conveyed through phonetics by speaking or through graphemics by writing.68
Where is morphonemics? Morphonemics as a grammar-driven module makes a portion of
morphology in the present representation. Hebrew more than most other languages should make it
obvious it is indeed grammar. Derivational theories frequently count it in their phonologies as it can
easily be expressed in rules. Whereas it is true morphonemics is often just petrified phonology but, as
mentioned already, mixing history and present is a drawback of generative theories seriously distorting
language reality. Natural Phonology makes a useful distinction in this respect by calling phonological
changes processes and morphonemics subsuming under rules. This is an insight in ontology rather
than mere labelling. Processes are automatic and when learning a foreign tongue, they must be
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L. Ferrand / J. Segui / J. Grainger (1996) Masked priming of word and picture naming: the role of syllabic
units. In: Journal of Memory and Language no. 35, p. 708–723. Cited in Schiller, op. cit., p. 551. French words
palmier and palace illustrated the claim. Replications have not brought forth unequivocal support, though.
68
Please note that written ancient texts did not lack phonetics. As far as known to me, quiet reading used to be
virtually non-existent as a full-blooded phenomenon in ancient times, in fact before IX cent. CE, unlike it is
current today. A text in writing was of course possible to read quietly or just in mind, and no doubt people did it
like that. The difference is in the purpose of the text: It was always meant for loud interpretation. An analogy with
its function then can be found today in a musical score. No doubt it can be read, some people do it regularly, some
occasionally. The score is, however, not meant for quiet reading; it always expects to be interpreted in sound.
Nobody writes a score solely to be read by others. An ancient text may lack its phonetic dimension today due to a
different reason: We often do not know, or precisely know, the interpretive rules, do not know how to read it. That
is not a condition, however, to fit naturally into a natural language model.
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unlearned. Rules are meaningful operations that rarely interfere with second language acquisition, as
adherents of Natural Phonology rightly point out.69
A ‘lower’ layer provides units and a ‘higher’ layer applies structure on them. Structure application
may be complete, or incomplete. Operations may participate in the process but, unlike the generative
phonology, the present model does not consider them basic for the processing.70 The structure with
units put together becomes itself a building unit in a higher layer and the process is repeated.
Not all in an utterance is, however, made each time anew. Perhaps it could even be said concerning
most utterances that they draw entirely or largely from ready-made solutions. The level of products
made ready from phonological units and a general, universally applicable semantics is the lexicon. The
analogy of the lexicon on a higher level are ready phrases, portions of sentences and parts of texts. A
linguistically recognized module of those resources is phraseology, but the level covers much more:
whatever stuck competent speaker in memory and can be recycled with a similar meaning.
Phonology then may function both as a low-level input and an output filter, being invoked by all the
other modules as a mold or workbench indispensable to work with until a message is ready. The
process of making an utterance can perhaps be modelled more realistically this way:
phonetics / graphemics / ...
syntax ←→ phraseology ←→ discourse “grammar”
morphology ←→ lexicon ←→ semantics
phonology
(Semantics, too, may have its ‘breeding layer’ of basic units. The present work, however, does not
deal with semantics, so the label “semantics” can well be carried by a layer covering all the structural
web of any lower meaning layers up to the meaning structure of discourse. So is pragmatics and all the
concerns of communication that are crucial almost to any speaking but this passage, simplistic still,
would grow too complicated with them.)
In prosody, a contribution that seems promising for Masoretic Hebrew accent research is the
Prosodic Structure Hypothesis71 that recognizes four levels in place of the usual two higher
constituents in sentence phonology, that is (i) the prosodic word, (ii) the minor (accentual)
phonological phrase, (iii) the major (intermediate) phonological phrase and (iv) the intonational
phrase. A Hebrew scholar need not be reminded that the Masoretic Hebrew accents traditionally also
recognize four tiers of constituents for ‘dividing’ accents to dominate. Sentence phonology discovers
that the edges of the constituents are specific for various articulation phenomena72 in a somewhat
similar way as some of the effects of the traditional Hebrew accents can be shown.
Another useful concept is a specific contribution by Metrical Phonology. It introduces distinctions in
prominence among feet in a word, such as “legibility”—
•
s
•
•
foot:
w
s
•
•
•
•
•
syllable:
s
w
s
w
w
le
gi
bi
li
ty
le
gi
bi
li
ty
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Patricia Donegan / David Stampe (1979) The Study of Natural Phonology. In: D. Dinnsen (ed.) Current
Approaches to Phonological Theory. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, p. 126–173.
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They might even be absent altogether, though it is rather early at the present stage to confirm it is possible
without taking away too much of the processing power from the theory. Too much has been achieved already in
the camp of the generativists to wipe their approach too lightly off the table.
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Cf E. Selkirk (1986) On derived domains in sentence phonology. Phonology, 3, p. 371–405. • M. Nespor / I.
Vogel (1986) Prosodic Phonology. Foris, Dordrecht.
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L. Dilley / S. Shattuck-Hufnagel (1996) Glottalization of word-initial vowels as a function of prosodic
structure. Journal of Phonetics 24, p. 423–444. • C. Fougeron / P. Keating (1997) Articulatory Strengthening in
Prosodic Domain-initial Position. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 101, p. 3728–3740. • See also
Nespor / Vogel (1986), op. cit. • B. Hayes / A. Lahiri (1991) Bengali intonational phonology. In Natural
Language and Linguistic Theory 9, p. 47–96.
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– viewing it as a hierarchy of differences ordering prominences of syllables in a foot. The concept of feet
(not syllables) with greater or lesser prominence might be well applicable to an issue in Masoretic
Hebrew. There it seems that any of two adjacent syllables can be stressed depending on how much
stressed is the whole word. By this model, “pausal” forms in a prominent foot will reinforce the first
syllable, “non-pausal” that is contextual forms of the same word would reinforce the second syllable in
a prominent foot whereas the first syllable prominence could sink down to the lower level than the
prominence of the syllable in a non-prominent foot (i.e. in the rest of the word). Provided this
reservation is solved, the Metrical Phonology can be useful for modelling prosodic reality of Masoretic
Hebrew. Using the pattern above as an example, the syllables -bi- and -li- should have the possibility to
switch the highest and (perhaps) the lowest prominence without lowering the prominences of the other
syllables, especially the less prominent foot le-gi-. Glossa can make it possible by means of attaching
and taking away ‘!’, e.g. !!le-gi-!!!bi-li-!ty. In Masoretic Hebrew, a switching could be possible between
a pausal !!syl-syl-!!!syl-syl and non-pausal !!syl-syl-syl-!!!syl (or perhaps syl-!!syl-syl-!!!syl). A Hebrew
phenomenon such as nasog axor ()נסוג אחור73 can be modelled simply by adding and/or deleting ‘!’s.
So perhaps a more optimistic view on the phonologies of today is also possible. Rather than viewing
current phonology as a fundamentally flawed layout engine replicated in a dozen or so of different
browsers, a linguist can look at it as a broad stream of research where an idea fertilizes another, a
concept brings about a concept. A theory that seems deficient only helps another one to make up for it.
Variant voices thus may only call for a new theory that might rule the field for a time, until new
objections accumulate to replace it with another mental paradigm. After all, if a student of TN"K or any
other philologist feels unhappy with the current condition, she or he may try his hand, too.
Perhaps, if it is indeed a crisis what we witness today, there is a hope it will lead through peripeteias
to a resolution, a sort of catharsis (and not end in a catastrophe) after all. As Clark and Yallop put it: “If
Goldsmith (1989) is right, recent trends in autosegmental, CV, metrical and lexical phonology [...] are
converging towards a new generative model. This model will be radically different from [The Sound
Pattern of English] in a number of respects, but perhaps most fundamentally in its concern with
structures such as syllables and feet, and in the shift of focus away from complex derivational processes
(applying to relatively abstract underlying forms) towards sophisticated representational models
(especially multitiered and hierarchically organized structures). Anderson et al. (1985, p. 203) are also
cautiously optimistic about a new synthesis along these lines; and Basbøll’s overview of phonological
theory, without covering up the impression of postgenerative fragmentation, does also speak of a
‘positive evolution away from the danger of extreme fragmentation’ (1988, p. 211).”74

C3

The Inside of Phonology

Having defined phonology, proven both its abstractness and reality, having established its purpose and
evaluated the approaches taken by my predecessors, the time is now to deal more with the insides.
The subsystem of phonology does not exist independently of other subsystems of language. Treating
it autonomously has advantages. Still it is necessary also to refresh, and remind of, looks more holistic
so as to prevent the advantages of taking phonology autonomously from turning counter-productively
into a disadvantage: an inadequate description far from reality. It is useful to comprehend phonemes
73

A shift of stress backwards to prevent two consecutive words to have their stresses on adjacent syllables. The
second word must have its first syllable accented so that the first accent move away from the last syllable. It is an
option. Some types of dividing accents indicate enough of a separation so that no back movement is necessary.
For more information see E. J. Revell (1987) Nesiga (retraction of word stress) in Tiberian Hebrew. Instituto de
Filología, C.S.I.C., Departmento de Filología Biblica y de Oriente Antiguo, Madrid. (“Nesiga” means the same.)
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Clark / Yallop, ibid., p. 356. J. A. Goldsmith (1989) Autosegmental and metrical phonology: a new synthesis.
Basil Blackwell, Oxford. • J. M. Anderson / C. J. Ewen / J. Staun (1985) Phonological structure: segmental,
suprasegmental and extrasegmental. In: Phonology Yearbook 2, p. 203–224. • H. Basbøll (1988) Phonological
theory. In: F. J. Newmeyer (ed.) (1988) Linguistics: the Cambridge survey. Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, vol. 1, p. 192–215.
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and other elements of phonology as clusters of abstract (to a degree) features. The features and their
combinations in the phonologic subsystem of a language, however, exhibit specific properties, and this
is the reason we cannot do without phonetics as phonetics does research exactly in these objective
properties of features, sounds and all phonologically significant phenomena in the system of language.
The phonetic units, however, are demarcated mostly by phonology (and marginally by technical
respects). The features are the interface of phonology and phonetics, they are what keeps or should
keep phonology firmly on the ground of measurable science. If we allow to tear the two disciplines off,
features become mere abstract differentials of abstract units. Consequently we get the option of
universality but only at the expense of reality. Phonology can become clean and tidy as it keeps hands
off dirty data. If on the other hand we insist features reflect concrete facets of observable phenomena,
they cannot be mere differentials as languages simply do not build from globally unified bricks. The
stones for game turn much less useful, but at the same time they turn phonology from a game to an
observation.75 Phonology and phonetics are the two sides of a coin. The two disciplines depend on each
other: Phonetics describes properties of phonological units which in turn are demarcated by
phonology.
Their demarcation happens for a purpose: In the framework of double articulation (duality of
patterning)76 it creates economically limited number of combinable units carrying a distinction rather
than a meaning, for the purpose of making fixed sequences of the units create the primary language
articulation carrying a semantic meaning (apart from a distinction). The economy the linguistic system
displays on the level of phonology tends to be paradigmatic (dozens of phonological units combine,
usually through a limited number of syllables, into thousands of morphological units), whereas on the
levels of meaning it displays economy tending to be syntagmatic (thousands of morphemes combine,
in line with grammatical rules, into a practically unlimited number of meaningful units). The two types
of economy, however, apply simultaneously, especially on the levels of language meaning (primary
articulation), as the pressure to reduce the inventory (paradigmatic economy) works in parallel with
the pressure to concise expression (syntagmatic economy). More frequent expressions tend to be
shorter (they save time and energy), less frequent expressions longer (their creation saves memory).
A role of the phonological subsystem in the equilibrium of the whole system is important: It bears
pressures from the higher subsystems and, consequently, responds to the need of the whole system of
the language to keep the syntagmatic and paradigmatic economy balanced. The subsystem of
phonology also feels the need of equilibrium internally. That is why the two economic forces create
changes and processes inside it. The subsystem of phonology consists of many entities and units which
exhibit internal structures and procedures. Basic phonological units in turn paradigmatically consist of
a constrained number of features, subject to economy, whereas syntactic combinations in their internal
structure are replaced with systematic correlations which, similarly, very effectively increase the
number of units possible to create.
Higher phonological units as relational units seem to possess a certain built-in ‘processuality’.
Descriptive phonologies tend to view the phonological subsystem as a static component with
phonologic and morphologic alterations as marginal phenomena. Still, regarding the fact that
alterations occur in every language, usually in ample numbers, and there is probably no language
without alterations, the question is if it is adequate to view them as exceptions, as disturbances in an
otherwise tidy system. Could it not be otherwise? What if alterations are normal so much that their
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A generativist, correctly recognizing their discipline is what I have in mind, may object that current phonology
is not a game, rather an abstract pursuit like mathematics. Well, mathematicians keep themselves adaptable to
reality. They proved it long ago. Any time their nice and tidy concept of number (an analogue of feature) showed
incompatible with reality, they were ready to invent a new set of stones. When accounting disturbed the concept
of a natural number, they discovered negative numbers. Later on endless divisions made them invent rational
numbers. These games with numbers could go on undisturbed, had they been happy to ignore hypotenuse.
Indeed, mathematics would keep on being quite a useful science without numbers like √2. It was that healthy
instinct of Pythagoreans that made them admit a proven aspect of reality and adapt mathematics to the data, not
vice versa. Any science that decides to look the other way from disturbing data, becomes a game.
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Not coarticulation as in phonetics, but an ‘ordered expression’ articulated by a French linguist André Martinet
(1965) Eléments de linguistique générale. Colin, Paris. (Eng. (1966) Elements of general linguistics. Chicago).
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dynamics makes a substantial component of a functional system, and on the other hand, what if what
does not alter, is not normal? It might be a good idea to map closely distributions of the alterations.77
The sound aspect of a language makes a whole, a complete subsystem inside a superset system of
language, creating a perspective from which it does not seem adequate and does not feel advisable
artificially and somewhat inorganically to dissect the sound system into two or more seemingly
independent (esp. as far as terminology is concerned) complexes and treat them separately.78 The
trouble is the definition of language. What is the ‘English language’ for the purpose of English
phonology? Clark and Yallop79 touch on something generally valid when they observe: “... English
phonology is not a single system, uniform across all groups and regions.” If we consider phonology as a
function of the brain and not just an academic discipline (which is what we tried to defend), English
might be divided and dissected down to the level of idiolects. Every speaker has a working phonology of
their own. Interaction of speakers is, in a way, interaction of phonologies. An average individual may
even have multiple phonological converters for different social settings. While it might be a stimulus
for an interesting practical research, it is not of much import for a study of a language available only in
writing. It might, however, help maintain a wise distance to keep in mind that, apart from not knowing
the actual sound, we are also not able to distinguish social and regional effects in Masoretic Hebrew. It
is generally held, and perhaps reasonably so, that the Masoretes assisted in preserving a unified koine
with regional and social elements having been neutralized long ago. It seems there are few instruments
to challenge that view though variation there apparently is. So until sufficient data accumulate that
might be explained reasonably as local, social or historic variants of the language, we shall treat
Masoretic Hebrew for the purpose of our study as a single dialect.
Still, it often appears convenient—and this is the case, too—to differentiate various domains for
questions according to how much the questions are interrelated. Naturally, sets of individual questions
in turn mark off minor complexes in search for answers, though the complexes are not factual but
rather somewhat ‘optical’, as if different working lights on the whole stage otherwise difficult to divide,
different angles of research or foci of attention. Under this reservation we shall deal separately with
segmental and suprasegmental ‘phonologies’, keeping in mind they are but tightly interrelated
functional components of a single whole—the sound system of a language. Taken by itself it makes but
an abstract functionality of a (broadly) ‘phonetic’ layer of the language—the sound aspect of text.
Phonology cannot be abstracted away from phonetics in all consequences just as anatomy cannot be
separated from physiology in all consequences inside a living body.

C3.1

Phoneme

Practical respects have us to begin with a unit well established though not always considered adequate.
There are phonologies that even do without the phoneme. In keeping with the concept of fundamental
unity of segmental and suprasegmental sides of phonology defended above, a more pertinent unit to
start with might be a syllable. As mentioned already, at the present stage of research it seems too early
to develop a syllable phonology as a specific discipline, lest it were afflicted with speculation (which is
exactly what I intend to avoid by means of planning a corpus research and working through the
preparatory stages). To keep on the safe side, we start with the phoneme, making it provisionally the
fundamental unit.
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This is again a reason for a realistic phonology to ground in statistics over corpus data, not just in speculation
over a book of grammar. To prepare such a research is the purpose of the present dissertation.
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It may be difficult or near impossible to avoid it in practice. Consider that even the superset system of the whole
language is again a component inside a still larger whole of the individual’s speech ability. That itself is but a
subsystem inside a system of the individual’s cognitive abilities; whereas social dimensions of the subsystems
make other storeys of the structure. The higher the whole, the greater the practical necessity to separate it in spite
of those systems remaining open to interferences of all kinds of influences from co-ordinate and super-ordinate
systems, e.g. other languages the individual knows, or non-linguistic cognitive capacities.
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The phoneme is a member of the phonologic paradigm of segments, i.e. a set of equivalence whose
members can be mutually substituted due to the equivalence relation making possible a selection which
is an alternative on a specific position in text where the text can be supplied with various values
(meanings) by means of the same function (distinction). In order to arrive at a phonemic value of an
element, its distribution has to be found out, which is a set of all its vicinities. Care must be taken to
(i) examine the distribution in units of the same type,
(ii) and in units on hierarchically the nearest superordinate level. The principle (ii) partially depends on
the architecture of the language, specifically how segments, syllables, morphs and words are
categorized; partially it depends on the purpose for examining the distribution. It is not advisable,
however, to lose it out of sight by complete mixing and crossing levels and disturbing categories.
Phonemes themselves are carriers only of a distinction, not any meaning in the narrow sense. The
elements stand to each other in the paradigm (and also the paradigms stand to each other) in
opposition (different paradigms can be distinguished according to the type of their opposition80)
whereas the current materializations of the elements (tokens) stand in contrast to their surroundings.
The opposition is usually considered to be constituted by their difference from each other over their
common base (Aristotelian differentia specifica). The set of individual differences which is the set of
individually found oppositions makes the set of distinctive features. These are properties, not objects.
It should be borne in mind these features belong to the paradigm, the system of language as langue.
In text, on the level of parole, i.e. utterance, what is decisive are not theoretical oppositions but a
practical contrast, i.e. a capacity to be recognized, the ability of the units to stand out. It might be
admittedly reached with features but more often than not the ability to recognize segments in a real
utterance is reached by means proper for speech, by rules of collocation and combinations, which
might radically differ from theoretically constructed concatenation of the prototypes. Furthermore,
many segments get recognizable only inside a syllable pattern, sometimes solely according to the
changes they induce in the neighbouring segments or in their course, and not recognizable according
to the properties of themselves as theoretically described in sets of their own features. Hence, features
are figures that play an auxiliary role on the level of parole as they primarily define the prototypes of
segments, not their current allotypes. This distinction is often neglected. Otherwise it would bear on
phonological theories.
Substantially different from allotypes are allophones. They are phoneme alternatives in the system
rather than text. Allotypes as tokens of phonemes in text share with allophones only that they can be
specific projections of abstract allophones, which are their types for particular contexts.
Abstract as it is, the phoneme is not elusive. It is a real component of phonology. By suggesting a
phonology based on syllable, I consider by no means getting rid of it. Both language acquisition studies
and regular parent experience seem to suggest children perceive the language of adults correctly prior
to their ability to produce it correctly. The inventory of phonemes and their values that obtain on
different positions of the patterns is created stepwise. The child listens to a correct phonetic
representation. In her or his own production, they project it onto their own simplified structures. These
structures gradually develop, grow complicated and come close to the adult structures. This way, the
child speech acquisition starting from perception to production goes from the simpler to the more
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The original theory by Trubetzkoy (Grundzüge, op. cit.) deserves at least a mention. An opposition is bilateral if
the two phonemes share the same set of features; multilateral if shared by more phonemes; privative if one of the
two has a feature more, which makes it a marked member of the opposition; gradual if a feature is shared by
more members in a different degree; equipolent if members of a class have the same features save one that is
unique for each member and equivalent in all of them (e.g. a place of articulation is different in all but ‘absent’ in
none). Jacobson reduced the system to binary concept eliminating gradual (typical of vocalisms) and equipolent
(typical of consonantisms) for reasons unclear to me, possibly due to a descriptive formalism unmotivated by
reality. What Jakobson did was also distinguish phonological features and their surface expression by multiple
phonetic features (he, Fant and Halle based them originally in acoustic, which was later changed to articulation
as it is simpler to deal with). This Jakobsonian form of the theory by Trubetzkoy was built into the seminal Sound
Pattern of English by Chomsky and Halle in 1968, thus it made its way to all the Generative Phonology. Features
distinguish classes of phonemes (this way eliminating the concept of a phoneme). Later the features became ever
more abstract, less realistic. Motivations of some features seems just to fill a line in a grid or simplify a form of a
rule in a formalism. I consider both as irrelevant motives for a description of a real event or condition. The topic
shall be dealt with more later with appropriate references.
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complicated, from broad perceptual categories (and a germinal phonemic hearing in contrast with a
precise phonetic hearing) and from simple phonemes and patterns up to the precise phonemic hearing
(at the expense of the phonetic hearing) and more complex units. The complex structures passively
perceived and the simple structures actively produced obviously have meeting points somewhere
inside, abstract units that are there to stay. So much for observable facts speaking in favor of the reality
of the phoneme.
The idea of the phoneme has accompanied phonology for considerable time. The genesis and
development need not be reiterated here. An interested student can find the information in any
introduction to phonology and/or phonetics. In fact, a few clicks away can be found fair though brief
information on English Wikipedia.81 Interesting would be to add its definition has been generally
accepted only after decades of using the concept in practice. The phoneme including its correlation to
the acoustic spectrum was defined on the International Congress of Phonetic Sciences
(characteristically) in Prague as late as in 1967.
Attention deserves a definition by David Odden:82 “A mental integration of the different physical
properties of the sounds used in a language, abstracting away from specific phonetic properties which
are due to the context where the sound appears.” Of interest is that the “mental integration” concerns
only “physical properties”. Not a word is found on systemic differences. This seems to open the door for
the phonologist to reconsider the frontiers of phonology on phonetic grounds.
The Glossa description (Part G of the present dissertation) enables to see phoneme (as well as other
fundamental units) as structures of values rather than singletons. The structures are rather complex.
They can be simplified for less sophisticated applications. The structure is patterned according to
notional concepts in that it recognizes an extension (a prototype, stereotypes and relations), an
intension (a method of implementation) and contexts. The structure expects elaboration in line with
advancing research on the corpus and developing the phonology. This represents the initial position.
The validity of the original concept “once a phoneme, always a phoneme” might be revised. This was
a simple approach but its application sometimes met difficulties in practice, which deservedly incurred
responses that have helped rise alternative phonologies that pass around the concept of phoneme in
various ways. The present project intends to keep the traditional concept of the phoneme but approach
it as a contextual concept and consider how much the internal differences might be phonological. The
sensitivity of a phoneme to position may show e.g. in recognizing a phonological difference wordinternally unlike word-finally (such as Czech and generally mid-European devoicing). Some phonemes
may not apply in specific positions (word-finally in French) or word forms (unstressed vs. stressed) in
various languages. What is conspicuous in Masoretic Hebrew are word forms traditionally called
“pausal” (specific for concluding some intonation groups). Traditionally, such distinctions have been
skipped over in phonologies as a phonetic matter that does not belong to phonology. The claim for this
project is it is possible to redefine the phoneme and reconsider the approach. I suggest for the
phonemic status to derive from the structure. The phoneme would then be a product of a type of
segment and a position.
Few people if any seem to realize how much our idea of the phoneme is dependent on and derived
from our European alphabet type of writing. Even attempts to look ‘below’ or ‘above’ it for units
smaller or larger than that bear marks of its native ‘abecedary’ design. By way of an example, the belief
in the background claims that [b] in “bat” and [b] in “cab” or “cabman” are virtually the same sound.
They are not. Most sounds have different sound (that is, they are a different sound) if they sound in the
onset or in the coda of a syllable. Or, to put it more precisely: if they are identified in the closing stage of
their course (detension) or in the oncoming stage (intension). In many sounds, the two stages do not
sound the same. There are sounds they are best identified while they sound, i.e. during their tension.
The categorization to detensional, tensional and intensional sounds does not coincide exactly with their
positions in the onset, nucleus or coda of a syllable. They are features of the sounds as they
accommodate to the position in the structure, neighbourhood sounds etc. Alphabets do not make the
distinction, neither do phonetic alphabets, therefore the distinction is virtually non-existent.
Phonologies have no category for the difference as they either do not ‘see’ it, or they consider it
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phonetics. Yet distributions of detensional, tensional and intensional families of sounds substantially
differ. They have to. They are related, though not entirely straightforwardly, to the theory of syllable.

C3.1.1

Phases in Phones

Phonetics studies sounds in their continuous movements. Under its scrutiny, almost no stable stage
can be found in articulation and acoustics of sounds. Phonology needs to find a model of a reasonable
simplification to sift through what is relevant for meaning. A finer-grained sieve than a lump phoneme
was suggested above: a phoneme phasing. The higher granularity, still an idealization for phones,
might be applied to phonemes. In theory, any phone articulated in isolation should have three phases:
(i) the onset of the articulators moving toward a position aimed at, phasing-in;
(ii) the stage of reaching or keeping the aimed position;
(iii) and leaving the position formerly aimed at, phasing-out, the offset.
As mentioned above, these phases are more technically called intension, tension and detension.83 In
connected speech, a phone’s intention overlaps with the detension of the preceding phone. The two
outer phases may be suppressed or the aimed middle phase in turn may be reduced or non-existent.
The phases may be of different length and different significance. The question to ask is which phase is
the one crucial for the listener to identify the phone. Even if all the three phases are present (which is
not often in connected speech), a competent listener usually needs only one of them for identification.
With some phones, one of the phases is so characteristic that listeners are accustomed to identify the
phone only in that typical phase. It does not have to, and will not, be always the tension. ‘Connected’
speech in general is never a chain of tensions connected with reduced detension-intension transitions.
It is impossible in articulation. Furthermore, the tension in voiceless plosives is silence.
• Syllabic vowels are typical with their prolonged tensions. These are instrumental in their
identification. They may create a syllable, distinguish length, alter voice quality, provide
articulation and acoustic base for other phones, be sung as long as breath allows without losing
their vocalic character. Thanks to their sonority, they are the elements of speech heard the most.
Songs and chants rely more on vowels than anything else.
• Non-syllabic vowels are identified by intensions or detensions. It is crucial to suppress the tension
phase with vocalic approximants, or else a vowel would be created.
• Consonants with a salient tonal component (laterals, vibrants) are identified in their tensions just
as vowels do. (Similarly to vowels they can create a syllable and even make an opposition
long\short. Examples: English [l], [n], Czech [r], [l], Slovak short and long [r] and [l].) They can be
sung. Due to their inferior sonority, however, they tend to be avoided by professional singers.
• The tension is characteristic also for fricatives and must be kept. In most languages, they may not
be prolonged at will (though physically it is possible) without losing an important characteristics of
the segment: its shortness (typical especially for consonants). Instead of a fricative segment, the
result of protracting it over the speech rate would be an onomatopoeic sound at most (unless the
language specifically recognizes fricatives in vocalic positions, as this is phonology-dependent).
With many kinds of consonants, the tension is often no more than a position or an acoustic value
toward which to phase in or from which to phase out so as to help recognize the consonant clearly.
• Plosives in tension make an occlusion that is practically inaudible by virtue. The identification then
can be made either in releasing the occlusion (in detension), or in reaching it (in intension).
Combinations and variations of these basic types:
• Aspirated plosives release their occlusion more slowly. That is why they need detension to be
distinguished from the non-aspirated ones, intension will not have the effect.
• Affricates have also a tension occlusion similar to plosives. Its release will not be so abrupt as with
plosives, but slower yet, similar to fricatives. The difference from fricatives is that affricates are not
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identified in tension as fricatives do, neither is their intension characteristic and, just as aspirated
plosives, they also need detension (which also cannot be prolonged).
• Nasal plosives are identifiable in any phase as long as the resonance is heard, also in tension.
Similarity to vowels covers also their capacity to create syllables in tension. Example: English [n].
Their typical sonority is sometimes used in chant (cf [n] in traditional chant of the Qur’an, though
its protraction demands inserting tension where one of the outer phases would usually apply in
common speech).
Though we have recapitulated only the main types of phones, it should suggest already that some
phones are sets of variant sounds more or less different in articulation and acoustics, possibly also in
their aptness to undergo phonological changes (e.g. deletion). In spite of being subsumed under one
transcription symbol in regular transcription systems, their phonological status may or may not be
identical. To be more specific –
(i) Vowels identified as intensional or detensional are traditionally separated in a specific category of
“semivowels” and are known to have transcription symbols different from vowels. The final phthongs84
of diphthongs are intensional similarly as typical postvocalic consonants (which connect to a vowel
with their intension phase), e.g. Eng. and Cz. [\U], Eng. [\I].85 The initial phthongs are usually
detensional similarly as prevocalic consonants (which open into a vowel with their detension phase),
e.g. Eng. [w/] behaves as Eng. [v/] would do.
An exception would appear to be the concluding phthong of Eng. centralized diphthongs and
triphthongs, [ǝ/], which is detensional in spite of following a vowel because it is in fact a detension of
the preceding phthong or diphthong to a neutral setting. Originally, there was an “r” and the vowel or
diphthong seems to keep its original setting until today. They are no exception from this viewpoint
then. Such a post-detensional [ǝ], C/ǝ, can often re-phonologize in languages, be functional in
elocution (e.g. French e caduc) or an accepted pronunciation. The practice of spelling out common in
Czech is “b/ǝ”, “f/ǝ”. It is in fact a preferred manner over the literary “bé”, “ef”. It is no substitute of a
consonant’s tension, since “es” is commonly spelled as “s/ǝ”, never “sss”, and “ef” never becomes
“fff”. Still, [ǝ] is no member of the inventory of Czech phonology.
A post-detensional [ǝ] might be the phonetic substance of the Hebrew ‘voiced shwa’, which would
mean that both a ‘voiceless shwa’ and also a ‘voiced’ one are no phonemes nor even allophones, they
are only an orthoepic materialization of the preceding phone. It is the manner of recommended
pronunciation of certain consonant groups, or in more exact terms, how two immediately following
detensions that cannot be linked more closely must be connected. E.g. B:RiITh is just BRiITh,86 a onesyllable briit, where the “b” connected to “r” in the onset of the syllable keeps its phase, “b/”, and
produces a post-detensional [ǝ]. Under this theory, we can surmise there are no semisyllables in
Tiberian Hebrew, no ‘Nebensilben’ (Sievers 1881, op. cit.), as the context adds no extra syllables at all.
Something fairly similar is met in e.g. Czech where, unlike English plosives, an explosion is always
expected in a plosive (a Czech ear is not accustomed to recognize intensional plosives). In tautosyllabic
plosives in a syllable onset, “[d/b/]á”, parasitical [ǝ/]s emerge, which however, unlike Tiberian
Hebrew, are not marked out in writing and do not tempt anyone to count them in phonemes. English
pronounces similar clusters as connections of an intensional sound with a detensional variant of
another one without any linking sound. A chance compound, “Ned+bar”, sounds connected somewhat
closer, “Ne[\db/]ar”, than a Czech word with a similar sound, though not a compound, “ne[d/b/]á”,
which sounds not so ‘tightly’ connected. In fact, uttering it very slowly might sound to an English ear
almost as “Nedder bar”.
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A term coined by the present author. A [θɒŋ / fθɒŋ] is a separately identifiable portion of a segment, a segment
in a segment, or a subsegment sounding distinguishably enough that it could be identified as a separate sound
(e.g. on the background of a foreign tongue, which is a usual condition in analysing foreign languages). It is an
element of a phone that is regular or recurrent in its tokens (unlike exceptional, idiosyncratic or symptomatic
elements in speech therapy). Phthongs are separable articulation stages in a phoneme (plosions and frictions in
affricates, portions of diphthongs and triphthongs) or transitional phenomena between segments.
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The symbols \, | and / for intension, tension and detension phases, respectively, are taken from Glossa. See G.
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A working transcription of  בריתwhere “:” stands for shwa, capitals represent Hebrew letters and minuscule are
in place of Hebrew signs (  = ◌ִ יiI). For a complete treatment of the transcription, please refer to Part H later on.
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Languages that admit only □/□/ in clusters may phonologize their linking vowel in the course of
time, or the language may simplify the cluster. (Cz. “[j/d/]e” is colloquially pronounced as “[d/]e” and
an original Cz. “[č/][\tl/]a” has phonologized into a much more common version today, “[č/]e[\tl/]a”.)
A typical feature of French is keeping articulation ..□/ word-finally. Rather than supposing a šwa or
semi-šwa there, what actually happens is a consonant of the original ..V..C/..V}W>87 preserves the phase
of ..C/ also after the deletion of the final ..V. The šwa produced in any degree (including null) is only a
by-product of the articulation ..C/, the sound is not essential and it might be better to leave out its
symbol altogether in generalized transcriptions.
(ii) Occasionally, a syllabic and a non-syllabic versions of the ‘same’ phoneme enter into a contrast in
a language. American English provides a good example in “ear”, ..i|..\r, and “your”, ..i/..r|, the only
difference being the contrasts of i| against i/ and \r against r|. This is a more probable difference that
mere duration as you can alter timing substantially and still keep the difference. (Still, both phase and
duration probably contribute. In Glossa, it could be captured by ...i|.\r and .i/...r|, respectively.) For
many speakers of AE, “eel” and “you’ll” stand in an analogous contrast. Characteristically, no change
in articulation base signals the quality, as both the final “l”s have to be the dark l’s, ..l+u. What we have
there is ....i|..\l+u and .i/..|l+u (the order of writing phase signs and letters is irrelevant).
Another example is the Swahili [m|buni], ‘coffee plant’, and [mbuni], ‘ostrich’, which probably is
something like ..\m..b/ or ..m/..b/ with the tension of ..m suppressed to distinguish it from ..m|.88
(iii) Some languages expect of some vowels to sound a vocalic detension audibly distinct from the
tension phase. Cf e.g. Eng. ‘diphthongized’ simple vowels, such as [I/i|] where no actual diphthongs
are concerned. (English has real diphthons, which, however, sound differently and are used
elsewhere.) This probably is only phonetic. I include it here just for the sake of completness.
(iv) Some consonants give different perceptions according to which vocalic tension they articulate
on. These differences are often employed phonologically and transcription systems regularly
distinguish them as different phones. Examples provide palatalized sounds in Russian and some other
Slav languages as well as pharyngealized (in broader sense) phones in many Semitic languages (by the
script, they can be supposed also in Ancient Hebrew).
The same difference is not used in phonologies of other languages and the differences are not
commonly realized (such as the two L-sounds in Eng., l+ǝ, l+ɒ89), though they make a component of
the subconscious but phonetically expected (‘correct’) pronunciation. Using a contextually or lexically
unsuitable variant (cf obligatory Arab. [aɫɫa]) is immediately felt as improper.
(v) Some consonants offer similar perception both if their identification core is in intension and if it
is in detension, e.g. sibilants. Other ones may offer two very different sounds and it depends on
phonology of the particular language if it uses the difference to distinguish meaning (langue) or signal
positions in the syllable, cluster or morpheme (parole) or leave it as a free variation.
Examples: The difference between “I scream” and “ice cream” in English is not due to a ‘space’
placed differently (it is non-existent in the utterance). The two phonological units differ in the sounds
and the syllabification (which is related but not entirely identical). The former has no coda to the
syllable [aɪˑ] which, due to it, can be quite long (though not necessarily has to). The onset of the next
syllable is made of the cluster [skɹ] with a detensional [s/] that demands that [k] be unaspirated, i.e.
VOT=0. It is reflected on [ɹ] that is fully voiced as a result. The latter phonological word, transcribed
with the same IPA symbols, [aɪskɹiːm], has an intensional [\s] in the coda of the first syllable [aɪ[\s]]
where, consequently, the [aɪ] is shorter. The [k/] is detensional with a +VOT that devoices the [ɹ].
Another example is taken from Czech and concerns no phonology, it only demonstrates that the
intensional and detensional sounds are no mere ‘versions’ of phones as they can be widely different.
The Czech [v] has two very different materializations, the more frequent detensional [v/] e.g. in
“ta[v/]í” in comparison with much harsher-sounding intensional version [\v], e.g. in “ta[\v]ba”. Only
this version has any similarity with the English [v]. Discussions if Czech [v] is a labiodental
approximant (even ‘a plosive’) or a fricative does not make sense; it is both. Two sounds in one letter.
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The .. prefixes a segment, the }W> marks the end of <W{ word }W> in Glossa. Please see K or G for more.
I am indebted to David Odden, op. cit., p. 141 and 142, for the examples.
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The + is a coarticulation sign in Glossa (please see K for a short explanation, G1.1.2 for context, also vol. II).
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Such duality is known also from English. ‹Th›90 is a dental fricative in the syllabic coda and in words
of foreign origin, e.g. “wi[\dh]”, “wi[\dh]in”, “ba[\dh]ed”, “rhy[\dh]m”, and a dental affricate in the
syllabic onset, “[dh/]is”, “fa[dh/]er” (leaving aside regional and individual variants). Structures and
patterns need to take that in account.
(vi) Languages also differ in habits and expectations of their listeners. Languages may differ which
phase they use or allow to use for identification and which is unacceptable in the phones that can have
their identification cores in different phases. One community is happy with intension to identify
plosives, another community cannot distinguish them with certainty unless they hear their plosion
which is detension. English, for one, enables to identify plosives by intensions and detensions. A Czech
plosive needs always to have a detension (either an oral one, “kou[t/]”, “ko[t/]va”, “ky[t/]ka”, or a
nasal one, “ku[t/n]a”). This applies only to plosives. Nasals (“ka[\nč/]í”, “te[\n]”) can do with
intension just as in English. The English cluster [kt] can sound [\kt/], [Ki[\tk/]æt], which sounds in its
Czech version [ki[t/k/]et]. Only the last plosive or affricate is detensional in English, \x\xx/, e.g.
“impact point” [\k\t p/], even ‹impact time›: [ɪmpæ[\k\t_t/]aɪm], unlike the “impa[\kt/]” itself.
The identification phase may discriminate two different phones or phonemes articulated in the same
manner taken statically. A tension identity can be e.g. [u], whereas it can be heard in detension or
intension as [w]. “Awa” differs from “a-u-a” solely by the fact that the middle segment is not identified
in tension. In comparison with [u], its tension can be cut short or virtually missing in the language (no
identification can be made outside of the system of a particular language, i.e. its phonology). The
decision if [w] was identified due to its intension or detension might not be possible from its phonetic
analysis. Such cases may be decided by static criteria (phonology) or morphology.
For other sounds, listeners prefer tensions, e.g. with [s]. It is required always for vowels. Thus, the
peak of the syllable can be identified with certainty according to the tension articulation of the vowel,
while no clear frontier might lead through the “valleys” as the opposite “slopes” do not always meet in
the valley. “Poster” can be divided into po-ster, pos-ter as well as post-er (which is supported by
morphology).
John Clark and Colin Yallop provide an interesting example: “In English, there are alternative
pronunciations of words such as piano and fiasco, depending on whether they are pronounced with the
vowel [i] in the initial syllable (making them three-syllable words) or with the semivowel [j] following
the initial consonant (in which case they have only two syllables).”91 The [i]-or-[j] in these examples are
in fact nothing more than a sound with an irrelevant recognition phase (or at least with an option to
aim at the peak or the offset mode of pronunciation, related probably to a speech rate or a dialect).
In Glossa, the General Language Of Speech Sound Analysis, presented in Part G later on in the
present dissertation, I suggest an alternative model that marks out the peaks and is able to differentiate
the phase characteristic of each sound without pushing the user into the difference if it cannot be told
with certainty. “Poster” can be rendered ..p/..o|..s..t..er|92 with two peaks, ..i| and ..er| and only one
segment of the offset type, ..p/, whereas the ..s can be ..s\, ..s/ or even ..s| suggesting no additional
syllable peak, just a peak recognition phase. The ..t is probably ..t/ with an audible plosion opening up
into ..er. Nevertheless a ..t\ cut-off with almost no effect on ..er cannot be ruled out.93
In all probability, Hebrew was a language with a syllable structure as all the others, in spite of making
an impression on paper that it was a tongue where consonants “played its own game” regardless of the
syllables. In the present work (and perhaps in its follow-ups in my research) we are going to view the
Masoretic Hebrew through the lenses of the supposition the syllable structure was primary, i.e. with
consonants and vowels making syllables in the first place, out of which then other units consisted. We
are going to distinguish segment phases in Hebrew just as we would do in non-Semitic languages, and
we are going to see if that distinction is really useful. For that purpose, we are going to make use of the
descriptional power of Glossa as it offers the categories we are going to work with and it easily lends
itself to computational processing, both of which would otherwise be rare to find together.
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‹ › encloses graphics (if needed in contrast with phonetics, phonology or morphemes). A general convention.
Clark / Yallop, op. cit., p. 104. Words such as proprietary can have as many as 5 and as few as 3 syllables.
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The .. is a marker of a sound in transcription. See more in part G hereon.
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In my non-native intuition. Or am I wrong?
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C3.1.2

Scale of Significance

The purpose of phonology is to distinguish units of meaning one from another. The units of meaning
as well as the system that distinguishes them are inherited systems that, however, all languages adapt
in their own ways. Graphics, in fact, follows the same purpose: to distinguish units of meaning among
themselves. This is the primary task of the writing system; NOT transcribe a phonological or phonetic
structure of a word, but make sure a word or a morpheme as a unit were distinguishable from other
words or morphemes. Words in reading are perceived as wholes. It is more obvious in the graphics of
languages such as Hebrew than the graphics based on Greek or Latin-type letters that come too close to
the phonetic or phonological structure of a word, making this way an impression the purpose might be
a transcription. It is not. The purpose is distinction and recognition of units. A transcription of the
sound is one of the options how to distinguish the units. Traditional Semitic scripts also base on the
sound but write only what is essential to distinguish a unit and do not attempt to transcribe all the
sounds completely. It is appropriate to keep that in mind in analysing phonology from writings in
scripts of these languages. Such scripts expect a prior knowledge of the sound structure of units of
meaning. It is impossible to read without the knowledge. It is in fact a property of many graphic
systems based on Latin, too (English being a most notable example), it is not by far uncommon.
The concept of phonology and its fundamental principles have been laid down in the setting where an
abecedary script is taken for granted. Western-type alphabets (Latin, Cyrillic, Greek scripts) articulate
words and syllables into strings of symbols representing vowels and consonants with roughly an equal
weight and wipe out or rather fail to mark out the structure of syllable as a whole (onset, nucleus,
coda). They may neglect more phonetic features in keeping with whether a phonetic, phonologic or
historic principle prevails in the conventional orthography of the particular language. That is why a
Western-bred phonologist, perhaps even more than a phonetician, thinks of a sound matter in terms of
strings of phones, some of which help distinguish meaning, therefore they are phonemes, others
distinguish no meaning and are not phonological. A typical representative of such a concept is the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). In spite of being developed by international phoneticians, it
presents syllables by facultative and rarely used signs: syllable break (only phonetic); syllabic and nonsyllabic pronunciation of a sound; and perhaps tones and accents if applied to a syllable. Due to the fact
that IPA in its transcription records usually neglects only few elements of segmental sound structure
and acquired means to be capable to follow sound signal with its symbol sequences so closely as it has
no need to neglect virtually any sound element (but complex records are used infrequently), IPA has
won a reputation of a superior analytic tool. This way, phonology as the mental representation of a
sound code has become an analysis of chains of equally matched symbols.
It is, however, necessary to take into consideration that mental representation of the sound structure
of a language is created independently of a writing system. Different graphic cultures, depending on
the level of literacy, can modify it in various ways. A phonology affected solely with e.g. Chinese script
recognizes primarily the syllable as a whole, and if it breaks it down at all, then into its onset and rime
or initial, medial and final portions rather than into individual phones in the Western sense. This
should have impact on phonology, especially a theory of the phoneme.
Syllabic scripts, which have been many from ancient times up until the present, are also capable of
singling out individual sounds, but always subordinated to the structure of the syllable as its basic unit.
The borderline between syllabic and Western alphabetic scripts (of which IPA is the most developed
and scientifically influential) is occupied, in both phylogenetic and taxonomic sense, with Semitic
‘alphabets,’ properly called abjads. They mark individual sounds, but not in the Western sense. Rather,
each letter relates to the structure of the syllable (which Occidentally-minded scholars tend to
overlook). This method of record is supported by a special property of Semitic languages which no
doubt also contributed to the origin of the script for these languages and later also for many others
including Indo-European alphabets. Typical Semitic scripts mark primarily the consonantal onset of
the syllable that sort of represents the whole syllable. The vowel does not have to be recorded as it is
usually implied from the context. If Semitic languages knew only open syllables, each could have been
represented by a single character just as it is in a typical syllabary, with the only difference that the
characters would have covered all same-onset syllables each. This is, however, not the case. Semitic
languages do know closed syllables, too. Also consonantal codas have to appear in recorded sequences.
Complex clusters are not typical of Semitic tongues and those occasional few can be analyzed
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differently in their domestic vocabulary (i.e. as another, open syllable with a weakened to fading
vowel). The Semitic manner of writing is meant to assist those that know the language, not as a reading
instruction for anyone to follow. The student is expected to know or hear the vowels and only specify
consonants by means of the script.
Nevertheless, such a record appears like an alphabet with left-out vowels in Western eyes. Many
Semitic languages, apart from the most ancient orthographies, find support in a few consonantal
symbols to indicate vowels or broad vocalic categories (higher front, higher back, low at times;
typically, but not exclusively for the long vowels) already from ancient times. From the early Middle
Ages, they have available auxiliary vocalic diacritics for some texts (which in fact indicates that
recording made only with characters is inadequate for some purposes). Due to these facts, abjads are
destined to create the impression on Western scholars they are systems well below perfection and
unsuitable to base phonology on them.94
It should be kept in mind, however, that exactly this seemingly ‘imperfect’ manner of writing meets
the needs of Semitic languages so perfectly that their users, during their centuries-to-millenia-old
literacy and cultivated literature, have felt no need to ‘improve’ their abjads into Western-type
alphabets. Only exceptionally (in Arabic) have they included a few auxiliary symbols into the regular
character set.95 It seems reasonable to suppose the phonology as the mental representation of the
sound structure secondarily affected by writing will also fail to correspond to the Occidental, fully
alphabetic viewpoint. No doubt vowels have to be phonological as they, too, distinguish meaning. The
writing, however, can largely do without them since they can be filled in from the context. The Hebrew
or Arab reader similarly to European or other readers perceive word images as wholes and recognize
their meaning by the letter configuration of the image. They also probably do not proceed in reading by
a strictly sequential manner of speech synthesis programs and reader-beginners.96 With larger chunks
of data (speech signal or print) candidate meanings enter the mind and, step by step, a sentence
meaning becomes created, executing disambiguation. Simultaneously, proper vocalic patterns suggest
94

Still, matres lectionis can in fact be interpreted for the system as a development of a kind: the onset + rime
distinguishing the syllable from among others with the same onset.
95
Excluded are European-style orthographies in a Semitic script, e.g. in Yiddish that is not a Semitic language.
Furthermore, Yiddish is capable of representing all its phonemes in writing, though with Hebrew letters, which,
too, betrays its Western origin.
96
In lieu of a citation, here is an urban myth that replicated itself through the web some time around 2003.
“Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde uinervtisy, it deosn’t mttaer waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny
iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteres are at the rghit pclae. The rset can be a tatol mses and you can sitll
raed it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae we do not raed ervey lteter by it slef but the wrod as a wlohe.”
In spite of that the Cambridge University research probably never took place (it is “Cmabrigde” anyway) and
that the order of letters seems quite selected here to produce the desired effect, the topic is a serious research
subject, some results of which encircle the web globe for the interested reader to click in. It seems transpositions
do slow down recognition and the order does matter. Nevertheless, the gist of the message seems to hold true:
Humans do not read letter by letter. We can conjecture a similar strategy for speech. In fact, backward-running
processes, such as frequent regressive assimilation, could not be maintained otherwise.
Introspection seems to confirm it, too: Words in an ordinarily paced utterance (much less phones and
syllables) pass on too quickly to be perceived separately. Another demonstration could be made by a simple
exercise. We can take a text written in a Latin script in a completely unknown language that has words of
approximately the length we are accustomed to read. (Most European readers should exclude Vietnamese.) It
should better be a language whose writing is not too far from pronunciation. (So I would exclude Irish.) A
European can keep its broad cultural area by selecting e.g. Turkish. If we try to read quickly enough (to make it
reading, not deciphering), individual letters in such texts though written in Latin are difficult to read in their right
order. Keeping close to a normal pace (say, following notices on street from a bus), we perceive primarily
beginnings and ends of words. (These are opposite conditions from the scrambled message above.)
Though it is hard to define linguistically what is and is not the word, as soon as a word is experienced enough in
a language, it is perceived as a whole without the need for the experienced reader to scan the exact order of letters
whenever the word re-appears in a text. A small switch or replacement of letters goes often unregistered. (This
observation is not only made to support the claim of reading in chunks. In mentioning it, I prepare the reader for
the concept of the pattern phonology proposed later on. Provided any similarity can be supposed between reading
and hearing in an understood language, these experiments seem to suggest that (1) units of text are processed in
portions larger than a single segment at a time or even sub-word groups of segments; (2) previous experience
facilitates reading (even in e.g. Turkish) of those words that were met before and established a pattern.)
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themselves to the experienced reader in Hebrew. What is the phonological value of vowels in such a
system? On the one side, semantic-distinctive word pairs can be found in line with the classical theory
by Trubetzkoy, on the other hand, native or experienced speakers do not feel the need to aid their
performance with vowel diacritics which is available in many such graphic systems.
A recent study by Velan and Frost97 demonstrates proficient Semitic readers are very sensitive to
scrambling root letters (unlike experiments shown for English, French and Spanish). Their results
seem to suggest word processing in Hebrew takes two parallel channels: a root search, and a wordpattern search. Both of them demand a greater sensitivity to position of letters than is observed for
Indo-European languages. Lower tolerance for transposition should not be surprising given the lower
redundancy of Hebrew script. What is taken for granted in the study and obvious to anybody
acquainted with Hebrew grammar is that there is an interplay of two patterns that must combine to
produce a regular Hebrew word. In that sense, recognition of Hebrew appears even more holistic than
simple-sequence languages and seems to depend, too, on pattern comparison.98
We shall leave a possible role of patterns in phonology until later. What deserves closer consideration
is the position sensitivity. Phonology might benefit from supposing a scale of phonological significance
where different items reach variably high scores dependent on how much useful they are to distinguish
meaning in a specific context. In Semitic languages, consonantal items might be typical for high values
(probably unequal ones, i.e. not always maximum) while vowels would reach their highs less often.
(Still, Semitic languages do feel the need to mark out or rather suggest the vowel also in the domestic
wordstock for the purpose of disambiguating certain forms. Modern Hebrew obligatorily writes J for [i]
in the pi‘el paradigm, though in historic, not synchronic, view the [i] was ‘short’ and seems discordant
with historic orthography. A vowel of that kind would probably reach a score close to consonants.)
One, two or even three sets of vowels that might not at all overlap are distinguished in languages
where the quality of vowels is affected by stress. English, for one, avails itself of a large range of vowels
in fully stressed syllables, a reduced range in syllables with as if ‘inferior stress’ (though they might be
considered unstressed ones, too) whereas in syllables completely devoid of stress only three reduced
vowels are found, a mid-central, a higher front and a higher back.
Russian differentiates (i) a set of vowels under stress, (ii) a set of vowels in front of stress and in the
first post-stress syllable and (iii) a set of vowels in all other syllables following the stress. The example
of Russian leads one to think if we really need to recognize more levels of word stress in English as is
sometimes done; or if it is not rather a property of position as it is obvious in Russian. There it makes
no sense to muse of a continuous chain of secondary-stressed syllables prior to a primary stress.
English is instructive in distinguishing strong vowels against weak vowels. Combining both suggests
an idea of positions reserved for strong vowels and other ones for weak vowels. Generally, phonology
could make a difference in positions for specified sets of vowels in languages where stress affects the
quality of vowels.
Additionally, the syllable pattern is to be considered. Consonants operate as onsets including word
initials (there are almost no onset-less words99). If the subsequent consonant makes another onset, an
auxiliary vocalic symbol, or provides the coda to the same syllable, it is decided by meaning, that is, by
context. Formally, there is no graphic difference between the positions just as it is in alphabetic scripts
(and unlike Korean Hangeul which deservedly has the reputation of the most thorough regular script).
The candidates to select from come from a limited set of syllabic structures, so disambiguation is not
usually difficult. In fact, even some consonants are highly predictable. (If a word does not begin with a
root letter, very probably begins with an M~, N~, H~, T~ word-pattern or one of the few prefixes.) The
phonological score of a vowel or consonant should be then affected by its morphological position and
the syllable structure.
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Hadas Velan / Ram Frost (2009) Letter-transposition effects are not universal: The impact of transposing
letters in Hebrew. In: Elsevier, Journal of Memory and Language 61, p. 285–302 & www.elsevier.com/locate/jml
(approached on 2011-05-05). Though the study concerns Modern Hebrew, its relevance seems to be greater.
98
A speech error study by T. Berg / H. Abd-El-Jawad (1996) The unfolding of suprasegmental representations:
a cross-linguistic perspective. In: Journal of Linguistics 32, p. 291–324, demonstrated speakers of Arabic unlike
Europeans tend to switch consonants in root as a unit (“milih” ← hilim) even if a position in syllable is changed.
99
The “almost” stands for the frequent prefix u– written as Wu–. Some researchers would add the initial syllable
written as Ji~ claiming it was read as i~. This is the pronunciation in some native speakers also today.
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Masorete scholars in the early Middle Ages worked out several tools to support correct reading and
copying of the Holy text. The best known and the most used until today are vocalic signs. Much less
used, rarely relied upon, in fact largely overlooked by most students of Scriptures is a system of
accessory prosody markings. A modern reader might think the preservation of correct vowels is a more
important task and demands a more elaborate system than just indicate prosody for which a few
additional marks would suffice. (Indeed, it is nothing less than to repair a deficient ‘alphabet’.)
Surprisingly, the Masoretes had the exactly opposite view. It is their prosody system that is far more
complex and sophisticated whereas vowels occasionally seem to hide a modicum of opacity, almost as
if the Masoretes had thought it was the prosody whose conservation demanded more attention and
effort. In fact, the prosody system is considered to precede the vocalic points, not to complement
them.100 Nevertheless, whatever came first, their complex prosody system is a testimony that the
vocalic, i.e. syllabic configuration of the text was understood fairly well in their times. The readers
needed more help in the correct anticipation of the sense. These Masoretic supporting systems cannot
be taken as a proof that the traditional script is inadequate only because it does not represent
consonants and vowels on the same rank.
Another way to look at a phonology is in the question what type of meaning is distinguished by the
concerned element: a lexical one, or a grammatical one? (Provided a dividing line can be drawn at all.)
This approach may come forth as computationally less demanding and it seems clear in advance that
quite a simple, unsurprising picture would be obtained for Semitic languages: Phonemic consonants
differentiate lexical and grammatical meanings, phonemic vowels (supposed so far) distinguish, if
anything, a meaning largely grammatical (flection and derivation), less often a lexical one. Lexical
frequency (easy to find out in a corpus) should also be calculated into the ‘weight’ of the contrast.
Both lines of research, positional values and type of meaning, are to be followed in search of an
adequate phonology and the results combined in a scale of significance. That might help to rethink the
concept of the phoneme. Not all phonemes and phenomena might be phonological to the same degree.
Apart from completely non-phonological phenomena and hlásky, there is also a peripheral phonology
and incidents somehow problematic.
Obviously problematic category is noise. Incidents of this nature is difficult though not entirely
impossible to identify also in texts unsupported with any native speaker evidence. The actual
pronunciation now lost might have actually been fluctuating. The written record may show deviations
because it has preserved a non-standard or unusual pronunciation of a phone or cluster. Or, the writer
might have simply been imprecise. Statistics is able to capture such phenomena.
Potentially problematic phenomena are also those that may appear phonological (as one or a few
items can be found in the language which do distinguish a meaning) though stay so much behind on
the periphery in their frequency and systemic usage as, in effect, their phonological value is small (so it
is a phenomenon more non-phonological than phonological). An example in Czech might be adjectives
beginning with j~ and accepting both the superlative prefix nej– and the negative prefix ne–.
Oppositions are created, nejjasnější \ nejasnější, nejjistější \ nejistější, etc., that do differ in meaning.
Indeed, very much so. They can compete in identical contexts. It does matter whether you have a
quality, or its negative, or its highest positive. Still, it can hardly be contended if Czech distinguishes,
or not, geminated consonants. It does not. The difference ~jj~ \ ~j~ is applied only in these cases and
only in a careful pronunciation. No phonological rule, only an interest to get the message across, has
the speaker to make any distinction in sound. A degree of being phonological is in fact a degree of the
functional load, which is not a binary, all-or-nothing value, but rather a polyvalent concept.101
Scaling phonemes, then, implies also scaling the concept of the contrast. A contrast in phonology
should be a full answer to the question WHAT contrasts WHERE with WHAT and HOW OFTEN—not just
there IS A contrast. If phones anywhere help distinguish a meaning, it is a part of the picture.
Phonological contrast is a structural and positional matter (WHERE?) having always a paradigmatic
dimension (with WHAT? i.e. in phones: with what phones exactly) and a weight. The result of the
research is then no simple statement but a complex expression quantifying how much and specifying
100

The prosody system is one of the main issues of the larger project. This dissertation could only open the issues
up, not even covering all the material that was collected in preparation for it. Please see more in Part F, including
the references, for the assumptions, some of the finds, their interpretation and outlines of the planned approach.
101
Another case of disputable phonological value may be MsH stress position. Attention is paid to it later on.
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conditions. A next step in scaling should be degrees or categories of the power of contrastiveness. As
phonology should be practical, a reasonable subsequent simplification cannot be avoided.
The concise Semitic manner of writing, concentrated more on recognizing a word as a whole rather
than breaking it down to individual phones, seem to confirm the hypothesis that some phones are more
important for the recognition of the word than other ones, those that can be filled in from the context.
Some of them even seem strongly implied, other ones may appear to be implied less. But the condition
is more complicated, which, again, stands out more saliently in spoken Semitic languages that use an
abjad type of writing. They seem to suggest a recognition weight may differ in speech and in writing.
Languages always sound differently than they appear in writing, for many reasons. One of special
concern here is that vowels are more important in speech as they are more audible. Their resonances
provide frameworks for each expression. In writing, it is the other way round. There are almost always
more consonants, so they appear as more typical for a word (even if the alphabet is not abjad) though
they are not so prominent in speech.102 Phonology counting weights should perhaps take into account
there are two systems, spoken and written. Whereas language is one, its encoders and decoders might
be multiple (phonologies of speaking, listening, writing and reading). Phonology, strictly taken, is a
science on a language’s recognition systems rather than on the system of a language as a whole.
This is one of the essential reasons why the presented model of Masoretic Hebrew can be considered
only preliminary, a starting point of a quest for a definitive model (if there can be anything like
‘definitive’ models in science). The notion of the phonological contrast in line with the present concept
demands a mathematical analysis of the corpus. All words needs to be compared and counted, not only
differentiating minimal or sub-minimal pairs. The general disadvantage of a very limited corpus of
MsH turns into an advantage in this particular point as the summations of differences between words
and their weights can be quantified more easily on such a small scale.
Phonological status of phonetic phenomena is determined by their distinctiveness (how much the
phenomena are capable of distinguishing denotational meaning103 in the system of a language). It is
helpful to conceive distinctiveness not as a binary but polyvalent property at least by drawing a
boundary between a distinctiveness in the core of the system and the peripheral distinctiveness.104 It is
of course possible to view it as a more statistical variable that scales continuously or with more
variables (a theoretical validity that might correspond to the measure of activation of relevant synapses
in the brain since the brain probably works in a similarly ‘statistical’ manner). For our purpose,
however, it may be enough to differentiate a central distinctiveness from a peripheral one and stipulate
that central distinctions will be considered relevant, determining the phonological system of the
language, whereas peripheral distinctions will be denied the power to define phonemes. Very
peripheral distinctions are in fact noise which more disturbs than confirms the system of a language
(typically foreign influences and, in literal standards, dialectal effects). Non-systemicity of distinctions
closer to the centre may not be so obvious, nevertheless it can hardly be disputed the phonemes based
on them have no strong grounding. The question where exactly to draw the line between these two
categories (admittedly, pragmatic and hopefully also purposeful ones) is a research decision that will
finally have a substantial bearing on the explanation validity of the model, hence also the value (more
exactly: incremental validity) of the work. A distinctiveness supported with many particular
distinctions will be considered phonological, a distinctiveness supported with a single or few
distinctions will be put aside as non-phonological. The core of the project will be in the attempt to find
the measure of limiting distinctiveness such that it has a desirable explanatory (hopefully also
incremental) validity. This is perhaps realistic enough also with a language such as BH with a limited
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In the written modern Hebrew, the pi‘el verbal form is marked out by ‹j› which has become a marker. In the
MH when spoken, one does not hear ‹j› but a characteristic template –i–e– (the original characteristic,
gemination, was lost already in antiquity). These markers carry more weight for their respective modes of
language even if tests of substitution/commutation would point out other elements as more phonemic.
103
There are two shades of wording to note: “how much”, not “if”; it is what is being discussed. Also
“denotational”, not another type of meaning. This will not be dwelled upon; still, it is a significant methodological
restriction which is at least worthy of mentioning explicitly.
104
On distinguishing central and peripheral phonemes, please see Milan Romportl (1966) Zentrum und
Peripherie im phonologishen System. In: Travaux linguistiques de Prague 2, Les problèmes du centre et de la
périphérie du système de la langue, Prague, p. 103–110.
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corpus and lacking intuitions of native speakers, implying that also all the frequencies are only relative
to the known subset of extant expression and meanings.
A multiple-valued phoneme might seem a move away from pristine simplicity exactly to the area of
non-transparent wizardry I proclaimed to keep phonology from. It needs to be stressed it should be the
presentation of the results that is to be transparent. The concepts, the patterns, the reasoning should
be accessible to experts interested in language for reasons of their own domains. In terms of adequacy
of description, no compromises are appropriate. If reality requires to do mathematics, phonologists
should not shrink from it as long as they keep their front office open.
A multiple-valued concept creates vectors for each phoneme, which can be thought of as dimensions.
A dimensional (i.e. multidimensional) phonology consists of phonologic units (phonemes,
prosodemes, patterns), each with any number of properties (values) that are dimensions—
phon(x,y,z,...)
—through which it attains a position in a multidimensional space.
A concatenation of phonological units in a chain—
phon1(x1,y1,z1,...) phon2(x2,y2,z2,...) phon3(...)
—or a multi-layered band—
phon1(...) phon2(...) pros1(...) phon3(...) pros2(...)
—represents a trajectory through a multidimensional space.
Units can show tolerance, when some of the values i.e. dimensions consist of value intervals. Then
the trajectory through the multidimensional space projects as a zone of tolerance in one or more
dimensions.
The asset in the multidimensional perspective is not so much a model of a unit. It is trivial
(graphically, a unit is depicted simply as sending out arrows in various directions around, of different
lengths in keeping with each corresponding value). What is of any real use is not the graphics, much
less the associated jargon; it is the fact that processing multidimensionality has its verified and proven
procedures and ready tools in commercial databases and data warehouses. The front end of the
technology is kept clear and simple. This is where phonology might draw from.
The units in a multidimensional space create a network. This offers a possibility to model a
phonological system in a way slightly reminiscent of semantic intensions105 where two levels
interconnect, conceptual one and of meanings. The concepts have an internal structure (optional and
obligatory descriptive features, a prototype and several combinations of stereotypes in features) and
they are also mutually determined by their position in the network. This logical, supralinguistic level is
capable of linking experiences and ideas. An analogous structure and content have word meanings that
also mutually determine each other and have a content inside their position in the structure (mainly
valences). This meaning level links linguistic information. Relationships of the type m:n (many-tomany) are maintained between units of the two levels. One meaning can bind various concepts and one
concept can bind individual meanings of different words. (These are particular meanings pertaining to
a word since words often have multiple meanings and each binds concepts independently and by itself.)
This analogy can be applied to phonemes (as concepts) and phones (as meanings). We can also
think of prototypes and stereotypes and introduce weighted properties. Phones and phonemes, too,
have an m:n type of relationship. Both phonemes and phones have a structural level each, where units
determine each other. Apart from being a position, they have their content, too (descriptive features).
Phones link to physiological constraints; phonemes link to higher structure constraints.106 Both phones
and phonemes connect in usual and less usual combinations, which phonology should be sensitive to
(at least because it is of interest in other both philological and non-philological domains).
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‘Intension’ in semantics is unrelated to ‘intension’ in phonetics. It stands in pair with extension and its
meaning is: the specification of an object enabling to arrive at its meaning, to determine a reference of an
expression.
106
Such structures are designed in Glossa (see later). But the idea is independent and any adequate format is OK.
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C3.2

Syllable

Most if not all people know what syllable is. Unless asked to define it. This Augustinian paradox
concerns phoneticians, too. It is of course not difficult to come up with a makeshift definition. The
trouble begins when demanded to make it more exact or extend it to cover all possible instances. In
spite of its elusive borderline cases, few people if anyone would dispute it is a fundamental unit.
This, rather than the phoneme, much less smaller units, seems to be an elementary physiological unit
of speech production.

C3.2.1

An Essential Unity of the Syllable

The syllable is a phonetic unit that can be dissected to elements only provided we keep in mind it is a
simplification for a purpose. All the elements in the syllable are in fact tight closely together and affect
each other. As it is found, the impact they have on each other exceeds mere mechanic, automatic
effects of close neighbourhood, it is a design of neuromuscular or possibly also higher programming.
The articulation appears to be programmed as a very efficient whole. Syllable recognition is probably
based on it, too. The syllable could well be defined as a domain of progressive and regressive
assimilations to its nucleus. It would be a serious drawback of any phonology if it failed to recognize this
very intuitive unit.
(i) It is intuitive regardless of literacy and the type of script. Even linguistically naïve users and
children are able to identify syllables. With phonemes it is not so or not so easily. When children learn
to speak and later when they play with language, they seem to perceive and intuitively respect the
syllable as the most stable, fundamental unit. The arrangement of the stream of speech in syllables
shows intuitively in a forced slow-down (such as if a speaker talks to a someone who understands with
difficulty). The speaker will not divide the speech in segments or clusters of segments, much less in
distinctive features, rather in nothing else than syllables.
(ii) Disturbances in speech, spoonerisms, slips of the tongue seems also to betray the human speech
is primarily organized in syllables. Phonemes switch syllables more easily than their syllable positions.
Or syllables get switched as wholes. Errors and deviations are compensated within the syllable.
(iii) A phoneme is mostly and regularly recognizable only inside a syllable. This is more evident with
some types of consonants than other, the least so with vowels that themselves make a syllable,
nevertheless phonemes do not regularly occur outside of syllables.107
(iv) Individual syllable elements are knit so tightly as they make it a self-supporting whole, which no
element can really be separated from. This is evident in speech synthesis. It cannot be connected out of
single phones. Only syllable portions containing the phones can be the smallest technical unit in the
chain. In fact, connecting the speech out of the whole syllables would be the ideal technical approach. It
would be practical, however, only in a language that has a small number of syllables.
(v) Prosody is always a feature in a syllable, whereas if phonemes can have prosodic features in some
languages is debatable. In fact, the syllable is the smallest unit that contains all the basic properties of
units: phonemes, prosody and patterns. (This ‘3p’ composition has analogies in higher units. The
accentual unit contains syllables, prosody and patterns; the pausal unit contains accentual units,
prosody and patterns; the intonational unit contains pausal units, prosody and patterns.)
Phonemes can make clusters. The task of a theory of phonology is to identify which clusters are
acceptable since they occur as subunits in the syllable. (It may also be useful to derive the unacceptable
clusters explicitly.)
Patterns contain processes and operations on the structure. Some processes and operations are
useful to recognize as processes, provided their dynamics simplifies the understanding of the
phonology. On the other hand, some events are more practical to recognize as effects in their static
aspects. If the result is a structure or a pattern that are easier to comprehend, it is these that should be
presented, not the processes themselves.
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English speakers prefer to spell out names and words exactly because uttering isolated phones is unclear.
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Prosody consists of rhythm, pace and intonation. The syllable contains elements that enable the
syllables to be put in rhythmical groups (feet and accentual units). The syllable also contains elements
that make possible for the syllables to connect in groups of intonation (chains of syllables linked in a
unit by a single intonation contour and possibly an accent pattern).
At a later stage of this project when enough data have been collected it might be reasonable to
develop the syllable into the basic unit of the considered phonological theory. The phoneme just as the
prosody would only help describe its internal structure and relationships with larger units. Even in the
ancient Hebrew text whose only graphic record is available, it is apparent that lexical and grammatical
meanings as well as an overall prosody “meddle in” the syllable and bear on its structure.
A phonology built on the syllable demands to work with substantially more numerous units than a
phoneme-based phonology. Prior to introducing IT and corpus methods, a phoneme phonology used
to be better manageable than a syllable-based one. Maybe that was the reason it was the former that
appeared, and not the latter. This also suggests it might be premature to shape up the theory on
speculation before the stage II research is concluded. We are going to keep it as an option on a back
burner in the present stage I. Open it will be left also by the fact the proposed phonetic transcription
(rather, a description), Glossa, supports a syllable phonology better than transcriptions based solely on
a phoneme and a hláska.
The brain creates the code for categories of system phenomena of speech (i.e. phonemes and higher
phonemic units) probably, considered the extreme speed of retrieval times, in the most efficient
manner. The individual phones (the physical counterpart of phonemes) often lack clarity in speech.
They are not even intuitive (they do, for speakers of languages written in European-type alphabets;
outside of their realms, the phones are not an intuitive concept). The syllable, on the other hand, is a
unit both intuitive (regardless of the type of script) and clear enough even in a quick or slightly blurred
speech (i.e. in a regular communication setting). That is why I consider coding syllables. Structuring in
syllables helps speech recognition as vowels are heard better than consonants. Though consonant
inventories are usually richer and with greater combinatory power, some consonants can be heard
mainly thanks to the neighbouring vowels, i.e. following their connection into a syllable. That is why
phonology should work with the syllable as the basic unit and consider the most efficient coding (which
is systematization) of syllables. It follows that phonologic patterns should be transformed into syllabic
patterns. Traditional distinctive features would be replaced with phones and an “autosegmental”
breakdown of features would be substituted with transformations going on between phones inside the
syllable as well as transformations by which syllables affect each other.
A sub-syllabic unit called mora, advantageous in some languages to measure phenomena of rhythm,
is a unit related to the syllable. One mora is a syllable of a kind. It is no unit independent of the syllable.
Moraic regards could be an integral component of a syllable-based phonology.

C3.2.2

Vowel-less Syllables?

It is no longer taken for granted that every syllable has to be built around a vowel. Indeed, vowel-less
syllables are not difficult to find. Harder is to come across syllables of less sonorous fricatives. Still,
they are there. Well known are syllabic fricatives in Chinese. Furthermore, a few languages have been
discovered where syllables are hard to detect by means of conventional procedures. They seem to
behave as if the concept of a syllable would not apply to them at all. Popularized among phonologists
became languages such as North African Berber and Canadian Nuxálk (a Salishan language next to a
village Bella Coola, often called by that name) with syllabic voiceless fricatives and reportedly even
stops. Expressions like [xɬpʼχʷɬtʰɬpʰɬːskʷʰt͡sʼ]108 or, in Berber and in phonemes, /tf`tk`ts`tt/109 have
108

This is a good sentence in Salishan. See the translation and more examples under “Nuxálk language” at
Wikipedia. My access: 2011-04-24.
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The Tashlhiyt Berber says ‘you sprained it’. The meaning of /`/ is not known to me. The resources I have read
are articles by François Dell / Mohamad Elmedlaoui: (1985) Syllabic consonants and syllabification in Imdlawn
Tashlhiyt Berber. In: Journal of African Languages and Linguistics, vol. 7, No. 2, p. 105–130. • (1988) Syllabic
consonants in Berber: some new evidence. Ibid., vol. 10, p. 1–17. • (1989) Syllabic consonants in Berber. In:
Journal of Afroasiatic Languages. They have published a book, which I could only have a few glimpses in.
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populated literature. Some phonologists use it to support abandoning the syllable concept altogether.
Some try to weaken it in not requiring a nucleus in some syllables—or, in fact, in the theory of syllable.
The trouble with these ideas is a speech completely devoid of vowels could not be transmitted well
across space (much less shout) as what transmits sound are vibrations or turbulence. Vowels are
vibrations amplified in cavities of the vocal tract. Such sound spread well. Where vibrations lack, noise
from turbulence can also transmit signal, though with more effort and less efficiently. Single pulses
may also induce sound in a resonator provided they are strong enough. Human speech alternates
vibrations with noise and silence, which itself carries information. Vibration and noise provide
background on which a signal can be modulated (no modulation is in silence). Any speech sound needs
to modulate this background in order to be discernible. The modulation consists in amplifying certain
frequencies, suppressing some other and letting this profile (the spectrum) change in time.
Some speech sounds, vowels and fricatives, contain their specific spectral profile within their
duration. That is why they can be identified as long as they continue, almost anytime when they do.
Some speech sounds, however, do not contain enough information inside the time slice they articulate.
Their identifiers in the signal are, more or less, ‘around’ them, not inside. In practice it means human
ear needs to hear several decades of millisecond of speech signal to recognize them (sometimes as
much as half of the preceding and following vowels) to discern the pattern of movement in the energy
spectrum.110 Without this immediate context they could not be recognized. Typical sounds that depend
on their vicinity are stops. Their individual pulses if heard by themselves are practically
indistinguishable, and quite silent at that.
By way of example, we can select a sound of interest for Semitists: &ajin, [ʕ], traditionally labelled as
a voiced pharyngeal fricative. Even if it were so, not much noise could be generated as the pharynx
cannot contract so tight as to create any really audible turbulence of air. According to examinations
across the Arab population111 (where the sound is probably the most prominent of all Semitic
speakers), a pharyngeal fricative was observed nowhere. The sound was identified as a pharyngealized
glottal stop, [ʔˁ], or as some term it, a retracted tongue root glottal stop.112 This very definition amounts
to expressing that practically all the information to identify &ajin is carried in the vowels around. The
same applies to pharyngealized stops, again: retracted tongue root sounds, [tˁ], [dˁ]. Most of the
‘pharyngealization’ consists of simultaneous articulation of [ɑ], voiced or voiceless, or in fact, more or
less, a vowel between [ɑ] and [ɯ] since a velarization is usually also present. Without that, very little
could even distinguish them from their non-pharygealized opposites [t] and [d]. Perhaps a complete
lack of aspiration with [tˁ], but aspiration is again a feature recognizable only in the continuum
following the sound and showing the qualities of the following sound. It is not the property pertaining
to the plosion itself. Only [sˁ] and perhaps [ðˁ] as true fricatives could be recognized on their own. Still,
all of these ‘emphatics’ are accompanied with conspicuous changes in vowels around, which assist
substantially in their identification.
Some other consonants, in any language, also depend on voice or noise around themselves, though
less so than stops. To believe that segments can be recognized only at the time they are actually
pronounced is illusory. Some segments could not be identified at that time at all.
Syllables can be voiceless. (All syllables are voiceless when whispered.) No syllable, however, can be
pronounced without continuous resonance or, at worst, a continuous noise where spectral
characteristics can also be traced. No syllable, then, can exist without a sort of nucleus. When no
typical vowel is there, what most probably could be found are spectral characteristics of a neutral vowel
setting, [ǝ] or voiceless [ ̥ə]. We can forget of sonority peaks (as in traditional approaches) or sonority
Included is a chapter on singing. The voiceless syllables are sung without glottal vibrations, the notes that should
fit in their slots, however, are skipped. See more in F. D. / M. E. (2002) Syllables in Tashlhiyt Berber and in
Moroccan Arabic. International Handbook of Linguistics, vol. 2. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht.
110
Other external clues to identification (apart from formant transitions) include durations of adjacent segments,
differences in pitch or amplitude and voice onset time.
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See e.g. Hartmut Kästner (1981) Phonetik und Phonologie des modernen Hocharabisch. Verlag Enzyklopädie,
Leipzig. • Salman H. Al-Ani (1970) Arabic Phonology: An Acoustical and Physiological Investigation. De Gruyter
Mouton, The Hague. • W. H. T. Gairdner (1925) The Phonetics of Arabic. Oxford University Press, London.
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Robin Thelwall / M. Akram Sa’adeddin (1999) Arabic. In: Handbook of the International Phonetic Association.
A Guide to the Use of the IPA. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, p. 51–54.
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hierarchy (as in Optimality Theory). Nothing like ordered sonority is actually needed, and sometimes it
is not present. What we cannot do without, however, is a spectral background. Stops and some other
consonants could not make a syllable by themselves. Some fricatives, apart from their own spectral
characteristics, can also be superimposed on a vowel (which is nothing more than a specific oral cavity
setting, a particular shape of the resonator that is always present). Also stops can be superimposed on a
vowel and they do. They however do not mask the vowel they modulate, the vowel is still heard prior to
or following the stop. With fricatives the resonance of a particular vowel can be integrated into the
continuous spectrum of the fricative. If researchers hear an ..s or an ..f in Bella Coola or Berber, they
may have the impression they hear only the fricative whereas actually they hear e.g. ..s+u or ..f+a. In
fact, there is always an ..s+o or ..s+i in languages they are familiar with. But the underlying vowel is not
important as it is supplied from the automatic base of the syllable (e.g. Eng. “sow”, “see”). When they
hear seemingly the same sound in Bella Coola, they do not realize there is (I surmise) a vowel, too.
These languages are probably no vowel-less languages at all, only their vowels are masked by
superimposed continuants that can occur both in the onset or coda and also over the vowel nucleus.
That is why we are not ready, in the theory of syllable for the present dissertation, to get rid of
syllables with vowels, be it only in the background, with other sounds superimposed on them.
Phonological processes need to operate within boundaries. It is vital to have units to check spreading
of their effects. The syllable in my view cannot be passed around (generative phonology did it) though
it might be difficult to draw an exact or unequivocal line on its borders in certain contexts. Higher units
(the accentual, pausal and intonational groups) are less controversial, but regrettably also less definite.

C3.2.3

Syllable Structure

Phonology should use the syllable structure hierarchy to reflect also the general tendency of languages
to attach coda to nucleus more closely, or to make a closer link between onset and nucleus. This in turn
bears on what part of the syllable is more affected by shortening accompanied with vowel reduction. It
also bears on how rhyme is felt. E. Sievers in Grundzüge der Lautphysiologie (1876, 1901)113 points to
the difference between languages such as German or English that tend to show a closed ‘syllable cut’
(Silbenschnitt) and Romance or Slav languages that prefer the open ‘cut’.114 A consonant is usually
closer linked to the following vowel than the preceding one inside a word in Slav and Romance
languages; a prevalent division is A¦BA. This is the reason open syllables prevail in these languages and
clusters cumulate mostly at the beginning of the syllable. German languages display a less prominent,
still clear trend to put the intersyllabic boundary following the consonant: AB¦A. (See more and
examples in Levý 1983, pp. 299–300.)115 In terms of the coarticulatory definition of syllable (3.2.1), the
onset in MsH is ..š+a ..w+a ..a (“šwa”), ..[b+ǝ]/ ..[q+u]/ ..u| ..[m+u]\ for “bqum” (Ps. 76:10), can be
considered closely linked in ..š..w..a if coarticulation to [a] is complete, ..[š+a] ..[w+a] etc., and in
looser link if incomplete, as ..[b+ǝ]/ ..[q+u]/ etc. Given that ..b is detensional, ..b/, “bǝ” is easy to hear.
Students of Hebrew may come across a competing idea: “Syllable thus consists of a sonant centre or
peak and two less sonant slopes on each side of the peak. A syllable begins at any point of speech where
sonority begins to increase and ends where it, having passed its peak, again reaches the minimum. In
other words, the syllabic boundary usually (though not necessarily always) lies within a phone. {note37:
For this realization I am indebted to C. H. Armbruster, Dongolese Nubian (1960) § 418ff. However, the resulting theory of
syllable is essentially the same as that of Jacobson and Halle in JL 1 (1956) 3.1, except that they fail to draw the ultimate
conclusion presumably because of the idea that syllables ought to be analysable into phones and phonemes. On the other
hand, it is interesting to see that Martinet, Elements (1964) p. 51F, leaves the question of the syllable boundaries open.}”
This opinion, found in Murtonen (1990),116 p. 10, accepts the view that the syllable is an ordered
sonority across neighbouring segments. Counter-examples in the languages of the world are certainly
not hard to find. Some of them have already been mentioned from Czech in 2.4.
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Eduard Sievers (1901) Grundzüge der Phonetik. Zur Einführung in das Studium der Lautlehre der
indogermanischen Sprachen. Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig (5te v.bes. Aufl.). Též www.archive.org (2011-04-29).
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Vojtěch Jirát (1946) O smyslu formy. Studie o otázkách formy v díle českých básníků. Václav Petr, Praha, p. 122.
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Jiří Levý (1963) Umění překladu [The Art of Translation] Panorama, Praha (also 1983, 1998).
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A. Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting. Part Two: Phonetics and Phonology. Leiden, E. J. Brill.
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What seems to be appealing on the suggestion is the elegance of solving ambiguous cases. This
suggestion could be supported or disproved by any attempt automatically to locate syllable boundaries
in troughs of sonority. My guess, however, is such a procedure would generate too much false
boundaries to be of any use in practice. As it is quite mechanical, it also fails to explain why the same
sonorous consonants make syllables in one language and are incapable to do so in another. My view is
syllabicity is rooted in the production that starts in the brain, and cannot be just a result of a cooccurrence in the line of speech. This is not to say a double association should be rejected. What I reject
is sonority hierarchy. While I am also not overly favourably inclined towards the concept of assigning
any government or dependency tree structure to syllables (if ‘governing’ means assigning parameters
to ‘depending’ units117), it would be difficult to prove or disprove such concepts solely by a method of
analysing speech samples, provided the syllable is indeed primarily a brain structure.
On the other hand, it is no revelation (and perhaps not a great asset anyway) to group segments in
obligatory subunits in the syllable, the onset, the nucleus and the coda. If we allot them a binary tree
structure, or are happy with a ternary division, might not be such a key question. Priorities inside a
binary tree might depend on the type of language as Eduard Sievers has hinted well over a century ago.
The distribution in some languages would be <syl[ <whatever[ <pre[ ]pre><nuc[ ]nuc> ]whatever> <coda[ ]coda> ]syl>,
elsewhere nucleus and coda link more closely: <syl[ <pre[ ]pre><whatever[ <nuc[ ]nuc> <coda[ ]coda> ]whatever> ]syl>.
The trouble with such a theoretically enticing model (it is simple, so it is elegant) is in that it pushes
the researcher at any two adjacent syllables to decide where the syllable boundary is. In practice, it
might not be as simple as 1-2-3. Searching for an inter-syllable boundary, a question pops up how
much real it is what we search for. Or rather and more pertinently: how much it is unequivocal. It is
syllable peaks what is real with syllables. Segments on the “slopes” can be bound to a peak according to
an additional feature than just adjacency or proximity or an absence of a competing peak nearby. They
could be recognized in their phonetics.
As mentioned already in the preceding article (3.2.1), most of the consonants (not all) are
superimposed on the nucleic vowels. If the consonant modulation were subtracted from the connected
speech spectrum, what would probably be obtained is the vocalic sonority spreading throughout all of
the syllables, with most of them having the spectrum of their respective nuclei and occasional inherent
spectra of some consonants (..w, ..l+i, ..l+u) interspersed between them. These vocalic resonances
change continually one into the other, at times more, at times less prominent in dependence of the
modulation. So it is probably true some ‘troughs of sonority’ fall within some consonants (which is
phonologically appealing, as some segments do seem bidirectional in their dependence).118 The
Sieversian impression on the ‘syllable cut’ may have its origin simply in the closer or more distant
position of a consonantal segment on the slopes of the prototypical ‘bell’ (shapes may be different)
which suggest a greater or minor appurtenance to a particular syllable or a different cohesion between
segments superimposing different vocalic resonances.119

C3.3

Higher Units

The terms “prosody” and “suprasegment” subsume all the events, properties and units that exceed
segmental boundaries with their physical aspects of time, pitch and amplitude.
The hierarchical arrangement typical of language makes itself very apparent in prosody. Units at one
level of the hierarchy cluster together to form units of the next higher level. Characteristic of the
hierarchy is that the clustering is motivated from three sources: meaning, beating and breathing. In
117

This improptu definition of mine might be too strict for the general concept of ‘governing’ acceptable also in
linguistics for all instances. R. L. Trask (1993) A Dictionary of Grammatical Terms In Linguistics, Routledge,
London, in the entries ‘government’ and ‘governor’ on p. 120 and 121, respectively, speaks of “imposing a
requirement” by the governor “upon the form assumed by [...] the governed category”.
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To find out that, spectra had to be subtracted one from another on a stretch of a connected speech signal. The
stage of computation in speech engineering might enable that though it is certainly not a trivial task. So far, I am
not aware such a research has been conducted.
119
IPA cannot capture phenomena inside phones. It is no problem for Glossa (see more under G herein).
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other words, divisions in the utterance can be put due to the force of intention, the feeling of rhythm, or
physiology, either of the three in any proportion. Whereas a regard to rhythm is more prevalent in the
lower units due to their relative shortness while the larger units are more meaning-driven, still, in a
well-structured utterance, meaning is all-pervasive; in an utterance appealing to the ear, the sense of
regularity and commensurability is not absent even in the long stretches of speech; and of course, a
good speaker plans in advance when to breathe in.
Prosody has always been an object of interest in poetry. That is why some of the units that have a
linguistic function have been recognized for many centuries as functional in verse. The foot and the
côlon (phrase) have long been known to fulfill basically the same functions as recognized in current
phonological theories today. Versology and phonology have understandably developed different
aspects of the domain. Research in one should not be simply transferred to the other as the purposes
differ. The present dissertation recognizes it and adheres to the basic structuring of the prosody
hierarchy met frequently in modern phonological research, keeping poetry studies as a testimony of
sorts that phonology is on the right track here. The theories are varied as prosodic conditions in the
languages they describe are varied. Though a systematic comparison between languages seems still
difficult, the fundamental properties of possibly all the prosodies appear similar in some respects.
It is probably language-dependent, or it may derive from the type of language, how intensively it is
felt that some of the units are actually present or important in the particular language. As all the units
consist of a mix of differences in the time domain, pitch and amplitude and the capacity of how much
one of the differences is allowed to replace another, that is the reason why a more intensive
employment of pitch or duration in one level of units can limit its usage on another level. Consequently,
some of the levels may be felt as superfluous for a specific language, or have a function an available
research has not been able to detect so far. It is characteristic that prosody as a tier placed quite high in
the hierarchy of meaning in the utterance is packed with meanings and functions of all kinds, from
grammar and semantics to dialects and idiolects and psychology, to pragmatics and all social concerns.
It is difficult if not impossible for a research to embrace all its multifarious aspects in one description.
The four levels in prosody based on four types of units, however, remind of something universal by its
possible two-by-two association. The foot seems a module to provide form to the accentual unit in a
way somewhat similar to the pausal unit as a module providing form to the intonational unit. We have
pointed out already (1.3.1) that a double-tier arrangement into form and function dichotomy seems to
be general for language and perhaps all the cognitive functions.
Masoretic Hebrew ‘accents’ are traditionally interpreted in terms of a five-level prosody. It might be
interesting to check if the units created with this traditional segmentation can be attributed with the
same or similar motivation as units in modern multi-levelled theories of prosody, or if a clear remapping can be made so as to indicate the traditional ‘accents’ have a meaningful linguistic function
besides being simply a musical notation. As the present dissertation comes forth with an original
interpretation of ‘accents’, this vast topic could only be outlined with a preliminary research. More
work is needed to confirm or refute the proposed theory.

C3.3.1

Units of Rhythm

The rhythm units contain syllables, prosody and patterns. The purpose of rhythm is to cluster syllables
in groups so as to prevent for speech to become a monotonous flow. Humans are good in perceiving a
change and quick to loose perception whenever a change is absent. Two types of groups can be
recognized in languages. The smaller unit is the foot, the larger one is the accentual unit. It seems
language-dependent which of them if not both play a significant role in this lower-level tier of prosody.

C3.3.1 (1)

Foot

This is a unit smaller than word in most (not all) languages. Its building brick is the syllable (or a mora,
which is nothing else than a syllable of a kind, as already mentioned). Its governing property is stress. It
might seem that stress is a property of a syllable but there are good reasons to doubt it. While it may be
true in some languages that a single syllable can be recognized as stressed or unstressed in isolation
simply by having a vowel from a stressed set or an unstressed set, in most cases and all other
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properties, pitch, amplitude, even timing, which are general rather than dependent on a specific
linguistic type, no isolated syllable can be said as having a ‘stress pitch’, ‘stress duration’ or ‘stress
loudness’. What it needs is at least one syllable more for comparison.120 It is a recurrence of qualities
that makes the impression a feature is salient by a purpose, not by a chance, makes the recurrent units
appear somewhat similar and creates a pattern. This way, the stress ‘governs’ a unit and can be
attributed to a small group of syllables as a property (though graphically marking stress just on one of
them is a practical usage and no reason is seen to do it otherwise).
The foot has another purpose, recognized by verse studies from the ancient times. As the small
number of syllables needed to recognize the stressed one and their position in respect to the stressed
one can be different, more patterns of the whole unit can be recognized in different sizes. The foot is
still a measure of rhythm in exactly the same manner as the metre has been acknowledged long ago.
Some languages, though respecting syllables, do not count them all for rhythm. They show a greater
tendency to maintain the distances of the stressed syllables in proportion. They are “stress-timed”,121
building on an isochronous principle. Other languages pay greater attention to all the syllables,
sometimes with an increased sense for their relative duration. These are “syllable-timed” with an
isosyllabic principle, or “mora-timed” with an isomoraic principle. These regards, however, seem
always to be a matter of proportion, not a presence-or-absence. What can be considered general is only
an appreciation for an even spacing which is more perceptual than a real acoustical phenomenon.
The essence of the foot is a contrast of stressed and unstressed syllables on a minimum space, which
counts as a size for rhythm. (Unlike in phonology, the metrical foot can be based on a wider range of
ordering principles by versology.) It is a formal unit though processes involved with stress such as
stress shift, destressing or assigning a stress (which are all present in MsH) seem to affect meaning at
times. The foot can acquire more meaning if it coincides with a meaningful unit one level above and the
processes, rather than changing stress, may be interpreted as manipulating accents.

C3.3.1 (2)

Accentual Unit

This is a unit commensurable with the word. Indeed, it is traditionally recognized as a ‘phonetic word’
and it is undisputed that the phonetic word can have a different, larger extent than a lexical word. The
unit covers at least all the clitics, auxiliaries and cliticized words in a unit under a prominent accent or
an accentual pattern that fit into positions of the underlying foot pattern. To put it simply, the word
accent normally coincides with a stress. It also implies that not all the stresses need to be utilized as
accents. If and when they do, it depends on the type of accentuation in the language as well as the
speech rate, style etc. Sometimes, a ‘secondary stress’ is only in the mind of the listener and cannot be
detected in the speech signal at all. It reflects the human need to assign a rhythmic pattern to a mass of
input data such as the connected speech. Two units are competing for attention in phonetic words: the
accentual unit that accentuates a word complex and, due to it, is closely related to meaning; and its
building brick, the foot, that brings the underlying formal pattern to facilitate speech recognition.
The MsH record in TN"K marks out clearly what was considered an accentual unit by the Masoretes.
As might be expected, clitics and cliticized words (occasionally they are regular words) are de-accented.
If they still carry an accent in writing, which is very exceptionally so, it should prompt the researcher
into considering if their record presents a unified version of pronunciation, or rather alternatives that
were equally acceptable.
Hebrew challenges the researcher for yet another consideration to inquire for. Hebrew (as all
Semitic) morphology is known to distinguish lexical root structures and morphological word templates
as separate units to be merged at the time of production and uncombined at the time of perception.
Should we suppose the Semitic languages share their cognitive procedures with other languages as
common features of human linguistic competence (otherwise we had to suppose Semitic languages
require special linguistic abilities unlike all other tongues, which is rather strange to suppose), we
might naturally raise the question what might be non-Semitic correlates of the word template
competence in other languages. The accentual unit with its syllable structure, patterns of stress, clitics
120

A ‘stressedness’ is not necessarily achieved by a greater loudness, a higher pitch, a longer duration. Reverse
proportions may work equally well if the mind is ready to process them as salient.
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and often auxiliaries and relation words might be a candidate. We may suppose accentual units are not
simple containers to hold lexical items as they retrieve them. It is obvious that it is the accentual unit
where the lexemes are resyllabified, accents rearranged and lexical items linked to form larger units (of
meaning, or just patterns, depending on the type of language). In Semitic languages including Hebrew,
these units may include some phonemes already filled in their slots from morphology. In other
languages, these might consist mostly of empty slots.

C3.3.2

Units of Intonation

The language as most of the higher cognitive stimuli and products is processed in both hemispheres.
The centres in one of them, usually the left one, approach the processing in an analytic manner, the
centres in the other one seem to take a synthetic approach. In language, it means a necessary structure
keeps continually complemented with a consideration to the whole. Whereas it is true it is most often
the left hemisphere that does the analysis and generally it bears the renown of the language specialist,
the contribution of the complementary hemisphere, a holistic one, cannot be neglected. It is primarily
the speech prosody that appears to come from the right-hemispheric opposites of the speech centres on
the left. Thanks to it, an utterance becomes whole in sound and above that, emotions enter the picture.
The present dissertation believes and aims to demonstrate that the Masoretic ‘accents’, apart from
being accents, appear to have the purpose to help raise the Masoretic record above a cold analytic
report to a whole filled with emotion, to help feel the sense, that is, also to assist the reader to present
the text in a cultivated manner worthy of sounding in the synagogue, not unlike punctuation is in the
hands of a skilled author, similarly to elocution marks skillful recitalists intersperse their printed
materials they prepare to recite from.
This might have been a stage earlier than the one known today, a melodic chant. It is a stage easy to
imagine, the more so that the interpretation of ‘accents’ as speech prosody might have been a single
one, whereas musical patterns known to the current traditions are many. This early stage suggests
itself, especially as there is close relationship between speech intonation and music. Perhaps not just
because the two can be noted down in modern musical scale, not just because both consist acoustically
in switching various frequencies with dominating higher harmonics. There is something more intimate
that connects speech intonation and music. The two use related means to express or induce processes
inside the ‘synthetic’ hemisphere complementary to the processes in the ‘analytical’ hemisphere in
language and potentially in music. While, in language, intonation, rate, loudness, a colour of the voice
finish a linguistically organized utterance, contributing to it the impression that the speakers
understand what they are saying and how they understand it—in music, virtually the same means
organize themselves, create harmonic and melodic intervals which are movements markedly nonrandom (in fact, mathematically regular) in comparison with chaotic noises, and this way they also
express or induce feelings. Primarily then, they effect from and affect on the same area as the prosody
and other holistic properties of speech. It is only secondarily, depending on musical education, that
music engages also ‘analytical’ centres of the opposite hemisphere. There is nothing heterogenous nor
surprising in swapping speech intonation for musical form. Seeing Masoretic text is supported by
singing now, it is not inappropriate to think the initial impulse might have been a formalized speech
intonation. The development may have taken this route much easier than the other way round.
Just as with the units of rhythm, the units of intonation also suggest their chief ordering principle in
the terms selected for them in the present dissertation. The smaller unit is called the pausal unit and
the larger one the intonation unit.

C3.3.2 (1)

Pausal Unit

For a Hebrew scholar, the term ‘pausal’ may seem a bit colliding. ‘Pausal’ forms in MsH are known to
be strongly accented, often more fully vocalized and/or prolonged versions of words regularly
appearing in a more concise configuration of sounds elsewhere in the context. The ‘pausals’ seem to
have been optional, not very frequent in the ancient text and, soon after the Masoretic times, almost
extinct from the language. By using the term ‘pausal’, this meaning is not implied by any means.
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‘Pausal’ refers to the most notable feature of this smaller unit of intonation, that is a potential to be
separated by a pause. It is only a potential that does not have to materialize. Furthermore, the ‘pause’
even if present, it still means more than a silence. In fact, it is rarely silent. What often surfaces in
practice is a break apparent in intonation (a ‘break’ group is a term used by some phonologists) or in
speech rate (pace is often applied within these confines).
I do not suppose, however, that intonation should be an important ordering principle for this unit.
More often than not, it appears stereotypical unless the unit is found on the governing position in the
framework of the larger intonational unit or its meaning is contrastive. If that is so, the melody contour
is loaded with function in a way somewhat analogous to a stress position in foot when loaded with
function as soon as an accentual unit integrates the feet into its framework. The pause capability
discloses that the pausal unit is a minor unit of meaning. Indeed, a presence or absence of a break can
sometimes change a meaning dramatically.
It is important to realize that meaning is only one of the three potential reasons a break can apply on
the interface of the unit. It may also come due to the rhythmical feeling, the ubiquitous preference for
even, regularly segmented portions. Listeners appreciate such chunks especially if the meaning seems
clear so that no disambiguation or assistance is expected from pauses. The pauses can be then used
only for neat packaging of the stream of information. As it seems, the packaging can even tolerate a
mild conflict with semantics. The pausal unit is a sound unit, not a semantic or syntactic one. This may
be useful for a Hebrew scholar to realize when speculating on a syntactic implication of a particular
‘accent’, as it sometimes happens in commentaries and expositions. Provided we map Hebrew signs on
the phonological theory correctly, the syntactic function of the pausal unit should not be overestimated.
There can be still a third reason for a break, in this case a real interruption of the speech signal. The
motive can be simply physiological one, the need to take a new breath. Some phonologists use ‘breath
unit’ for the same item. This I consider inappropriate for obvious reasons: explicitly mentioning breath
suggests physiology too much. Under shortage of breath, a “breath unit” (in fact, just a ‘group’) might
be as short as a syllable. The need for breath may disturb meaning and, in still worse cases, even the
natural, even-paced rhythm.

C3.3.2 (2)

Intonational Unit

Whereas the pausal unit as the smaller and more formal unit of meaning can be commensurable with
shorter phrases in the sentence, the intonational unit comes close to the sentence—though, neither
these may be simply matched. It can cover more sentences just as well as more such units can join to
encompass one long sentential utterance. The intonational unit, again, contains rhythm units, prosody
and patterns. What is specific for Masoretic Hebrew are ‘pausal’ forms (explained above) optionally to
conclude intonational units. More research is needed to specify conditions of using pausal forms.
Intonation fulfills the following purposes:
(i) It articulates the message in larger sections to contain chunks of information easier to
process. The division in units of intonation does not necessarily follow from grammar, rather
and more so from semantics and regards for the recipient. This is why the division can have
more possible versions and seems rather subjective. In a minor degree, it also applies to the
pausal unit, though that is more formal and less meaning-driven.
The research in Masoretic Hebrew prosody done so far and presented herein makes this apparent in
some places, too.
(ii) It distinguishes topic and focus in the divisions. Topic can come from co-text (contextual
links) or context (drawing from supposed common information pool). Focus can be new or
contrastive (an opposition to supposedly known information).
No research has been done so far in this dichotomy in the present dissertation. Stage II research may
be expanded to cover the subject.
(iii) It helps distinguish speech function of the utterance (statement, command, question and
their modifications). Grammars of some languages and some utterances may or must use
grammatical means (word order, expressions, constructions) for the distinction.
Evidence of questions by intonation are not expected to be found in the record of Masoretic Hebrew
according to the present interpretation of Masoretic ‘accents.’ (Though such questions are known to
exist in Hebrew and the text. The present author has identified a few spots; he is unable to show,
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however, an intonation pattern specific to such questions.) No attempt has been made to distinguish
commands from statements. Stage II statistical analysis may later make for these shortcomings.
(iv) Intonation suggests an attitude of the speaker towards the utterance (tongue in cheek,
reservations, surprise, doubts, ...), which is in fact supplying secondary information. (It
would be possible to express it verbally and sometimes both means are used.)
A few sequences of accents seem to suggest such information was intended. The Masoretes may have
felt the reader should be reminded the text contains a distinct attitude. More research is needed.
(v) Phonostylistics, which is a distinction of a functional or personal style (formal, specifically
religious; informative, e.g. teaching; private, e.g. speaking to oneself; playful, e.g. speaking
to children or pets or for fun; etc.). Functional styles are used by all members of the language
community in a similar way; it is part of the expressive wealth of a language. Private styles
characterize individuals or exclusive groups.
Concerning Masoretic Hebrew, more research is needed in analyzing accent sequences. At the outset,
not much paralinguistic information is expected in the record. Nevertheless, all these levels apply
simultaneously in intonation in languages generally and the researcher should keep that in mind.

C4

Pattern Phonology

People brought up by modern linguistic and educational theories view the language as a system of rules
(made up in line with a theory, it almost does not matter which one). They find difficult to comprehend
how the people of the past, adults past of their puerile kairos for acquiring a second language, could
learn the grammar of a foreign tongue at all in the days when learning a language meant primarily to
memorize texts. That used to be the method of teaching languages from times immemorial, from as
early as when Akkad students crammed Sumerian up until the days not so long ago (in teaching
Hebrew, in fact up to haskalah). How come something so uneducational, so unsystematic could work
at all? Obviously, it did. I believe the explanation is simple. Memorizing texts reinforces patterns,
which in fact are paradigms (a classic tool of grammarian theory and practice also in as late as premodern times). Paradigms are nothing else than explicit examples. Aptly selected examples function
very well and efficiently for the human mind. If we wish to explain to a child what is an ‘animal’, we
could make up a definition of ‘animal’ but far better is to say: An animal, it is for example a dog, a cat, a
bird, a fish, ... This is often the quickest and simplest way for an adult, too. That is why memorizing
texts, in spite of being a prescientific method, does not necessarily imply unscientific. Paradigms
though perhaps outmoded are certainly not unscientific. Hence we do not have to feel ashamed for
paradigms also in phonology.
Humans are efficient in recognizing similarity, not in algebraic operations. In such tasks, they
advance slowly and tend to make errors. Similarity, in turn, they recognize since infancy and, with
increasing education and culture, they extend, deepen and rationalize those processes. For this reason I
suggest to rely on intuitive searching for similarities rather than on algebraic operations in modelling
phonology. Stipulating, however, an operator of ‘similarity’ (e.g. in the formalism of Glossa, see later)
does not probably make sense. Individual similarities differ according to ‘where’ to look for the
similarity. Moreover the ‘where’ may occur on more different levels simultaneously. This is why it is
better not to formalize a similarity with a structure or a pattern, since the human mind resolves such
tasks, even without formalization, far more quickly and better than along artificial algorithmic
procedures. We do need, however, to formalize tasks of that type, anytime we intend to process them
with IT. Computers solve such tasks differently than the human mind. Although their weakness (so far)
is sequential or weakly parallel method, their strength lies in relentlessly checking large quantities of
items approached swiftly and with no uncontrolled bias. An ambition to show exactness in research can
be redirected toward formalizations for computers without pretending we somehow simulate or even
approximate real phonological processes in the human mind. That is why Glossa introduces no formal
handling of ‘similarity’ while in turn is meticulous concerning determinism and complexity of parsing.
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The essence of phonology is a structure, positions of units in the system. A portion of the system can
be and probably are operations. Its core and backbone, however, are structures. The elements of the
structures stand in paradigmatic oppositions whereas the structures show typical syntagmatic
qualities: a multiple hierarchy of units (phones in syllables, these in rhythm units, these in intonation
units), positions in units with various attributes (the number, character and order of elements is not
arbitrary) and each unit is headed by an obligatory element (a peak for a syllable; a stress for a foot; an
intonation kernel, a tonic syllable for an intonational unit) and facultative elements (an onset and a
coda in a syllable, unstressed syllables in a foot, additional intonation points in an intonational unit).
The task of the phonologist is to provide an adequate description of these structures to be employed in
other philological (and also medical, forensic or technical) disciplines. Properties of language and
linguistic knowledge find easier expression in structures. One of the reasons is they function in a
manner similar in both production and perception. On the other hand, rules and their order meant for
production apply for perception with difficulties. (There need not be objectively a fundamental
difference between rules and structures. Both modify the same reality. Still, a model with rules has to
work out also the order of their application, which is not usually the need with structures and probably
also in reality. This makes it an unnecessary burden, though of crucial importance for the generativists,
efforts to solve which may sometimes lead up to paradoxes.)
The type of phonology designed by the present author could be called Pattern Phonology (as
“pattern” is both an arrangement and a model of it).122 The motivating belief is that the leading part in
phonology should be played by patterns, rather than by rules or processes of production. The way the
patterns are created is that sampled specimens of text keep repeating until the percipient starts to see a
configuration which in turn becomes a pattern for her or him to encode or decode.123
A stepwise construction of a speech sequence by means of small exact consecutive changes according
to a set of Turing-machine-style pre-programmed rules does not seem to correspond to the manner of
operation of the human mind. What it does correspond to is the manner of operation of the early
computers that started to be built in the days of the origin of the generativist paradigm (perhaps there
was a connection). The human brain, on the other hand, solves problems in a ‘massively parallel’
manner (should we extend the analogy with computer designs). It is as if it were ‘constructed’ to the
pattern recognition from samples. The brain finds difficult to proceed by items in line with a preordered consecution of rules, on the other hand it is very efficient in mimicking models. The patterns
created this way can be adjusted. This can be done with real processes. Still, not all that can be
explained as a process has necessarily to be one. Let us suppose a salient unit in a pattern makes as if a
change in the pattern. Salient units may serve as recognition signals of types of patterns. What is going
on may be simply that the unit identifies a pattern that is subsequently called and applied due to having
been identified. It was no rule-induced structural change but simply calling of an alternative pattern.
Patterns in the present phonology work as model templates that filter data by three ways:
(i) attraction, (ii) restraint and (iii) compensation. These three methods are available for the pattern to
conform samples to its shape. Patterns can work with a variable force. That cannot be done with
generative rules: they either apply, or do not, nothing in between. Patterns can also develop and
reproduce simply (e.g. in the language acquisition). Any intervention in a pre-programmed chain of
rules, on the other hand, is problem-prone (as any programmer could tell). Children vividly
demonstrate how they select, accept and develop patterns for them to mimic. Why should language be
different?
The advantage of conforming to patterns instead of applying rules is in simplifying the system. While
conforming to a pattern can be, due to various reasons, incomplete, partial, imperfect, the same effects
are difficult to formulate in applying rules. Such exceptional (or perhaps not at all exceptional) cases
are hard to manage in rule-based theories. Constraints and all kinds of circumventing algorithms are
sought for, mostly quite complicated ones (which implies lower probability for them really to be part of
a factual competence of a speaker); whereas an effect of patterns can simply be sometimes complete,
other times incomplete without burdening the phonology disproportionately. It is because patterns
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Česky snad strukturní fonologie, ale ještě nevím.
The progression from the particular to the abstract sounds more transparent in the Czech terminology selected
by the author, “vzorek < vzor < vzorec”, than its English counterpart “sample < configuration < pattern”.
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work as models that exhibit certain gravity up to cogency which, by definition, need not be
accomplished thoroughly (as models do not produce anything by themselves).124
In loanword adaptations, foreign words seem to observe different sets of constraints, ignoring others
and sometimes even introducing foreign elements into the language. It is awkward to explain these
phenomena with a unique set(s) of universal constraints. An attraction of a pattern, the primary force
in pattern application, appears as a more natural explanation. Affinities of some words for one pattern
and other words for a different pattern work much like affections between people. They may differ both
in intensity and in results. Given that any syllable, word or phrase can become a pattern, too, foreign
expressions can be introduced: the conformance can work both ways between languages. Frequent
patterns can be more attractive, i.e. effective, then others. Patterns can compete for application and it is
easy to imagine the competitors can get a partial victory each.
Phonological patterns are somewhat similar to constraints in Optimality Theory. These, however, are
meant to be universal and differ only by their mutual ordering. In loanword adaptations, it seems
foreign expressions obey different sets of constraints rather than simply violating one time this,
another time that constraint. It is easy to see different patterns at work there. In order to avoid the
restraining function of patterns to be mixed up with optimality constraints, a pattern application to a
morpheme or word will be called ‘filtering.’ A filter is a configuration in a pattern or its portion applied
in one of the three particular ways. Unlike Optimality Theory constraints, patterns have no claim for
universality. Actually, no reason is seen why they should. Patterns are simply generalized linguistic
experiences. What is inborn is the cognitive apparatus that handles them, not patterns themselves.
Filters are no rules to be arranged in order. Language specifics project into them, not into ranking.
These are differences from Optimality Theory. A similarity is that filters can be partial, weak or strong.
Also constraints can be violated. But ‘partial violation’ is violation, whereas a weak filter is still upheld.
What is important to realize is that patterns are applied as wholes—even if only particular
configurations in them are applied and even if the filter is weak (e.g. due to infrequent exposition to a
particular configuration earlier in the life of the language user, resulting in a weakly established
pattern; cf a footnote earlier under 3.1.2). Rules largely suppose that the processing of an expression is
performed segment by segment, as if the ‘attention’ of the processing ‘engine’ concentrated on
individual ‘trees’ in a ‘forest’ (which is the expression being processed).
Reasons are to believe such focus on ‘trees’ in a ‘forest’ has its weak points. Simple experiments with
identification of words variously disturbed, distorted, blurred, with transposed phonemes (or, more
easily so, with graphemes, which of course is not entirely comparable) probably prove the ‘forest’ gets
recognized also by its contour, its prominent ‘trees’, its setting in the ‘landscape’, shortly by its overall
shape of the sound structure of the expression—and not solely by individual sound elements.125 An
expression seems to be processed much more efficiently by a holistic comparison with model patterns
than a segment analysis in their exact order.
A simultaneous application of more patterns as filters implies they may compete. Actually, excitation
and inhibition are processes recognized and tested in neurosciences and psychology. It could be
surmised the correct activation arrangement depends on the right distribution and timing of the two.
Pathologic events may disrupt that fine (motoric and other) synergy causing possibly also incorrect
inhibitions. Articulation can be blocked in some such cases. Errors in phonology may also be attributed
to a misaligned competition between patterns.
A need for patterns above generative rules seems to be evidenced in the cases when patterns force to
be respected also in forms with their non-emergence impending. E.g. in tone languages where a low
tone has to follow a high tone (which is a pattern) and no two high tones may occur side by side, it is
impending that, subsequently to an elision of a low tone vowel, two high tones are to follow provided
the next syllable also has a high tone. In such cases, the high-low tonal pattern usually remains
preserved though in fact it should not. Keeping an acceptable pattern and avoiding an unacceptable
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Dissimilations and other sporadic phenomena are difficult to explain by rule or constraint-based systems.
Serious scientific experiments on letter transposition or word disruption as well as diverting plays can be
found on the web. As personal experiences are also not infrequent, any particular references would be
superfluous.
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one proves a necessity.126 Needless to say, tonal and segmental patterns can be advantageous to keep
separate as a change in segmental configuration needs not (and does not) work a change in tones.
Patterns can also have procedural elements without actually needing a set of instructions (which is a
program in the IT sense) to be performed on it. We started Part C with a definition of ‘system’. We
could mention by conclusion that a system in phonology works by selecting units into a text according
to their properties. Some units may fit to a structure better than other ones, though even the less
‘fitting’ units are not precluded entirely from getting into a structure at times. Properties of the units
can be ‘remembered’ together with the units or linked to them in a similar way experiences are linked to
particular persons or objects. In fact, they are experiences of a kind. Properties to some units may
include preferred internal patterns in addition to their favoured collocations, alternation and positions
in a larger structure. The properties of units eligible into a structure interact with each other (activate
or inhibit) and affect both the final choice and the ‘feel’ of the choice by a recipient with a similar set of
units-cum-properties, i.e. a similar experience. It would be more difficult to imagine the process in
algorithms of a conventional program (driven by a single control passed from an instruction to an
instruction working on input data to produce output data). It might, however, come somewhat closer
to the manner a real human mind works. Modelling it by IT resources could be as challenging as
modelling any cognitive tasks.127

Cf J. Goldsmith (1979) Autosegmental Phonology. Garland Press, New York. • J. McCarthy (1986) OCP
effects: gemination and antigemination. In: Linguistic inquiry 17, p. 207–263. “OCP” stands for Obligatory
Contour Principle, basically the phenomenon referred to above.
127
In fact, Glossa provides for a declaration section as an option to precede or accompany a transcription section.
It also provides data structures that can describe the properties for every unit. The structure, at its present form,
however, is rather large and if multiplied by the number of all the possible units including clusters and intonation
patterns, it would make declarations quite impractical in size. Declarations should serve a practical purpose: to
make clear what exactly is meant by the undetermined symbols used in the transcription. The list of all units with
properties is a model of phonology, especially if relationships and their features are also supplied, and as such it
properly belongs to another file.
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D

Data &
Devices

D1: The Masoretic pointing system was motivated by changes in the language of the day and the
attention some religious groups paid to both conservation of the inherited pronunciation and its
adequate delivery to the public. The suggested prescriptive character of punctuation allows to suppose
and later demonstrate the vowels and prosody contain alternatives delimiting what was and what was
not acceptable for the correct delivery of the text in public. As most of the Karaite communities were
destroyed and it was the Rabbanites who later inherited the punctuation, some of the meaning of the
original system may well have been lost or altered. The conclusion for the present work is that it left a
room for interpretation, partially independent of the available Rabbanite testimony or prevailing
interpretive tradition. The sparse Greek and Latin transliterations are of not much help as they were
skewed, often misunderstood and the dialect seems to be different. It makes them irrelevant.
D2: The phonology presented in this dissertation was arrived at by a ‘traditional’ method of reading
and taking notes. Not so traditional may seem the extent of the TN"K covered which is almost 60 per
cent. Innovative, however, are plans to search phenomena throughout the whole text of TN"K by an
automated procedure. ‘Manual’ and machine procedures should check each other and increase its
validity. To prepare procedures and formats is the second topic of the dissertation. In procedures, this
phonology draws from the specific theory of syllable to make up for missing minimal pairs.
D2.3.1: The transliteration was designed to fulfil the following demands: It needs to be legible by
anyone mildly acquainted with the Hebrew manner of writing as it is used to set most of Hebrew in this
book. (It saves the author from persistent troubles to be expected due to interleaving, splitting and
editing right-to-left phrases imbedded in the left-to-right text.) It should be the same code as is to be
used by the software parsing the corpus. The code must be easy to process by the Perl programming
language. The prepared transliteration up to its version b7.7 was tested on the 60 % of TN"K read.
D2.3.2: Demands on a phonetic transcription are greater: it should be able to express hypotheses,
conditional, generalized or underspecified elements in complex structures that IPA does not handle. It
should be capable to integrate graphics if needed. Phonetically, it should be fairly complete. The design
should not substantially change due to later adaptations so as not to incur changes in basic algorithms.
The proposed solution is a descriptive language, currently in version b14.6, that unlike conventional
transcriptions, is analytic rather than synthetic, offers multiple ways to describe syllable, supports
further development and can write with only the basic set of characters to process by programs in Perl.
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D1

The Masoretes

D1.1

Their History

As the students of Hebrew are well aware, the Masoretes were scholars that achieved to crown their
already millenium-long tradition of transmitting and tending for Scriptures with a well worked-out
system of signs and comments. The period the term points to mostly concentrates around the 7th to the
10th cent. CE. Most of them were active in Israel (Tiberias, later also Jerusalem) and Babylonia. They
were originally a number of schools that used and developed their own formats, among which several
main schemes began to succeed, the most progress being made by two very similar systems of the Ben
Naphtali and Ben Ašer families. The latter finally reached the top development and has become the
only, almost exclusively used format.
It consists of signs specifying the pronunciation of segments, out of which a subset of vocalic
symbols has been used until today (in spite of the obvious fact that the Masoretic vocalism
distinguishes many more symbols than needed at all by modern or in any sense practically used
Hebrew e.g. in poetry, children literature and special purposes). These signs are called ‘pointing’ (they
are mostly points and, now and then, strokes). We are going to deal with them in detail.
The system consists of more signs. The other group is prosodic symbols (that are employed in the
synagogue chant). We are going to deal with them, too. The other component of the system are
comments to the text of TN"K. All those helps are regular accessory parts of Hebrew Bibles up to the
present day. Only the comments are selected into brief marginal notes in common editions, or this
‘masorah’ is left out completely. Its main sense used to be to make sure that the copyists, which knew
the text almost by heart, did not let their own familiarity into having them smooth out exceptions and
oddities. These are all matters well known among Hebrew scholars and students of theology. Details
are easy to find in various printed and electronic resources. We do not need to deal with them here.
Useful for our purposes might be to pay a brief attention to the historical circumstances under which
(or due to which) these ‘pointing’ systems were created and what was the motivation for such an effort.
It was probably the pressure from the need to preserve the pronunciation (especially of the Biblical
text) when changes started to appear in the way Hebrew was pronounced. This language ceased to be a
‘living’ language according to strict parameters in perhaps the 2nd or 3rd cent. CE, or a century later,
but never discontinued to be a language, in a wider sense, spoken. It was going through substantial
alterations in pronunciation in the period from 6th to 10. cent. CE (as it appears from analyses of
pointed manuscripts in comparing various systems of punctuation with each other and with
paleographic dating of their scripts). The pronunciation of the Hebrew of the early Middle Ages was
undergoing a simplification of its vocalism to a five-member system, of its consonantism by loss of
gemination, probably a change from [w] to [v] and possibly also a simplification of pronunciation or
loss of some other phonemes. Though it is difficult if not impossible from available details to date these
phenomena exactly, it appears that most of the phenomena accumulated exactly between 6th to 10th
cent. CE. It is also possible that, simultaneously, deeper prosodic changes started to occur, somewhat
similarly to what had occurred almost a millennium before in Greek. (It may well have been possible
that if prosodic changes started to be realized earlier or at the same time but felt as more pressing, the
segmental signs were introduced only after it started to be clear that solely the prosodic signs are not
adequate to conserve the pronunciation fully.) At that time, the spoken early Middle Ages Hebrew may
have come close to the pronunciation we are familiar with from the modern Hebrew.
The Hebrew scholars of the day started to record details of pronunciation that the traditional writing
failed to note. They employed variable conventions, out of which three types of marking developed that
were used in many individual systems. (Concerning them, we can think of localities, or scribal schools,
but it does not seem possible to determine it unequivocally today.) These conventions existed in
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parallel and the manner of their usage makes possible to discern at least 12 different systems in the
Palestinian group alone. Two general linguistic types can be identified in them: one of them
conservative, close to a pronunciation already archaic then and close to the traditional type known
today as Masoretic; the other one more progressive, coming closer, at least in some features, to the
modern pronunciation.1 These historical circumstances cannot be disregarded in any attempt to
describe phonology of the Hebrew of the day. It is, however, a topic whose scope, no doubt, exceeds the
size of a single research work, it may well make another project. That is why we cannot go into details
here, though mentioning at least a few basic traits of the relevant history is necessary.
The Masoretes were in all probability Karaites. It can rather perspicuously be understood from
documents of the Cairo genizah that at least both Aharon ben Moše ben Ašer himself and likely also his
immediate ancestors working on the same task were Karaites. Of course, it is not necessary to make the
same assumption concerning all the Masoretes, especially in earlier generations. Still, the times when
the effort to bring the conserving of Scriptures to perfection culminated was also the heyday of
Karaitism. The numerous and influential Karaite communities of the time, that populated the Jewish
world from the 7th to the 11th cent. CE,2 were home of important Jewish men of letters, Bible scholars,
lexicographers, philosophers,3 lawyers and doctors in Israel and the diaspora. It was in their midst
where the endeavour for preservation of the Hebrew Bible was most intense. The Karaites have been
proud until today that it was them who have given the Jewry the Masoretic text of the Bible, used also
by the Rabbanites and the rest of the world up to the present day. Even the Rabbanites rarely dispute
this point. It should not come as so surprising after all that the Masoretic form of TN"K might be the
work of the Karaites if we realize that the text is crucial and the only one accepted in the religion of the
Karaites, whereas for the Rabbanites, what enjoys the supreme religious authority is rather the Oral
Law, which virtually boils down to the Talmud. The Bible, though sacred, too, plays more auxiliary role
in practice. The Karaites do not accept the other texts of the Rabbanites apart from the Bible.
As the Karaite version of the Jewish religion put so special emphasis on living in Israel and needs the
Land to function efficiently, the largest concentration of the Karaites lived in Israel. They are even
reported to be majority in Jerusalem between 9th to 11th cent. CE.4 This, however, was soon to prove as
a fatal disadvantage, considering the Rabbanites were better adapted to living in the diaspora. Not long
after producing the opera magna of the Karaite Biblical scholarship, the Karaite communities in Israel
were dispersed and almost destroyed (during the Crusaders’ campaigns5). Consequently, the
preservation and interpretation of Karaite Biblical manuscripts remained mostly in the hands of
Rabbanite scholars and communities, who, however, had different traditions and understood the
Masoretic signs in their own way.6 It could explain the rather swift adaptation of the originally Karaitic
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See E. J. Revell (1970) Hebrew Texts with Palestinian Vocalization. Univ. of Toronto Press, Toronto, p. 109-121.
en.wikipedia.org (2011-05-26) under “Karaite Judaism” quotes a legal document that the Karaite community in
Egypt had in its possession until the end of the 19th century. It was “stamped by the palm of ‘Amr Ibn al-‘Aṣ, the
first Islamic governor of Egypt, in which he ordered the leaders of the Rabbanite community not to interfere in
the way of life of the Karaites nor with the way they celebrate their holidays. This document is dated 20 AH (641
CE)”, which was, according to the same source, “(cited in Al-Tahdhib, No. 38, 5 Sept. 1902, p. 158; Ash-Shubban
Al-Qarra’in, 4, 2 June 1937, p. 8; and Mourad El-Kodsi, The Karaite Jews of Egypt, 1987).”
3
Still, Saadia Gaon, the best known philosopher of Jewish Kalam, the school many Karaite philosophers pursued,
was a fierce opponent of Karaism and may have even contributed to the permanent split of the two communities.
4
Salo Wittmayer Baron, a Jewish historian at Columbia University, is quoted to estimate the Karaites “comprised
as much as 40 percent of world Jewry” at one time (en.wikipedia.org on “Karaite Judaism”, 2011-05-27).
5
As soon as in 1099, the Crusaders murdered, apart from the Moslems and non-Catholic Christians, also about
280,000–300,000 Jews, great many of them were probably the Karaites. They virtually destroyed all the Israeli
Karaite population of the day by this act.
6
Cf e.g. Manuel de Lecteur / Horajat ha-qore / Hidâjat al-qâri from as early as the first half of the 11th cent. Cf
also divergent classification and names of ‘accents’ (termed ‘melodemes’ by the present author) in the book
Diqduqe ha-teamim from the names and classification accepted today as traditional. Cf also Karaite practice of
reading Torah publicly from pointed codices, which they abandoned only in 15-16th cent. under the Rabbanite
influence. Obviously, the practice of the Rabbanites demanded a different approach to the use of the pointing. It
might be interesting to quote Jonah Ibn Janāḥ (Marwan), a Judeo-Spanish grammarian and lexicographer (first
half of 11th cent.) who regretted “that in Spain there were no traditional readers and teachers (ruwāt wa-᾽aṣḥāb
al-talqīn) with firsthand knowledge of the Tiberian reading (Kitāb al-luma῾, ed. J. Derenbourg, 1886:322–333)”
2
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system of vocalisation (it can be considered as generally accepted as early as before the 13th cent.) and
especially translating the prosody into the variant traditions of the Sephardic, Ashkenazic and
Yemenite Rabbanite Jewry.
Preserved documents from the Cairo genizah (the synagogue is Rabbanite, but its genizah contained
also numerous Karaite documents) show that while the Karaites as well as the Rabbanites recorded
legal and literary texts (e.g. contracts and poetry) only in Hebrew letters, the Karaites wrote Biblical
texts (that is, also liturgy, which is compiled from almost exclusively Biblical text with Karaites) also in
Arabic script, sometimes with Hebrew vocalization. It is important to realize Arabic was the language
of the prevailing culture of the day. The Karaites made something akin to what is done today when e.g.
Hebrew liturgical responsa or prayers are printed in Latin letters due to practical reasons, to prevent
faltering, distorting and halting in the public worship. It can also be a testimony to the care the Karaites
paid to the correct and fluent pronunciation of Hebrew required in public.

D1.2

Their Intention

The Jews in Babylonia and other parts of the Moslem world read and spoke Arabic in the 10th cent. CE
(many generations had come and gone following the 7th century), they were probably more proficient
in it than in Hebrew or Aramaic (or Greek in the Levant). Using Arabic was so natural for them that
Saadja Gaon has translated TN"K into Arabic for them. The type of the translation he selected, a
pragmatic compromise between literalness and a paraphrase, demonstrates that Saadja’s purpose was
the overall intelligibility rather than a philological help on the one end of the possible spectrum or a
platform for interpretation on its other end. It fulfilled its purpose, a comprehensible translation for the
common Jewry, so well that Yemenite Jews used it along with the original and the targums as late as in
the last century.7 Numerous important writings by prominent Jewish authors were composed in Arabic
at this time in spite of being obviously meant for nobody else than Jewish readers and though their
writers were themselves able to write also in Hebrew and Aramaic.
Native speakers of any language have a disposition difficult to overcome, consisting in the fact that
they perceive the phonology of any foreign tongue in the categories of their mother tongue. Most
Czechs probably perceive English through their distinguishing long and short vowels though the
English long a short vowels are far from what the Czech long and short ones are. We can suppose the
analogy in the speakers of Masoretic Hebrew. Their mother tongue was most likely Arabic (or perhaps
Aramaic in some instances). Arabic distinguishes vocalic and consonantal length. That is why it is
possible (not sure) the naqdanim (the pointing scholars, those who inserted the signs) projected the
concept of the phonological length into Masoretic Hebrew. It is at least an option to count with.
As the phonetic achievement of the Masoretes is not at all without parallels in history, the less is the
reason to cast any doubts on it. What the Indian grammarians did already 1700–2000 years before the
Masoretes in their effort to conserve the pronunciation, or, in fact, the ritual chant of Vedic texts, has
resulted in so perfect a description of Sanskrit that the European scholarship was not able to come
nearly as close to that scientific analysis until as late as the 19th century. It can in fact be maintained
that it was the confrontation of the West with the Ancient Indian learning on language that stimulated
the development of the experimental phonetics and later phonology. Though the European civilisation
has inherited much from the Ancient Greece and Rome, their early phonetics and phonology was far
from the thorough analysis of the Indian grammarians. Still, completing the abecedary with vocalic
characters on par with the consonantal ones was a substantial contribution of the Ancient Greek
phonological thought. The phonological thinking in the Euro-American cultural world need not
relativize the abecedary principle as if only cultural a heritage, because the Greeks of old by their
consistent marking of segments has put the phonological analysis on a reliable base.

(quot. in Geoffrey Khan (2012) Tiberian Reading Tradition, in: Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and
Linguistics, G. Khan (ed.), E. J. Brill).
7
Harry M. Orlinsky (1974) Essays in Biblical Culture and Bible Translation. Ktav Publishing House, New York.
(Essay 18, Wanted: A New English Translation of the Bible for the Jewish People, p. 351.)
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Phonological thinking was also visibly present on many places where Euro-American alphabets had
no influence or where the need was felt to reform a historical spelling in one of the alphabets (e.g. for
Icelandic in the 12th cent. and Czech in the 15th cent.). Analyses in non-abecedary graphic systems
mostly reached only the syllabic tier (which is not surprising if we consider the syllable appears more
intuitively established than a phoneme and, consequently, it does not demand such a degree of
abstraction). Some syllabaries, however, carry traces of an awareness of a deeper tier, the phonemic
one. Well-known and typical is the traditional Chinese recognition of the onset and coda as the two
separate components of the syllable (which, for Chinese, almost touches the phonemic tier).8 The
Chinese people have analysed their tongue in a phonetic manner under the influence of the Indian
grammarians. It was only the author of the Korean segmental script who has made the phonological
analysis thoroughly in the 15th cent. and has reached the consonantal as well as vocalic phonemes
independently of the tradition of the European antiquity and in conscious confrontation with the
Chinese graphic system. The Korean script hangeul is more than phonological, it is even incomparably
more iconic phonetically than European alphabets. Also the Arabs of the Middle Ages succeeded in
distinguishing phonetics and phonology earlier than the Masoretes or simultaneously with them and
considerably earlier than Europe has come to realise that distinction. There is, then, no reason to
believe that looking for a phonological thinking or a phonetic acuity in the Middle Ages or outside of
the Euro-American range is anything like an anachronism or projecting non-indigenous cultural
patterns. The supposition that the Masoretes showed themselves as sharp phoneticians or critical
phonologists while taking care of the Holy Writ is nothing out of place. The ancient Indian
grammarians support such a supposition with an eloquent analogy.
Phonetics, however, must be distinguished from phonology. The Masoretes have most probably
recorded phonetics as their aim was to codify the pronunciation. Phonology is more abstract, it makes
only the basis of phonetics and it may be substantially different in some languages (Russian, English,
probably also Hebrew). As the Masoretes were almost certain not to record phonology, phonetic
transcriptions cannot be avoided in the present work. Almost all the phonetic transcriptions of the MsH
(and a few others) should have better been introduced: “an attempt at a reconstruction of [...]” or “an
estimated pronunciation: [...]” to keep the statements exact. It is not done so due to practical reasons,
nevertheless it is appropriate to bear that in mind (in a sort of qre perpetuum).
It seems even more probable to suppose the Masoretes have recorded neither phonetics nor
phonology, but rather a prescription, instruction HOW TO read the text; what is and what is not
acceptable. It might be useful to interpret their signs keeping in mind their purpose was not descriptive
in any real sense, but prescriptive.
Applied in practice: It then appears as less probable that the chateph signs would have been the result
of their exceptionally penetrating ears or a brilliant phonological analysis. It seems as more plausible
that they simply left two alternatives under a consonant, possibly one for reading (the ‘swifter’ one,
hence the name chateph), the other one for singing (the ‘slower’ one).
The purpose of the ‘accents’ and vocalisation might have been (and very likely it was) to prevent any
misreading, intoning wrongly, an improper, monotonous or otherwise annoying modulations of voice
when reading in public. The holy text deserved a quality recitation, not only faultless but also pleasant,
even beautiful. (One could wish the same would be a pattern to follow also today!)
When considering the functions and usage of the vowel and ‘accent’ signs, it should be borne in
mind that the Torah scroll read in the synagogue has no points. These signs could only support the
lector in preparing him for publicly reading a ritual consonantal text that was devoid of the signs as NO
vowels are provided inside the synagogue. If the current practice was valid also when the Masoretic
record was in the making, then the marking was only meant for study and training.9
From the phonetic viewpoint, at least two recitation modes of the same text can be supposed:
(1) public reading,
(2) chant. Possibly a third mode could be added:
(3) an expeditious reading aloud in study groups.
8

Also syllable-type speech errors are more frequent and at a higher rate in Chinese as demonstrated by Chen, J-Y
(2000) Syllable errors from naturalistic slips of the tongue in Mandarin Chinese. In: Psychologia 43, p. 15–26.
9
A graphic testimony to it is given by another codex from Aleppo (“Small Crown”) from 1341 CE containing the
Torah, the Five Scrolls and expository texts. The text of the Torah is written twice, the one on the upper and lower
margins in small letters is unpointed, with an obvious purpose: to help practice synagogue reading from a scroll.
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A single pointed record was to serve to the two or all the divergent demands. Consequently, it needed to
be neutral as to pace and perhaps also other values (we shall try to be more specific in the Parts E and
F). Some passages (the Decalogue) demonstrate that the vocalisation (including ‘accents’) provided
alternatives for various modes of recitation. Singing needs more vowels and fuller timbres. Czech
singers have to cope with the syllabic trill [r], which they often do by making it sound [er] on a longer
note, [sr.tse] → [ser.tse]. Singers of American English also drop their r’s before a consonant or a pause
(or altogether) for increased sonority. English singers often feel they should resyllabify to obtain more
open syllables, e.g. “bless.ed” → “ble.ssed”, “his own” → “hi.zown” and reduce less. The acoustics of
singing is dissimilar to regular speaking and demands for the vowels to be articulated differently. Even
if the singer took the pains to find intelligible articulations initially, there is always a real danger, if
repeated rehearsals take a long time, that she or he loses the sound judgement whether her or his
singing still continues to be intelligible. People around, who are familiar with the lyrics and are always
hearing the singer to rehearse, are unable to provide a reliable feedback as they keep understanding
even an almost unintelligible singing. The singer in order to increase sonority may tend to simplify
consonantal clusters (it probably does not concern Hebrew10) and to put stress also on words where it
should not be (it does concern Hebrew). A melody can almost wipe out the natural phrasing of speech
and natural stress.
On the other hand, it is the chant or some of its elements (its increased sonority and enhanced
phrasing) that can help understand the message in conditions difficult to manage with a common style
of speaking, such as an open-air recitation or in a large or rustled space with the acoustics that does not
assist or does even counteract. What is mandatory, however, for a public recitation, chanted or not, is
intelligibility, which is far from being the same as maximum sonority and not always the same as the
maximum possible number of vowels. It can be imagined that the issues that the Masoretes took the
most care of and what they succeeded to make possible was (i) a controlled, not arbitrary augmenting
of vowels, and (ii) they also tried to make sure with special signs that the melody were not robbed of its
natural speech modulation: accents where they should be in keeping with the sense, phrasing in line
with the structure of the utterance, which the melody had always to be submitted to. In order to
interpret the Masoretic signs, it is important to expect they would assist the need of an increased
sonority in vocalism (especially in conclusions of melodic phrases, in cadences), whereas in phrasing,
they would aim at codifying the speech structure so as not to be wiped out by singing.11
By the viewpoint of an acceptable reduction of sonority components, the least demands are
apparently in (3), study groups, the highest in (2), chant, while the conditions in (1), public reading,
come close to the demands in (2) or in (3) according to the particular setting. The reciting reader can
employ some of the singers’ techniques in a rustled hall or outdoors, which would sound too mannered
or theatrical in a narrow circle, e.g. a smaller assembly-room. The public reader then needs a wider
range of possibilities in the text.
The reason why the Masoretes might have recorded alternatives, need not to have been only to equip
individuals with more options in rate, rhythm and resonance. They might have also respected the needs
and practice in different communities. Nothing strange would be if various communities would prefer
either a more compact, or a more relaxed diction, more expressive, or smoother, tending to reduce
more, or less. It did not have to be different traditions, rather different preferences in a single tradition.
An effort to facilitate elocution in all these communities with their varied style preferences might have
been a good reason for the codifiers to make room for acceptable alternatives. “Making room” entails
also “making limits”—setting what is an acceptable variant, and what was beginning to break the
tradition. The Masoretic transcription is possibly no record of a single particular materialization (be it
only mental, in the mind of a scholar) but a prescription of a delimited range of a communal
materialization. This is also good to keep in mind when interpreting the Masorete vowels and ‘accents’.

10

A question might be raised whether the assimilation of N in clusters is only a linguistic feature, or (also) an aid
to increase sonority since [n] resonating through the nasal cavity creates antiresonances that weaken the
resonances of the oral cavity. While in speech a ‘nasal twang’ may seem sonorous, it is not so much in singing. It
should be realized the singer would replace most of the N with a vowel, not with a consonant as it might seem. On
the other hand, consonants grow in importance in higher pitches where vowels are naturally less intelligible.
11
What might have been disturbed is vocalic lenth, provided it still was phonological. Syllables phonologically
long can be sung short and vice versa. (The two lengths often differ in Czech, with phonological length in vowels.)
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And last but not least, there must have been an established tradition in every community prior to
inserting signs for vowels and prosody. Different communities might have well kept slightly different
versions of the same tradition, not just in diction but also in divisions of the text or in details of
interpreting it. If the codification was intended for all these communities, a degree of tolerance could
have been essential for it. Then, of course, the codification of the tradition was being built on earlier
records of the tradition. The versions having been recorded earlier and being recorded then might have
been slightly discordant at times so that rectifications might have seemed appropriate by the latest
naqdanim. In 1Sam 10:18, a major break in the flow of the text, a ptucha division, follows a dividing
‘accent’ of a fairly low rank, a revia. (A somewhat higher ‘accent’, an athnach, is followed with a
somewhat lower division, a stuma, a few verses later, in v. 22. They are still widely apart in their
significance for cohesion as to allow us to consider it surprising or discordant.) It demonstrates there
are different layers of partitioning the text. We can safely surmise the ptucha and stuma divisions have
already been long in place when Aharon ben Ašer, or with all probability, some of his predecessors,
took it to apply ‘accents’ to the text.

D1.3

Their Message

The student should bear in mind that before the Masoretes got down to captivate and conserve the
language of the Torah, the Prophets and the Writings, Hebrew underwent a development that could
not escape the attention of the communities that continued to use Hebrew in their religious, scholarly
and legal communication. Many other writings were produced in the meantime and started to be
cherished for their religious authority (though not with the Karaites), having slightly different
grammar and, in all probability, also pronunciation. Actually, at least two stages can be distinguished
between the last books of the Bible and the Masoretes. In a fairly standard division,12 they list as
follows:
Archaic Hebrew —the Hebrew of archaic poetry identified in a few passages of the Bible;
Biblical Hebrew / Standard BH / Middle BH —the language of the pre-exilic prose in the Bible and
of the ‘Biblical Hebrew’ grammars; the standard item in Christian theology curricula;
Late Biblical Hebrew —the post-exilic Hebrew in which a few of the books of the Bible are
composed.
Rabbinic Hebrew —the language of the post-Biblical literature. It was probably not a direct
development of the Late Biblical Hebrew but a different dialect.13 It naturally divides into two stages:
Early Rabbinic Hebrew / Mishnaic Hebrew (I) / Tannaitic Hebrew —the language of the tannaim,
the sages of the 70–220/230 CE period that compiled the Mishna (the core of what later became the
Talmud), Tosefta, a complementary material to the Mishna, and halachic Midrashim. Early Rabbinic
Hebrew seems to have been a spoken language. (It is very close to the language of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
especially the Copper Scroll, and also the Bar Kochba letters. That was definitely a regularly spoken
language.) ERH frequently mixes with Aramaic in the texts. Its influence can be supposed also in
phonetics (spirantization as known in MsH, final –m/–n neutralization, mixing of %aleph and &ajin,
he and xeth, though these two remained probably as a regionally or socially limited phenomenon). The
split between two great dialectal groups, Israeli and Babylonian, began probably already at this time.
Later Rabbinic Hebrew / (Mishnaic Hebrew II) / Amoraic Hebrew —the language of the amoraim,
the sages of the 230–500 CE period that compiled commentaries to Mishna called Gemara and
completed the Talmuds. As they lived both in Israel and in Babylonia, two independent editions of the
Talmud have been issued in the two countries at different times with variant content. Later Rabbinic
Hebrew seems to decline as a spoken medium, becoming increasingly more literary. Its influence on
Hebrew was exercised by Aramaic as the spoken language. Greek also had an influence, greater than on
Early Rabbinic Hebrew.
12

Cf e.g. Miguel Pérez Fernández (1997, orig. 1992) An Introductory Grammar of Rabbinic Hebrew. (John
Elvolde transl. to Eng.) E. J. Brill, Leiden.
13
M. Bar-Asher (1990a) L’hébreu mishnique: esquisse d’une description. In: Académie des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres: comptes rendus des séances de l’année 1990. Paris, p. 205.
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No special term for the language of the later sages, savoraim, has been coined as their hand in the
Talmud is not explicit. Still, theirs is about two centuries of teaching until the Masoretes came (the
sages of their generations are termed geonim). Some14 view them as the chief compilers of Gemara, so
Later Rabbinic Hebrew would apply to them, too. If certain level of education was required to attain a
working knowledge of the Amoraic Hebrew, the more so it is to be expected concerning the savoraim
version of Late Rabbinic Hebrew as the sociolinguistic conditions changed considerably in this era.
The Masoretes were active in the generation of geonim, who were the sages that devoted themselves
to teaching the Oral Law (for centuries put in writing already) in two Rabbinical colleges in Babylonia.
The location, often, and effort of the Masoretes, however, differed from geonim. The Masoretes
continued to devote themselves to the TN"K. What they had in common with geonim linguistically was
they, too, lived in an Islamic country where the place once occupied by Aramaic was taken over by
Arabic. Grammar and also pronunciation was a focus of attention by Arab-speaking scholars. This
made a pattern to follow also for the Masoretic scholars.
The requirements of tradition, the varying demands of usage and the possible educational character
of the pointing may be a possible reason why it can make an impression of “... the artificial character of
seemingly very precise vocalizations, such as those of Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic; ...” by Sabatino
Moscati and others.15 Emanuel Tov, on the other hand, concludes:16 “It now seems that some of the
Tiberian vocalization are not artificial [contra Kahle’s position], but rather dialectical or late. In the
case of the second person masculine singular pronouns the Tiberian tradition probably superimposed
alternative forms on the earlier writing tradition. Indeed, there is sufficient ancient evidence (see
especially many Qumran texts [...] in favor of –êka as an ending for the pronominal suffix of the second
person masculine singular. See the full orthography hk– [–kah] in words such as hkdsx, hkdb[,
ḥsdkh, &bdkh, in 11QPSâ, col. X, II. 2, 3 [...]. The longer and shorter forms probably coexisted in early
times (for a full analysis, see [J.] Barr, [The] Variable Spellings [of the Hebrew Bible] [(The Schweich Lectures of
the British Academy; Oxford 1989)], 114–127, and [F. M.] Cross, ‘Some notes [on a Generation of Qumran
Studies]’, [in: L. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Montaner, eds., The Madrid Qumran Congress. Proceedings of the
International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid 18-21 March, 1991 (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah
11; Madrid/Leiden 1992)1-14]) and the long forms were superimposed on the shorter ones (note the
anomalous qameṣ under the final kaph17). While external evidence from antiquity strengthens the
Masoretic pronunciation against other traditions, the Tiberian vocalization also reflects traditions
different from those known from early sources. [...] Furthermore, it seems that the Tiberian tradition
reflects in many details a Tiberian pronunciation of the eighth and ninth centuries, while [...] Samaritan
tradition, as well as the transliterations in [LXX], the second column of the Hexapla, and the writings of
Jerome sometimes reflect earlier or dialectical forms. For example, in Table 8, αβδ, abd, represented in
[T]M as db,[,, ‘ebed, is transliterated without an auxiliary vowel; ρεγλαι, reglai, represented in [T]M as
yl;g>r:, is recorded in this transliteration with an e (as in the Babylonian vocalization); and mabsar,
represented in [T]M as mibṣār, is recorded in the transliteration with an a sound as in the Babylonian
vocalization. In all these details the Tiberian vocalization reflects forms which are late or dialectical, but
not artificial.”
I have selected the Masoretic Hebrew (a) for its relatively easy availability of the whole corpus of texts
and because (b) it is the oldest available variant offering both vowels and consonants of a single time
and place. The earlier versions of the language provide either solely the consonants with a dubious and
difficult reconstruction of vowels, or both, but filtered through another language (Greek and/or Latin
of the place and time) leaving us in insecurity of what was affected with the capacity of the transcribing
alphabet and capability of the transcribent and what, on the other hand, comes from the properties of
14

David Weiss Halivni (1991) Peshat and Drash: Plain and Applied Meaning in Rabbinic Exegesis. Oxford
University Press, New York. He coins the term stammaim instead of savoraim for the sages of 500–700 CE.
15
Sabatino Moscati (1964) Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages. Phonology and
Morphology. Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, p. 20.
16
Emanuel Tov (1992, 2001) Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible. Second revised edition, Fortress Press,
Minneapolis / Royal Van Gorcum, Assen, p. 48–49.
17
Mr Tov probably means the qamec (‘long’ [a]) symbol is written INSIDE the final K, not below as is otherwise
common. The same vowel at the end of words is regular (though usually covered by an extra, silent consonant). It
should be noted, however, the 2ms [–tah] ending has comparable features, but [a] shows no special placement.
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the Hebrew of the time and place. Furthermore, the number of Greek and Latin transcriptions is
inconsiderable, they frequently relate to a different tradition of pronunciation and/or a variant text
recension, they are not available in an electronic form (a criterion important for subsequent stages of
the research) and they are mostly personal and place names, which is not representative. The younger
traditions of the Hebrew tongue are in turn more diversified and probably affected by local language
adstrates. The variant of Hebrew available especially in the B19A codex (subsequently “#L”) and the
Aleppo codex (subsequently “#A”) was generally accepted by the speakers’ community and, in spite of
presumably not representing the only form of the day in usage, it no doubt represented a very
conservative tradition, i.e. almost certainly older than the 9th–10th cent. CE.18 For these few
parameters, the Masoretic Hebrew comes out as the language variety best suited for a research in
phonology of the old Hebrew (at least as a linguistic stage from which to develop follow-up studies of
phonology of other varieties of the language) as it is crucial for phonology to capture a sound system as
a whole and if possible not distorted by a phonology of any transcribing language.
Speaking of a “Masoretic” Hebrew of the Biblical text, it should be stressed at the same time that the
Masoretic text (acronyms are “MT” or “TM”) is very much coincident with substantially earlier
documented witnesses of the text, at least as much as it can be concluded by the ancient form of
writing. They simultaneously seem to testify that the Masoretic form of text must have been very
conservative as to content already in its time.19 We should be more specific for the readers less familiar
with Hebrew studies: The “Masoretic” in the ‘Masoretic Hebrew’ is not to suggest that any special or
new version of the text was produced at that time. It means only that the inherited interpretation of the
sound of the ancient text was graphically joined to the record (with notes to ensure the text would be
copied with increased precision; we are not going into deal with that).20
This process seems to have happened in what Emanuel Tov calls the 2nd period of transmission of
the Masoretic text of TN"K. While the 1st period he describes on p. 23–33, op. cit., listing the textual
witnesses of the stage, the 2nd period he characterizes on p. 33–35 as follows: “It is characterized by a
relatively large degree of textual consistency [...], extends from the destruction of the Second Temple
until the eighth century CE. Most of the witnesses for this period pertain to its beginning or its end,
18

The “late” in the previous quotation is simultaneously referred to also as “early” and “ancient”. The gist of the
message was that at least some linguistic features, typical of the Masoretic dialect, coexisted with different
features of other dialects for several centuries, possibly from as early as the centuries BCE. It certainly deserves for
us to call it “consevative” or even “ancient” (the span is almost, or possibly even more than, a millenium).
19
The Masoretic text is well represented also by a sheer number of witnesses to enable the textual criticism to
arrive at fairly reliable results. But by no means it should construe they are always unequivocal and the text is free
from internal problems. Concerning the former, Emanuel Tov, op. cit., p. 23, explains: “More than six thousand
manuscripts belonging to the group of M are known; in addition, all printed editions of the Hebrew Bible are
based on M. ‘...of some 2700 extant dated Hebrew manuscripts prior to 1540, six dated codices from the tenth
century, eight from the eleventh century, and 22 from the twelfth century are known to us, most of the Oriental.
In addition, there are about sixty small fragments of Oriental codices dated before 1200 among the geniza
fragments’ ([M.] Beit-Arié, [‘Some Technical Practices Employed in Hebrew Dated Medieval Manuscripts,’ Litterae textuales
(Codicologica 2, Eléments pour une codicologie comparée; Leiden 1978) 72–92] 72).”
Concerning the latter, he adds a word of warning: “Corruptions as well as various forms of scribal interventions
(changes, corrections, etc.) are [...] evidenced in all textual witnesses of the Hebrew Bible, including the group of
texts now called the (medieval) Masoretic Text as well as in its predecessors, the proto-Masoretic texts. Those
who are unaware of the details of textual criticism may think that one should not expect any corruptions in [The]
M[asoretic Text] or any other sacred text, since these texts were meticulously written and transmitted. Indeed, the
scrupulous approach of the soferim and Masoretes is manifest in their counting of all the letters and words of
[The] M[asoretic Text] [...]. Therefore, it is seemingly unlikely that they would have corrupted the text or even
corrected it. Yet, in spite of their precision, even the manuscripts which were written and vocalized by the
Masoretes contain corruptions, changes, and erasures. More importantly, the Masoretes, and before them the
soferim, acted in a relatively late stage of the development of the biblical text, and before they had put their
meticulous principles into practice, the text already contained corruptions and had been tampered with during
that earlier period when scribes did not as yet treat the text with such reverence. Therefore, paradoxically, the
soferim and Masoretes carefully preserved a text that was already corrupted.” (p. 9).
20
A clear interpretation of an ancient text can be shown on 1Sam 2:16 ‘Al Ÿrm:ïa'w> (W:%aaMa"R<mrLg>| LoO<pš>
“and he said TO HIM”) where the Masoretes pointed ‘al{ LOO instead of LoO, by which they suggested a variant
reading “and he said: NO” that seems to fit better the context. Interventions going that far are exceptional. (On
the details of the Hebrew transliteration, please see Part H and, for quick information, also K.)
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while for the intervening time there exists but little evidence. From the beginning of this period there
have been preserved the documents from the Judean Desert (Naḥal Ḥever, Wadi Murabba‘at) written
before the revolt of Bar-Kochba (132–135 CE). More precisely, fragments of the Torah, Isaiah, and the
Twelve Minor Prophets were found in Wadi Murabba‘at [...] and fragments of Genesis, Numbers, and
Psalms were found in Naḥal Ḥever [...]. From the end of this period date the earliest texts from the
Cairo Genizah [...]. In the 1890s more than 200,000 fragments of manuscripts, from the ninth century
onward, among them tens of thousands of biblical fragments, were found in the Cairo Genizah, the
genizah of the synagogue of Fusṭat, ‘Old Cairo.’ However, most of these fragments have not yet [2001]
been published. [footnote 9 provides references]” Actually, the development of the text in the end of the preMasoretic and beginning the Masoretic period can be seen today mainly in versions and quotations,
which are several of the targummim in Aramaic, Pšittha in Syriac, Greek versions and revisions of LXX
(Aquila, Symmachus, the 5th column of Hexapla) and Vulgate, as well as the Rabbinic literature and
the piyyuṭim, “liturgical hymns” (p. 34).
The 3rd period of transmission (p. 35), “characterized by almost complete textual unity, extends
from the eighth century until the end of the Middle Ages. The main sources for this period are
Masoretic manuscripts containing the complete apparatus of the Masorah and biblical quotations in
the writings of the medieval commentators. The earliest dated Masoretic manuscripts are from the
ninth century. {footnote 15: “According to Birnbaum, a manuscript found at Jews College, London, was written
somewhat earlier: S. A. Birnbaum, A Sheet of an Eighth Century Synagogue Scroll, V[etus] T[estamentum] 9 (1959) 122–
129.”}21 During this period [The] M[asoretic Text] became almost completely standardized, due largely to
the addition of the apparatuses of vocalization, accentuation, and Masorah necessitating the fixation of
the consonants which formed their base.
“The sources from this period are subdivided into manuscripts from the early Middle Ages (until
about 1100) and later manuscripts. In all aspects the early manuscripts are more reliable.” These are
the decisive sources for recognizing pronunciation of the MsH that clearly must have been much older.
“The late origin of the vocalization is evident from its absence in the texts from the Judean Desert.
Nevertheless, Jewish and Christian tradition both believed in the divine origin of the vocalization, and
only in the sixteenth century was a serious attempt made to refute this supposition; see Elias Levita,
Massoreth ha-Massoreth (Venice 1538; ed. C. D. Ginsburg, London 1867; repr. New York 1968). The
discussion which Elias Levita’s book aroused has been described by [C.] Steuernagel, [Lehrbuch der]
Einleitung [in das AT mit einem Anhang über die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen] [Tübingen 1912], 84ff. and [B.
J.] Roberts, [The OT Text and Versions -- The Hebrew Text in Transmission and the History of the Ancient Versions]
[Cardiff 1951], 68–69.
“The main function of the vocalization was to remove doubts regarding the reading of the text when
this allowed for more than one interpretation. It was also a necessary component of M, since this text
was sparing in its use of matres lectionis [...] which facilitate the reading of the consonants. On the
other hand, in such texts as some of the Qumran scrolls, which make abundant use of matres lectionis
[...], vocalization was required less.
“The authors of the biblical texts intended a certain reading of the consonantal framework, but since
this reading was not recorded, traditions of reading the biblical texts developed which were not
necessarily identical with the ‘original intention’ of the texts. It is not clear whether one or more
different reading traditions were in vogue from the very beginning. In principle, the existence in
antiquity of multiple consonantal texts differing from each other would preclude a unified reading
tradition, and would allow for the assumption of different reading traditions [...]. On the other hand,
since the biblical texts probably developed in a linear way, one from the other [...], it is not impossible
that some form of a unified reading tradition nevertheless existed, which was adapted time and again
to the various attestations of the biblical text. At the same time, the various reading traditions from
antiquity [...] differ from each other to a limited extent only [...], and it is not clear whether these
differences are large enough to allow for more than one tradition” (p. 40–41).

21

Another portion of the leather fragment was identified recently (Ashkar manuscript, now in possession of Duke
University) and confirmed the two fragments indeed come from a scroll of ca. 7th cent. CE, which is extremely
rare, as the period is rightly called “the Silent Period”. Cf http://www.redicecreations.com/article.php?id=10027.
For this research, it should be noted that (as appears to the present author), there is no pointing, no masorah yet.
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“During the intervening period” he writes elsewhere, “between the copying of the proto-Masoretic
texts from Qumran written in the third and second centuries BCE [...] and that of the Masoretic codices
in the Middle Ages, the orthography of these texts did not change to any great extent. It is therefore
possible to discuss this group as one entity,” comments he on the ancient condition of the orthography
of the TM texts.22 In fact, a notable development in orthography can be seen already within the Biblical
canon itself. On the next page, he compares two texts in the canon that evolved one out of the other,
1Chron. 11 out of 2Sam. 23. We can read e.g. in verse 23 “... WJ$MHW DWD %L ...” in the older
2Sam. 23 while centuries later 1Chron. 11:25 reads “... WJ$JMHW DWJD &L ...”.23 These reflect a
typical development in writing vowels (WaJ:ŚiMeeHuU DaaWiDh → WaJ:ŚiIMeeHuU DaaWiIDh,
from deficient i to fuller iI) and a diminished distinction between the prepositions %aeL and &aL
(maybe sounding close or the same at that time).
He also compares MsH texts with those found in Qumran caves. One of them, the famous 1QIsaa,
comes from ca. 120 BCE. Here are a few of the differences in Isaiah—1:2 KJ% (ayk) in 1QIsaa and KJ
(yk) in MT (which stands for KiI, “that, for”); 1:5 KWL (lwk) in 1QIsaa and KL (lk) in MT (for KoL,
“whole, all the”) and LXWLJ (ylwxl) in 1QIsaa in place of the MsH standard LXLJ (ylxl) for
LoX:oLiI, “to sickness”.22 again
Since there are many varieties in the several versions of pointing and to compile their detailed survey
would be a topic exceeding the capacity of this single work, I shall limit myself in this dissertation
explicitly to the pointing of the B19A manuscript (the Leningrad codex) as represented in its printed
edition of BHS24 since it is unanimously appreciated for its top quality, it is complete and is today the
most important of the Hebrew Biblical manuscripts. In individual cases, I also take into consideration
the Aleppo manuscript since it is very closely related and also seeing that it has been considered as the
very best Masoretic manuscript since almost the time is has been produced. Due to its incompleteness
and lacking any widely spread critical diplomatic edition of the type BH3 and BHS, its practical impact is
currently lower.25 Other forms of punctuation and vocalisms is not feasible to cover in the present
dissertation.26 The manuscripts that have them are mostly not dated incontestably and also their
22

Emanuel Tov, op. cit., p. 224 for 2Sam : 1Chron. and p. 112, Tab. 21, for Isa. 1. See also pp. 108–109.
Obviously, dwd whmXyw and dywd whmyXyw . As this book is to be full of Hebrew in various formats, interspersed
with other graphics, it would soon become an exercise in typesetting and, with my skills, a hopeless headache.
While Hebrew scholars may find this spelling an annoyance at first, non-Hebrew scholars will probably
appreciate this (and get a chance for me to keep at least those deadlines that are not dead yet). The most points in
the Latin transliteration used are certainly obvious to anyone familiar with the Hebrew script so I dare assume
they can adapt easily and, hopefully, be soon ready to forgive me for making the Hebrew slightly strange at first.
The gains for some other readers (and the writer) are substantial. The Parts H and K may always be consulted.
24
(1997) Biblia hebraica stuttgartensia. ... editio quinta [5] emendata  ורה נביאים וכתוביםתK. Elliger / W. Rudolph
(eds.) Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft. Its electronic version in BibleWorks 6 (BibleWorks, LLC,1992–2003) comes
from the BHS edition 4 (1990) obtained from the Groves-Wheeler Westminster Theological Seminary Hebrew
Morphology database, rev. Jul/1987 (morph. upd. Jun/1994), corrected according to the then available Codex
Leningradensis (#L) facsimiles. Problems were decided from Aron Dotan’s The Holy Scriptures (1974, Adi, Tel
Aviv), BHK (Kittel’s 3rd ed.) and photo facsimiles (D. S. Loewinger (1971) Codex Leningradensis b19A.
Jerusalem, Makor). Occasionally, also  יאים וכתוביםרה נבתוBiblia Hebraica ... editio septima [7]. A. Alt / O. Eissfeldt
(edd.) Württembergische Bibelanstalt, Stuttgart (1973) has been consulted as well as other editions of TN"K.
25
The version of #A regularly consulted has been the electronic edition Miqraot Gedolot ‘HaKeter’ מקראות גדולות
( ׳הכתר׳v. 2 beta1 of 25. 12. 2007) Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel (Menachem Cohen dir., ed.). Whenever
the issue, however, demanded to check details of pointing (quite frequently), a photocopy at aleppocodex.org was
approached. In such instances, it was compared with a photocopy of #L, occasionally also a photocopy of #C was
consulted, in spite of its poorer legibility, and in a number of cases, also a photocopy of the 1524 edition of #R.
26
They appear to differ more than just in a form of record. It seems, or at least cannot be excluded, that they are
different variants of the language. (See e.g. Angel Sáenz-Badillos (1988, 1993) A History of the Hebrew Language.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, p. 125.) That is why an attempt at including such comparisons would
inevitably cause for the present dissertation to be expanded in a very non-trivial way, which is undesirable
considering the limits of space. Cf e.g. Emanuel Tov, op. cit., p. 44: “Beyond these graphic differences, the
various systems also differ in certain linguistic features, such as the letters א, ו, י, the shewa, and the phonetic
content of the vowels. For example, the two Tiberian signs pataḥ and segol are represented in the Babylonian
system by the same sign; in most of the manuscripts in Palestinian vocalization there are interchanges between
qameṣ and pataḥ as well as between ṣere and segol. For details, see the comparative table apud [S.] Morag, [‘The
23
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dialects are often disputed. Consequently, they would not be an asset for this work but another
complication. Taking them into account in a follow-up research is of course not excluded and no doubt
it would be desirable. Greek and other ancient or Middle Ages transcription could be commented here
much along the same lines. They mostly originate in locations remote from the centres of Masoretic
scholarship both geographically and (above that and markedly so) temporally.
The relationship between #L and #A pointing is in fact more than just “very close”. It is #A that is the
epitome of Masoretic pointing. If it were complete, its availability and impact would no doubt be
greater and it would be #A rather than #L that this work should properly be based on. This, is, however,
not so (of 487 leaves, only 295+ remain). Still, #A deserves more than a fleeting comment in this work.
Aron Dotan27 explains why: “Maimonides accepted Ben Asher’s version of the Bible [...]. [He] writes:
(Yad ha-Ḥazaqa, Hilkhot Sefer Tora, 8:4): ‘The book (codex) upon which we have relied in all these
matters<footnote 144> is the famous book in Egypt, which includes the 24 books (of the Bible), and which
was in Jerusalem some years ago for the purpose of correcting other books according to it; all relied on
it because Ben Asher corrected and worked on it (wb qdqdw) many years and examined it many times
according to the tradition. I relied on it for the Tora scroll which I wrote according to the halakha.’
<Footnote 144 on page 103>
i.e., closed and open sections and the scribal layout of the ‘songs’ in the Tora.”
Emanuel Tov agrees that #A is the chief representative of “... the Tiberian vocalization or, more
precisely, the vocalization according to the system of Aaron (son of Moses) Ben Asher. His vocalization
system—a major branch of the Tiberian system—is faithfully represented in the Aleppo codex [...].
Some scholars claim that the Ben Asher system actually consists of various subsystems of vocalization
(for differences within the Ben Asher system, see especially [A.] Dotan [‘Masorah,’ Enc[yclopaedia]
J[udaica] 16 (1971) 1401–1482; idem, ‘Deviation in Gemination in the Tiberian Vocalization,’
Estudios Masoréticos (Textos y Estudios ‘Cardenal Cisneros’ 33; Madrid] 1983[) 63–77)]. Alongside
the Ben Asher system the system of the Ben Naftali family was also used, but to a lesser extent, and
therefore it is not well attested. Actually, these two systems were closely related to each other, and the
differences between them (in 867 specific passages as well as in a few general issues) have been
recorded in the Sefer ha-Ḥillufim, ‘The Book of the Differences,’ composed by Mishael ben Uzziel, ...”28
Neither #L nor #A, however, are the oldest representatives of this type of pointing available today. A
few decades earlier, a manuscript originated under the hands of Aharon’s father Moše ben Ašer. Today,
the oldest manuscript known so far, also with recorded prosody of the Tiberian type, is this “Prophets’
Codex” (as it contains both Earlier and Later Prophets) or “Cairo Codex” by Moše ben Ašer from 895
CE (subsequently #C). It is very careful, though somewhat closer to the ben Naphtali tradition
according to some, but not a pure ben Naphtali either. Reportedly, no controversy accompanied its
acceptation, probably for the reason that it only captured an older accepted practice.29 For us, it also
demonstrates the pointing and prosody was not the sole invention of Aharon ben Ašer.
One has to carefully distinguish between the date of the mss available today, and the content of
theirs. As Kelley/Mynatt/Crawford30 summarize the issue: “Most scholars believe that the consonantal
text was standardized around 100 C.E., and the reading tradition is also very old, but the graphic signs
representing the vowels and accents of that tradition are a Masoretic convention. {Note 10: On the
standardization of the reading tradition, see E.J. Revell, “Masoretic Text,” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (New York, NY:
Doubleday, 1992) IV:599, who argues for a date of 500 CE or earlier.} We can narrow the beginning of the use of
graphic signs for vowels and accents to the time period 600–750 C.E. {Note 11: This is the time period argued
by Yeivin (Tiberian Masorah, p. 164), but others argue for a similar period; see Dotan, “Masorah,” col. 1416–17.}
“The lower limit can be established from the fact that the Babylonian Talmud (generally agreed to
have been closed about 600 C.E.) never mentions the vowel signs. Jerome, about a century earlier, even
Tiberian Tradition of Biblical Hebrew: Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Features,’ P'raqim 2 (Heb.; Jerusalem
1969–1974) 105–144, S. Morag, ‘The Yemenite Tradition of the Bible—The Transition Period,’ in: E. Fernández
Tejero, ed., Estudios Masoréticos (V Congreso de la IOMS) Madrid 1983) 137–149].”
27
Aron Dotan (1977) Ben Asher’s Creed. A Study of the History of the Controversy. The Society of Biblical
Literature, Masoretic Studies 3, Scholars Press, Missoula, Montana (USA), p. 39.
28
Emanuel Tov, op. cit., p. 45. For more information, please see http://www.aleppocodex.org/ (2011-05-05).
29
Susanne Haïk-Vantoura (1976, 1991) Musics of the Bible Revealed. Bibal Press, p. 46–47.
30
Page H. Kelley / Daniel S. Mynatt / Timothy G. Crawford (1998) The Masorah of Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia: Introduction and Annotated Glossary, William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids,
Michigan / Cambridge, U. K., p. 15.
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mentions that Jews did not have signs to mark vowels. {Note 12: Dotan, “Masorah,” col. 1416.} Thus, we can
assume that the vowel signs did not exist before 600 C.E.
“To mark the upper limit, Dotan cites the activity of a few early Masoretes about whom we have some
knowledge. For example, Asher the Elder [...] lived in the second half of the eighth century, and his
work included matters of vowel and accent signs. {Note 13: Ibid., col. 1417.} Thus, these must have been
introduced by this time. The oldest known dated codex, the Cairo Codex of the Prophets [...], dates from
895 C.E. It has the vowel and accent signs fully developed and marked. Their institution must have
preceded the codex by a considerable period, a century or more. Therefore, the middle of the eighth
century (ca. 750 C.E.) is appealing as the latest possible date for their first use.
“The line of argument is supported by materials from the Cairo Geniza. {Note 14: ... Some of the earlier
fragments come from the Masoretic Period, but many are later. For brief sketches, see Würthwein, The Text of the Old
Testament, p. 11[,] and Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, pp. 30-31.} Scroll fragments were found there with some
Masoretic material included with the text. Yeivin dates the earliest fragments, with Palestinian
pointing, to the eighth or ninth century C.E. He also notes one Karaite document listing the names of
the vowels which may date from the eighth century C.E. {Note 15: Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, pp. 123, 164.}
“The question of whether the vowel and accent signs were introduced simultaneously[,] or in
stages[,] is problematic, and there is little evidence to support any firm conclusion. The prevailing
assumption had always been that the vowel signs and accents were part of an integrated system and
were added to the text at approximately the same time. Recently [i.e. shortly prior to 1998], however,
Dotan has argued from the Babylonian and Palestinian systems and from Rabbinic evidence that the
accents were introduced prior to the vowel signs. {Note 16: A. Dotan, “The Relative Chronology of Hebrew
Vocalisation and Accentuation,” Proceedings of the American Academy of Jewish Research 48 (1981) 87–99.} Apart
from specific evidence that Dotan cites, the basic rationale for his argument is that the intonations and
pauses marked by the accents were more difficult to preserve than the vowel sounds. Thus, the need for
accent signs was more urgent and immediate than vowel signs. Dotan even argues that there may be
some references in the Talmud to written accent signs (but not vowel signs), although the evidence is
not conclusive. {Note 17: Ibid., pp. 10–12.}”
Joüon / Muraoka31 summarize the most important indirect resources on the pronunciation of
classical Hebrew:
1.
The Jewish traditions: Ashkenazi, Sephardi, and Yemenite.
2.
The pronunciation of living Semitic languages, especially Arabic, Ethiopian and Aramaic.
3.
Internal considerations.
4.
Transliteration and transcription of Hebrew words and names, esp. in Greek and Latin, e.g. the
second column of the Hexapla, Jerome, and the Septuagint. There are some inherent difficulties
arising from the nature of the phonemic inventories of these classical, non-Semitic languages.
5.
Transliterations in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Egyptian, though here again similar problems arise.
A few facts should be mentioned over the list in this dissertation:
(I) The topic of this work is not an attempt to reconstruct pronunciation. It deals with phonology,
or more precisely, it attempts to lay grounds for a research work that should arrive at phonology.
(II) It is intriguing why Joüon and especially Muraoka left out the second most important source
(in the present author’s opinion) so completely. These are, collectively, all the documents written in
Arabic or Arabic script. They include comments and instructions for reading provided by grammarians
and exegetes such as Jerusalem-based Abu al-Faraj Harun ibn al-Faraj’s (a Karaite) Hidāyat al-qāri,
“Guide to the Reader,” in Judeo-Arabic of the early 11th cent. CE,32 transcriptions of Biblical texts into
Arabic script (made and utilised by Karaite communities), common texts (religious, but occasionally
non-religious, too) vocalized with a Biblical-type of, even Tiberian, pointing around Arabic script.
(Leaving them out might perhaps be explainable by the two authors’ preoccupation with Biblical
Antiquity, though in fact the language TN"K is presented to us got its final shape in Early Middle Ages.)
It is obvious that collecting, processing and interpreting such varied resources cannot be achieved in a
single research step and without the help of specialists. That is why a serious attempt at having a try in

31

Paul Joüon / Takamitsu Muraoka (1991) A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, vol. I, Part One: Orthography and
Phonetics. Editrice Pontificio Instituto Biblico, Roma, p. 23.
32
Published by I. Eldar, Jerusalem, 1994, in a critical and annotated edition of the shorter, surviving ms version.
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a new reconstruction of MsH pronunciation (where others have already achieved notable results) has
to be postponed to later stages or left for others to take up.
(III) The condition of pronunciation older that Tiberian by five hundred to one thousand years
cannot be considered highly relevant for the present work.
(IV) For any and each language that Hebrew has been transcribed to (including Greek), its
phonetics and phonology of the place and time needs to be taken into account. These are the filters
each Hebrew transcription had to pass through. Occasionally, the local conditions might have been
more complex.33 Hypotheses would have to be created concerning all such complexities.
(V) The “second column of the Hexapla”, of which theologians are aware, DOES NOT EXIST today as
a complete document. What can be collected until now is very little.34 A. Murtonen notes: “The only
lengthy continuous text in Greek transcription [is] the collection of Psalm fragments in the underlying
text of the palimpsest Codex Ambrosiana O 39, the best preserved sections of it [are] Ps 18:26-48;
89:26-53” (op. cit., p. 145).
Alexander Sperber dealt with Hexapla transliterations in detail in 196635 (with the verses quoted
above and a few more verses from other Psalms) and found “the transliterations of the Second Column
agree for the most part with the system of codex A of the Septuagint [a Greek translation; unrelated to what we
mark “#A” here], but not infrequently they agree with codex B. This leads to the conclusion that the
Second Column is very definitely not a uniform text.” He concludes below on the same page: “[T]he
fragments represent already a mixed type.”
The “Septuagint” mentioned by Sperber is an ancient translation of a text of the Hebrew Bible into
Greek (commonly abbreviated LXX). As its text is complete, it provides plenty of names that have been
transcribed from the Hebrew original into Greek. It should be realized, however, these transcriptions
(if it is safe to assume they are pure transcriptions) represent a pronunciation ca. 1000 years older and
probably of the Hebrew spoken by Jews in Egypt at that time. This would be quite irrelevant even with a
very broad definition of what could be understood as ‘Masoretic’. Indeed, being so much off the mark,
it could be only illustrative of values and processes that were valid with Jews in Ptolemaic Egypt and
might have been also valid (or not at all) for the Jews elsewhere other time. Mutatis mutandis, it also
applies to Hexaplaric transcriptions or rather, for the modicum that has been left of them.
Careful discernment has to be applied. On the one hand, phonology of Masoretic Hebrew is a
synchronic phonology; on the other hand, speculations over available graphic records are involved,
hence diachronic reasoning may be unnecessary to avoid—either for auxiliary purposes, or in the belief
it was broadly synchronic anyway. The two purposes remain open to critique and refutation.
It should be explicitly remarked where we are being diachronic when considering transcriptions of
Hebrew expressions. They are names in a few other language resources, primarily Greek (LXX and later
translations, also NT) and Latin (Vulgate and Jerome). Beside taking into account dates of origin of
the possible sources that the authors quoted, and also the phonology and graphics of the language of
the quotation (as already mentioned), there is also the question if the quotation reflects phonology or
rather phonetics of Hebrew. (If it reflected Hebrew at all, which cannot be taken for granted.36) As a
working hypothesis it can be supposed they reflect phonetics of the actually spoken or traditional
33

Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting. Part Two: Phonetics and Phonology. E. J. Brill, Leiden,
complains on difficulties concerning the Greek spirantization of χ: “The date of this is hard to establish,
particularly for χ; cf. Allen, Vox graeca p. 20ff; the spirantization of the aspirated plosives generally seems to have
taken place at widely different times in different dialects and perhaps for different consonants, being attested for
θ in Laconian by the 4th century B.C. and perhaps (along with φ) in the 6th already; while otherwise, unequal
evidence is found since the 1st century A.D. only, and for χ only from the Byzantine period. Scholarly tradition
maintaining the classical pronunciation seems to have survived for centuries in many places and confuses the
picture” (p. 28, note 20). On p. 95, he concludes: “The transcription material being rather limited and consisting
mostly of proper names, results based on it cannot be considered fully conclusive, particularly as inner Greek
phonetic developments and also scribal errors must be expected to have influenced the transmission.”
34
My grant application to Charles University Grant Agency was denied for this research with the justification that
it does not take into account Hexaplaric transcriptions. This is to reply to the anonymous opponent.
35
(1966) A Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew: A Presentation of Problems with Suggestions to Their Solution.
E. J. Brill, Leiden, p. 107.
36
Alexander Sperber (1966, op. cit., p. 108) believes concerning Jerome’s Onomastica Sacra in Latin that they
are not genuine transliterations of Hebrew Vorlagen, but unquestionably go back to originals in Greek characters.
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Hebrew37—but no safe proofs has been provided. It is another reason phonology of Biblical Hebrew
should be re-examined from variable viewpoints (preferably by various scholars). Obviously, the
phonology of MsH is distant many centuries from the Hebrew of LXX, from NT as well as Jerome. It
could still become a foothold for more research of the quotations and where to develop it further.
Alexander Sperber has devoted substantial work to transcriptions from ancient Hebrew.38 The list of
cases could not be representative nor systematic unless extensive quotations were included here. Still, a
few points come to mind over the pages detailing his finds.
(1) Individual copyists of LXX failed to understand Hebrew names and distorted them severely. Some
forms are so deviant that the most natural explanation is that the copyists overheard the name that was
read to them in a scriptorium. They have either written a garble, or tried to replace the unfamiliar name
with a familiar one though it has been wrong.
(2) It is very difficult to reconstruct the pronunciation of Greek at the location in the time of origin of
the manuscript. It is well possible for Greek generally and its pronunciation history is known. Dialectal
variants, however, which we should suppose, are hard to localize. Moreover, languages can have
manners of pronunciation and transcription of foreign names using a different inventory than that for
the ‘domestic’ stock. Whether some elements of the kind interfere here (such as “ai” to [ai], and not
[e]), is also hard to confirm. It is also unclear which variants originated as transcriptions of an
authentic Hebrew pronunciation to Greek, and which only transcribe from Greek to Greek (moreover
by hearing and quite probably of a later version of the language).
(3) The lists compiled from the available resources are not uniform. Concerning LXX, Sperber
concludes:39 “Codex A of the Septuagint is composed of different portions” i.e. transcriptions of
different types. “[S]imilar conclusions we arrived at concerning the Hexapla,” adds he. Such
uncertanties would compound issues involved in the effort to arrive at the phonology of Masoretic
Hebrew from the internal evidence of the TN"K in a research projects that only began.
(4) On the other hand, some transcriptions still show the expected system behind. Here is a few of its
characteristic features. The transliterated Hebrew graphics of individual letters is enclosed in ‹ ›.
Heb. ‹a› → e ai
Gen 14:1 &eELaaM
‹H› ‹&› → void
Gen 11:26 HaaRaaN
Gen 26:34 J:HuUDiITh → ιουδιθ
closed unstressed → open Gen 22:28 JiDLaaM → ιεδ... opening of ‹i›
Num 32:3 NiMRAa → ναµρα
‹i› → e a η=[i]/[ɛ]
Num 34:24 ShiPh7aaN →
Gen 29:29 BiLHAa → βαλ...
σαφαταν, σαφαθαν
variability of ‹a›
Gen 36:13 NaXaTh → ναχοθ ‹Sh› → s
DiShoON → δησων
‹&› sometimes → g Gen 36:23 &eEBhaaL → γε... ...and sometimes void Joz 13:5 Ba&aL GaaDh → βααλ γαδ
variability ‹e› → a
‹C› → s (evidence of Num 1:6 CuURiIShaDDaaJ →
Gen 46:21 BeLa& → βαλα
emphatic pronunciation of sibilant, not [ts]) σουρισαδδαι
full pronunciation of Num 1:9 %:eLiI%aaBh → ελιαβ of even vocal šwa Num 10:18 Sh:DeE%uUR →
xatephs (:e, :a, :o, the Num 3:35 %:aBiIXaJiL → αβιχαιλ
σεδιουρ
‘reduced’ vowels)
Num 33:24 X:aRaaDhAa → χαραδα
‹ee› -> é
Num 13:4 R:%uUBheeN →
disregarding ‹%› Num 13:7 JiGh%aaL → ιεγαλ,
ρουβην also inside word but note: also ιεγααλ (another ms)
(see also prev.)
and ιγαλ
Num 34:22 BuQQiI → βοκκι
irregularly τ or θ
Num 33:27 TaaRaX → θαρα / ‹u› → o
ταρα
‹W› was [w]!
Deut 3:14 XaWWooTh → ‹Kh› → χ
Josh 12:5 SaLKhAa → ελχα
αυωθ, while incorrect versions
δυωθ, διωθ, ιωθ also lack β!
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Sperber, mentioning two dialects of Hebrew, the “Tiberian” and the one that appears to underlie
transcriptions, he finds notable discrepancies, suggesting “the explanation that the two systems involved can not
be considered as directly connected” (op. cit., p. 229).
38
Beside the op. cit., it is also Alexander Sperber (1929) Septuagintaprobleme. W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart.
39
Sperber, op. cit., p. 227 and 228, respectively.
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We could also join a few more examples selected from Sperber by Tov40 under heading “Differences
between the Tiberian Vocalization and Transliterations in Greek and Latin Sources.” Footnote 29
admits: “Collected by Sperber, Grammar (our op. cit.), 105–229. The Latin words are taken from the
commentaries of Jerome, whereas the Greek words (except for the last example) are taken from the
second column of the Hexapla.”
Jer 3:12
Jer 32:7
Ps 18:34
Ps 31:3

MT
(W:)QaaRAAThaa
DooD:Khaa
RaGhLaJ
%oZN:Khaa

transliteration
carath
dodach
ρεγλαι
οζναχ

Ps 31:3
Ps 36:1
Ps 89:39
ibid.
1 Chr 1:53

HaCCiILeeNiI
L:&aeBhaeDh
HiTh&aBBaRTaa
ZaaNaXTaa
MiBhCaaR

εσιληνι
λααβδ
εθαββαρθ
ζαναθ
µαβσαρ G[reek]AN

Phonology of ancient Hebrew currently cannot help but base on the Masoretic record. The present
work’s position can be summarized in the following points:
(1) Greek and Latin transcriptions are not very relevant for the present purpose. The marked usage of
different idiolects, obtained 500 to 700 years earlier at a different location (specifically, outside the
circumference associated with the Masoretes), the Latin version even mediated via two languages,
all that discourages from attaching any great weight to the versions in LXX and Latin. Moreover,
transcriptions in those works often appear inconsistent, even erroneous.
(2) The Masoretic record cannot be considered a phonology for a researcher ready to record, since no
phonology was their purpose. They aimed at conserving pronunciation, i.e. phonetics. It should
also be remembered that the Masoretic record was not made for a student of Hebrew to be able to
somehow stumble through the Hebrew text. (Such an impression might be sometimes made today.
What has happened is something that the Masoretes hardly could foresee: Torah is read, studied
and taught all over the world, including people that have not been raised in its tradition.) The text
was phonetically conserved for people who knew it, were able to read it and had the phonology of
the language in their heads. The purpose of the record was to safeguard the text against
corruptions that might have happened and did happen by constantly repeating the well-known text
over and again. The Masoretes were obviously punctilious in pointing every phonetic detail of the
text. Taking such detailed record as if it were phonology would be a mistake and such a phonology
of Hebrew would be deformed, most probably overcomplicated.
(3) It is a record, not recording. The graphics does not record any particular sound performance.
Rather, it aims at providing a base to determine if subsequent performances were within an
acceptable range of tradition. Conditions of the delivery were probably varied, which was also what
had to be taken into consideration. That is why the Masoretic record can utilize tools, which are
able to record more options with simple means to offer to the speaker. The Masoretic text was
often, with all probability, a training text, so that the speaker had plenty of time to select and learn
the exact mode of pronunciation. We can safely suppose the text can contain various graphical
abbreviations or poly-valent symbols. Failure to recognize or understand them can also distort the
derived Hebrew phonology.
(4) My research interpretation made so far over the text of the Masoretic TN"K seems to suggest that
the pointing scholars have offered multiple alternatives in the vowels and the melodemes to cover
the whole span of the variants of the particular stream of tradition they intended to conserve. It was
important that the pointed text was acceptable and interpretable within more communities. When
the alternatives are put side by side as options, the resulting phonology of MsH then appears as
notably more simple than it has been customary to view it. Though the MsH and ModH are quite
different versions of the language, the dissimilarity of their respective phonological systems may be
not so great as it might seem according to the traditionally taught phonologies of msH.

40

Emanuel Tov, op. cit., p. 48, Table 8.
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D2

Tools and Techniques

D2.1

The Method

Any exact scientific research breaks down in three well known obligatory stages:
(i) observation—(ii) classification—(iii) and testing.
Any testing needs a hypothesis. The purpose of the testing then is to decide if or how much the initial
hypothesis was true to the facts and/or if or how much it was dreamed up. (Naturally, successful tests
do not only confirm the hypothesis, they also help select the more probable one out of the host of
competing hypotheses. Ideally, regressions and stagnations aside, knowledge should ever more
concentrate on what has been successfully tested while insufficiently proven / disproved hypotheses are
laid to eternal rest. Thanks to testability, physics is not history of physics, psychology should not be
history of psychology. A collection of ideas is not science.) From this viewpoint, we can think of it as a
cycle involving two steps:
(a) hypothesis formation,
(b) hypothesis testing.41
The step (a) is usually carried on while the initial two phases (i)–(ii) are worked out.
This work aims primarily at formulating a hypothesis while covering the initial two phases:
(1) to observe sound phenomena of the Masoretic text in a reasonably quantifiable measure;
(2) to classify the observed phenomena so that a coherent and rational hypothesis (hypotheses) could
be formed on their basis that could be tested in the already mentioned stage III.
The stage III might seem as infeasible in a language variety out of use, available only in graphics.
Nonetheless, a failure to be testable means a failure to be falsifiable and replicable. An attempt to
mitigate it is the corpus approach of this line of research. Anyone can then have the option to formalize
the corpus differently, arrive at a different set of results and challenge my theories. Still, other research
line of experiments is considered, following a theory of Hebrew phonology emerges of stage II testing.
I am persuaded there are experiments with real sound that are feasible even with MsH, though their
power of evidence is limited. They are technically demanding and have proven to be beyond the scope
of this present stage of the work. What is possible to achieve within stage I is design the experiments
and make theoretical preparations.
The main experiment may be creating of a testing MsH base of the TTS-type, provided to a larger
community of researchers and students of TN"K for listening and varying its parameters. Their
perceptual ratings could subsequently be collected and evaluated. (Understandably, considered should
be also backgrounds of the listeners in addition to their base parameter settings.)
Such an experiment needs:
(i) a phonologic model, which is in fact the hypothesis formed during the stages I and II.
(ii) data formats and structures.
This work can provide all the data formats and structures beside an initial phonologic model, though
they are not needed for the initial model. Nevertheless, it is advantageous to provide them at this stage
so as to make possible for them to be used in observation, classification and formulating the
hypothesis. The manner of transcription is crucial as the available Masoretic record and the tradition of
its interpreting contain a multiple-tier bias coming from different stages of the development of the
Masoretic text (including the bias of its modern interpretations). The transcription has to be capable of
experimental fine-tuning in attempting to weaken some of the influences as well as be able to
incorporate alternatives and cope with the multiplicity of transcriptional approaches in line with
different hypotheses. It would be unfortunate to look for such a format only after working hypotheses

41

Applied to phonology see J. J. Ohala (1995). Experimental phonology. In: J. Goldsmith (ed.) The handbook of
phonological theory. Blackwell, Oxford, p. 713–721 • J. J. Ohala (1986) Consumer’s guide to evidence in
phonology. In: Phonology Yearbook vol. 3, p. 3–26. • See also R. Wright (2006) Experimental Phonology. In: K.
Brown (ed.) Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. Elsevier Ltd., Amsterdam, p. 394–398.
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were formulated and immediately prior to launching the engineering effort as it is not entirely an
engineering matter but rather an interface between phonology and the experimental TTS base.
(iii) an experimental sound system—it is completely outside of the technical capacity of the present
dissertation. No more can be done so far apart from taking a constant consideration of the future
engineering needs (e.g. by verifying technical workability of the data formats considered).
(iv) informant administration (letter templates, forms, data structures for results, strategy for
cooperation and a method for evaluating informants’ backgrounds and their feedback, i.e. test results;
their background includes also their assumptions concerning Hebrew—this is crucial and must be well
thought-out, preferably to be created as adjustable during feedback rather than in rigid categories). All
these are nontrivial tasks that make sense to do no earlier than when the stage III draws to its
conclusion after the real testing capabilities of the TTS system are known. Nothing of that makes any
sense to include in the present work.
Ways should be sought out to make possible to prepare synthetic sound reconstructions of speech in
ancient languages. Recordings of live readings of Assyrian and Babylonian texts made at the University
of Cambridge42 show eloquently how much the recordings are affected with the speaking habits of the
individual speakers. Some of the differences may perhaps be attributed to an intentional variance with
the aim to demonstrate a tolerable breadth of interpretation of e.g. phones (pharyngealisation,
aspiration, vocalic quality, maybe also the type of R, ...), but whether it was so with all the divergences
it leaves the non-specialist listener in suspense. Moreover, even such listeners cannot help but have an
impression (especially if they follow the recording along in transcription and/or if they compare more
productions of the same text) that there are mistakes and slips of tongue in the recording. Some of the
speakers obviously try to interpret also suprasegmental qualities, but again, it remains unclear how
much by who (unless it was specified in a recording documentation which if existent was not available
to me). Such recordings are no doubt interesting and useful, but more to popularise the domain of
studies. Their experimental value is compromised by the fact that few sound features (if any at all) were
set as controlled parameters. Still, it is those recordings that are needed, with controlled parameters
possible to set various values and consistently applied throughout the recording. It is hardly attainable
by an individual that is not a native speaker of the ancient language (there are none), moreover being
faultless if such an experiment surpasses the abilities of even the native speaker when a higher number
of parameters is demanded. Only machines can ensure this machine quality. It is a TTS system with
adjustable parameters what is needed for experiments. To produce such a system exceeds the capacity
of the present work (it is expensive and technically demanding). What is possible to do is at least
prepare grounds for the system.
As mentioned earlier, the decision not to ignore the sound of ancient languages but deal with it
always seriously implies the need to cope with a critical lack of relevant data. It somewhat reminds the
work of a CSI searching for evidence where no eye witnesses can be interviewed. And just as the forensic
expert, also the ‘phonologist of silence’ tries to come close to the truth by means of concurrent
techniques of evidence. Some languages with no native speakers offer reading traditions (among
Semitic languages they include Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic, Syriac, Classical Arabic and Ge‘ez),
occasionally also native speakers’ commentaries of some phonetic or phonologic value are extant.
Mostly, however, the assumptions can be based solely on (1) extrapolations from modern or better
known languages; (2) transcriptions to different languages (e.g. Punic Phoenician to Latin; Ugaritic to
Akkadian); (3) internal evidence from morphonemic alternations as manifested in the graphic record
and historical changes in the language.43 All these are techniques having each its own limits,
consequently not producing unambiguously reliable results. They gain their power of evidence in
combination. The technique I am about to suggest and partially follow in the present dissertation
(actually itself a combination of two methods) also cannot assume to be an evidence-producing
technique by itself. It is only one of more techniques that can together contribute to a reconstruction of
a phenomenon concerning which direct witnesses cannot be obtained.
In order to get as many objective results as possible, it is important to base the phonology on the
whole available corpus of Masoretic Hebrew rather than on selected fragments that might support a
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http://people.pwf.cam.ac.uk/mjw65/BAPLAR/Trans/ ..., 4. 10. 2010
Cf Bennett, Comparative Semitic Linguistics, p. 13.
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preconceived theory.44 Two methods, simple reading and computational processing, will be used first
in sequence, at a later stage in parallel. The corpus of MsH is considerably small by all regular
standards. This is a serious drawback. (Another weak point of the corpus is a probable nonhomogeneity in that we cannot be certain today how much and where exactly it represents different
language types. We shall get back to it below.) The two methods can check on one another’s validity.
Each of the two approaches has its strengths and weaknesses.
(A) Computational analysis can cover the whole corpus of TN"K any number of times, processing
any number of requests that the researcher may demand. A specific advantage of IT processing is
the capacity to check many hypotheses and maintain neutrality toward accumulating evidence.
Also the treatment of the data by the machine is neutral, objective, evaluating any number of
options in one step. (On the other hand, requests by the researcher can still be biased, subjective,
keeping options out of the processing due to unscientific reasons. IT research techniques are not
a cure-all for all possible pitfalls of human reasoning.) Computation is able to ensure all the data
that conform to specification are taken into consideration. Provided the specification is correct
and complete, the resultant model of phonology will be supported with all the relevant data.
Scientific processing of empirical data consists in classification and stepwise generalization
wherever possible. If it indeed is possible on many data, the samples that cannot be generalized
so easily or that resist generalization according to the theory held at the moment, remain left in
the basement with no more attention and often even do not make it to the presentation of the
research. If the computer processing is formalized adequately, it makes possible that all the
samples remain registered, regardless if they seem in line with the apriori generalization or not.
If the generalizing theory is repaired or readjusted, all the samples are again available no matter
what approval they had from earlier theories.
Yet it is the data and the format that decide what is feasible to process automatically. What is
not in the data, cannot be considered. What is hard to formalize, is hard to program and will
probably be ignored. And of course, faulty data cannot bring forth reliable results. The quality of
processing depends substantially on the quality of the data and the format.45
(B) Reading through the whole TN"K can be supposed to be performed only a small number of
times (most probably only once) during the stages I and II of the research. The quality depends
on how much of requests and options the reader is capable of keeping in mind at the time of
reading. The pattern of variable activation of research questions, hypotheses probable at the
moment, subconscious and even conscious preferences, these all will affect the results derived
from the reading. For a human evaluator it is difficult to ignore partial hypotheses in their
incoming stage and not to allow internal preferences for the already successful hypotheses
though the more exact explanation may be brought by a hypothesis that earlier did not seem so
successful. If it is only humans that make evaluation, their preference depend also on the order of
tests, which should correctly be irrelevant.
On the other hand, there are aspects that may not be formalized for processing and still be, or
show occasionally, relevant for the research. These are especially aspects of meaning, semantics
or discourse syntax that do not formalize easily and are not necessary to be always present as
criteria. Still, quite a few times it may prove highly relevant if semantics, discourse or other
considerations beyond morphology are taken into account. This can be done most readily by a
competent human reader, even if not all the possibly relevant cases are taken notice of (due to
unsteady attention and the erring human factor). The reader uses printed editions that are tested
and proven more than electronic data. It is also possible to check different manuscripts and
diplomatic editions that have not entered into processing.
It is important for the reading not to be performed on a single Biblical book only as individual
books have their specifics that might skew or bias the broad picture. This research is interested in
phonology generalized over the whole MsH.
44

No scholar can access data void of ideas and expectations. It is better to admit than hide them. Preliminary
theoretical approach, though not a fully developed theory, was dealt with in the Part C hereinbefore.
45
Also the BW db v. 6 that is, so far, planned as the resource, is known to be no exception in being slightly below
perfection. Some of the errors have been discovered by the present author, such as missing qametz chateph in
Judg. 9:9 (cf vv. 11 and 13), which is important for the work. That is why the data (as any data) need verification.
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As the present dissertation in stage I consists of reading to arrive at a preliminary phonology and
preparations for computational processing at later stages, attention will be paid to both methods,
though naturally the informal collection of data does not require so much formal consideration.
The basis of the research has to be real texts, not grammars. One of the reasons is the texts do not
prevent to reconstruct the time and place of origin, approximate as they might be, or at least do not
blend the Biblical language in an anonymous normalised or idealised mass as grammars tend to do.
Though it needs to be expected for the linguistic material to have lost much of its dialectal or
developmental differences by the time of the Masoretes, it still may make sense to take care not to get
rid of the ‘tags of origin’ in the collected material too quickly (which must happen in drawing samples
out of secondary sources that have disregarded any considerations of origin). The Masoretic tradition
was, in any case, closer the origin of Biblical texts by many centuries than we are; furthermore we may
suppose the tradition was very archaic and conservative at their time. If the traces of dialects have been
preserved in the text of the Bible until today, seeing that later editors have respected them at least
partially and have not tried completely to unify them, we may believe the respect for language
differences or at least a tolerance for different sources of tradition was present also in the community of
the Masoretes.46 Provided “book chapter verse” is preserved in the samples, a hope is saved that some
of the problems could be, although hypothetically, attributed to the specifics of the speech of a
particular time or region. This would have been impossible if drawn from grammars of an idealized
form of the language. It is true that the phonology of an idealized language can be reached in an easier
way. But I believe it would have a lower value than the phonology derived of real samples. Though they
are to be drawn from the BHS, (1) the #A should be consulted at least where obviously relevant; and (2)
if traces of a strategy or a tendency can be observed in the deviations, they should be expressed and
taken into account with whatever is drawn from the same location of the text including suprasegments.
In drawing from written records, the nature of writing, and specifically the Masoretic record, should
be understood. The graphics always provides only partial information and requires understanding. A
record of speech in writing is interpretive similarly to a musical score. What helps the understanding or
interpretation is tradition as an important factor. In the antiquities as well as early Middle Ages, any
record was primarily, almost exclusively materialized by means of reading aloud. No silent or cursoric
reading was expected. There have been genres in Jewish studies until today that expect the record to be
read aloud. For example, in Talmud reading, the audible voice of the student makes possible for the
teacher to check if the student really understands. As soon as he is short in understanding, he becomes
short, i.e. erroneous also in sounding the interpretation. Silent reading has totally prevailed in the
modern civilisation, so that we tend to forget (i) the reading always demands interpretation and (ii) the
graphical record captures the speech very inadequately—regardless if vowels are recorded or not, and
regardless of the punctuation.

D2.2

The General Procedure

D2.2.1

General Points

A few facts are important to keep in mind prior to any processing.
Only phones (more exactly: hlásky) and other phonetic items are known when a text is analysed in a
phonologically unprocessed language, not any phonemes nor other phonological units. The ‘knowing’
of the items is affected by a prior familiarity of what are the phonemes. This can count as an apriori
46

An evidence that the language of the Bible has not been levelled and dialectal traces have been preserved is
1Kings 16:34 (et al.) with BiN_ conntected to J:HoOShua& BiN_NuUN, which resurfaces in the Bible
consistently, regardless of whether BaeN_ (a more frequent form of the word for “son”) is nearby or not.
And of course, there are cases such as C:BhoO(=J)JiM (with the Masoretic qre C:BhoOJiiM, Gen 14:2,8) that
testify that the Masoretes refused to correct obvious deviations. It would have been enough to adjust the
punctuation to C:BhooJiIM and no qre would have been needed anymore. Nevertheless, the Masoretes have not
tried to veil an unusual spelling even in the cases where it would have been easy. (The = shows mater, see K or H.)
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hypothesis or hypotheses. It affects the recognition of ‘phones’ and makes possible to check the
hypothesis on the phonemes.
The basis is pronunciation, not writing. The spelling should get out of the way as much as possible. If
no pronunciation is available,47 it is necessary to interpret the writing through a hypothesis concerning
pronunciation and base the phonology on the interpretation, not on the spelling itself.
This work partially bases on spelling, partially on an ancient interpretation of it, partially on an
interpretation made presently anew. There is a degree of insecurity in that. Spelling need not be
completely logical. There might have been some logic originally but it might well disappear soon and
the spelling can become only customary. And even if it still keeps its logic, its relationship to the
phonology of the language does not have to be completely straightforward.48 So it is important not to
overestimate details as not all of them must carry a phonetic or phonological meaning.

D2.2.1 (1)

Natural Filtering

Phonology describes or, in a better case, explains the linguistic perception of native speakers. This has
to be taken into account anytime possible. In doing historical researches, it is not feasible and there is
no help but be content with researching on distributions in available texts that become witnesses of the
perception.
(a) Native speakers easily identify phonemes as they are distinguishing in their native tongue.
The phonologist, aware that a native intuition is in fact an accumulated experience, searches for a
rational substance of the experience, first with minimal pairs. If absent, the effort is to exclude at least
whether they occur in complementary distribution (searched are occurrences of particular segments
affected by their neighbourhoods, structural or prosodic features). Occurrences of the phonemic
candidates in structurally similar or identical contexts are the second possible indicator of phonemicity,
though, unlike the minimal pairs, they are an inconclusive indicator.
(b) Native speakers, on the other hand, do not easily, or at all, perceive allophonic differences as
these are not employed to distinguish meaning and are automatic (i.e. by transformations from
phonemes). They are predictable out of the context. This is useful and necessary for an effective use of
language as it enables the native speakers to recognize various phonetic forms of the same morpheme,
identical or related words and derive new ones if needed.
The phonologist searches for complementary distribution of ‘similar’ phones (taking into account
that ‘dissimilarity’ in articulation does not have to exclude a ‘similarity’ in acoustics; what decides is
the intuition of native speakers). Then the phonologist tries to determine transformations that produce
certain allophones out of the phoneme, i.e. the correct, faithful, ‘natural’ pronunciation. (The
phonologic form itself is not the correct pronunciation, only a base needing transformations.) It should
be kept in mind some allophonic variations need not be explainable out of their context by articulation.
(c) Native speakers can perceive differences in phones that do not distinguish a conceptual but
pragmatic meaning—as they differentiate dialects, sociolects and speech forms dependent on
conditions of communication. This is useful for native speakers since it makes possible for them to get
trained in other forms of the same language and in evaluating conditions of communication they can
adapt to, or on the contrary, to separate themselves from.
The phonologist searches for variations in free distribution and tries to find out reasons for variation
outside of the sphere of language. The phonetic materialization of the phoneme is no allophone (it is
not predictable out of the co-text, rather out of the extralinguistic context and carries information
concerning it). It is a result of a function that accepts extralinguistic values. (Nevertheless, as it is
possibly not determinable from the text if no native speakers’ intuition is available or no pragmatic
conditions are obvious, it may appear as a random variation or inconsistency.)

47

Analysis still makes sense under such conditions since phonology is not phonetics. Phonology researches data
on human behaviour whereas phonetics researches physical and physiological phenomena.
48
Some specifics of the consonantal graphics need not reflect a different phonetics but different morphology. E.g.
Deut 21:7 JaaDheENuU LOO ShaaPh:KhUu %aeTh_HaDDaaM HaZZAe [please note Uu(=H), uU(=W)] where
the form ShPhKhH was probably a feminine to HaDDaaM, apparently an internal passive to qal. It was pointed as
if it were active, consequently changing the supposed original accusative jaadeenu (long after the loss of endings)
to a nominative subject of the verb. The likely original subject haddam has become the accusative of the verb. It is
difficult to explain JOOKhaL (3sm fut. %-K-L) only from *ji%kol. Non-phonetic pressures were effective, too.
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(d) Native speakers may, or may not, perceive incidental and individual differences. They are
dependent on how conspicuous they are in diverging from the norm. They would perceive more easily
the divergences that are not tolerated by the norm.
Phonologists search for free distribution. The phones result from no function and are no allophones.
(b-d) In some cases, native speakers can only have a vague feeling the utterance they listen to is not
normal in their community. All the non-phonemic differences (allophonic, phonic, prosodic, ...)
contribute to the perception of extralinguistic information. They must not be neglected in an exact
description of the utterance.
Native speakers have different sensitivity on neutralisation. It differs in specific contexts.
(i) It may be an intersection of two or more phonemes that differ elsewhere. The intersection stays
uniquely different from other phonemes (hence it contains unique features not shared with any other
phoneme; that is why it used to be called archiphoneme). Unqualified native speakers are not able
unequivocally to identify it (as it is none of the original phonemes, nor any other).
(ii) Neutralisation differs from defective distribution where only one of the phonemes occur in
specific contexts, and not the other ones contrasting with it in other contexts. Such a phoneme remains
certain to identify for native speakers (no archiphoneme is created), so no neutralisation is considered.
(iii) In my judgement, an unequivocal concept of neutralisation into an archiphoneme disturbs the
possibility (conceded as early as by Prague Phonological School) of the occurrence of the unmarked
member of the opposition in a neutralised position. An unmarked member lacks a marked feature of
the other member, hence it is simpler and more frequent (marked phonemes are less in number in
languages), which makes it a more natural representative of the two members of the opposition. If
there is any effective difference from the defective distribution remains disputed.
(iv) Another possibility that I see is for a neutralised position to accept neither the archiphoneme,
nor the unmarked member of the opposition, but rather such a member that is controlled in a feature
(e.g. voice) by its environment. It is as if archiphoneme took its lacking feature from the context.49

D2.2.1 (2)

Definition of Phonemes

The phonologic description in its canonical form limits itself only to features that seem to distinguish
or, in languages whose sound is not available anymore, even less so—it is usually reduced to a bare
skeleton, only the empty distinctions are registered. This purism, however, may not be always helpful.
In trying to explain phenomena, the content of the elements in the structure may sometimes, with due
caution, be hypothesized about. A decision to be made in advance then is how to define the elements,
the phonemes arrived at by the structural analysis. More particularly, if features are considered, what
kind of features and how abstract they should be.
For the present purpose, articulatory features seem advantageous as they are well understandable for
philologists who do not specialize in phonology (some abstract features are not comfortable to work
with even for phoneticians). Features defined by articulation make possible to create structures and do
transformations based on articulatory categories and offer articulation-specified results, what again is
welcomed by most philologists. Phonological processes in philology and mostly in linguistics, too, are
regularly explained and understood in terms of articulation. Results defined this way are advantageous
even at the price of some transformations being more complicated since a well understandable result is
more important than ever so elegant route taken to it. What, out of my work, the most of the practicalminded users will be interested in if anything are mainly the results: inventories and lists of patterns.
There is another direction that could possibly be taken: First to analyse phonotaxis (structures,
relations) and transformations, and then create a matrix of features of what is needed as it follows out
of the system. The advantage would be its economy, the disadvantage would be that it would probably
fit only into that particular version of phonotaxis and the transformations for which it was created. As
soon as the theory needs to amend, adapt or amplify, the matrix would probably fail to prove
satisfactory. A small change might demand to rework the whole matrix completely.50 It should be
considered in advance and decide if it is preferable to work with a less economic but fairly complete
49

For example, if likely candidates for three different archiphonemes could be found (still, they could not be
verified without native speakers), neutralisations of ‹:a›, ‹:o› and ‹:e› might be considered. Otherwise, they
should be alternatives of ‹:› and ‹a›, ‹ao›, ‹ae›. This is one of the natural limits of the present work. (For the
meaning of the symbols, please refer to H. For the treatment of the sounds, please refer to the next part, E.)
50
E.g. a change in definitions on pp. 28–29 of Malone (1993) would invalidate most of the rest of the book.
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description, that might also provide a set of distinctive features, or with a bare matrix tailored to a
specific version of a particular theory.

D2.2.2

Procedural Points

Having stated the conditions on sounds and sources, the general procedure may be outlined as follows.
(I) Data formatting phase. Its result is a corpus reflecting the working hypotheses concerning the
data. (A data format and a working hypothesis is the purpose of the present dissertation.) The phase
can be made in several steps (this way possible faults in the algorithm are easier to localize).
(II) The phonology model read-in phase. (This also must be tested for correct interpretation.)
(III) The data processing phase. The result is a new version of the corpus and/or extracted portions
of data intended to be published. Phases II and III are incremental. Data processing is the phase of
special interest for the linguist. Attached is, therefore, a more specific sequence of instructions.
(1) (a) Compile the list of phones.
(b) Try to find out minimal pairs if they exist.
Finding identical opposites for a contrast is rather rare. Some phonemes probably do not
have such exact pairs at all since language is highly redundant. Safer and more systematic is
identifying positions which can be put in oppositions for a contrast rather than whole words.51
If minimal pairs are successfully found, they are the strongest evidence that the contrasting
segments are two different phonemes. Recognizing that this condition is infrequent, in fact
exceptional in languages, the CIE method (‘contrast in identical environment’) or CAE
(‘contrast in analogous environment’) is to be applied. It consists in contrasting words with
other points of variation as distant as possible (apart from the segment being contrasted). Any
variation should not be adjacent to the considered segment and should preferably be outside of
the syllable containing the segment, so that any probable conditioning effect of the variations
could be excluded. Words of the domestic stock, not recent borrowings, should be preferred (it
is not always possible) and, in case of historical reconstruction, words from roughly the same
epoch should be put side by side. (It is also a somewhat difficult condition to fulfil. With Bible
texts, it is also disputable; that is why the method should be presented with enough detail for
peers to verify, possibly with different assumptions.) It follows that CAE does not, by itself,
furnish so strong a proof for phonemic status of the segments and requires other supporting
evidence (e.g. phonotactic analysis showing similar distribution patterns).
(c) Register phone positions in the syllable (as b~ is not ~b), e.g. how far they are from nucleus,
in what neighbourhoods etc.
Exact properties of phones can hardly be discovered in languages not sounded anymore. In
most cases, the researcher must be content with cataloguing the external structures.
Otherwise, this would be an important step in preparing phonology.
A preliminary stock of phonemes is set down, tested in contrasts, established in structures (a
usual point of interest for a philologist and a Hebrew scholar). Only then, after the attention is
focused on functions and transformations, expedient sets of phonemes are to be looked out
(e.g. with convenient features52) in order finally to try to express the inventory of phonemes in
phonological categories.
The analysis of TN"K should be made with \, / and | distributed in text (see C3.1.1). Then
syllable structures are to be recompiled. Both the transliteration of the graphics and the
51

I am indebted to A. Murtonen for a clear expression of the idea: “To me, however, it seems that even the
original test of minimal pairs is too rigid when applied exclusively to single words. After all, in any language there
are numerous homonyms with which the test breaks down completely; ... Therefore, rather than abandoning the
requirement of complete identity of the pair of single words (minus the contrastive sounds), the units compared
should be lengthier in cases where one of the sounds compared is rare so as to make its phonological status
doubtful—something like the middle consonant in standard English vision, pleasure for which a contrastive
counterpart can hardly be found even within the limits of single words.” A. Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West
Semitic Setting. Part Two: Phonetics and Phonology. E. J. Brill, Leiden, p. 123.
52
It is not at all necessary for each set that undergoes a transformation to be defined with a single feature. More
features can be used to delimit it as the features to work with are descriptive rather than distinctive features.
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phonetic transcription have been designed to make it possible. If algorithms fail to be efficient,
connectionism can be applied. (The procedure is as follows: First, put phases in manually in a
smaller set of data, the ‘training set’. Then apply the connectionist model derived out of it on
the rest of the text.)
An alternative method (easier, but less precise): Obtain the list of available types of syllables,
analyse these manually and insert phase signs into them. This is close to the traditional
method, so that the incremental value would be somewhat less. Nevertheless, the results would
still be new as the phase in syllables has not been considered so far in Hebrew scholarship.
It is important to make an attempt at syllable pattern at any rate because my view of the
syllable does not consist in the syllable phase only but also in the theory of vocalic base, which
also might be a contribution (cf the definition of the syllable in C3.2.1).
Create classes of hypothetical equivalence on an a priori hypothesis, i.e. what equals what,
where, when (e.g. ae=e, b=bh, o=ao). Compile lists of occurrences with frequencies. Compare
the original and regrouped lists. Check if there are words with different meanings in TN"K that
became identical under the altered conditions. If so, check for evidence of an internal pressure
in the vocabulary to differentiate the meanings, such as in a preference to use the words of the
tested pair in different contexts or to use different words (e.g. replacing &atta for &akhšaw to
avoid any confusion with %atta),53 etc. (A dissimilar orthography is not enough. Follow only
the regrouped classes of equivalence.) This way the 2nd generation hypothesis/hypotheses can
be created on phonological values of phones, i.e. phonemes. Repeat for the 3rd generation
hypotheses, compare lists etc., until satisfactory approximation is reached. (It is expected to be
a labour-intensive stage but this is a core of the processing, so the labour should pay off. The
more classes of equivalence is tested and perhaps rejected, the more solid base would be for the
winning model to put on. Few hypotheses would demand to go through all the items, anyway.)
An optional stage is compiling a list of morphonemes.
Compile a list of some typical (i.e. highly frequent) patterns and words.
Compile a list of all consonant clusters since they figure in syllables as wholes.
Compile a list of syllables as units. They are important as acceptable patterns into which
phonemes are inserted. The syllable is the smallest unit comprising prosody and properties of
positions: a head, obligatory and facultative positions (higher units displaying these features
are groups of syllables: rhythm and intonation units). Find a general template for the syllable.
Find changes in phonemes and patterns as they combine, i.e. operations (processes,
functions, transformations). The present approach supposes they are properties of elements
and patterns carried along: a(x,y,z), bc(m,n,o,p,q).
Find the manner of how units are selected into text (what alternates with what, what
connects with what) –
and their application on morphemes and words (filtering), e.g. how much it is strict;
frequent (what is typical, what is exceptional); if it was productive in the times, etc.
Designate categories of elements and units so that it is possible to compile filters. (A filter
works in the manner of accepting an element or structure of a certain category. That is why
categories have to be unequivocal.)
This way, external structures of phones are defined and phoneme hypotheses are created.
Register their mutual relations. Generally, they are of the m:n type, that is, two networks are
being created with up to many-to-many mapping.
(Phones create an independent stratum that delimits itself through its own structure.)
phone
phone
phone
phoneme
phoneme
phoneme
Compare hypotheses or, if they are more than few, score them (see Glossa) and offer to the
operator for comparison only those that have a higher score. (A human cannot compare
effectively more than a dozen hypotheses.)

An example from a later Hebrew was taken on purpose: in order not to anticipate the research.
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D2.3

Data and Description

D2.3.1

The Data

Masoretic Hebrew, a language once spoken and understood, felt and thought in, used to have its own
mental phonology as any living or intensively used languages do. This is the phonology we prepare to
discover, or in more realistic terms, explore what was possible and collect evidence of what was
probable. With the right course and the right means, we hope finally to arrive at a more substantiated
idea than the impression we started with.
As this particular dialect, MsH, is no longer a living language (Modern Hebrew, a language well and
alive, is not relevant for this research), we cannot rely on the intuition of any native speakers and are
unable to support our research with evidence in records or transcriptions of spoken utterances. The
only research field available is TN"K for us to interpret. What we need then is an adequate descriptive
language to record our interpretations in, and a data format to draw the interpretations from.
Surprising as it may be, such a tool, the descriptive formalism, as far as known to me, does not exist.
Transcriptions there are. We can transcribe our idea of the sound of MsH as if we had sound
recordings, which we of course have none. An extensive transcription system, maintained with
ambitions of an international usage, the IPA, offers possibilities of a selectively explicit record and is
even capable to tolerate mild adaptations above of what the International Phonetic Association have
agreed on. This, however, does not fit our needs well. Our theory is going to search along various roads
to get closer to the system of MsH sounds. In order to describe both the searches and the results, we are
going to need more flexible tools, able to express variously defined categories, options, versions,
intervals, ... We are even going to need a more detailed description of segments than offered by IPA.
This transcription would have to be adapted so much that it would cease to be IPA. Apart from it being
too cross-grained a tool for us, it carries certain shortages inherent of its design. Should we rework it
substantially, we would face a real danger that the new tool would inherit the deficiencies of the old
system compounded by the defects of the new one, which are always difficult to avoid altogether.
What remains then is try to develop a descriptive language for the purposes of this work, attempt at
avoiding deficiencies of IPA by means of a new concept, and hope at the same time to import as few new
defects as possible into the system. In order to achieve such an ambitious goal, it seems necessary to
conceive the new descriptive language as a relatively complete system from its very inception. Limiting
oneself only to a portion of the formalism that is needed at the moment, with the necessity to expand
and repair it later it is an almost sure road into future troubles. Creating any complex system of record
in a spontaneous, unmethodical manner is rarely a good idea. It might seem time-efficient to introduce
new forms in the record only after a need appears for it. However, almost any non-trivial system for a
non-trivial purpose grows dense as vacant positions get occupied while the project develops and this
thickening is almost always unsystematic. Processing such a spontaneously grown system proves
finally quite difficult and, consequently, full of errors. Its originally attractive simplicity is dearly paid
for in later stages of the development. A decision to take a different path has an unavoidable drawback
in slowing down the start of the project and the probable risk of creating a system surpassing in
complexity whatever is later really needed, which might be regarded as wasting time and energy.
Making such a decision then deserves a conscientious consideration and, if made, a detailed defence.
A reasonable objection that might be raised by system analysts is if the progressive method of project
development, termed ‘agile approach’, does not counter the idea of having all the requirements ready at
the start of the project. I concur that counting time and resources as constant while all the other project
‘bells and whistles’ as variables is certainly wise and most practical. But it concerns what points of the
task would actually be implemented, not how advanced technically is the tool to implement it. Formats,
codes and processing languages are tools, not tasks. It is fundamental to have all the tools ready and in
a good condition before they start working. They are not variables. What can, and probably will, be left
to grow and develop muscle in line with the changing plans and possibilities, are the details of what
will, or will not be processed or included in the database. The core of the project is the content of the
database, not the database itself. Any project developed the ‘agile way’ faces the task to prepare the
skeleton of the whole shape before it embarks anyway. What has been developed so far of the tools are
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skeletons with only that muscle that is expected to be actually needed (with some extra tendons already
in place, should I extend the metaphor), but able to grow later if, as and where the need be.
Producing a proprietary format within the framework of a project involves the responsibility to make
sure the format would be complete, i.e. not deficient in a crucial aspect. Primary is, of course, the
domain concerns: No portion of the TN"K should be left out of consideration, no possible sound
structure should be left uncovered (or if so, it should provide for its development in the manner that
would not disturb the system made so far). A vital technical requirement is to ensure that the whole
description system had no internal conflicts. In particular for the future stages of the research, it should
generate as few false finds on a search operation as possible. False finds have to be identified and either
sort out the results manually, or additional algorithms have to be introduced and debug to circumvent
the find, both of which is time consuming. Especially such clashes should be avoided that resist
circumventing by algorithms of any reasonable size. This issue has been paid a concentrated and
repeated attention. Every small change in the values or alteration in the design had to be verified for
internal consistency especially in later stages of development when the functional load began to be
substantial. Only work on live data will prove if and how much the effort was successful.
Another responsibility of the code designer, if not mandatory then certainly recommended, is that the
code be so compact as not to bring an excessive load to the processing. It should be borne in mind that
any needlessly protracted handling (e.g. a need of an additional search, list compare etc.) multiplies
many times when working in big volumes. What was barely noticeable in small quantities, large
amounts will show as a delaying factor.

D2.3.1 (1)

Fundamentally on Format

Additional two decisions had to be made: (i) In what format to record the Hebrew text? (ii) How much
of the theories on sound are to be recorded together with the data of the text, or in a simpler version,
whether at least the pronunciation should be imbedded into the record? These were the questions to
start with. It was obvious these are fundamental design issues. Furthermore, it was important that also
the writing system had a flexibility and a systematic concept from the start since, again, shortcomings
such as an inflexible or chaotic design might later bring obstacles difficult to overcome or, worse,
compromise the results (as the text is fundamental above any theory).
The candidate concepts were either a digital coding, or a graphic script.
There is a digital format that has the advantage that is ready to use54 in the form that makes possible
to record graphics, phonology and phonetics in the single format that moreover enables later to include
grammatical and semantic data. Thanks to the compactness of the binary coding, the resultant file
would probably still keep a manageable size even with all that included. The serious drawback,
however, is the binary record is impossible to read and print directly. I would have to create special
reader programs that would convert the binary code to a graphic form (which would have to be either
created, e.g. as a script to handle the underlying binary code, or adapt some available systems into an
ad hoc blend). Reader programs can incur unexpected delays (especially if they mistakenly mask
important information, which is an error easy to happen in a developing research). Besides, the printed
dissertation will need a symbolic representation anyway to communicate to the reader.
Similar arguments apply also to commercial digital formats (on which later). That is why I have
decided for a representation in directly readable characters.
A character format has appeared vital due to additional conditions: Files can be expected to need to
open frequently and evaluate or edit portions of the record manually. If it were a BFK/BLK reader, it
would have to offer editing functions. Due to the complexity of the BFK/BLK code, a complicated
program would have to be created. As the binary code is not directly printable, excerpts of research files
will be needed to quote in print. If the writing system is legible enough, it can become the symbolic
system used in the text of the dissertation.
Perl was selected as a suitable programming language. It has been designed for that type of tasks, so
it can be expected that programming in it will be simpler than e.g. in C or C++. These are universal
languages and produce a more compact code. Compactness of code is not important for the research.
Consequently, however, programming is more complicated in them. Be it C or Perl (but especially the
54

Jiří Hedánek (1995) BFK: binární fonetické kódování jako součást BLK. Unpubl. (master thesis), FÚ FF UK,
Praha, offers a complete v. 3.2 while there is also v. 3.3 as its later improvement.
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latter), in order for the files to be easily accessible to the programs, it is recommendable to limit the
data to the basic character set in ASCII. Some 90 characters of the set, however, is obviously not enough
to capture the graphics and phonology with phonetics together, much less the additional grammatical
and semantic information that the BFK/BLK coding is ready to accept. But unlike BFK/BLK, there is no
graphics system available that could contain graphics and phonetics in a directly readable form and
simultaneously be processed by simple algorithms.
Where simplicity or complexity of programming is not an issue, almost anything can be
programmed. If the outward appearance were the goal, it could of course be handled. At this project,
however, the complexity of programming is an issue and the outward appearance is not the goal. The
research is what should be the most labour-intensive, not programming. The data format is what is
determining, not the data presentation. In fact, the format is vital as it can prove finally to be the
decisive factor in what is going to be researched and what will be left out.
The available coding schemes in ASCII are not well utilisable. The original format the research started
with was CCAT.55 It, however, separates some vowels by inserting the number of an accent between the
vowel point and its mater (e.g. xolaem and waw). The furtive patax is coded in its graphic order (i.e.
reverse) etc. Furthermore, CCAT could be directly read in print only with difficulties (that is, after a
considerable practice and relying on the knowledge of the printed graphics), which does not seem to
suit well to the way texts are used in the work. Other schemes were either incomplete or had worse
legibility. The most serious drawback is, again, the many instances of coding graphics, not sense, i.e.
any two marks that happen to appear the same, obtain the same code, such as joraed and mer:kha
(05A5 in Unicode, 92/9C/F5 (multiple values due to position) in SIL Ezra). This is, then, another
reason for creating a new coding that is easy to read, easy to process and unequivocal in sense.56
The decision for a character format then brought about the need to design it from scratch. Due to the
limited capacity of the character set, the formats would have to be two: one format to contain the
graphic information; another format, independent of the former, to describe the sound of speech.
Eventual grammatical and semantic information may later again need dedicated systems of their own.
Fortunately, the resultant shape of the phonetic writing system makes possible to link them in,
provided these additional systems are designed on the same basis.57 Similarly, the Hebrew
transliteration made for the research is capable of imbedding the transcription of sound. Technically,
all information is possible to store in one record. Nevertheless, the complexity of such records would
increase. Regarding the limited capacity of the basic ASCII, it will not be practical to store all the
information in a single file. Again, two options can be considered to design: (i) Interface the two
55

The CCAT format is a data format used by the University of Pennsylvania Center for the Computer Analysis of
Texts. It is a special ASCII format used for Greek and Hebrew. Other widely used encodings exceed the 7-bit ASCII
by one bit more: SIL Ezra, ISO 8859-8, IBM Code Page 862, Microsoft’s Code Page 1255 and the MacOS Apple
encoding. Unicode Hebrew covers the 0590-05FF block of letters and signs (pointing, punctuation, cantillation)
and FB1E-FB4F characters of special letter forms, letters combined with signs and two additional modern signs.
56
It has to be capable of recording such exceptional cases as is dagesh inside xet in Song 5:16 as shown by #L ms.
Any files with encoded TN"K must allow the researcher to introduce non-standard characters and combinations.
Files available to the public may not be ready for that kind of editing, that is why proprietary coding is opted for.
57
Separate designs appear more justified if considered how the concerns of each one are or can be varied, in fact
disparate. While a simple transliteration of Hebrew might well be imbedded into a coding of sounds of speech,
demands would compound with growing requirements to cover more aspects of the Hebrew record. Ambitions to
generalize the approach to more ancient languages would most certainly bring insurmountable troubles to the set
of ASCII combinations. Designers of, e.g., a coding of ancient Egyptian would have to concern themselves with (1)
differentiating signs from sounds; (2) indicating complementary signs whose sound values were probably not
read, or not all of them (but still cannot be excluded); also determinants, logograms and framing portions of text
in various kinds of cartouches, serekhs or other frames; (3) capacity to note the meaning whenever indicated by
picture as they often make a graphic unity with the text; (4) the original directions of reading the signs in blocks
(two) and sequences (three); (5) combining, abutting, multiplying the signs; (6) an identification of a sign where
desirable (Gardiner’s code or Unicode); (7) frequent haplographies; (7) dealing with tables or layouts of text; (8)
indicating rearrangement of signs and words interleaved over a text; (9) sign stressing or supressing; unwritten
but read signs. An ambition to reproduce the hieroglyphic text back in graphics as close as possible would only
increase the demands, as well as to include the hieratic and demotic scripts. My attempt at such coding succeeded
to maintain only the basic compatibility with my other formats. Other ancient languages would present different
challenges, though, admittedly, not as complex as this multidimensional mode of writing the Egyptian.
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formats only via programs that read both; or (ii) additionally, maintain a master file, possibly in a
special master format (this is a real option thanks to BFK/BLK coding that seems fit for the purpose).
A character system to code the sound of speech, unlike the graphics, cannot be limited to a single
language. (This was one of the fundamental differences that was able to be implemented as soon as
decision was made to design both as two independent formats.) A one-language phonology format
would be possible only provided such a system were confined to record the phonology in the repertoire
known beforehand, incapable of more experimental development. The research proposal has not been,
however, defined this way. The research should be a re-evaluation of the available phonology of a
particular language, exceeding the traditional stock in search for a form of the pronunciation system of
the language that can be reconstructed, possibly even with looking for analogies in other languages’
phonetics, especially of the modern related ones. The phonetic/phonological character system had to
have a general outline and be systematic enough so as to enable cultivating, complementing and
completing it without crashing its concept by posterior requests. I have created such a system, too. Due
to its universal concept, it can be applied also to phonetics and phonologies of other languages. Its
name Glossa is an acronym for “General Language of Speech Sound Analysis”. Its development has
reached the version b14.6 at the time of writing these lines. The development of Glossa took a time
even longer than the Hebrew transcription. Unlike the transcription, it was not applied to the Hebrew
text from its very onset (as there was not much of phonology to test on initially), but its various aspects
were repeatedly subjected to rigorous scrutiny following any change with the aim to arrive at a
consistent graphic system, able to be read, parsed and to express more than available systems. More
concerning the format, please find below.58 At this stage of the discussion, the question is how well one
or the other character format can be mapped to the binary format (so as to use it as a sort of a scripting
language for the binary code).
Neither of the two character systems can be directly used as a scripting language for the binary code
of BFK/BLK. It follows from the limited capacity of the basic ASCII as well as the demand of immediate
legibility (even a sort of a visual appeal) in the Hebrew format that the construction of symbols must
have been different and somewhat more complicated than the straightforward but illegible BFK/BLK.
These two disparate concepts imply that a converter between the two types of coding, though no doubt
possible, would certainly be a non-trivial program. A user that will understand the principles of
recording in Glossa is not, simply by that, simultaneously penetrating the principles of operating the
BFK/BLK recording. Moreover, the BFK/BLK offers much more modalities (it records linguistics,
semantics, also operating instructions and even simple programming of dynamic events inside an
utterance). Though the BFK/BLK seems to be an obvious backup format as soon as the character files
exceed moderate volumes, so far it is not expected, at this stage of the research, that the BFK/BLK will
really be deployed. If phonetic values are converted to this code (they can be represented as numbers in
it) during the research, the reason was only to print an exact unique expression of their phonetic value
to avoid ambiguity as the BFK is more efficient in this respect than other systems known to me. Its
machine manageability, though, has not been tested in a real operation in spite the fact that it was
made for that purpose and it can be supposed it would pass. (Please read 2.3.2 (8) for more on it.)

D2.3.1 (2)

The Hebrew Record

The character system to encode the Hebrew graphics in ASCII must be able to capture all the significant
specialities of the Hebrew Bible (apart from the consonantal text, it is especially the points and
accentuation including the locations where they are doubled, or, in the contrary, where the consonants
are missing; then also irregularities in these that are preserved in diplomatic editions according to
manuscripts; also special signs or special shapes of characters; also the many divisions in the text; and
at least some text-critical information). It would be an advantage if the system of representation would
have a capacity to include manuscripts apart from the graphics of the printed editions as the present
research has already dealt with individual manuscripts with a benefit.

58

Many points of the argument apply equally to the Hebrew transliteration and the Glossa description of sound.
In order not to be overly repetitive, most of them have been dealt in detail in the Glossa passages below, mainly
for two reasons: (i) Glossa is a more complex system, (ii) sound transcriptions already available are more
elaborate so that more defending power is required to introduce ‘just another transcription’.
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Additionally, it is highly desirable for the system to be legible well even without a thorough
acquaintance with the rules, i.e. to be reasonably intuitive. In case it is also at least somewhat appealing
to the eye, its applications can be many. Under such conditions, transcripts inside the dissertation can
be also simplified. Typesetting Hebrew text in its original graphics is extremely laborious, sometimes it
seems as if controlled by an obstinate ‘intelligence’ of the system. The effect is one cannot rely the text
once typeset will stay in its original form. Typesetting Hebrew (in my experience, also Arabic59) in a
regular text processor, embedded in a Latin text running left to right, seems to bring persistent and
frustrating troubles. Starting from the day when text processors and fonts began to operate with a mild
‘intelligence’, which regular users find hard to protect themselves from, it seems as an almost
insurmountable difficulty to set short Hebrew phrases in between left-to-right text without the word
processor destroying them at the next open. (Even more troublesome is when it preserves them at the
next open—only to destroy them in the computer of the one who the text was intended for.) In order to
avoid that writing this English-Hebrew dissertation became a nightmare, I have decided to avoid
typesetting Hebrew as much as possible.60 The technology has not developed so much as to make
mixed typesetting a problem-free matter.
The additional disadvantage of keeping much text in Hebrew script would be it could not be read by
anyone who does not know Hebrew. Such inaccessibility of portions of the text to some interested
readers would be a drawback for this generally drawn up work. At least some Latin-based transcripts
cannot be avoided in a Hebrew phonology anyway. It seems only reasonable then to conceive its
Hebrew transcription (which simultaneously is designed as a research data format) sufficiently flexible
and intuitive from its very outset.
The advantage of keeping most of Hebrew within the ASCII limits is that no special IT equipment is
required. Most people come across non-Latin strings when browsing, some people use them actively
when word-processing. The possibilities of typesetting seem to cover the needs of any known language,
living or dead, thanks to Unicode. This is, however, an incomplete truth. While readers the world over
have already become used to the comfort of the reproduction of the glyphs of their own language, the
programmers, unless happy to limit themselves to simple reproduction, too, they still find the internal
work with strings in these scripts is not so comfortable and straightforward as with the basic Latin
ASCII. For right-to-left characters, there are two orders of letters that need to be distinguished, a visual
order and a logical order. The programmer mostly works with the latter. Problems compound as soon
as RtL strings are mixed with LtR strings of which several levels are distinguished. The bi-directional
logic the Unicode characters are expected to obey61 is by far no simple matter.
It is not just the letters, however. The programmer must cope with spaces and other ‘directionneutral’ characters, with parentheses and other ‘reversed-direction’ characters,62 with digits and other
‘weakly directional’ characters (digits will be scrambled if e.g. space is inserted) and word exchange on
line ends and beginnings (all the cases following from the fact that right-to-left multi-word phrases are
imbedded in lines that end on ‘beginnings’ and start on ‘ends’). If those seem rare, think that multicolumn tables may be part of the work.
Then there are five letters in Hebrew with graphically distinct shapes at the end of words, which the
research, however, has to filter out. The vowel sign for ‹a› called furtive patach has to be set before the
consonant that has caused it, though in Hebrew script it writes after it. Other issues may be with the ‹o›
sign. (Additionally, there is also the sorting order, again not a simple matter. There is also plenty of
irregularities in TN"K, which the research needs to take note of.)
Finally, the usefulness of Unicode for this research is seriously limited by the absence of distinct
coding for some characters.63 All the six disjunctive Legarme ‘accents’ can be coded only as a sequence
of the respective conjunctive inside the word plus a paseq following the word. Also the two mecunneret
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Not only in text processing. ‘Arablish’ (Arabic in Latin) is widely used in mail, chat and SMS. So is Hebrew.
These few Hebrew strings that there are only confirm it. Almost every single one has already caused me enough
troubles to turn the rest of my non-gray hairs gray. (I had finally to give up with note 24 and a few other texts.)
61
The interested and patient reader can find it in the Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm (UBA) document, UAX #9,
http://unicode.org/reports/tr9/. My access: 2011-06-3. Or search for “BiDi” for additional information.
62
Unicode sets only e.g. ‘open bracket’ while whether “[” or “]” is expected, is to be gathered from the context. In
case such characters are embedded in a text with the opposite direction, UBA is notorious in misaligning them. It
can easily happen in the research if e.g. pronunciation in [ ] is inserted in a Hebrew text.
63
The objection is valid for Unicode version 6.0 of 2010.
60
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signs cannot be coded as a unit. Both shalshelet signs share the same symbol (0593) and differ only
subsequently by a paseq. Again, 7ifxa and 7arxa (0596) as well as cinnorit and cinnor (0598) cannot be
accepted as single symbols simply for the reason of their identical appearance. Much less can meteg
and silluq be considered identical (05BD), the less so as they do appear within a single word
occasionally. Functions of none of these is identical. Finding a work-around for each of the deficiencies
of Unicode mentioned above would be laborious and error-prone. All this is a matter to deal with by
professional programmers working full-time, not a single researcher working just to sharpen his tool.
Actually, few professional word processors display all these bidirectional abilities faultlessly.
Functional differences between 0596 and 0596 are probably well beyond the resolution of them all.
The researching user (who, at times, can be anyone intending to query a Biblical Hebrew text) is not
saved of these headaches as soon as he or she finds the pre-programmed search window does not offer
enough search options and have to resort to more powerful search tools such as regular expressions.
They consist in a very complex syntax in Latin characters interspersed with any characters of the string
searched for. If the string happens to be in characters of opposite directionality (i.e. Hebrew), the
problems compound. And if the string is coded in an advanced system such as Unicode that maintains
a separate visual and a logical orders with automated means, i.e. reshuffling letters according to an
automatically-evaluated intended direction of the text, which would almost always be unintended and
unfortunate in a regular expression, the problems soon start to appear almost insurmountable.
Specialized software, such as Logos, did a good deal of work to surmount the problems, but at the end
of the day, they at Logos, for instance, themselves admit that to “avoid the complexities of having to
mix the right-to-left Hebrew script with left to write Regular expression syntax by typing the Unicode
values of the characters in question. Unicode is the international standard for multi-lingual encoding.
In Logos regular expressions, one can type \u followed by the 4 hexadecimal digits that define a
Hebrew character instead of switching keyboards to type in Hebrew. So, for example, the query above
could be rendered as: marks(/.*.[\u05b1\u05b2\u05b3].[\u05b7\u05b8].[\u05b7\u05b8].*/)”64—the
query was a simple search for seven characters, far from the real complexities of regular expressions.
Programmers in Hebrew phonology would have to face additional specific internal issues as they do
not deal with strings only. Their programs include also names of variables, module and function calls
(where Hebrew is difficult to avoid when the topic are sounds and letters of Hebrew) and all the
interface to the system. Even in the countries where expanded Latin script is used the programmers do
not often apply the expanded set elsewhere than in commentaries and the output strings. The more so
in language areas with different scripts. Since I work in a system adapted to a Latin script, I might
expect many problems if I tried to push Hebrew characters to where my system does not expect them.
At the end of the day I would end up working with the two scripts simultaneously—with Hebrew
wherever the system recognizes it correctly, and Latin wherever it does not. An adequate unambiguous
representation of the Hebrew graphics would have to be created anyway and the constant switching
between the two sets would be a source of errors. The simpler way is to reduce that source and work
mainly in just one of the sets; taking the line of least resistance, it is ASCII, not Hebrew.
The texts in MsH must be coded transparently, i.e. legibly not only for the machine but, with no great
effort, also for the knowledgeable reader. A scientifically useful transcription has certainly to code
unequivocally also the untypical and exceptional cases. Fulfilling all these demands is not an easy thing
as they counter each other. It means that the code either restricts solely to the bare ASCII-7, which can
be displayed in any computer regardless of the system and character set (the selected language and
writing), or a special reader program would have to become a part of the processing.65 A special
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http://www.logos.com/support/lbs/HebrewRegularExpressions (access 2011-06-26).
It would still be possible to employ Unicode. In that case, what would be needed were an editor that manages
Hebrew points, accents and all the specialities of TN"K in the exact manner as required. It should be able to take in
dozens to hundreds of files by a single command and make changes in all of them. (Most of commercial products
would probably fail the test as they focus more on comfort over a smaller volume of data, but with many functions
that are of little use for our purpose.) If needed, it should be possible to alter the manner how the program
processes and displays its data. (Most licences expressly forbid that. Majority of programs do not make their code
publicly available and do not allow to make changes in it.) And again, there is the in-built ‘intelligence’ of some
editors that are able to drive their users to despair by the fact the editor decides itself on the direction, selection
and location of Hebrew and Arabic characters. (In software terms, it fails to display and user-manipulate Unicode
65
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program to display and edit the record appears as too many unnecessary opportunities for more errors.
On the other hand, only a severely limited number of characters is available in the ASCII-7 set. The large
multitude of cases and exceptions to code unequivocally puts considerable demands on a well-thoughtout design. The demands compound as soon as it is required that the code, beside computing well, also
read well and remember well as a transcription. One of the tasks of the present dissertation was to
create such a transcription and test it on an adequately large sample of TN"K because as soon as the
programming starts, it will be very inconvenient and later practically impossible to change the code
once employed. The task has been fulfilled in creating and extensive testing of such a system. At the
moment of writing these lines, it is available in the version b7.7.
An advantage in using this Hebrew transcription frequently is that also a reader that is not so wellread in Hebrew but interested e.g. in phonology can read it. At the same time, Hebrew scholars (as
soon as they get accustomed to the unusual manner of writing) will not miss any information in the
transcription which regularly appear in original prints of Hebrew texts: a consonantal text,
vocalization, accents, special characters and infrequent combinations, all of it is kept in this
transcription. Also some text critical comments and rabbinical text notes can be expressed. To the
present author, his decision to frequently use expressions in this transcription brings the advantage of
substantially simplified typesetting as well as using the same graphics that is also the format of the
corpus research. As mentioned above, the original Hebrew graphics cannot be used for programming
because the utilized programming tools work only in ASCII. What would be time-consuming is not only
to typeset all the traditional signs but, as also hinted above, to repeatedly check if the integral
‘intelligence’ of the text processor the author uses to set this text (for many good reasons, a regular
commercial program is used) did not destroy the effort in a later stage of the work on text by its
automated changes in the Hebrew graphics. Moreover, the text when it is ready and checked again can
be converted into other programs, other formats and other environments where the author cannot
guarantee that no essential information get lost in all the reformatting and conversions. Deployment of
a legible and flexible transcription seems to solve many issues and needs in one go.
The in-house coding of Hebrew text makes also sense as it makes easier to compare different
manuscripts. More of them are planned for the future beyond #L and #A. Manuscripts that are
available in an electronic form in resources available to me appear to use a different format each. It
means I would need to convert at least some of them anyway. Again, it seems only reasonable to create
a proprietary but open and transparent format and develop it in line with the needs of the research.

D2.3.2

The Description

D2.3.2 (1)

Transcription of the Theories

Inherent in the nature of phonology is that it deals with symbolic representation of elements (segments
and other units) of the spoken language. It is only fitting if a phonological analysis opens with turning
its attention to symbols to obtain their working set or explicitly accept an available one if satisfactory.
Phonological formalisms used in current phonological theories fail to capture the nature of sound
phenomena they are supposed to represent. Abstracting away from the phonetic nature of sounds
might be seen as advantage by proponents of the particular theories, the drawback of their notations,
however, is it impedes any stepping beyond the current theoretical framework. It follows that original
assumptions on the nature of sounds, often adopted in the initial stages when the particular theory was
in the making and not yet tested enough, are maintained and replicated in subsequent stages of the
development of the theory as they are embedded in the original notation. Still, the physical nature of
control characters.) It is Unicode that has made possible to build text processors capable to ‘help’ their users up
to complete helplessness.
It might also be possible to apply a broader set of ASCII displaying some national alphabets. The trouble is they
display differently on different computers. That using alone of the characters as common as ´ or ` can bring
inconveniences in editing inside some systems. Provided they are set as dead keys, they will constantly try to
combine themselves with the following character (and ` is even part of ASCII-7). These chars are better to avoid.
The so far simplest and most reliable solution seems thoughtful, transparent combinations of the most regular
characters that display the same in all computers, read, select and write in the same direction and programming
tools recognize them equally reliably. All other achievements are courting for troubles, sometimes compounded.
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the sound (articulation, acoustics, perception) has much to say to phonology since many phenomena
relevant to phonology are explainable through events, economy or errors in the physical world. These,
rather that the innate phenomena of a supposed, sought-for, abstract universal grammar are at the
core of the language change that develops language diversity.
There are many phonologies, most of them use formalisms of their own. The present analysis of the
Masoretic Hebrew does not build on any of these although it takes into account concepts of a number
of them in formulating the present phonological approach. This phonology, too, needs a formalism
that would capture it adequately. Some of the available phonologies have manners of recording
partially compatible (they are those that develop or debug the earlier theories), other phonologies have
completely dissimilar records. Compiling similar ones eclectically is not a good idea. Two different
formalisms might be combined (though sometimes in a strange assembly) but where different
concepts are expressed in a seemingly similar manner, true eclecticism is not advisable. It is preferable
to create a new form that is able to express the new concept also where it takes into account concepts
made earlier. Prior to launching a research during which the theory is to find its exact form and which
is to be intercepted by means of the formalism, the new formalism cannot be restrained in advance. It
must be flexible to record various aspects of phonology, which means also phonetics. A good formal
system should not limit the research and thought by its inflexibility.
Phonological and phonetic transcription must be (1) linear, (2) anisotropic and (3) hierarchic.
(1) Its linearity follows from the linearity of the speech signal. Computational approach is easy to
adopt the same perspective so there is no tension between the model and reality. Phonological models
that do not deal with the linear speech but with aspects of the system may not be linear. Nevertheless,
as soon as conversion to an IT format is considered, they need to turn to a linear format anyway.
(2) Its anisotropy (the difference of the different elements and the identity of the identical ones) is
usually higher in any transcription than in a real signal due to practical reasons. Rather than a property
inherited from writing (it could be overcome), it is a simple expression of the discreteness of the
elements, though the real perception of the discreteness of the segments of the speech signal is
obviously a much more complex psychological process than just distinguishing letters of a
transcription. By nature, there is a trade-off, but with reason.
(3) The hierarchy consists in diversifying structural elements that provide the form to their
superordinate functional units: the phoneme provides the form to the morpheme, the morpheme does
so to the word (which is a linguistic unit definable with difficulty and it is more a graphic unit than truly
a phonetic one), the word to ... the sentence (skipping tiers here) and the sentence to the text.
Notwithstanding, units need be discriminated in more layers: at least in the abstract layer of the
system (phoneme) and the concrete layer of production and perception of the signal (hláska / ‘phone’,
i.e. the content of the segment), which is fed back in both the speaker and the listener. Then there is the
acoustic layer where signal description units can be earmarked. These do not have to be discrete,
nevertheless they also have to be exact, no matter how difficult it is, or perhaps impossible in the full
extent, to distinguish the linguistically essential from the inessential.
The three traditional tiers of generalness are discerned also in another way, which projects into
phonology more often. They do not reach acoustics but morphology: the phone tier, the phoneme tier
and the morphoneme tier. More tiers can be introduced if a theory or a method need it.

D2.3.2 (2)

A Flexible Framework

Though it appears probable that the graphical record of Hebrew, especially following its well thoughtout and mature development by the Masoretes, would keep its phonemes (presumably including other,
non-phonemic distinctions), it will not be correct to make this a base-line assumption and
mechanically to process differences captured in the graphics as if it were only phonological distinctions
and none other. It does not correspond to a procedure that a phonologist would select for a living
language with native speakers as informants, acoustic recordings and technical equipment. A normal
procedure would be searching for phonemes and allophones in the recordings that reproduce all the
differences. It is not possible in a historical reconstruction, still the procedure can be at least remotely
approximated or simulated by a procedure involving two steps: first, the phonologist tries to
reconstruct the phonetics of the available texts in (several) hypotheses; second, phonemes and
allophones are sought for in the versions generated by the hypotheses. Phonological intuitions of the
creators of the writing can be only auxiliary. (It may be useful especially if we know they were native
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speakers. In case of Hebrew, however, we cannot be sure even concerning the consonantal text. It was
almost surely not the case with vowels and prosody.)
That is why, in considering an appropriate method for the research, I have decided first to analyse the
available record to try to reconstruct a form that could make a base for a phonologic investigation (I do
not consider reasonable to base the phonology directly on graphics). In order for me to make possible
automatically to generate such a version out of the whole corpus in a later stage of the research, an
adequate formalism has to be created first, which means: sufficiently exact, and still easy to manipulate
by machine. The IPA, however, expects a specific, unequivocal sound shape, which a reconstruction of
an ancient tongue is often unable to produce. A number of symbols would be necessary to put with
conditions or doubts of various kinds, many would have to remain underspecified or atypically
generalized due to various reasons, which would entail to burden IPA with so many user-specified
symbols in a record structure so different (also phoneticians and phonologists, when describing
systems of living languages, often adapt their phonetic transcriptions to their own needs) that it is
worth considering if creating a new transcription system would not be more convenient, attempting
simultaneously to obtain advantages that IPA fails to offer.
If a reasonably complete system were to be accomplished, it could serve to transcribe the sound of the
language produced by reconstruction and also make an instrument of thought on the sound, i.e. a
working tool to formulate hypotheses and theories that would not be transcriptions in the proper sense
(at least not such as known in phonetics), but rather instruments of searching and incrementally
specifying, transcriptions that make possible to define suppositions and explicitly change them,
records enabling to integrate graphics and conform it to various interpretations without mixing the
sound and the graphics; a tool facilitating to cope with ambiguities of the ancient or early Middle Ages
record. It is certainly not necessary to dwell on proofs that IPA fails to offer anything like that; on the
contrary, it would have to be integrated itself into such a system where it would be a minor portion. It is
only reasonable then to attempt at creating a system capable of using IPA or a similar transcription
without being dependent on it and in the cases when some of its drawbacks are needed to pass by, it
would able to do so and function autonomously, by means of its indigenous technique of transcription.
Signs and symbols exceeding the immediate needs of Hebrew, Aramaic and related languages have
been integrated into the system as placeholders keeping specific functions or values reserved in order
that the system does not lack in its descriptive power. This is the reason that representation sometimes
seems needlessly complex. The purpose is to blueprint a system that is adequately flexible also for
future tasks, planned and unforeseen alike. They do not concern only specific phonetic values but the
whole manner of the rather complex Masoretic record that is to be interpreted without being sure in
advance what the expressing needs will be.
Also for programming, it is highly desirable to have the whole of the system ready at least in design
prior to launching the scholarly research and experiments to prevent that the algorithms of the
programs are needed to rework later. Any change in algorithms while experiments are already running
result in experiment incompatibility, and as any changes on the go in later stages are usually
inadequately tested and applied too hastily on real data, they result in needless errors. The algorithms
of the basic processing is better to create as (relatively) complete right from the start and add only
adjustments that do not alter substantially the functions.
The fourth reason grows in importance when (and if) the results are processed statistically or with
methods of data mining (DM). These methods, if well understood and applied, lower the risk of finding
false dependencies and discovering causalities where there are none. If correlations are sought for
‘manually’ on just a few parameters, their selection may often be pre-determined by intuition or
foreknowledge and the results can be substantially distorted. On the other hand, the methods of
automated DM use statistical principles to test correlations between all the available items, with the
effect that if there is another item that reflects a real causality and is fortunately included in the data
base and covered by the automatic processing, the false dependency between the items that might be
selected for testing by a human burdened with foreknowledge will not show. In other cases, such a
dependency may be distributed in more items, hence even more hidden from an intuitive evaluation.
These are good reasons to collect data of the kinds as varied as possible in the data base in spite of that
initially it might seem that much lesser number of items could be enough. Collecting varied data,
however, demands that the coding system is able to distinguish them, or occasionally, does not force to
transform such data into categories created by prior intuition. The records must bear inserting
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linguistic and semantic data without making chaos in phonology. That is the reason why the record has
to be designed as a stable, well thought-out system rather than simply tagging from its very beginning.
Another reason the phonetic formalism must be well designed is that, should there be any follow-up
research, it will be useful if the tools made ready for the corpus processing need not be re-worked
(simpler is always to create anew) and the finds recorded in this formalism can be directly engaged in
the continuing work. It need not be limited to BH but include more languages (Biblical or modern for
comparison) or more aspects of BH. Due to these reasons, the open (‘universal’) strategy of Glossa can
be considered wise. Besides, the BFK/BLK displays the same strategy, which could only make simpler to
create an interface between the two codes.66

D2.3.2 (3)

The Importance of Being Linguist

A generalized approach to such a work is useful as it concerns not only phonology but also phonetics
that has no formalism which would meet the needs of programming around simple ASCII, and still be
able to express various aspects of phonetic observations as well as phonological systems and their
operations. It is desirable that phonetic and phonologic formalisms were not two disjunct or narrowly
conjunct sets of conventions, in spite of the fact the complexity of the demanded formalism is
compounded. Phonetics and phonology are two aspects of viewing the same reality that should work in
conjunction.
The capacity to declare and use also other, different phones than considered as standard for a
transcribed text comes in handy. One of the reasons is the fact that also dialectal and foreign language
expressions with a different phonology may appear in texts of a particular language. Transcription in
Glossa offers an advantage to include an individual or sporadic occurrence of a phone (hláska) directly
into a transcribed spot with its description that can be as detailed as needed to define it. This way, the
inventory of phones does not have to be expanded for a special symbol.
Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that phonological categories are only prototypes whereas, in
connected speech, both on the segmental and suprasegmental levels, many parameters change in a
continual manner, many phonetic categories are in fact continua of values, there are smooth
transitions between what is regularly discriminated so that also seemingly exotic phones may be
surprisingly found in a quite non-exotic context: e.g. there is a smooth transition between voiced
plosives and injectives, that is why injectives cannot be excluded as of no use for a description of Czech.
Their usefulness can be estimated only after the level of detail of the transcription or description is
established; this, however, is not a responsibility of the designer of a transcription system but rather its
user. It should be also considered that the system should manage both the correct, well planned shape
of speech but also deviations from it.
“The spoken, especially spontaneous form of speech displays, in comparison to its normalized,
mostly written form, an incomparably higher variability full of deviations and mistakes, often with
subsequent rectifications, i.e. corrections of what was said immediately before. In fact, their study
might render interesting results concerning the human speech and the functioning of language. Any
statistically significant results can, however, be obtained only through larger, carefully prepared
corpuses, whose processing would be practically impossible without information technology.”67
That is why linguistics can benefit much from a technique of an easy to type flexible phonetic tagging
as most research corpora accumulate written, not spoken language. Beside the fact that speech, not
literature, is primary in both phylogenesis and ontogenesis, spoken language displays many specific
66

Still, interfacing the two codes can be far from an easy matter. The most perspicuous difference is that BFK
needs no declaration section as every symbol is fully specified by default. To find out BFK’s version of ‘distinctive’
features is just run a bitwise seek or operation on the symbol. In BFK, it is easy to manipulate symbols as groups
like rounded or nasals. Other generalizations can by done by bitwise operations such as masking. Exactly this,
however, may cause more troubles than it may seem on the first sight. The other systems seem mostly to assume
the reader simply ‘knows’ the meaning of symbols and how they relate to one another. People are aware this set of
symbols are rounded, these are voiced. Glossa allows a declaration section or fuller specification inside the record
but only as an option. Generally, people are happy with underspecified symbols or (often) not specified at all. If
any system allows for underspecification, let alone a sloppy usage, it can be certain majority of the records will be
underspecified or even sloppy. What an interface to BFK would do most of the time then is demand more
specifications or encapsulate too many of its symbols with masking or other bitwise operations.
67
Jiří Hedánek (1995), op. cit., p. 5 (Czech).
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features that are almost impossible to find in writing (and, consequently, most of the available corpora)
in spite of their great relevance for our knowledge of the linguistic and cognitive fundaments of speech.
Only spoken utterances offer word fillers, hesitations, false starts, missing ends, stammering, etc. and
it breaks even elementary grammatical and syntactical rules surprisingly often. As far as I know,
systematic treatment of these phenomena is still missing in linguistics since relevant data are available
mostly in acoustic records as they are hard to transcribe.
The absence of a simply coded, adequately fine-grained, flexible and systematic tool to describe the
sound of any (be it unknown) language seems alarming face to face to the fact that “more than half of
the world’s 7,000 languages are expected to die out by the end of the century.”68 Still, any appreciable
phonetic or phonological information is available only about 10 per cent of them.69 It is also the
biological and ethnic diversities that die out beside languages in the world of today in an alarming pace.
A species endangered actually more than languages are dialects of many of those as well as the
documented ones, even the literary languages. These have usually a written standard that is convenient
only to the literary variety, sometimes inadequately. Dialects mostly cannot be recorded that way or too
inadequately, even when no attempts are made to record how they sound (which would be a pity not to
note down). In spite of being able to take records or shots of the speakers of the dying languages,
particular passages of such records cannot be simply extracted and discussed via written media that
mediate most of the global scholarly communication. IPA seems too cross-grained, chaotic and
typography-demanding so as not to be an obstacle. Similarly troublesome would it be for such records
to analyse by computers—which can, however, as the only means, help manage efficiently the
processing of at least what is there to remain from the wealth of the languages of the world.
Still, the linguistic wealth may be one of the needed prerequisites to come to know general cognitive
structures of the human linguistic (and non-linguistic) capabilities.70 It is more than the treasures
vanishing in the eyes of linguists and cognitive scientists. It includes biologists, botanists, zoologists,
anthropologists, religionists, physicians, ... in short, it concerns all the rapidly disappearing knowledge
that has been stored in these languages and that, at points, often surpasses the knowledge of the
civilization that globally prevails. Therefore it is imperative to try to preserve of the diversity as much as
possible. For this purpose, the sound of languages and dialects needs a suitable tool to capture the
phonetics and the phonology of particular utterances and texts with an adequate flexibility (adequate
both to the needs of the text and the abilities of the one who records), simplicity (in not requiring
special equipment, e.g. special fonts) and eligibility for machine processing (in having logical structure
and an option of explicit definitions). IPA conforms to these requirements with utmost difficulty. Here
is an alternative attempt, based on a different logic and finding different possibilities. Producing a tool
for processing speech calls for a universal application that needs not and should not remain a toy of a
researcher for a single purpose.

D2.3.2 (4)

Description, Non Transcription

An important advantage of this system of transcription is that it does not push to an explicit
segmentation, or rather that it makes possible to record a stream of speech without its apriori
segmenting it into phones. That offers a considerable convenience for recording languages with no
processed phonologies or not completely so.
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Stefan Lovgren (Sep. 2007) Languages Racing to Extinction in 5 Global ‘Hotspots’. National Geographic
News, quoting David Harrison, Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages, Oregon, participating at the
National Geographic Society’s Enduring Voices Project, see http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2007
/09/070918-languages-extinct.html, 23. 9. 2010. • Also Wade Davis in an interview refers to an estimate that,
out of those 7,000 languages of the world, about half of them is to die out in a generation. Vidět světlo [See the
Light]. (Questions by Justin Kavanagh) National Geographic, Česko, Dec. 2008, p. 30.
69
David Odden, op. cit., p. 136.
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Should the claim feel overstated, I challenge the dear reader to obtain (www.pnglanguages.org/americas/brasil
/PUBLCNS/ANTHRO/PHGrCult.pdf, mine access 11-08-29) “Cultural Constraints on Pirahã Grammar” by Daniel
L. Everett (Current Anthropology, vol. 46, No. 4, Aug-Oct 2005), which presents 30-year’s experience of a unique
culture and quite an incommensurate language in a powerful interdependence. If and when the language dies out,
the universal congitive research would lose an important testimony on and a key to the human’s cognitive history.
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Phonetic alphabets have a limited efficiency for the needs of phonologic or phonetic work exactly
because they are not recording systems but simply another kind of writing, different alphabets.71 The
prototypical one, IPA, was originally created by English and French language teachers in 1886 as an aid
to students, and in spite that it is being developed carefully and (since 1888) with a global standpoint, it
still suits best to language education. A phonetic alphabet, the international or otherwise, is in fact
nothing more than a table of characters or a set of a few tables.
A system of notation fit for scientific work should be more of a meta-language for a symbolic
description of the sound of language, somewhat (though not entirely) analogous to symbolic languages
of logic or mathematics. It must be capable primarily to provide for developing expressions,
foregrounding or backgrounding of sound structures, equivalence of expressions and creation of new
expressions. Even the most elaborate of the (European-type) alphabets, IPA, makes not possible much
more than just recording with a greater or smaller degree of detail. It is also cumbersome to typeset72
(on the other hand, it reads well, at least for those who know it), which are not so essential features for
scientific work. Mathematic or logic calculi are also cumbersome to set (and easy to read), still their
flexibility and expressiveness are superior since they are systems, not alphabets. Tables of mathematic
symbols, though appearing now and then, do not have much sense. Users have to make themselves
familiar with the functions of the individual symbols, understand regulations of the mathematic or
logic system whose part the symbols are, and only then, after exercises, students are able to read and
produce the types of recording. That is why “abecedaries” of mathematic symbols must be incomplete
by definition; they are no alphabets. (Concerning legibility, it is a trade-off between opposites, a
purposeful balance: The opposite end to mathematic or logic calculi can be put with some program
scripts that typeset well but are hard to read.) A language for description of speech should be conceived
as an open system capable of developing, not a table of just another alphabet. The researcher on the
sound of language needs to write and read in a variable degree of condensation (IPA partially enables
that); needs to have the options to record the same reality from divergent viewpoints (IPA enables two
viewpoints, phonetics, and phonology, that have to be selected in advance, which may not be always
welcome; segments can be interspersed with several prosodic symbols although with no distinction of
their phonological status and with no detail; acoustic properties are omitted entirely). IPA does not
allow, while a language is being researched, to record how gradually accumulate recognized phonemes
(i.e. mark out in text which phone has acquired a phonemic status and which, so far, does not). The
researcher also needs often the option to create (and typeset) user symbols which, however, are
readable or at least decipherable according to pre-set regulations of the system. New, ad hoc symbols
are sometimes introduced to IPA, but the system does not support it and fails to set any regulations to
define them. It is especially (not exclusively) phonologists who need the possibility to generalize (IPA
hardly allows that) and, apart from individual symbols in any degree of generalization, they need also
patterns and constructions, i.e. operations over patterns (something like that far exceeds the
possibilities of IPA).
Some systems, e.g. North American APA, are not so sensitive on exact shapes of the symbols,
allowing thus for a greater typographic variation. It pays for it by lower resolution or mild ambiguity in
some cases. On the other hand, Hispanic linguistics distinguishes shades with some of its special
71

Chomsky and Halle in their Sound Pattern of English (p. 293) complained: “Our conception thus differs from
an alternative view that the phonetic transcription is primarily a device for recording facts observed in actual
utterances. That the latter view is not tenable, in any very strict sense, has been known at least since mechanical
and electrical recordings of utterances have revealed that even the most skillful transcriber is unable to note
certain aspects of the signal, while commonly recording in his transcriptions items for which there seems to be no
direct warrant in the physical record. But even if the phonetic transcription were as faithful a record of speech as
one could desire, there is still some question whether such a record would be of much interest to linguists, who
are primarily concerned with the structure of language rather than with the acoustics and physiology of speech. It
is because of this question that many structural linguists have felt that phonetics has very little to offer them and
have therefore assigned to it a secondary, peripheral role.” These words, published in 1968, have introduced
much of what is still true in most of the current phonological theory. What can be subscribed by the present
author is at least the observation that phonetic transcriptions recorded by humans are always interpretations of
the sound. It should be a caveat in search of a ‘perfect’ transcription. Even Glossa, an alternative explained below,
cannot be anything else. It can only offer a different set of advantages as well as disadvantages in comparison
with other transcriptions. We should keep this in mind when putting different systems side by side below.
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There are a few conventions to type IPA in simple ASCII characters. See below under the subdivision (6).
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symbols that IPA does not recognize. Nonetheless all of them depend on the availability of a special
phonetic font or a special section in a larger font73 (they have most of the symbols in common anyway).
The variability of the APA and the Hispanic systems (they are rather sets of conventions) are not as
broad so as to improvise a phonetic transcription with any larger set of commonly used international
characters; much less with the set of characters regularly accepted in programming.
A good descriptive language has to have power to create symbols promptly and as precisely as
possible since it is often the precision of the transcription that decides if particular variants of phones
are recognized as real or if their alterations are taken into account and add to e.g. active assimilations
(which is important for phonology), or if they fall through a sieve too thin in the table of available
symbols and the list of processes active in speech will consequently be incomplete (and phonology
imprecise). Still, it is obvious that to define what is and what is not an assimilation must not depend on
the fact whether a suitable transcription symbol happens to be at hand since the reality that the phones
bear one on another is not affected by our ability to note down the result of their mutual bearing in a
simple way.

D2.3.2 (5)

When 1+1 Does Not Equal 2

Also a definition of the syllable, if we understand it as an array of progressive and regressive
assimilations regarding to nucleus, may be occluded with our representation of syllables in the stream
of speech by imprecise symbols that do not pick up the incontestable and essential fact that consonants
of each syllable are articulated on the basis of vowels in the nucleus and, consequently, they differ from
syllable to syllable according to what vocalic base they are articulated on. By way of an example: Czech
“sad” and “sud” differ by the bases ~a~ and ~u~, respectively. The s~ consonant in the latter word is
visibly rounded by the effect of the following ~u. We might be able to express a rounded [s] in IPA,
nonetheless more such interactions can apply at once, are regular in the connected speech and our
definition of the syllable might be based directly on them, which, however, the regular way of
transcribing hides. We could well use American English words “saw” and “sue” for the lip-rounding
anticipation of the following rounded vowel, borrowing it from Clark and Yallop (p. 122).74
This is why it is so important that phonetic transcription put as few a priori limits as possible.
Transcriptors in Glossa can be followed with an unlimited number of descriptors that can specify it if
necessary, [trans](descr)(descr)... The vocalic base, which is complained about in the quoted passage,
can easily and clearly be contained in one of them (provided more is needed than coarticulation that
can become part of the transcription symbol). This feature is a general advantage of Glossa:
Transcription (segments etc.) can be joined with additional information without breaking the structure
of the record. It was one of the chief motivations why Glossa was created as it is: prefix transcriptor
descriptors... where only a prefix in some form is obligatory as it supplies the structure to the record.
However, almost any symbol including operators and brackets (“envelopes”) can be gradually
developed, generalized, defined more or re-defined in Glossa.
Unlike IPA that deals with syllables only marginally or not at all, in fact it does not cover them
adequately, Glossa knows a number of ways to articulate the syllable or its various kinds. It can mark
out intension, tension and detension versions (..b/..a|..b\) or create good many of the allophones (e.g.
73

The number of fonts with phonetic sections grows steadily. Selection is not an issue anymore unless one is too
selective. Still, using the full range of the diacritics can be quite laborious for the uninitiated, or without special
software. And some of the Hispanic symbols or rather combinations of symbols are largery unavailable yet.
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It may be of interest to quote the larger passage: “The term ASSIMILATION has a longer tradition than
coarticulation, and is sometimes used in a rather general way, more or less synonymously with coarticulation.
Quite often the term refers only to those cases of context-sensitive articulatory overlap which are reflected in a
phonetic transcription. In this usage, the term becomes rather too dependent on ill-defined conventions about the
nature of transcription. Thus assimilation may include instances of overlap which happen to generate a change
from one common sound to another (as when the alveolar [n] of un– becomes velar [ŋ] before a velar plosive in
unkind or ungainly) but exclude instances that give rise to a less common sound for which there is no well-known
phonetic symbol (as when the initial consonants of saw or sue are lip-rounded in anticipation of the following
rounded vowels). In other words, what counts as assimilation tends to depend on the availability of symbols to
indicate it and on conventional judgments about its auditory or linguistic salience. Many effects, such as changes
in the tongue body posture of alveolar stops in the context of different vowels, are not even allowed for in
conventional phonetic transcription, and so are likely to be ignored in accounts of assimilation.” John Clark /
Collin Yallop (1990) An Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology. Blackwell, Oxford, p.121–122.
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..b+a, ..b+i, ..b+u etc.). It also makes possible to present the syllable as an integral unit and only
disassemble its components (..-ba--a-ab), somewhat reminiscent of ancient cuneiform or
contemporary speech synthesis engineering. As an analytical tool, it easily records phenomena inside
the phones, which is impossible for IPA. No problem is for Glossa to capture the meaning or
observation that a syllabic (or rhythmical etc.) boundary runs not in front of or behind the phone but
directly inside it (so that a portion of the phone belongs to the coda, a portion to the following onset),
and this in several different manners: a descriptor can be connected to only inform about the
phenomenon: ..xy(/\); in longer or magnified prefixes, the observation may be imbedded: ..||..xy; or a
thoroughly analytic manner can be employed with proportional lengths: ..---||-xy.
Clark and Yallop criticize IPA that it reflects European origins also in excluding ejectives and
implosives from the main table. Another European feature is that the main table’s dimensions are only
the place and manner of articulation, which arranges well but, at times, some other features of
articulation (e.g. posture of the tongue) have to be ignored or excluded from the main table or included
under the one or the other main dimension.75
The trouble with the phenomena not intercepted in IPA (it might well apply to other transcriptions,
too) is in that what IPA fails to intercept seems not to exist for many readers (who, apart from language
students, are also phoneticians and phonologists). If no consonant intensions are symbolized, no
consonant intensions exist. If the syllable boundary cannot be marked out inside a phone, such a
position for the boundary is out of consideration. This is a very real danger for any transcription or
formalized description including Glossa. Glossa counters the danger by not obscuring that no segment
nor any phenomenon is ever fully specified. Following any reasonable transcription, it is always
possible to develop the record more, specify on, add detail, so that the reader can never have the
impression that the sound was completely expressed by the record. If a transcript offers a particular
solution, the multiple options in Glossa minimize the condition when no alternative solution can be
expressed so that the mistaken solution is simply mistaken and not the only solution possible.
For someone educated to literacy in Latin script, IPA based on Latin conceals another precariousness.
By enabling some phenomena to record simply and other ones to appear compounded, IPA supports a
misleading impression that also the pronunciation recorded this way is either simple or complicated.
This rarely corresponds to reality. English can be recorded very simply in IPA though its pronunciation
cannot count among the easy ones, on the contrary (if it were measured by what is common among
languages of the world) it seems quite exotic. Complexity or simplicity of articulatory or sound
phenomena is not reflected in the record adequately as it has usually to cope with the complexity of its
own. False complexity is a problem of perhaps all phonological notations. Generative phonology tries
to deal with the issue (it went as far as counting symbols to decide for a simpler record in its early days)
but what it selects is only between simpler or complex models inside the theory whose reality depends
on how close the theory reflects reality. It still can explain a simple phenomenon with a sophisticated
sequence of (simple) rules. Glossa is prone to the same handicap as all the other auxiliary tools. Its
method of facing it is it keeps almost all records in a mild complexity with the effect that the reader
accustomed to Latin script is not lead subconsciously to sort pronunciations to “non-exotic” and their
opposites, complicated “exotic” pronunciations. It is, however, only very imperfect solution if any at
all. This common property has to be kept in mind over any record so as not to mistake a complexity of
description with a complexity of the described reality.
How troublesome it is to create an exact transcription of the sound of a language in the IPA system, a
very graphic testimony is inadvertently given by the Handbook of the International Phonetic
Association: A Guide to the Use of the International Phonetic Alphabet, CUP 1999, that following the
exposition of the principles of the IPA transcription it joins brief descriptions of phonetic inventories of
29 different languages. Their conciseness allows with almost all of them only for segmental
description, which the authors of each description try to demonstrate with an IPA graphics. In spite of
the fact that those 29 languages use mostly the same symbols, their phonetic meanings are very
diverse. As soon as a reader of the handbook passes from the exposition of IPA to particular
descriptions, their sound image they offer seems often quite different from the one the reader could
expect from the inventory of symbols. Also if the reader happens to be familiar with some of the
described languages, it seems obvious to her or him that similar conventions and similar records mask
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appreciable variability. Such categorization is surely useful for students and teachers, a meticulous
preciseness is not always a virtue. Nevertheless the simple fact that even a super-brief description of a
phonetics of a language cannot do without a verbal commentary, without ‘putting things right’, seems
to witness for a more expressive formalism to describe phonetics than IPA is.
Phonetic differences between phones in the languages of the world are often well perceivable by
hearing and can be imitated, still IPA fails to reflect them.76 They are the differences that help create
what laymen call a “good accent” (which may not be of any interest to phonologists although IPA is a
phonetic table) but more than that. Sometimes they hide a danger of a phonological confusion (e.g.
when an open [ɪ] of a language hears as a closed [e] common in another language). In some cases, IPA
provides a diacritical apparatus (e.g. to distinguish more than two [i]s), hence if the distinctions
improvise or neglect in publications, it is not the fault of the transcription system. In other cases such
as differences in retroflexivity (subapical in Hindi, sublaminal in Telugu), the system is unable to catch
these audibly distinct differences anyway else than by re-signifying a diacritics generally meant for
something else. The idea behind the IPA system, so far the most detailed system there is available for
more than a group of languages, is no doubt it is not probable that such differences would represent
differences in meaning. Surely this is a reasonable assessment, the keepers of IPA are right in that. But
it is a phonological viewpoint, not a phonetic one. In describing a language whose phonology is
disregarded, or in comparing sound structure of languages whether phonology is regarded or not (a
comparative aspect, be it in a small degree, will be common in language descriptions), it is useful to
have the chance to record such differences consistently.77 If it is not possible, the expression of
differences are improvised or relegated to a companion text rather than transcriptions. If a machine
processing is considered, however, neither improvised differences nor verbal circumscriptions are of
any use. Consistent formalizations have to be sought out. If it is itself also improvised, the problem is
only being rolled on to the future.
Taken the viewpoint of phonology, it can be said it is useful to capture only the differences that can,
at least potentially, distinguish phonemes in a dialect or perhaps in comparing two dialects or
languages (so that transfers and overhearings could be spoken about). Symbol creation can stop where
idiolects start. But exactly that is the area of interest in speech therapy. In fact, everyone speaks an
idiolect and nobody speaks anything else. What is above it, comes from interpersonal generalizations.
So not even an idiolect can be set as a cutoff point beyond which the differentiation capacity of a system
of transcription may be considered as unnecessary detailed. All linguistics is, after all, a testimony on
human behaviour. No testimony on behaviour can only generalize, safely ignoring the particular.
On the other hand, it should be mentioned exactness and high precision are characteristics welcome
in transcription systems as a potential, not a necessity. Precision in a high degree may not always be
appreciated. Also, illusory precision is surely undesirable. It should be kept in mind that many
differences in transcription reflect differences in perception, which in the cases of both trained analysts
and native speakers is a subjective factor somewhat hard to control. Some transcriptions result from an
articulatory analysis (it also can be unequivocal: more gestures can produce a single acoustic effect)
and only very few arise from acoustic analyses. Also in such cases, transcriptions, both phonetic and
phonological, reflect a categorial reduction, often in various, unspecified combinations of all these
viewpoints. What should primarily be exact are transcriptions destined for exact processing. But many
transcriptions are meant just for the eye, not a machine, and only made to show a phenomenon, not
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A. Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting. Part Two: Phonetics and Phonology. E. J. Brill, Leiden,
p. 13: “...the I.P.A. alphabet ... although its basic chart distinguishes between 65 different consonats (or variant
articulations),* it still does not provide symbols for all the consonant phonemes attested in Semito-Hamitic
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Patrick Bennet, Comparative Semitic Linguistics (cit.), says on p. 12: “In most cases, a phonemic transcription
provides all the detail we need for comparison; occasionally, however, the comparativist must examine
allophones. Occasionally, as well, it is necessary to compare data from one language that are available only in a
phonemic transcription, with phonetic data from another language.”
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every single detail. Surprisingly, approximation is more precise and incompleteness clearer in such
cases. A good system should also make possible such free, almost leisurely usages that concentrate on
getting across a clear idea than a precise description of all the facets of the sound signal.
Historical phonology introduces another viewpoint into the issue of detail: Beside phonological
differences really observed in languages of the world, it is interested also in what might have been a
difference (or was, without us being able to tell today). It is interested in possible variants and intervals.
On the one hand, historical phonology can do with a considerably smaller inventory of symbols and can
make them up also deliberately devoid of phonetic value, e.g. with arbitrary numbers—on the other
hand, it is right in taking an interest in articulatory possibilities utilizable for phonological differences;
simply because an arbitrary symbol without a phonetic value cannot explain the effect of the phone or
phoneme on its surroundings. The effect is phonetic, and unless historical phonology resigns on
phonetic explanations, it cannot abstract from hypotheses concerning phonetic properties of the
researched language. Phonology and also historical phonology as any other science concerns itself with
not only a list of what has been observed but also tries to explain why it has been observed and what
could and could not have been observed. That is why even the historical phonology cannot be content
with a list of recorded expressions but looks for general laws in the sound structure. This applies to
distribution of phones but also their properties that affect the distribution anyway.
The phonology grounded in phonetics cannot make do with a limited, pre-established inventory of
symbols because it has to base the description of living languages on (very variable) real utterances
and, in languages no longer spoken, it needs to look for possible analogies in descriptions of living
languages. It can use IPA for the descriptions but if an electronic corpus is needed to be built out of the
texts and process them with e.g. regular expressions78 of Perl, it needs ASCII-7. IPA does not suit well for
descriptions by these means, it is adequate rather for a swift orientation and rough idea on
pronunciation. It is used herein keeping this in mind.
Limiting oneself in ASCII to an inventory developed ad hoc would be methodically unwise, save their
list were established prior to the start of research, which is not the case. Otherwise, as soon as the
number of the ad hoc symbols started to overflow a minimum quantity, the symbols and their
combinations would begin to impede each other, the original logic would be overloaded and expanding
would become ever more difficult and less logical. Moreover, exploring efficient methodical approaches
to process dead languages is advisable to check on living languages where native speaker intuition is
available. (Even if it were not possible in the course of the work on the dissertation, applying the
research technique to a living language at least ex post is still desirable. Additionally, it is highly
probable there will come a need to confront the Masoretic corpus with Hexaplaric transcriptions in
Greek; possibly also with texts in languages related to Hebrew, e.g. the translation in Syriac.79 Also
names transcribed in other ancient versions can be useful.) The identical system as for Hebrew and
Aramaic of the master file must be employed also for other ancient or living languages. Otherwise,
such confrontations cannot be valid.
The data seem to be so comprehensive that, at least theoretically, they could be used as input to a
text-to-speech (TTS) system where hypotheses, especially prosodic ones, might be tested. A TTS
modelling has to convene to broader demands. That is why a systematic rather than ad hoc approach is
to be preferred in designing the data structures and their processing: at least a blueprint of the system
has to be prepared.
This system is not just another phonetic transcription. What may seem conspicuous is Glossa does
not provide a single character for one phone. Though it expressly does not compete with IPA (which in
fact fails to have a strict 1-to-1 correspondence, either), here it is a manifestation of a fundamental
design that distinguishes the two approaches widely. Glossa (General Language Of Speech Sound
Analysis) is an analytical descriptive record of the sound of speech.
An example of a transcription that appears analytic is Kirshenbaum’s ‘explicit’ version of IPA such as
/{vcd}{blb}{stp}/ for /b/. Though less ambitious than Glossa—it remains a transcription, not a
descriptive language—it is simple, yet flexible. As it is easier to learn, it is a notable competitor to
Glossa. Another example of a related approach is the feature notation such as in Generative Phonology.
This, however, is not to record speech but presumed processes in phonology. It has a considerably
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narrower scope and is based on a different concept. The approach of the two systems is limited to
decomposition in features or their equivalent. The ‘features’ or primitives of Kirshenbaum are,
however, more realistic as they, unlike GT features, are parameters of real sounds, presuming any
sound could be ‘catalogued’ by them. Empirically, they are ‘distinctive’ and universal anyway. Both
sets of the features, however, decompose the whole segment as such. They offer no true analysis of the
course of the segments. Features are no real entities, they are only properties of the entities that can be
put in contrast when the entities are put side by side in text or in paradigm. These
transcriptions/descriptions are analytical in the sense they analytically describe the segments. They are
not analytical in trying to describe what the segments are made of. (Segments are not ‘made of’ their
properties. A car is made of parts, not of properties like ‘four-wheel drive’ or ‘maximum velocity’.) As
far as known to me, no ‘desegmentation’ was attempted at. There has been no established method of
making truly analytical transcriptions so far.
IPA and related transcriptions are synthetic in that they fuse most partial meanings into a single
symbol (structured or not). Glossa is analytical in that it distributes meanings in separate symbols. The
difference is similar like between 1+1 and 2. Both manners of record produce the same value in their
result. For that reason we can write an equation sign between the two expressions, 1+1=2. What is
really equivalent, however, is only the resultant value. We feel intuitively that the two records are not
equivalent. The first expression does not tell directly the result, rather it informs about the internal
structure of the value. It says the value consists of two equally sized portions. If they match exactly or
approximately, it depends on the applied system of numbers. That should be declared unless it is
implied by the context. At simple maths there is no need to declare anything, but a non-trivial
mathematics enables or even demands such declarations. Also the trivial Glossa relies on common
sense while in non-trivial cases it makes possible to declare formally some or all elements in an
expression. The structure or composition of the analytical record can be further developed, made more
precise, add detail etc., and of course, there are also other structures, similar or radically different, that
arrive at an identical resulting value, such as analytic 2(1+1)/2, and +2 in a synthetic version. The
latter expression, in spite of being compounded of two characters, a plus sign and a number, still does
not tell anything on its internal structure and provides only the value. It is still a synthetic record (in the
same sense in which /{vcd}{blb}{stp}/ is synthetic) whereas only a slightly more complicated 1+1 is
analytical. Both approaches are justified and have their contexts where its respective usages are
appropriate. It is similarly so with recording phonetic or phonological structure. For some purposes
and in certain contexts, analytical records are needed in a variable degree of detail (which might
sometimes be expedient to declare explicitly, at other times leave on the context), for other purposes
and in alternative contexts it is enough or even desirable to provide only a synthetic record of values i.e.
phonetic or phonological reading free from analytical detail. A synthetic record as the only option with
no facility to capture analytical details in a sufficiently formal expression seems not adequate for some
needs. For these reasons I have created the system of analytical record. The logic of its construction fits
machine processing (i.e. it does not demand too complex algorithms) while still being legible by
humans (I have aimed at clarity most of all but have also kept in mind certain aesthetic criteria; its
writing and reading requires no specific technical tools nor any special support by the operating
system), it is also flexible (able to adapt to variable demands and versatile needs; it is easy to develop
further) and simple (it is based on a few easy to remember standards and respects some established
conventions, at least to a certain extent).

D2.3.2 (6)

Twice in the Same River

Human speech is one of the many ambivalent phenomena in our world. Its ambivalence consists in it
being the event simultaneously continuous and also discrete. Its continuousness follows from its
physical nature: the articulation is continuous, the produced acoustic signal must be contiuous and
such is its perception. Nevertheless, to deny its discreteness (or more precisely: anisotropy, see above)
would amount to deny its linguistic function. Phonology of language, just as its higher systems,
consists of arrangements of oppositions, finite options. No work is possible with them without
recognizing their discrete nature. For this reason phonology when transcribing the speech continuum
discretely does not in fact imitate any abecedary or other similar system of writing but expresses the
anisotropic nature of speech based on its system of oppositions. This should be noted somewhat to
limit what has been claimed above concerning the compelling effect of the manner of writing. A good
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deal of thinking about the sound of language is no doubt affected by what way we are accustomed to
write it. This is culturally conditioned. Still, the fact that many scripts based their manner of recording
this continuum on the same recognition, or rather, in most cases, embraced and inherited that
recognition and often developed it further with indigenous analyses, this testifies to an objective
existence and significance of the discrete side of speech. Not everything concerning alphabets can be
reduced to culture and captured thinking.
That is why it does not make sense and is not useful to attempt at a radical break and create an
ostentatiously non-discrete transcription. Enough could be to design the transcription system so that it
is able to overcome easily the borders of the discrete units or, if need be, override them completely,
both of which occurs in speech in consequence of its ambivalent continuous/discontiuous nature.
It should also be noted that IPA, in spite of all its improvements, does not allow anywhere to pass over
segmental phonetics. Glossa, though it also keeps the segmental character as implicit, thanks to its
analytical nature, it at least makes possible not to demarcate the utterance only in phones. For example
in languages where a strong segmenting principle seems to be the syllable,80 e.g. Chinese, Glossa
enables to record the stream of utterance in syllables. On the other hand, where any segmentation
appears unclear, perhaps due to the fact the phonology of the language is not well researched yet,
Glossa permits to record the sound regardless of the sounds, though a somewhat higher anisotropy is
almost a necessity given the nature of the recording medium, i.e. characters. Where phones can be
kept, what need not be acceptable is the distortion of duration. Most alphabets present all the phones
as seemingly of equal lengths, which is not true. Vowels and some consonants are much longer while
some other consonants last a fraction of time. Glossa does not show it regularly but provides means for
expressing this inequality anytime it is an advantage for a research.
It may be advantageous especially when a research is at its very beginning. Early stages of
phonological analyses need often more complicated transcription then later stages. Until the phonemes
of the language are recognized, the phones (hlásky) need to be noted down with considerable details, of
which no decision has been arrived yet if they are phonologically relevant. The more flexible is the
system of transcription, the better. This type of transcription is sometimes called narrow, but it is in
fact not a single clearly defined type as the single term might suggest. It is called so in contrast with the
transcription called broad that transcribes only phonemes. It is much simpler and more efficient (and
of course, it reads more easily). But it can turn out only when it is known which are and which are not
the phonemes of the language. Narrow transcription is a catch-all term to label all the detailed
transcriptions where only the linguist’s intuition, experience and anticipation determine the level of
detail to include.
No traditional transcription would ever qualify for a narrow transcription of MsH. Even IPA, a tool
suitable for teaching, could become a seriously limiting factor in a research narrow transcription. The
modelling of the MsH sound made from IPA would be incapable of representing the relationship of
phonological length and phonetic duration, which might be an important research question in MsH
phonology as it could help explain some of the Masoretic symbols and suggest what phones could be
considered one phoneme. A TTS input to test the MsH would have to be reformatted from IPA as it
needs different units to represent connected speech, ||[-ba--a-ab]||. IPA does not distinguish
detensional and intensional variants of the phones (..b/..a|..b\) and does not allow for an adequate
number of allophones (..b+a, ..b+i, ..b+u), both of which could well pop up in phonology of MsH. The
ease Glossa can deal with these demands is what justifies it to be employed for phonology research.

D2.3.2 (7)

Manageable with Machines

The indispensable part of the research project from its inception has been the processing of phonetics
and phonology on the computer by simple programming techniques. The topic has been mentioned
briefly above when we dealt with the Hebrew transcription and the coding of the text. Mostly the same
or analogous points can be raised also concerning phonetics and phonology. Here, however, the issue
is more complex and compounded as it applies to a more complex area and the offer is different than
there is concerning a formalization of the TN"K. Nevertheless, also here the formalism must be wellarranged and logical to write in ASCII-7, that is in the simplest, narrowest language-independent
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version of Latin (excluding all the national characters in ASCII-8 and higher). The space to combine
several dozens of characters is quite confined for such an ambitious goal. For that reason, the whole
system of writing had first to be laid down at least in a broad outline in order to ensure its capacity to
express what it will be needed to capture without the need substantially to rebuild it in the course of the
research or without its different forms crossing each other. In speech sound, it is a much more
demanding task than in Hebrew script.
The easy machine processing means more than just not overly complicated algorithms in
programming (and subsequent debugging which is a substantial portion of programming). It turns
processing into a reliable act that makes possible to crunch data in larger quantities that are beyond
visual control. ‘Automated’ processing of small amounts may in practice mainly save the researcher the
toil to write the data manually while visual control is, admitted or implicit, still there. Corpus-based
researches (such as the one planned for subsequent stages of this research) cannot rely on any visual
control whatsoever. Their automated processes must be absolutely reliable. For the design of the data
format it entails, the symbols and conventions must be defined so unequivocally that their basic
interpretation may safely be automated. (Equivocal interpretation will most probably cause the
program to select one of possible interpretations without the researcher knowing so. It is a highly
undesirable condition that may invalidate the whole research.) The exactly defined record can be
converted to any less exact or detailed records such as IPA or other transcription conformant to local
practice or technical capacities. It would not be possible to do it the other way round.
In order to keep the format transparent, open and its record independent of the national
environment, only regular characters from ASCII-7 can be utilized, exactly 32–126, i.e. 92 chars and
space. (In practice, beside letters and numbers, available are only 32 more printable universal
characters that must be able to express all. It is better to avoid “`” that if set as a ‘dead key’ can make
problems.) Exceptionally, characters from the range 128–254 can be accepted provided they are
declared (to make the mapping unequivocal, see above) and there must be a way to circumvent their
usage. Characters that do not occur commonly should not be used for basic meanings, even if they are
more appealing to the eye or more iconic, e.g. raised and upper dots ··˙, angle brackets ‹ › instead of < >
etc. Also national characters in identical values are to be avoided.
Giving up special characters in the day of Unicode may seem as an anachronistic attempt to solve
what has been solved long ago. It is not so. A support for Unicode is not distributed so thoroughly that
the users might forget that their documents contain special characters and believe the text will keep
them after it passes through a few other programs. The less of the special characters a document
contains, the later it may be found the text offers squares or question marks instead on the output. The
information conveyed by the special characters may be lost that late.
There are several sources of the present trouble and some of them are not to go soon. (1) The coding
system of Unicode is so large a functional unit (it is not just a big character table) that its complete
support is not, and also in the future probably will not, be a matter of course. It is (and will be) in fact
dispensable for many purposes including text processing. (2) To obtain the correct display, the coding
system is not enough. A corresponding file of glyphs (a font) has to be present. Their creation is labourintensive, that is, expensive. That is why only few of the fonts can proudly show a near-complete set of
glyphs. Who after all needs all the characters in the world to have at hand in the first place? The IPA
(and more) phonetic characters make a portion only of the more extensive fonts.81 (3) Having a
program correctly processing Unicode and the glyphs installed to display the code correctly is not
enough to work comfortably. Searching in the CharMap, going character by character (the sections are
called “phonetics” but are composed with no phonetic logic) and especially write the diacritics is very
laborious without a special typesetting program and on a regular keyboard. The keyboards of today
comprising about a hundred of keys are to remain a standard also in the future. (Hardly can we expect
keyboards reminiscent of a typesetter’s case. Keyboards (not displays) with variable labels do not seem
to be even considered.82 The need to transcribe concerns table keyboards as well as mobile devices such
as readers of electronic documents. Miniature keyboards of readers (e.g. Kindle), though able to read
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simulated), 1D00–1D7F and 1D80–1DCA (Phonetics and its Supplement, most are rarely used or are not IPA at
all), A700–A71F/A721 (Tone Modifiers, essential for prosody) and 2070–209C (dispensable super/sub-scripts).
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In case you feel you have been kissed by a commercial muse right now, remember the idea was mine.
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anything, do not offer more than ASCII. Touch displays of tablet computers are not built for keying long
texts.) Setting transcriptions according to the IPA standard is and for long time will be in the hands of
word processor designers as a more or less tedious work, comparing to the regular writing. Discomfort
in typing, slow pick of characters in a limited selection of fonts and, if text is to be passed on, the
impossibility to guarantee an error-free transmission, all that speaks for disposing of the dependency of
phonetic transcription on special typography. A middle column of a vocabulary list in a language
textbook enjoys the same typographical care as the whole book and probably represents no special
problem for the typesetter. A precise scientific description, however, does not reduce to the standard
circle author–proofreader–typesetter, the roads of scientific texts are considerably versatile and
chances to corruption adequately frequent. More extensive are also their needs of electronic
processing. The scientific description of speech should not depend on the availability of technical
accessory. Unlike IPA, Glossa does not depend on it. The IPA, so easy to write on the blackboard, seems
genetically to harbour the times when Professor Higgins jotted down, into his pad with a pencil,
samples of the dialects the rain played up to him to Covent Garden from diverse ends of London. We
write much less this way and even a modern version of a Professor Higgins is almost sure to get to a
keyboard and a computer sooner or later.
More efforts to convert IPA to ASCII has already been suggested or implemented. Most of them have
been designed to a single language or a small number of languages (SAMPA), some even explicitly for
English only, for special purposes or single projects.83 Universal in concept have been the proposals of
Evan Kirshenbaum (preferring English transcriptions but still with universal ambitions), X-SAMPA by
John C. Wells and Worldbet by James L. Hieronymus. These could be included in Glossa to be used as
possible symbols of particular sounds (which Glossa does not set out explicitly). Prior to it, however,
some adjustment would be necessary as a few symbols are in conflict with the concept of Glossa.
Should Kirshenbaum be imbedded, at least its <diacritics> and probably some other assignments, too,
would need reformatting. So Worldbet would have to replace its ejectives<, implosives>, find a new
character for the rounded open-mid back vowel and some diacritics. Almost the same could be said on
X-SAMPA where its extensive use of \ could also be misleading. Some other proposed systems would
need no adaptation. Included in G is another IPA table, with ASCII symbols that are not in conflict with
Glossa and could be used immediately. This is meant as an option, one of many (it would be rather
awkward to offer a kind of a transcription system without actually providing transcriptor characters).
Glossa, however, allows for imbedding more characters in its controlled slots. These characters do
not include conflicting combinations such as < or > but may bring other problems, however. That is
why their coding scheme must be declared so that the processing algorithm could select the
appropriate measures. The UTF-8 (a way to encode Unicode in an ASCII document) smoothly integrates
with Glossa and can be used right away. (In fact, ASCII has been made a subset of UTF-8 by this coding.)
Employing UTF-8 instead of an extended ‘ASCII-8’ with national pages is a much safer choice as the
UTF-8 ensures the special character stays the same, which the extended set of ASCII cannot guarantee.
Glossa does not care what character appears in the slot and its phonetic definition remains the same
but the user probably would appreciate if Š does not turn inadvertently into ©.
Phonetic and national characters, language sets or, perhaps, cuneiform or hieroglyphics can be used
in Glossa only iconically to symbolize phones or phonemes which are already defined by means of ASCII
declarations, so that the glyph that symbolize it is only visual and really does not matter. In a common
print, however, a wider availability of more characters (ASCII from 128 up, other codes, Unicode) can
be utilized for making the code more concise. There always have to be a way to express them in ASCII-7.
Chemistry also used to employ non-letter symbols to refer to elements (various ones, e.g. Dalton’s)
until Jöns Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848), a Swedish chemist, replaced them with letters. Today, it is
obvious perhaps to anyone that letter symbols are far more practical, not just with regard to
computerization, a long time before it. Phonetics and phonology are to await a similar step, which is
unavoidable, in my view. Neither Glossa nor BFK represent the step. They cannot, since it requires
unification, which can only be a matter of a wide consensus. They only anticipate it (each in its own
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A list of a number of encodings with evaluations is provided in James L. Hieronymus (1993) ASCII Phonetic
Symbols for the World’s Languages: Worldbet. (Technical Memo) AT&T Bell Laboratiories. Some of the systems
would be interesting to have available. I had, however, no opportunity.
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way, Glossa as a script, BFK as a coding structure). Glossa offers a system where the unified letter
symbols will be possible to incorporate.
The phonetic transcription should be in ASCII also because it might be expected it will be the output
of transformations. They are easiest to model in a program. It reads the phonological form of the text,
performs transformations and functions. The text sent to the output is generated in a phonetic
transcription that should correspond to a realistic approximation to the pronunciation. The phonetic
version can in turn be input to a speech synthesis program and produce an acceptable sound of the text
with no additional transformations. The majority of the linguistic knowledge is included in the
phonological transcription, functions and transformations. Strictly, the text in the phonological
transcription (with phonemes, functions and prosody) as well as the block of transformations should
be enclosed in brackets specifying the language or the dialect as their data are not universal. On the
other hand, the output in phonetic transcription generated on their basis might ideally approximate
data in the universal format which to read requires no knowledge of a particular language or dialect. In
practice, however, it is not so as transformations and transcriptions are not perfect. An almost perfect
form would probably be quite hard to read anyway. In fact, even the output from a speech synthesis
program compiled from such phonetic transcription is usually not completely universal and languageindependent. It relies on the ears of the listeners trained in the particular language recognition and,
thanks to it, able to pass over multiple imperfections of the transcription, transformations and the
machine acoustic materialization.
Another reason for ASCII is that information can project into names of files. It is not always easy or
even possible to use IPA in file and folder names. (What is permissible for the file system under which
the file is created, the same does not necessarily have to be acceptable in the file system the file is
transferred to, e.g. DVD or a different operating system. Consequences of an incorrectly transferred
name or loss in legibility can be very troublesome, the more so if the files are many and differ in the lost
characters.) Still, it is often advantageous to store and retrieve information in many systematically
sorted smaller files than in one or a few voluminous bulks of data. Small files can easily be accumulated
from more origins. A loose aggregation of files and folders can be incomplete as needed, with
underspecified relationships, varying in time. It is a more resilient data storage. On the other hand, a
typical database structure is much more rigid and one mistake can cause that the whole large file is
unreadable. Research strategies and models of data collection as well as their processing may rely on
data out of many files which do not even have a complete catalogue. It is an advantage if programs
themselves are capable of exactly identifying the phonetic or phonological content from the file name
without having to create a handler for each file, open it, read in the heading or a portion of the data,
analyse it and then close each file.84
The present research project, due to its considered stage III, needs machine readable phonetic
transcription in order to generate sound in TTS. But it should be a transcription independent of a
particular TTS system for the following reasons: (1) In the present stage I the particular TTS system is
not known yet. (2) The TTS system can be changed for various exploratory or other reasons (licence,
finance, management). Transforming all the data is unacceptable (apart from databases there are
companion files and resultant texts, notes and comments etc.). (3) The preciseness of transcription
should not be limited by the preciseness of a TTS system (which might be limited by a limited budget).
The granularity of the research may be finer than a granularity of the current engine. It may not be able
to process elements of the record. Still, they should be preserved in the data as these are the primary
output of the research, not a TTS script. (4) It is simpler to debug or repair a converter between
scientific data of TN"K and the technical layer of TTS than to intervene directly into the research data on
the one side or the technical layer on the other side. The converter may be considered a clearly defined
interface where the knowledge and responsibility of a portion of the team ends and the skills and power
of the other ones start, should the research ever become a joint pursuit. (5) The project may use more
TTS systems for various reasons. More technical systems can only mean more converters, not more
versions of scientific data. Thus, each party maintains solely their own structure of versions, for which
they have their reasons that rarely if ever would run across the reasons of another party. All the relevant
versions of the scientific data and all the relevant versions to feed the TTS can this way communicate via
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This is not to say Glossa can be used directly to name files. Different operating systems impose different
restrictions on filenames. A workaround is still needed. The advantage is if the transcription is ASCII-based.
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a single interface, a converter. Unless the scientific versions and the technical versions were separated
by interface, the number of versions would grow exponentially, easy to create a mess.
It is important that the coding is reasonably compact (“reasonably” means a trade-off between the
volume and the ability to both read and process well). The reason is that a single mistaken step in
changes made in the whole corpus can damage the data severely. It may not be found immediately but
only after a longer time after the damage occurred (many other steps i.e. changes may have been done
in the meantime). That is why it will be only wise and highly advisable to back up the whole corpus
following each global change (with a log making clear what research procedure have included the
backed-up change; what steps preceded; what are to follow; what was the purpose of the backed-up
step). If the phonological corpus is unnecessary voluminous, the frequently archived changes could
soon clog media ever so large. (The nature of the research—comparing partial hypotheses—does not
have it as very practical to put all working backups away on an external media. Many archived steps
may need to be often at hand. More compelling is, however, in my experience, that the backup has to be
quick, simple and preferably automatic, or it is often not done at all.)
Considering the very limited scope offered by ASCII it is obvious that almost any of its possible usages
for phonetics or phonology (save the most trivial applications) will utilize the capacity of the coding
completely. Provided further development is envisioned (every research is a development) it is almost
certain that more needs will keep up appearing and additional requirements emerging, probably on
unexpected sides, and will try to disrupt the original tidy design of the system, introducing chaos into
it. There are two methods how to face the invasion of chaos: (1) Not to accept more requirements as
soon as the writing system is designed and tested. This is not the best strategy to do a research.
Besides, “testing” is one of the research goals, though perhaps secondary. The system can hardly be
considered as tested prior to the conclusion of the research. (2) To expect the unexpected, i.e.
anticipate demands and conceive the system as universal (at least for the broader research area). The
minimum purpose is to prevent possible future demands from disturbing its systematic design. If it is a
narrow field, its ‘universality’ may be quite limited (such system is more special than truly ‘universal’).
In the present dissertation, such a system is the transcription of the MsH text of TN"K. If the field is
large, the author of the system has no option but to design a system with a wide base; otherwise no
‘universality’ i.e. flexibility would be reached. In this work, such a system is Glossa, the tool for
capturing speech sound information in ASCII in a way different from transcriptions. It does not compete
with them, it is even capable of integrating them within limits. Glossa works with a much more
restricted number of characters whereas in some goals it goes above the established usage of, e.g., IPA.
Glossa just as IPA and probably most if not all character-based systems run into the limits of their
character sets which forces them into utilizing one symbol for different sounds and modify the symbol
(with diacritics or typographic alterations in IPA, descriptors or suffixes in Glossa) as if one of the
phones were the basic version and the other a modification of the first one, which disagrees with
reality. Glossa faces the issue by diminishing the significance of the graphic symbol and enhancing the
one of descriptors. Each phone or phoneme has a principled right to descriptors. If they are absent, it is
for practical reasons and it tells nothing on the essence of the phone, only on the type of transcription.
Glossa similarly to IPA makes possible, by means of such modifications, to reach the same phone
from different symbols. Though dissimilarity of perspectives on the essence of a phone might be useful
for some purposes, generally it is a reverse problem to the one already mentioned: The diversity of a
graphic derivation of the same phone creates a fictitious richness in phones. This is only a potential
drawback as it is the matter of how consistently IPA and Glossa employ it. Both of the systems expect a
knowledgeable user. This is easier to maintain in Glossa as a specialized tool than IPA, that was
designed for language teachers and its most widespread usage is found still there. Fortunately, only a
subset is usually selected for these purposes where there is no danger of embarras de richesses.
IPA, however, does suffer from scarcity of modifiers (diacritical signs and typographic variations),
which results in the impossibility or extreme incapacity to express either a modification unequally
applied in the time domain at a modifiable symbol and/or a higher or lower degree of the modification
(e.g. greater or lesser nasalization or nasalizing only of a phase in phone; similarly so with voice etc.).
Glossa does not suffer from scarcity of modifiers. In fact, the capacity freely to create them is one of the
main sources of its expressive power.
Difficulties with the number of symbol combinations can be expected also in this system as soon as a
certain critical threshold is passed over. If this proves a real disturbance, the cumulative corpus in
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will be established to solve the capacity issues.85 Glossa does not provide for accumulation of
too much information in one file as the record would have to be complicated and its processing
algorithm rather intricate and difficult to maintain (hence probably error-prone). It is better suitable
for simpler applications. In more complicated projects, more files will be easier to manage. Combining
all the information in one record is easy for BFK/BLK, a coding made especially with this in mind. It
facilitates creating straightforward algorithms (less error-prone) and keeps its unambiguousness in
spite of coding more heterogeneous pieces of information in one go.
A marginal and easy to solve shortcoming of the two systems is that, apart from simply expressing if
the hláska is a phoneme, or allophone, they do not express, without adjustments or special agreements,
the condition when the hláska is neither the one nor the other (e.g. because its condition has not been
ascertained yet). IPA might almost effortlessly achieve this by introducing another pair of parentheses,
but the need, obviously, has not been felt so intensely. Glossa has more means to designate such a
status, which is part of the problem because the transcribers must decide on one of them, declare it and
make sure that their option leads into no conflict in parsing anywhere. It offers a complicated solution
for a simple need, which is not ideal. (Fortunately, this is the first public version of Glossa. Its future
usage may bring a refinement of the point.) On the other hand, Glossa allows for a (non)phonemic
status to be marked out also on individual segments in text and generally on all the sound phenomena.
IPA could simply work with such flexibility at least on segments by inserting slashes— [ / / ] or
brackets / [ ] / —but does not make any use of it.
Obligatory specification is a larger issue. Alternant suffixes in the morphologies of vowel harmony
which cannot persuade of any particular underlying form lead to postulating underspecified segments.
Glossa transcription is cooperative in that it provides for writing a segment either as explicitly lacking
some descriptive features, or simply as a generality. The vowel of such a morpheme alternant
completes its specification only in context.
A recurrent drawback of common phonetic transcriptions is the fact that some elements are assumed
as normal (voicedness/voicelessness in consonants) and other as abnormal (voicelessness in vowels or
nasal consonants). Normal is that all ‘segmental’ features are confined within the segment. The
transcriptions do not express continualness of some articulatory-acoustic phenomena (voicedness,
nasality, pharyngealization).86 It is important, however, that ANY AND ALL articulatory elements be able
to obtain suprasegmental or plurisegmental duration / repetition / distribution.
Glossa partially suffers of the same ailment. Still, the drawbacks can be remedied by its internal
means. It is possible to break segmental boundaries. Glossa is a sort of a special descriptive mark-up
language. One of its fundamental principles is that all that can have an extent can be marked up with
explicit brackets, <x[ ]x>. (It depends on a viewpoint and a level of detail.) The brackets, though quite
variable and with many options, have a unified format to be able to be read in with the identical
algorithm regardless of their content. This way, complex tasks can be divided up in stages and simpler
algorithms easier to control. The identifiers in <ID bracket ID> call different modules while brackets or
braces indicate the general type of content: [linear brackets] contain text or transcription sequences to
be parsed completely or in part, {non-linear braces} house systems built above the text, typically
linguistics parsable also in part, <graphics in pointed brackets> is not to replace Hebrew transcription
in this research and the (parentheses) contain function parameters to be read in and parsed as a whole.
BFK/BLK
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It provides something analogical to GUID in software engineering for speech-related phenomena, i.e. reference
numbers unique in any context. Glossa is not fit for a database application whereas the BFK/BLK is. Specifically,
neither the Hebrew transliteration nor Glossa are suitable for database primary keys since they do not have fixed
meanings attached to positions and the two systems but especially Glossa contain alternative microformats. It is
BFK what seems a very good format for the db key and results in a sensible sorting order.
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At this stage, the phonological status should not be insisted on. Still, ‘pharygealization’ or, according to
Geoffrey Khan, velarization of whole words is phonological in Urmian Neo-aramaic, the standard literary
‘Assyrian’. Segment-based transcriptions fail to express it. (In segments, it is a case of vowel ‘pharyngealization’ /
velarization. The vowel harmony, however, makes the vowels in a word phonologically to contrast with plain
vowels in another. Phonetically, also consonants are affected. The spreading is uneven, as Khan demonstrated.
Sometimes it affects less of a word, sometimes it crosses its boundary to cover the attached words in a stress
group. That is why a mere prefix (such as Khan’s +) is not adequate to capture the full reality.) See Geoffery Khan
(2008) The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Urmi. Gorgias Press LLC, New Jersey, p. 13–19.
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The chief reason for labelled bracketing is to enable overlap of different types or even same-type
different-ID brackets (called “envelopes” in Glossa) like that: <1[ <2[ ]1> ]2> where <1[ ]1> partially
overlaps with <2[ ]2>. Its application for suprasegmental phenomena is obvious but the degree of
complexity and diversity is facilitated throughout the segments and suprasegments alike.
A secondary reason for labelled bracketing (with the opening and closing tags) is to make possible
for the engine to work backwards (apart from the cases the envelope contains a parameter plate
between : and ; when the opening tag must be sought out). Envelopes can contain extensive chunks of
data, the tags hold long domain IDs and qualifiers, <dom:.ID qual[ ]qual dom:.ID>. As only sequential
processing is provided by Perl, the bi-directional advance can be an advantage. Functions have no end
tag, transformations have only an end tag.
The reason that will probably not apply (it is present only as an option) is that the flexibility with
which diverse envelopes are created in Glossa makes possible to compact all the miscellaneous data in
a single file structure. It is easy to think of each word, <W{ }W>, as a record consisting of diverse blocks
of data inside, some of them present in every word, some other only occasionally. Each block is called
by a special program module that would handle all its internal structure and data independently, e.g.
<W
<KQ
{
[transliteration]KQ> <K[k:thib if different]K> <Q[q:re if different]Q>
<F
[phonology]F> <F1[more phonology hypotheses]F1>
<f
[reconstructed pronunciation]f> <f1[more hypotheses]f1>
<M
{morphology}M> <SX{sentential parsing}SX>
...
}W>. (For more options see G.)
Such a structure would enable that each envelope had its own independent ASCII coding so that
phonology would not mix with Hebrew transliteration as they are processed by different modules over
the same file. The question is what can be gained from this compact interleave. Nevertheless, such a
decision to make is a matter of the follow-up research in stage II.
Concerning prosody, a conspicuous contrast between Glossa and an established system ToBI in any
of its version is that ToBI is limited to mark out phonological information, using only a handful of
symbols and expressly avoiding whatever can be supplied from other sources or is predictable. Out of
that comparison, Glossa comes out as a phonetic subsystem for marking prosody. It should be borne in
mind, however, that Glossa is a descriptive rather than solely mark-up language. In prosody, what
should be marked up as a truly distinctive depends on the theory. Prosody concentrates much
information from various domains. Different portions of the prosodic record may tell different
messages. Whereas some of the messages are certainly outside of what is meant by ‘meaning’ in its
traditional sense, prosody should not be restricted to a bare conceptual meaning as semantics
understands it since prosody goes beyond semantics in terms of meaningfulness. This reservation is
related to an additional one: what is really predictable in prosody? Under these considerations it
seemed reasonable not to insist on too strict a division between phonetics and phonology in prosody.
In the present research, a theory on Masoretic melodemes is proposed that makes possible to model
an intonation contour for MsH phrases in the text. The hypothetic contours must first be modelled in
order to be, subsequently, analysed for possible phonologic patterns. ToBI could not do the modelling,
only record the analysis. Something like the Glossa tool would be possible in the first step anyway.
Glossa, complex as it may seem, offers the researcher a possibility to search in the record what is
needed at the moment, and let other components of the record alone. Programs can be built to answer
specialized questions: search and select phenomena according to given various phonetic or phonologic
parameters and compile lists that would otherwise be hard or impossible to get, such as all the syllable
onsets, the number of falling intonation conclusions that are longer than n syllables etc. A phonologic
theory can be adjusted or replaced without the need to reformat the data all over again as the
universality of Glossa makes the records independent of any specific phonological theory.

D2.3.2 (8)

Glossa : BFK?

It was already mentioned above, in the subdivision (1), that the present project does not expect to really
deploy BFK in any application. Still, there are properties of the code that makes it an attractive option at
least for the later stages, III or IV. Also frequent mention of the coding in this chapter can have the
reader wonder if a few more lines could be dropped on the subject.
The BFK coding almost exactly fits with the following words of Chomsky / Halle: “Notice that the
phonetic features appear in lexical entries as abstract classificatory markers with a status rather similar
to that of the classificatory features that assign formatives to such categories as ‘noun,’ ‘verb,’
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‘transitive.’ Like the latter, the phonological features indicate whether or not a given lexical item
belongs to a given category. In the case of the phonological matrices, these categories have the
meaning ‘begins with a voiced stop,’ ‘contains a vowel,’ ‘ends with a strident nonback obstruent,’ and
so on. In view of the fact that phonological features are classificatory devices, they are binary, as are all
other classificatory features in the lexicon, for the natural way of indicating whether or not an item
belongs to a particular category is by means of binary features. This does not mean that the phonetic
features into which the phonological features are mapped must also be binary. In fact, the phonetic
features are physical scales and may thus assume numerous coefficients, as determined by the rules of
the phonological component. However, this fact clearly has no bearing on the binary structure of the
phonological features, which, as noted, are abstract but not arbitrary categorial markers.”87 Still, a
difference (which some might find crucial) is in the fact BFK does not recognize so sharp a division
between what is phonological and what is phonetic as Chomsky and Halle defend it on pp. 294–295 of
the same work. Whereas BFK can be construed as a binary reflex of stepwise classification just as
Chomsky and Halle speak about, only repackaged in IT chunks of a practical size (processing efficiency
was an important design principle), it explicitly divorces with the idea of ‘distinctive features’ as it took
shape in the post-Trubetzkian development and which the book quoted above helped establish. The
BFK coding is designed simply as a low level coding of sound phenomena of human speech.
Glossa relates to BFK, very approximately taken, as a high level programming language to a machine
code. In the same analogy, IPA or other simple systems of transcription can relate to the pair Glossa:BFK
in a position reminding user-oriented or specialized programming languages of a very high level. IPA or
another off-hand system records a transcription which Glossa can develop in bare ASCII. Still, Glossa
does not have to depend on converters from e.g. IPA as itself is a user-friendly system of recording and
does not need to be generated (just as e.g. C does not need to be generated in e.g. Perl). A record in it
can be written directly, with the additional advantage of machine readability. Nevertheless, Glossa just
as IPA or similar systems remain symbolic systems based on visible and directly readable signs. It is
only BFK that condenses the records into a bit structure that have nothing in common with vision or
print and codes only phonetic or phonological qualities. So BFK is both compact and, thanks to its
independence on a perceivable medium, also ‘universal’.
(a) Technically universal in the sense that a record in BFK can be reproduced in a graphic or acoustic
form of the user’s choice provided there is a converter.
(b) Phonetically universal in the sense that BFK does not undergo restrictions of various transcription
systems, buffers their incompatibilities and does not lose received information even in the case it does
not ‘understand’ them (it encapsulates them).
(c) Linguistically universal as it is also capable of capturing linguistic and other information thanks
to the fact that it is designed as a portion of a broader coding scheme, BFK/BLK (Glossa chimes in that,
though it is restrained by natural limits of visual transparency).
Similarly as IPA and Glossa, also this digital format is discrete. It codes continuous phenomena by
forcing them to categorize. For example, to express a stepless rise, it maps it on to step equivalents of
rational numbers (while practical reasons make the set of them fail to be infinitely dense, but rather
fairly rarefied). Other formats, however, code any continuous phenomena with practically the same
limitations. The main advantages of BFK are in its one-to-one unambiguousness and compactness.
Thanks to its unambiguousness, it can be supposed that a converter between BFK and another
acoustic or graphic system would be computationally more complex on the side of the other system. It
can be in even advantageous to convert transcriptions between dissimilar systems indirectly, via BFK.
Apart from static structures, also some operations may be simpler to run in BFK than in a higher-level
system. These regards may, after all, lead to the deployment of BFK in later stages.
A BFK file can be made from a Glossa file in this (very simplified) way. The OR function keeps adding
binary values until it finally adds it up to create a BFK character that is an equivalent to a Glossa
construction. A reverse direction would be more difficult as the syntax of Glossa is more complex and
especially because Glossa reflects many preferences of the user, which would be unavailable to the
converter as BFK is definite.
The Glossa and BFK/BLK codes can be combined in a single record in one file. The way is that each
unit recorded in Glossa obtains its character in BFK/BLK, which is hexa number. Glossa enables both
87

Noam Chomsky / Morris Halle, op. cit., p. 297. (Note 5 left out here upholds the binary Jakobsonian concept.)
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visual reading and simple parsing, whereas the hexa number (set in a manner so as not to disturb the
parsing of Glossa; it hardly distracts the eye) enables to create indexes to the whole file, with the effect
that it is possible rather straightforwardly to produce database files from the file automatically, having
the hexa numbers as keys appended with the related units from the ASCII record. It would be difficult to
generate a reasonable key from Glossa.
BFK would, however, be especially advantageous in a self-contained file, e.g. as input to speech
synthesis (TTS). Software generating acoustic output would hardly appreciate to parse complicated
syntax. It is much more efficient in directly assigning sound sequences to simple numbers. This is
exactly the type of input text BFK is able to provide: unique numbers that can be related to a table or
database for the desired acoustic output. Of course, this is not the only advantage of BFK nor the only
reason it has been created. It would, however, require to dwell on it, but BFK is not a topic of this work.
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E

Examination
of Segments

This part of the dissertation presents the finds that have been observed concerning the MsH segments
and syllables (E3), first in vowels (E1), then in consonants (E2). The observation method was D2.1B,
reading. The portion surveyed of the TN"K consisted of the whole of the Torah and the Earlier Prophets
as well as Psalms, Proverbs and Ruth from the Hagiographa, including a few more scriptures from the
other Holy books. The selection covers slightly over a half of the TN"K and two of the three books with a
special accentual system. The portion covered represents 59 per cent of the TN"K (exactly 13,653 verses
out of the total 23,213 verses), leaving ca. 41 per cent of the TN"K to test the hypotheses concerning
segments and syllables (and prosody, see Part F) built on the observations.
The hypotheses, however, are not contained in the present part. As is customary in serious scientific
publishing, the hypotheses are presented separately from the data, in a unit, sometimes called
Discussion. It is entitled Interpretation herein and is postponed to the Part I, until after Glossa has
been adequately described. The reader will notice that the present author tries to avoid conclusions
both in this Part and in the following Part F. It is fair to admit that it was not always possible or within
the author’s capacity to disentangle the underlying finds from their interpretations. It is especially the
selection of the data that cannot be purely neutral. This is, however, in the nature of any observation
that it needs to focus the attention first, which makes it a selection by the same act. In order to counter
it, the underlying notes have not been pre-selected. Most, or virtually all of them, made it into the text.
It should also be stressed that the Portions E and F do not attempt to bring together opinions and
observations collected from various resources such as grammars, dictionaries, papers, encyclopedias
and essays. Not even rabbinical resources were accepted at this stage. (Only masorah was occasionally
brought in since it comes, with no reasonable doubt, from the source that can be labelled ‘Masoretic’.)
Thus the articles below restrict themselves to the finds that have been obtained by the author’s own
reading as it was the working method declared for the initial stage of the research. The vast resources
that also contribute to the issues will be selectively given opportunity to speak up in the Part I, where
the interpretation of the author’s finds will be discussed and a preliminary model of phonology will be
attempted at. This model is expected to be further tested, primarily by computational techniques
described in D and by further reading in the data. Materials from external resources will also be
admitted as an auxiliary method to refine or challenge the working hypotheses and select the most
probable ones. More extensive research, then, is expected to be included in future stages of the project.
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E1

Vowels

The ancient record written with consonants employed a few letters to disambiguate vowels to be read
with the consonants. They were J for front vowels, W for back vowels and H for lower vowels.1 Also %2
was used for some vowels, especially where it was etymological. The Masoretes when they later
approached the record left these matres lectionis in place and added their own vocalic signs to them.
These two levels of record present two different witnesses on two different pronunciations of the text,
separated by many centuries. This should be kept in mind when collecting data on MsH vowels.3
Ancient documents, Hebrew ones are no exceptions, show something like orthography, even with
higher and lower styles. No Academy, no Government language authority was the prescriber or
proscriber, it was rather habitude or, with the higher styles, a bureaucratic or courtly accepted usage.
They probably differed locally and temporally. That is why it is so hard to identify specific manners of
writing in such a varied collection of books as the Bible is. It can be supposed, however, that they were
exactly those matres lectionis, the auxiliary vowel letters, whose usage was controlled, inter alia, by the
accepted practice rather than phonological or phonetic reasons (such as distinguishing ‘long’ and
‘short’ vowels). They share on the established visual appearance in a similar way as, in modern
Hebrew, the difference between Q and K or T and 74 that are pronounced the same today. The
standards are few in the modern times and many more are those who write and observe them. More
standards, some of them short-lived ones, may have existed millennia ago with fewer observant writers.
Nevertheless, the manner of writing hardly ever really depended on an arbitrary choice of a writer,
though in the case of matres lectionis, more variability was probable than with other letters: mixed
1

This notation was not so scant as it may appear at the first sight. The original Semitic, possibly also Hebrew in
the first stages of its development, appear to have had only three vowels, */i/, */u/ and */a/. This triadic pattern
seemed to have alwas borne its imprint on later Semitic phonologies. As most Semitic languates show distinction
of length in both vowels and consonants, the long series */ī/, */ū/ and */ā/ can also be supposed. (Interestingly,
the 3×2 phonological pattern was identified also for Samaritan vernacular of early Middle Ages Hebrew by A.
Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting. II: Phonetics and Phonology. Leiden, E. J. Brill, p. 157, 162,
as well as for mss pointed with a Palestinian-type of poining MsH, p. 91–93.) It should not be assumed, however,
that */ī/ was written simply as /i/+J, */ū/+W and */ā/+H (or ’aleph). The practice was not so consistent. This
neat stage was actually never attained in the history of Hebrew, though the usage of these auxiliary vowel letters,
at times, even surpassed that stage in their copiousness. In the period the Masoretes were supposed to work on
their most elaborate pointing system, the undisputed standard for centuries to come, Murtonen notes to conclude
his observations in mss of a different pointing: “The use of other vowel signs does not seem to presuppose
distinction of phonologically significant lengths either, particularly as in non-biblical texts, /y/ and /w/ are often
used in consonant text to indicate short vowels too. As we did not find phonologically significant opposition
between signs for /a/ vs. /e/; /i/ vs. /e/; /u/ vs. /o/, either, it appears that variation in vowel length in Pal[estinian
pointing mss] is not phonologically significant—not by itself anyway” (Murtonen, op. cit., p. 103–104).
2
Transcription method explained in Part H is going to be introduced and employed from E onwards. Here, % is א.
3
The vowel orthography in the consonantal text betrays the text is notably older than Dead Sea Scrolls. In order
to illustrate the differences that separate the oldest MsH mss from Dead Sea Scrolls that are centuries older
materially, but their content appears much younger, a short portion of text can be quoted from Textual Criticism
of the Hebrew Bible by Emanuel Tov (1992, 20012 revised) Fortress Press, Minneapolis / Royal Van Gorcum, Assen.
(please note %BGDHWZX7JKLMNS&PCQR$(=Sh/5)T is used to prevent persistent typesetting troubles), p.
108–109: “In the orthography of the Qumran practice /o/ and /u/ are almost always represented by a waw. The
waw is also used to indicate the short ḥolem (e.g. XW$K, PWH, MW$H), qameṣ ḥatuf (KWL, XWKMH,
%CWRKH), and the ḥatef qameṣ (%WNJH). Because of the inconsistency of scribes, many words appear in the
same text with different spellings, e.g. Z%WT/ZW%T/ZWT and RW%$/R%W$/RW$ in 1QIsa(a). Yod
represents not only /i/ (usually: not short i), but also ṣere: %bJLJM (1QIsa(a) 61:2), MJT (38:1). Unique for
certain lexemes is the representation of /i/ in final position by -J%, especially in KJ%, and sometimes also in MJ%
(less frequent: NQJ%, 49:7; PJ%, 40:5), apparently by analogy to MBJ%, HJ% et sim. in which the ’aleph belongs
to the root. He as a mater lectionis for /a/ is very frequent at the end of words, such as in q7lth (e.g., $MRTH) ...”
A table (21) is provided to it on p. 112: “Classified Differences between [T]M and 1QIsa(a) in Isa 1:1-8.
1. Orthography (cf. pp. 108-109) M [v. 2] KJ [... v. 5] KL / LX:oLJ // 1QIsa(a) [v. 2] KJ% [... v. 5] KWL / LXWLJ”
4
7 is  טand Q is, expectedly, ק.
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styles or spelling variations (which are hardly to call misspellings, given there was no real codification).
An eloquent witness of those rare spellings and variations is the masorah, the notes whose main
purpose was to preserve the exceptional orthographies against the unifying power of the copyists.5
This condition reminds the researcher in MsH vowels not to overestimate the coincidence of a
particular mater lectionis with a particular Masoretic sign. The Masoretic scholars had to employ the
specific spelling that was already available at a particular locus in the text. But, as they recorded the
sound of the language they inherited, knew and felt responsible for, their marking of the text must have
been, and quite obviously was, largely independent of the particular configuration of letters. The letters
recorded their vowels and the Masoretes recorded theirs. As the vowel letters provide only a broad
distinction and vary between explicit (full, plene) and implicit (defective, defective) styles for reasons
difficult to track down exactly,6 whereas the Masoretic signs are narrow and always explicit, we are
going to be concerned with the Masoretic values without trying to reconstruct systematically the values
that might have been there at the time when the consonants were written.
This important distinction, though in general awareness, is not always consistently made when it
comes to vowels. Grammars and even specialized works generally explain the Hebrew writing as if a
particular mater lectionis or its absence made a single unit with a specific Masoretic sign. We are going
to treat the letters and the signs as two different records of, possibly, a vocalic sound that was there in
one time and was remembered there at another time. The reason the two got together is the vocalic
position in the word, not so much the quality of the vowel. The reason a fairly regular pattern can be
observed in combinations of vowel letters with the Masoretic signs is no doubt due to the fact most
vowels remained roughly the same. Our initial assumption, then, is there are no vocalic glyphs
combined of letters and signs but only signs overlaying positions of letters or their absence.
The limitation of the technique of excerpts is that no systematic pre-selection could have been made
by following guidelines of any previous phonology treatment. If it were so, excerpts would be no true
excerpts, rather simply searching for more examples of what had already been systematized elsewhere.

E1.1

The ^I Sound

The Masoretes used a single sign for the sound, which was apparently something close to ^I.7 The
Hebrew name for the sign is xiraeq, which means “grating”. This seems to suggest a sound made in the
close front area. The traditional interpretation and the inherited pronunciations also support it. The
sign is in the shape of a single dot under the consonant letter that opens its syllable. If a vowel letter
marks the same position in the ancient record, it follows the sign. A one-dot sign for probably a similar

5

Tov, op. cit., p. 228–229, defends seemingly the opposite stance. Upon closer attention, however, much of what
I claim here is upheld. An overall standard scribe practice was recognized already by Elias Levita in Massoreth
Ha-Massoreth (quot. there): nouns plene, verbs defective. Orthographies of specific words appear constant
throughout (credit given to Andersen-Forbes, 1986). Orthography seems on purpose differentiated in sequences
of identical words (which probably is felt most disturbing today and can only increase the impression of utmost
inconsistency, in my view). Words with affixes tend to alter spelling (credited to Rahlfs, Stade, Barr, quot. there).
“At the same time, the overall lack of consistency [...] should be stressed,” concludes Tov, also given the examples
of inconsistencies in the same context (Tab. 4, p. 226) and the same grammatical category (and the same context,
too, btw., Tab. 5, p. 227; for more inconsistencies, see p. 255 on ’aleph). This opinion should be given enough
weight at least to trim my overall generalization. A certain hedging is, however, provided by Tov himself:
“Although this characterization can be maintained, it tends to be an oversimplification since different words and
specific patterns behave contrary to this general tendency” and quotes Andersen-Forbes’s claim the Torah and
Kings “contain the greatest degree of internal consistency” (p. 229). I can see myself examples such as Lev. 14:5
and 6, where CiPPooR/CiPPoOR seems to switch regardless of morphology and Masoretic ‘accents’ alike.
6
Examples of inconsistencies (±W, ±J, ±%, %/H), please see in Tab. 4 and 5, Emanuel Tov, op. cit., p. 226–227.
7
Obviously, to write [i] or /i/ is improper here. Writing “I” may collide with J in the function of the mater for ‹i›.
Glossa provides a ^ sign for sounds (and whatever) that are to be understood in a broad, general sense. Also the
Hebrew transcription employs the identical sign in order to mark a position of stress if it differs from the position
of the melodeme (" or '), which may occasionally prove useful in this text. Clashes of the two usages can be very
few if any and could be distinguished as ^ abstracts stand-alone letters and ^ marks stress within a Hebrew word.
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sound is used also in the two Babylonian pointing systems (placed over the onset letter as those
systems are supralinear).
Most often, the vowel letter is J. Other vowel letters can appear following the sign, rarely % and very
exceptionally W. As this seeming mater lectionis is regular with back vowels, such case is always noted
in the masorah and is registered in modern editions as a difference between k:thibh (“written”, here
subsequently abbreviated as k#) and q:re (“read”, here q#). Very often, however, no ancient mater
lectionis testimony is provided at all.

E1.1.0 (1)

Inconsistent Matres Lectionis

No mater is e.g. in Exod. 8:12 L:KhiNNiM,8 although it has a mater in the same word in the following
verse, v. 13, KhiNNiIM. The presence or absence of mater obviously did not depend on strength of the
accent, as the last accent in a verse, concluding the whole intonation unit, should be recognized as the
strongest accent regardless of any theory. Surprisingly, in Exod. 17:8 BiR:PhiIDhi"M<sq> while the
last syllable has the defective spelling, the preceding ~PhiI~ that could hardly by anything else than
unstressed, shows the support of the mater J. Again, Exod. 29:3 Haa%eELi"M<sq>9 displays the
reduced combination under the strongest accent, just as CaDDiIQiM in an analogous position in Deut.
16:19, or &:aJaaRiM under the second strongest accent in Judg. 12:14.
On the other hand, no reducing effect of a very strong accent can be supposed either. Another
defective pl. –iM ending appears in Exod. 26,26–29, Bh:RiIXiM. Verse 28 has also sg. B:RiaX
(actually MaBh:Ri"aX<Zq> under zaqef gadol, an accent of roughly middle strength). The accents
range from middle strength to quite a strong one. The plene spelling of other –iIM endings, which is
standard and quite common, is all around in the passage. If it expressed any feature related to the
phonology of the word, it would affect the stem of the word. What is affected here, however, is the
common ending. Still, it is again only the ending with this word that is defective in Ex 36:32, again
under zaqef (qa7an this time) Bh:RiIXiM and a lower accent, paš7a, Bh:RiIXi"M<p$>, twice again in
v. 34, with a very strong accent in one of them. This is quite a consistent pattern, it cannot be a mistake.
Some other words are also affected occasionally, such as Lev. 9:3, T:MiIMi"M<7f> with 7ifxa, Lev.
17:5 etc. Though the ending –iIM is often affected, words show occasionally the same phenomenon in
other syllables inside: HiShMiDhKhaa, where one would expect ~MiIDh~ (actually, the syllable has
methegh, a secondary stress, HiShMi,DhKhaa"<7f>) in Deut. 7:24, and 1Sam. 28:22 with
W:%aa5iMAa10 (Aa has H as mater). The ~5i~ syllable is under minimum stress and, being from the
verb 5JM, strong reasons would suggest ~5iI~. An example of another ending is in Deut. 12:21,
CiWWiIThiKhaa where ~Thi~ is under quite a strong stress, still no ~ThiI~ appears.
Still, some distinctive importance is to be attributed to matres, at least occasionally. In Gen. 42:35,
WaJJiR:%uU ~ WaJJiIRaa%uU is found in one sentence (“they saw ... they were afraid”), WJR%W ~
WJJR%W, i.e. the latter word shows one ‹J›/‹I› more, the one that underpins the pronunciation of ^I.
Infrequently, other matres follow the ‹i›. Aleph % was kept to make words etymologically transparent
to the readers (listeners do not care), e.g. 2Kings 2:21 RiPPi(%)ThiI to suggest RaaPhAA (where “AA”
is equivalent transcription to “aa(%)”) or 2Kings 6:29 WaTTaXBi(%) to suggest XaaBhAA.
The W mater is rarer and usually suggests a different vowel was read when the letters were written.
Num. 14:36 WaJJaLLiI(=W)NuU is a hiph&iil form of LuUN. (The marginal masorah reads: q#
WJLJNW, which is wajjalliinuu.) It might well have been read originally wajjilloonuu.11 A similar case
is Num. 16:11 ThaLLiI(=W)NuU (a niph&al from the same verb, q# TLJNW for thalliinuu instead of
perhaps thilloonuu). Sometimes, a different word is meant by means of the pointing, such as in Prov.
22:20. Cases of this type concern textual criticism and not phonology.

8

The complete transcription would be L:KhiNNi"M<7f> with 7ifxa under the last syllable. We shall reproduce
the melodemes (traditionally, ‘accents’) only as needed, often leaving them out, until they are dealt with in F.
9
‹eE› shows J is the vowel letter in the same way as I stands for J in ‹iI›. The pattern ‹xX› marks J or W matres.
10
5 is the basic ASCII substitution for ś, which is out of an extended ASCII set. (Ś and Š can also be used instead of
5 and Sh.) Where no selection can be made between ś an š, then $ is used.
11
Writing ii, oo, ... in minuscule transliterations is considered equivalent to i, o, ... and should not imply the
length distinction in vowels is embraced. In a theoretically neutral record, it simply marks out a potential position
for a mater, without impying its actual presence. Minuscle transliterations are unrelated to particular records.
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E1.1.0 (2)

Possible Openness

Concerning the quality of the sound, two observations can be made.
(a) Often, the ‹:Ji›, ‹:J:› and ‹iJ:› groups (‹:› stands for [ǝ]) coalesce in ‹iI›. The J consonant
remains preserved, as it must do, and the ‹i› dot is put in front of it, compacting the two syllables, –:–i–
or possibly –:–:–, into a single –i– syllable. A repetition in Ps. 66:4 reveals the process:
WiI,ZaMM:RuU_La"Kh:<at> J:ZaMM:RuU"<7r> shows the same form twice, first with W:– prefixed
(this is not wa– as the forms are volitives), then bare. 1Kings 1:47 shows WiIGhaDDeeL from an
obvious w:+j:+gaddeel. Also 1Kings 18:23 WiINaTT:XuHuU for w:+j:+... (but not W:JiBhX:aRuU in
the same verse). WiIHiI of Ruth 4:12 was not pointed as the far more common wajj:hi (though WJHJ
remains the same) but W:+jussive j:hi, which brought about the change. Nouns include 1Sam. 25:3,
WiI"PhaTh<mn> from w:+j:phath (constr. of jaaphaa). It did not concern only the conjunction W:– as
Psalm 49:13,21 demonstrates: BiIQaaR for b:+j:qaar in the two verses; also Ps. 90:15,
KiIMoO"Th<mn>, k:+j:mooth. Cf also MiIMiINoO in 1Kings 22:19. What is this mimino?
Min+jaamiinoo → mi+jjaamiinoo → mi+jj:miinoo → mii+miinoo. A reduced form can be supposed also
in 2Kings 23:13 MiIMiI"N<mn> L:HaR ~, though in front of L:~ nouns, reductions were not so likely.
On the other hand, such cases have their exceptions, cf Josh. 15:43, W:JiPhTaaX (a stress on ~TaaX
is of a negligible strength). JiPhTaaX is a personal name. An analogous case is in v. 56, W:JiZR:&AEL
where JiZR:&ae(=%)L is a name. While Prov. 31:5 has WiIShaNAe from w+j+shaanaa, the same
verse has also W:JiShKaX from w+j+shaakhax. Syntactically, they are linked in the same structure.
An ‹i› vowel can substitute for a ‹:› to prevent it from being repeated twice in a sequence, such as
uUBhiKhLiI"<mh> (with a minimum stress on ~LiI) from w:+b:+k:lii. It can be observed within one
verse in Num. 15:25 where Sh:GhaaGhAa alters into ShiGh:GhaaThaaM (instead of š:g:gaataam).
This might explain the above-described coalescent phenomenon. (See more at shwa, 1.6.1(2)vi.)
The ability to coalesce into ~iI~ might grow in history (provided we can rely on the fidelity and an
extreme conservation capacity of the Masoretic tradition) as WaJ:MaH:aRuU^ is found on 6 locations
from Gen. 44:11 to 2Kings 9:13,12 whereas Is. 59:7 and Prov. 1:16 have WiI,MaH:aRuU^.
(b) Occasionally, relationships to lower vowels are indicated.
Interestingly enough, the word referred to above in Exod. 8:12,13 in the same verse, v. 13, sounds
also HaKKiNNaaM (in place of ‹i›) under a minor stress group, perhaps the one that is termed “pausal
unit” in C3.3.2(1). The same context, the same wording, the same prosody (accent and break) repeats
again in v. 14, WaTT:HiI"<p$> HaKKiNNaa"M<zq>, under zaqef, a strongish accent.
The tendency for ^I to lower can be observed in the language. According to Philippi’s Law, */i/ in a
closed unstressed syllable has changed to /a/. When it happened is much debated. As all of the dates
suggested had been long past for MsH, there is no need to deal with the issue. Still, indications exist for
‹i› to represent a sound not exactly in the top high corner also in the MsH dialect, perhaps even a closemid central unrounded vowel with a potential to alter quickly into other vowels of the front/low family.
For one of the regular phenomena in pi&eel conjugation, a specimen of ‹iI› → ‹eE› can be furnished
from Lev. 10:18, CiWWeE"ThiI<sq>, and its passive opposite, CuWWeE"ThiI<sq> of v. 13, in nouns,
Lev. 25:5, &iNN:BheE from &eenaabh. Moves between ‹i› and ‹ae› are also frequent. One example
out of many from the text, is Num. 26:31, W:ShaeKhaeM MiSh:PhaXaTh HaShShiKhMiI.
Ancient witnesses seem to suggest that varieties of Hebrew available to them had a very open version
of ^I. The ancient Greek translation, LXX, transcribes JiPhTaaX (mentioned above in (a)) as Ιεφθαε in
Judg. 11:1ff. In Judg. 11:20, in the middle of the same story, it transcribes SiIXoON as Σηων. (It
should be mentioned the Greek of the time and place did not read éta, η, as [i] but rather as a closed
[e].13 It also used to leave out foreign consonants.) It concerns the two main recensions of LXX text.
JiXJAe was transcribed ιειε in Secunda, the largely lost IInd Column of Hexapla (see HALOT 2815).
12

Gen. 44:11 in the Torah, Josh. 4:10, 8:14, 19, 1Kings 20:33 and 2Kings 9:13 in the Former Prophets.
Cf Robert Browning (1969) Medieval and Modern Greek. Hutchinson University Library, London, p. 32. •
Henri Tonnet (1993) Histoire du Grec Moderne. L’Asiathéque, Paris, p. 27, 40. • Geoffrey Horrocks (1997)
Greek: A History of the Language and Its Speakers. Longman, London, p. 61–63 (not much concerning the η and ι
difference in the particular time and place but note the transcriptions of LXX on p. 57), cf p. 68. • Randall Buth
(20082) Ἡ Κοινὴ Προφορά Koine Pronunciation: Notes on the Pronunciation System of Koine Greek, Imperial
Koine Pronunciation. Ἡ Ἑλληνικὴ Σχολή, Living Koiné Greek, Part 1. Biblical Language Center, Jerusalem, p.
217–230. On p. 221, he quotes W. S. Allen (1987) Vox Graeca, CUP, Cambridge, p. 74 (not available to me)
“confusion between η and ι in Attic inscriptions [i.e. not in Egypt; my comment] begins around 150 A.D.”
13
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Wider difference in openness shows e.g. in 1Kings 11:18 where Μαδιαµ is found for MiDhJaaN in
(NB) 3Kings same place. It is also regular but amounts to two different vowels in two different dialects.
As noted earlier, this study cannot be kept strictly synchronic. The Philippi’s Law must be mentioned
again. As it concerns a shift of an earlier */i/ to /a/ in closed accented syllables that had been closed
already from the inherited stage of the language, the change in progress can be followed in Greek
translations. So claims Gary Rendsburg, mentioning Philippi’s Law in his chap. 5 of Phonologies of
Asia and Africa14 devoted to aH phonology. He provides an interesting example of the process for MsH
GaTh: “Proto-Semitic *gint > *gitt (via assimilation [...]) > *git (with surrendering of word-final
gemination) > [ɡat] ‘winepress, olivepress’. In Akkadian transcriptions of the city in Canaan by this
name, dating to as late as ca. 720 B.C.E., the form is still Gint (or Gimt [with partial dissimilation]). In
the Septuagint of ca. 200 B.C.E., the rendering reflects [ɡɛt], and in the Masoretic text the
pronunciation is [ɡat]. Accordingly, we are able to trace the historical development of this shift, though
the Septuagint rendering is too equivocal ([ɡɛt] apparently halfway between earlier [ɡit] and later [ɡat])
to allow us to pinpoint the century in which Philippi’s Law occurred.” Actually, few examples are such
unequivocal. The issue is debated and some scholars project or projected its effects to a much earlier
period.15 My comment is a century would be fairly swift. Some changes are slower. Moreover, in such
large-scale alterations in languages, it is common they do not usually affect all the word-stock at once,
place names being among the most conservative. Phonologic changes are also notorious in operating
in some dialects while not affecting others. Later, when words from dialects meet in a literary standard
or, simply, people meet, different stages can exercise effect on each other. It may be so with MsH, too.
On the other hand, MsH ‹i› may be a process of dissimilation that had worked in a reverse direction,
from /a/ to /i/, in some historically unaccented closed syllables. This is more of interest for MsH as the
process (sometime called the Attenuation Law) was much recent. Rendsburg, op. cit., puts it in 400–
800 CE, between the earlier versions (LXX, NT, a few other Greek renderings, Vulgate) and MsH. Again
this timing is not undisputed and much earlier dates have been put forward. Whatever the dates for the
two processes (which might have been long and distributed) may be, ^I and ^A were confronted often.

E1.2

The ^U Sound

The Masoretes used two signs that seem very dissimilar by both position and shape. One is a dot inside
its most frequent mater lectionis, which is W. (The same sign is also used to strengthen consonantal
pronunciation. Consequently, ‹uU› looks identical to ‹WW› apart from the context. The two get side by
side in QiWWuU of Ps. 119:95.) The other sign is three dots under the syllable onset letter, aligned in a
top-left to bottom-right slant line ⋱ shape. The two signs seem to be so unlike each other that it is
common to assume they signify two different sounds. They, however, need not be so disparate. If we
realize the central dot cannot be placed inside a vowel letter that is missing, we can understand this
strange shape ⋱ might in fact be a central dot put inside an imaginary rectangle marked out by a top left
dot and a bottom right one ⍂. This direction is more natural for a letter like waw  וthan the opposite
one ⌞⌝ as it follows its left-based downward stroke. The two signs then do not necessarily have to
indicate two different sounds such as a long [u:] for the waw with a central dot and a short [u] for any
consonant underpinned with a three-dot line.

W

E1.2.0 (1)

Inconsistent Matres Lectionis

The simple categorization into the short and long “u” along the deficient and full spelling, however, is
not proposed by grammars save the most simplistic ones. Where a distinction between long and short
vowels is made, grammars realize well that both signs can mean both at least since Gesenius.16 This old
but still valuable grammar accepts the u\û concept, nevertheless provides multiple examples where
14

Gary A. Rendsburg (1997) Ancient Hebrew Phonology, in: Phonologies of Asia and Africa (vol. 1), Alan S.
Kaye (ed.), Winona Lake, Indiana, Eisenbrauns, p. 80–81.
15
References to the issue can be found in any comparative history of Semitic Languages, where the discussion
properly belongs. We shall not follow the topic here.
16
Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar (19092) E. Kautzsch (ed.28) / Eng.: A. E. Cowley (ed.2) Clarendon Press, Oxford,
§9, n–o(9), p. 48. Available also from multiple web resources, the best seems Wikisource (2011-05-12).
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plene and defective spelling must have obviously indicated the other sound than the sign could be
supposed to indicate. Here is a few of them gathered from my own reading: Deut. 30:18
LOO_Ta%:aRiIKhuN (~uUN would be expected), Exod. 13:18 WaX:aMuShiIM, Exod. 21:18
_J:RiIBhuN, Exod. 22:8, Lev. 17:5 etc., all the ‹u› syllables under various range of accents. Not just
endings, also the stems are affected: 2Sam. 18:22 %aaRu,CAa_NNAA"<mr>,17 while v. 23
%aaRuU"C<zq>, v. 27 %aeTh_M:RuUCa"Th<mn>. But the same verse has also KiM:RuCa"Th<7f>
with a 7ifxa considered a strong stress in the most books. Other cases include 2Sam. 19:38
W:%aaMuTh (~muuth); LaaNuS in Deut. 4:42; ShuBuU in 2Kings 17:13; Josh. 7:10,13 and more.
The equal validity of both signs seems obvious at places such as Gen. 24:5 %uULaJ"<p$> and v. 39
again, %uLa"J<tv>, in the same line of a dialogue repeated with only minor alterations. 1Kings 7:7 has
W:%uULaaM with %uLaaM in the same verse and the accents of roughly equivalent strength. Also
Exod. 40:3 Haa&eeDhuU"Th<at> repeated again in v. 5, Haa&eeDhu"Th<at>, again under atnax, the
second strongest accent. Actually, the strength of accent does not seem to have any effect, cf Lev. 16:1
WaJJaaMu"ThuU<sq> is a defective spelling with the appropriate sign in spite of being under the
strongest accent in the end of the intonation phrase. Please note the plene marked ‹uU› immediately
next to the accented syllable. The ‘stronger’ syllable is spelled defective whereas the one that must be
weaker as it follows the strongest one in the whole phrase is spelled out in full. Interesting is also to
mind the following verse, which has JaaMuU"Th<zq> in a closely related form under a moderate
accent whereas v. 13 offers the same related form JaaMuU"Th<sq>, again under the strongest accent,
spelled plene just as v. 2 and unlike v. 1. Sometimes, a single defective spelling such as ~G:BhuL
appears in the midst of more occurrences spelled plene such as ~G:BhuUL in vv. 7 and 10. Also
Haa&aMMuUDhiI"M<sq> only in 1Kings 7:41,42 while all around is ~u~.
Purely graphic reasons for ‹uU›, i.e. to distinguish forms, are apparent in Ps. 78:63. HuULLaaLuU
has only HW~ to be spelled differently for pu&al, a passive form mostly recognizable only by its –u–a–
template from pi&eel, its active counterpart. No substance for length is found in the initial syllable. The
less so if it is unstressed and closed, such as hul~ is.
Irregularities of this type are a point of attention by the marginal masorah. It makes sometimes
interesting observations, such as the one to Exod. 25:18 K:RuBhiIM “all Torah defect., all Proph. &
Writ. plene but 12 excep.”, pointing to a list of the exceptions.18 This is a pattern that would otherwise
be laborious to recover. It seems to suggest the absence of matres lectionis coincides with the earlier
books while the fuller spelling is regular in later books though not entirely consistent. This seems well
in line with the general idea concerning the development of the manner of Hebrew writing. Other
times, however, the pattern identified by the masorah does not appear so consistent. To Judg. 18:16
X:aGuURiIM observes: “3 times [in TN"K], once plene, twice defect.” As the full ‹uU› case is right there
in Judg. and the deficient spelling is in Exod. 12:11 and Dan. 10:5, books widely apart from each other
both in time and space, nothing meaningful can possibly be inferred.
Interesting is Exod. 32:25 PhaaRua& where ‹&› elicits a furtive ‹a›, which, however, is regularly
brought about to follow vowels considered ‘long’ (apart from ‹aa›). Here, a ‘short’ ‹u› precedes.
On the other hand, no vowel letter is found in 2Kings 8:12. uUBhaXu,ReEHae"M<p$> has ‹u›
where ‹uU› is typical (note the methegh). In 1Sam. 13:19, the consonantal text supplemented with the
Masoretic interpretation reads _%aaM:Ruu (pl.) though the spelling %MR suggests sg. %aamar. Both
forms fit to the text though the plural verb is more readily acceptable. This is also in 2Kings 20:18.
A different form was obviously behind a conspicuous W:JiTT:NuHu in 2Kings 22:5.
A rare example of using both mater and the ‹u› sign as if no mater were present provides Ps. 119:87.
The Masoretic scholars count PhiQQu(W)DhaE"Khaa<sq> at the end of the verse among the
deficient spellings in spite of W being in place in this particular manuscript (#L). The masorah at the
margin notes “6 defective”. These, however, include really deficient spellings. This is probably to
indicate #A is spelled defective here while #L otherwise. If the sound values of u and uU were different,
the Masoretes would not be probably so free to use one of them to indicate a textual difference.
A stranger combination yet, ~u%uU~ in ~Ru%uUBheeNiI of Deut. 3,12 and 16 (in 12, it appears as
~R,u%uU~) seems ambiguous to interpret: Is it really [ruʔu] in phonetic terms, or is it simply a
17

The , is methegh, ga&ja which may or may not be a secondary stress. A stress that might also be considered
secondary (or alternative) is when another accent (melodeme) is placed in the word. Although no rule prevents
using another " sign, usually ' is used to distinguish " from ' even at the cost of a modicum of interpretation.
18
1Sam. 4:4; 2Sam. 6:2; 1Kings 6:25,27; 8:7; 2Kings 19:15; Is. 37:16; Ezech. 10:1,2,3,7,8.
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compounded (%U) mater that instead of being pointed as ~(%)uU~ were added another ‹u› in front?
Seeing that this configuration appears only in #L, and not in #A (~R(%)uU~) nor the Rabbinic Bible
(~R,(%)uU~), a peculiarity in writing down essentially the same sequence can be supposed. In 2Kings
10:33, ~HaRu(%W)BheeNiI^ is seen with no vocalisation under ‹%› nor in ‹W›. The only vowel sign is
‹u›, followed by ‹%W›, and, interestingly, also ‹Bh›. The pointing of #L seems to suggest the letters
should be read [ruβeni] with no indication of length in the sign selected. The presence of a mater (not
even two of them) does not appear to indicate any difference in length between ‹u› and ‹uU›. Another
approach is taken by #A, which marks W:HaaR%|uUBheeNiI specifically with | over ‹%›, i.e. ‹%› is no
mater but a relic not to read.19
Another mater that is also not typical is H. In Lev. 21:5, JQRXH is instructed by the q# note to read
jiqr:xuu. Still, it makes the impression passive feminine qal ending with –Aa was originally written
rather than the active plural, –uu, that has been suggested by the pointing scholars. This form of
passive had disappeared long before. Small wonder would be if the naqdanim, the scholars, used the
form they were familiar with. So this in fact is no true mater for ^U but a reinterpretation of the record.
This may be also behind Deut. 21:7. A simple change of reading from singular to plural may be behind
W:HaaJUu(=H) in Num. 34:4, for which q# prefers w:haajuu (pl.) instead of the ~H original
suggesting w:haajaa (sg.) while both readings are possible. The same cases in a very similar context
occur in Josh. 18:12,14.

E1.2.0 (2)

Possible Openness

The student of Scriptures soon observes there is a relationship between ^U sounds and ^O sounds. The
reason can be both historical and phonetic as the two vowels probably developed from one *U and their
pronunciation is determined by one continuous parameter with values nearby. This is not place to dwell
on historical grammar. The researcher should only be aware diachronic reasons may be behind some of
the observed phenomena, unrelated to the real synchronic pronunciation.
One of the word at which etymology waves a red flag in the mind of the student is N:XuShAa20 in
Lev. 26:19 (actually N:XuUShAa at all the other 9 places) that is obviously related to n:xooshaeth. The
relationship is sometimes explicit in the passage when such related words are close to each other, as it
is in Nu 3:21 L:GheeRShoON vs vv. 23, 24 LaGGeeRShuNNiI. The name and its adjective must have
both been present in the mind of the writer LGR$WN and LGR$NJ.21 Two millenia later, the
Masoretic scholar assigned them accents (or rather melodemes), LG'R$W"N<mn.zq> and
LGR$NJ"<at>, i.e. a combination of munax with zaqeef and atnaax. Then a scholar interpreted ~W~
as a moderately accented “oo” and ~ ~ as an accentless “u”. He found this vocalic relationship encoded
in the language and distinct enough to be marked out by two different vowel signs. The same is with
Maa&oOZ and Maa&uUZZiI in Ps. 31 vss. 3 and 5 respectively. Again, “oo” is suggested for W in
stress, “uu” away from it. At other times, only one member of such pair is recorded in the place (Ps.
93:5 &ee,DhooThaE"Khaa<p$>, Lev. 26:3 XuQQooThaJ). The other form is recorded elsewhere
(&eeduut and xooq, respectively); or it is known but not recorded in Scripture, such as Ma5KuRTeeKh
in Ruth 2:12 and three times in Genesis (the other form is maśkooreth).
On the other hand, the words or variants of ShuUSha"N<mn> and ShoOShaa"N<at> in 1Kings
7:19 and 22 respectively seem to be the same lexical unit. Why the Masoretes decided to point the same
record $W$N divergently seems far from obvious. (Those of my readers who are Hebrew scholars will
be able to judge themselves if the difference in atnax and munax accents could explain the divergence.)
Not surprisingly, ^U is also close to ^W (in the earlier pronunciation). This can often be seen in the
variation of the ubiquitous conjunction uU– / W:– (it will be dealt with in the article devoted to the
consonant). Occasionally, these three sounds are brought together when an o-syllable has no onset,
making it into Wo, as in Ps. 119:144 &eeDhWooThaEKhaa for &DWT, which is very clearly
&eedhuuth. This way, also the uU– initials, exceptional as no syllable nor word begins with a vowel,
could be reinterpreted as an unexceptional Wu–, which would be virtually the same sound in practice.
19

No | (raphe) can be observed in my copy of #C above ‹%›. But there is a slight but clear trace of a dot inside
‹W› (with almost no other signs visible), so it can be concluded the approach of #C may be close to the one of #A.
20
This word in the context actually is KaNN:XuShAa. In order to make the presentation more transparent, I tend
to leave out the prefixed morphemes K:– L:– Mi– W:– Ha– as well as the cliticised words linked by maqqef (_).
This may be hinted at by a maqqef or a spirantized letter at the beginning. The citation can always be looked out.
21
The $ transcribes the letter $in without distinguishing (by sign) if it is šin (shin) or śin (5in). (See Part H.)
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E1.3

The ^O Sounds

The Masoretes invented two signs for the broad area of ^O. Unlike with ^U, however, the two usages
appear distinguishable and support the traditional view there are indeed two different sounds, which in
fact have also been preserved in traditional pronunciations in various ways. On the other hand, words
such as 7oOBh appear impossible to differentiate from 7uUBh (adjective and noun, respectively) on
other than contextual grounds before the consonantal text was pointed. In the present part of the book,
we are going to limit ourselves only to list phenomena observed in reading the TN"K.

E1.3.1

The Xoolaem ^O

One sign used for a vowel in the broad area of ^O consists of a single dot over the onset letter. If there is
a mater, typically W but also %, the dot moves on to it. It is the only vowel sign and one of the very few
that are supralinear in this basically sublinear system of pointing. We can only speculate over what
were the possible reasons. It might have been a heritage or simply a reason unknown to us today. Or
the location could have been derived from the shape of a W with a dot in a place that was still vacant
after the assignments for ‹i› in Wi (i.e. below) and ‹uU› or ‹WW› (in the centre); the location could
have been transferred to other letters if W was not present. Or it was located there at the most salient
place as it was considered the most salient sound. The subjective feeling, with the lips rounded and
protruded, may indeed give that impression. The u-sounds are objectively more rounded and protruded
but due to the lips being only slightly split, the pronunciation might feel weaker. The Hebrew names for
the ‹oo› sign and ‹u› sign are xoolaem, “fullness”, and shuraeq, “whistle”, respectively; these names
support the impression just described.22 Based on this meaning of the xoolaem term, we will tentatively
suppose the ‹oo› sign was meant for a close-mid back vowel [o].

E1.3.1 (1)

Inconsistent Matres Lectionis

Three matres lectionis appear to support this sound in the descending order of frequency: W, %, H.
Also vowel letter absence is frequent in the manner of spelling called defective as with the other vowels.
No clear difference can be told between the absence and the presence of the most frequent one, W.
Plene spelling alternates with defective in Exod. 29:2, MaCCoO"Th<rv>plene W:XaLLoo"Th<mh>def.
MaCCooTh"<p$>def. BaLuULoo"Th<mn>def. ...(2 words)... MaCCoO"Th<7f>plene in one verse, one
list. It is less probable the passage was edited in different epochs with different orthographies. If it were
so, the scribe would want to adjust the whole list in the passage in line with his or accepted spelling. In
Deut. 9:9,11 the scribe alternates between LuXoOTh, LuXooTh and LuUXooTh. A similar 5-member
alternating list is in 1Kings 11:1. Deut. 15:19 B:KhooR / B:KhoOR within a single verse. The same is
seen in the Song of Deborah in Judg. 5:11, CiDhQoOTh / CiDhQooTh. Lev. 23:42, BaSSuKKooTh, v.
22

A role might have been played also by the fact ‹oo› was of a higher tone than ‹u›, the principle possibly applied
in melodemes where intonation seems to have been the main feature while articulation concerns could not be
regarded so easily. In vowels, on the other hand, articulation might have been a primary motive. But please note
in [u] and [o] lips are rounded so that any high tongue feeling lacked visual support. For an ancient philologist, it
was most natural to follow the differences that appeared the most characteristic to him (rather than us), which
might well have been those easiest to observe. In vowels, it was the size of lip opening. That may be the reason
why ‹i›, ‹u› and ‹oo› are recorded with a single dot. The sublinear placement of ‹i› was probably unrelated to
“lower” or “higher” tones, though [i] has two frequency components, one higher than [e], one lower than [e], so
that any “higher” sound impression needs support from articulation, at least from lip ends. This is absent in [u]
and [o], while their rounding does not have to be much apparent and depends on sound context. Besides, [u] and
[o] show greater differences in both front-back as well as open-close settings than between [i] and [e]: [u] can be
much fronted unlike [o], that in turn can lack any visible rounding. They may well seem to a casual observer as
two very different kinds of vowels. This might possibly explain why these signs are so different. Apart from ‹oo›
and ‹uU›, all other vowel signs are sublinear perhaps due to practical or historical reasons rather than the fact
vowels are low frequency, unlike most consonants. As ‹oo› appears exceptional, raises more questions than ‹i›.
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43, BhaSSuKKoOTh. Lev. 25:30,31 JooBheeL vs v. 28 JoOBheeL (save the prefixes). Lev. 26:42
displays the name of Jacob in full spelling, Ja&:aQoOBh. Masora notes down dryly: “plene 5 times”
(the remaining 4 are in Jeremiah23). This is the only one occurrence in Leviticus, elsewhere the name of
the patriarch, frequent throughout the TN"K, is defective. Lev. 18:11-13 has plene %:aXoOTh while v.
18 has defective %:aXooThaaH where v. 18 is under the same accent as v. 12 (7ifxaa). Lev. 23:17 reads
MiMMoOSh:BhooTheEKhaeM while v. 14 reads MooSh:BhooTheEKhaeM, accentless both. Lev. 2:4
brings both MaCCooTh and MaCCoOTh under accents of no big difference in strength, i.e. in their
phonetic effects (paš7aa vs 7ifxaa, traditionally a ‘king’ and a ‘duke’).
Actually, the strength of the accent does not seem to effect any influence. In Ex 40:14, KuTT:oNooTh
stands at the end of the sentence, under the strongest accent, and the information structure of the
sentence also confirms it as a peak regardless whether the particular melodemes were put down prior
to or following the vocalic pointing. Still, the syllable is spelled defective. Also, when ‘pausal’ form is
created in the end of intonation phrase under the most prominent stress, the heavy stressed ‹oo› needs
no mater, as in 1Kings 3:26 G:Zoo"RuU<sq> in place of a regular contextual gizruu^. In 2Kings 5:18,
RiMMoO"N<tl>, though plene, has a weaker stress (tliša qtana) than RiMMoo"N<zq> (twice) with
zaqef qa7an that is defective.
Gen. 27:22, HQL QWL J&QB, i.e. HaQQooL QoOL Ja&:aQooBh (again, with defective stressed and
plene almost unstressed) makes the impression as if the scribe had the intention to avoid two-letter
autosemantics, that is QL.
The % mater can be found in Lev. 19:36, MOOZNeE. This is an exceptionless spelling in Scriptures,
though 1QIsa, the well-known Isaiah scroll from the Qumran, uses MoOZNaJiM or MooZNaJiM just
as Aramaic does (‹oO›). The spelling of the negative LOO is important not to mix with LoO “his/him”
as the meaning can be affected. Nevertheless, 17 times it does happen, as the masorah observes on the
margin to Exod. 21:8, “q# LoO, 1 of 17 writ. thus”.24
The H mater seems frequent. One of the earlier occurrences is found in Gen. 12:8, %oH:oLOo
(masorah made sure it is read %oH:oLoO). Also, in Ex 32:17, we find B:Ree&Oo which elsewhere,
especially in later books, would be rendered B:Ree&oO. In v. 25, we meet this suffix again,
Ph:Raa&Oo. Lev. 23:13 offers W:NiSKOo, Num. 10:35 uUBh:NuXOo, also Ex. 22:4, 26 etc. In Deut.
3:11, LOO in H:aLOo has H while its standard spelling is with %. The word %eephoo is split almost
evenly in spelling. 1Sam 19:22 masora notes down at %eEPhOo(=H) “10 times writ. H”.25 The other
15 cases comprise 11 times %eePhoO(%)(=W%)26 and 4 times %eePhoO(=W).27
An anomalous mater J as is regularly expected with front vowels and which can immediately be
suspected of a re-interpretation of the text with back vowels is also met. In Num. 21:32, we find
WaJJoO(=J)RaeSh. The marginal masorah restricts itself to mentioning “q# wajjooraeš” while the
WJJR$ suggests wajjiiraeš. The difference between the two distinct forms of a verb (k# qal, q#
hiph&iil) boils down almost to identical meaning in this particular context. Still, the ancient
translations (Greek, some of Aramaic) and a recension (Samaritan) understood it in line with the
recommendation of the Masoretes. Nevertheless, the ‘wajjiiraeš’ version of k# cannot be excluded so
easily since, in v. 35, an analogous meaning is expressed with WaJJiIR:ShuU. A similar case is 1Sam.
13:8, WaJJoO(=J)XaeL which is a q# (hiph.) for k# WJJXL, a niph&al wajjiixael of the same verb.
A mater missing is e.g. in Lev. 11:45, LiHJooTh. A case somewhat analogous to a furtive ‹a› elicited
by a mater-less version of the vowel is in Num. 17:28, LiGhWooa& (actually, ~oo"a&<sq>). This is,
however, dubious as it is improbable the scribe would want to write ~WoO~, a sequence of two W’s.
A clear case of the kind is seen in Deut. 32:17, %:eLooaH (the word is plene in v. 15).
Two matres (different ones) are not rare in some lexical items even in earlier layers of the Hebrew
writing (they are common in the Qumran practice). Num. 20:17, uU5MOO(W)L28 has both % and W.

23

Jer. 30:18; 33:26; 46:27; 51:19.
Exod. 21:8; Lev. 11:21; 25:30; 1Sam. 2:3; 2Sam. 16:18 (was a double entendre intended?); 2Kings 8:10 (a pun,
cf v. 14?); Is. 9:2; 49:5; 63:9; Psalms 100:3; 139:16; Job 13:15; 41:4; Prov. 19:7; 26:2; Ezech. 4:2; 1Chron. 11:20.
25
Gen. 37:16; Judg. 8:18; 1Sam. 19:22; 2Sam. 9:4; Is. 49:21; Jer. 3:2; 36:19; Job 4:7; 38:4; Ruth 2:19.
26
The transliteration makes a difference between (X), which is a letter that is not pronounced, and (=X), which is
a value of the preceding digraph to make it clearer; e.g. Oo is clearly with H, Oo(=H) is the same, more explicit.
27
It can be counted in the Even-Shoshan concordance, p. 49 (%eEPhOo), p. 101 (%eEPhoO(%) and %eEPhoO).
28
5M(%)oOL is also possible rendering. The point for ‹oo› is, however, on M, so 5MOO(W) seems more correct.
24
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Judg. 8:1, 2, however, present such vocalic digraphs for regular words that are usually seen with simple
spelling: Q:ROO(W)Th with %W and H:aLoO(%) with W%.

E1.3.1 (2)

Possible Openness

Frequent alternations between ^U and this ^O has been already mentioned above. It can often be
observed before heavy suffixes as they attract the stress to themselves; 1Sam. 16:17,
WaH:aBhiI%oOThae"M<7f> is H:aBhiI%uU + -haeM.
Alternations are not infrequent with the other ^O member, ‹o› (see below), such as (1Kings 12:18)
WaJJaaMoo"Th<at> with a fairly strong stress, against WaJJaa"MoTh with a regular to lower stress
that, moreover, shifts a syllable to the front.
Judg. 20:45 GiDh&ooM is rendered Γεδαν in a major codex of LXX and Γαδααµ in another one.29
(The relationship of ^A to ^I has already been mentioned above. The ε seems a natural midpoint.) Of
interest here is the testimony that some ‹oo›s seem to have had once an ^A value. A gradual shift of ^A
toward ^O is a characteristic phenomenon well known from the history of the language.
This vowel also tends to alternate in some lexical items with a configuration that reminds of [au],
which might well have been the origin of the vowel. One such typical case is MoOTh alternating with
MaaWaeTh in the paradigm. The process might have been as follows: *MaaW:Th_ → MoOTh_. In
Josh. 8:13 and 22, another such word is demonstrated in close succession, B:ThoO"Kh<mr> in constr.
and BaTTaa"WaeKh<zq> in the form of absolute, respectively. Is it possible to think of mauth, taukh?

E1.3.2

The Qaamaec Xa7uph ^O

The other sign used in the area of a broad ^O is identical with the one used for a vowel or vowels in the
general area of ^A.30 As some traditional pronunciations make a distinction in pronouncing this one
sign differently according to its context (others do not), the practice was accepted and the virtually
standard pronunciation recognizes a special vowel in the area of overlap of ^A and ^O. The vowel has a
traditional Hebrew name qaamaec xa7uph, “hurried pullback / shorter withdrawal”. One particular ^A
sound is called qaamaec, “pullback”, referring to the lowering of the mandible or pulling the tongue
back, which both characterizes most varieties of ^A (not necessarily its back version only). The
qualification “hurried” may indicate the gesture was not made completely, i.e. the mandible was
lowered less and/or the sound was noticeably shorter in duration than the ^A version of it. By today’s
terminology, a phonetician could speak of a ‘reduction’. The ancient describer of the sound might have
felt the sound is somewhat reduced, ‘quicker’, in comparison to its ‘slower’ or longer vocalic
counterpart. With a short qaamaec, its xa7uph might have been reduced. If, however, qaamaec was
long by today’s terminology, for xa7uph it would have been enough if it were simply short.31
Traditionally, the xa7uph version of qaamaec is recognized in (i) a closed unstressed syllable (the
three signs called xa7eph (see later) as well as a vocal shwa do not close the syllable), or (ii) if another
qaamaec xa7uph follows.32 The application of the rule (i) makes often well apparent the origin of this
vowel from *U. (In Num. 3:27, Haa&oZZiI%eeLiI, is an adjective from the personal name
_&uZZiI%eeL in v. 30.)
The sign, regardless of its meaning, writes below the onset consonant and consists of a small dash
with a dot beneath. In the course of time, the dot obtained a shape of a droplet as if dripping down from
the dash. The original dash-cum-dot composite character is, however, clear in old manuscripts.
Whether the shape is iconic or whether its name can be taken as a sort of a commentary to the shape is
speculative. We shall venture into a minimum of speculation in the article dealing with qaamaec below.
29

The former is Vaticanus, the latter Veronensis. They are the bottom and the top versions in the Rahlfs’ edition.
There are three signs that appear identical and they do occur side by side frequently. All of them e.g. Exod. 9:6
MiMMoX:oRaaTh WaJJaaMoTh, 11:8 BoX:oRiI_%aaPh, Lev. 6:15 ToQ7aaR, Deut. 28:59 WoX:oLaaJiM, Josh.
24:9 WaJJaaQoM, 1Kings WaJJaaQoC, Is. 48:21 BoX:oRaaBhoOTh etc. On the other hand and provided ‹o› is
an ^O, different “o”s next to each other may be marked out in these words: 2Sam. 14:25 QoDhQ:oDhoO, Prov.
20:11 Po&:oLoO. 2Sam. 15:32 KuTToNToO may display three different levels of vocalic openness.
31
The ‘reduction’ terminology is of importance with vowels called xa7aeph later on. See also note 92 in 1.5.2(3).
32
These rules have two exceptions. Gesenius (op. cit., §9v, p. 50), however, observes that QoDhaaShiIM and
ShoRaaShiIM are written also Q:oDh~ and Sh:oR~. This would make them no exceptions at all.
30
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E1.3.2 (1)

Was It a Special ^O, Or Just Another ^A?

This sign has no regular mater lectionis. While the full qaamaec can attach to H or % in the text, this
version of it that requires a closed unstressed syllable (or a few infrequent configurations) by the same
definition is excluded from most syllables that used to be enhanced by vowel letters. The more of
interest are therefore the few incidences where the consonantal text displays an evidence of a possible
value the position had though centuries before the sign was appended (this is important always to keep
in mind). The question whether the qaamaec sign should be interpreted as one or two vocalic values is
one of the crucial ones in the phonology of the MsH vowel system.
One of those occurrences where both mater and morphology makes indubitable the sign was to be
understood and quite probably also read as a vowel in the area of ^O, and not ^A, is Josh. 9:7. It says
%aeKhRo(W)Th_L:Khaa where the vowel is marked as ‹o› but written as if ‹oo› were there. The
marginal masorah states “q# %aekhroth, 1 of 2 writ. plene in this meaning/expression/context” and,
indeed, the other occurrence of %aekhrooth laahaem to which the masorah magna points is Is. 61:8. But
the latter is a full-fledged plene of a self-standing word with the ‹oO› vowel, whereas the former is a pair
of two words joined into one phonetic word under a single shared stress on the second word. That is,
%aekhrot_ is unstressed. The vowel that has (W) in Is. 61 and is marked with ‹oo› has also (W) in
Josh. 9 but is marked with qaamaec xa7uph. It is very probable it had an ^O value, a distinct one from
‹oo› and obviously having something in common with ^A (as the sign qaamaec is the same). That is
why we are going to use the transliteration symbol ‹o› for this type of qaamaec, whatever its
interpretation can be as to the phonetic value (we defer it until Part I). In the #A, the condition of the
text is exactly the same as in #L (including the _), only the marginal masorah is more succinct and says
only “twice plene” and the upper margin masorah points to the “brith &olam” verse i.e. Is. 61:8.
Another such case is 1Sam. 22:15 where LiSh%o(W)L_LoO is advised to read liš%ol. Again, the
word, by joining with _ to the following word loses its stress. The same can be found in Prov. 22:14,
JiPPo(W)L_ShaaM has q# jippol_ though k# is JPWL. Another case is Job 3:5. The text has TiShKoN_
and the marginal masorah notes, KeN L:BaeN %aShaeR, “thus according to Ben Ašer.” That is, the
Ben Naphtali tradition is said to have TiShKooN here (and probably without the “_” linking).33 The
masorah magna points to another such case in Psalm 62:4, T:RoCC:XuU (where Ben Naphtali would
probably have T:RooCC:XuU in spite of it being an unstressed syllable as there is no “_” to lift up).
Again, k# LiGh%oOL_ for q# LiGh%oL_ is found in Ruth 4:6. There is also an apocopated imperfect
in 2Sam. 13:8, wattaa"losh<p$> in q#, where its k# WTLWSh seems to suggest either it was not
always meant as apocopated, i.e. with full ~oO~; or the ‹o› of it was expressed by the W mater to the
embarrassment of the naqdanim. The masorah points to 1Sam. 28:24 where WaTTaa"LoSh<zq> has a
defective spelling. Both #L and #A provide 13:8 with a penultimate <p$>, thus confirming
~Taa"Lo(=O)Sh<p$> is meant, and not TaaLoO^Sh. This spelling is preserved also in the Rabbinic
Bible, though mss alternate between these two forms.
A telling condition comes about if the same word is repeated both with ‹oo› and with ‹o›. This indeed
arises in Gen. 43:13 though no vowel letter is involved and we are left only with the pointing of the
Masoretes. The text reads ShaaKhoo"LTiI<7f> ShaaKho"LTiI<sq> #.34 This configuration seems to
suggest the closer ‹oo› of the moderately stressed (7ifxa) first word opened up under the heaviest stress
(silluq) in the second word (otherwise, we had to admit the less stressed vowel is the ‘longer’ one while
the vowel got ‘shortened’ under the strongest stress). The phrase patterns almost exactly with a similar
one in Est. 4:16, W:Kha%:aShae"R<mr> %aaBha"DhThiI<7f> %aaBhaa"DhTiI<sq> # is the famous
sigh of resignation, or rather expression of committing herself to God’s will, “If I perish, I perish.” In
Gen. 43:13, Jacob seems to be unwillingly loosing his sons, to which he responds with a similar move in
his heart, Ka%:aShae"R<mr> ShaaKhoo"LTiI<7f> ShaaKho"LTiI<sq>. The phrase mirrors the one in
Esther in meaning, grammar and all the accents as well. What should be noted is the Esther phrase
lengthens the ~Bhaa"~ # under <sq> as expected. In Genesis, the closing ShaaKho"LTiI<sq> # shows
qaamaec xa7uph that carries, again, the maximum stress, <sq> #. As it is the same sign as ‹aa› in Est.
so ShaaKhaa^LTiI is also an option. Nevertheless, ShaaKhooLTiI ShaaKhoLTiI with keeping the
33

This is the G. E. Weil’s collection in BHS. The #A adds no comment in this respect. The #A ms has a lesion
covering exactly the letters KN. What remains of the letters makes the impression to my untrained eye that it
might have been KWN. But professional transcripts provide only KN. I prefer to rely on the transcribers.
34
The # stands for the end-of-verse sign (sof paasuq). It follows from <sq>, this is only to enhance clarity.
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vowel seems more likely than altering it. Simultaneously, however, a prolongation, in fact a dramatic
one (as it is an emphatic statement), should be expected just as it is evident in Est. 4:16. The classroom
rules, however, seem to prevent us from having both: ShaaKho;aaLTiI35 may be read either long in
‹aa›, or keep the vocalic colour in ‹o› as the syllable is obviously stressed. Time to check the rules?
Morphology also seems to confirm the phonetic identity of the vowel by showing an obvious
relationship to another closely related form of the word with a clear ‹oo›. Especially if the two forms are
close to each other as in Gen. 37:23 where KuTToNToO is immediately followed by K:ThooNaeTh.
Other times, the forms with ‹oo› or ‹u› are elsewhere but are known and obviously related, such as
1Sam. 17:51 WaJJaa"RoC<mn> (an impf. from ruc); note that ‹o› is unstressed. Also 1Sam. 25:38 and
elsewhere, WaJJaa"MoTh<mh> (from muth; cf JaaMuUTh36). This form is spelt defective even under
the strongest stress many times, WaJJaaMoo"Th<sq>.37 Also JiZKoR_ in 2Sam. 14:11 (z:khoor) etc.
Frequent are two versions of KoL_ / KooL dependent on the level of stress, such as Num. 3:36,
W:KhoL_KeeLaAW W:KhooL &:aBhooDhaaThoO. The first is unstressed, the second has quite a strong
stress at this particular case, a 7ifxa. Also 4:27 switches between KoL and KooL in construct.38
Other times, an obvious reduplication suggests that what is to be repeated should be ^O in some
form. One of such cases is QoDhQooDh (rather than qaadhqoodh) in Gen. 49:26; Deut. 33:16,20.
Another is JoPhJ@PhiIThaa in Ps. 45:3. The canonical jophjaaphiithaa sticks to the rules but is
certainly less expressive than jophjophiithaa (cf jithmahmaah in Gen. 19:16).
A recognized lexical item can also prevent ‹o› from applying. In Josh. 3:16, JaaM_HaMMaeLaX
remains JaaM_, not jom_. This is characteristic for this word, “sea”, perhaps to keep it distinct from
another lexical item, JoOM, “day” (they come fairly close to each other in plurals).39

E1.3.2 (2)

Open-Syllable Unstressed ‹o›

The accepted tradition says the sign should be read “o”40 also in other configurations; cf 1.3.2 (i, ii).
One of them is if a combined xa7eph sign follows. Following the ‹o›/‹aa› sign,41 it is usually the sign
that is a combination of shwa with ‹o› (sometimes ‹a›) what follows. It creates a sequence of two
syllables with ‹o›, the first is the regular ‹o›, the second is the ‹o› combined with shwa. Thus –@–:o– is
interpreted –o–:o–, e.g. Prov. 31:14 K@%:oNiJJoOTh is Ko%:oNiJJoOTh. In fact, the word is a first
member of a syntagmatic unit called annexation, smixut in Hebrew, with casus constructus (termed in
Latin). The beginning of the word cannot be interpreted as Kaa~ since it would suggest k:+ha+, a
definite article, but that cannot attach to the adnominal, the non-final member of the construct unit.
The whole unit is Ko%:oNiJJoO"Th<mn> SoOXee"R<at> and is governed by the SoOXeeR stress,
which is athnax. The Ko~ must be k:~ in origin, probably raised to the full vowel status due to the shwa
in the next syllable. Difficult to resolve is 1Kings 22:20, B@%:oNiJJoO"Th<at>, as the definite article
may (Baa–) or well may not (Bo~) be present. On the other hand, 2Kings 3:23 H@X:oRee"Bh<mh> is
easy to disambiguate as it is hoph&al of X–R–B and no other initial syllable than ho– can be
considered: HoX:oReeBh. Other examples of this pattern include Lev. 16:10 Jo&:oMaDh_XaJ; Deut.
28:29 BaCCoH:oRaJiM; Deut. 28:68 Bo%:oNiJJoOTh; 1Sam. 28:14 To%:oRoO; also Josh. 5:11
MiMMo,X:oRaTh in spite of the methegh sign (,) following ‹o›. It may or may not mark the syllable as
open (it could also be a secondary stress only in this case) but the ‹o› reading would probably not

35

The ; is designed to separate vowel signs if (rarely) doubled in TN"K. This is not the case here, it is an ad hoc
usage. Please see Part H for explanation of what is the intended purpose and canonical usage of ; in transcription.
36
For example in 1Sam. 14:39,45; 25:38; 2Sam. 3:33; 12:14; 2Kings 8:10; 13:14; Job 14:8,10; 21:25; Ps. 41:6;
Prov. 5:23; 15:10; 23:13 and many times in later prophets. These are common and frequent forms.
37
e.g. in Judg. 2:21; 4:21; 9:54; 2Sam. 1:15; 1Kings 2:25; 16:18; 21:13,14; 2Kings 4:20; 1Chron. 10:5; etc. etc.
38
The same pair of forms is shown in Tov, op. cit., p. 45, Tab. 6, to exemplify differences between Tiberian and
Babylonian-Yemenite pointing, where #L reads MiKKoL $MXH and ms Bodl. 2333 MiKKooL $MXH in Qoh.
2:10, acc. to Y. Ratzabi (1966) Massoretic Variants to the Five Scrolls from a Babylonian Yemenitic MS, Textus 5, 93–113.
39
Actually, the same form precedes this occurrence once again, with a conjunctive accent darga (i.e. a
substantially weakened stress) in the form JaaM. But it cannot be simply due to the repetition, the expression
JaaM HaMMaeLaX appears more times in the Scriptures, always with JaaM. The only form with JaM is in the
fixed phrase JaM_SuUPh (cf Exod. 13:18; 15:4 etc.) that does not appear with jaam. Perhaps, they could be
considered two separate lexical items, JaaM, “sea”; JaM”, “seaside”, “sea surface” or maybe “marsh”.
40
A phonetic interpretation, e.g. [ɑ], [ɒ] or [ɔ], is to be avoided at this stage. Please see Part I for discussion.
41
The transliteration created for this project uses @ for the sign if it is unresolved whether it means ‹o› or ‹aa›.
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change. (In Judg. 21:4, methegh is not on the ~Mo~ in the same word; uUMi,MMoX:oRaa"Th<at> of
Lev. 19:6 has methegh on ~Mi,~ despite that the syllable is closed, ~MiM~.)
Regular ‹o› occurs also in front of another ‹o›. Ps. 61:5 %oHoLKhaa thus cannot be %aahol–. This
applies also to the name JoRoBh&aaM of 1Kings 11:26nn and 2Kings 14:23nn. Not even methegh in
2Kings 14:29 (Jo,RoBh&aa"M<p$>) can change that.42 Its Greek transcription Ιεροβοαµ may at most
show that the first syllable used to be reduced in pronunciation of some earlier dialects. (The ~βοαµ
may signal a rather back quality of [ɑ] or its pharyngealized colour following &ajin. The Latin version
of Hieroboam is the same plus H~ which perhaps gives support to “i” being the semivocalic [j], not a
syllabic [i].)

E1.4

The ^E Sounds

There are two different signs that are recognized as two different ^E sounds in MsH. One of them is
written with two dots ·· placed below the onset consonant letter. The other is a pattern of three dots ∵
where the one extra dot as if broadens the two dot sign downwards. The two dot ^E is called ceeree,
“tear, rupture”, the three dot version s:ghool, “a bunch of grapes”. The latter name seems to describe
the symbol while the former name might suggest something of the articulation. In fact, the graphics
appears to be more descriptive than with the back vowels. The ·· simply widens the · ‹i› version as ^E is
usually, in a sense, ‘widening’ or opening of ^I. Even if the MsH ^I were a quite open version of the
vowel and/or tended to centralize and lax, a ‘tear’ might have been felt in a greater sharpening of the
corners of the mouth with [e].43 The transcription symbol can keep the feeling of difference in writing
‹ee› (and ‹eE›, ‹Ee›, ‹EE› if a vowel letter is present).
The ∵ “cluster-of-grapes” sign is a further widening or opening of the ·· in the downward direction.
This may (or may not) describe an articulation difference of a vowel more open than ‹ee›, a graphic
feature re-applied to ‹aa›. Without implying too much, or rather without insisting at our implication at
this early stage, we are going to use the ‹ae› (‹aE›, ‹Ae›, ‹AE›) digraph to transliterate these three dots.
Traditionally, besides considering them [e] and [æ], respectively, in the scientifically accepted
pronunciation, they are also considered long and short versions of ^E ([e:], [æ]). Or distinctions in
length may be supposed for both versions ([e], [e:], [æ], [æ:]). Discerning four vowels traces back at
least as early as Gesenius44 so that simpler versions may be in fact simplifications of his concept. On
the other hand, the earliest Palestinian pointing systems do not make a distinction between two kinds
of ^E and use the same symbol for both. (It was ⠊ or ⠑ though differentiating the two would be easy.)45
What has been found in observation to a preliminary phonology model? Concerning the differences
between usages of these two signs, a few points can be made.
The two signs alternate in the detached and attached versions of nota accusativi, %eeTh and %aeTh.
See Exod. 29:5, %aeTh_%aH:aRooN %aeTh_HaKKuTTooNaeTh W:%eeTh M:&iIL ... W:%aeTh_Haa%ee–
PhooDh W:%aeTh_HaXooShaeN. Perspicuous seems the consistent switching between %eeTh and
%aeTh_ depending on if _ juncture follows or the nota is standing by itself. The prior context shows
also this alternation (vss. 3 and 4 bis), also consistently with the juncture of _ maqqef. The accents
employed are not so consistent since the first occurrence in the whole passage,
W:%ae'Th_HaPPaa"R<'qd"zq> bears another accent on W:%aeTh_ apart from the zaqef for the whole
word and in spite of “_”. Whether it should be considered a secondary accent46 or just an intonation
mark (that is why I call all the ‘accents’ melodemes), it disturbs the pattern of usage where a pash7a is
on the self-standing W:%eeTh in v. 5, all other %aeTh are unstressed. This stressed \ unstressed
distribution is found throughout the Scriptures, e.g. Num. 11:5; 2Kings 8:6. It is also not limited to
notae accusativi, 2Sam. 4:4 shows analogical pattern in alternating BaeN_ with BeeN (actually
Bee"N<7f>). Judg. 19:19 presents both a stressed JeeSh and an unstressed JaeSh_. Short words are
not the only ones showing this effect. In 1Kings 8:32, LaaTheeTh and LaaThaeTh display ‹ee› or ‹ae›
42

The rendition “Jarobeám” of a Czech version (Český ekumenický překlad) is thus plainly wrong.
But a lax [ɪ] can have a similar shape of lips as [e], any difference being other settings of the resonators inside.
44
Cf Gesenius, op. cit., §9f,l,t, p. 46, 48, 49.
45
Cf Sáenz-Badillos, op. cit., p. 89.
46
Josh. 21:23(bis) has %ae,Th_ with maethaegh, a mark traditionally considered a secondary stress (not accent).
43
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according to what syllable is stressed with the same accent in the same accentual setting (a <mr><7f>
sequence). In Gen. 43:24, analogous difference is displayed between WaJJiTTaeN_Ma"JiM<p$> and
WaJJiTTee"N<mr>. The stressed version of the same word is under mer:kha, a mild conjunctive
accent, but a stress anyway. 1Kings 21:20 reads HiThMaKKaeRKhaa"<zq> while v. 25 offers
HiThMaKKee"R<zq>, same word, same accent. Also Josh. 24:3 and 4 has it with Waa%aeTTaeN_LoO
and Waa%aeTTee"N<mn>. Num. 26:30–32 seems to suggest the difference between Xee"LaeQ<Zq>
vs. XaeLQiI"<sq> or Xee"PhaeR<Zq> vs. XaePhRiI"<sq> is somewhat analogous to
Shae"KhaeM<Zq> vs. ShiKhMiI"<sq>, which might have been a reduction in relative length.47
Phonologically distinctive from jae^laedh (noun) is Jee"LaeDh<mr> (verb) in Prov. 27:1. In Psalm
43:4, this difference is employed in an allocation that appears to be phonologically functional, too,
%aeL_ ... %aeL_%eeL"<zr>.48 The stress in on %eeL as might be expected from an autosemantic word.
These examples, still, present ‹ae› more as the vocalic variant fit for unaccented closed syllables.
This neat picture, however, dissipates when considering scriptures such as 1Kings 21:1. A prefixed
name, B:JiZR:&AE"L<at> has ‹ae› (with % as mater) under a very strong stress whereas an adjective
derived from it, HaJJiZR:&EELiI"<7f>, shows ‹ee› in the root of the same name under a somewhat
weaker stress. In Deut. 13:16, we find a close semantic unit of two forms of a verb consisting of its
adverbial linked to a finite form (expressing a special emphasis of its meaning), HaKKEe"<mn>
ThaKKAe"<rv>, “smiting you smite” i.e. “surely smite”. The first accent is minor, subjecting the
adverbial to the major accent governing the phrase from the second word. Both the syllables with ^E
are stressed ones but the distribution is the exact opposite of what we first would have expected.
In Deut. 28:4, we can find ‹ae› in a closed unstressed syllable side by side with ‹ae› in a stressed open
syllable, Bh:HaeMTae"Khaa<at>; also in Num. 26:45.
BeeN_ (that is, BeeN void of any stress) is found, in Gen. 30:19. The same, next to BaeN_, occurs in
1Sam. 22:20 (the stress of the word governing BaeN_ is even a bit stronger than the one governing
BeeN_). The identical unstressed BeeN_ appears also in #A and the masorah confirms it is no mistake,
it is found two more times in Scriptures: 2Sam 9:12 and Ezech. 18:10.49 BeENee"NuU<qd>
uUBheENeEKhae"M<gr> presents ‹ee› stressed and unstressed with a stressed ‹ae› in Josh. 22:25
(the latter stress is stronger that the former one).
Quite often, ‹ae› is almost as stressed as ‹ee› in an otherwise identical form, such as
Th:GhaLLAe"<7f> just a few words away from Th:GaLLEe"<at> in Lev. 18:7 (in a ranking of accents
widely accepted today, 7ifxa ranks only a step below athnax, being quite a strong ‘accent’50).

E1.4.1

The Ceeree ^E

The double dot sign can appear with or without vowel letters. The most usual mater is J, though H and
% are also not infrequent. They alternate occasionally, such as LuULeE in Gen. 31:42 and LuULEE in
Gen. 43:10. Two vowel letters, J and % together (and another sound without any), is found in Num.
14:31 W:HeeBheE(%)ThiI. 1Kings 11:20 offers a single word in a lettered as well as unlettered version
in one verse, first TaXP:NeES, then ThaXP:NeeS. The stresses are roughly comparable (r:via& and
zaqef). But the word is an Egyptian name or a title, so not much evidential. The H mater is typical in
conclusion of verbs, such as the imperative CaWWEe in 1Kings 5:20.
Atypical vowel letter W where J is expected is in Josh. 6:9 is obviously a recommendation to read
participle TooQ&eE instead of perfect TaaQ:&uU. These are all cases not unlike those found with
other vowels.51
47

Or historic reasons unrelated to phonetics. These to research, however, is outside of the present approach.
Please note the postpositives are transliterated after the word as they really are in writing. If the postpositive is
doubled on a non-final syllable, only the non-final one is transliterated as it is the obvious centre of the melodeme.
49
%eeTh_ is also found in Josh. 22:17 in BHS. This is, however, a misprint. The page in #L is one of the clearest
and the %aeTh_ is written very legibly in the top row of the middle column with no interference nor lesion. It
cannot be a textual correction from #A either as #A has also %aeTh_. The older BH3 (19737) prints the #L version
correctly. New BHS, however, was completely re-set (Foreword I.1), which may explain the source of the misprint.
50
This ranking is to be challenged in F. Still, 7ifxa is not considered a minor ‘accent’ anyway.
51
It may seem superfluous, even misleading, to include suggested forms or word replacements in vowel spelling,
which they are not by definition. This, however, is a preliminary probe to prepare for a mechanical research by
48
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Some configurations may allow judgements concerning a possible inherent length of the sound. The
feminine singular participle ending in –EETh in L"% verbs (i.e. verbs with % being the last letter of the
radix) of which there is only CEETh (J-C-%) with 7 occurrences in Scriptures52 might suggest the
contraction from the probable earlier form *~ee%aeTh might be long.53 On the other hand, a counterexample in Lam. 4:6 would be MeeXa77a(%)Th, for which reasons are to believe ‹a› is short (see later).
There are also countless54 Mee%eeTh examples and one Mee%aeTh (1Kings 16:24) that seem to get
away uncontracted, at least in the Masoretic pointing. Pausal (i.e. expanded) forms of regular verbs
such as TeeLee^KhuU<at/7f(Deut. 13:5)/zq(Neh. 5:9; Ez. twice)> or DiBBee"RuU<sq>55 can also point in
that direction. An obvious contraction of l:+%:eloohiim into countless LEELooHiIM and a few derived
forms56 are also of interest.
Alternations in forms such as uUMee,XaeL:BheeHae"N<at> derived from xeelaebh or a contrastive
stress on MiMMee"NNAa<at> in Gen. 16:2 (for mimmaennaa) leave little doubt relationships of both
^E vowels are close and may alternate for prosodic rather than phonemic reasons.
Affinities to ^I are possible to feel, or even observe, in some morphemes. Thus, Num. 26:49 offers
both JeeCaeR and JiCRiI. Also 1Kings 11:1 uses an adjective CeeDhNiJJooTh, a feminine plural
apparently derived from CiIDhooNiI. But this is a place name and these may obtain strange forms; it is
exceptional if they were unexceptional. The regular morph jeesh or jaesh_ obtains the form of
H:aJiSh:Khae"M<mh> in Deut. 13:4. (In Aramaic verbs, such alternations are much more frequent.)

E1.4.2

The S:ghool ^E

As it might be expected, vowel letters J, H or % are all used with this three-dot (s:ghool) sign. In 1Kings
18:45, JiZR:&AE"LAa<sq> (also 2Kings 8:29 bis), the ‹ae› carries maximum stress and the mater is
%aleph; just as it is in 2Kings 2:24, WaTTeeCAE"NAa<az>. (H) is frequent in the end, as it can be
seen in the examples quoted, and (J) is not infrequent inside words, cf B:&eENaEHaa and
uUBheENaEKhaa in Gen. 16:5. Occasionally, there is also (%), which, however, must always be
considered a candidate for a regular consonant letter, such as WaTTeeRAE in the same verse.
Affinities to both ^I (rarely) and ^A (often) can be observed. ‹i› seems to be available as a vowel of
reduction in revocalizing ‹:› to avoid its sequences. Examples have been provided. To add one more: In
some words, such as LeeBh, ‹i›, ‹ee› and ‹ae› (e.g. Prov. 19:21) are met in various forms. 2Sam. 4:11 is
one of those locations relevant for ‹ae› to ^A relationship. MiJJaeDhKhae"M<zq> has an unstressed
morpheme –JaeDh–, a form of JaaDh. Actually, words such as Nae%aeSPhuU"<mn> (1Sam. 13:5)
alternate with ‹aa› in their nif&al conjugation (but templates are morphology and should be excluded).
Transcriptions to Greek, such as Ιεζαβελ for %iIZae"BhaeL<p$> (apart from an interesting rendition
of the initial syllable) in 1Kings (=3Kings) 19:2 appears to transcribe the stressed ‹ae› as [a] and
unstressed as anything within ^E, which might still be a quite open version of it. As already noted
earlier, however, the LXX dialect seems to be a different one and was older by a millenium.
What could be more relevant is a Babylonian dialect as it appears in Babylonian pointing, where Tib.
‹ae› often appears as Bab. ‹ee› (abstracting from a different graphical appearance) and vice versa. Tov,
op. cit., p. 44–45 (Tab. 6) exemplifies a couple of differences between the Tiberian and BabylonianYemenite system as compared in #L and a Bab.-Yem. ms Bodl. 2333. Qoh. 2:7 in #L is MQNaeH BQR
WC%N, while 2333 has MQNeeH BQR WC%N. On the other hand 4:4 has W%eeTh in #L while 2333

automated processing. The IT searches will have to cope with such phenomena and/or the researcher will have to
be ready to find them in the results and sort them out. Simple programs cannot make decisions of that kind.
52
Gen. 24:11; 2Sam. 11:1; 1Kings 3:7; 1Chron. 20:1; 2Chron. 21:19; Neh. 4:15; Jer. 29:2; all of them infinitives
where to suppose such a systematic ending is not so clear.
53
Apart from hif&il.
54
118 (Gen. 17:27; 19:24; 23:20 etc. etc.)
55
TeeLeeKhuU 9 times (Lev. 26:3; Deut. 5:33; 13:5; Judg. 19:5; 2Kings 2:18; Neh. 5:9; Ez. 20:18; 36:27),
DiBBeeRuU twice (Deut. 5:28; 18:17).
56
78 (Gen. 17:7,8; 28:21 etc. etc.). Uncontracted are forms with another vowel such as Laa%:eLooHiIM (Exod.
22:19 or another, though related, lexeme such as Lae%:eLoOaH (Job 12:4; 36:2).
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has W%aeTh. It should be noted, however, Tib. ‹aa› and ‹:› stand also for Bab. ‹ae› (the former could
be a pausal form) and the two stand for Bab. ‹:a›, possibly interpretable as ‹a› or ‹:› (samples see there).57
An affinity of ‹ae› with ‹a› can be well instanced with the two forms of “he spoke”—the frequent
WaJJOO^MaeR and its less frequent counterpart WaJJOOMa^R, both appearing to mean the same.
The two forms occur close one another within a single context, inside the same syntax pattern, in Gen.
43:29, the ~ae~ under <rv>, the ~a~ under <Zq>, which is a slightly stronger accent. Apart from that,
no explanation based on syntax nor dialect seems acceptable in that particular context.
Perhaps the most perspicuous is the issue of occasional ‹ae› sounding of the article that usually has a
form of ^A whether by itself or integrated in a prefix. For ha+&– it is: Hae&aaPhaa"R<rv> (Num.
5:17), W:Hae&aaLaE"Haa<gr> (1Sam. 9:24), W:Hae&aaNaa"N<mr> (1Kings 8:10 and v. 11 with
methegh), Hae,&aa5aa"R<p$> (Josh. 4:4; please note the ‹,› methegh), Hae&aaRoo"Bh<zq> (Exod.
8:27), Haa&aa"M<sq> (v. 28, next verse); please note the earlier &aa are unstressed unlike the one in
v. 28. The article can be stressed: _Hae'&aaRiI"M<'mn"zq>, 1Kings 9:12, again for 1Kings 16:2
_Hae'&aaPhaa"R<'mn"zq>. In front of X: HaeXaaCee"R<gr> (Num. 4:26), HaeXaaMuULiI"<sq>
(this is HaeXaa,MuULiI in Rabbinic Bibles, not in #A nor #L). In l+ha–, Lev. 26:7
LaeXaa"RaeBh<sq> for a stressed Xaa~ and Lev. 19:10 Lae,&aaNiI"<mh> W:LaGGeeR<p$> for an
unstressed &aa~ and a stressed GeeR, respectively. In k+ha–, Ps. 37:2, KhaeXaaCiIR<dx>.
There is also the question marker h:a– that behaves comparably to the article.
Hae%aaNooKhiI"<mn> (Num. 11:12), HaeXaaZaa"Q<mr> (Num. 13:18).
The pronoun MH, ma/maa has also the form MAe (1Sam. 26:18 in front of stressless &aa~; in Gen.
20:9 MAe,_&aa5iI"Thaa<mh> (please note also uUMae,_Xaa7AA"ThiI<mn> immediately following);
again in 1Kings 19:20; in front of stressless La– 2Kings 4:13,14; see Ps. 89:48 for both MAe_Xaa"~
and ~_Ma(H)_~), also (in front of various syllables) uUBhaMMAe (Exod. 33:16), BaMMAe<p$>58
(Judg. 16:5), BaMMAe"<7f>, Laa"MAe<mn> ~ W:Laa"MAe<p$> ~ W:Laa"MAe<7f> in 1Sam. 1:8
(please note the positions of the accents).
The conjunction W:–, which seems to be originally *wa, the form that occasionally transpires, has
also its ‹ae› version: Exod. 34:2, WaeHJEe; v. 6, Wae%:eMaeTh. On the other hand, Waa– is a salient
morph in fixed paired phrases, such as %ae"BhaeN<mn> Waa%ae^BhaeN<dx> (Prov. 20:10) or
%ae"BhaeN<mn> Waa%aa"BhaeN<at> (Prov. 20:23), which makes the impression ‹aa› was only a
strengthened version of ‹ae›. (Please note these are the same word repeated and linked with the
conjunction.) Ps. 89:25 in Wae,%ae,MuUNaaThiI"<mn> offers interesting two metheghs in sequence
where regularly w: and %:e~ are met elsewhere.
As it can be seen, ‹ae› is both stressed and unstressed and also occurs in both open and closed
syllables. (Moreover, it is even possible that some of the syllables pronounced today as closed were
actually open in the language of the Masoretes, or optionally open in poetry.59) Possibly indicative are
open unstressed syllables which occurrences would not permit to think of ‹ae› as a ‘short’ vowel. Josh.
24:3 has preserved a final –ae in W%RB pointed in q# as Waa%aRBae though waa%aeraebh would
have virtually the same sense. Should any length issue be involved, this –ae cannot be ‘short’.

E1.5

The ^A Sounds

The ^A sounds are again two signs (plus another one, combined, which we shall deal with later).
Though one of them have already been treated, they are a bigger challenge to describe than the
previous signs to anyone attempting at an independent search for excerpts that could capture the
nature of the sounds. The reason is the broad ^A area at the bottom of both front and back vowels is the
meeting space of all opening moves, creating complex relationships in this space. Despite the fact we,
generally, postpone the discussion until Part I, we are incapable of avoiding some interpretation
already at the collection and classification of excerpts in order to provide this space a structure fully to
57

Emanuel Tov quotes Y. Ratzabi, op. cit., see fn 38 earlier in 1.3.2 (1).
An absence of the " marker means the position of the accent is indetermined with pre-/post-positional ones.
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Cf the methegs in %ae,XJAe of Ps. 118:17; 119:17 and Job 7:6, possibly reminding readers to read %aeX:JAe.
(The masorah claims 4 such cases. 2Kings 1:2, however, prints in Rabbinic Bibles, but neither #L nor #A have it.)
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be discussed only later. We need to consider length and quality in a manner more intertwined with the
data than it was possible with the marginal remarks on the vowels above.
One of the signs is a small dash under the onset letter. The other sign consists of the same figure
extended downwards with a small dot below ⨪ (see 1.3.2).60 An analogy could be seen with the signs of
the front column. Just as the ∵ suggests a more open version of ·· symbol, the same way also the bottom
dot ⨪ creates the impression a sort of more open — was intended. The — has a traditional name patax,
“opening”, which excludes a simple mid-central value as shwa (occupied by shwa, anyway). It is a
vowel in the ^A area that should be considered. Anticipating some of the finds, we select the
transliteration ‹a›.
The ⨪ qaamaec, “pullback, withdrawal”, may also not necessarily mean a straight shift downwards.
If patax was central, qaamaec might represent a vowel extended back and below. A digraph for
transliteration might be reasonable; ‹aa› will be used (though ‹ao› would certainly not be unfounded).
The ‹aa› digraph reflects the sound as possibly unrounded (at least relatively to ‹oo› and ‹u› and
comparably to ‹a› and ‹ae›) and, quite probably, with lowered mandible, if not also the mouth opening
observably larger than in ‹a›.61 Whenever transliteration has to make a choice (as a compromise with
practical needs), a symbol for undecided condition should also be available. When no choice is made
between ‹aa› and ‹o› of qaamaec, @ symbol would mark simply the presence of the ⨪ sign.
Palestinian pointing systems in their most simple versions do not distinguish two ^A vowels, only
one. They came closer to the present Tiberian system in their more developed stage.62 This distinction,
however, is upheld by the Babylonian systems. (They mark ‹a› with a sign resembling ‹&› and ‹aa› in a
shape that could, perhaps remotely, resemble ‹%›. A supralinear dash is also employed, for shwa.)

E1.5.1

The Pathax ^A

Let us start with the simpler one of the two, both graphically and for description. As already mentioned,
no consistent distinction is made between ‹a› and ‹aa› in some pointing systems,63 between ‹a› and ‹ae›
in other (Babylonian) and between ‹a› and ‹:› in yet other systems. The Tiberian distinction of the
vowel is, however, clear and consistent.64
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This is the shape it has in old manuscripts, such as #C, the one attributed to Moše ben Ašer from 895 CE,
discovered in the Old Cairo genizah and containing the Prophets. It is the oldest dated and available Masoretic
manuscript. Mostly, the dot attaches closely to the dash there so that it is similar to the drop of modern typefaces.
Sometimes, however, the two strokes are clearly separated and the dot shape appears unmistakable. See e.g. the
‹aa› in Ma55AA on the beginning of Zach. 12:1 or the ‹o› in L:KhoL_ in Zach. 12:3. Checking the first page of #A
with its very clear handwriting, we can see no more than one or two signs throughout Deut. 28:17–45 page that
are NOT separated. Almost the same could be said concerning #L though its hand is not as clear as the one of #A.
If the bottom shape were not a dot originally, which was demonstrably not so, that is, if a perpendicular line
were there instead of the dot of #C, #A and #L, the way some modern typefaces represent the sign (the classic
dash-drop seems to allow both), a possible interpretation might see the perpendicular as a “check, bridle” (cf
methegh) that reins the vowel in so that it would last longer. The dash portion suggests the vowel articulates at
the bottom of the mouth (an open vowel, in our terminology). This could be iconic for [æ:], [a:] or [ɑ:] alike.
61
The ancient philologist lacked the means to explore the tongue position we have today. It was more natural for
him to derive its position from ‹a› in introspection. If a modern phonetician drew a line to divide between vowels
over ‹a› and below ‹a›, it might well had to be curved back up or slanted to provide more space back than front. In
the text that follows, it is going to be suggested the ‹aa› might include more vocalic colours, both front and back.
62
Sáenz-Badillos, op. cit., p. 89. I have avoided qualifications into ‘earlier’ and ‘later’ as it is disputable.
63
E. J. Revell (1970) Hebrew Texts with Palestinian Vocalization. Universtity of Toronto Press, Toronto, p. 101,
103. He claims Palestinian vocalization recognized only one phoneme /a/ and some texts residually distinguished
two allophones of [a] in some morphs. At other places, however, his observations seem to lead to a conclusion ‹a›
was a sort of a more open shwa, [ɐ] between a clear [a] and a mid-central [ə]. This, at least, is my impression.
After all, such a close-low [ɐ] could well explain why it could be one sign with [æ] in Babylonian pointing.
64
Though, in fact, a few Tiberian-pointed mss do mix ‹a› and ‹aa› (one of them, specifically mentioned by Revell
for a different feature, is Bod. Heb. d33 f. 60–61, a Hebrew-Arab vocabulary to Exod. on parchment) and some
do ‹a› and ‹ae› (Revell mentions, for a different feature, a liturgical fragment on paper from Fragmenta Hebraica
Cairensia Liturgica (Westminster College, Cambridge), vol. III, no. 34), see Revell, op. cit., p. 106.
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(i) Frequent, grammatically conditioned or stress-related interchanges between ‹a› and ‹aa› in
Scripture seem to suggest the vowel was, or at one time had been, in the realm of ^A. We shall provide
examples in the next article.
Furtive patach, pathax gnubha, is an [a] phthong of some pharyngeal consonants that stands
between them and the preceding non^A vowel as a sort of pharyngeal premodifier, such as RuUaX or
Sh:Mooa&. If the vowel is ‹aa›, the phthong is swallowed and is not sounded (nor written). In writing,
the phthong is written below the consonant as if for a next syllable but, as every student of Hebrew
learns in initial lessons, no next syllable is intended but a vocalic transition from a non^A vowel to the
consonant. (Actually, a position between the preceding vocalic sign and the consonant in coda might
well have been originally the one intended in writing.) Obviously, pathax must have had an ^A colour,
otherwise ‹aa› would not eliminate its need in transiting directly to the pharyngeal consonant. This ‹a›
does not constitute a syllable, cf BiQQee"a&<sq> in 2Kings 15:16 that places its stress on the ultima,
which is ~Qee-&, not ~a&. Also, RaaQiI"a&<7f> of Gen. 1:6,7(zq) and BiR:QiI"a&<mn> in Gen.
1:14,15,17 as well as v. 20 R:QiI"a&<mr> have ~QiI-& as ultima, not ~a&.
The consonants concerned, &ajin and xaeth, seem to affect morphology in a similar way. Infinitive
paradigms LiS GooR, LiKh TooBh (cf Josh. 2:5; Deut. 31:24, Jos. 18:8) begin with the regular Li–
with the 3-consonant root template 1 2 oo 3 , while analogous forms such as La&:aBhooDh (Gen. 2:5;
3:23) and LaX ŠooBh (Exod. 31:4; Prov. 16:30) begin with exceptional La– and ‹&› also shows a
template 1 :a 2 oo 3 . Examples with Wa– and Ba– include Wa,JJa&:aMooDh<7f> in 1Kings 19:13 and
B,a&:aZoBh:KhaeM<p$>65 in 1Kings 18:18. It might be interesting to note that % as the root’s first
consonant has another effect. Rather than shifting the Li– to La–, moves it to Lae–, such as in
Lae%:eHooBh, (Eccl. 3:8), Lae%:eKhooL (Gen. 24:33).66 No back movement of the root of the
tongue (more or less operative with almost all ^A sounds) is suggested.
Also, the saegholate noun template is virtually the same paradigm, whether the ‘regular’ MaeLaeKh
template of -ae-ae- is affected by an end pharyngeal into -ae-a-, as in ZaeBhaX, or into -a-a- by a
middle pharyngeal, such as Na&aR.
Concerning a specific vocalic colour of ‹a›, worthy of consideration seems 1Kings 3:22, 23,
HaXa"J<p$> and HaeXaa"J<at>. These two words, both stressed, stand in contrastive emphasis. The
latter emphatically opposes the former as quarrelling women are involved.67 We should, therefore,
think of the latter’s stress as a particularly strong one. The vowels open up under stress in Hebrew (it
will be exemplified later).68 Ha– becomes Hae– (could ‹ae› be considered more open? or only triggered
by the change in the subsequent vowel? such as BaeXaa"Gh<at> in 1Kings 8:2—both is possible)
while ‹a"› alters into ‹aa"›. For the communicative purposes, it was important that the two words
would remain the same in order for the reply to retain the impact. The same template is seen a few
verses later, in v. 25—L:%aXa"Th<zq> and, with a stronger accent in contrastive emphasis,
L:%aeXaa"Th<sq>. Both cases give the impression as if ‹aa› were both longer and more open than ‹a›
(in addition to many examples where only length might have been concerned as no emotions were
involved; we shall provide them later).
The same pair of forms is found in Lev. 16:20,21 where HaXa"J<sg> is under s:gholta, a weaker of
the two, given that the stronger one is silluq, HaeXaa"J<sq>. (Please note the Ha–/Hae– option cannot
be dialectal as both versions occur in the same passage. The HaXa~ sequence (stressless) is found in
vss. 6, 11, 15, 25, 27 again. HaaXa"J<Tl>, in turn, is found in Gen. 6:19 (only there, whereas HaXaJ 11
times and HaeXaaJ only the 3 times mentioned). HaXa"JiL<zq>, a fair stress and not a one-syllable
word, is found in 2Kings 15:20.)
Actually, the difference between ‹a› and ‹aa› could not have been too great. Compare 2Kings 18:17
where J:RuUShaaLaa"JiM<at> and J:RuUShaaLa"JiM<zq>, two forms of a single place name, appear
in the same context, with identical syntactic meaning, a few words from each other. The only difference
is a relative degree of stress, substantial in both cases. The same difference is in v. 22 (zaqef and silluq).
Variations such as these are very frequent in MsH and affect personal and place names and regular
.
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A methegh before the vowel sign, such as ‹,a› here, instead of after one, reflects the #L practice copied in BHS.
The ‹:e› is considered a composite grapheme consisting of ‹:› followed by ‹ae› as will be shown further on.
67
The reader was, of course, not expected to re-enact the quarrel. Still, as the account of the incident is very vivid,
we can think of the prosody as also remaining true to life. To reproduce it in a voice devoid of any shade of
emotion on the part of the reader would certainly be substandard. The wording and pointing try to prevent that.
68
Though this feature is common in languages (also Czech), an opposite trend also exists; in Hebrew: ‹ee›/‹ae›.
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words alike. (These, however, do not appear transliterated in ancient translations. That is why the
researcher is grateful for all kinds of names in spite of their relative frequency being lower.) The quoted
passage provides this example in regular words, too—Bhaa7a"XTaa (v. 20 <zq>, v. 21 <mn>) against
Baa7aa"XNuU<at> (v. 22) varying ‹a› and ‹aa›. A different type of words are two pairs,
Ma"&LAa<mn> MMaa"&LAa<at> ~ Ma"77Aa<mr> MMaa"77Aa<sq> in Deut. 28:43, “higher and
higher ... lower and lower,” also MeeXa"JiL<mn> %aeL_Xaa"JiL<at> in Ps. 84:8. A particularly
interesting case is a grammatically identical ending repeated three times in Gen. 26:5, –aj –aj –aaj, i.e.
MiCWooTha"J<7f> XuQQoOTha"J<mr> W:ThoORooThaa"J<sq>.
To the student of Tiberian Hebrew grammar, this phenomenon is well known as ‘pausal’ forms. This
is, however, a mere label, showing no true understanding of the phenomenon. It has been simply
examined, not explained. It should be noted, however, their distribution appears far from automatic,
does not always concern the strongest accents (at times, lesser accents have ‘pausals’ while the
stronger ones have common forms; please see Part F for exemplification) and, while ‹a› seems to be the
least stable of the vowels, it is not always affected. Josh. 17:13 LaaMa"S<at> lengthens L:– into ‹aa›
(no article is probably inherent and it would be under lengthening anyway) while the stressed syllable
MaS retains ‹a›. (Its etymology ‘mass’ should not be relevant. In fact, MaSh of Gen. 10:23, a proper
name, has no hidden reduplication and does not lengthen under silluq. Regular words that do lengthen
often, also do not lengthen always, such as DiBBa"RTaa<at> in Exod. 10:29. See also Num. 17:27.)
Ps. 129:1,2 offers two tokens of a single item of the vocabulary in a phrase that is repeated twice (the
passage is a song). Their position in the sentence is identical both times, they carry the same accent,
athnax, each time. Still, they read MiNN:&uURa"J<at> once and MiNN:&uURaa"J<at> the other
time. The difference is the former occurrence creates expectation, the latter one concludes the phrase.
In Est. 4:16, we find the famous phrase W:Kha%:aShaeR %aaBha"DhTiI<7f> %aaBhaa"DhTiI<sq>.
Another emotional repetition of these words is found in Num. 17:27, %aaBha"DhNuU<tv>
KuLLaa"NuU<mr> %aaBhaa"DhNuU<sq>. Forms LuU_Ma"ThNuU<p$> ~ LuU_Maa"ThNuU<sq> in
Num. 14:2 are, again, identical in terms of grammar as the particle LuU_ makes explicit. It is difficult
to think of any phonological difference at all, so the motivation must be prosody. In fact, the change
appears to be often triggered by emotion rather than strictly certain types of accents or sentence
position.69 An emphatic affirmation XaJ_%aa^NiI appears under lower ‘accents’ (Num. 14:28 <p$>,
Is. 49:18 as low as conjunctive (!) <mn>, Jer. 22:24 <zr>, 46:18 <p$>, Zeph. 2:9 <pz> and many times
in Ez., often <rv>, once also <mn>).70 Obviously, semantics rather than accent is the trigger. Instead of
TiQ:XuU^ (such as in Gen. 34:9, <mr>, or Num. 18:28, <zq>), consider Jacob’s lament in Gen. 42:36,
TiQQaa"XuU<zq> (the same accent), which concludes a heart-breaking outcry, though certainly not
in ‘pause’ by any cold standards. On the other hand, forms like that cannot be simply labelled
‘emotional’. The same TiQQaa"XuU<sq> is also found in Exod. 12:5 and 16:16, closing legal clauses
as unemotionally as the language of law can do.
Interesting seems also alternation between ‹a› and ‹aa› in the forms of WaJJiIShaa"N<Zq> (please
note the ‘accent’ is zaqef gadol as the word is single in a phrase; cf Gen. 2:21) and WaJJiISha"N<zq>
(zaqef qa7an as it introduces a phrase); and also Waa,%iI'Shaa"NAa<olJr> in Ps. 3:6 against Ps.
13:4’s PaeN_%iISha"N<mr>.
Well known are three different forms of the %TH personal pronoun. The regular one, %aTTAa^, is
altered under a heavy stress either into %aa^TTAa (please note the shift of stress; Deut. 9:6, <sq>, et
al.), or, less frequently, into %a^TTAa (with the stress still shifted; Gen. 22:12, 2Chron. 14:10, both
<zq>). Quite a versatility for a simple pronoun. Other pronouns could also be quoted, such as
%:aNaa"XNuU<at> in Gen. 42:31 in place of a regular %:aNa^XNuU 4 times in the same chapter (vv.
11, 13, 21, 32, to exclude different dialects). It is difficult to think of shades of meaning distinguished
by ‹a›\‹aa› in personal pronouns. How much wide apart, then, are the two vowels supposed to be?
Possibly not too distant if the archaic form of jaelaedh in Gen. 11:30, WaaLaa"Dh<sq>, offers <aa>
for its ^A sounds (walad is known from many Semitic tongues, Arab., Ethiop., Tigr.). It could be
inferred <aa> was supplied by tradition in the place of *a in this instance.71
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No doubt, these naturally correlate. Still, mentioning it explicitly is not entirely out of place.
Otakar Klíma / Stanislav Segert (1956) point to this particular collocation in their Mluvnice hebrejštiny a
aramejštiny, ČSAV, Praha, p. 63. However, without giving particular quotations.
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Though WLD is known also from Ugaritic, it should be remarked that Ludwig Koehler / Walter Baumgartner
/rev. J. J. Stamm (1994) The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament, Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden,
70
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(ii) On the other hand, a difference might have been noticed. Apart from devising a specific sign
for this sound by the Tiberian Masoretes, we can sense it in the way the record insists on specific items
to be spelled with ‹a› and never with ‹aa›. JaM_SuUPh has already been mentioned. Another such case
is GaTh, a foreign name, or just a name, and also (primarily, or secondarily?) a noun meaning “wine
press”. In Earlier Prophets, it is a Philistine town GaTh and a local name GaTh_RiMMoON. In later
books, a ‘wine press’ meaning also comes forward. In that meaning, ‹a› reduces to ‹i› occasionally but
never lengthens to ‹aa›, not even with the –aa ending of Ga"ThAa<p$> in 1Kings 2:40. I observe no
potential collision with another item of vocabulary in TN"K but no such collision can be excluded
outside of TN"K in the vocabulary that was not preserved down to us.
(iii) In morphology, alternations between ‹a› and ‹ae› are frequent.72 Most typical of it are
segholates, a word template characteristic of its -ae^-ae- form. In Num. 4:9, shaemaen+ah derives into
ShaMNaa"H<zq>. It is interesting to note how &aebhaedh alternates between &:a~, &a~, &aa~ and
&ae~ of the same word in Gen. 44. The form B:%aDDaRToO"<zq> in 1Kings 19:13 is derived from
%aDDaeRaeTh (as in Josh. 7:21), an -a-- from -ae-ae-. Many times, they are closely related to stress.
The ‘pausal’ WaJJOOMa^R73 that concludes a phrase and a non‘pausal’ WaJJOO^MaeR suggests that
non-stressed ‹a›’s might have tended to move closer to ‹ae›. An analogous case is WaJJeeLa"Kh<at> in
1Sam. 21:1 (7 times in TN"K) and WaJJee"LaeKh<tv> in 1Sam. 22:1 (212 times in TN"K).
One of the less typical alternants is Hae"RAa<mr> for har + -aa in Gen. 14:10. This one-syllable
word retains its accent (~^ → ~^~) just as haa^ree would. The only change is a one-syllable clitic that
alters the rhythm and seems to trigger a revocalization of the stem. Gesenius, §27q, considers it
exceptional but the vowels seem close enough to ask for their phonology to be re-evaluated.
Also names display the same pattern of alternation between ‹ae› ↔ ‹a› ↔ ‹aa› so typical of MsH,
showing no apparent tendency to keep a more constant vocalism. L:ShuUThae"LaX<rv> in Num.
26:35–36 pertaining to a place “Shuthelah” is a family called “the Shuthelahites”,
HaShShu'TaL:XiI"<'mn"zq> (note the doubling of melodemes; assigning ' and " is mine). Each member of
the family is called ben ShuUThaa"LaX<at> (the latter is probably a ‘pausal’ form of the former as it
appears also from 1Chron. 7:20–21).
A clearly phonological difference is in W:%a"L<mn> %ae"L_ (“and not to ...”) in Ps. 119:36.
(iv) Apart from an unstressed Ma(H) (_~ Ps. 30:10, _~_ 89:48), the ‹a› rarely has any mater
lectionis. Where it appears with one, it seems it was due to an exceptional condition in the text rather
than an inherent quality of the vowel in the times when the consonantal text was still in the making.
1Kings 21:18 with LiQRa(%)"Th<tv> is one of the locations where ‹a› has % as its vowel letter (it is
visible on the following ~Th, which had to be ~T in ~%T). Num. 34:28 names a P:DhaH%ee"L<7f>,
which might be read P:DhaH~, but in view of a similar or possibly identical onomastic component
P:DhAa~ found in Num. 1:10; 2:20, also word-internally, an interpretation P:Dha(H)~ should be
viewed as, at least, a possible one. More seeming matres please see under the respective consonants.
The original ‹a› in the ends of words, *~a, disappeared or had to prolong in ‹aa›. A curious trace
might have been probably left in a series of occurrences of H-N-&-R pointed HaNNa&:aRaa according
to an obvious sense in the k# of Deut. 22:15(bis), 16, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29. The ~(H)
was supplied only in v. 19 with no change in meaning. The probable form behind these letters might
have been *na&ara. It could not be retained, and in the process of changing, it illustrated another
aspect of a possible relationship between ‹a› and ‹aa›. The same can be observed for Gen. 24:14, 16,
28, 55, 34:3 (bis) and 12. Unlike JaL:DhAa inside the same stories, Gen. 24:24, 47, 34:1 and 4, na&ara
probably used to keep its –a ending longer, was recorded without the –(H) mater and the later tradition
interpreted the (then impossible) ending as –aa. The punctuator(s) must have had a reason for
entry No. 2386, notes that Driver does not link this unique expression to jaelaed but *wilādu, “birth” (Godfrey
Rolles Driver (1966) Myths of Qumran, Annual of the Leeds University Oriental Society 6, p. 23-48, 165a), while
Mitchell Dahood (Catholic Biblical Quarterly 16:64) analyses it as wa+yalādu. Please mind the stress on
~Laa^Dh while jae^laedh is a paenultimate-stressed segolate noun. Anyway, the reason to preserve this probably
archaic form might have been the whole of the phrase %eEN LaaH WaaLaaDh (for a newer form, see 2Sam.
6:23) rather than to think of an anomalous survival of a single word out of the blue.
72
A curious replacement of %aeL_BeEThiI for %aL_~ in Judg. 19:23 of #L (as it may seem, under the influence of
the three other %aL’s in the verse) may raise a question whether it testifies anything concerning the nature of ‹a›,
or rather it was an &aL replacement for %aeL, which also happens at times. But %aeL does occur in the
preceding verse twice, so a dialectal form is not probable. The #A ms has %aeL here. So Rabbinic Bible does, too.
73
Unlike in Glossa, the ^ sign in this Hebrew transcription marks the stress unrelated to any melodeme mark.
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avoiding ‹a›. Was it still a difference in length beside the one in quality? (Cf a similar instance of –ae
with no mater in the end of Waa%aRBae in Josh. 24:3, where hardly any length is involved; E1.4.2.) It
was, however, important to retain the ending even without a mater as there are also masculine forms
with a zero ending, na&ar and jaelaedh. The vowel has a distinctive power here.
The same story in v. 18 shows another candidate for a vowel letter in ^A. As we are touching very old
layers of text in these stories, we cannot be sure of the exact vowels nor of whether the final ~% was
indeed a vowel letter, or was read as a consonant. The pronouns HW% and HJ%, pointed by the
Masoretes as HuU(%) and HiI(%), might betray their original form in the other books of the Holy
Scriptures apart from the Torah were close to something like *huwa, *hija with ~(%). The Torah’s
peculiar HW% in place of later HJ% may suggest the pronouns might have been *huwa, *hiwa in the
dialect of the Torah. One of such feminines, non-sacral in this case, is present in Deut. 22:18,
Haa,&iIR_HaHi(W%). Both of the forms, the earlier and the later side by side, are found in Gen. 38:25.
The preceding paragraphs have been included to illustrate that vowel letters are far from being a
simple topic. History of the text and local influences need be considered in researching matres.

E1.5.2

The Qaamaec ^A

The most complex picture of its qualitative and quantitative condition of sound seems to be offered to a
student of the Hebrew Scriptures, even a casual one, by another ^A vowel. Its name in translation says
something as a “pullback” or “withdrawal”, which is less clear than it might appear on the first sight. A
pullback from what? Being withdrawn from where? In what direction?
One way to answer comes to mind to perhaps everyone who is familiar with the modern classification
of vowels into front and back. If pulled back, than where else than to back. This would seem to point to
a ‘withdrawn’ vocalic quality of something as [ɑ] or even rounded [ɒ]. The fact that the sign appears, at
least in some traditions, as a double-purpose symbol for ‹o› (see 1.3.2) and it is singly read [ɔ] (or even
[u]) in other traditions,74 adds yet more warrant to this interpretation. This sign appears to show the
greatest variability in the varied traditions of the inherited Hebrew pronunciation.
The modern front–back direction, however, is not the only one eligible. The vowel might have easily
been felt as ‘withdrawn’ from a neutral position whatever it was; if so, most probably, the pathax ‹a› (as
the shape of the sign would suggest) or the neutral (by modern definition) shwa ‹:›. The ‘pulling back’
would then mean a move to a more open position in a vertical or down back askew direction. Even as
such, it would not need to be entirely inconsistent with the traditional double purpose ‹o›/‹aa›. In fact,
the question of how much it covers in the vocalic space is not primarily a question of direction but
exactly of what it says: how much it covers, i.e. the span. The MsH record seems to provide interesting
data in that respect. Some of them have been mentioned, but there is more to deal with.
(i) Alternation between ‹a› and ‹aa› has already been referred to. The MsH text is replete with
forms such as ShaaPhaa"Kh<zq> in place of shaaphakh (Lev. 17:14), ThiQRaa"Bh<zq> instead of
thiqrabh also under minor ‘accents’ (though the major ones are the more regular triggers, cf Lev. 19:19
Kil%a"JiM (twice, <p$> and <zq>) ~ Kil%aa"JiM<at>). These alternants come even side by side, such
as, in Gen. 1:6, BeE"N<mr> Ma"JiM<7f> LaaMaa"JiM<sq>, majim and maajim being the same word,
as well as Prov. 22:22 _DaaL<dx> KiI"<mn> DhaL_ where dal refers to the same “pauper” in both
tokens of the word, the latter unaccented, the former under a medium ‘accent’ that does not normally
trigger a ‘pausal’ form as it does so in this instance.
(ii) Whereas an absence of a mater lectionis is typical of the ‹o› qaamaec, the ‹aa› qaamaec has a
typical word end mater, which is (H). An absence of this mater comes about regularly in a couple of
endings (where the presence of (H) is highly exceptional75). In one of them, –Khaa, the ‹aa› sign has a
74

Still, the Yemenite pronunciation of ‹aa› is [a], not [ɒ]. Found in an archaic sub-dialect, Habbani. See also
Sáenz-Badillos, op. cit., p. 104, quoting Sh. Morag. A. Murtonen, based on recordings provided by Ben-Ḥayyim,
concludes: “I cannot perceive any rounding in Sam[aritan] /a:/ when listening to my tape recording, nor any
indication of it in my spectrographic specimina (cf. the Appendix)” (op. cit., p. 177, note 118).
75
Such as Wa%:aBhaaRaeKh:KhAa in Gen. 27:7 that freely repeats the message of T:BhaRaeKh:Khaa from v. 4.
Again, _JaaDh:KhAa"<zq> of Ex. 13:16 uses an exceptional ~(H) for an almost identical message in v. 9 with no
~(H). Also uUL:KhAa"<mn> in Gen. 27:37 gives an unusual look to the normal L:Khaa (or LaaKh: in pause). For
a –taa ending, see Ps. 8:4, KoONaa"NTAa<sq> (which is different from KoO,Na"NTaaH<sq> of Ps. 68:10) and
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special position of being raised from the bottom line to the centre of the letter Kh. We could only
speculate if the inscribed rather than subscribed position reserved only for this ending had anything
special to tell to the ancient reader, or if it was no more than a petrified scribal manner. A possible
message might have been of providing an option to read either –[ǝ]khaa, or –aakh (also –aekkaa, or –
aak), depending on the dialect of the reader.76 Otherwise, an absence of ~(H) in ~aa leads to
misreading, see Gen 34 and Deut. 22 for N-&-R- referred to above.
Inside a word, the (H) mater is highly exceptional (see P:DhA~, also at 1.5.1 above). What is
regular, is either a complete absence of a mater, or (%). With some words, (%) is a well-established
spelling throughout TN"K (i.e. throughout regions and periods). Still, occasionally, we meet with an
absence there, too, such as L:Xa77aa"Th<sq> in Num. 15:24, where xa77aa(=%)th were standard
elsewhere (as close as right in the next verse). On the other hand, ~(%)~ seems regular in some words,
or at least not a rare alternative, such as RAAMoO"Th<mn> in Prov. 25:7.77 It is an etymological
alternative, too. NAAWAe in its ten appearances in the Holy Scriptures (mostly Psalms, Proverbs and
Songs) has only a single mater-less ~NaaWAa (in Jer. 6:2). (The (%) seems to come also from
etymology, though the relationship *%→(%) is only speculative.) The shape of some words oscillates
between (%) mater and no mater inside. The two forms may alternate within a single stretch of text,
such as in 2Sam. 12:1 and 4 that offer RAA"Sh (<sq>, <zq>), and v. 3 that offers Raa"Sh
(W:LaaRaa"Sh<mn>) with no discernible change in meaning.

E1.5.2 (1)

A Frontward ^AE Span

Reading in the old classic Kralice version of the Bible (1564–1587) that David pursued the Philistines
up to “Gázer” [ɡaːzɛr], a student of TN"K is right to suspect the well-known “Gezer” was close enough
both geographically and phonetically to be their actual destination rather than an otherwise unknown
“Gázer”. On consulting the Hebrew, GaeZaeR and GaaZaeR are found to alternate in the Scriptures in
a way that leaves hardly any doubt one and the same place was meant by the two forms. Out of the ten
occurrences, 1Kings 9:15, 16 and 17 are the most telling. Also Josh. 16:3 and 1Chron. 7:28 mean
obviously the same place. Interesting is to observe the ‘pausal’ _Gaa"ZaeR<zq> of v. 17 is rendered
Gae"ZaeR<zq> in Josh. 10:33 under the same ‘accent’. Zaqef, though certainly not a weak accent, was
not strong enough to be counted among regular ‘pausal’-form triggers. Indeed, it was only the 1Kings 9
zaqef that did so whereas the Josh. <zq> offers the non-‘pausal’ GaeZaeR. The ‹ae›/‹aa› variation does
not appear to be related to meaning and not even unmistakably to ‘accent’ though its stress-relatedness
still seems the main candidate for the selector.
The Gezer case makes the impression its two forms of the name might have been quite close in sound
so as to allow such alternations in a single context and only loosely dependent on stress. Place names
tend to be more sensitive to segment variations than appelatives since regular inflection provides less
help for the correct identification. More distinctive and even unusual combinations of sounds are
possible than with appelatives. In Czech, “Gezer” and “Gázer” differ phonemically. That is why the
reader does not make any connection between the two places unless further study is made. In Hebrew,
the alternative of G[æ]ZaeR would sound G[ɑ:]ZaeR or G[ɒ:]ZaeR or even G[ɔ:]ZaeR should we take
the school grammar phonologies at their face value. The reader of TN"K with a moderate previous
experience of reading Hebrew Scriptures feels uneasy about it as the sounds are wide apart. Two
options could be considered: Either the difference was indeed phonemic but for some reason the
ancient (and/or early Middle Ages) user did not consider it meaningful in this and very many other
such cases. Or, the difference was not phonemic, the phonetic distance was actually close for Hebrew
(regardless of how it may feel in English or Czech) and no morphonemics needs to be invoked to help
this and similar cases, such as Haa"BhaeL<at> side by side with Hae"BhaeL<p$> as two forms of a
single name at Gen. 4:2, or Bae"La&<7f> and Baa"La&<at> in Gen. 36:32, 33, where, clearly, no
other reference, no variance in grammar took place. Actually, the Laa"MaeKh<sq> form of
Lae"MaeKh<7f> must have been felt as no distortion as this is the first one to appear in the text of Gen.
4:19, 20, while the ‘true’ form only follows. It comes again in this order in Gen. 5:25, 23. The same can
W:HiZHaRTAa"<mn> in Exod. 18:20 (please note W:HoODha&Taa"<mn> in the same verse, so that no special
feature of Jethro’s dialect was probably to be suggested, though otherwise his speech differs slightly.)
76
The shorter forms of sg. m. are witnessed by Hexapla transcriptions and commentaries of Jerome. See also
Emanuel Tov (1992) Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (Fortress Press, Minneapolis), p. 48–49, Table 8.
77
The marginal masorah indicates 3 more occurrences for this form. They are Job 28:18, 1Ch 6:58 and 65.
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be said of Jaa"RaeDh<sq> ~ Jae"RaeDh<zq> in Gen. 5:15, 16. In the mind of the ancient speaker,
these two forms must have formed a unity. A similar case with a regular word rather than a name
occurs in Judg. 13:5, MiN_HaBBaa"7aeN<at>, that is repeated again when the speech is reproduced
in v. 7. The wording is almost the same, the phrase is MiN_HaBae"7aeN<7f>. It must have been
perceived as identical. Should this be so, the phonetics and phonology of qaamaec as well as s:ghool
would have to be substantially redrawn. (We shall postpone attempting it at a later stage.)
When Athaliah is taken by surprize, too late discovering conspiracy, only to call “Treason, treason!”
she probably repeated the same word twice as people tend to do when emotional. The QaeShae"R<mr>
Qaa"ShaeR<sq> in 2Kings 11:14 is easy to imagine as ..q..ae..sh..ae..r ..q....ae..sh..ae..r (i.e. ~[æ:] ~),
or, given the high emotionality, ..q..---ae..sh..ae..r ..q....---ae..sh..ae..r (i.e. with prolonged the first
vowels, though only the latter word has recorded it so due to being marked with end-of-verse accent).78
The pointing is confirmed again in 2Chron. 23:13 and, again, in a different setting and not in tandem,
in Is. 8:12. It is harder to think of them as using two different words, set with two different phonemes.
MaaRAa is the well-known first stop in the desert after crossing the Reed Sea (Ex. 15:22). It is worth
noting the location is transcribed Μερρα in the LXX, while St Jerome later insists on Mara(th). But the
Samaritan version of 5M offers also ~e~ (cf HALOT 5646). It is difficult to think of M[ɒː]ra / M[ɒ]rra.
Evidence of the ‹aa› ↔ ‹ae› relationship are numerous and widely available. Job in 6:16; 9:30; 38:22
mentions Shaa^LaeGh (under <sq>/<at>) which is Shae^LaeGh in 24:19 and also in Ps 147:16; 148:8;
Prov. 25:13 and Jer. 18:14 under minor accents. HaNN:PhaaShoO"Th<mr> in Lev. 18:29 where
~N:PhaaSh~ is a form derived from Nae^PhaeSh. One can wonder how it could possibly have been
read ~N:Ph[aː]Sh~ or even ~N:Ph[ɑː]Sh~, ~N:Ph[ɒː]Sh~ or ~N:Ph[ɔː]Sh~.79 Actually, Lev. 24:18
offers it three times, both Nae^PhaeSh (once almost accentless, once under a strongish accent 7ifxa)
and, at the conclusion of the intonation unit, Naa"PhaeSh<sq>—in a phrase that seems repetitive by
nature, and still it writes NaePhaeSh TaXaTh NaaPhaeSh, “soul for soul” i.e. animal for animal, where
an equivalence in souls is obviously meant. One might hesitate at Deut. 25:13 or Prov. 20:23 where
%ae"BhaeN<mn> Waa%aa"BhaeN<at> expressly means two different sizes of the weight. But as Gen.
31:45, 35:14, Lev. 24:23, Job 41:16, Is. 28:16 and specially Ex. 15:5, 28:17 and 39:10 (obviously
smallish objects) and even Waa%aa^BhaeN of Deut. 28:36, 64 as well as Ez. 20:32 do not seem to be
‘size-sensitive’, semantics can safely give way to formal regards. %ae"BhaeN<mn>
Waa%aa"BhaeN<at> of Deut. 25:13 should have sounded as an analogue to %eEPhAa"<mn>
W:%eEPhAa"<at> of v. 14. In adverbs such as K:Pha"&aM<mr> K:Phaa"&aM<sq> in Judg. 20:30 no
semantic shades can be seriously considered. The meaning comes pretty close to K:Pha"&aM<mnLg>|
B:Pha"&aM<rv> in the next verse. It gives the impression that a value close to ‹a› can at least co-exist
in ‹aa›. Such a considered polyvalent nature of ‹aa› would possibly have expressions such as
LaaNaa"PhaeSh<sq> in Num. 5:2 switch values within one word, L[aao]N[aae]PhaeSh.
Ex. 19:18 speaks of ~~^<p$> K:&ae"ShaeN<mn> HaKKiBhShaa"N<zq>, where the ~&aeShaeN is taken
as &aaShaa^N. How comes the form pointed with ‹ae› instead of ‹aa›? Was the nasog axor the reason?
Or a very weak accent that could be assumed here between <p$> and <zq>? Or is it a different lexical
unit, only that it is not recognized in dictionaries (not even HALOT)? Are ‹ae› and ‹aa› identical here?
The close relationship in the system of the language appears to cover the whole ^A area as PaDDaN
(or PaDDaaN in pause) shows in locative PaDDae"NAa,<mn> %:aRaa^M in Gen. 28:2, 5 (note the ‹,›).
Beside names and nouns, also endings are affected. A frequent feminine –ae-aeth can also be written
–aa-aeth under a stronger stress in front of ‘pause’ such as HaNNiShaa"RaeTh<at> in Josh. 13:2 and
W:HaNNoo%aa"PhaeTh<sq> for ~noo%aephaeth in Lev. 20:10.
ZooRee"a&<mn> Zae"Ra&<rv> ~ ZooRee"a&<mn> Zaa"Ra&<at> in Gen. 1:29 is an obviously
intended repetition. Was the ‹ae›\‹aa› difference a deviation the ancient listener was aware of? Or was
78

Glossa enables two different types of length to mark out, a systematic one, ..ae, ....ae, and a real one, ..-------ae.
The obvious usage is phonology\phonetics (including simultaneous ..presence but --absence), but can do more.
79
In the absence of recorded sounds, IPA seems too specific for speculations phonology occasionally needs. From
now on, I shall take the liberty from the patient reader to enjoy the ease Glossa offers in using loosely defined
expressions to cover more IPA symbols simultaneously as will be suggested in the accompanying text. In this
particular instance, ....aao represents a broad area of [ɑ:]/[ɒ:]/[ɔ:] with unspecified roundness (the chroneme
prefix .... is a double length of .. and marks a long sound) while ....aae is a value of [æ:] that would have to carry an
additional IPA ‘lowered’ diacritics ┬ to distinguish it from the regular [æ] of s:ghool that should be closer (..ae in
Glossa). Unlike in IPA, the [ ] enclose one sound only in Glossa, regardless of the number of characters needed to
express it inside [ ]. Hopefully, the introduced novelty will not show itself too annoying.
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it within the limits of a subconscious tolerance? Was it the difference between an ^E sound and an ^O
sound? Say, Z[..ae]Ra& and Z[....aao]Ra&? Or were there just two different shades of a single front
open sound, Z[..ae]Ra& and Z[....aae]Ra&?
Actually, this idea seems attractive as it might, at least partially, explain the complicated article
vocalization rule. The article Ha-!~80 in front of an unstressed Haa~, &aa~, Xaa~ alters ‹a› for ‹ae›
resulting in HaeHaa~, Hae&aa~, HaeXaa~ (with no gemination in writing). If any length (not
necessarily a phonological length) and a wide span for qaamaec are admitted into play, the relevant
portion of the rule might just say the first ‹ae› is short (as too distant from stress) while the second
vowel is longer for rhythmical reasons (it is a pre-stress vowel). Provided ‹aa› stood actually for
anything between ....aae to ....aao, the ‹aa› might still have remained a broad ^A as is common in
vocalic systems with fewer members (such as I–A–U) and was more specific in a temporal aspect
rather than timbre. As soon as the accent moved closer, as in HaaHaa^~ and Haa&aa^~, the Ha– of
the article was affected in a similar way. In it, gemination compounded the condition, keeping the -aeaa- template for HaeXaa^~ (if a virtual HaeX[X]aa^~ can be supposed, e.g. Josh. 3:17 for both
unstressed and stressed BaeX[X],aaRaaBhAa"<tv>81 ~ BaeX[X]aa'RaaBhAa"<mn.zq>) while
prolonging Haa&aa^~ (just as Haa%~ and HaaR~ were always prolonged, regardless of the stress
position, cf Haa%oO"R<7f> ~ HaX[X]oo"ShaeKh<sq> in Gen. 1:4), or, to see the three cases at work
within a verse, Hae,&aaNaa^N<p$> ~~ Haa%ee"Sh<7f> ~~ Haa&aa"M<sq> in Exod. 13:22.82
On the other hand, semantic differences do exist. The word Rae^Sha&, “wickedness” (Prov. 12:3
and many other places) differs from Raa^Shaa& (Gen. 18:23 et al.). When ‘pausal’ forms come into
play, their difference seems quite small, cf Eccl. 3:16 HaaRae"Sha&<zq> ~ HaaRaa"Sha&<sq> for the
one lexical item in both forms. Raa^shaa& seems to have the only one form, see Gen. 18:25. This may
be the reason rae^sha& is Rae"Sha&<at> in Mic. 6:10 to keep it clear from Raa"Shaa&<zq>. A twoword phrase %aa^NAe Waa%aa^NAa in1Kings 2:36 (<mr> <sq>, also 5:25) and 42 (<mn> <zq>!)
presents a lexeme whose two forms might carry two semantic shades.83 If it were so, ‹ae› and ‹aa› could
not be simply considered allophones.

E1.5.2 (2)

A Backward ^AO Span

The ^O colouring of ‹aa› is traditionally accepted almost as a fact. Indeed, in some contexts it could
hardly be disputable. Words such as _Maa"WaeTh<at> (Ps. 89:49), which are but an expanded
version of mooth are strong case in support of that claim. No [...ae] or [...aae] seem reasonable. Also
JaaMiI"M<at> in Gen. 4:3 seem to be j[....aao]mim rather than anything else, given that the singular is
joom and the plural, “days”, would benefit by keeping distinct from JaMMiI"M<at>, “seas”, e.g. at
Gen. 1:10. But letter clues are rare for this sound.84 Two forms of a name of an obviously identical
person are put next to each other in Ruth 4. 5aLMAa spelled with ~(H) in the end of v. 20 is taken up
with 5aLMoON spelled with ~(W)~ in the beginning of v. 21. This is so in #A (with masorah
identifying it as hapax). The oldest Greek versions use either of the two to smooth the discrepancy out,
thus inadvertently confirming there it was.85
80

A shorthand for writing that (the most of) consonants geminate following the Ha– article. Please see K and H.
Methegh (i.e. ga&ja) occasionally precedes a vowel sign (~,aa~) in #L. (It is hardly legible at this spot as the
letters are dense and B from before crosses with L from below to make the , almost disappear. Nevertheless, the
BHS editors try to represent this feature of #L faithfully, though no clear meaning is known for the placement.)
82
If it is an explanation, currently it does not appear greatly simplified from its traditional presentations (any
textbook has to deal with it at a very early stage). The rule certainly deserves more investigation. The paradigm of
the proposed research demands new excerpts rather than recycled earlier resources, paying special attention to
stress patterns of word units (not just what is stressed or unstressed) confronted with a redrawn phonology.
What is not covered here is the prosodic relationship of Hae- and Ha- (and also exceptions such as HaH[H]eeM).
83
Cf Ex. 10:8 MiI"<mr> WaaMiI"<7f>, demanding a list of persons, i.e with varied reference. Simultaneously,
however, the effect of Waa– is making the unit a set phrase (though actually unattested from elsewhere in TN"K).
84
Moreover, arguing from derivation can be misleading. While *jaum seems within an easy reach, proving
B[....aae]TTiIM (Ex. 1:21 et al.), pl. for BaJiT, from *ai is undermined by Ugaritic bhtm and bwtm (Cyrus Gordon
(1965) Ugaritic Textbook, Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, Roma, §17 (Glossary), entry No. 463, bottīm) or
?bawātīm (Ludwig Koehler / Walter Baumgartner /rev. J. J. Stamm (1994) The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of
the Old Testament, Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, entry No. 1194, I). Etymology cannot be a conclusive evidence.
85
Codices Vaticanus and Sinaiticus use Σαλµαν whereas Codex Alexandrinus furnishes Σαλµων in the spots,
which is also supported by a couple more Hebrew mss, a few ancient versions and, virtually unanimously, also
Math. 1:4, 5. More mss support ‹aa› in v. 21. Luke 3:33 varies between Σαλµων and Σαλα. Cf also 1Chron. 2:11.
81
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In most places, the idea ‹aa› might have had a back value does not seem disturbing. Certain
neighbourhoods may seem even favourable, such as 5:LaaW in Num. 11:32 (though it would not be
well founded as ~W~ appears to be a root consonant, not anything close to a vowel letter; in fact, a
spelling variant ~aAW, i.e. (JW), if accepted, would testify to the more fronted value of the vowel).
At some places, on the other hand, the [aao] appears improbable. In the Rabbinic Bible text, Num.
22:28 has HiKKiIThaa"NiI<zq>, where the –aNiI ending still stands out clearly. Both #L and #A have
HiKKiITha"NiI<zq> and no masorah in both mss suggests otherwise (no BHS critical comment either).
To suppose a clear [a] seems quite probable here. Other words, such as ShTaa"JiM<sq> in Josh. 21:27,
may also seem to provide a weak support for the [aao] theory, especially seeing the regular form is
ShTaJiM, with its other forms ShTeEM and ShTeE that appear as concise opposites of the expanded
‘absolute’. Again, a front vowel or a plain central [a] seems more probable even with the ‹aa›. And, last
but not least, why prolonged verbal forms, such as W:HaaLaa"KhTiI<at> in Judg. 4:8, needed to
switch from their regular ^A timbre (haalakh~) to ^O (haal[?]kh~) due to no more than protraction?
The ‹@› as ‹o› and ‹aa› occur regularly close to each other in Scriptures. Most of the time, the two
readings are not difficult to resolve. This is due to the position of stress that can be immediately
recognized, and most of the syllables can be determined as open or closed due to the word template
being determinable. So WaJJaa"ShoBh<mr> in Josh. 7:26 is determined by the stress typical of the
verbal template whereas _%@M.NAa"<rv> can be read as _%oMNAa^ in Gen. 20:12 as well as Josh.
7:20 seeing it is not any %aam:naa verb template. That is why no compromise reading “å” as is often
maintained in scholarly publications is actually in any need. The values of the sign can have been more
and they could have co-existed next to each other bringing no special difficulties to fluent speakers.
These values might have met side by side not infrequently. The paradigm-aware language user86
would know immediately the &aaCaeM in Laa&aa"CaeM<sq> of Prov. 16:24 was a form of &aeCaeM,
while Laa– was l:+ha– (a prefix plus the article). So the record could be read L[...aao]&[...aae]CaeM
with no special effort or knowledge. In 1Sam. 17:49, %aa"R:CAa<sq>, a ‘pausal’ from %ae^RaeC + an
–Aa directional suffix, might have been %[...aae]R:C[...aao],87 written with the same vowel sign.

E1.5.2 (3)

A Longior Nature of Qaamaec

What the qaamaec ^A samples (i.e. excluding the ‹o› readings) have in common regardless of what
vocalic quality can be ascribed to them at a particular location is they seem to require a somewhat
longer duration than vowels that may appear in their place in other forms or prosodic configurations. It
is obvious in alternations such as M:&a"7<mn> M:&aa"7<at> (Deut. 7:22), the meaning is not
affected. Similar effects seem to be brought about by particular consonant configurations, such as of
KaGGeeR Kaa%aeZRaX (for k+ha+geer k+ha+%aezrax) in Lev. 24:16 and 22 (called compensatory
lengthening in textbooks, ~aGG~ vs ~aa%~). Perhaps the phenomenon called ‘pre-stress lengthening’
might be included, too. Words such as WaaMa"&LAa<p$> in Lev. 27:7 and Waa5a"BhTiI<zq> in
1Sam. 12:2 seem to provide another hint ‹aa› might have been somewhat longer than other vowels.
(Though the vowel having been ‘replaced’ in the examples was most probably ‹:› rather than ‹a›. It is
clearer in the latter word where Wa– that was etymologically original cannot be accepted for
grammatical reasons.88) Please note ~a"~ following Waa– in both examples. It must bear a disjunctive
accent rather than being itself from the set of ‘long’ vowels, see 1.4.2 above (though ~aa"~<at> also
follows, such as in Num. 3:22, unlike ~a"~<7f> in v. 15, proving it was not dialectal). Another type of
lengthening is in 2Kings 8:3 and 5 where śaadhae + ah gives 5aaDhaaH. The place name &aj was
named twice in Josh. 8:1, first Haa&aa"J<at>, followed by Haa&a"J<p$>. The same is with the

On the other hand, one must exercise caution with names so as not to include peripheral samples that might
have been affected with interferences from other languages. While they cannot be excluded with 5alma/5almon,
they are quite probable in e.g. GooLaa(W)N (q# gwln, also targums), Josh. 20:8, 21:27, with its Γαυλων version.
86
Every native speaker (and most other proficient users) are paradigm-aware as inflection is part and parcel of
their proficiency—unlike etymology, which most language users are not aware of, as little derivation and usually
no history is contained in a regular linguistic proficiency and, thus, cannot be counted on in phonology.
87
While [..a] and [....a] mark short and long vowels in Glossa, respectively, [...a] means ‘something between’, i.e.
half-long, a useful device, given the preliminary nature of the discussion over the excerpts above.
88
The opposite is also true. In Ex. 9:24, BhaaRaa"Dh<zq> W:%ee"Sh<Zq> needs to be kept separate, i.e. not
united into one baaraadh waa%eesh, since the clause %eesh mithlaqaxath was to be disjunctively connected to
the preceding clause with baaraadh. The rule was not operative where Waa– might have disrupted the sense.
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inherently domestic %aePhRaa"JiM<sq> and %aePhRa"JiM<7f> in Josh. 16:4–5 and very frequent
K:Na^&aN ~ K:Naa^&aN (e.g. Gen. 12:5, <zq>, <sq>). Did two phonemes vary in the place names?
What seems most conclusive, however, are the effects of double pointing in the Decalogue passages.
These, for reasons we shall not dwell on,89 are pointed in accents and vocalism to be read either as
individual commandments, or as a single unit of text. Thus, &aL_PaaNa"J<rv> in Deut. 5:7 is found
both inside the unit under a r:via& melodeme, and simultaneously at the end of a phrase, this time
under a silluq melodeme and re-vocalised as appropriate for a ‘pause’, &aL_PaaNaa"J<sq>.90
Obviously, no other reason is there apart from adjusting to the double-valued stress assignment. Or, to
translate it into a more straightforward language (though with a modicum of interpretation), to make
the ‹a› vowel longer under a heavier stress.91
Interesting is to note that the vocalic adjustment is not automated (just as ‘pausal’ forms are not
automatic, but seem to have been a matter of choice). The word mittaxath in the next verse, 8, occurs
twice; first under the option of the athnax and geresh melodemes, second jointly under mer:kha and
munax. It seems as if ‹aa› in MiTTaa"XaTh<at:gr> was acceptable for both <at> (cf Num. 33:27, Deut.
4:39 and 1Kings 8:23) and <gr>, though geresh certainly is no typical ‘pausal’ trigger and ‹a› would be
more appropriate as it is in MiTTa"XaTh<mr:mn> few words later on (and in Ezech. 47:1b with <gr>).
Also xa7eph pathax vowels (see later) prolong into ‹aa› as can be seen in Judg. 5:19, 20 at the
couples NiLXaa^MuU ~ NiLX:aMuU^ (the melodemes being <zq> and <at> for the prolonged version
and <p$> and <7f> for the regular one).
Simplified textbook presentations tend to make the impression a vowel sign indicated the quality and
the presence or absence of a vowel letter marked out the quantity of a vowel. In such a system, qaamaec
would be the only vowel sign needing no mater (as the long\short distinction is already in the
qaamaec\pathax opposition, unlike with other vowels). One could speculate the absence of a natural
mater might actually have prompted the vocalizers to devise two signs instead of one: a bottom
(pathax) ─ and a bottom with a halter (qaamaec) ┬ that would graphically suggest a longer duration of
the latter in a manner not unlike the methegh sign halts a vowel╷to keep the syllable open and/or
makes it longer for secondary stress.
This reasoning, however, attractive as it may seem, is fundamentally flawed. The vowel letters were
NOT devised to complement the vowel signs for length. They had been there centuries, in fact millenia
before the idea to point out vowels came to the mind of a first Middle Ages naqdan. The previous
samples of higher vowels, taken out of TN"K rather than grammars, have suggested no consistent
pattern of vocalic duration was maintained in writing. Unless further research by computational means
points otherwise, no vocalic length should be taken into account for these vowels. Concerning ^A, the
length distinction should not be preferably considered, either, as it would be highly unusual (though
not entirely impossible) if the length would be phonologically distinguished only in the lowest vowels,
and ignored in the higher storeys of the same structure of a vocalic system.
If ‹aa› was indeed long, why words such as &i55aaRoO"N<rv> in Num. 28:13 reduce it directly to
shwa (two steps) in &ae5.RooNiI"M<rv> of v. 12 without shortening it first to ‹a› (one step)? Please
note the melodeme remained the same (r:via&). (It matters little if the shwa is interpreted as silent,
‹(.)›, or vocal, ‹:›, as the alternants leave out a naturally short vowel which might seem surprizing in the
three step system of phonological length as is generally accepted, ‹aa› > ‹a› > ‹:› or (contextually) ‹:a›.)
Words Laa"Kh:<zq> and L:Khaa"<mr> in 1Sam. 19:4 and elsewhere are obviously two prosodic
instances of a single form meaning the same. (The meaning is broad, though, as it is a pronoun with a
preposition. The referent is the same, however, in this text, regardless of the vowels.) What we see
happening there is alternation of ‹aa› and ‹:›. The same is shown by a pausal &aaMaa"DhuU<sq> in
1Sam. 30:9, whose reduced, contextual form is written &aam:dhuu^, not &aamadhuu^. The behaviour
of ‹aa› is comparable to e.g. ‹ae›, such as in _&aBhDae"Khaa<sq> in 2Sam. 7:21, whose contextual
form is &abhd:khaa^, i.e. its reduction goes directly to shwa.
Then there is yet another warning evidence. The qaamaec sign was (in the accepted pronunciation,
which is also one of the traditional ones) employed also for ‹o›, which highly probably appears to be a
89

In order to either read the Decalogue at once as at the Sinai revelation, or in paragraph version as in legal texts.
The present romanization is able to catch it in a single form just as the Hebrew does, _PaaNa;aa"J<rv:sq>. It is
not needed here. It is, however, important for the parser to cope with, as the forms carry much evidential weight.
91
Later mss might have multiplied cases like that. The Rabbinic Bible has LOO TiRCa;aa"X (5:17) which neither
#L nor #A have. (LOO"<mr:7f> T!|iRCaa"X<sq> is the exact transcription of #L, while #A has ~aa"X<7f:sq>).
90
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short vowel,92 regardless of what distinctions are recognized in the system. Samples of its usage have
already been provided (1.3.2). This is also a reason for which a qaamaec length cannot be comfortably
considered an essence, only an accessory, persuasive as it may seem in part of the samples.
In a language where the stress shortens and reduces vowels as well as prolongs them (as in ‘pausal’
forms in MsH), and, furthermore, where even the strength of the stress is employed for compacting
phrases to make them a syntactic unit of annexation (smixut), it is difficult to think of long series of
long vowels in a classical sense of the distinction. Still, long chains of ‘long’ ‹aa› are not at all
exceptional, such as they are in 1Sam. 2:11, 7:17, 8:4 etc., HaaRaaMaa"ThAa<7f>/<p$>/<sq>.
It is difficult to think of a genuinely long ‹aa› face to face the pointings that put methegh to ‹:›
(provided it was indeed meant as a secondary stress on ‹:›) immediately in front of the stressless ‹aa› in
the next syllable, such as it is in Prov. 14:32 B:,Raa&aaThoO<dx>.93 One might expect ~Raa~ would
be the more probable candidate for a secondary stress. It is, however, not certain the ‹,› was a real
secondary accent. Another such case is R:,CoON_MaeLaeKh<dx> in v. 35—though the ~,~_ prior to
~^~ seems to make a sense of its own (as if an option were provided to stress or suppress the first
member of the smixut, annexation pair, i.e. two words united under a penultimate stress of the second
one, made optionally in a slower or swifter rate). Thus, R:,~ of R:CoON may relate to the whole first
word, an interpretation that B:,~ of B:,Raa&aaThoO could hardly have, being all just a single word.
The R:,CoON_MaeLaeKh<dx> also fulfils conditions for nasog axor, a stress shift to prevent two
stresses to neighbour, ~CoO,N with Mae^~ (which is its undisputable placement in MaeLaeKh).
Another trail to explore would be to ask whether <dx>, being a word melodeme rather than a syllabic
one (see F3.4.3(13)), needs ‹,› on the initial syllable if anywhere at all. No excerpts, however, are
available so far. More research is needed.94
It may seem strange why a single sign such as qaamaec might have been employed in two so widely
different values. An easy solution has often been sought in supposing the ‹aa› and ‹o› were a single
sound or had the most of the substantial features in common. There is also another approach to try to
answer the riddle. The meaning of the ‹aa›/‹o› sign was broad enough to cover more values. The
Masoretic reader of TN"K (whose command of Hebrew was probably well close to the one of native
speaker’s) subconsciously evaluated (1) the position of stress and (2) the grammatical template of each
word—exactly as the native speakers do today in reading Hebrew. Thus, WaJJ@"Sh@Bh<7f> in
2Kings 24:1 fits a frequent verbal template of wa-aa^-o-, no more is needed to know. Markings such as
Mo&:oMaa"Dh<at> (Ps. 69:3) or BoX:oRiI_%aa"Ph<at> (1Sam. 20:34) are easy even for the average
modern student with an inferior knowledge of MsH as ~:o~ was virtually always preceded by ~o~. The
same applies for Th@&@Bh:Dhee"M<at:sg> in Deut. 5:9, where -o-o-:-ee- (cf Deut. 13:3 with
W:No,&oBh:Dhee"M<sq>) suggests the identification is related to a pre-stress shortening rather than
a specific -o-:o~ rule. Words such as M%DMJM (Exod. 35:23) that appear like M:%@D!@MiIM for
the modern student to decipher, the original reader perceived as (1) ~~^, (2) pual participle from
%DM. Hence, D → DD, ~@DD~ → ~oDD~, hence M:%oDDaaMiIM so that the two consecutive
~@~@~ were no problem to assign different values in a single ^A/O area.
One that comfortably can be placed inside the written ‹aa› is a front open “a” or “æ”, for which an
[aae] trigram has been selected above. A frequent negative %een, most often used jointly with a closely
attached negated concept following it, rarely appeared self-standing, as in Judg. 4:20, %aa"JiN<sq>. It
is difficult to think ..e..n could have ever been prolonged into ....ao..j..i..n. What seems more natural is
the [..e] protracted into a diphthong of a compatible timbre, [....a\i], [....ae\i] or something between the
two, [....aae\i].95 If ancient and Ms Hebrew had diphthongs, there would be no other way in the
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The standard Hebrew name, qametz qatan, is widely understood as a “short qametz”. It should not, however,
be taken as certain. Rashi refers to ‹ae› occasionally as patach qatan. To no small confusion, even ‹ee› is reported
to be called qametz qatan. Though the vowels may have pertained to other dialects and possibly be Aramaic in
origin, hence irrelevant to follow here, it still may suggest the adjective qatan, “small”, could be taken in its more
literal sense rather than its modern temporal interpretation. If patach in the dialect was more open than ‹ae› and
qametz than ‹ee›, these vowels referred to as qatan would certainly be “smaller” in the dimensional sense.
93
D:xi as a prepositive marks a melodeme for the whole word without marking a main stress. It would be ~ThoO.
94
Actually, the methegh seems a vexing problem. When %aam:ru had its stress shifted back due to the same
phenomenon in _%aa"M:RuU<mr> HoO"N<sq> in Prov. 30:15, it was not ~M:~ that received the stress but the
%aa"~ (which may appear expectable, but it goes contrary to a good many of my excerpts). More on metheg later.
95
The \ marks out a post-modifier in Glossa. An ..a\i is a short descending dipthong. Please see K or G.
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consonantal script than to write them with ~J~ or ~W~.96 Thus, the Judg. 4:20 %aa"JiN<sq> might
have been ....aae\i..n in a one-syllable word that could have been protracted from ..ee..n far more easily.
A phenomenon that should be also considered is clipping hypothesized herein later, in 2.9.1 (2), for
vowels that preceded a ‘euphonic’ dagesh in the function of linking two words. Whenever it was felt for
a word ending (almost always) in a stressless ~aa or ~ae, joined to the next word by means of a ‹_›
(sometimes) or a conjunctive accent (regularly) while the next word began with a stressed syllable, the
onset of the syllable was geminated. The effect was that the ~[vowel] [onset/]~ changed by a dagesh
(rather than gemination, which is only how it is interpreted today) into ~[vowel][\coda=onset/]~. The
~aa or ~ae open syllable turned into a closed one as if the two words were phonetically one. It is
possible to think of some clipping of ‹aa›/‹ae› as such a phenomenon occurs naturally in closing
syllables whether it is consciously reflected or not. The longior nature of ‹aa› would be compromised.
An interesting opinion of the Masoretes has been preserved in Exod. 16:15, viz. that the archaic form
of the pronoun “what/who” was pronounced (or rather, should be recited as) MaaN, i.e. either with a
long or clearer, lower ‹aa›, unlike the pronoun then known, which was vocalized with a short or closer
‹a› in the rendering Ma(=H)_ therein. Please note Maa"N<mn> with a conjunctive stands in no pause.
In fact, the exact phonetic value of the vowel is not so relevant for phonology provided its function
can be established. The excerpted samples show the ‹aa› sign functions as a prolonged version of both
‹a› and ‹ae› vowels employed under a certain level of emphasis. This should be taken into account even
if the MsH phonology model arrived at in this work or a follow-up research did not operate with the
short/long distinction. That is why a hedged term ‘longior’ is used in these collected data samples. As
contexts and especially the positions of stress appear to have provided information on quantity in most
cases, it was only the vocalic quality that needed to be supplied by the vowel signs. Not all the shades of
them were considered as equally relevant. For this reason, the bottom vowels appear to have been
relegated to a catch-all category after ‹ae› and ‹a› had been sorted out. This way, even the sounds that
sound widely distant to our European ears, such as a longior [aae] and a brevior [ao] (‹o›) might well
have been found under their common denominator “very open” in MsH. Such an analysis would still be
fairly functional for the dialect preserved in the bA pointing.

E1.6

Reduced Vowels

The fundamental question is, how many reduced vowels there actually were in MsH. First, however, we
are going to collect data from reading TN"K, a method we had somewhat to compromise over the
complex nature of the ^A sounds we have just dealt with. What seems obvious is the fact there is at
least one such vowel recognized in the MsH pointing. Textbooks traditionally distinguish three
additional vowels,97 the claim which we have to confront in the interpretational Part I at the latest. So
96

Diphthongs seem to appear in both domestic words and those of foreign origin. Their patterns seem to be
similar. The names, however, appear transliterated in ancient translations, which is an advantage. One of them is
LaJiSh<sg> in Judg. 18:14 et al., which is Laa"J.ShAa<at> in Judg. 18:7. It is not unreasonable to suppose *Laiš,
cf Greek LXX and Latin Vulgata. May we suppose Laa^J.ShAa had a similar pronunciation pattern as Baa^J.TAa
did in the nearby 19:18? Also personal names such as Abigail i.e. of no ostensibly foreign origin (this one can be
analysed into domestic components) occasionally offer a chance to ascribe diphthongs to them. While
%:aBhiIGhaa^JiL is met in 1Sam. 25:3<at> and 36<mnLg>|, La%:aBhiIGha"L<at> is found in v. 32, which
means ~aaJiL is no ‘pausal’. 2 Sam. 3:3 k# L%BJGL is pointed ~a;i~ with ~GJL supplied in q# (of both #L, #A
and the ms base of Rabbinic Bible) as it is spelled in full inside 4QSama and LXX (Αβιγαιας). Can all that
vacillation within one story suggest her name (potentially) had an ..a\i diphthong or a light version of it that
could be heard as a slight protraction of the base vowel, which could be cut short, “Abig[...a\i~...aa~..a]l”? (The ~
means “something between” in Glossa. Also “version of”, “set of versions” and “interval of versions” notation is available in Glossa.
Though the ~ union of sounds is not exactly what is meant, it seems comfortably simpler here than the more precise notations. See K for
~, G for the rest.) Among regular nouns, MsH Xa^JiL of 1Kings 20:19 appears as HaeXaa"JiL<sq> in Josh. 10:7
and also contracted into XeELoO^ in 1Kings 20:1 (xajil + -o). A frequent %een surfaces as %aa"JiN<sq> in
Exod. 17:7 and elsewhere just as &ajin gives &aaJi"N<at> in Ps. 17:8 and &eENee"MoO in Ps. 73:7—all of
which show a recurring pattern ‹aaJi› ↔ ‹aJi› ↔ ‹ee(=J)› that has natural parallels in languages of the world.
97
More ‘reduced’ vowels can be distinguished under modern phonological theories, such as full vowels preceding
deleted vowels after a ‘guttural’ (Henry Churchyard claims in his dissertation they were originally epenthetic and
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far, the traditional categories will serve us as a neat division scheme for the data collected. The simple
shwa (simplex) is going to be treated first, its apparent modification, the composite shwa (compositum)
in its three forms, makes an obvious follow-up. If no qualification is attached, shwa simplex is meant.
A shwa is frequently seen to vocalize into a full vowel. The reason is obvious if the basic form of the
word has a full vowel and the shwa represents a contextual reduction of that pristine condition. The
reasons, however, appear reverted if the original condition seems to be the one with shwa, while the full
vowel makes the impression of an augment. In 1Sam. 5:8 and 11, WaJJa%aS:PhuU^ is read where we
might expect wajja%s:phuu according to the general template. A phonetic motive may be behind. The
glottal stop consonant ‹%› may require a richer vocalic environment to sound clearer enough than it
could be in ~[jaʔsǝ]~. The shwa nax, the silent one, that follows ~Ja~ in ~Ja%.S.PhuU can be thought
of as getting a full vocalic value of [a], which renders ~Ja%aS:PhU, a regular form in the paradigm. It is
so with ‹&›, too. In 2Kings 2:8, WaJJa&aBhRuU^ rather than wajja&b:ru is the actual form. The
pharyngeal fricative ‹&› cannot be heard unless enough vocalic resonance is provided to manifest its
changed shape of the pharynx in sound. More properly, it should be called an approximant than a real
fricative as what is heard is not any turbulence of air friction but an altered vocalic resonance.98 That is
why any shwa that should be around according to the template had to change into a full vowel.99
Reduced vowels is a conspicuous and striking phenomenon of a written MsH text. If we take a fairly
regular sample of a narrative, say Josh. 22:5, we can count 56 vowels, 24 shwas (of any type) and 4
composite shwas marked out in the record.100 Provided shwas and composite shwas could be counted
as a single category of a ‘reduced vowel’, then half of the tokens the sample verse Josh. 22:5 contains
are vowels of the category ‘reduced’. Given this frequency, there is, therefore, a good reason to try and
understand the nature of the phenomenon and find out if all these symbols are summed up under this
umbrella term with reason.

E1.6.1

The Simple Shwa

The traditional division of the sign’s application is basically into two categories, a vocal shwa (š:wa
naa&, mobile) and a silent one (š:wa nax, quiescens), the former being a vowel of its own kind, the
latter amounting to no vowel at all (having a similar function as sukûn has in Arabic). This simple
division seems, however, not so straightforward as the few simple rules that define it would have it. A
large borderline grey-zone of unclear or difficult-to-decide cases101 has helped create a category of their
own, shwa medium (not recognized by all). Though the nature of shwa was discussed as early as by
Saadja gaon and in a text attributed to an authority as great as Aharon ben Asher himself, dark corners
remain and the issue is still debated. We shall relegate discussion to the Part I while here in Part E not
much more than individual instances in TN"K are going to be offered. The simple traditional division
will only help us to provide structure, without implying any substance prior to the closing discussion.
not full vowels at all, to which status they were only raised by resyllabification). Though an interesting idea and
worth discussion, we cannot follow it here as such vowels do not qualify for what phonetics accepts as ‘reduced’.
98
It is interesting to note Jerome used the term “uocalis” in refering to this consonant, as Murtonen aptly points
out (A. Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in Its West Semitic Setting, Part 2, Phonetics & Phonology, Leiden, E. J. Brill, p. 36).
99
It is not a universal rule. In 2Kings 2:24, WaTT:BhaQQa^&NAa is found rather than e.g. ~Qa&:a~. In 2Kings
19:5, J:Sha,&aJaa"HuU<sq> is even a pausal form of J:Sha&JaaHuU^, the name of a well-known prophet (cf vv.
2 and 6 there). For more, please read E2.2 further on as the condition with ‹&› is a more complicated issue.
100
The vowels of the Divine Name have been counted as written. It suffices for the illustrative purposes.
101
One must, however, distinguish really difficult cases from the ones difficult only for beginning-to-intermediate
students. While uUM:Sh@R.ThoO in Exod. 33:11 may seem to parse into both ~M:ShoR~ and ~M:ShaaR:~, the
latter is the only option for an experienced reader that recognizes pt. pi. m:shaareeth + o. In fact, ~Th~ can be
indicative of a vocal shwa preceding (a reduced ‹ee›) though these clues are too often neglected even in theory.
The same can be said of QiL:LaaTh:Khaa"<7f> in Gen. 27:13. Because of ‹Kh›, ~loth~ is not an option, in spite
of the invented compromise term, shwa medium, such as in KoTh:Bhee^M of Prov. 3:3, where most readers
would read ‹o› (also Matthew Anstey, 2001, op. cit.), perhaps rightly so, though an effect of ‹oo› in the expanded
k:thoobh %oothaam is to be also taken into account. It should be noted concerning this form that the ‹:› seems to
both reduce ‹aa› to ‹o› as if closing the syllable, and altering ‹B› into ‹Bh› as if opening a syllable. The term
medium tries to catch this double function rather than suggesting a ‘middle value’ between vocal and silent. So,
shwa is not so unambiguous a sign and the question why the Masoretes invented it to disambiguate the TN"K
record is a rightful one. An option that shwa used to be a simple sign with a simple function should be considered.
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The nature of the sound when there was one clearly appears as an unclear, reduced vowel, for which
hardly any vowel letter can be expected. Still, there are a few cases that seem to go contrary to
expectations. As one of the purposes for this preliminary analysis is to survey the variability the
software programmer and the research operator will have to cope with in launching searches through
the corpus of the Scripture phonology, such cases have to be taken account of, exceptional as they are.
(i) A shwa seemingly has a mater whenever it was applied over another vowel that had been recorded
in the consonantal script, such as 1Kings 14:2 %aTT:(=J), or 1Kings 6:16 Mi,JJaRK:TheE^ q# over the
MJRKWT (mijjarkoothee) k#, q# %ooJiBh:(=J)Khaa of 1Sam. 24:5 over %ooJ:BheEKhaa of k#.
(ii) A shwa seems to be lettered with an original consonant that lost its consonantal value, such as
GaJ:(%) in 1Sam. 17:52, Deut. 3:29 and in many other places. Though this may be considered a
silented case of a biconsonantal ending, such as W:JeeRD (Num. 24:19), it may be objected these end
in a shwa, anyway, JeeRD:[=ǝ]—which will be defended in the present work. The next verse’s (24:20)
WaJJaR:(%) might well have been read earlier as *wajjarǝɁ and later *wajjarǝ. While ShaaW:(%)
keeps its ~% throughout, from Exod. 21:7bis, 23:1 etc., up until Malakhi 3:14 and Chronicles (I 2:49),
other words like GaJ:(%) lose occasionally ~%. The MsH vocalizer(s) insisted on keeping its final shwa,
GaJ:, in Deut. 34:6, whereas it was let go, GaJ, in Josh. 8:11 and Mic. 1:6. (Its construct GeE_ beside
GeE(%) or Is. 40:4 GaE(%) seems more frequent.)
(iii) A curious case might be CaWW:(%)ReE in Gen. 45:14 (this way also in Josh. 10:24, Judg. 5:30,
8:21, 26, and Ezech. 21:34), a construct from cawwaar, where % is believed102 to have been inserted in
order to distinguish it graphically from CuUR. The aleph has no apparent etymology (no ii), nor is it
q#\k# (no i). It is true that it is a regular vowel letter in CaWWaa(=%)R, while in CaWW:(=%)ReE, it
is ‹aa› that underwent a reduction. Still, it is a vowel letter functionally if not ‘canonically’.
(iv) Much less certainty a researcher feels over 2Kings 7, a few verses of which seem to bring up cases
with more options how to interpret them. A seeming shwaic ‹B› needs to be interpreted in the context
of all. In v. 12, we read Bha(H)55aaDhAe"<p$> (not a trace of a vowel under ‹H› in #A and #L,103 #R
editions also print without any) with the marginal note q# B$DH. An option seriously to be considered
is, in my view, also Ba(=H)– written with ‹H› as a mater lectionis. It is less far from the other option,
viz. that B– and H– was spelled out in full here (unlike anywhere else) as the mater could have been the
means to emphasize B– contains –a of the article. Then in the next verse, we read this phrase (its first
instance): K:KhoL_H:a(H)MoO"N<mh> Ji5Raa%ee"L<p$>, with the margin q# HMWN normalizing
it to its second instance, _H:aMoO"N<mr>. (Again, both #A and #L appear quite clearly written the
way BHS prints #L. #R agrees with the print. Surprisingly, #C reads K:Kh|oL_HH:aMoO"N<mh> in a
reasonably legible spot.) If we can still surmise the ancient writer (earlier than Masoretes) was
experimenting with ‹H› as a word-internal vowel letter, here it was supporting the later ‹:a› (not
necessarily coinciding with the vowel the scribe was using). Otherwise, we would have to interpret it,
again, as an H– article. This would be ungrammatical to our knowledge, however, as the phrase is an
annexation, smixut, where the first member makes a construct with the following noun that is a proper
name (Israel), which is determined by definition and does not permit articles, much less in the
ungrammatical first member position. Persuasive as it appears, the case seems to be somewhat
countered with v. 15, which reads B:(H)XoPhZaa"M<at>. Should we go as far as claiming an ‹H›
mater for this shwa, too? Q# provided for this word is BXPZM, confirming it as qal infC b:xophzaam.
Apart from seeing a mater here, we could alternatively interpret BHXPZM as b:heexaaphzaam, a nif
infC, which also makes sense. If so, no need would be to take the above quoted k# forms as having
matres at all. (#A is again well legible here, with a large spot clearly left vacant under ‹H›. The same can
be said of #L. Also #C can be read here fairly confidently, with only a circellus above ‹H› and no trace of
a vowel, unlike the ones to the right and left of the blank. #R goes along with their testimony.)
More instances where shwa vocalicness could be thought of as minor or less could be found. One for
many is Num. 26:39, LiSh:PhuUPhaa^M.104 The ‘adjectivized’ version of it, two words further away, is
HaShShuUPhaaMiI^ with the first ‹Ph› missing. Given that both [p] or [f] and [u] are labial-based
sounds and also [š] employs lips rounding significantly more than [s], ‹Ph› can be suspected to easily
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by the author(s) of Koehler/Baumgartner’s dictionary (op. cit) entry 896, CaWWaa(=%)R.
My photocopy of #C does not have the quality to reach conclusions. Still, while ‹B› and ‹$› bear traces of vowel
signs, not a trace of any such can be seen under ‹H›, apart from the circellus above, referring to the margin.
104
Though some mss have it differently, this version enjoys a solid ms support and should not be taken as a
mistake.
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sink into background. The question is how much saliently the shwa did actually stand up in the former
word, given that it was only ‹Sh› and ‹uU› what actually made it into its derivative. Perhaps not much.
The sign of the shwa is ∶ a double-dot, regardless of whether it is vocalic (naa&) or silent (nax). It is
again (after qaamec) a seeming ambivalence that should make us stop and think: The naqdanim that
took every effort and showed so much creativity to make the TN"K reading unequivocal, would they be
so careless as let the distinction between a vowel and no vowel unmarked? Would they be so negligent
as to use one symbol for two categories so wide apart? Or, the problem really rests with us—that it is
our categories that we project into their simple and single-signed concept? I do not want to sound it as a
leading question. It is not us in the stricter sense, it is what we have inherited. In fact, we have inherited
the concept from as early a source and as noble an authority as דקדוקי מיםהטע, be it by Aharon ben Ašer
himself, or whoever else that certainly was much closer to him than anybody can be today. Without
going into discussion prior to any data have been collected, suffice it to say that shwa according to ben
Ašer had no fixed status inside a word. It could be naa& or nax depending on stress and intonation,
rather than etymology or morphology.105 This should be enough to justify a single symbol for both
aspects of a single phenomenon. A shared marking appears well adequate.
The double dot is a familiar shape in MsH graphics. Its largest version is soph pasuq, a character that
divides two verses from each other. Its tiny supralinear version is an ‘accent’ sign zaqeph that divides
two portions inside a half of verse. Unlike most other accent signs, zaaqeph can be applied more than
once in a verse. It can be considered a simple end-of-unit sign rather than a sophisticated binary divider
(as the binary accent theory supposes with most of the other signs106). What both the verse divider and
the quarter/minor verse divider have in common is obvious: they mark the end of a unit. Is it a mere
accident that shwa has the same shape?
Applied on syllables and their vocalisation, this double-dot end-of-unit sign could mark a single
phenomenon that occurs both at the end of syllable, sort of a syllabic periphery, and wherever no full
vowel follows—a lack of clear vocalic articulation. Let us start with the simpler one of the two cases.

E1.6.1 (1)

The Quiescent Shwa Nax

Applying an end-of-unit shape to mark an end-of-syllable consonant appears natural.
Two of its applications seem to be disturbing:
(i) The end-of-syllable applied twice in a sequence in regular 2femSg endings, such as
W:HaaLa"XT<mn> in Ruth 2:9 (that is, ~HaaLaX.T.107), and a few other words, such as QooSh7 in
Prov. 22:21 and NeeRD (NeeR.D.) in Song 4:14 (loanwords). Interestingly enough, various forms of
the word are vocalised in the same book as NiRDiI (1:12) and N:RaaDhiIM (4:13), so that the
quiescent nature of at least the second shwa might be questioned. Also the second quiescens in the
feminine ending is found, though rarely, as having a surviving –‹iI› grapheme showing the shwa stands
there in place of an earlier vowel. That is HaaLaa"KhT:(=I)<at> in Jer. 31:21 and elsewhere (see
Gesenius, op. cit., §44h with a commentary). Still, verbs 2femSg pointed such as W:CaaMi"Th<rv>
warn against overestimating the –T. ending. It should be stressed the double-consonant coda, rare as it
may seem with nouns, appears quite regular with verbs. It is hard to think of forms of verbs such as
WaJJee^Sh.T. (‘he drank’) that are fairly frequent (and must have been), almost as much as JiShTAe^
(the longer form), 9 times to 11 in the TN"K, that they were anything like ‘curtailed’ (the meaning of the
term ‘apocope’) as curtailing implies truncating of what should have stayed long. On the other hand,
this appears to be regular forms of the morphology of the consecutive imperfects and jussives of the l"h
verbs (i.e. whose stem ends with lost *–J or *–W, spelled with –(H) in some forms) as well as a regular
ending of 2ndSg fem. perf., JaaLa^Dh.T. in Judg. 13:3, Ez. 16:20 and, in pause, JaaLaa^Dh.T. (please
note the ending –DhT was not affected by the 7ifxa accent lengthening).
(ii) The other slightly discordant feature is a shwa nax following a guttural letter, which seems to go
contrary to simplified claims that gutturals induce a composite shwa. These are also frequent cases, in
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Dotan, A. (1967) ( ספר דקדוקי הטעמים לר׳ אהרוך בן משה בן אשרSefer diqduqe hateamim le-Rabi Aharon ben Moše
ben Ašer), 3 vols., Jerusalem, I, p. 34.
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In order to keep its binary halving, the theory has a subsequent zaaqeph to halve the domain of the earlier
zaaqeph, so that each preceding zaaqeph dominates all the following zaaqephs. This model seems necessary only
if keeping the binary branching model is desirable to uphold. The present author does not share that desire.
107
A single dot marks a shwa uninterpreted into a quiescent (unmarked) or a mobile shwa (marked with : ).
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fact paradigmatic ones. The verb Sh-M-& almost always appears either with ~&V~, or ~V&(.)~,108
such as in Sh:Ma&TaeM of Deut. 1:43. The root š/s-m-& is common in Semitic with no indication ‹&›
were anything non-‘guttural’, i.e. not pharyngeal (perhaps apart from cuneiform s-m-ḫ in Amorite,
which in all probability is due to the available set of the glyphs). Still, forms such as ShooMa&aTh
(Gen. 18:10, 27:5 et al.), ShaaMoOa&/Sh:MoOa& (Ex. 15:26/Is. 28:12 et al.), ShiM&:aKhaa (Num.
14:15, 4 times only) and the unique Sh:Ma&:aNuUHaa (Ps. 132:6) leave an indication the ‹&› was
indeed a ‘guttural’ pharyngeal. If composite shwa should be the result, Sh-M-& largely fails to produce
it, maintaining the quiescent version instead.
Guttural letters that show the same behaviour include ‹&› (Num. 17:27, 18:28, 30, Deut. 29:19,
Judg. 13:8, 16 (why not Ta&:aCReeNiI? this verb shows really vacillating templates), 25:26, 28, Josh.
3:16, 17:15, 1Sam. 9:17, 12:13, 14, 16:13, 21:8, 23:22, 2Sam. 17:22, 20:8, 1Kings 1:7, 20:28, Hos.
2:18, Prov. 21:11, 28:27), ‹X› (Num. 16:17, 18:27, Num. 34:5, Deut. 5:18, Josh. 2:2, 3, 1Kings 18:13,
20:6, Prov. 21:11), ‹%› (Gen. 4:23, Judg. 21:22, 2Sam. 7:16, Psalm 58:5 (note the following emphatics
in Ja%7aeM), Judg. 9:35 Ma%RaaBh instead of the more common Ma%:aRaaBh, Ps. 34:23
'Jae%Š:MuU"<rvMg> interesting in that its pausal %Šaa"MuU<sq> is found in v. 22 (also in Jer. 2:3,
Hos. 10:2, Zech. 11:5 while context form is in Hos. 5:15) proving the strength of stress is not involved)
and ‹H› (Gen. 19:16, Num. 21:23 and see below).
Not all of these can be considered peculiar by mere frequency standards.109 Exod. 8:24 Ha&TiIRuU,
(v. 25) Ha&TaRTiI and (v. 26) WaJJae&TaR show a consistent paradigm (the ‹&› was probably [gh],
given the evidence from Ugaritic). As the same text, v. 24, has Ba&:aDhI, individual words, not periods
or dialects, have to be attributed. Please note the shwa nax closing a non^A syllable following gutturals
is spread throughout the TN"K and does not seem to be limited to particular books. An alternative
pronunciation of ‹&› and ‹X› as pharyngeal, or velaric sounds can explain many consistent cases.
Similar alternatives, however, are not at hand for ‹%› and ‹H›. And not all cases seem so consistent.
Exod. 31:4 offers a sequence of two derivatives from a single root X-Sh-B, LaXShooBh
MaX:aShaaBhooTh, with both ~XSh~ and ~X:aSh~ following each other in a single construction.
Prov. 13:20 brings together two words derived from a single root, X-K-M, with two different kinds of
shwa, in _X:aKhaaMiIM JaeXKaaM (the k# is WXKM, probably for WaX:aKhaaM). Should we
suppose the pronunciation was pharyngeal for one and velar for the other form?
The level of stress also seems to be negligible. 1Sam. 8:17 offers Ja&5oo"R<at> under athnax for a
word whose pharyngeal pronunciation of ‹&› would be difficult to question. A well probable
pharyngeal ‹&› is also in Nae&Kaa"R<sq> of Psalm 39:3 with the strongest possible level of stress and
additional reasons for a slow, energetic enunciation. On the top of it goes Shi,&:aShaa"&TiI<sq> in
Ps. 119:70 whose chateph-less guttural syllable is found directly under the strongest stress while just a
syllable before we find another ‹&› in an unstressed syllable with a proper ‹:a› as expected.
A quiescent nature of the shwa quiescens is apparent from words pointed such as
K:,MaHPeeKha"Th<gm> in Deut. 29:22 and NaeHPa"Kh<7f> in Josh. 8:20 as it is ~HP~, not
~H.Ph~. Why it is not ~H:aPh~ or ~H:ePh~ cannot be explained by an alternative pronunciation of the
guttural (i.e. velar, not pharyngeal) since there was undisputedly only one pronunciation for ‹H›.
An infrequent cluster in a frequent word is formed with a shwa nax in ShTeEM_, as in 1Kings 7:15,
16 and elsewhere (if it is not Sh:TheEM and/or conflated with ShiTTeEM).
(iii) Probably quiescent is the final shwa in ~Kh(.), especially in words such as B:ThoOKh (Deut.
19:2), though words such as LaaKh. seem to suggest that with a lesser certainty (same verse) as it is
but a stronger-stressed L:Khaa. Should we suppose, however, that Laa"Kh.<at> B:ThoO"Kh.<mn> are
to be read laakh: b:thookh (same verse), differently each of the two? On the other hand, tookh, i.e.
taawaekh is explained as a loanword from Hittite tuekka, where ‹:› might be a reduced *a. Though it is
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V stands for any vowel (as it does not coincide with any other symbol in the present Hebrew transliteration, we
can keep it for a later usage also). The (.), i.e. ‘unread shwa’, is an explicit representation of a sh:wa nax.
109
Students of Hebrew are aware verbs L"gronijot, i.e. with the last root radical being pharyngeal, keep sh:wa nax
in the coda of the second root syllable: saalaxta, saalaxti, ... slaxnaa ... while saalaxat, sooleeax, slooax confirm
there was a pharyngeal indeed. Also in nif&al—nighda&ti, nighda&ta, ... tiggaadha&naa ...; pi&eel—shillaxti
...; hiph&il—hoodha&ti, ... toodha&naa ... Though this appears to be a structural feature marking perhaps the
end of the root as the 1st and 2nd radix gutturals show no such behaviour (perhaps apart from 2nd gr.
hae&lamti, ja&lim), this is not a collection of samples from grammars. (Examples taken from R. Buth, op. cit., Beth,
326–330.) These secondary sources are planned to have their say at a later stage of the research.
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but a speculation, the –t ending in Phoenician mtkt, bmtkt and –h in mtkh [?] appear significant.110 The
peculiar placement of ‹:› inside the final ‹K› is generally held as a graphic stereotype, stressing only
that the word is ending. Still, it might be worth while to research manuscripts if it is indeed an
exceptionless manner, or lower placements are also possible, even if minority.111 In such case, it would
be possible to speculate about a meaning of the feature. A related phenomenon might be WaJJi^XaD!:
of Ex. 18:9, which is explained (HALOT 2680) as a mixed form of *yiḥad and *yiḥd. That, however,
does not explain ‹:›/‹(.)› in the end. Morphologically, ‹D!› is probably ‹D› as no reason is seen for
‹DD›. But if no vowel (no ‹:›) followed, no reason would be for pointing ‹D› as ‹D!›.
(iv) The question is how to read (or how to cope with) three shwas in a row, which grammars do not
expect, and held impossible. They are found in the #L of 1Sam. 27:10—HaJJaR.X.M.%eeLiI"<zq>.112
The version of both #A and #R is HaJJ:RaXM:%eeLiI"<zq>, which is more straightforward and
probable. Matthew Anstey (2001) decided to take the #L’s version at the face value and transliterates
hayyarHümü´ëlî. The solution is, then, either dismiss it as corrupt, or consider shwa as a full vowel.
Another such challenge is WaH:aR.Gh.Nu"HuU<sq> in Judg. 16:2 of #L against #A’s and #R’s
WaH:aRaGhNuHuU and Wa,~, respectively; and again in the same chapter of #L, Nae,%:eS.PhuU^,
where both #A and #R have expectable Nae,%aeS:PhuU"<p$>; again, in 2Sam. 10:11, JaeX:eZ.QuU
in #L, while #A has JaeXaeZ~ and #R Jae,XaeZ~.113
A complete absence of the sign under ‹&› in MeeRee"&HuU<mr> of Prov. 19:4 is possibly a mistake
in #L (no masorah points it out). Both #A and #R offer the regular ~Ree&ee"HuU.114 Also the first
instance of Jezreel in the #L of 2Kings 9:15, BhiJ.ZR:&aeL (no masorah), is apparently a mistake for
Bh:JiZ~ as it is in its second instance and also in #A and #R bis. The <mn> melodeme on ‹:› in Ps. 44:9
of #L—HiLLaL:"NuU—appears as a mistake, too,115 as neither #A nor #R have it (they have
~La"L:~). Obvious scribal errors should be disregarded for any theory of morphology.

E1.6.1 (2)

The ‘Mobile’ Shwa Naa&

Characteristically, a (very) short mid central vowel, called graphically ein Murmelvokal in German (a
mixed vowel), and more neutrally a (reduced) neutral vowel in English, received its international name
‘shwa’116 from exactly this sound that generations of our linguistic fathers and forefathers grew up with
in the times when Biblical Hebrew used to be a portion of a standard preparation for a career of a
linguist. The words “very” and “reduced” are enclosed in parentheses here for reasons more pedantic
than phonetic as this mid central vowel needs not actually be any shorter that the other short vowels in
speech (die Vollvokale, ‘full’ vowels). Only, it should not be noticeably longer.
Whereas a mid central vowel is considered a regular member in vocalic phonologies of many
languages, can be long as well as short and bear all kinds of stress, the sign of its Hebrew counterpart
seems to suggest the shwa was not considered on a par with other vowels. If the šwa quiescens was to
show a sort of an ‘end-of-syllable’ signal, something as ‘non-syllable’ (or ‘not-yet-a-syllable’) might
have been the signal emitted by its vocalic version, šwa mobile. A ‘non-syllable’ could have also been a
common denominator of both types of šwa covering all possible medium variants between the two.117
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Koehler/Baumgartner, op. cit., entry 10078, for references see there.
Possibly in words such as S:BhaKh whose SBX spelling outside of TN"K seems to suggest no vocal šwa follows.
112
I am aware of the low reputation of the condition of the text of the Book of Samuel. But the consonant text is
well preserved here (even 4QSama has W%L NGB JR[XM%]L). It can only be questioned due to a strange name
Ιεσµεγα in LXXB (as against LXXAL, cf Vulg. “Hiramel” and targ. Jon. J:RaXMeELaa%Aa). We are dealing here,
however, with a much younger and much better preserved commentary on the text. If it still seems to bring up
problems, we should start by examining our preconceived ideas before questioning the condition of preserving
Masoretic dots and dashes or, finally, the competence of the naqdanim.
113
See also 1.6.2(1) for consecutive xatephs ~:a-:a~ in W:Haa%:aX:aRooNiIM of 2Chron. 26:22 in #L.
114
H2.0.3 comments on it in view of getting it right (i.e. preserve it) in the transcription.
115
The placement ~LLaL:"N~<mn> looks very clear and unequivocal, both ‹:› and <mn> sitting side by side,
equal in size in no crowded space. My photocopy of #L seems to show even what might be traces of an earlier
erasure under ‹LL› (resembling more <mr> than anything else). This should not be so with holy mss, however.
An inspection (unavailable to me) might reveal the true nature of the shades (quite frequent, anyway; but at this
particular place too distinct to be mildew). Still, following a correction or not, the ~:"~ in #L cannot be disputed.
116
(or ‘schwa’ if German orthography is maintained, or ‘šwa’ by linguists)
117
Some authors may defend specific ‘medium’ or vocal shwas to have been actually silent. See William Chomsky
(1971) The Pronunciation of the Shewa, in: Jewish Quarterly Review, vol. 62, p. 88–94, maintaining that a shwa
following a long vowel is silent regardless of nasog axor. (It remains vocal at word beginnings, following a shwa or
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(i) An example of what may be meant by a ‘non-syllable’ syllable is B:ThoOKh.KhaeM in Num.
15:14. Unless the two ‹Kh› coalesced into one, ‘something’ vocalic, ein Murmel, had to be between
them. (In its absence, the second ‹Kh› should be ‹K›, ~KhK~.118) Such junctures are not rare in MsH:
ShoO7:7uU in Jer. 5:1, CiL:LeE_ in Jer. 6:4 (cf Ex. 15:10 CaaL:aLuU), SooL:LAa in 6:6,
%:aHaL:Lae"KKaa<sg> in Psalm 22:23 (no ‹LL›), JiQRaa%uN:NiI in Prov. 1:28 (3×) that could
hardly be completely silent. Also J:ShaX:aRu"N:NiI<sq> in Hos. 5:15 has to be sounded even if it
moved stress to the antepenultimate (each of the N comes from a different morph, each probably had
to be distinctly sounded). The fact that both ‘end-of-syllable’ and ‘non-syllable’ signals appeared side
by side as a single symbol, such as L.NaPh.Sh.KhaeM (meaning l: naph š: khaem), seem to suggest the
Masoretes used to perceive it as manifestations of a single phenomenon. Should two different things
have been meant, the way of noting them down would be quite disturbing, as it sometimes is to the
students of Hebrew today. Nah. 1:4 can illustrate it with Wa,JJaBB:Shee"HuU<zq>, which is generally
understood (also by the ancient versions) as Wa+J:JaBB:Shee+HuU where J:Ja~ in the regular pi&el
form coalesced into JJa~ of TM. Also WaJJaDDuU_ in Lam. 3:53 should have been WaJ:JaDDuU and
the same process obviously took place. Thus, the shwa naa& has disappeared completely in both cases.
Given this supposed breadth of a single umbrella sign, spanning from a complete vocalic void to a
vocalic filler, its value might have been variable and flexible. Indeed, this is in line with ancient
testimonies that are available to us today.119 In the TN"K record, the changeable nature of the vocalic
sound, rather ‘liquid’, should we use figurative language, can be seen in the distribution of the fricative
and plosive pronunciations of some consonants that follow the sound in the text. It appears not to
coincide exactly with the distribution of the two kinds of shwa (cf KiTh.PhooTh120 in Ex. 39:7). It is
well imaginable the original MsH pronunciation was affected by changes in the speech rate, discourse
emphasis and style, also even dialectal and idiolectal variants. (Compare the variability that is there in
Modern Hebrew above those few simple rules that guide the usage of the modern shwa. The ancient
condition might have been comparable.) Elocution certainly demanded slower and clearer deliverance
for large crowds to understand well, than plain reading in a study room could do with. Added to it were
musical needs. Expectedly, sung Hebrew needed more vowels and firmer ones than speech. With all
such demands, no simple and single value for shwa would have been adequate. A small sample of the
liquidity turned functional by the naqdanim is Ja&(.)QooBh in Jer. 9:3 used as a verbal form and the
many usages of the patriarch’s name Ja&:aQooBh (Jer. 5:20 and 10:16 are the closest). In a strictly
formalist phonology, this would be enough to prove a phonemic status of ‹:a›. In our opinion, a broader
context would be beneficial to consider before arriving at such conclusions, which we defer until later.
With this in mind, we shall use the traditional term of š:wa naa&, mobile, including in it all the
transitions (such as ‘schwa medium’) up to the three composite versions, xataephs, that are going to
have their separate treatment, again for traditional reasons, as the present research gives reasons to
believe the xathaephs are essentially the same phenomenon as the simple shwa.
(ii) ‹Xee7:%›, such as in Lev. 19:17<sq>, presents us with a problem how to interpret its ~%—as a
vowel letter for ‹:›?—as a consonant? It does have a clearly consonantal value in many forms, such as
~Xae7(.)%Aa121 in Num. 15:28, x:a7aa%im, x:a7aa%ee, x:a7aa%aaw etc., it lacks it in the related verb,
Xaa7AA, v. 22(bis). The [ʔ] might have been implicit, however, in such forms even if the ‹%› had
originally no consonantal value at all.122 Regardless of whether ‹%› is considered silent (a purely
graphic character), or silenced (an original consonant that might have lost its consonantal character
later), the question is if the ‹:› was read as [ǝ], or nothing at all; in other words, whether ‹:› marks the
end of the word [ħeŧ] under the last-but-one character, ‹[ŧ]›, or marks only the last syllable as ‘nosyllable’, i.e. a reduced syllable, [ħeŧǝ], possibly reduced from an earlier [ħeŧɑ] (which would give a fair
a geminate consonant and following the first one of any two like consonants.) Needless to add, the Qimchian
length-distinguishing vocalism is supposed, though Chomsky criticises David Qimhi in the article.
118
Another reason is xaa7eeph alternates, such as in H:aBhiI'%:aKhae"M<mn.zq> in Lev. 23:14.
119
Aaron Dotan, op. cit., I:34 (see above). Ancient transcriptions supply various full vowels where MsH has shwa,
as it is in e.g. 1Kings 11:26, where LXX provides Ναβατ for MsH N:Bhaa7. Other Hebrew pointing systems of the
time usually do not offer shwa and the texts pointed with them supply full vowels in place of MsH shwa. This is a
topic worth a separate study (indeed, some have been done already). We cannot follow this line here.
120
I would insist on KiTh:PhooTh due to ~Ph~. Matthew Anstey, however, in (2001) Transliterated BHS Hebrew
Old Testament transliterates Kitpöt, i.e. KiThPhooTh. I realize much effort has been entered into his database.
121
It is hopefully clear already that Xae7(.)%Aa is just another way of writing Xae7%Aa.
122
Related languages are either too young, or add a suffix. Cuneiform records are of not much help here.
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reason for ‹%›) that could not have been maintained after the loss of short end vowels in earlier
Hebrew, was not lengthened for some reason (reasons such as this are always difficult to identify
diachronically, i.e. if only a small subset of the language is known) and was therefore adapted to a
minority template (there were more words ending in ‹:›, such as ~Sha^W.(%) in Deut. 5:11, Ps. 60:13
etc). Though this issue is not probable to be finally settled, a chance to get closer would grow with a
phonology getting clearer—which we hope to do in the follow-up research.
A strong evidence in support of a mixed vowel in the ~:(%) word-ends presents 1Sam. 23:15 with
WaJJa"R:(%)<mn> DhaaWi"Dh<zq>. Please note that Dh~ is difficult to explain unless the preceding
word (connected by munax to zaaqaeph) was [jarǝ].
On the other hand, some words, especially verbal forms, end in two shwas, such as CaaXaaQ.T. in
Gen. 18:15, which is probably CaaXaa"QT:<sq>. Otherwise, why the ~T had ‹:› if the end-of-syllable
was already marked by ~Q.~? The ~T: would by a reduced relic of a 2femSg ending that occasionally
resurfaces in Scriptures in its full form. Waa%ee"ShT.<Zq> of Gen. 24:46 is 1sg ending reduced to
shwa (an unreduced form is %aeShTAe in 2Sam. 19:36) whereas WaJJi"5B:<mrLg> of Num. 21:1,
WaJJee"ShT:<7f> of 2Sam. 11:13, WaJeeRD:<dx> of Ps. 72:8 and 'WaJJa"ShQ:<rvMg> apply to
3mSg with no ending as ~B~, ~T~, ~D~ and ~Q~, respectively, are the 2nd consonants of the roots. A
counterexample seems to be Num. 22:29, where two words follow each other, HiTh&aLLa"LT.<7f>
BiI"<at>, which semantically make a probable phrase, though melodemes, 7ifxa and athnax, suggest
they be read separately. A disjunctive prosody, or no vowel following “~T.” can explain why BiI rather
than BhiI follows. All instances of melodemes placed on accented syllables that avoid this purported
final shwa can also be taken as possible counterexamples. Stronger yet are distributed melodemes,
such as r:via& mugraš, e.g. on &aL_MAa_'ShShaa"W.(%) in Ps. 89:48, where no attempt has been
made to put either of the two components, <rv> or <Mg>, further away to the right or left, resulting in
keeping both of them on the same syllable, incidentally ~ShaaW~, not ~:(%).
A counterexample seems to be a word for ‘valley’ in its more forms: ~GaJ.(%) in Num. 21:20, Deut.
3:29, 4:46 (Mosaic orthography), ~GaJ. and GaJ in Deut. 34:6 and Josh. 8:11 (‘Josuic’123 orthography)
and again ~GaJ.(%) in 1Sam. 17:3, 52 (GhaJ.(%)), 1Chron. 4:39, 2Chron. 26:9, GaJ.(%) and GaJ(%)
in Neh. (early prophetic and later archaistic spelling), GeE(%) in Isa., both in Jer., GeE in Ez. (mostly
pl.), both in Zec., GaJ in Mic. 1:6 (late prophetic spelling practice seems mixed). Apparently, history
could be followed in this word. What it seems to suggest, however, is that any final shwa, if ever was
pronounced, was probably soon lost. See also (1.i) above for more examples and counterexamples.
(iii) Often, a shwa that is clearly vocalic appears with methegh that seems to confirm its nature as a
vowel. Some contexts of it make less probable a secondary stress is also provided by methegh to the
shwa vowel (which would mean its virtual recognition as a syllable). This is so especially with frequent
occurrences of the W:,– prefix, such as W:,KhoL_~ in Exod. 38:20 where ~KhoL_ if anything would
attract a secondary stress; W:,Raa%iIThaa<Tl>. Usages such as W:,%aeTh_ in Deut. 34:3 (and v. 2 in
W:,%eeTh of the Rabbinic Bible, too, unlike #L and #A),124 in Josh. 6:25, W:,&aDh_ in Josh. 1:4 and
Z:,QeENeENuU<tl> in Josh. 9:11, K:,HoOCiI%aa"M<gm> in Josh. 10:24, W:,%eEDh:KhaeM<dx> in
Prov. 1:27, L:,ThoO'KhaXTiI"<olJr> in Prov. 1:23 and W:,%eE'Nae"NNuU<olJr> (please note l: and
w:, adjacent to ~ThoO'~ and ~%eE'~, respectively, that carry the first element of &olae wjoraedh) and
many other like these are even less clear. Why B:,JaDh_%iShShAa"<zq> in Judg. 4:9 should stress B:–
, and not JaDh? And why B:,NeE_%aaDhaa"M<sq> in Prov. 15:11 should not stress ~NeE_ (note that
no nasog axor applies) and Q:,NOo_XoKhMAa"<rv> in 16:16 has Q:,~? %a"Sh:,ReE in Ps. 32:2 has
its accent moved to the antepenultimate if ‹:,› is to be counted among syllables. Yet a secondary stress
methegh does even less a sense.125 We may speculate the purpose of the methegh was rather to protect
the vocalic pronunciation of shwa than to have anything in common with stress on places like these.126
123

It could not be labelled ‘Deuteronomistic’, given Deut. 3:29, 4:46, 1Sam. 17:3, 52 and more. See further.
Please note mss differ in the distribution of methegh, which also affects printed editions. Rabbinic Bible adds
this sign e.g., in Deut. 4 alone, to %eE,N:KhaeM (v. 12), La,&:a5oo,Th:KhaeM (v. 14) and HiShShaa,M:RuU (v.
23) in words that might have served as examples herein, or %ae,H:JAe in Zach. 8:8 for examples below. Nor #L,
nor #A show any methegh in these words. Elsewhere, such as in Deut. 26:19 W:Li,H:JooTh:Khaa"<dr> and Lev.
3:17 MoO,Sh:BhooTheEKhae"M<at>, #L adds it only partially, while #R has W:Li,H:Joo,~ and MoO,Sh:Bhoo,~
and #A offers another: MoOSh:Bhoo,~. Methegh is inconclusive and probably polysemantic (see later on).
125
It is not in #R (%a,Sh:ReE"<mr>) but #L and #A have it, confirmed by masorah (Ps. 1:1, 40:5, Prov. 8:34).
126
It does not exhaust the possible purposes of methegh. Please refer to its separate treatment later on.
124
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On the other hand, words such as Qi,L:La"Th<mr> in Prov. 26:2 do not seem to protect ‹:› (does it to
‹i›, or is it rhythmic only?). More likely is that the shwa is still indirectly protected by ensuring the
preceding i-syllable was open, cf Li,H:JoO"Th<mn> in 1Kings 1:35 (and not lihjot as it would be in
ModH), %ae,H:JAe"<7f> ~ %ae,H:JAe"<at> in Exod. 3:14 and H:aNi,H:JAa"<rv> in Deut. 4:32,
understandably also W:%ae,X:JAe<at> in Ps. 119:116. It still does not explain cases like
B:,ShoM&:aKhaa"<pz> in 2Kings 22:19 that seems to go contrary to expectations in not stressing
~ShoM~, which needs no protection for openness nor quality and not even for ‹sh› (such as in 2Kings
19:37 W:,%aDhRaMMae^LaeKh needed probably to protect % from wadrammaelaekh).
Methegh as a secondary stress mark seems clearer if a typical rhythm supports it due to a verbal
template such as 3p qal &aa,Z:BhuU"<zq> in Deut. 29:24 where another verb in the same form got a
fully marked secondary stress, W:%aa'M:RuU"<mn.zq>, just two words away, making the case for a
secondary stress even stronger. That also applies for W:JiR%aa'Th:Khaa"<mn.zq> in Deut. 2:25 and
MiLL:Bhaa'Bh:Khaa"<mn.zq> in 4:9. The two stressed syllables are divided only by a syllable with ‹:›.
A reasonable rhythm can also be sensed in C:,ReeRaa"ThAa<zq> in Judg. 7:22 (it is not C:R,ee~ and is
present thus in both #L and #A).
(iv) Another stress pattern that might be indicative is nasogh axor, a stress back-shift to avoid stress
adjacency. In Prov. 26:28, we read L:,ShoON_ShaeQaeR<dx> (a d:xi ‘accent’ is a word melodeme; the
pattern here is shae^qaer). It should be noted this verse seems pattern-wise repetitive to v. 27
(koo,raex_sha^xath) to which it might have been attracted. Alternating patterns in three-syllable words
such as L:,MoO%ee"L<rv> in Prov. 31:4 (please note the way the ancient poet used “L” to enhance the
effect of the verse) might have been another natural stimulant for a degree of stress on a shwa to spread
in the language. At times, we can see the stress being moved back over a vocal shwa as if ignoring the
strict ultimate/penultimate stress rule of some textbooks, such as Jaa^L:DhAa Bee^N / Ba^Th (Gen.
19:38 / 30:21) and Haa^J:ThAa ZZOO^Th (Mal. 1:9).127 In my view (to be defended), there is no need
to cling to the ultima or penultima as the only acceptable syllables in MsH word to receive stress. The
shwa in the quoted words must have been felt as vocal (whatever its physical condition was), which is
testified by ‹Dh› and ‹Th› fricatives following it (they would not follow ‹L› nor ‹J›).
A clear secondary stress (i.e. marked with a melodeme, not just a methegh) is helpful if the two
stresses are separated only with a shwa, such as above and as WaJJOO'M:RuU"<mn.zq> in Ex. 17:2,
W:Naa'Th:NuU"<mr.tv> in Num. 15:38 or as HiBBaa'Dh:LuU"<mn.zq> in Num. 16:21. Though it is
not impossible for two stresses to be adjacent, it is much more probable for them to be separated with a
syllable of a sort (be it a ‘no-syllable’ symbol in the Masoretic marking). As we can identify the
HBDLW form as nif&al, we know this particular verb is hibbaadh:lu, and not hibbodhlu, i.e. we know
the middle syllable is ~baa~, and not ~bodh~. This makes a vocalic value for the ‹:› the more probable.
Apart from verbs, a secondary stress helps confirm vocalic shwa in e.g. Josh. 3:3 at
MiMM:QoO'M:Khae"M<mn.zq> and 22:19 BiBhNoo,Th:Khae"M<mr> (suggesting the frequent
ending should be read [əχæm]).
(v) Only ~Bh~ suggests a vowel in B:&a,R.BhoO"Th<mn> of Josh. 13:32, only ~Dh~ does so for
Xa,S.DheE"<mn> of Ps. 89:2 and Ja,&aM.DhuU<7f> of Num. 1:5, only ~Ph~ for Mee%aL:PheE in
Num. 31:5 ([alfe] etc. in ModH, which most readers would maintain for MsH also). Could we accept
fricatives preceded by consonants for MsH? What to think of ~Th~ in Ma,M.ThaQQiI"M<zq> of Song
5:16? Please note it was put in parallel with another pl. of intensity, MaX:aMaDDiI^M in the same
verse. This writes MaXMaDh in sg. (1Kings 20:6 et al.; no pl. for mamthaqqim in Scriptures) with
shwa interpreted as nax, its pl., however, has <:a>, apparently only due to ‹X›, but ‹:a› and ‹:› might
have been related closer than often supposed (as it is going to be maintained later). In Judg. 19:18,
ModH [ha'bajta] may make many feel HaBBaa"J:ThAa<sq> (or Exod. 39:19 Baa"J:ThAa<sq>)
strange, but ~Th~ can be better explained from ~aaJ:Th~ than ~aaJTh~, especially given that J behaves
as a consonant in MsH, rather than a diphthong, e.g. [ai]. In Num. 31:8, should _MaL.KheE be
malkhee, why _XaL.LeE~, just few words away, read xallee,128 and not xal:lee? (Etymology *malk is
irrelevant as what needs to be explained is ~Kh~ in the face of forms with ~K~ such as MaLKeENuU
127

The references were given by M. & E. Anstey in a web discussion with Trevor & Julie Peterson, Henry
Churchyard and Peter Kirk. (Regrettably, the exact source was lost to me.)
128
Gemination was almost never indicated by doubling the letter (and never is, perhaps, in any Semiting script).
Though it is phonological and grammatical, it is generally left unmarked in regular texts, and marked by auxiliary
signs in special texts. We should expect xallee be marked out with daghesh, ~L!~ (which we spell XaLLeE here).
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(Is. 33:22), MaLK:KhaeM (1Sam. 12:12) etc.; see Even-Shoshan, p. 664ff, or KB or any larger
dictionary for a complete list of forms. The two forms of the root appear consistent throughout TN"K,
and, as they both are in Ps. 89:19 (MaLKeeNuU), 28 (~MaL.KheE_) close to each other, no dialectal
variation is probably the reason.)
Masoretic punctuators might have recorded a language that tried to avoid adjacent stresses as most
languages of the world do, the more so if chant was the reason for the secondary stress, making a
vocalic value even more likely. Occasionally, where methegh is not adjacent, fricative pronunciation
may be helpful, such as in WaJJ,a&aBh:DhuU"<p$> in Deut. 29:25. (It should be borne in mind,
however, that much still remains unclear concerning methegh as this verse illustrates: Some mss
distinguish its pre-vowel and post-vowel placement, here ~J,a&~ and not ~Ja,&~. Mss also differ in
their methegh distribution more than any other feature (perhaps apart from raaphae), in this verse it is
WaJJeeL:KhuU"<rv> that, unlike #L and #A, it is WaJJee,L:KhuU" in the Rabbinic Bible (i.e. in the set
of mss that this particular version was compiled from, many of which are unavailable today). Also Josh.
24:27 has ~aa,~ in W:Haa,J:ThAa"<mh> there, while WaJJi,H:JuU"<mr> is the same in all the
versions (it is a rhythmical pattern that is often maintained, e.g. W:,HaaJAa<Tl> in Judg. 12:5 and
Wa,J:HiI^ in Judg. 15:17, 1Sam. 27:7 and 28:1). Methegh as a proof has only a limited worth.
We should also ask if the rule that demands fricative pronunciation following only a vowel and
plosive pronunciation following all consonants is not misleading us. In other words, whether clusters of
fricatives were possible in MsH with no intervening vowels. (In fact, Matthew Anstey’s transcription of
some of the quoted words are Kitpöt (see above), Bibnö| tkem, Ha| sdê etc., and, of course, ma|mtaqqîm
also.) Such clusters are phonetically well possible and we should give a serious consideration to the
question if MsH phonology were simpler with their recognition, or not. From the phonetic viewpoint, it
should be noted that presence or absence of a feature (any feature, not just shwa) is not always
determined by its physical presence but also, and sometimes solely, by the condition of its
neighbourhood. It means that an element or feature needs not be actually present (i.e. not detected by
machine means) and still be perceived as present by human mind because other elements or features
suggests so. Applied to shwa, it could be physically absent or only in a quantity below a threshold of
actual perceptibility, and still be perceived as virtually present by the effect of the following fricative or
by the power of the rhythmic pattern. Under that consideration, speculations on actual presence or
absence of a vowel (in the absence of any sound recordings to actually measure!) seem in vain as even a
fricative without any preceding vowel is able to persuade the human mind with the proper phonology
that a vowel was present. The issue of fricative clusters turns into a marginal question this way, almost
irrelevant for a functional phonology of the language. (It still might be an interesting point of phonetic
research if there were MsH recordings, which is not so.)
(vi) No real vowel, though recognized virtually, might be supposed for the second of two consecutive
reduced syllables. Phonetically, it may by a tendency for an opening shwa to acquire more vocalic
quality than a closing shwa. That vocalic quality may itself be of a considerably changeable nature. As
any student of Biblical Hebrew is soon to observe, shwa is a reduction one step away from full vowels
on a rhythmical grid, while ‹i›, whatever quality it might have had in the MsH phonetic reality, appears
to be a vowel for reduction two steps away.129 By way of example, b: + baa5aar + khae^m → b: + b:5ar–
khae^m → bi + b.5ar–khae^m, such as, in Lev. 19:28, BiBh5aRKhae"M<zq>. The ~Bh.5~ can be
considered an empty vowel which, however, still keeps B:– in its second-step Bi– value and any
b:bh5ar– configuration is blocked. Whether there was a vocalic sound between ‹Bh› and ‹5› seems not
of much relevance. It functioned so. In Lev. 22:14, BiSh.GhaaGhAa"<at> is found, again in the same
morphological structure, b: + sh:ghaaghaa. A reality of a vowel, either mental, or also physical, is
suggested by ~Gh~ that follows. Still, Matthew Anstey (op. cit.) transliterates Bišgägâ, which few
Hebrew scholars (much less speakers) would object to. In fact, it hardly matters, functionally, if
Bišgägâ or Bišügägâ or something as Biš•gägâ is pronounced (transcribed in the way that is traditional in
Semitic studies, perhaps apart from “h”).
It should be noted this kind of ‹i› is one of more values of the ‘2nd-step’ variable. Another value of the
reduction of this kind is ‹a› whenever a particular configuration in the syllable that follows moves it in

129

This is very indefinite statement. Purposely so, more definiteness could be brought in only by a phonology of
Hebrew rhythm which in turn can be specified on a phonology of syllable. This is still ‘two steps away’ from here.
Hebrew scholars and intermediate students would know what is meant, others will have to wait until later.
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the direction of ‹a›.130 Then, w: + k: + &eedhaa + oo → ... → W:Kha'&:aDhaaThoO"<mn.zq> in Num.
17:5, i.e. ka– in place of ki–. Also w: + %:ani → Wa%:aNiI"<rv>131 in Num. 18:6. Such a Wa– was kept
even if it meant losing a signal of volitionality (with some forms, such as Wa%:aLaQ:o7Aa"<mn> in
Ruth 2:2, an ending made the volitional unmistakable). Interestingly, l: + Y132 respects pronunciation
starting with ‹:a› rather than writing that shows ‹J› (and would induce li– in all probability). In a way of
analogy, another such ‘2nd-step’ variable value is ‹o›. Interesting is the personal name of a Madian
priest referred to in Exod. 4:18 as both _Jae"ThaeR<mn> and, in the same verse as well as in 3:1, as
JiThRoO"<tv>/<mr>. It seems that J-Th-R with no ending or morpheme attached (–oO) is -ae^-ae-,
while a stressed attachment reduces the two vowels into -i-(.)- (please note LXX renders his name as
Ιοθορ in both 3:1 and 4:18, while Vulg. is consistent in Jethro).
Vocalic shwas can be identified with high probability (though not infallibility) in personal and place
names with their full vowels preserved elsewhere as Greek, Latin and other languages provide
independent testimonies of the sound. Such is the name of the town of Medeba or MEDABA, Μαιδαβα,
e.g. in Num. 21:30, _MeEDh:BhAA where ‹:› appears to stand in place of a reduced ^A.
A place name Sha,&aL.BhiI"M<at> (Judg. 1:35) is interesting for two reasons: (i) ~L.Bh~ is
rendered by ~λαβ~/~λαµ~ in LXX (not all mss have it). (ii) Sha,&aL~ that LXX presents variously as
Θλα/Θαλα/σαλα~ (compare
)133 reminds that pharyngeals tend to generate more ^A vowels in
their neighbourhood. The need to provide a well vocalised environment for the pharyngeal (in order for
it to be better identifiable) might have lead to a reduction of other vowels (here ~L:Bh~) to keep the
name comfortably short.
Spots such as Ps. 26:2 seem to suggest, even apart from any analysis of paradigms, that more vowels
might reduce into shwa. CRWPH pointed CoR:(W)PhAa in #k is interpreted as CoR:PhAa in #q, while
#k may have been read C:RoOPhAa. Both forms are m. imp. q. of CRP + -Aa, virtually identical in both
morphology and meaning. The difference seems to be only if -:-o- or -o-:- was the template. While some
scholars might be quick to suggest (W) was misplaced from CWRPH, I see no reason to prefer one to the
other in the TN"K. Phonologically, an underlying -o-o- might have one or the other ^O reduced into ‹:›.
In evaluating phonological validity of shwa (or perhaps separately for the two recognized kinds of
shwa in spite of a somewhat liquid nature of the difference), frequent and regular grammatical
instances should be taken into account where shwa alternates paradigmatically with (mostly) ‹a›,
signalling absence or presence, respectively, of the definite article, such as in Ps. 131:2 in a single
verse: K:GhaaMuL<dx> ~~ KaGGaaMu"L<7r>. Of course, one can still think of the distinction as
kghaamul vs kaggaamul.
(vii) It has been already mentioned above that a shwa two steps away from reduction alters into ‹i›,
as in m:shiiax → b: + m:shiiax → BiM:ShiI^aX (1Sam. 26:23), b: + l:bhabh~ → BiL:BhaaBh~ (Lev.
19:17), which Matthew Anstey (op. cit.) transliterates Bilbäb~ (as ModH would do, too) testifying that
re-syllabification is not felt as a problem.
Whether W:– or uU– is prefixed (two forms of a single morph) is decided by whether ~i~ or ~:~
follows: W:KhiZ.%eeBh uUKh:ZaeBhaX uUKh:CaLMuNNAa sounds a line from Ps. 83:12. See e.g.
uUN:SaaKhaE"Haa<sq> in Num. 29:31 compared with W:NiSKaa"H<sq> in vv. 22, 25, 28 as well as
P:NiNNAa^ and LiPh.NiNNAa^ in 1Sam. 1:2, as well as LiM:PhiIBhoo^ShaeTh and
W:LiM.PhiIBhoo^ShaeTh in 2Sam. 9:12.
When ~i joins Ji~ or J:~ and also when ~: comes in front of J~, a natural outcome is ~iI~. Examples
are frequent, e.g. W: + J:PhaTh_ in Gen. 29:17 gives WiIPha"Th<mr> therein next word. l: + j:~,
LiI,ShuU&Aa in 2Sam. 10:11, and b: + j:~ in v. 5, BiI,ReeXoO as well as BiICuQaaThoO in 1Kings
7:24 (j:cuqaa), BiILiIDheE (j:lidhee) in 2Sam. 21:16 and MiIMiIN (mi+{doubling}+jaamin or (?)
j:min) in 1Sam. 23:19 and 2Kings 23:13. This process is not automatic, however, as counterexamples
testify, such as MiJJaaMiIN (1Kings 7:39). Presence or absence of an inserted article may, however,
play a role in some of apparent differences, such as in 'LiI,MiIN:Khaa"<rvMg> of Ps. 45:10 and
LaJJaaMiIN<p$> of Neh. 12:31. (This seems to be the case with k# bjmjn, q# MiJJaaMiIN in 2Kings
12:10.) More examples include W:JiBhXaa^R in 2Sam. 5:15 (it is a personal name) is no wiibhxar.
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A more definite statement has to be based on the theory of ‘reduced vowels’, xathephs, that is only to follow.
With Wa–, it is actually preservation of an earlier historical condition than a real “move” toward a sound.
132
“Y” is a symbol representing Divine Name in the transcription invented for the present research. (See H.)
133
The parenthesis should contain an Arabic word Sha&LaBun. It is extremely difficult to keep the Unicode
letters in place in spite of being set in the right order of the right font. The string resisted to be set for language.
131
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Was it due to the (.) that follows, JiBh.XaaR? Or simply that the contraction would eat away too much
of the name to be easily identified?134 It is perhaps worth noting the word that immediately follows is
Wae%:eLiIShuU^a& (another personal name), not WEELiI~. Also, w: + j:hi → WiIHiI (1Kings 13:33)
unlike wa + {doubling} + j:hi in the next verse → WaJ:HiI and, in Deut. 13:12, W:Ji,Raa%uU"N<at>
rather than wiiraa%un. Explanation for the latter form might be that this was possibly not meant as an
indicative. Still, WiI,Bhoo%u"NiI<mn> in Ps. 119:41 is no indicative (formally, it coincides with
indicative, but a jussive meaning seems obvious, cf the Greek optative έλθοι in LXX and the Latin
subjunctive veniant in the Vulgate). It does contract, though all other seven W–acrostic verses that
follow in the stanza do not (indeed, cannot) contract their respective W:%~.
W:JHoOShaaPhaa"7<mr> (w: + j:hoshaphaa7) in 1Kings 22:29 of #L (unlike the #A’s and #R’s
expected WiIHoO~ or WiIHoO,~ respectively) is probably a mistake. Though it could be read as [wǝj],
it certainly would be an exceptional syllable in MsH. A stronger diplomatic support should be required.
The ten other instances of w:– linked to this name in the Scripture135 show the ~iI~ amalgamation.

E1.6.2

The Composite Shwa

The traditional Hebrew name of these signs (and the supposed sounds that are associated with them)
are xaa7eeph, “speedy, quick”. The meaning obviously relates to a quicker pace of their pronunciation
or a higher speech rate (i.e. their sound may be shorter due the shortness inherent in the vowel’s
property, or it may be induced by prosodic factors external to the sound itself). Or, given the virtually
undisputed assumption one of the chief purposes was the synagogue chant, an option may be included
in the signs to produce either a chanted, i.e. slow version of the sound, or adopt speech-like, i.e. ‘quick’
manner of pronunciation. This latter idea seems to coincide most with their graphic appearance.
Their salient graphic feature is they are composed of two signs: one is a simple shwa, closely followed
with one of the three full vowel signs, ‹a› (pathax), ‹ae› (s:ghool) or ‹o› (qaamaec xaa7uph). There are,
then, three signs for a composite shwa: ‹:a› (xaa7eeph pathax), ‹:e› (xaa7eeph s:ghool) and ‹:o›
(xaa7eeph qaamaec). The transliteration symbols used here resemble the Tiberian signs in their make.
There is a good reason for the present transliteration to mimic the MsH graphic. In older mss,
especially those that were not yet affected by fonts of the printed editions, these signs are often written
as if it were two distinct, separate symbols under one letter,136 e.g. ‹:› plus ‹a›. Generally, ‹a› is no
shorter in ‹:a› than elsewhere, ‹ae› is not any narrower (unlike in print). Moreover, if the breadth of the
letter allows, a distinct space can be seen between ‹:› and the following sign.137 Occasionally, another
134

A specific category may be supposed for foreign personal names (this is not the case), such as the Raphaite
giant Jishbi(o) B:nobh in 2Sam. 21:16. Two marks of its foreignness could be observed: (1) W:JiSh~, not wiish~;
(2) in spite of Jishbi/Jishbo vocalic ending and <az><gr> prosodic union, the B~ was not softened to Bh~.
135
They are 2Sam. 8:16, 20:24, 1Kings 22:10, 41, 2Kings 3:12, 8:16, 1Chron. 18:15, 2Chron. 18:9, 28, 20:27.
136
Very infrequently, other two vocalic symbols were placed under a letter. It shows the pointing scholars did not
feel there was only one vocalic symbol slot available below a letter but appended as many vocalic and other
symbols as needed. It was only due to the simple syllable structure of Hebrew we can observe the 1:1 pattern in
most of the text. We should keep in mind the symbols are not an alphabet but an appended commentary. If there
were two options, both of them were recorded, not just below, but wherever, such as in WaJJiQBoo":R<mr> in 2
Kings 21:26 where the point above is a regular ‹oo› (unlike in Gen. 19:33 where it is punctum extraordinarium in
all probability, turning plene uUBh:QuUMaaH into defective uUBh:QuMaaH) supported in #A and #R, and ‹:›
below is specific for #L. (Orthographically it appears as a mistake, phonetically it makes sense inside <mr><tv>,
so it cannot be dismissed to hastily, though it is unsupported in masorah and the mss that survived until today.)
137
To support this claim, the following mss have been inspected. #L (B19a): very neat and legible hand, page
with Gen. 28:18–29:22, Firkovič 17, produced in 930 CE, p. Deut. 9:15–23; Firk. 159 from 943, p. Deut. 32:51–
33:23; Firk. 124 from 946, p. Is. 44:17–45,8; Firk. 225 from 1017, Is. 16:3–17:2; Firk. 1283 from 1058, p. Ez.
1:1-1:11; Firk. 26 from 1036, p. 1Sam. 17:23–32; Firk. 34 from 1130, p. Dan. 10:15–11:2; Firk. Pap. 144 from
1121, p. Ez. 21:23-29; Firk. 1542; these are almost all the mss in Paul Kahle (1927) Masoreten des Westens I. and
II., Kohlhammer, Stuttgart, perhaps except Firk 94 from 1100, p. Josh. 16:2–18:2, which, however, has a very
compact style, different from the elegant hands of other mss of this collection, and also except the rather finely
written Firk. 10 from 946, p. Gen. 49:9–26, and some ‹:e› (not ‹:a›) in Firk. 39 from 989. Very interestingly
written ones include Ben Naphtali’s Berliner Or. Fol. 1213 (Erf. 3), which, at least in fol. 176b (1Sam. 22:11–
23:6), points ‹:› inside ‹X›, i.e. separately from ‹a›. It points below ‹%› as customary for us; so does the Londoner
Add. 21 161 (Is. 46:11–48:8) and Ben Naphtali’s Oxonian Ms Heb. c 26 (fol. 32 a), which employs the little space
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symbol walked between the two halves, usually it was methegh in #L, e.g. ‹:,a› such as %:,aNiI_ in Prov.
8:12 and Ps. 41:5 (more examples below).138 It is important for the transcription to be able to
transliterate such configurations faithfully.139
(i) Xa7ephs can be seen to alternate with the simple shwa in some forms, such as Lev. 19:34
H:eJiIThae"M<7f>, while 20:7 has WiH.JiIThae"M<7f> (please note the identical ‘accent’; they differ
only by the prefix w:– turned into wi–); also WiH.JiI"ThaeM<mh> in v. 26 (please note the stress
moved due to nasog axor). In Deut. 29:22, K:,MaH.PeeKhaTh has ‹H› in a coda followed only with ‹:›,
while WaH:aSheeBhooThaa in 30:1 of the same text has ~H:a~. In Josh. 11:2, Ki,N:aRoO"Th<7f>,
whereas a chapterful later, in 12:3, we can read KiN.RoO"Th<gr> (which Matthew Anstey, op. cit.,
trancribes as shwa nax, i.e. Kinrôt, obviously with reason as no ~NN~ is indicated). Please note that ‹,›
in Ki,N:a~ as if checked the Ki~ syllable from being closed with N (one of the undisputed functions of
‹,›), while KiN~ shows no such mark.140
Conforming to them being linked with shwa, they seem to be skipped in stress placement, in spite of
their visible relationship to their corresponding full vowels, e.g. Haa%oo"H:eLAa<at> in Josh. 7:22,
resulting in antepenultimate stress placement. In ‘rule’ terminology, they do not count for stress.
(ii) At times, they appear to alternate between the types of xa7ephs, e.g. Haa%:aDhooMiI, “the
Edomite”, in 1Sa 21:8 (and 5 other places), while “Edom” is %:eDhoOM at Gen. 25:30 (and 17 more).
(iii) They are often seen under the ‘guttural’ set of consonants.141 It cannot be claimed, however,
that they replace there the simple shwa always. Num. 30:3 shows Lae%.SooR (not lae%:esoor) whereas
in vv. 5, 6, 8 of the same text, we can see Wae%:eSaaRaaH/~eEHaa and %:eSaaReEHaa in v. 15. Judg.
11:19 offers Na&B:RAa_ (though forms such as Na&:aBhooR are no exceptional with this verb and,
in Num. 20:17, Na&B:RAa_ ~ Na&:aBhooR are found a few words away from each other, with pausal
W:Na&:aBhoo"RAa<at> in Is. 51:23142—proving no [γ] but rather [ʕ] was present). ‘Guttural’
paradigms that offer only simple shwa under these letters have already been mentioned.143 One might
assume these groups of words may have a different etymology (in e.g. reflecting a velaric rather than
pharyngeal consonants; indeed, same letters were used for both). The xa7eph and shwa occurrences
under ‘gutturals’ do not, however, make disjunctive sets in words where etymology supposes either
velar [χ, γ], or pharyngeal [ħ, ʕ] versions of consonants. (‹%› and ‹H› do not have such versions.
Discussions can be raised only concerning voiceless [h] of voiced [ɦ] forms of it. Furthermore, they
inside ‹%› for daghesh, still two separate pointings can be observed now and then; the more so under ‹&›; it,
however, places ‹:› inside ‹X›. Even more interesting appears Cambridge T-S A 13 (2) in the text of Zach. 14:3–
21 where, additionally to placing ‹:› inside ‹X› for ‹:a› and ‹:e›, it separates ‹:a› also in its other occurrences and
puts ‹:› to the bottom right of ‹a› (which is in keeping with this rather cursive hand of the pointing). A bottom
right ‹:› of “‹:a›” on p. 77v of #L, mid. col., 2nd & 3rd line from below, beg. of lines (Num. 5:24) get their ‹a›
portion inside the ‹R›s of HaM:%aa,R:aRiIM in both words that are written directly one above the other and with
plenty of space around to exclude a mere accident. More tokens of the same word in the col., cf lines 5 and 9 from
above, display the same pattern to even greater degree. In left col., line 9 from top, the same word is written with
the two portions of ‹:a› almost atop each other. The scribe makes the impression he wrote it the way he chose so.
138
A seeming reversal of ‹:› and ‹o› in 1Kings 10:2, 2Kings 9:28, Is. 36:2 and Ezech. 8:3 in J:RuUShaaLa:MAa is,
on closer inspection, only missing ‹J› inside the word, j:rushaala-:maa, consistent with regular j:rushaala-im on
so many locations. Actually, J:RuUShaaLaJ:MAa with ‹J› appears only in 2Chron. 32:9 as masorah points out.
Another question is why the shwa was felt to be kept even if its consonant was left out. Was it read as a centring
diphthong [aǝ] in place of [ai], or was it simply kept as a silent reminder of the traditional defective orthography?
139
It is interesting to note that Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting, Part Two: Phonetic and
Phonology (E. J. Brill, Leiden) also considers the xateph ‘vowels’ as two separate vocalic options. Concerning the
symbols, he writes on p. 101: “[They are] composed of the sign for no vowel plus a sign for an open vowel, and
thus best understood as an indication of open choice between no vowel and the respective vowel.” More shall be
deferred to the discussion in Part I for preliminary hypothesis and to later stages of the research for more data.
140
Some instances of simple shwa may have been altered “into Chateph-Pathach when a consonant with simple
Sheva is followed by the same consonant,’ as indicates Christian D. Ginsburg (1897) Introduction to the
Massoretico-critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible, Trinitarian Bible Society, London, p. 955 and elsewhere.
141
‹%›, ‹H›, ‹X› and ‹&›, i.e. laryngeals and pharyngeals, though other, pharyngealized, consonants, such as ‹C›
and ‹7›, are excluded. ‹R›, on the contrary, is often included, though phonetically it was not probably either.
142
I failed to find “Na&aBhRAa” of KB dictionary, entry 6738, in TN"K. Nor BDB, nor Even-Shoshan show it.
143
This feature applies until today, so a simple statement of Uzi Ornan, made of ModH, is valid for MsH as well:
“The vowel [of ‘L"gr.’ verbs, i.e. with their 3rd radical consonant a ‘guttural’] never turns into xa7eph” (אינו נחטף
)לאולם. Uzi Ornan (1973), DiQDUQ HaPE WeHa%OZeN. HOCa%aT BRONFMaN, TeL_%aVIV, p. 73. The only
exception is 2f pf with pathax on both sides of the ‘guttural’ and followed by –T! ()ת׳ קשה, i.e. –TT: in MsH.
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occur under more types of consonants, though not so frequently; please see below.) Both sets of sounds
appear to occur in etymologically, even closely related words. Moreover, pathax gnubha, a furtive
patach can be found in some of them to confirm their ‘guttural’ condition.144 The distribution would
rather suggest xa7eph placement was decided by something else than velar\pharyngeal
pronunciation145 or, less likely so, etymology. Alternative conditions may include speech rate, stress or
type of accent. If a simple shwa is there in place of a xa7eph, the pointing scholar simply offered no
alternative. For a reverse example, WaJJae%aeSooPh in Josh. 24:1 might serve; nothing as
~jae%:esooph was offered.

E1.6.2 (1)

The Xa7eph Pathax ‹:a›

This is apparently the most frequent of the three xa7ephs. We are going to deal with it first as the initial
stage of the research has collected more material than for the others. Most of what can be said about it,
mutatis mutandis applies also for the other two xa7ephs treated subsequently.
(i) The most striking feature of this sign, which also applies to ‹:o›, is that it does not occur only
following the ‘gutturals’ (that include ‹&›, ‹X›, ‹H›, ‹%› and exclude ‹7›, ‹C› and ‹Q›), in spite of many
grammars creating the opposite impression. The following consonantal onsets have been observed:
• ‹R› is a rather frequent onset of ‹:a›, though not so often as with ‘gutturals’. However, because
some scholars have considered it velar or uvular (a theory not maintained here, see a discussion later),
any xa7eph may be taken as expected. To deal with these expectations, opposite cases, ~R:~ should
have been collected. I dare estimate they would be too many to rank ‹R› simply among ‘gutturals’. As
an apical [r] is initially considered here, they are rather the ~R:a~ cases that are collected in this book.
One of the early ones is Wa%:aBhaa,R:aKhAa in the Abraham’s promise in Gen. 12:3. Interestingly,
the ~-vR:a-v^~ template is joined with an almost identical template ~-vR:-v^~ in the phrase,
Wa%:aBhaa,R:aKhAa"<p$> M:Bhaa'R:KhaE"Kha<mn.zq>, which seem to demonstrate it was not the
consonant that triggered a xa7eph in place of a shwa. A xa7eph in this word is repeated, though not
entirely consistently, throughout the continuation of the Genesis story (next is Gen. 22:18, 24:60, 26:4,
12, 27:19 etc.) and thereon many times. One may ask why Gen. 26:12 and 27:27 provide readers with
W,aJ:BhaaR:aKhee"HuU<7f/at> while 27:23 offers Wa,J:BhaaR:Khee"HuU<sq>.146 This set of forms
is frequent in Scriptures, e.g. Ps. 103:1, 2, 20, 21, 22 and Ps. 34:2, %:aBhaaR:aKhAa^, where also
W,aJ:GhaaR:aShee^HuU is found in v. 1. Ps. 68:7 shows 'SoOR:aRiI"M<rvMg> while v. 19 of the
same psalm has 'SoOR:RiI"M<rvMg> with the exactly same type of ‘accent’ (unlike #L, #A has ‹:a› in
both, #R has ‹:› and adds ‹,› to SoO~). Another ~R:aR~ setting is in Ps. 143:12, _CooR:aReE. Outside
Ps. see WaJ:,MaaR:aRu"HuU<7f> in Gen. 49:23. Ps. 73:28 has Qi,R:aBha"Th<mr> %:eLooHiI"M<rv>
while Is. 58:2 has QiR:Bha"Th<mr> %:eLooHiI"M<7f> in a phrase linked by means of a construct case
with the same ‘accent’, <mr>, to the same word. Still, a stress on the preceding syllable might have
played a role, such as in NiI"R:aShAa<mn> LLaa"NuU<at> of Ps. 83:13, reviving, or giving an option to
revive, the etymological vowel (cf NiIRaa"Sh<sq> in Judg. 11:24). It is worth noting an ‘accent’ or
methegh often precedes xa7eph as will be seen in the following examples also.
• ‹L› in %ee,L:aKhAa_ (Jer. 5:5), while most versions of this form of haalakh have ‹:›, cf %ee,L:KhAa
of Gen. 45:28, apart from 2Sam. 15:7 (like this) and Is. 38:10 (%eeLee"KhAa<7f> with the stress
144

For examples, see the verb &BR mentioned at Judg. 11:19, Num. 20:17 above (dictionaries abound in more
examples); 1.6.1(2)ii (Deut. 29:22, Josh. 8:20) and BiH.JoOTh in Josh. 5:13 against H:eJoOTh in Josh. 11:20
(without Bi–) concerning ‹H›; Ki,N:aRoOTh for other types.
145
Rendsburg (in Gary A. Rendsburg (1997) Ancient Hebrew Phonology, in: Phonologies of Asia and Africa, vol.
1, Alan S. Kaye (ed.), Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns, p. 65-83) believes both vocalization of shwas and the pathax
gnubha (anaptyctic [a]) are explainable by “overall weakening of the pronunciation of the pharyngeals and
laryngeals” in ca. 200 BCE, further confirmed that ‹X›, ‹&›, ‹H› and ‹%› (plus ‹R›) “cannot be geminated.” This,
however, fails to explain xa7ephs ‹:a›, ‹:e›, ‹:o› under other consonants, and why only ‘long’ vowels take [a]. On
the other hand, this suggestion may have an explanatory power if considered Jews in Tiberias, Israel and diaspora
between 750–950 CE probably consisted of many different groups whose Hebrew phonologies were different. If
the Masoretes compiled their pointed TN"K to be used by the many, sound options might well be included.
146
For a longer list of ~R:~/~R:a~ alternations in BRK forms, please see the Even-Shoshan’s Concordance (op.
cit.), p. 206–208, though it must be kept in mind it is #R what is the Even-Shoshan’s text. For example, Judg. 5:2,
9 are shown as BaaR:KhuU in Even-Shoshan while both #A and #L have BaaR:aKhuU"<7f>. There is no
BaaR:aKhuU form in E.-Sh. at all. Again, L:BhaaR:aKhoO"<sq> in 1Sam. 13:10 of #A and #L is rendered as in
#R, L:BhaaR:KhoO (save that #R has ~aa,~). So the list is not exhaustive in op. cit.
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moved back to ~Lee~). One of the %ee,L:KhAa versions, Ruth 2:2, is also a verse containing ‹B› and
‹Q› occurrences, see below. This way, there is a text that both employs, and drops, an option to link a
xa7eph to a non-‘guttural’ sound. Also Nee,L:aKhAa_ of Ex. 3:18. Most instances of the form (10) are
NeeL:KhAa (2 more have ~L:a~, 1 is a pausal ~Lee"~<at> in 1Sam. 9:10, while Ex. 5 have both ‹:a›, v.
3 (a stress shift), and ‹:›, v. 8). More instances include WaTT:%a,L:aCee"HuU<at> of Judg. 16:16,
CaaL:aLuU"<mn> of Hab. 3:16, WaTT:%a,L:aCee"HuU<at> of Judg. 16:16., B:ZooL:aLeE"<7 f> of
(related Prov. 28:7 'ZoOL:aLiI"M<rvMg> has ‹:a› in #A, ‹:› in #R and ‹:› with #L Prov. 23:20 'ZoO,~;
it seems to confirm xa7eph alternates with shwa naa&), WaTT:%a,L:aCee"HuU<at> in Judg. 16:16.
It is interesting to compare the alternants, such as for W:Nee"L:aKhAa<mr> LLaa"NuU<sq> of 1Sam.
26:11 (in #L that replaces the #A’s W:NeeL:aKhAa_LLaa^NuU with nasog axor, while the version of #R
is W:Nee,L:KhAa_LLaa^NuU offering sort of a compromise between #A and #L save for the ‹:›). Out of
the 8 more occurrences, 3 have ~Lee"~ with <at> and once <7f> whereas 5 show ~L:~" with mostly
<7f> (and one <mn>).147 The version, then, seems independent of the type of the
disjunctive/conjunctive melodeme, a grammatical form (w:neel-khaa in all 9 verses) and only pausal
versions are reflected in ‹ee›/‹:›. (It should be noted w:neelee"khaa<7f> of Judg. 19:28 is a pausal form,
indeed, as it concludes a spoken order. The following W:%eE"N<mn> &ooNAe"<at> is a piece of
narrative.) What appears to distinguish this ~L:a~ version in 1Sam. 26:11 from the other occurrences?
The stress moved backward to ~Nee^~ seems to be excluded from relevant distinctions by #A that
takes the stress away completely. It is perhaps an option to have the ‹L› more clearly vocalized
immediately in front of the most heavily stressed LLaa"NuU<sq>. This could be thought of as a
variation of the well known phenomenon of pre-stress lengthening. A somewhat similar incidence of
%ee"L:aKhAa<mn> NNAA"<rv> in 2Sam. 15:7 (also Jer. %ee,L:aKhAa_LLiI<mh>), however, bids us to
sobriety. Out of the 10 instances of the form,148 the %ee"L:KhAa<mn> NNAA"<rv> of Ex. 4:18 appears
to correspond almost exactly to the one of 2Sam. 15:7 apart form ‹:a›. Ruth 2:2 differs by a weaker
<mn> while Jer. 40:15 provides <p$> in place of <rv>, which does not seem so much different to
warrant revocalization.149 It appears little to matter whether the stress precedes (due to nasog axor) or
follows (or both), or the word is almost stressless. Only if accented on ~Lv^~ (“v” stands for ‘vowel’), the
vowel is ‹ee› (Is. 38:10). Otherwise, no consistent environment emerges to predict ~L:~ and ~L:a~. The
variance also seems to exclude the idea that ‹:a› comes due to inherent properties of ‹L›, e.g. a dark [ɫ]
in some and a clear [l] in other words. Ps. 87:5 with uU,L:aCiJJoO"N<azLg> in comparison with Zec.
1:14 with uUL:CiJJoO"N<7f> (having a simple L:– prefix in both) seems to exclude it. While cijjoon is
a name and a noun, a verbal unit of the regular vocabulary is uU,L:aHaBhDiI"L<zq> in Gen. 1:18 and
Lev. 10:10. At the same time, L:HaBhDiI"L<Zq> appears in Gen. 1:14, Lev. 11:47 and Ezech. 42:20.
Both the syntax (BeE"N<mr> follows in all the five places) and the meaning seem very much similar:
making a difference between light and darkness, or holy and unholy. The only obvious difference
appears the one between <zq> and <Zq> (zaqef gadol being attached to the swifter version). Gen. 29,3
and 8 offer W:GhaaL:aLuU^ with ~"<mh> and ~aa,~"<p$> (no other forms are available to compare
but Gi,L:aLa"J<pz> in Neh. 12:36, which is a name, besides, rhyming with Mi,L:a:La"J<pz>).
• ‹D› in 'JiThNooDh:aDhuU"<rvMg> in Ps. 64:9; Ni,Dh:aRuU"<mn> of Psalm 76:12 (to enhance
the difference from NiDhRoO^, a noun?).
• ‹N› in Shaa,N:aNuU"<mn> of Ps. 140:4 (compare with ShaaN:NuU"<mn> of Ps. 64:4).
• ‹M› in Ha,M:aLaQ:QiI"M<mh/p$> of Judg. 7:6 and 7; %i,M:aRoO"Th<mn> of Ps. 12:7. The ‹a› in
‹:a› finds support in %:aMaaRoO"Th<gl>, an independent form that follows this dependent one. Due
to it, a three-step reduction is observedable, ‹aa› → ‹:a› and ‹:a› → ‹i› (or, two separate alternations,
‹aa› in ‹a› and ‹:› in ‹i›, which is regular). All 4 instances of Ha,M:SiLLAa in #L are Ha,M:a~ in #A.
• ‹B› in BhaShShiBB:oLiI"M<zq> in Ruth 2:2, ShiBB:aLeE"<mn> in Zach. 4:12.
• ‹Q› in Wa%:aLaQ:o7Aa"<mn> in Ruth 2:2; uU,Q:aRoBh_ in Ps. 55:22 (with uU,– for ‹:›, while
W:– could be prefixed if it were ‹a›, but ‹:› blocks it from actually applying); B:Shi,Q:aThoO"Th<mn>
in Gen. 30:38 (shooqaeth is a saegholate noun with ~aeth reduced to ~:ath–, shooq~ to shiq~ due to b:
prefixed to it, all the syllables having been reduced except the plural ending –ooth).
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The three with ‹ee›: Gen. 33:12, 43:8 and Judg. 19:28. The five with ‹:›: 1Sam. 9:9, 11:14, Is. 2:3, 5, Mic. 4:2.
Gen. 45:28, Ex. 4:18, 2Sam. 15:7, Is. 38:10, Jer. 5:5, 40:15, Hos. 2:7, 9, Zec. 8:21 and Ruth 2:2.
149
The pattern is <mh><p$>, which I interpret later below as a rising intonation, unlike <mn><rv> of 2Sam. that
might have kept steadily a higher tone. It is not intonations, however, what concerns us here, only the relative
strength of stress. In that respect, a difference between <rv> and <p$> does not seem great.
148
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• ‹C› in B:Xa,C:aCoo"N<mr> of Gen. 14:7 (in #A and #R),150 WaJJiThRoo,C:aCuU"<mh> of Gen.
25:22, for which #R has ~C:C~, whereas Ji,C:aXaQ_LiI"<sq> of Gen. 21:6, in turn, is in #R and #A,
not #L.151 This incident is interesting because a word that is regularly a noun is presented as a verb
here. Can the ‹:a› option in this instance be related to a mild protraction of verbs observable in MsH?
• ‹Z› in uU,Z:aHa"Bh<tv> is interesting since Z:a~ is preceded by uU– as if it were plain Z:~ and,
indeed, the classic construct form is z:habh ~^. Still, the uU– is checked by ‹,› to draw attention to ‹:a›.
Another ‹,› check is in &aL_Goo,Z:aZeE"<mh> in Gen. 38:12.
• ‹S› in Bi,S:aBhoKh_ of Ps. 74:5.
• ‹Sh› in uU,Sh:aBhEe"<mr> of Judg. 5:12 (possibly the appended ShaeBhJ:Khaa^ that concludes it
in a cognate accusative might have taken an effect here); uU,Sh:aBha"&<az> (&ae5REe"<mr> follows)
of 1Kings 14:21; uU,Sh:aMaa"&<zq> of Num. 23:18. Well illuminating is 2Kings 19:16 with its quite
fortunate context. uU,Sh:aMaa"&<zq> is a qal m.sg. imperative “hear” that patterns with more
imperatives in the same address (same verse), P:QaX, R:%Ee and, most importantly, uUSh:Ma"&<rv>
again. There is no ‹,› under uU–, ‹a› in place of ‹aa›152 and the melodeme is <rv>, reflecting no doubt
its closer contextual link to what follows (... eth dibhree Sanxeeriibh). The context convincingly makes
the impression the former Sh:aMa& was (optionally?) slower under a stronger ‘accent’ and concluding
a clause, in fact alone in it, whereas the latter Sh:Ma& under a weaker ‘accent’ and non-final was to be
quicker within a longer clause, (possibly) with no vocalic option provided. The verse repeats almost
verbatim in Is. 37:17, with ~Sh:Maa& in all the major mss. Somewhat similar wording of a prayer is
found also in Dan. 9:18, again with uU,Sh:aMaa&<sg>,153 this time in #A, #L as well as #R.
‹J› has been noted by me only in Ps. 144:15, which differs markedly in mss. #L writes ShaeY:a~154 in
order, obviously, for –%:aDhooNaaJ and to prevent from shaeYdh~ in this unique form in TN"K,155 for
which a simple ‹:› would not be enough. Interestingly, #A has Sh:eY:~ and #R Shae,Y:~.
The onsets of all the syllables listed above apparently cover all the main articulatory regions,
beginning with lips (‹M›, ‹B›) through tongue tip (‹N›, ‹D›, ‹S› and more), and concerns plosives,
nasals, fricatives, sounds both voiced and voiceless alike. No condition in the features of the onset
consonant seems obvious. Furthermore, even so typical ^A-demanding consonants such as ‹&› not
infrequently are seen to alternate between ‹:a› and ‹:e›, such as in %ae,&:eRoKh_ of Ps. 5:4 and
Ta&:aRooKh. of Ps. 23:5, as well as with a simple ‹:›, such as in &:aRabh in Ez. 27:21 and Ba&.RaBh
in Iz. 21:13, and even with ‹ae›, such as in La&:aRoo^Bh of Ez. 27:9 and %,ae&aeR.Bhae^NNuU (the
‹ae› in %ae– &-R-B –aenNNuU being probably a sort of epenthesis, too) as seen in Gen. 43:9. The ^E
colour does not have much to do with the presumed ‘gutturally’ induced downward move in vowels.
Sometimes, words with a ‘guttural’ do not alternate at all, such as Ma&GaaL (1Sam. 26:5 and
elsewhere), Bo%ShAa from Job 31:40 and W:Ja%DiIR of Is 42:21 (an absenting vowel is confirmed by
the following ~D~ rather than dh)—or maintain a consistent template, such as LaeXaeM (Gen. 3:19
and elsewhere) where +laxam would be more to be expected with a ‘guttural’ (an etymological
pharyngeal), but apparently is non-existent in MsH.
Words such as NOO,X:aZuU_ (Josh. 22:9) and Boo&:aRiI^M (Ps. 94:8) seem to suggest the colour
^A is etymologically conditioned rather than taken up from neighbouring syllables (unlike HaeX:eLiIQ
in Ps. 36:3 vs. JaX:aLooQ in Job 27:17, Prov. 17:2, or W:HaeX:eLiPh in Gen. 31:7 vs.
WaTTaX:aLeePh in Gen. 31:41 in the same message repeated twice). Moreover and again, an
alternation is frequently observed with a simple ‹:›. Why Ja&.Ri"M<at> has ‹:› in Prov. 19:25 while Ps.
83:4 has Ja&:aRiI"MuU<mn>, given it is the same verb? It is perhaps interesting to note there is
W:Na&B:RAa rather than w:na&abhraa at 1Sam. 14:1, 6 under <p$> and <rv> (as well as Num.
20:17 and Judg. 11:19 with ~_NNAA) whereas Is. 51:23 gives W:Na&:aBoo"RAa<at> under a
stronger accent (it corresponds to Na&:aBhooR four times in Scriptures). We read Wa&.JaaRiI^M in
150

#L has only ‹:›. In BHS, not even its critical commentary mentions any difference, save Weil’s masorah
commenting “twice, once full, once defect.”, but it relates to ~oo~/~oO~ (2Chron. 20:2), not ~C:~/~C:a~).
151
The masorah in both BHS and the original #L says “hapax”. Whereas Jicxaaq is certainly no hapax, this
JiCXaQ_ (unmistakably clear in #L) certainly is, due to its ‹a›, not because #A or mss behind #R read JiC:aXaQ.
152
#R offers only uUSh:Maa& in the former instance with a Rabbinic footnote pointing to the qaamaec, the ‹aa›.
The same is in Deut. 5:27 in #R, though both #L and #A have ‹:a›. Some editions number the verse as 5:24.
153
Please note s:ghoolthaa is a postpositive, i.e. word melodeme, not marking out a stress in sh:maa^&.
154
Please be reminded Y stands for Divine Name in the present transcription system (here it is specifically its ‹J›).
155
The last one; counted 6639 in Even-Shoshan (excl. few phrases, coming earlier in the Jewish canon, anyway).
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Gen. 32:16 (though the form without the prefixed Wa– is &ajar; and the word immediately following is
&:a5aaRAa, “ten male donkeys”—the language of the spot did use xa7eph pa7ax).
On the other hand, a vocalic support of difficult-to-pronounce clusters might have been welcome as
it was, such as HaX:aKhiILAa"<zq> (or simply X:aKhiILAa, though not in TN"K) in 1Sam. 26:1.156 A
morphological reason is not always apparent. What underlying morphology can provide a reason for
&aL_MiZBaX:aKhaa"<mn> of Ps. 51:21?
(ii) Some of the ‘gutturals’ are known not to be ‘gutturals’ at all, at least etymologically.157 Provided
the traditional conservative pronunciation of the early Masoretes was able to keep the distinction
between velars and pharyngeals (not distinguished in writing) after all those centuries—which is by far
not that certain158—words can be provided that have xa7ephs following velars, not pharyngeals.
Concerning ‹:a› it is e.g. Gen. 10:19, &:aMooRAa where &ajin stood for a velar [gh]. LXX renders the
name as Γόµορρα.159 The condition is consistent throughout all 19 occurrences of this name in TN"K.
An analogous duplicity seems to be manifested by ‹X›, one face being velar, the other face
pharyngeal. Gen. 29:6 with RaaXeeL, Ραχηλ, Arab. [raχil, riχl] or 2Kings 18:13 with SaNXeeRiIBh,
Σενναχηριµ (more variants but always with ‹χ›), Akk. Sín-aḫḫé-eríba, can serve as examples for a velar
‹X›. Concerning ‹:a›, ~%aX:aWAa of Zec. 11:14 and Job 13:17 as well as %aX:aRoON, fairly common,
might serve of an example (for etymological evidence as well as more examples, see Blau, op. cit.).
With Greek, %:aNaaX:aRaTh of Josh. 19:19 is available: Αναχερεθ, Egypt. inḫrt. Again, the duplicity
might have been doomed before even early masoretes came to the stage, thus exercising no effect on
xa7ephs unless their conservative pronunciation was remarkably conservative.) With velar or even
uvular pronunciation, no articulatory necessity can be defended to force any simple shwa into an A-like
sound. The fact it did happen should prompt the research to re-search if an alternative explanation can
be found. As counter-examples, words might be considered that display either a furtive ‹a›, such as
5aaMeeaX (Ug. šmḫ), or an ~a-at template in place of ~ae-aet, such as QaLLaXaTh in Mic. 3:3 (Eg.
qrḫt (Copt. ~l~), Ug. qlḫt), as the pharyngeal pronunciations of these are uncontested.
Also, when a sound appears to have been too weak so as to be disappearing, it is difficult to think any
vanishing sound had the force to enforce any vocalic change. An example could be 2Kings 9:15. The
printed edition of #L, BHS, renders it as L:{}aGGiI"Dh<mr> pointing to the marginal masora that notes
the space ~{ }a~ stands for ‹H› of q# LHGJD (l:haggidh). In the original of #L no such space is
apparent. The ‹a› of L:aGGiI"Dh<(?) a ‹sq›-like mr> rests equally below ‹L› and ‹G›. The ‹:a› appears no
different from many other ‹:a›’s around. In fact, ‹:a› in %:aRaaM in v. 14 has ‹:› and ‹a› much more
away from each other than the one under ~LG~. (Included is also circellus and the marginal “LHGID”.)
156

Note it went as Εχελα in LXX and Achilla in Vulgate. The supporting vowel is rendered as ε or a, respectively.
Please see J. W. Wevers (1970) Ḥeth in Classical Hebrew, in: J. W. Wevers / D. B. Redford, eds., Essays on
the Ancient Semitic World, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, p. 101–112 • J. Blau (1982) On Polyphony in
Biblical Hebrew, Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities Proceedings, vol. VI, no. 2, Jerusalem • Richard C.
Steiner (2005) On the Dating of Hebrew Sound Changes (*Ḫ > ḥ and *Ġ > c) and Greek Translations (2
Esdras and Judith), in: Journal of Biblical Literature, vol. 124 no. 2, p. 229-267 for more.
158
Miguel Pérez Fernández (1997) An Introductory Grammar of Rabinnic Hebrew (transl. John Elwolde, Brill,
Leiden), mentions only “a weakening, though not a complete disappearance, of the gutturals” (p. 11), relates it to
transcriptions in Greek and speaks of some “phonetic confusion”, especially in Galilean villages. The examples he
provides (p. 11–14) do not enable to see clearly if velars/uvulars were still distinguished from pharyngeals at this
late stage (especially that he does not differentiate ‘pharyngeal’ from ‘guttural’ pronunciation). Thus κλεπσύδρα
transcribed as X:aLaPh SiDhRAA (Gen. Rabb. 49) and L:KhiLuUKheE allegedly confused with LiXLuUXeE
(Miqwa’ot 9.4), p. 14 ibid., might actually indicate, in my view, ‹&› and ‹X› were still double-valued (sometimes).
159
Gesenius, op. cit., p. 19, notes ‹&› was either “a g slightly rattled in the throat” (for which he supplies the
same transcription, Γοµορρα), or elsewhere, another sound. Joüon / Muraoka, op. cit., p. 27, call this other
sound “a voiced guttural” as  عin Arabic. Thus they are able to make a clear distinction of the two values, terming
the former clearly as “a voiced velar fricative,”  غin Arabic (a uvular [ʁ] rather than velar [ɣ] pronunciation is not
rare, might I comment). It should be remarked the pharyngeal fricative has nothing to do with “g”. Only the letter
is assumed to have been originally used for two different sounds, which gave rise to two different transcriptions in
Greek: It was either (1) zero or vocalic mutation (in place of a sound that had no near counterpart, [ʕ]), or (2)
transcribed with ‹γ›. It is worth to remind that ‹γ› in the Greek of the day was not [ɡ] (as early as at the beginning
of the Roman period), but already [ɣ], a velar fricative (cf Buth, Ἡ Κοινὴ Προφορά, op. cit., or other sources
mentioned in the footnote 13, Part E, above) so the transcription of the Hebrew sound did fit Greek also. (Blau,
see above, maintains that the concervative synagogue reading preserved the distinction between velars or uvulars
and pharyngeals (not distinguished in writing) even long after it had been lost in the everyday pronunciation.
157
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Also in #A,160 the ‹:a› of L:aGGiI"Dh|<(?) a ‹sq›-like mr> looks exactly as ‹:a› on most other spots, such
as %:aNiI in v. 17 (in fact, the space inside ‹: a› under this ‹%› is almost twice as long as the ‹: a›
under ‹L› of L:aGGiIDh|.161 Needless to say, “‹:a›” means no xa7aeph here at all. It is fairly and
squarely two separate signs, ‹:› and ‹a›, and meant for two separate syllables. It had been separated by
an [h] that dissappeared or was in the process of disappearing. Or, could it be, that the meaning of ‹:a›
was the same here as anywhere else: simply an option to read either ‹:›, or ‹a›?
(iii) Another striking phenomenon that seems to upset the concept of ‹:a› as a single unit is the
methegh that is occasionally inserted between the ‹:› and ‹a› of ‹:a›. It has been observed in the
following instances and only in #L. Still, its counterparts in other ancient mss are also interesting:
%:,aNiI_ in Prov. 8:12 in #L while #A has %,:aNiI_162 and #R gives %:aNiI"<mn>.
H:,aLOO_ in Prov. 24:12 in #L while #A has H,:aLOO_163 and #R gives H:aLOO,_.
&:,aLEe"<ol> in Prov. 25:7 in #L while #A has &,:aLEe"<ol>164 and #R gives simply &:aLEe"<ol>.
H:,aLOO_ in Prov. 26:19 in #L while #A has H,:aLOO_165 and #R gives H:aLOO,_ as above.
%:,aShaeR_ in Prov. 31:1 in #L while #A has %,:aShaeR_ and #R gives no ‹,› at all.
H:,aJoONaaThaa"N<mhLg> in 1Sam. 14:45 while #A has H:a,~ and #R has H:aJoO,~.
%:,aShaeR_ in 1Sam. 24:5 in #L while both #A and #C have %,:aShaeR_ and #R has no ‹,›.
%:,aShaeR_ in 1Kings 6:22 in #L while #A has %,:aShaeR_166 and #R has no ‹,›.
H:,aRaa%iI"Thaa<zq> in 1Kings 21:29 in #L while what has #A is not entirely clear to me as an ‹L›
from the line below touches ‹H› dividing ‹,› from ‹:a›. It looks more like H:aR,aa~. The MGK electronic
edition, nevertheless, claims it is H:a,~.167 #R has H:aRaa%iI"Thaa<Zq>.
%:,aShaeR_ in 2Kings 25:19 in #L while #A has %,:a~ and #R has no ‹,› there.168
%:,aShaeR_ in Psalm 1:4 in #L while #A has %:a,~ and #R has no ‹,›.
%:,aDhooNaaJ<>169 in Ps. 38:10 in #L while #A has %,:a~ which #R has, too (!).
%:,aNiI_ in Ps. 41:5 in #L while #A has %,:aNiI_ and #R has %,:aNiI"<mn>.
%:,aShaX:a'Rae"KKaa<'ol"Jr> in Ps. 63:2 in #L while #A has %,:aSha'~"~<'ol"Jr> (as indicated by
MGK; the identity of <ol> does not appear certain to me, though it is almost sure the accent was above
160

For #C, the condition of the photocopy does not allow me much more to state with certainty than that there is
again no space between ‹L› and ‹G› and assume the ‹:a› (of which only ‹:› is visible) also looked similar to #A.
161
| transliterates ‹raphae› over the previously transliterated letter (which is ‹Dh› in the example).
162
Despite the electronic edition of #A that shows ‹:a,›. Interesting might also be to note there is a large space
inside the sign of ‹: a› between ‹:› and ‹a›, to the effect that ‹,:› is under one leg and ‹a› under the other leg of ‹%›.
Almost the same could be said concerning #L, save ‹:,› is under the bottom right of ‹%› and, following a distinct
space, ‹a› resides under the left bottom of ‹%› in #L. The methegh was clearly meant for the ‹:› portion only. In
#A, actually, the customary doubled length of the upper portion of ‹L› by the #A’s scribe Shlomo b. Buya&a
made the naqdan (A. b. Ašer himself) to cope with limited space for points at times, having him squeeze signs
around the long neck of ‹L›. Steve Rives (http:mrrives.com/Gezer/ page 205, my access 25. 3. 2012) draw my
attention to one such place. He mentions it as a proof who’s hand was first, I find it of interest as the neck of ‹L› in
Mal. 1:2 H:aLoO(%) made A. b. Ašer divide ‹:a› of Wa%:aMaRTaeM into ‹:› and ‹a›. He could well have pointed
‹:a› on the left if he felt it as a singular sign as there was still some space left. Obviously, he preferred splitting it.
163
Neither is represented in the electronic versions of BibleWorks 6 and Miqraot Gdolot Keter v. 2.0.1.0 in spite
of both #L and #A being clear. Mistakes in electronic corpora must be expected especially in minutiae like these.
164
Characteristically, most editions (including the electronic #A available to me, see the previous footnote; it has
&:a,LEe"<ol> here) seem to be disinterested in such details and place methegh schematically. It seems to be a
phonological assumption that ‹:a› was a single sound value, which is apparently read into modern editions,
whereas the manuscripts should be inspected afresh. This is for phonologists of MsH to start from, or if
impractical, to base on as reliable diplomatic editions as possible, occasionally checking against photocopies. So
far, BHS proves to be a fair representation of #L. That is why it is given considerably more weight than MGK of #A.
165
Electronic representation was disregarded. It should be noted methegh looks tightly pressed to the shwa while
‹a› seems to be drifting more freely into the space—a picture rather common where letters are not squeezed.
166
The record in #C appears extremely difficult to read (on my picture). What is obvious is there is a group of ‹,:›
or ‹:,› on one side and ‹a› on the other side of the space under ‹%›. I was not able to decide between ‹,:› and ‹:,›
even under magnification. A mere guesswork could favour ‹,:› as the shapes fuse into a single blot.
167
#C shows almost no pointing at this place. Of the vestiges still visible, a small downward stroke appears on the
spot one could expect a ‹,› if having preceded a ‹:›. But if it was indeed ‹,:›, it is impossible for me to see.
168
#C probably has %:aShaeR (no ‹,›) which should be followed by ‹_›. That is not apparent, however. The ‹ae› is
also not very clear. It has an unequal shape reminding of <7f>, which would make no sense here, unlike ‹ae› does.
169
The word lacks ‘accent’ according to BHS. Or, is it possible that <rv> has coalesced with <oo>? It appears, to
my untrained eye, that this word looks almost exactly as in #A (apart from ‹,›) where MGK claims to see <rv>.
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‹Sh› rather than ‹X›, both of whose slots show lesions in #A). #R has %:aSha,'X:aRae"KKaa<'ol"Jr>,
thus agreeing with #A except that ‹,› moved to combine with <ol> above and below ~Sha~. Obviously,
the meaning of ‹,› was no stress in this word.
&:,aNiJJeE_ in Ps. 72:4 in #L while #A has &,:a~ and #R has no ‹,›.
%:,aŠaeR_ in Ps. 78:42 in #L while #A has %,:a~. Again, #R has no ‹,›.
%:,aNiI_ in Ps. 82:6 in #L while #A has %,:aNiI_ and #R has %:aNiI"<mn>.
%:,aDhooNaa"J<rv> in Ps. 90:1 in #L while #A has %,:a~ and no ‹,› in #R.
&:,aLeE_ in Ps. 92:4 in #L (it should be noted &:aLeE comes again twice more in the verse, no stress
and linked by maqqeph to a paenultimate <at>, then another one with <7r>). #A is hard to read, but ‹,:›
is clear in its regular pattern of ‹,:› first and a long ‹a› at a distance. In #R, the first &:aLeE_ has no ‹,›,
but the second one, unlike #A and #L, is Wa,&:aLeE_.
&:,aLiJJoO'ThaA"W<olJr> in Ps. 104:3 in #L while #A has &,:a~ and #R has no ‹,›.
&:,a5Ee_ in Ps. 109:21 in #L while #A has &,:a~ and #R has &:aŚEe,_ (moved the ‹,›).
"&:,aCaBBeEHae^M<dx>170 in Ps. 115:4 in #L while #A has &:a,~ and #R has no ‹,›.
%:,aNiI_ in Ps. 116:16 in #L while #A has %:a,NiI_ and #R has %:aNiI"<mn>.
%:,aNiI_ in Ps. 120:7 in #L while #A has %,:aNiI_ (interestingly, an ‹L› from below separates ‹,:›
from ‹a›, so it does not make an impression of a single sign) and #R has %:aNiI,_ (moved ‹,› again).
All the mss spots studied give the impression that while the scribe of #L used to attach methegh to the
left of ‹:›, i.e. between ‹:› and ‹a›, his colleague (if that title is not improper, speaking of ben Asher
himself) working on #A considered it right to attach ‹,› to the right in most places observed.171 The
same could be said of #C, only in a more restricted manner as it was consulted less. Though the picture
could be rendered as ‹,:a›, on the many places where there is enough space, it is rather ‹,: a›, two
different signs. A combination of ‹,:› plus ‹a› should be seriously considered in a search for phonology.
(iv) Distribution of ‹:a› and ‹:› varies in the occurences of the same word, which has been noted by
the Masoretes. In Jer. 17:17, M,aX:aSiI_ has the following marginal comment: “8 occur. of this form of
the word XSH, 2 of them have xa7eph like this, also all occur. of %XSH have xa7eph but one.” The
exceptional %aeX.SAe rather than %aeX:eSAe is in Ps 57:2. The other occurence of MaX:aSiI_ is in Ps.
71:7. The other six read MaXSiI (Ps. 62:8, 73:28, 91:2, 9, 94:22 and 142:6). It might be interesting to
observe the two instances with ‹:a› are stressless, all the other ones are stressed. (%aeXSAe of Ps. 57:2,
however, is stressed with <at>, while some of the %aeX:eSAe instances, surprisingly, are stressless.)172
Enlightening might be 1Sam. 17:20, which brings HaMMa&Gaa"LAa<zq> (thanks to ~G~ we can
identify ~.~ as shwa nax) and, two words away, %aeL_HaMMa'&:aRaaKhAa"<mn.zq>. The melodemes
assigned to the stressed syllables are the same, <zq>. The marked difference is the secondary accent
marked out with <mn> in the second word. Thus we can assume the tempo, i.e. the speech rate
recommended by the Masoretes, was to be slower in the second word. Hence, ~&:a~ instead of ~&~ is
given under the line. Was it an option offered to choose between ‹:› and ‹a› in a slower-rate word?
Occassionally, mss differ in their distribution of ‹:a› and ‹a›. At least some of those cases are
probably mistakes, such as Ma,XaShaaBhooTh in Exod. 35:32. The marginal masora of #L (#A is not
known for this location) says “3 times defective”. While MaX:aShaaBhoOTh occurs many times,173
these three are concerned with the note, being the same form: Ex. 31:4 MaX:aShaaBhooTh, 35:32
Ma,XaSh~ and again MaX:aSh~ in 35:35. MaXaSh~, however, does not occur in #A nor #R (they have
MaX:a~ and Ma,X:a~, respectively).
Hardly any doubt, however, can be cast on cases such as the variation in 3m.q.ipf XLM verb (with an
etymological, i.e. true, ‘guttural’ as 1st radical). Its 3m.pl. forms have JaX:aLooMuU"N<zq> in Joel
3:1 (with a paragogic nun), JaXL:MuU"<mn> (without it) in Job 39:4 and WaJJa,XaLMuU<tq> (the
consecutive form with a prefixed waw) in Gen. 40:5. The sg. forms are slightly more numerous in TN"K,
all with ‹:a› following X~ (Gen. 28:12, 37:5, 9, 41:5 and Is. 29:8 bis).
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<dx> as a whole-word melodeme needs no ". It is possible to write "~ so as to remind it is a prepositive accent.
One exception is %:a,ShaeR_ in Ps. 1:4 that have almost equidistant ‹:a› ‹,› ‹ae› in no constrained space. It
could be noted %:aShaeR in v. 1 has no ‹,›, probably as it is stressed (by <mh>). Here ‹,› then may mean stress.
172
The same applies to MaXSAe^/ee– (as in Is. 4:6, 25:4, 28:(15), 17, Ps. (14:16), 61:4, 104:18, Job 24:8, Prov.
14:26) and MaX:aSAe^ (as in Joel 4:16, Ps. 46:2, 62:9).
173
Even-Shoshan, op. cit., p. 645, lists 9 plus 15 more for maxsh:bhooth construct (including Gen. 6:5 spelled
also defectively in –ooTh) out of the total of 50 forms of max:ashaabhaa lexeme.
171
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Dialectal differences might also be a factor, as it is with Tha&:aBhuURiI"<7f> in Ruth 2:8, the
regular classical form being ta&abhri. (Please note ~uU~ in place of ~o~ in the classical paradigm. The
book is replete with dialectal/archaic forms).174
More differences may be found in the research, some certainly less obvious. Still, the research should
reserve a margin to admit that not all minute details are true expressions of the relevant pronunciation.
(v) Interestingly, a form of a prefix as if depended at times on one of the options only (if it were
options indeed). Thus, in 2Kings 10:22, La,%:aShae^R seems to provide its La,– for –%ShaeR
(forming a closed unstressed syllable in la%), seeing that the other option (?) –%aShaeR would require
Laa– for an open unstressed syllable. The same is seen in v. 24, La&:a5oOTh, apparently for –&5ooth,
whereas –&a5ooth would demand laa–. On the other hand, Haa%:aNaaShiI^M in the same verse, 24,
makes the impression of being adapted for haa–%anaashiim rather than ha%naashiim.
(vi) Rarely, the text repeats ‹:› replaced with ‹:a› or gives an impression of mirroring the rhythms of
~:~ with ~:a~. The former is the case of Deut. 28:43 but only in #R (nevertheless, let us bear in mind
#R represents today mss or perhaps families of mss, some of which not available anymore). Where #L
and #A offer Ma"&.LAa<mn> MMaa"&.LAa<at>175, #R has ~ MMaa^&:aLAa. Noteworthy is also
that all the ‹:›s can be taken as silent (so it does Matthew Anstey, op. cit.). Still, even if that assumption
is correct, it was possible to replace it with ‹:a› in an influential (i.e. recognized) set of mss.
The latter is the case in Song 5:16 XiKKoO Ma,M:ThaQQiIM W:KhuLLoO MaX:aMaDDiIM. In #L (no
#A nor #C for it are available), the words are Ma,M:Th|aQQiI"M<zq> and MaX!:aMaDDiI"M<at>
(with raphae over ‹Th› and dageš inside ‹X›, both of which excluded in BHS, | to avoid its excessive use,
‹X!› perhaps as it contradicted the accepted phonology176). The raphae was obviously placed over ‹Th›
to preserve its pronunciation as (or as if) postvocalic, in order to prevent the ~aMTa~ pronunciation as
represented by #R, which offers MaMTaQQiIM here. The reader could have easily overlooked the shwa
should be vocal. The ‹:a› fulfils a similar role in the second word, which sounds MaXMaDh in singular,
so anything that could stress there was a vowel inside ~X-M~ must have been welcome. A dot in the
midst of ‹X› observed in #L, unusual as it seems, might have fulfilled the same function: stop the
reader to let a vowel sound, MaXX:aMa~. As both words form a meaning pair, both are probably
plurals of intensity, it could also be assumed their sound was made close on purpose. (Masorah only
adds “twice, not in the book.” The other occurrence of the word, Neh. 8:10, comes also in a pair,
MaShMaNNiIM and Ma,MThaQQiIM (or MaMTaQQiIM in #R) with no | in #L. This may support the
shwa nax pronunciation of the Nehemiah pair that was to be avoided in the Song pair.) Although no
real warrant can be produced that the rhythmic patterns of the two words did really coincide, it could be
taken at least as an option able to support more arguments provided there are.
(vii) When a word has two melodemes,177 occasionally they get so close to each other that only a
syllable with ‹:a› separates the two accents, such as _J:GhiI'&:aKhaa"<mn.zq> in Deut. 28:33 and
HaKKoo'H:aNiI"M<mn.zq> in 2Sam. 17:15. We can either think of two adjacent stresses in a regular
word (the word in the example is not a compound) being admissible, or have to admit ‹:a› was a
syllable, rather than a mere relict of it. It would make sense also if one possible alternative would be ‹a›
and the other ‹:›. The secondary melodeme (<mn> in the examples) would apply in slower reading.
As a counterexample, a nasog axor stress shift might serve, which skipped ‹:a› in Ma"&:aDhAe<mr>
Bae"GhaeDh<azLg> of Prov. 25:20. Obviously, ‹:a› was taken as ‹:› for this purpose, otherwise we had
to admit an antepenultimate stress (which we should be ready to admit if evidence accumulates).
Another such case is found in Prov. 30:20. uUMaa"X:aThAa<mn> PhiI"Haa<at> due to PhiI^~ moves
its stress from ~ThAa back to ~Maa^~, again skipping ‹:a›. More examples like these might be drawn
from 2Sam. 3:28 and 15:1 (Mee%a"X:aReE<mn> Khee"N<zq>).
Another counterexample is a hendyadis of two verbal adverbs (‘infinitives absolutes’) in 1Sam. 17:16
where one could ask if HaShKeeM W:Ha&:aReeBh might have the pattern of the two words sound
more alike, 2–2 rather than 2–3 in syllables (hashkem ha&reb vs. hashkem ha&areb), given the forms
closely correspond and tendencies to repetion in languages are generally strong in such contexts.
174

I am indebted to Randall Buth (2005/2006, op. cit., p. 79, note 76) for this observation.
Both <mn><at> and MM~ indicate the two words form a phrasal unit with the main stress on the second
word. Please note its semantic (and sounding) opposition in the same verse, Ma"77Aa<mr> MMaa"77Aa<sq>.
176
While no reason is seen by the present author why not interpret it ‹XX›, we shall dwell on it only later.
177
The condition might have included a melodeme and a methegh marking a secondary accent, as they also often
get almost side by side. This function of it is, however, not always clear, so I refrain from mentioning it here.
175
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(viii) A pattern of ~‹:a›~ alternation with ~‹a›-‹:›~ is observed regularly in paradigms, as can be
found in basic grammars. Lev. 24:4, 8 lets us see a single form, rather than two different ones, showing
the same behaviour if a stressed suffix is appended to one of the tokens. Ja&:aRoo"Kh.<7f> (3ms ipf q)
and Ja,&aR:Khae"NNuU<tv> (3ms ipf q + suff. –ae^NNuU) is the same form of the &RK verb. A
change in stress forced ~oo~ to become ~:~ and the ~:a~ (were it a special reduced vowel or, as the
present author believes, a choice between ‹:› and ‹a› allowed by the Masoretic scholar) has changed
into an obligatory ~‹a›~ with no reduction possible.
(ix) It should be at least noted what may seem obvious to a Hebrew reader, that ‹:a› occurred where
etymologically or morphologically ‹aa› could have been traced, such as &aaBha^DhTiI (Gen. 31:6) →
&:aBhaDhTiI^Khaa (Gen. 31:41), which is &aabhadhti+khaa, or XaaCee^R and X:aCaR_ (both in
1Kings 7:12). At the same time (without implying anything at this stage), ‹:› or rather ‹(.)› seems to
come up where ‹a› occurred in other forms of the word. The two phenomena can be illustrated in Exod.
7:19 (though plethora of other locations could be provided, too), where _NaH:aRooThaaM is a
derivative of NaaHaaR while _%aGh(.)MeEHaeM derives from %:aGhaM (whose ‹:a›, on the contrary,
developed into ‹a›). Also Ha– questions in place of the regular H:a– could be ranked in this category,
such as Ha,M:KhaBBee^Dh in 2Sam. 10:3 prior to ~:~ and Ha&oODhae^NNuU in 1Kings 20:32 in
front of &~. The interrogative particle can rarely be also H:–, such as in H:,Raa%iI"Thaa<zq> of
1Kings 20:13.178 Where there is ‹aa›, occasionally ‹ae› can make another alternant, such as &:a5aaRAa
and &aa5aeR in 1Kings 7:43 and &ae5aeR in v. 37.
Beyond the obvious goes a note that it is ‹:a›, not ‹:o› what replaces ‹aa›. Should ‹aa› have been a
vowel of the ^O class, an ‹:o› rather than ‹:a› might have been expected in its alternants.
(x) A relationship between ‹:a› and ‹:e› can be seen in %:aDhooMiI^ (only in Deut. 23:8) and
%:aDhoOMiI^M (in 2Chron. 25:14 and 28:17), adjectives “Edomite” derived from the noun “Edom”,
%:eDhoO^M (such as Num. 34:3 and Josh. 15:1 as well as 2Chron. 25:19, which are the nearest
occurrences). It reminds of Amorrites, a people of Canaan that always appear %:e~ in TN"K,179 unlike
records of history that favour A~ from various inscriptions (such as Akk. Amurru, Sum. MAR.TU).
(xi) Repetitive patterns may occur inside words, too, often for an increased expressiveness. Thus, in
Lev. 19:28 we meet Qa&:aQa&, meaning a sort of incision or tattoo. One may ask if it was indeed a
three syllable word, as qa&qa& (a possible derivative from (?) Q&& or QJW&) would fit nicely into a
reduplicative derivational structure that is very common in languages of the world.
(xii) A xa7eph followed by a shwa have already been hinted at under (1)iv above. With ‹:a›, it was
WaH:aR.Gh.Nu"HuU<sq> in Judg. 16:2 of #L. Two consecutive xa7eph ‹:a›s have been shown in the
footnote, W:Haa%:aX:aRooNiIM in 2Chron. 26:22 of #L. It should be added that the #A’s version is
~%a~, #R has ~%a,~.

E1.6.2 (2)

The Xa7eph S:ghool ‹:e›

Much of what has been claimed concerning ‹:a› can be also said concerning the other two xa7ephs.
Thus, the account on ‹:e› can be considerably briefer.
(i) Unlike for ‹:a›, the sign ‹:e› has been observed mostly under ‹%›, occasionally under ‹H› and ‹&›
while collecting samples for the present research. Only a single occurrence under ‹X› has been noted
down. Specifically, nothing has been spotted outside of the traditional category of ‘gutturals’.
Those few ‹H› onsets are often the h-j-h forms, such as H:eJiIThae^M in Deut. 9:7, H:eJEe_ in Ps.
30:11 (#A has H:e,JEe_, #R has H:eJEe"<mhLg>) and H:eJoO,Th_ in Ex. 8:18 and 1Kings 11:36.
(Please note the ‹,› under ~JoO~ in spite of ‹_›. Was its purpose to emphasise the ‹:e›, or to do the
exact opposite?) These are some of the forms where ‹:e› was preferred to ‹:a› that is so commonplace
elsewhere.
‹%› probably has most of its tokens in %:eLooHiIM. Especially striking seems its predominance in
verb forms of 1s ipf where the prefix %– appears to attract ‹:e› even wherever all the rest of the
paradigm features ‹:a› (examples can be supplied from almost any grammar). A similar shift from ^A
to ^E that can be observed around ‹%› is seen with in verbal roots. Judg. 16:23 contains
Nae,%:eS:PhuU<p$>, a 3pl nif pf from Hee%aaSeePh. Characteristically, where ‹ae› precedes, the
form continues with ‹:e›. Where there is ‹ee›, ~%aa~ follows in the paradigm. Qal forms of the stem
add also ‹a›-‹a›, making the impression that, following ‹%›, the preceding vocalic colour is continued.
178
179

#A has a regular H:a– here as well as #R that regularizes also accents (<zq> H:a~<Zq>).
Even-Shoshan, op. cit., lists 86 occurrences, mostly with article (but for Num. 21:29, Ez. 16:45), on p. 92.
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(ii) Nae,%:eS:PhuU^ in Judg. 16:23 is interesting also as ‹:e› appears in a closed syllable in #L (both
#A and #R read Nae,%aeS:PhuU^). It can be supposed ‹:› in ‹:e› was accidentally left out.
(iii) Any phonology, being a discipline of linguistics, is interested primarily with differences in
meaning. A question naturally arises, how much ‹:e› can be declared a different phoneme from other
vowels, most prominently ‹:a›, should we suppose, as is traditional, that ‹:e› is indeed a singular sound
unit of the language (a supposition we are ready to question later). Potentially interesting seems Prov.
27:22, Ba,&:eLiI"<at>, with an obvious meaning difference, “with a pestle” (b: + ha + &:eli), from a
different word, Ba&LiI"<sq>, “my lord”, in Hos. 2:18.180 More differences, however, should be
collected in order to declare confidently ‹:e› and ‹:› as two distinct phonemes. If ‹:e›, on the other hand
can be interpreted as an explicit alternative between ‹e› and ‹:›, what we had here would be just Ba&LiI
as one of the homonyms in a language. The internal structures of the two words are different, one stem
is &LJ, the other is B&L. The syllables distribute differently. &:e~ appears as a natural beginning of a
word that was simply preserved after a prefix, while with B&L, an intra-stem reduction is apparent.
The question has another ramification. The nature of the distinction between ‹:e› and ‹:a› could
validate, or otherwise, a few names known from TN"K as containing ‹:e›, such as %:eWiIL
M:RooDhaKh (2Kings 25:27, Jer. 52:31), a king of Babylon, known from history as Awil/Amil
Marduk. Again, a people known as Amurru in history, is found as %:eMooRiI (e.g. Num. 21:29) on the
pages of TN"K. In fact, Gen. 25:30 shows conversion (real or felt) from %aaDhooM to %:eDhoOM.
Also chatephs convert, as can be seen in 1Kings 11:14, Haa%:aDhooMiI"<at> and Bae%:eDhoO"M
<sq> in a single sentence.
(iv) What seems most interesting, however, are all those cases when something has been inserted
between ‹:› and ‹ae› inside an ‹:e› sign. Most often it is ‹,› and fairly frequently the word is %:eLooHiIM
or %:eLooHaJ though other words are not so infrequent, and occasionally a different insertion can be
observed. %:,eLooHiI^M is in Ps. 5:11, 50:1, 51:16, 53:3, 58:7, 68:8, 69:6, 75:2, 77:17, 82:1 and 144:9.
%:,eLooHa^J has been noticed in Ps. 22:3, 25:2, 42:7, 71:4, 17, Ps. 72:1 and 83:14. Other forms
include %:,eLoo,HeEHae^M in Judg. 9:27 and Ps. 79:1 (with a minor change in ‹,›, i.e. ~LooHae,M )
as well as %:,eLooHeE,Khae^M in Ps. 76:12. Other words include %:,eLiIMae^LaeKh in Ruth 1:2.181
Forms such as %:,eLoo,HeEHae^M in Judg. 9:27 seem to suggest there might have been certain
alternativeness approved for ‹,›, given its double occurrence in the two subsequent syllables. If it were
secondary accents, hardly could they have been demanded or described for %:,e~ and ~Loo,~
simultaneously. The same logic could have been applied to ‹:e›—either ‹:›, or ‹ae› might have applied.
Another “thing” inserted between the two portions of the sign is a strikingly large space as can be
observed not infrequently in mss, and a stroke of a letter may also intrude. (I have pointed to a few such
cases earlier, but more research in mss has obviously to be done.182)
The syllable counts both as ‹:› and as ‹ae›, perhaps alternatively. Haa%oo"H:eLAa<zq> in Judg. 4:18
(locative of %ooHaeL with an unstressed –Aa attached) must obviously disregard its ~:e~ for counting
stress, otherwise concession must have been made to the Hebrew stress that is considered to be either
ultimate, or paenultimate. A well known testimony to the “:” value of ‹:e› is q# –:–oO–i– for %LHJM
read in place of the Divine Name (e.g. Ps. 140:8, 141:8 and many times elsewhere), while %LHJM
spelled out in text begins with %:e~.
On the other hand, W:– prefix is affected by its ^E value. In 2Kings 2:1, Wae%:eLiIŠaa"&<7f> that
morphologically is the prefix w: + %:e~word, does not alter into wi%:liishaa& as it would do preceding
a ‹:› syllable (in spite of the following ‹ii› syllable that might only facilitate it). It still vocalizes in a form
less frequent, Wae–, to compensate for the missing vowel. It should be noted %:eLiIShaa& is a name.
That is why Wae– cannot include an article in its vowel.
The noun B:HeeMAa has BaeH:eMaTh as its constr. sg. form with no suffix attached. It is found
twice in Num. 3:41, both with a B:– prefix and without. What affects the pattern is suffix, not prefix.183
180

Surprisingly, this is the only token. The many other occurrences of B&LJ are plurals Ba&:aLeE.
It may be superfluous to note the ‹,› following the whole of chateph is also an option, the more frequent one.
Wae,%:e,MuUNaaThoO^ of Ps. 98:3 with its ‹:e,› (also in #A) shows there were no less than two positions to
place methegh to for an ancient scribe, even in psalms. The ‹:,e› was no necessity and perhaps no scribal whim.
182
To add one more: Consider how far ‹:› is from ‹e› in %ae&:e5Ae_ of Gen. 2:18 in #L. The ‹:› is the same
distance away from the previous ‹ae› as from the next. And it appears slightly tilted and up. (Not down as it might
seem at the first sight. The seeming “second” point is actually the top of <qd> on Y below. The true second point
is much fainter and up below the left leg of ‹%›. It is enough to check the page to see this style of ‹:e› is regular.)
181
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The relationship of the absolute and construct forms is that they switch the pattern of reduction in the
first two syllables.
Occasionally, ‹:e› seems to alternate with ‹:a›. An example available so far is H:eSiI,Th:Khaa"<mr>
from 1Sam. 26:19. The same form is found also in Job 36:16 as H:aSiITh:Khaa"<az>, provided the two
books can be compared linguistically. More research is needed.
What seems surprising are also the forms that might have been expected to contain ‹:e› but actually
fail to do so. One of them, the verb h-p-k, has nif. pf. 3pl. either NaeHaePh:KhuU^ (1Sam. 4:19 <mr>
and Dan. 10:16 <mh>), or NaeHP:KhuU^ (accented in Ps. 78:57 <rv>, accentless in Job 19:19
followed by _BhiI"<sq> and Job 41:20 _LoO <mr>). It needs not be reminded to Hebrew scholars that
an absence of vowel is a form of shwa, i.e. the silent shwa, marked with the same sign, ‹:›. Some other
forms of the verb display ‹:a› (nah:aphookh, inf., or the noun h:apheekhaa). No ‹:e› has been observed.
The ‘guttural’ character of ‹H› is indubitable. But the emergence or disappearance of a chateph seems
to display no convincing correlation with the guttural. Also the typical vocalic colour of the paradigm,
‹ee›/‹ae›, appears not to be copied into the colour of the particular chateph.

E1.6.2 (3)

The Xa7eph Qaamaec ‹:o›

Again, much of what has already been written above concerning ‹:a› and ‹:e› applies, mutatis mutandis,
to ‹:o› as well.
(i) The letters that show the sign are, once again, an impressive list, comprising far more that just
the ‘gutturals’ or even laryngo-pharyngeal/velar pairs. They, of course, come forward expectedly.
• ‹H› In words with flection, ‹:o› can occasionally be seen to appear in turns with another chateph,
such as ‹:e›. Two vocalic colours alternate under ~H~ in %ooheel, ^E and ^O, as in %oH:oLeEHae^M
in Deut. 11:6. Other vowels include ‹o›, ‹ee›, ‹ae› and ‹:e›. With names, no alternatives are seen, such
as %oH:oLiI%aa^Bh in Ex. 38:23, also Gen. 36:18 bis, %oH:oLiIBhaaMAa^, with ‹,› on %o,~ in one
instance, away from %o~ on ~LiI,~ in the second case. Again in v. 25 (no ‹,›). The traditional ~o~ in
their first syllable betrays the syllable is to be understood as closed, as if %oH~, though in fact it
appears open, %o~. This might have been the meaning of ‹,› in some instances of these words, such as
_%o,H:oLeEKhae"M<p$> in Josh. 22:8. The chateph might be taken, with advantage, only as a
manner of materializing ~H~. With [h/ɦ], it seems well founded as this sound takes over the acoustic
structure (the formant structure that physically ‘forms’ the colour) of the neighbouring vowels, adding
only more friction (higher formant turbulences) to the sound. This explanation somewhat vanishes in
locations such as Ex. 33:8 where, besides %oH:oLoO^ where the identical acoustic background can
nicely account for ~H:o~ as a single consonant unit, also Haa%oo^H:eLAa is found, which does not fit
so nicely to such an acoustic explanation. Moreover, Ps. 78:55 seems to further subvert the possibility
that ‹:e› were induced by a non-O sound. B:%oH:oLeEHae^M has no ‹:e› due to ‹ee›. Finally, the same
carry-over explanation cannot be applied to other consonants that also feature ‹:o› at times.
• ‹%› In Judg. 5:6 bis, %:oRaaXoO^Th clearly preserves an ^O sound in other forms of the lexeme.
Was it important to keep it distinct from %:aruxot (“meals”)? Or was there another distinction
involved, such as %oraxot (%orax, “way”) and %orxot (%or:xa, “caravan”)? Or was the ‹:o› no real
distinction from ‹:a› at all? Distinguishing function seems obvious even to a novice in Hebrew with e.g.
%:oNiI (see 1Kings 9:26, “fleet of ships”) in contrast with %:aNiI (“me”).184 How many such pairs can
be established is a crucial question for definition of phonemes in this language, or more precisely, in
various dialects of the language, provided they can be reconstructed.
• ‹X› Judg. 9:9, 11 and 13 have HaeX:oDha"LTiI<p$>. It is interesting in that the form in the base of
the compound (H:a+XDL+TiI) is XaaDaL, not XooDaL. The form would be easy to explain if it were in
fact two alternatives, ~XaaDhaLTiI and ~X:DhaLTiI,185 for the reader to select. W:%ae,X:oZiI_ in
Ruth 3:3 seems to also witness for morphological rather than mere phonetic origin of ‹:o›. While
stuffed in between ~ae and iI~ (neither of which vowels it repeats), the m. version of this f. impv. is
183

Out of the 38 instances of the form, it is found also in Num. 3:45, Deut. 28:26, 1Sam. 17:44, Is. 18:6 twice
(with uUL:– and without), and with no exception in Jer., 7:33, 15:3, 16:4, 19:7, 34:20. All other forms have a
suffix and ~Hae~. On the other hand, Bh:HaMT:Khaa"<7f>, also a suffixed form, is found in Deut. 28:11. (N. B.
there are three more instances of constr. sg. in chap. 28, one of them also –BhaeH:eMaTh (v. 26).
184
It is perhaps not so much off the point to note Waa%:oNiI (wo%:oni?) in this place (or Baa%:oNiI / bo%:oni?
elsewhere) shows greater difference from analogous compounds with %:aNiI—Wa%:aNiI, Ba%:aNiI.
185
Some other forms of the verb have shwa nax under X, such as JaeXDaL, WaJJaXD:LuU (also X:aDhaa^LuU).
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%:eXooZ, suggesting either ‹oo› → ‹:o› or a selection between ‹o› and ‹:› alternatives. A name (of
unclear origin) is X:oReeM in Josh. 19:38. It is interesting to note it is preserved in two versions in LXX,
Αριµ in one tradition (represented by ms Alexandrinus), Ωραµ in another (represented by ms
Vaticanus). Do the two traditions comprise also a hesitation if the vowel, for which ‹:o› stands in the
much later Masoretic tradition, had been of the ^A, or ^O family? The word MoX:oRaaTh (as in Gen.
19:34) can represent native items that always appear so in TN"K—possibly indicating either a truly
reduced vowel, provided it is upheld further, or a genuine variation within the native vocabulary.
• ‹&› At least one word pair has been observed in the stage-I read-through, that is &:oNiI (“misery”)
of Ex. 3:7 and elsewhere, and &aaNiI, an adjective (“a miserable one”), Ex. 22:24 and elsewhere. The
adjective &aaNiI can be reduced to a chateph, &:aNiJJeE_ (Job 24:4, please note ‹:a›), while forms of
&:oNiI can have a full vowel (&oNJeeNuU in Deut. 26:7, a pausal &oo"NiI<at> in Deut. 16:3). Both
with full vowels together are found in Job 36:15, &aaNiI"<mn> Bh:&oNJoO"<at>, “poor in poverty”.
It is worth noting that &aaNiI though reduced frequently, always shows ‹:a›, so ‹:o› distinguishes the
other form. It is also worth noting b:+&:onii, such as 1Sam. 1:11, gives Bo&:oNiI^ (no article), while
the same word with a full vowel b:+&onji gives B:&oNJiI^, such as 1Chr. 22:14. (The other word gives
La&:aNiJJaeKhaa, as in Deut. 15:11.) Words such as Po&:oLae"Khaa<at> in Ps. 77:13 can document
the diversity of traditions concerning the syllable that precedes the one with chateph. While Ashkenazic
Jewry considers it closed and pronounces [ɔ], Sephardim take it as open and pronounce [a]. Unlike the
MoX:oRaaTh above, this word is more frequent, with more forms. That is why it can be seen the [ɔ] is
carried over to p@&@l.khaa, in spite of the syllable being clearly open. The ‹:o› in the second syllable
alternates with ‹:a› in other forms. In fact, the basic form is poo&al. One can only ask how much
phonological information is really transmitted by ‹:o› in forms such as this. There are also simple cases,
such as &:oPhaaRiI^M of Song 4:5, 7:4, which is plural of &oophaer.
• ‹R› in R:o%iI"<at> (“seeing”) of Gen. 16:13, possibly a shorter version of roo%ii (but r:%ii seems
also valid), N. B. in a quotation from a possibly different dialect. An imported word seems more clearly
to be a watering trough rahat, an Arameism that adds local colour to the Mesopotamian setting of the
story of Jacob, e.g. BaR:oHaa7iIM in Gen. 30:38. (In TN"K, chateps are more generously strewn in
Aramaic.) The plural in Hebrew elsewhere is BaaR:Haa7iI"M<sq> in Song 7:6 and
_Haa'R:Haa7iI"M<mn.zq> in Ex. 2:16 (it still seems to add a foreign colour). The ‹:o› and ‹:› correlate.
These could have been expected given that most textbooks consider generating chatephs from them a
physiological necessity, or at least a natural and regular process. Would this be so, one might expect
also ‘emphatic’186 ‹C›, ‹7› and ‹Q› be included in the set. This is not so in theory, though in fact at least
two of the three can be seen occasionally to produce ‹:o› (but their ‘non-emphatic’ counterparts, too.)
• ‹C› in Gen. 43:11, C:oRiI (also C:RiI exists). CiPP:oRiI"M<mn> of Ps. 104:17 is pl. of cippoor.
• ‹S› Q,oS:o(W)MiI_ in 1Sam. 28:8 has the marginal masorah that notes QSMJ is to be read in place
of QSWMJ, adding the “W” is “superfluous in the meaning”, as if its previous q#/k# note was not
enough. Have they rather meant the (W) was felt as a sort of mater lectionis (testifying to the ^O value
of ‹:o›), but was not needed for ‹:o›, though not entirely inappropriate, just “superfluous”? (A similar
note seems to be appended to more instances of ‹:o›.)
• ‹Q› in LuQQ:oXAa_ of Gen. 2:23, also in %aeL_Q:oBhaaThaa"H<at> of Num. 25:8 (strangely
enough, from qeebhaa; perhaps qubbaa nearby might have some effect). 'QoDhQ:oDhoO"<rvM> of
2Sam. 14:25, Ps. 7:17, and QoDhQ:oDhae^Khaa of Deut. 28:35 support the tradition the value of ‹:o›
is in the ^O realm as the noun is an apparent reduplication of *qod. The traditional interpretation has
the second syllable half-reduced. An alternative theory makes it an option to repeat, or reduce, the
syllable. It is a simple and phonetically more feasible model than to keep three different phonological
durations of [o] in a word. Also (HaQ)Q:oDhaaShiI^M (e.g. in Lev. 21:22) and X:oDhaaShiIM (e.g. in
Judg. 11:37, 38, 39; 19:2) are well-known examples from grammars. Please note the ‹o› of ‹:o› and
‹aa›, here side by side, are signs with an identical look, perhaps/obviously a single sign.
Wa%:aLaQ:o7Aa"<mn> (“so that I gather”) is told to No&:oMiI (a Hebrew name) in Ruth 2:2. Please
186

‘Emphatic’ is taken as pharyngealized here. Should we consider them ‘glottalized’, the problem of not
behaving as ‘gutturals’ is not alleviated, rather compounded. If it meant ‹C›, ‹7› and ‹Q› with a stiff, creaky or
breathy voice, these voiceless sounds would certainly need clear vowels around. If it meant preglottalization for
them, we could ask why the glottal stop ‹%› behaves as a ‘guttural’, but not preglottalized sounds. Implosives and
ejectives would be very unusual with an affricate ‹C›; with a sibilant ṣ, it is hard to think of an articulatory gesture
as the downward or upward movement, respectively, of the glottis normally demand oral closure.
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note two different chatephs in the verb. Its ‹:o› is related to a form vocalized more fully (~Qoo~) while
elsewhere a simple shwa (~Q:~) is displayed.187 No more that two instances of BaRQ:oNiIM are in
TN"K (Judg. 8:7 and 16). The name of the plant, however, has been transliterated into Greek, LXX in ms
Alexandrinus has βαρκοννιµ, while Vaticanus has αβαρκηνιν.188 In them, ‹o› and another value seem to
be reflected. The Greek η was a very closed [e] in the day of LXX, but it could easily represent a murky
vowel of another language, the more so, given the Greek phoneme was in the stage of transition to
another vowel in those days.
• ‹K› While Q might seem to contain enough of ‘emphatic’ features to substantiate phonetic reasons
for a chateph, ‹K› is the exact opposite. Not a trace of anything ‘emphatic’ should be supposed as the
consonant appears to be (in fact, is, in comparable phonologies) in phonological opposition of ‹Q›.
Otherwise, what would be the reason for two letters of ^K? Surprisingly, and somewhat in an analogy
to ‹C› and ‹S›, also ‹K› carries a chateph sometimes. The composition of Ja&K:oR.Khaa"<mr> of Josh.
7:25 seems interesting as ~R.~ might be either ~R:~ with shwa naa&, with the result that the syllables
~K:o+R:+Khaa189 are open (that is why ~Khaa begins with ‹Kh›, not ‹K›)—or ~R.~ is ~R~ with shwa
nax, with the result ~K:oR~ is a closed syllable (~Khaa must be controlled with a dedicated rule to have
always ‹Kh›; which is not impossible and not entirely without analogy).
• ‹T› Ex. 28:40 has KhuTT:oNoo"Th under <zq> (sg. is kuttoonaeth), quite surprisingly as <zq> is a
rather strong accent (the nearby v. 42 has a pausal form under another <zq>).
• ‹D› In Josh. 23:5, JaeHD:oPhee"M<mn> stands for jaehdooph + (h)eem. Here, ‹:o› is clearly a
reduced ‹oo› (where jaehd:pheem might have been enough, ‹:o› makes the ‹oo› being remembered). In
D:oMiI_ of Ps. 83:2, no morphology seems to substantiate it. (There are two more instances of the
form in Is. 62:6 and 7 as well as a simple reduction in BiDhMiI (b:+d:mi) of Is. 38:10.) Morphology is
mostly absent in names. Their advantage, however, is they have been transcribed in the versions, e.g.
Mordokhai is always MoRD:oKha^J/~aa^J (e.g. Est. 8:15), in LXX Μαρδοχαιος, in Vul. Mardocheus.
• ‹P› In Lev. 14:4, _CiPP:oRiI"M<mr> is followed with two adjectives (<7f> <at>), so a moderate
reduction (<mr>) might be admissible, still this is the last noun in the phrase. (HaCCiPPoo"R<mn> in
v. 50 is in a comparable structure, but pointed with no ‹:o›. Anyway, please note the defective spelling.)
Moreover, CiPP:oRiI"M of v. 49 is under <at>, the second strongest accent (which triggers pausal
forms elsewhere, though here it is not probable to expect as the <at> is found in the middle of a list).
• ‹B› BhaShiBB:oLiI"M<zq> in Ruth 2:2 is pl. of shibboolaeth, consistently in that form all over its
13 instances in Scripture apart from ShiBB:aLeE"<mn> once in Zach. 4:12 (describing two
extensions, probably products of the olive trees, but very likely the same word). Anyway, a chateph
under ‹B› is in them all. In Num. 32:35 and Judg. 8:11, W:JoGhB:oHAa"<at> has ‹:o› where other
historical sources show “a” for the name (see Lat., Gr., dict. etc.). Ni,Bh:oHaa"L<mr> of Prov. 28:22
in #L and #A (but for switched accents, ~"~~,<mr>) has NiBhHaa"L<mr> as its counterpart in #R.
• ‹M› &aMM:oNiJJoOTh in 1Kings 11:1 clearly reduces ‹o› in other forms of the name.
~JoQM:o&aaM in 1Kings 4:12 appears as JoQM:&aaM in 1Chr. 6:53 and J:QaM&aM in 1Chr. 24:23
(WiI,QaM&aaM of 1Chr. 23:19 is apparently w:+j:qam&am again. With BaaM:o(W)TheE of Deut.
32:13, the marginal masorah, after noting q# of the BMOTJ k#, has added the “W” was “superfluous”.
Was it a superfluous mater lectionis what was meant? Or an etymological “O” recommended to reduce.
• ‹N› Josh. 12:22 mentions a king of JoQN:o&aaM, an apparently foreign name.
(ii) An appearance of a mater occurs if k# seems to show either a full version of what q# offers only a
reduced remnant, or (in line with an alternative theory) k# spells out only one option out of the two in
the composite sign. Thus Is. 18:4 offers %$QW7H in k#, which supplied with q# vowels obtains the
shape of %aeShQ:o(=W)7Aa. Does it mean that the original *‹oO› should be reduced into ‹:o›? Or that
one can choose from either ‹:›, or ‹o(=W)›? The marginal masorah simply says “superfluous W”. This
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The sign(s) presented as ‹:o› in 2:2 of BHS appear(s) quite interesting in the original #L. Its ‹:› portion,
obviously for the lack of space between ‹a› and the downward protrusion of ‹Q›, is pushed well below its ‹o›
portion so that the two portions are almost on top of each other. In 2:7, the two portions are almost side by side,
though not entirely, with the effect that the strong impression they are but two signs combined can still be held.
In #A, the ‹:o› has much more familiar look. On the other hand, the ‹Q!› has dagesh, ~QQ~. Interestingly, the #R
version keeps ‹Q!› of #A but offers ‹:› instead of ‹:o› in both 2:2 and 2:7.
188
There seems to be more confusion over the word in other mss, such as βαρκοννειµ (pronunciation the same as
A) and βαρκοµµειν (which appears to be simply a corruption of the former).
189
“+” is concatenation. Within the present transliteration, it is free to separate parts of words for any reason.
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word in #A looks as the one in #L and #R (apart from ~H| and also ‹:› well below and right from ‹o›). It
bears marks of being erased and rewritten. Interestingly enough, masorah parva says ML (probably
“full”). Also #C presents the word as #A, only ‹o› is well below its ‹:› ‘component’ (so that it does not
appear as any component) in spite of no spatial constraints to put them side by side. The masorah is
barely legible in my copy, but ML is the probable reading. Again, %WNJWT is a k# in 2Chron. 8:18 to
the q# of %:oNiJJoO"Th<rv>. The look of #L is the same in #A and #R (their masorah says
“superfluous” on W). Chronicles are not extant in #C.
(iii) Fairly interesting are two instances of a (seeming) ‹:oo› to devote a few separate paragraphs to
it. One of them is in Ezech. 9:11—apparently K:oo"%:aShae"R<7f.mr>. The note attached instructs to
read (q#) k:khool %:ashaer, making the pointing not so exceptional after all. What should attract our
attention, however, is the way the naqdanim conflated two different readings. The double vocalisation
is not present in #A (it looks almost exactly as the spot is printed in BHS, including the masorah parva),
i.e. Kh:"%:aShae"R<7f.(perpendicular stroke)> + q# KKL %$R QRJ. In #L, however, a massive point
is stands out over ‹Kh›, which could hardly be <rv> as two other ‘accents’ are on the word already, one
of them under the same letter. The masorah parva reads the same. This configuration seems to be quite
faithfully rendered in the printed editions of #R (see above). The question that remains to ask is
whether ‹:o› (and analogically also ‹:a› and ‹:e›) could also offer two alternatives, ‹:›\‹o› (as well as
‹:›\‹a› and ‹:›\‹ae›), in a similar way as ‹:oo› did in this instance.
The other instance of ‹:oo› is 2Kings 21,26. WaJJiQB:;oo"R<mr>190 looks very much like a mistake
since WaJJiQBooR makes a good sense as it stands while WaJJiQB:R would be difficult to maintain
even in connection to the following %ooThoO"<tv> (wajjiqb:roothoo).191 The hand, however, is clear at
this particular spot in #L, letters are not compressed and unequivocal to interpret. One can still hesitate
if this was one of those mistakes that would disqualify the manuscript as unsuitable for use, or was it
meant as a strange alternative. But no masorah has any comment.
#A has it as WaJJiQ.Boo*R where the <*> is a perpendicular stroke that can be <mr> in line with the
handwriting (it looks very much like the one under DiBh.ReE"<mr> (v. 25) exactly above in the line
before), rather than ‹,› as it would appear in the first sight. This clear hand would not allow it to be ‹:›,
not even to be mistaken for it.
#C in this portion looks also exceptionally clear. It reads WaJJiQBooR with only vanishing possibility
there is a dot closely attached to the bottom of ‹B›. The hard contrast of my photograph does not allow
for exclusion of the chance that there was another dot below it that sank already into the white
background. Still, most of the dots and dashes around are well visible. So it can be tentatively
concluded #C does not support the whimsical version of #L.
#R is not a manuscript but a testimony on a selection of manuscripts some of them probably lost for
today’s research. A commercial print of #R has the version that copies #A, WaJJiQBoo"R<mr>. This
helps conclude with a reasonable certainty that BHS has reproduced faithfully a mistake of #L.
Ancient translations render plural here (εθαψαν, sepelierunt~, WQBRW, etc.). This might help
explain the strange ‹:› under ‹B› in #L if wajjiqb:ru had also been eligible.

E1.7

Diphthongs

MsH is believed to have had no true diphthongs.192 There are good reasons in the history of the
language to maintain that. Still, phonology should at least consider the issue independently, since what
linguistic history tells, what the users of the language believe (often influenced by their system of
writing), what foreigners hear and what phonology finds can be, and sometimes indeed are, different
things. We are going to touch the issue briefly in I 1.5.
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“;” separates vowels wherever double vocalisation is found. The previous example could also be K:;oo%~.
The way %aaR.D. / %aeR.D. of Gen. 46:21 might have been pronounced %a?R[ə]D~, cf LXX Αραδ (Vul.
Ared). Cf also J:R%uU in Josh. 24:14, 1Sam. 12:24 and Ps. 34:10 (to which, however, see E2.1.1(2) further on).
192
Unlike the earliest aH, for which */au/ and */ai/ are reconstructed, and, possibly, survived in a few words (in
final positions in monosyllables). Regularly, however, they were broken in two syllables or smoothed in a
monophthong. We are not concerned here with these processes of early history.
191
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Words like ShaU&Aa (Ex 2:23) or forms like HaaJ.ThAa (Gen. 1:2) and BaJ.ThAa (Ezra 6:16) do
not seem exceptional at all in TN"K. In fact, a search .*[äëöaeiou][wy][`´BDPTKqmnszSšbdkgtpGhHclr]*
executed via the command line in BibleWorks 6.0193 on the Transliterated Hebrew OT database (©
Matthew Anstey, 2001) produces an impressive list of 297 forms (i.e several times as many instances).
Given this is only a crude search, and dependent on Mr. Anstey’s interpretation of the TN"K text, the
instances of a more careful research should certainly attract the attention of a phonologist.

E2

Consonants

In gathering samples of primary data, the approach we have taken, and indeed that seems most
natural, is the bottom-up work-out, i.e. starting from the elements and working upwards to larger units
or items that appear to be somehow derived from them. In particular, we have dealt with simple vowels
first, with a reduced vowel (its two signs) second, and only then we have turned to the reduced units
that may be reduced vowels, too, or a combination of the previous items.
Keeping such a bottom-up approach in the passages that follow obtains that we focus first on
consonants themselves, before coming to phenomena that mark the class or more of its items in
general, and only subsequently getting to larger units, clusters and syllables. As consonants do not
appear so interesting to discuss samples of the most of them for Masoretic Hebrew phonology, we are
going to concentrate in detail only on a few of them, those that seem to have the greatest potential for
disturbing a phonological theory on Masoretic Hebrew. Majority of them is to be covered in a few
general classes and two common signs that accompany them in the text of TN"K.

E2.1

Aleph ‹%›

Phonetically, aleph represents a glottal stop, i.e. a plosive that is created in the glottis in a way that
excludes their simultaneous vibration, giving the plosive the only option to be voiceless. As with any
plosive, it seems that its execution is binary, that is, it either is, or is not executed. On a closer look,
however, it is, as with any plosive, a multi-faceted issue. Plosives can be executed with a various degree
of completeness and duration. Sometimes they can be left out altogether. It can be the same with a
glottal stop, too. This is, in fact, a foremost question with MsH aleph that we have to ask first.
Indications can be collected in TN"K showing both that ‹%› was still going strong, and that it was
weak already or was not read at all anymore. This does not concern its use as mater lectionis. It is an
ancient usage and is not in conflict with its consonantal value, just and ‹H›, ‹J› and ‹W› were able to be
used as matres and consonants at the same time. What it concerns is that it appears from some
samples that its consonantal presence was so weakened that it can be doubted it was present in those
particular contexts at all.194 In a few words, it seems its real utterance had to be preserved or upheld
with a dagesh, a sign that is going to be dealt with only subsequently. Let us collect evidence for these
various cases, option by option.
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The pattern basically searches for any, short or long, vowel a, e, o OR short i, u followed by w or y followed by
any of the list of consonants. It was only a ‘rule of a thumb’ search (with some characters missing in vowels and in
consonants, e.g. end-of-word). I needed only to find out if the condition was frequent and (roughly) how much.
194
Murtonen (1990) Hebrew in its West Semitic Setting. Part Two: Phonetics and Phonology. Leiden, E. J. Brill,
maintains: “In much of our materials, however, the sign appears to be largely graphical only, without consonantal
value; not only at the end of words or (originally) immediately preceding another consonant, but also in other
positions, and occasionally omitted in consonant text too” (p. 18).
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E2.1.1

A Glottal Stop Missing

The first case is the one of the glottal stop left out completely, an ‹%› of no value at all. It should be
mentioned in advance that all the indubitable instances of ‹%› as mater lectionis are not considered.

E2.1.1 (1)

The Letter Missing

If an ‹%› is missing where it should have been (according to other instances of the word or in line with
contemporary understanding) and we have a reason to believe it might have been expected, it is a
strong indication of ‘phonetic’ spelling, i.e. the writer recorded no ‹%› as it was not heard in his
particular vernacular he used. (The reasons could have been different, so this cannot be a concluding
testimony and a conclusive proof.)
In Lev. 11:43, W:Ni7MeeThae^M should have been ~Ni7MEEThaeM as it is a nif. form of 7M%.
(Another form of the word is closely preceding, Thi,77aMM:%uU^, with its ‹%› having been functional
in an onset of a syllable, in a ~VCV~ setting.) Ni7MEEThaeM is found in Ez. 20:43, with ‹%› in place.
A similar incident can be seen in Num. 11:11. LOO_MaaCaa^ThiI instead of _MaaCAA^ThiI seems
to have lost its root-final consonant ‹%›, though all the other forms are consistent in displaying
~MC%~ throughout TN"K.195 A few verses later, in v. 15, we read %iM_MaaCAAThiI as expected. Also
under stress but still missing is ‹%› in HaJJoOCee^Th of Deut. 28:57. Was it not considered verbal?
An interesting incident has been recorded in 1Sam. 1:17. Shee'LaaThee"Kh:<mn.zq> is sh:%eelaa~
with (:%) absent. A complete absence of a middle-root letter is so notable that it is appropriate to ask if
Sh-(%)-L is a good parsing. Marginal masorah, however, confirms it is the traditional understanding.
It points this is one of 11 locations ‹%› is not pronounced. On the other hand, other occurrences of the
word present ‹%› in its regular consonantal value.196
Masorah points to other cases of leaving out ‹%›: Gen. 44:29 W:QaaRaaHuU (cf Gen. 42:38
uUQRaa%aaHuU), 1Kings 6:59 MaaŠaaL (cf Josh. 21:30 MiŠ%aaL), 1Kings 11:39 HaBBeeRooThiI
(cf 2Sam. 23:37 HaBB:%eeRooThiI) and Jer. 8:11 WaJ:RaPPuU (cf Jer. 6:14 WaJ:RaPP:%uU).
Tov, op. cit., p. 255, offers several examples of words with ‹%› left out (BeETh ShaaN 3 times, in
Sam. only, and BeETh Sh:%aaN 6 times), TGLTh P:LaeSaeR (2Kings 16:7), TGLTh PiL%aeSaeR (v.
10), ShaLTiI%eeL (Hag. 1:12, 14; 2:2), Sh:%aLTiI%eeL (Hag. 1:1 and 6 more places). He offers four
examples of common words, but the ones quoted here are particularly valuable as names are usually
transliterated in the versions. Regrettingly, glottal stops map to zero in Greek, so e.g. Βαιθσαν (read
[bethsan] in the day) is not very informative, though in one of the places, 1Chr. 7:29 it has Βαιθσααν,
which is almost explicit in having ‹%› as a consonant. More interesting is targum (Tg1Chr) prefers
BeETh Sh:%aaN. It has kept the spelling wherever there was Sh:%aaN, it has kept ShaN in 1Sam.
31:10, 12 but in 2Sam. 21:12 (ShaN) it offers both the variants: MRXWB BJT_Š%N DBJT_ŠN... In the
latter two words, the Greek and Latin versions seem to stick to a consistent form which I find difficult
to interpret unequivocally. Still, the very presence of variants with and without ‹%› in one sequence
(see Hag.) might suggest ‹%› was not yet completely devoid of any sound value in the time the
consonantal text was recorded. Otherwise, Sh:%aL~ and ~L%ae~ are hard to give reason for. The
Greek version appears to support it in at least one incidence.
Sometimes, it is difficult to recognize if an ‹%› is really missing, or a different (form of the) word
appears, such as with KiThMoOL of 2Kings 13:5. Should it be interpreted as k:+%aethmool (in which
case it would be an evidence of a dropped ‹%› and [ʔ]), or is it simply k:+t:mool (a synonymous word)?
The ~i~ might suggest a ~:+~:~ process, but a frequency and literary analysis might also be helpful. In
other times, alternatives do not seem to fit the text, such as in 2Sam. 6:1, “(David) assembled,” from
%-S-P (where the orthographic WaJJoo^SaePh or W:JaaSa^Ph, as they are met in their other many
instances such as Gen. 8:10, 18:29 etc. for the former, or Lev. 22:14, 27:13 etc. for the latter, cannot be
easily considered, as J-S-P “add, do again” does not make sense). Other such case of ‹%› missing in %S-P is TooSee^Ph of Psalm 104:29, whose four additional incidences of the form (all in Torah) are,
again, derivations of J-S-P. More probably, these are evidences of ‹%› being absent in pronunciation.
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See two and a half pages in the Even-Shoshan’s Concordance, op. cit., p. 694–697.
‹%› is not pronounced in 2Sam. 22:40; 1Kings 11:39; 2Kings 16:7, 19:25; Pss 99:6, 119:101; Job 41:17; Neh
3:13; 1Chr. 5:26 and 12:39. It is pronounced in 1Sam. 1:17 (cf Est 5:6); 2Sam. 22:40 (cf Ps. 18:40); 1Kings 5:26
(cf 1Kr 5:6); 1Kings 11:39 (cf Ps. 119:42); 1Kings 12:39 (cf Gen. 45:7); 2Kings 16:7 (cf 2Kings 15:29); 2Kings
19:25 (cf Is. 37:26); Ps. 99:6 (cf 2S 15:11); Job 41:17 (cf Ps. 62:5); Neh. 3:13 (cf Neh 3:14).
196
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With hapax legomena, no comparison can be made. Such is the case of W:Haa,(%)SaPhSuPh<p$> /
W:HAA,SaPhSuPh of Num. 11:4, the only incidence (as the masorah of #L and #A also note), leaving
up to us to establish if the word is %:asaphsuph plus w:– plus haa–, or w:+haa(=%)+saphsuph, given
that the ‹%› lacks any vowel sign, which otherwise only matres have inside words, i.e. HAA,–. This,
however, would certainly be an unusual way to spell the article. This seems to point, then, to the latter
possibility, documenting the gradual sinking of ‹%› among visual letters. This, simultaneously, brings
us to the next subdivision: words where ‹%› remains.
A different dialect might have been another reason (whether a real one recorded, or a literary device),
such as W:CaaMi"Th<rv> in Ruth 2:9,197 with an ‹%› dropped and an ‹i› as would be common in L"J
verbs, i.e. verbs whose root ended in –J rather than –%. The classical form is caamEE(=%)th.
A special case is an ‹%› substituted by ‹H›, such as in 1Kings 10:19. The word KiSSEe, i.e. ~(=H),
should have actually been spelled KiSSEE, i.e. ~(=%). This occurs twice in the verse and may be taken
as a testimony that no phonetic difference was perceived by the writer of the consonantal text. That is,
‹%› would have been as much silent in this word, in this position, in this dialect, as ‹H› actually was.198
Instances such as MaaRAA instead of MaaRAa in Ruth 1:20 and SheeNAA in place of SheeNAa in Ps.
127:2 (though the latter not unquestionably) seem to give support to it from the ‹H› → ‹%› direction.

E2.1.1 (2)

The Letter Present

If an ‹%› is present, the configuration of the Masoretic pointing can be such that there still appear
reasons to believe the ‹%› was actually not read at all.
In Num. 31:23, we are instructed to read _JaaBOO"<mn> Bhaa%ee"Sh<rv>. If the the ‹%› in JB%
(the one inherent in ~OO) were read as a glottal stop, a consonant, Bhaa%eeSh would start with B~,
not Bh~ as it is. J:R(%)uU^ of Josh. 24:14, 1Sam. 12:24 and Ps. 34:10 is taken by the Masoretes as
[jǝru] with the ‹%› as “superfluous” as noted explicitly in the margin and perspicuous also by the
melodeme sign (<dr>, <mn> and <mn>, respectively) placed under ‹R›, not under ‹%›. In Ps. 99:6,
QooR(%)iI"M<mr> might be another testimony of an unpronounced ‹%› (confirmed so in the margin
by a Masoretic note). Again, both the vowel sign and the melodeme mark are both under ‹R›.199 Ps.
144:13 has Coo(=%W)Nee"NuU<mn> with ‹oo› over ‹C› (‹W› empty, no melodeme involved).
A weak ‹%› is exemplified with the many instances of w:+%:eloohim giving weeloohim. Also less
frequent prefixed worked the same, such as K:– in KEELooHeE"NuU<sq> of 1Sam. 2:2. Here is a less
known example: Wa,(%)DhooNiI"<az> in Num. 36:2 and Wa,(%)DhooNaa"J<mn> in Ps. 35:23
testify to ~[a]Dh~ rather than ~[a]%D~. It operated with other prefixes, such as L:– in L,a(%)DhooNiI
of Gen. 32:5 and 6. Please note the ‹,›. The copyist of #L put it, as he used to do sometimes, in front of
the vowel sign. In 1Kings 18:13 it is found following the sign as customary. It probably marked the
syllable as open, supporting, again, ~[a]Dh~ instead of ~[a]%D~, and simultaneously proving the ‹%›
was silent in these words. (The prefix MiN–, as in Mee,%:aDhooNiI^ of Gen. 47:18, behaves
differently.) In 2Kings 7:1, two forms of a noun are provided, S:%Aa,_ and ~Saa(=%)Tha^JiM—sg.
and dual of S%H. The dual shows, by ~aatha~, ‹%› is silent, in fact in a value of a mater. The sg.,
however, can hardly be conceived with no consonantal ‹%›. Given these are two forms delivered as
closely to each other as possible, the nature of ‹%› comes out of it as somewhat liquid, in some forms
keeping its consonantal value (or a traditional orthography), while totally losing it in other, having also
adapted its orthography to it. Phones in transition behave like that. The question is what date should be
attached to the transition.
Otherwise, the two functions of ‹%›, a mater and a consonant, have been kept apart. We can see in
one short phrase, LOO"<mh> Thi,MCaa%:aKhaa"<p$> in 1Sam. 23:17, how ‹%› that was usually
silent in the verb forms of M-C-%, was revived in consonantal value (even having ‹:a› attached) in front
of a suffix, while still being restricted to graphic as the mater of ‹oo› in the particle joined to the front.
A strangely written J:R%uU in 1Sam. 12:24 is obviously J:R(%)uU, [jəru], with no ‹%› kept (jir:%u).
Cases of a seeming double mater, such as Xa77OO(W)Th / Xa77(%)oOTh200 (from xa77aa(%)th) of
1Kings 14:16, 2Kings 3:3, 10:31, 14:24, 15:9, 18, also Ps. 25:18 has already been referred to. This
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Also attraction to W:ShaaThiITh later on should be considered. The example comes from Buth, op. cit., p. 80.
It should be noted no other word (KSH / KS% as kae^sae, “full moon”) fits the context as kissae^ does so well.
199
Technically, the processing algorithm should allow for “( )” preceding a vowel. The Masorah note says there
are 11 such instances in the TN"K, so an explicit measure would pay off.
200
These are two equivalent ways of transcribing the word. Neither seems to have an advantage over the other.
198
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could be taken as a testimony of a glottal stop lost. It should be remarked the orthography appears to
have been made only following the loss, since the order of the ‘mater’ is ‹%W›, not the other way
round, and the ‹W› is dotless. (See also ~Ru(%W)BheeNiI in 10:33, two verses away. It must have
been [ruβeni], due to ‹Bh›. No intervening glottal stop applied.)
1Kings 11:39 presents Wa,(%)&aNNAe"<tv> where ‹%› of 1sg meets with ‹&› of the root, which
puts the former into a volatile position. Expectably, the form is pointed with a silent ‹%› in #L and #R,
and so does #A save for the ‹,› (giving it almost a mater-like look). #C, again can be read with less
certainty from the pictures available to me, but it appears to have Wa,%|&aNNAe| (with an illegible
Masoretic note). It basically agrees with #L and #R, providing ‹%› with raphae. The editors of BHS add
in the apparatus what was found in earlier critical editions of TN"K (Kennicott, de Rossi and Ginsburg,
see BHS for references), Wa&aNNAe in a ms with a reading Wa%:a&aNNAe—the ‹%› was completely
excluded, but it was also restored to give a regular form. The chief mss (#A, #L, #R, #C) assume a
medium position. A somewhat similar instance is Wa(%)&.Shi"R<at> in Zech. 11:5. Matthew Anstey
believes it should be read wa´`üšìr, i.e with full ‹%›. In my view, he is wrong as then ‹%› should have its
own shwa nax below, rather than being left empty as it is common with matres. In fact, the masorah
parva also comments “writt. ‹%› not read.” (For references to more opinions, see HALOT, entry 7399.)
A testimony to a weak ‹%› or the one tending to disappear is also a rare measure of putting a dagesh
inside the letter. It was employed only 4 times in the whole TN"K, Gen. 43:26 WaJJaaBhiI"%!uU<mr>,
Lev. 23:17 TaaBhiI"%!uU<mnLg>, Job 33:21 Ru%!uU"<sq> and Ezr. 8:18 WaJJaaBhiI"%!uU<qd>,
again. Apart from Job, where the verb is R-%-H, all the rest are from B-W-%. The purpose seems to
keep the reader from substituting [j] or, in the Job case, to prevent them from merging the two [u]s,
making the word a monosyllable. (This is also the one stressed the strongest.) The sign could well be
called a mappiq it it were of any importance. More useful is to ask why such a measure had to be
resorted to? It must have been found functional and desired on the background of the prevailing
pronunciation trends. One could only ask why it was not needed in cases such as Ha%aTTAa"<mr> in
1Kings 18:7. Was [hɑːtːʹɑː] no issue? Or was perhaps Ha%~ instead of Haa%~ a sufficient indication
of a virtual gemination in ‹%› that no extra point was needed?
A speculation might develop over a function of ‹,›, namely if it should or should not also protect the
letter it precedes so as not to slur the phone down. At least some of the incidences of ~:,~ that may
appear strange if ~: is a formal prefix joined to a more meaningful word whose syllable might be more
probable to obtain a secondary stress,201 yet it is the less meaningful one, such as w:, that shows ‹,›
frequently. With W:,%aDhRaMMae"LaeKh<az> in 2Kings 19:37 it might seem the ‹,› was indeed
added to protect ‹%› and prevent from “wadrammælækh”. Locations such as 2Kings 16:15, however,
are rather sobering. Why does only the one W:,%aeTh_ has ‹,› and not the other ones if “wæth” was
what was to be prevented from or, rather incompatibly, to obtain the secondary stress as a single unit,
not two separate syllables? More research needs to be done, e.g. in inspecting all the w:,aeth instances.
It should also be borne in mind ‹,› seems somewhat instable across mss. The HaTTa,%:aWAa"<at> of
Num. 33:17 in #R is Ha,TTa~ in both #L and #A.
At times, it is not clear how to interpret a particular configuration. If is WaJJiQRaa(=%)_Laa"H<zq>
is read in 2Kings 4:12 instead of _LLaaH, can we infer (=%) was still considered an % consonant, and
not an AA mater lectionis? Another such case is Ji7Maa(=%)_LoO"<zq> in Lev. 22:5, again with non
need to point ‹LL›. Do placements of dagesh have anything in common with juncture (i.e. with keeping
the preceding syllable closed by ~_LL~ instead of leaving it open by means of ~_L~)?
The reason for q# HaMMee%oOTh of the HaMMeE%oOTh k# in 2Kings 11:15 seems to bring a
regularity into the spelling (also reading?), given that all the previous occurences of the word are
HaMMee(%)JoOTh (e.g. v. 9). Still, ~ee%JoO~, i.e. ~ee(%)JoO~ rather than ~eE%oO~ seem only to
indicate ‹%› was void of its consonantal function already, while the q# of v. 15, v. 10, v. 9 and v. 4
appears to reaffirm it. Was it reawakened in the linguistic milieu of the Masoretes?
Sometimes, mss differ in interpreting ‹%›, as it is in Deut. 4:43, LaaRu,%uUBheeNiI"<at> of #L
(also in Josh. 12:6, 13:15) is rendered LaaR,(%)uUBheeNiI in #A and #R (unlike the similar case in

201

Secondary stress, in all probability, was recorded in MsH, as is attested by uUBhEELoo'HeEHae"M<mn.zq>
in Num. 33:4. Of course, a question still remains if the record uses only melodemes for it (as <mn> above), which
would be rather too sparse, or employs also ‹,›. The latter is generally accepted. It, however, raises problems as
mss often disagree in their ‹,› distribution. E.g. the Num. 33:4 is uUBhEE,Loo'~ in #R unlike #L and #A (no ‹,›).
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Josh. 22:1 where the three testimonies coincide, apart for a missing ‹,› in #A202). Apparently, ‹%›
ceased to be pronounced but, for some reason, was maintained in #L.203
Occasionally, a disagreement seems older than the agreement of the primary witnesses. 1Sam. 14:27
reads (k#) WaTTaaRoo(%)NAa (“saw”) where WaTTaa%ooRNAa (“gleamed”) is suggested (q#).
The marginal masorah of #A suggests exactly the same as the one of #L, and #R is in no difference. The
regular form of what is written (k#), however, would be wattir%aena (qal) or wattar%aena (hif.). Was
it a weakening of ‹%› in pronunciation that brought about the transposition and the subsequent
suggestion of q#, or was it the other word what was meant from the very outset (and recognized in the
ancient versions)? Another such case is Josh. 7:21, q# Waa%eeRAE from k# Waa%aeR%Ae, i.e. ‹%› is
advised by the Masoretes to drop out of reading. Again, the version is pre-Masoretic, as the agreement
between #L, #A and #R testifies. The two forms of the verb are equivalent, the meaning is not changed.
Occasionally, ‹%› is written ‹%!› with dagesh. The question if it really meant ‹%%› or what might be
the original intention of the naqdan(im) who put the mark inside the letter (where it was difficult to
place) has to cover a broader topic concerned with the phonetic and/or phonological substance of
dagesh. We shall defer it to remarks in other plosives and more to plosive summary, until finally we are
going to deal with it extensively in 2.9.1, which article shall be devoted to the topic as a whole.

E2.2

‘Ajin ‹&›

Two big issues are characteristic of ‘ajin. One is that it likely used to have a double value back in the
days when the consonantal text was recorded and edited. The other is how easy it was to interchange it
for ‹%› in some later days of the TN"K text development. The two time windows are difficult to specify
more exactly. It is not the purpose of the present dissertation as more historical research is needed.

E2.2.1

The ‘Ajin Duplicity

The letter ‹&› looks as if it were a simple sound but this impression is misleading in some varieties of
the language. It is one of the reasons why any system of phonology should not be tailored merely on an
alphabet and a grammar but should draw on data in texts and, if possible, be specific as to which period
of history and perhaps also which dialect the system concerns. The manner of writing the language
should also be analysed and interpreted. Simply mapping alphabet to sounds can be deceptive.
The letter has been assigned, probably from its very adoption, two consonantal functions, a voiced
pharyngeal approximant, probably akin to  عin Arabic (for which IPA offers only [ʕ], the fricative
symbol out of the simple set). The other value could be termed a voiced velar or uvular fricative,
possibly close to  غin Arabic (in IPA [ʁ] for the uvular sound and [ɣ] for the velar one). Joüon / Muraoka
comment: “... at the time of the Naqdanim,” [i.e. Masoretic scholars] “ עrepresented the single sound ‘.
If the symbol  עhad had two values, the Naqdanim, so careful to record even the minutest phonetic
details, would not have failed to indicate them. The existence of the sound  غḡh at the time when the
Gimel rafé ( גḡ) existed is rather unlikely. The two sounds are too close to each other. ḡ is in effect the
voiced palatal fricative, which one hears, for example, in Modern Greek γάλα” (op. cit., p. 27). The
authors give a logical and widely accepted terminus ad quem for the double value duration.
For a terminus a quo, consider E. Tov (Textual Criticism) who points to exchanges of %L
prepositions for &L during either compiling or earlier copying of Chronicles. The saliency of the &sound may have been subsiding then. Rendsburg204 claims the difference pharyngeals and velars were
202

Interestingly, in Josh. 22:9 (a few vv. away from v. 1), the name of the tribe is ~B:NeE_R:%uUBhee"N<qd> in
#L, #A and #R alike. The ‹%› was recognized here, but not in v. 1.
203
The exposition of Habakkuk from the Qumran Cave 1 (1QpHab) is one of the witnesses ‹%› was silent in the
day it was written down (1st cent. BCE). The scroll occasionally leaves it out where TN"K would keep it (Stanislav
Segert et al., Rukopisy od Mrtvého moře (hebrejsko-česky), Praha, OIKOYMENH 2007, p. 112), e.g. 1:15 JSPHW instead
J%SPHW, i.e. TN"K Ja%aS:PheeHu simplified into, probably more colloquial, 1QpHab JaaS:PheeHu (HALOT 726).
204
Gary A. Rendsburg (1997) Ancient Hebrew Phonology, in: Phonologies of Asia and Africa, vol. 1, ed. by Alan
S. Kaye, technical advisor, Peter T. Daniels, Winona Lake, Ind., Eisenbrauns, pp. 65-83, ref. to p. 71 there.
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treated in LXX transcriptions in the Pentateuch vs other books of the Bible (two values consistently
recognized in the Pentateuch, inconsistently or disregarded elsewhere) testify to their fusion prior to
ca. 250 BCE. But a dialect of the translators in Egyptian diaspora might have developed a different way
than the Judean literary standard. It is hard, then, to deduce a reliable time. Furthermore, it does not
follow &ajin was still weak in the times of the Masoretes. It may well had been exchanges of two
prepositions of a similar meaning regardless of their real phonetic value, if I might comment.
Sperber (Historical Grammar) quotes from Jerome who still observed the ancient values:
“»...sciendum quod G litteram in hebraico non habet, sed scribitur per uocalem «ע. Interestingly, he
also notes Jerome has already recorded a confusion in distinguishing these two values in his day. “As
regards this inconsistency in transliterating Hebrew words (Segor and Seor) cf. Jerome’s preface (ed.
Lagarde, p. 26). »uerum tam dissona inter se exemplaria repperi et sic confusum ordinem, ut tacere
melius indicauerim quam reprehensione quid dignum scribere«” (p. 109). From this would follow that
the memory of the original values of ‹&› was becoming to be confused half a millenium before the work
of the Masoretic scholars culminated. M. Pérez Fernández (Grammar of Rabbinic Hebrew) also agrees
“there has been a weakening, though not a complete disappearance, of the gutturals, as shown by the
Greek transcriptions of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus” (p. 11), providing a few examples (see
note 158 for some). For a quantitative account and more examples, see Murtonen, op. cit., p. 36–40.
Talmud (j. Brakhot 2:4; b. Brakhot 32a; b. Mgilla 24b; b. &Erubhin 53b) seems to confirm ‹&› and ‹%›
were not distinguished in the early centuries of CE.205 Sticking to Jerome’s advice, we shall also pursue
this track no further, recognizing “ut tacere melius.” For more references, see note 159 earlier above.

E2.2.1 (1)

Distinguishing Two Sorts of ‘Ajin

It is important to admit and keep in mind there probably were two different sorts of ‹&›. Distinguishing
them makes possible to recognize two different roots of &-N-J. One of them, &anot, “respond”, has
then little in common with the other, γanot, “sing”,206 and do not have to meet in any “responsorial
singing”. If lexicography considers only the spelling (it can hardly do otherwise), the roots, if
distinguished, differ only by numbers (I and IV in HALOT, GB and TWOT; BDB makes no distinction).207
A clear pronunciation of ‹&› must have made possible expressions such as &aShTeE_&ae5REe,
“eleven” (e.g. Ex. 26:7), which differs from “twelve”, Sh:TeE_&ae5REe (e.g. Josh. 4:8) only by having
ash~ in the initial syllable instead of sh:~, which would be very fragile a difference to keep long time,
given the two semantically competing expressions naturally occur in connected speech. This is a
speculation. Clashes of word pairs, however, that were distinguished solely with a ‹&›\‹%› difference
would have been in all probability avoided by speakers if zero or low distinction would make the speech
unintelligible. In reading Prov. 22:3 (proverbs are made to speak) we find Raa%Aa Raa&Aa (“seeing
trouble”), even accented <mn><mn>, even, which makes the two words potential candidates for yet
stronger homophony—unless there was a real distinction between ‹&› and ‹%›. Such is a case of a pair
of words in 1Kings 18:11, ~&aTTAa"<7f> %aTTAa"<mn> (with distinct accents; but accents are not
properties of lexemes, they can only help assure the words are not repeated and speech goes on).
Again, in 1Kings 21:7, %aTTAa"<Zq> &aTTAa"<tv> with the latter word between the pronoun and
the verb is an evidence the two words do clash and could interfere. In a comparable syntactic positions
we can find words %aTTAa"<mr> &aTTAa"<7v> of Gen. 26:29, with accents again making a syntactic
unit out of them. When ‹&› became indistinguishable from ‹%›, the word &atta (“now”) have
probably been pushed to the periphery of language, being replaced in regular usage with &akhshaw
(%atta, “you”, is difficult to dispense with). This is the condition in ModH.
What is also telling is the Masoretic pointing, such as in Judg. 3:31, with a plosive, not fricative
version of ‹G› following ‹&›, WaJJoo"Sha&<mr> GaM_HuU"(%)<7f>. Please note the two words are
205

Some instances can be retrieved thanks to name transliterations in versions such as Greek that used to replace
the velar/uvular sound with γ and leave out the pharyngeal one. Even apart of proper names, Aquila translated
omer, i.e. &oomeer, as γωµορ. Where the Biblical history touches what is known from Egyptian, it was the
pharyngeal sound that was recorded in the language, be it in 1-consonant glyphs, which is
, or more
frequently, 2–to–3-consonant glyphs such as the well-known ‘nḫ, that might have been reflected e.g. in Joseph’s
name in Gen. 41:45 with an ‹&›; or r‘ (possibly Rea‘ / Ria‘) in more Egyptian names, such as Gen. 41:45, 47:11.
206
There are more roots of the &-N-J composition. The exact number of them is difficult to establish.
207
Such a double function of a letter is not without a parallel. ‹$› is also a twin-face character, meaning either ‹S›
or ‹Sh›, which has been marked up by the Masoretes with a sign because they heard the distinction in their day.
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linked with <mr><7f> accents into a syntactic unit. There is no reason to think of a syntactic break. If
‹&› were not felt as a consonant, ‹G› would made way to ‹Gh› coming after ‹a›. Gutturals tend to create
vowel-like sounds also after themselves, so there are fewer occasions for a guttural-plosive contact
inside a word. Still, it is not rare, such as B:Ma&G:LoOThaE"Khaa<at> in Ps. 17:5. A word with the
two conditions together is Shi,&:aShaa"&TiI<sq> in Ps. 119:70. The &-sound must have been felt in
its pharyngeal force as there is ‹:a› joined to the first ‹&›. Neither can the second one be thought of as
empty or vocalic since it is ‹T› what follows, not ‹Th›. While no proof of pharyngealness can be
provided for the latter, the former is accompanied with a chateph typical of [ʕ] rather than [ʔ].
In Ex. 16:18, Hae&DiIPh has ~&D~, rather than hae&:edhiiph, and it is maintained in its paradigm.
Indeed, its Arabic cognate has [ʁ]/[ɣ], which may help explain an absence of a chateph. On the other
hand, WaJJa&aR:KhuU^ in 1Sam. 4:2 shows a regular vocalization that is expanded to both sides of
the ‹&›, ~a&a~, while a template-conformant wajja&:rakhuu seems non-existent. An explanation
might be that [ʕ] tends to surround itself with full vowels.
So it might be attractive to discern the kind of ‹&› by a presence or absence of a chateph or a vowel.
This idea, however, fails in two respects. First, Masoretic pointing was made in times when the two
kinds of ‹&› were most probably a reading tradition without support from native speakers. Second,
words are found that show a chateph with ‹&› once, and ‹&› without any chateph at another time; or
two lexemes derived from the same root demonstrate different behaviour though it should not differ
unless ‹&› has always been a single phoneme. Deut. 14:23 shows a word Ma&5a"R<mh>. It is a
construct form of an absolute Ma&:a5eeR (e.g. Gen. 14:20). 1Sam. 14:4 contains Ha,MMa&B:RoOTh
and La,&:aBhooR, two related words in which the root &-B-R shows ~a&B:~ once, and ~a&:aBh~
next. If ‹&› have kept its nature, [ʕ] and [ɣ] have failed to produce their expected vocalic environment.

E2.2.1 (2)

Vanishing of the Two Sorts of ‘Ajin

The distinction between the two sorts of ‹&› might well have disappeared with fading of the ‹&› as a
pharyngeal approximant into ‹%› as a glottal stop. Or, as Miguel Pérez Fernández in his Grammar of
Rabbinic Hebrew demonstrates and exemplifies (see esp. p. 12), it might have sank first into a sort of a
general ‘guttural’ sound including [h], rather than mirroring the condition familiar from the current
ModH. (This is why ‹&›→‹%› first pops up in the mind of anybody who has a knowlegde of ModH. But
the ModH development has had different resources and reasons, not shared in the ancient world.)208
What is interesting is a pun in Zeph. 2:4, &aZZAa &:aZuUBhAa thihjae, “Gaza will be deserted,” with
an obvious play on the same sound of ‹&›, ‹Z› and ^A in the verse (properly called alliteration, unlike
the one in Anglo-Saxon verse), cf W:&aeQRoON Tee&aaQeeR further on in the line. This would be
impossible if the verb &-Z-B had a pharyngeal (it is reflected also in its Arabic cognate) and the name
of Gaza still kept its velar as it originally used to have. What it strongly suggests is the phonetic values
of the two ‘ajins were sufficiently close at the time of writing this (that is, creating the pun, rather than
only editing it). What it does not give a hint of, is what the value was. It does not indicate that it had to
coincide with ‹%›. It could still be a pharyngeal that had only lost its velaric counterpart.
Occasional replacements of %aeL for &aL occur also outside of the Chronicles mentioned by Tov
above. In 1Sam. 2:11, we read &aL_BeEThoO, obviously meaning “back home” (in domum suam). In
Jer. 23:35, in turn, &aL_Ree&eeHuU, “to his friend” (προς τον πλησίον, ad proximum, Tg JonJr has
L:– in both cases). These are, however, individual cases. The difference between the two prepositions is
largely maintained throughout the TN"K, so it should not be overestimated.
An open question remains the role of ‹,› in protecting the value or mere presence of ‹&› (in public
reading, and, even the more so, in chant). That is, if there is, in Prov. 3:24, W:,&aaR:BhAa"<mr>, was
the function of ‹,› at W:– only a musical/rhythmical one, or also truly phonetic, e. g. to prevent the
reader from [wɑːrǝβɑː], provided ‹&› was gradually weakening and fading? More data are needed to
collect in order to arrive to anything above speculation.

208

Anecdotes related in Talmud or by Jerome (referred to, i.a., by Rendsburg, op. cit.) on non-distinction of some
sounds by certain groups do not testify to a general overall merger, but rather the opposite: the language was not
ready yet in the early cent. CE to lose the distinctions altogether or for the phonemes concerned to fuse into one.
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E2.3

Xeth ‹X›

The twin character of ‹&› in being either pharyngeal, or velar sound, was largely mirrored by ‹X› also,
during a significant portion of the time BH was spoken. Questions and arguments raised concerning
‹&› apply then, mutatis mutandis, to ‹X›, too. Consequently, only a briefer treatment needs to be made.
The first encounter with the twin nature of ‹X› may be through Joüon / Muraoka for most oHebrew
students. “Comparisons of various Semitic languages shows that the symbol  חcorresponds to two
distinct sounds represented in Arabic by  حḥ and  خḫ (1). ḫ is the voiceless velar spirant, which one hears
in the Swiss pronunciation of, e.g. German nach or Scottish loch. It is highly probable that formerly ח
had in some words the value of ḥ, and in others that of ḫ. But at the time of the Naqdanim ח
represented the single sound ḥ. If the symbol  חhad had two values, the Naqdanim, who were so careful
to note the minutest nuances, such as the twofold pronunciation of begadkefat [...], would not have
failed to indicate them. The existence of the value ḫ for  חat the time when the Kaf rafé  כֿḵ(= ḫ) existed
is most unlikely, because the two sounds are too close to each other. ḵ is, in effect, the voiceless palatal
spirant, which one hears, e.g. in Modern Greek χάρις or in German nach in the standard pronunciation
(as against the Swiss variety).” Then both furtive patach and “auxiliary” patach (shalaxat instead of
shalaxt) are pointed to as “precluding” the velar sound then. Note (1) adds information the distinction
can be “observed in transcriptions in Egyptian of Canaanite names and loan words in the middle of the second millenium
B.C. The same applies to the distinction between /‘/ and /ḡ/; see [above]” (p. 26–27).209
Sperber in his Historical Grammar also comments on ‹X›: [Jerome remarks on the name XaM]
»Cham calidus. sed sciendum quod in hebraeo χ (this corresponds to ‘ch’ in Jerome’s transliteration;
[...]) litteram non habeat, scribitur autem per ח, quae duplici adspiratione profertur.« Jerome probably
realized well the phonetic nature of [ħ]. His “adspiratio duplex”, double aspiration, must have referred
to glottis friction combined with audible turbulence in the narrowed pharynx, as opposed to “simple
aspiration” of the glottis friction of the voiceless210 [h]. Sperber goes on: “He then speaks at greater
length concerning the question of transliterating the  חin his Quaestiones hebraicae in libro Geneseos to
Gen. 9.18: »frequenter LXX interpretes, non ualentes heth literam quae duplicem aspirationem sonat,
in graecum sermonem uertere, chi graecam literam addiderunt, ut nos docerent in istius modi
uocabulis aspirare debere: unde et in praesenti loco Cham transtulerunt, pro eo quod est Ham, a quo et
Aegyptus usque hodie Aegyptiorum lingua dicitur.« This manifests what Jerome understood by the
duplex aspiration: an H. His explanation of the fact  חis transliterated in the older texts by χ, is hardly
correct. On the contrary, such transliterations clearly indicate that  חhad then the consonantal value of
χ. But when in the period of the Second Column  חbecame merely a vowel, no change was made in the
transliterations of proper names which were utilized in the current texts” (p. 109–110). He then dwells
on how inconsistent Jerome was. I would like to point to the clear difference Jerome made between the
two values of ‹X› still in his day.211
Can the two values be discerned with any certainty today? Foreign transcription if available, and
reflexes of the sound in related languages seem to provide more assurance that the presence or absence
of chatephs, traditionally associated with ‘gutturals’. Consider e.g. Deut. 8:1 Ti,XJuUN or v. 3 JiXJAe
from X-J-J, a clearly pharyngeal root in related tongues. Even if tix:juun and jix:jae are admitted, the
‹X› does not trigger in vowels or syllables anything guttural-specific. In fact, chateps in qal of the verb
are rare, unlike hif. which seems to abound in them, such as HaeX:eJAa^ in Josh. 6:25. In Deut. 14:26,
209

Egyptian had three different ^X sounds: ḥ and ḫ referred to above, h (apparently a palatal and of questioned
distinctive value) and an h as the fourth into the triad. They had separate symbols and were part of more signs.
210
This word is meant for Czech readers some of who may not realize the Czech ‹h› is voiced, [ɦ]. English readers
may appreciate the information their ‹h› is basically voiceless, but some voicing may be obtained if intervocalic.
Concerning Jerome’s concept of [h], Sperber quotes him from Onomastica Sacra, p. 51: “H autem a plerisque
adspiratio putatur esse, non littera” (p. 110), i.e. it is only aspiration, not a ‘letter’ in the full sense. He himself in
fact uses an H, at times, as a mere silent separator of two adjacent vowels to indicate they make no diphthong.
211
If what Sperber means by the Hexaplarian vocalic value of ‹X› is the vowel left in place after the consonant was
left out, it is not limited, however, to the IInd Column. Aquila translates e.g. 2Kings 23:21 Pae^SaX as φεσα,
comparably to Jerome’s ‘phase’, but interestingly different from LXX πασχα that may correspond to TgJon’s
PaSXAA that affected also NT. Hebrew ‹X› was left out, Aramaic ‹X› gave χ. Sometimes, however, ‹X› does seem
to be replaced with a vowel, such as %aXLaaBh of Judg. 1:31, probably ḥ, given it locates to Khirbet el-Maḥālib.
LXX transcribes it as Ααλαφ (φ was [ph])—which, however, is lost in Vulgate: Alab. The same is with MaXLoON
in Ruth 1:5, in LXX as Μααλων, which Vulg. in turn reflects as Maalon. Cf also 2.2 and note 204.
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W:5aaMaXTaa^ shows ~XT~ in this form, but the root has forms such as 5aaMeeaX elsewhere, which
are considered as typically pharyngeal.
Some words are difficult to assign to the one, or the other group, such as ~MaXBaeRaeTh of Exod.
36:12, where ~XB~ might indicate a velar, but the cross-linguistical reflexes do not seem unequivocal.
Some words do appear to have indubitable reflexes, still it is their meaning that casts some doubt. If a
reader comes across XaeSaeDh in Lev. 20:17, it is hardly “grace” that comes to mind in that
disgraceful context. Indeed, the word can also mean “shame”. How could the two such widely disparate
meanings co-exist and possibly compete? An explanation might resort for velar and pharyngeal
pronunciations originally, which only in the latter centuries of BH were merged. Again, it can be only a
speculation unless more research is done.
Concerning the possibility for ‹X› to geminate, we shall deal with it in conclusion of the next section.

E2.4

Hee ‹H›

There can be hardly any doubt ‹H› belongs among the ‘guttural’ group. A reasonable discussion then
can be led only concerning the manner of its pronunciation and how strong it actually might have been.
These seem to be phonetical questions at the first sight (indeed, they are) but have some repercussions
in phonology, too. The manner of uttering the sound may affect possible interferences, that is, also
tensions in the system. The firmness of articulation or vacillation of the sound in particular
environments (contextual, dialectal, social)212 may have an effect on how well established in the system
the sound is or was. Again, with only written records available, a certain (fair) amount of uncertainty
cannot be avoided, but with at least some data we are not left to mere speculations.
Given that some traditional communities do not pronounce ‹H› and other ones do not pronounce it
in specific positions, can we establish ‹H› was pronounced as a distinct consonant still in the times of
the Masoretes? In Ps. 119:60, HiThMaHMaa"HTiI<at> is interesting with its ~HT~ cluster. If ‹H› were
not pronounced, the word would be pointed with ‹Th›, which is not the case. As the word derives with
an apparent reduplication, we may assume both the ‹H›s were pronounced. A closely related word in
2Sam. 15:28, MiThMaHMee"aH<zq> writes ~H! with an ‹!›,213 a type of dagesh called mappiq for this
purpose, to ensure this consonant is not mistaken for a mater. In fact, also the ‹a› prior to ‹H› seems to
witness a laryngeal pronunciation of ‹H›. (‹H› in the coda of syllable is not a frequent configuration,

212

Gemara in b. Megilla says: “The priests from the villages 'Hiphni and Bishni all stutter, and must not bless
either. The same we have learned in the following Boraitha: One must not make men act as ministers who are
from Beth Sheon or Beth Hippa; also the men of Tibonin, because they pronounce an a as an h, and an h as an a”
(New Edition of the Babylonian Talmud, vol. 3, ch. 3, 1918, transl. Michael Levi Rodkinson (1896), p. 66). Jewish
Encyclopedia (1906), “Megillah”, is more precise: »who confounded alef with ‘ayin, and he with ḥet«—and
Encyclopaedia Judaica (2007), ibid.: »confusion of the letter alef with ayin in certain places, and the problem of
correct pronunciation of the letters he and ḥet« (vol. 13, p. 768). The original (pereq B, daf KD, i.e 24b) deals first
with ‹%› and ‹&›:  ן ולעיינין אלפיןמפני שקורין לאלפין עייניi.e. “because they read ‘ajins in place of alephs and alephs in
place of ‘ajins”, which we have dealt with already. The other pair sounds not so straightforward. A rabbi accuses
his colleage: .  ומגדף.  מחרף.  נמצאת.  לא. ' לה.  וחכיתי.  לאצ.  מגיע.  כשאתה. i.e. “when you come to ‘I will wait for God’ (Is. 8:17),
are you not found to be a reviler and a blasphemer”? He is said to pronounce W:XiKKiITiI as w:hikkiti, “I strike”,
which is certainly improper to say to God. The rabbi delivered ḥ as h. All gutturals were beginning to fade then. It
seems to imply ‘ajins were still to be recognized but misapplied with some speakers. Concerning h, the text allows
to understand it was voiceless, otherwise it would be more difficult to exchange one for the other. (Some Qumran
mss confuse ‹H›, ‹X›, ‹%› and ‹absence›. Murtonen comments: “It may be interpreted [...] as an indication of the
original pharyngeals and glottals having been subjected to a roughly similar decay in the Hbr dialect underlying
them. In Pal[estinian] and Bab[ylonian Hebrew], however, such phenomena occur far less frequently, although the
position of certain vowel signs suggests strongly that the adjoining consonant sign was quiescent” (op. cit., p.
27). Further on, however, he qualifies it somewhat: “although in Sam[aritan] too /x/ has lost the pharyngal
pronunciation completely, it is difficult to determine at what time this has happened; and although in Q[umran],
scribal variation presupposes some degree of analogous development, it is not clear whether it led to a complete
quiescization. In Pal[estinian] and Bab[abylonian] anyway the indications are that in never was complete” (p. 31).
213
As consonant and vowel ‹H›s are clearly distinguished in this transcription, writing ‹H!› would be superfluous.
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but pronouncing it comes certainly more often than keeping it silent.214 Such is the condition of
P:DhAa(=H)CuUR in Num. 7:54, 59, which was already mentioned.)
A ‹!› reinforcement of a final ‹H› is observed also in Lev. 12:4 where 7oH:oRAa"<at> (also v. 5)
stands in an explicit contrast with 7oH:oRaa"H<sq> at the verse end (also in v. 6). The fact that some
of the final ‹H›s had to be bolstered with a mappiq is a witness to its distinguishing power. A difference
was still possible to make in speech (which was more than ModH can do now in spite of pronouncing
[h] in syllable onsets). Supposedly, careful speakers found no difficulty making it sound where signed.
Where the ‹H› was silent at the end of a word, the final vowel exercised an effect on the next word’s
initial, such as WaTTaXM:RAa"<mr> BhaXeeMaa^R in Ex. 2:3 (<mr> is a conjunctive ‘accent’). The
effect can be spirantization of a plosive (such as Bh~ instead of B~) or another ‘strengthening’ that is
considered gemination in today’s terms, such as XaaLiI"LAa<mn>> LLaa^NuU215 in Josh. 24:16
(again, <mn> is a conjunctive ‘accent’) and, even for L:~, in %ae,HJAe_LL:Khaa^ in 1Sam. 23:17
(linked with <_>). The difference can be seen at Judg. 8:1, &aa5iIThaa LLaaNuU ~~ Q:ROO(W)Th
LaaNuU (both <mn><zq> groups). At times, however, the two processes seem to take effect
simultaneously (at the first sight), such as in %ae,&:e5aeH_LLoO"<mr> of Gen. 2:18, where both
mappiq in ‹H!› and dagesh in ‹LL› follow side by side in the <_> group. (This is in #L.216 The BHS
comment is “~Ae_ is in some mss”. This is how it stands in #R, where _LL~ is then a regular form. #A
and #C are unavailable for this verse.) Given however, that no feminine element had occupied the
referential world right there, it is hard to see any grammatical reason for pointing %&5H! if the –H!
suffix is what it appears to be. A mistake on the part of the #L naqdan seems to have a greater
likelihood.
Is. 40:11 has an interesting word, J:NaHee"L<sq>. One could expect the first root vowel to be
‘prolonged’ to compensate for only virtual *‹hh›. But what is there in this form and a few more pi&eel
imperfects of the verb throughout TN"K, is simply an ‹a› considered as ‘short’. The compensation is
attested in a single hithpa&eel %ae,ThNaaH:aLAa"<mn> in Gen. 33:14. On the other hand, in Ex.
15:3, NeeHa"LTaa<mr>, the only pi&eel perfect, shows the vowel prior to ‹H› to be altered into ‹ee›
(from a theoretical *nihaltaa). What is witnessed here is either a suppletive paradigm, or two different
dialects of oH. (The data are too scarce. ModH niheel/j:naheel seems simply to regularize the verb.) In
any case, such a fluctuation between a compensation and the lack of it (even if dialectal) can be a
testimony ‹H› in pronunciation might have fluctuated between weaker and stronger versions.217
On the other hand, examples can be provided testifying ‹H› was weak or silent. Ex. 7:22 and 8:3 offer
B:Laa7eEHae"M<at> in the same meaning and context as Ex. 7:11 has B:LaH:a7eEHae"M<7f>.
These two alternative forms, L:Haa7iIM and Laa7iIM, seem to show ‹H› used possibly to be weak quite
early, at least in some words. Shortly after, in Ex. 10:3, L&NT is used in the obvious sense of ‘bend,
submit, humble oneself,’ i.e. a niph&al reflexive sense. The word is pointed as Lee&aaNoo"Th<7f>,
though +l:hee&aanooth might be expected. The masorah comments only on the defective ~ooTh, not
on +~h~. Should we believe the ‹H› was left out by mistake?. L:aGGiI"Dh<mr> in 2Kings 9:15 seems to
have ‹:a› not as a chateph, rather as a sequence of ‹:›‹a› that lost an ‹H› between, which the Masoretic
note in the margin points to, making L:HaGGiIDh a q#. (A BHS note comments that some mss have the
fuller version.) A chapter before, in 2Kings 8:21, 23 and 24, we read about JoORaa^M, who can be
presumed to be the J:HoORaa^M ben j:hooshaaphaa7 of v. 16b, not the one of 16a identified as
JoORaa^M ben %ax%aabh. Seeing J:HoO~ and JoO~ could have been perceived as virtually identical
syllables, [h] must have been fairly weak in at least some instances (lexical, social, dialectal) well before
the Masoretic times.
The question whether ‘gutturals’ always needed explicit gemination obtains an interesting advance
from the pronoun HuU(%). So far, only LaJLaA HuU(%) was surveyed as it always means “that night”
with rightly assumed (and actually pointed) definite article. Out of the 6 co-occurences of the two
words, only 4 are real grammatical collocations (The couple is separated both in accents and in syntax
in BaLLaJLaA HuU(%) of Ex. 12:30, and in syntax in LaJLaA HuU(%) of Gen. 14:15; neither spot puts
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Words such as LiHJoOTh (a fairly frequent form, 1st in Gen. 10:8) with its LiH~ syllable in fact have one to
ask how strong the ‹H› actually was, seeing it took no chateph that would in turn demand La– instead of Li–.
215
This gemination appears to have a lot of exceptions. They will be collected in a greater number later on.
216
The whole column has worse legibility. But the two letters, and more importantly, the two dots are very clear.
217
I am indebted to Randall Buth for suggesting the verb, see Buth 2005/6, op. cit., p. 101, note 8 for his analysis.
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them together.) The other four, always with Ba–, mean b:+ha+lajla ha+hu with the first ha- recognized
and pointed inside Ba–, the other ha- seemingly lost. The phrases are as follows:
Gen. 19:33—BaLLa"JLAa<mn> HuU"(%)<at>, Gen. 30:16—BaLLa"JLAa<mr> HuU"(%)<sq>,
Gen. 32:23—BaLLa"JLAa<mn> HuU"(%)<rv>, 1Sam. 19:10—BaLLa"JLAa<mr> HuU"(%)<sq>,
all of them in the end of sentence (or clause), all of them meaning one specific night. A question arises
if in fact HuU(%) in this context cannot be hhuu(%), i.e. ha+hu(%) compressed into a single syllable
with the ‹H› as good as geminated.218 This supposed **‹HH› would stand more securely if it is proved
other ‘guttural’ geminates were left unmarked, too, e.g. if Ba&oOZ (Prov. 24:5), not marked as
+
baa&ooz, can be analysed as **ba&&ooz (or also pronounced, which is not impossible). In #L, one
can even find an explicit ‹XX› at Song 5:16, MaX!:aMaD!iI"M<at>.219 The pragmatic Masoretes
would mark ‹H!› only to uphold its end-of-word pronunciation (mappiq) as that could seriously distort
meaning. They might not bother to try and distinguish minute shades in timing of this fricative (the [h]
is one of very few consonants with which ‘prolongation’ means really simply extending their duration),
provided they were maintained at all in the (conservative) dialect used for TN"K in their communities.
Nevertheless, should the **‹HH› prove acceptable, it could simplify, for us, a few issues in
morphology, too.

E2.5

Reesh ‹R›

The main issue, perhaps the only one, with oH ‹R› is whether it was apical (such as is in Arabic and
apparently the commonest variant in languages of the world) or uvular or some other version created
back in mouth (such as is typical of many languages in Europe). This notably phonetic issue is again of
a notable significance for phonology, too, as the proper categorization of ‘R’ should simplify and
explain some untidy corners of oH phonology.
What seems attractive at the concept of a uvular R is that the uvular region is close to the regions of
pharynx and larynx, which, to the mind of some scholars, provides enough reason to categorize ‘R’
with ‘gutturals’ and helps explain e.g. why ~R:a~ is regular in some words.
The trouble, to my mind, is that the language where ‹&› could have sounded also [ʁ] or [ɣ] apart
from [ʕ] could employ a uvular [ʁ]220 with utmost difficulty. It sounds the same or very close and the
two would mix up. Furthermore, the uvular [ʁ] has fricative variants, which are easier to pronounce for
many people. Illustrative examples are French and German, where fricative and approximant varieties
are commoner than the true trill, which in fact is in minority. Similar conditions are in languages where
velar and/or uvular trills are but individual variants of another, regular version of [r], e.g. an apical one
(Russian, Czech, Italian, Swedish). A closer observation can discover that even the segment of
population that is able to pronounce the trill with no apparent difficulty make their regular R-token
gestures split in two stages, the initial trill or tap, followed by the subsequent approximant stage. These
are acoustic factors that make more difficult for a competitive sound of a fricative nature to find a role
within the system of the same language.
Even if acoustics is set aside, there is still an articulatory issue that does not seem to uphold the
categorization of ‹R› with Hebrew ‘gutturals’. A velar or uvular ‘R’ could hardly lower the neighbouring
vowel into ^A. The reason is that the gestures of the tongue back on the velum and the uvula gravitate
naturally to ^U or ^O timbres, or at most, a high central [ɨ], mostly high vowels. (Or, alternatively, the
gesture can initially bring the tongue root close to the pharyngeal wall, but the very trill is then made
while the tongue is high again. This is the case with the uvular trill in French and in German dialects.)
The colour of ^A is naturally supported with the tongue root approaching the pharyngeal wall in an
articulation coming much closer to the larynx below. (The American English ‘bunched r’ sees a slight
218

We cannot check the pronunciation and are left only with speculation. If such speculations are explanatory,
however, I believe they are able to defend its place. One could speak of ‘virtual gemmination’, extending its use.
219
This ‹X!› is not found in #A nor #C, neither #R. It was, however, excluded also from BHS and BH3 without any
comment (in spite of them being diplomatic editions!), though the dot inside ‹X› is the same size as any other.
The question how many such ‘unorthodox’ details of pointing lay buried within master mss begs for research.
220
I use the IPA letter for a uvular fricative. To mark a uvular approximant (an option for oH) would need to put a
“lowered” sign under the letter. It would be an expendable typographic adventure. One letter can stand for both.
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narrowing in the lower portion of the pharynx, but the tongue is not lowered. On the contrary, it
bunches up against the palate to the effect that no A-colouring is produced. The pharynx behaves
similarly with other English varieties of ‘R’, more or less retroflex approximants.) No pharyngeal
fricative nor trill is known to me that could be ranked in the ^R class. Such a class is difficult to define
with acoustic or other exact criteria, anyway. It is recognized or kept so broad mainly due to traditions
of European graphics or developments in a particular language.
The ^R class traditionally subsumes widely varied phonetic phenomena and shows many specifics in
phonologies, too, especially as related to vowels and, generally, in phonological positions in the
syllable. In many languages, phonetic materialization of /r/221 differs in different positions in word
structure. So far, such variance cannot be confirmed nor excluded for oH. More research is needed.
/r/ in the most dialects of Yiddish is a voiced uvular trill or a velar fricative (but also a voiced alveolar
flap or trill is not exceptional). Anyway, it is a phoneme with a variable phonetic materialization. (Just
as it is in ModH. The phonology that significantly affected the phonology of the modern Israeli Hebrew
was probably the Yiddish phonology more than any other living phonology.) The phonology of Yiddish
stands, however, in no historical connection with the phonology of MsH. If there are reasons to suspect
that an element of ModH phonology corresponds more to Yiddish than MsH (such as the one dealt
with), it can be made an assumption to proceed from, prior to and unless the opposite is proved.
It should be noted, however, that a pharyngealization of the coronal consonants, typical of Semitic
languages and researched best in Arabic, is replaced in some dialects of the latter language by a
velarization of coronals. Should we suppose such would also be the case in oH, a velar or uvular ‘R’
would at least be closer to ‘emphatic’ sounds. (Not for ‘glottalized’ (ejectives?), however.) Still, it is not
any closeness to ‘emphatic’ sounds that has attracted the attention of the phonologists dealing with the
oH ‹R›, it has been (seeming or real) closeness to ‘gutturals’—which is not the same.222
MsH /r/223 was probably not uvular since it does not behave as a verb primae gutturalis, but as a
regular strong verb. Verba primae gutturalis (heb. p"e gronit) are such that show occasional but largely
predictable deviations in syllables around the first consonant of their stem attributed to the pharyngolaryngeal (‘guttural’) character of the consonant. They lower adjoining vowels, as in Nae&:eZaBh
(Neh. 13:11); there is no ni&~. But stems beginning with R~ do not show such behaviour, e.g. not
nerdaam, but NiRDaaM (see Judg. 4:21, Prov. 10:5, Ps. 76:7 and elsewhere). It is as regular as
NiShBaR (e.g. Ex. 22:9).224
One other reason sometimes given for ‹R› to have been, broadly, ‘guttural’, is that /r/ appears as not
yielding to protraction. Phonetically, this argument is unsubstantiated. Most if not all consonants can
be prolonged, though different means are employed to prolong different classes of sounds. (Please find
more on this issue under 2.6 below.) A trilled [r] cannot be made longer provided it is a single flap, [ɾ].
221

‘R’ as a phoneme. Linguists certainly need not be reminded of it, but non-linguistic experts may appreciate it.
Also, it should not be overlooked that the attracting of ^A vowels (or its graphic signs) that seems to be the
main reason for considering the ‹R› as uvular, is not limited to ‹R›. In some, perhaps infrequent, occasions, it has
been observed also with ‹L›. It concerns at least the Babylonian version of the Early Middle Ages tradition on
Hebrew imperfects of D-stems (normally j:qa77eel) that regularly appear as j:qa77al in III-gutt., III-R and also
some III-L (Kahle (1913) Masoreten des Ostens, Die ältesten punktierten Handschriften des Alten Testaments und
der Targume, Leipzig, p. 189–190; Yeivin (1985) Hebrew Language Tradition as Reflected in the Babylonian
Vocalization, Jerusalem, p. 525–527). In fact, ‹R› even alternated with ‹L› sometimes in post-Biblical Hebrew (B.
A. Levine (2002) Hebrew (Postbiblical), in: Beyond Babel: A Handbook for Biblical Hebrew and Related
Languages (Resources for biblical study), eds.: John Kaltner / Steven L. McKenzie, Leiden, Brill, p. 161) gives
margārît → margālît as an example. It is worth noting this alternation suggests strongly [r] used to have an
apical pronunciation (as the [l] did) back in those times. It should be noted, however, that F. M. Pérez (1997) An
Introductory Grammar of Rabbinic Hebrew, Brill, Leiden., p. 13, considers this very word an example of
dissimilation. He adds another one, PL7RJN, πραιτώριον, along with an example of a metathesis in a Babylonian
tradition. Possibly relevant appear also words such as LBLR (Lat. libellarius, a librarian), also provided therein,
that seem to show to me ‹L› and ‹R› did not apparently mix up.
223
Let us suppose for the discussion’s sake that ‹R› was /r/ before it will have been demonstrated later hereon.
224
I have checked 14 p"gr verbs whose ‘guttural’ 1st radical can be suspected to have been etymologically velar,
and show nif. pf/pt or hif. pf in TN"K (XB% naexba, haex~, XZQ?, X7%, XLP take turns, XLQ make smooth, XSR
(haexsir), XPR be ashamed (haexpir), XRB dry up, XRD, &DP, &DR be missing (nae&dar), &WJ, &7J cover, &LP). All of
them behave as if the 1st radical were a true pharyngeal. The explanation can be that the consonant turned to be
pharyngeal by the time of the Masoretes (with the appropriate vowel alterations, which cannot be considered a
matter of course) AND/OR the specifics of the vocalisation were not directly related to the nature of the consonant.
222
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(Unlike its fricative and approximant counterparts that can continue as long as there is breath.) The
increased duration can be created only by doubling or multiplying vibrations, [ɾɾɾɾ...], which is not the
gemination of the same kind as protracting the articulation of continuants and holding back the
tension stage in plosions. This difference might have been realized by the Masoretes.225 The question
is, however: Could it give them enough reason NOT to mark ‹R› for length?
In fact, 1Sam. 17:25, HaR!.%iIThaeM<p$> has ‹R!› followed by a shwa. It is unclear if the dagesh is
to be interpreted as ‹RR› or just a stronger ‹R›.226 The shwa that follows is probably naa&, as the word
is a compound of Ha+R:%iIThaeM and the content seems to be very emotional. Masorah parva notes it
is one of 3 such instances. Indeed, 1Sam. 1:6, HaR!.&iMaa"H<at> has, again, ‹R!› in #A, #L and #R.
This time, however, ‹R!› cannot be attributed to any lexical component boundary as the whole word is a
hiph&il infinitive form (though an emotional stress is also present in the text). Masorah parva in #L
marks it as a unique occurrence and the masorah in #A makes it clearer: L. WXS., i.e. what is being
noted is the defective reading ~&iM~ instead of ~&iIM~. It does not comment on ‹R!›. Other instances
of ‹R!› include the same word and accent HaR!.%iIThae"M<p$> as in 1Sam. 17:25 also in 1Sam.
10:24 and 2Kings 6:32 (perhaps not so emotionally, though certainly not in a disinterested voice).
Other words are found in Jer. 39:12 (M:%uU"MAa<mn> R!aa"&<at>), Ezech. 16:4 bis
(_KhaaR!a"Th<mn> ShaaR!ee"Kh<zq>, please note the <mn> conjunctive; also note the marginal
masora in BHS does not come from #L), Hab. 3:13 (MaaXa"CTaa<mh> R!OO"Sh<p$>, with (%)| in #A,
but not in #L), Ps. 52:5 (%aaHa"BhTaa<mn> R!aa"&<mn> just as in Jer. above, but note the accent; in
#A, corr. or manus secunda), Job 39:9 (H:aJOO"BhAe<mn> R!eE"M<mn>, a conjunctive again). Prov.
3:8 (L:ShaaR!ae"Khaa<at>, the same word as in Ezech. 16:4; it should also be noted it occurs as
ShaR:ReeKh in Song 7:3, so the doubling of ‹R!›=‹RR› seems to have a substance), 11:21
(_JiNNaa"QAe<mn> R!aa"&<at>, the same word and accent as in Jer. 39:12 above), 14:10
(MaaR!a"Th<mn>227), 15:1 (Ma,&:aNAe_R!aKh<dx>, please note this is contextual, induced by a d:xiq
rule, see 2.9.1(2), not morphological), Song 5:2 (ShaeRROOShiI<p$>, which can be analysed as
shae+rooshi), Ezra 9:6 (L:Ma"&LAa<mn> R!OO"Sh<zq>), 2Chron. 26:10 (MiQNAe_ R!aBh<p$>).
Though some of the ‹R!›s appear inside excited or even passionate passages, a special emotive stress
on those particular words is not always obvious, perhaps even absent. Almost all of the mentioned
instances of ‹R!› are perfectly clear in both #A and #L (mss) as well as #R. The only four exceptions are
#R in Job 39:9, Prov. 11:21, 15:1 and 2Chr. 26:10. I have checked pictures of the master edition of
Biblia Rabbinica (Venice 1524) concerning the four verses. The contrast of my copy was perhaps too
high. Still, a lack of a dot inside ‹R› seemed clear in three of them (unless vanishing into the paper;
then it would get below the threshold in my copy). So, the lack of ‹!› in ‹R› has appeared in the 2nd
edition of #R already. There were Masoretic notes attached, but they were illegible to me in my copy of
the historical edition. In 15:1, however, there seemed to be a small but well visible trace of a dot inside
the ‹R› of Biblia Rabbinica 1524. The standard printed copy of #R, then, has been found to be different
for this verse. For Song 5:1 and Ezra, the testimony of #A is unavailable. In summary, ‹R!›, perhaps
even ‹RR›, should be considered an established, though rare, element of MsH graphic system, well
attested in ancient manuscripts. It appears functional in some of the locations with respect to the
morphology of the word, while in others, the reason does not seem obvious.
It should be noted, however, that ‹R!› comes about always in an intervocalic position. (If ‹R!› is a
word initial, the preceding word has been included in the quotations above to make this fact stand out.)
A gemination of a consonant is sometimes required by the MsH grammar and some other times it can
be expected as a fairly regular phenomenon. In most such instances, ‹R› is not doubled. The preceding
vowel is altered instead. If a description system of MsH phonology employs vocalic length, it claims the
preceding vowel is lengthened and calls it a compensatory lengthening. Examples include common
nouns as well as names: 1Sam. 9:9 HaaRoo&Ae"<sq> (in place of harr~, where ....a[r/] might be
considered as replacing ..a[r \][r/], i.e. vowel engulfing a detensional portion of [r], in Glossa notation,
225

Murtonen, p. 176: “... /r/ loses geminability towards the end or rather after the biblical period except in Sam.”
The question is more phonological than a really phonetic one as it is difficult to think of any other means of
making the ‹R› more ‘forceful’ than a longer duration or a greater number of taps. The effect in phonetic terms is
splitting the articulation slot in two stages: a detensional ..r\ in the first half makes the preceding syllable closed,
..h/..a|..r\, an intensional ..r/ in the second half sets the following syllable on, which itself is able to create the
impression it opens into a vowel-like sound (a shwa), though no real vowel needs be present in the sound signal.
227
Matthew Anstey, op. cit., transliterates morrat, obviously feeling the ‹R› should be interpreted as doubled.
226
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see later in G); HaaRaaQiI"a&<sq> in Ps 19:2 (not harraa~); in Song 4:3, 6:7, Haa(,)RiMMoON<p$>;
Prov. 26:13, HaaR:XooBhoO"Th<sq>; 1Kings 6:37 Haa,R:BiI&iI"Th<zq>—regardless of vocalic
colours and (possibly) lengths. In names, HaaRu,%uUBheeNiI"<at> in Num. 26:7. This is interesting
in #R that reads Haa,R%uU~ (or, more precisely, HaaR,%~) which is hard to interpret, given there is
no ‹:› after ‹R› (a matres-like graphics). Does it reflect a change in pronunciation of ‹R› in #R mss?228
If ‹R› was a true ‘guttural’, xa7ephs should have been a notable accompaniment, just as it was with
other ‘gutturals’. Indeed, ‹R› is sometimes seen to go together with some, especially ‹:a›. It appears to
apply to some words (such as BRK) more than others, in some books (such as Gen.) more than others.
(Exact numbers are to be expected from the computation-based follow-up of the present research.) It
may appear puzzling, however, such accompaniment failed to be more frequent. If the mechanics of
articulation that forced the back of the tongue to lower did apply also to ‹R› just as it is traditionally
explained to affect other ‘gutturals’, a xa7eph could well be expected especially in place of ‹:› or higher
vowels. The above example HaaRu,%uUBheeNiI / HaaR%uUBheeNiI covers them both. Given that
the standard spelling of the name is R:%uUBheeN/~iI,229 one should expect lower vowels than ‹u› to
fill in the space between ‹R› and ‹%›. A simple shwa, such as in WaJJa,HaR:GhuU of Num. 31:7,
Xa,R:BhoOTh of Josh. 5:3 or Ma&aR:KhoOTh in 1Sam. 17:26 (Matthew Anstey, op. cit., renders
them wayya|hargû, Ha|rbôt and ma`arkôt, respectively) seem to be fairly regular in TN"K and no ‹:a› was
attached even though ‹a› precedes or follows. If, on the other hand, ‹R› was alveolar (as it is e.g. in the
present-day Arabic and the Samaritan tradition230), it might have only failed to geminate in writing
(but for a few exceptions), not due to its physical incapability of doing so (see the exceptions) but
simply because MsH did not recognize its number of vibrations normally as relevant. No difference was
seen in phonology between .r, ..r, ...r and ....r. Provided this condition applies, there would be no need
for vowel alterations as witnessed with ‘gutturals’. The fact that, infrequently, they do occur could be
well explained in a similar way as with other incidences of xa7ephs: vocalic alternatives. Also
‘compensatory lengthening’ would not be necessarily needed to apply in writing provided ~arr:ghuu
were still a valid interpretation. Otherwise, ~arguu should be expected with ‹G› following the
consonant, which was, however, not the case.

E2.6

Generally on Gutturals

Now that all the members of this traditional class have been dealt with separately, it is perhaps
appropriate to include a few short comments concerning all of them generally.
As mentioned already, ‘guttural’ is a somewhat vague category if considered in physical terms. On
the other hand, a phonologist is free to draw the defining line so as to make a particular model work
(currently, to make work a system of rules or fit an optimality table). The present research, however, is
concerned with a phonetic likelihood at least as much as it is out in search for a theoretically workable
228

Or later, as the print of the Venetian original is almost illegible at this detail in my copy. The ‹R› even seems to
have a dot inside (quite low, though) and a fading trace of something as a slight ‹,› or the lower dot of ‹:› could be
recognized below. The massive assymetric blot under ‹H› can stand for anything including an ‹aa,› combination.
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The LXX form Ρουβην betrays there was not much of a sound between ‹R› and ‹%›. (‹%› was left out in Greek.)
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Rudolf Machuch (1969) Grammatik des samaritanischen Hebräisch, Berlin, Walter de Gruyter & Co., p. 97,
description on p. 115; see p. 116–118 for its gemination. Murtonen, op. cit., p. 77, adds that “Bab and Tib
grammatical tradition also knows of twofold pronunciation of ř comparable to that of the stop phonemes, but the
passages concerned are not clear and partly self-contradictory so that it appears that Tib Masoretes themselves
were confused about it and thus evidently did not practice it.” Concerning its rendering in Greek, he notes: “More
common is the intechange with δ and its counterpart ρ as transcription of Hbr ă for which the reason is also clear:
phonetic resemblance of ř and spirantized ă (=δ) which may at times in some locations amount to complete
identity” (p. 78). Also Macuch opines on Samaritan ‹R› to ‹D› relation on pp. referred to above. Murtonen takes
it up on p. 167: “...there is little positive evidence for uvular /r/ from the period of punctuated texts, so we would
have to assume that the traits suggestive of it were preserved for centuries despite the shift of the main point of
articulation to the front of the mouth. This is of course not unthinkable, but in a language no longer in everyday
use at best hypothetical, and a flap- or tap-/r/ is at least equally compatible with the most salient characteristic of
/r/ outside Sam[aritan], the lack of geminability, and this is known from other languages, e.g. English, to be
associated with relatively low and retracted tongue position and thus favour relatively open vowels.”
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model. Phonetic questions are, therefore, taken as part and parcel of the researched phonology and
also a fundament without which any phonological model could not be accepted, be it ever so consistent
internally (i.e. in terms defined by its own theory for its own sake).
Let us include three approaches to introduce the term, as in (i) a traditional but not outdated
scholarly monograph, (ii) a traditional textbook, (iii) a modern phonology of the language,
complemented with (iv) a modern Jewish encyclopedia and (v) a general dictionary.
(i) Joüon / Muraoka in their Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Pontifical Biblical Institute, 2003, p. 25):
“The gutturals are sometimes further classified into laryngals (’ and h) and pharyngals (ḥ and ‘).”
(ii) A. B. Davidson in his Introductory Hebrew Grammar simply says (on p. 34): “The letters ע ח ה א
are called gutturals.”231
(iii) Joseph Malone in Tiberian Hebrew Phonology says in the Glossary (on p. 194, largely composed by
Michael O’Connor; internal reference mark † left out): “a traditional place-of-articulation feature describing
a sound produced below the oral cavity, in the pharynx and glottis; T[iberian]H[ebrew]: ḥ, ʕ, h, ʔ;
abbreviated H. Most other Semitic languages show a comparable class. In T[iberian]H[ebrew]P[honology] the
gutturals are non-stomatic, and, with r, low. Of the four gutturals, three are continuants, and ʔ is a stop.
The pharyngeals differ from the glottals in backness: pharyngeal ḥ and ʕ are [+ba[ck]], and glottal h and
ʔ are [–ba[ck]]. The glottals differ in release (H is [+c[o]nt[inuant]] and ʔ is [–cnt]) and tenseness (h is
[+ten[se]] and ʔ [–ten]). The pharyngeals differ in voicing (ḥ is [–voi[ce]] and ʕ is [+voi]) and tenseness
(ḥ is [+ten] and ʕ is [–ten]). (The common alternative term for this group, ‘laryngeal,’ is misleading
since ḥ and ʕ are articulated above the larynx, the part of the windpipe that contains the vocal cords.)”
(iv) Encyclopedia Judaica232 in the entry PRONUNCIATION OF HEBREW on p. 555 devotes almost a
column-sized subentry THE GUTTURALS to it. It divides into three paragraphs of The Laryngeals that
include a glottal stop and a glottal fricative, and a paragraph of The Pharyngeals that include a voiced
and a voiceless fricatives. (The details cover particular pronunciations of specific Jewish communities.)
(v) The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, Second Edition, Unabridged, makes clear the
core meaning and etymology relates it to the throat (p. 853): “3. Phonet. pertaining to or characterized
by a sound articulated in the back of the mouth, as the non-English velar fricative sound (KH).”
From the phonetic viewpoint, then, ‘gutturals’ include laryngeals, pharyngeals—which is
undisputed—and in some theories also velars. (The Random House Dictionary gives a velar as the only
example. Shelomo Morag in the Encyclopaedia Judaica speaks also of uvulars. According to Davidson,
‹R› has “many affinities with the gutturals” and [in not doubling] “agrees with the gutturals.” This
resembles the language of Gesenius, op. cit., p. 33: “As regards ר, its pronunciation as a palatal (with a
vibrating uvula) seems to have been prevailing one. Hence in some respects it is also classed with the
gutturals.” It is a clearly “front,” or “palatal,” sound for Gesenius on p. 34. It is “lingual” for Joüon /
Muraoka, who explicitly deny the concept of it being guttural on p. 29.) From the theoretic viewpoint, it
is interesting ‹R› is not explicitly included in the resources quoted (which are all standard references in
their respective classes).
What is, implicitly, also excluded are the consonants for which a traditional term is used in Semitic
studies, viz. ‘emphatics’. This might be felt rather surprising as ‘emphatics’ are nothing else than
pharyngealized consonants, which are consonants with the pharyngeal secondary articulation. Should
any class of consonants affect vowels by their pharyngeal articulation, ‘emphatics’ had to be eligible.
But they are not.
Such a heterogeneous class of sounds gives little sense in phonetic terms. The sounds that are
articulated only in the larynx ([ʔ] and [h]) do not change the setting of the supraglottal cavities, so they
consequently do not modify vocal sounds. The consonants that are articulated on the velum and uvula
need the back of the tongue to be raised, so they consequently can only raise the vowels if anything. It is
solely the sounds that are produced in the pharynx that are able to shift vowels towards the color ^A.
Only these could show the ‘guttural attraction to a’. It should, however, concern also pharyngealized
consonants, which are not included. To top it off, an ^R sound is loosely associated with the category,
though careful authors deny it was really a guttural. The putative inability of lengthening is
phonetically unsubstantiated. All of those consonants can be prolonged, though the various sub-
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A. B. Davidson (18741) An Introductory Hebrew Grammar (192322 revised by J. E. McFayden), T&T Clark,
Edinburgh. He seems to follow Gesenius (op. cit.) who simply introduces the term on p. 32 in listing the sounds.
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Encyclopaedia Judaica, Second Edition, Volume 16, the author of the entry is Shelomo Morag.
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categories by various means. For these reasons, I cannot help but consider a ‘guttural’ category a nonclass in the present phonology.

E2.6.1

Duration of Consonants

When ‘gutturals’ are discussed, Europeans are inclined to agree all the consonants pronounced back in
the throat cannot geminate nor prolong. In fact, most of the European students do not even try to
pronounce such sounds. Still, those sounds do geminate, just as most other consonants. Ease and
difficulty are deceitful concepts whenever it is left with non-native speakers to estimate. Everyone feel
foreign sounds are more difficult to create and maintain than sounds of their mother tongue. Scholars
should not yield to naïve opinions of this kind, rather they should try and find reasons to explain
rationally why gemination in not observed in the MsH record of some sounds. A welcome side effect
can be sounds such as ‹R› are no more miscategorized.
The claim that virtually all consonants can prolong does not imply they can do so in any language
they are employed in. Some or all sounds do not prolong at all in many languages, or, they do not
increase duration in a phonologically distinctive way. In other languages, only certain classes of sounds
elongate while some other kinds of sounds are felt impossible to do so by native speakers. In yet other
languages, no such restrictions apply. The following discussion is not concerned with conditions that
govern in any particular language. It concerns solely the physical possibility or otherwise to do so.
It should be borne in mind the many types of sounds cannot extend by the same means. Phonetically
different methods of getting a sound longer are used to achieve the same phonological end: the
duration or gemination. (For the simplicity of the discussion, the two terms can be taken as
synonymous herein.) Fricatives and approximants can increase in duration just as vowels do, by
holding on in their tension, ..a|, ....a|, ..f|, ....f|, ..[ɹ]|, ....[ɹ]|.233 Almost the same applies to nasals as
well, ..m|, ....m|, though initial articulation phase (detension), ..m/..a, or final articulation phase
(intension), ..a..m\, may be specifically perceived and play a role in particular syllabic configurations (a
feature in common with plosives, from which nasals differ by resonating the nasal cavity where plosives
have silence or damped vibrations of the vocal cords: ..a..m\..m|..m/..a just as it is
..a..\p..[silence]|..p/..a or ..a..b\..[humm]..b/..a). Approximants, in turn, can create different sounds if
prolonged, such as ..a..w\..u|..w/..a, since intension or detension are needed for them to be identified
correctly in the language. These sounds may, or may not, be recognized (as ..u|, ..i|, ..ü| etc.) in the
language. Phonologists explain that ..i on the position of a consonant is ..j but, phonetically, it is a
matter of an expected articulation phase: [j] recognized in ..j\ or ..j/ is taken as /j/, while heard only in
..j| is /i/. Instantaneous sounds such as plosives are lengthened by delaying their termination
(plosion), even if what is actually drawn out is only a period of silence, as explained above. Taps and
flaps, such as .[ɾ] can duplicate, ..[ɾ], triplicate, ...[ɾ], multiplicate, .......[ɾ], ad libitum. Some of those
values are distinguished as short and long in some languages (such as pero and perro in Spanish), they
are meaningless in others. Most sounds grouped under the label ‘guttural’ are easy to elongate
phonetically as they come under one of those standard classes, fricatives, approximants and plosives. A
plosive is [ʔ], for which both ..a..[ʔ]\ and ..[ʔ]/..a are recognized and recognizable values in languages
of the world. A geminated [ʔ] is, theoretically, nothing more than ..a..[ʔ]\..[ ]..[ʔ]/..a. In practice,
however, such as in everyday Arabic, a ‘geminated’ ....[ʔ] is shortened into a single fully articulated
..[ʔ], while a regular ‘simple’ ..[ʔ] is a creaky-voiced, imperfectly articulated sound, .([~>ʔ<~]).234
If the Masoretes found no problem in marking plosives as doubled (which they did, and no one
disputes it), we should accept ‹%› could be doubled as well, though it is not marked so regularly, or
perhaps even employed regularly (which are two different things). The less should we wonder if they
prolonged sounds such as ‹X› (which they did not, or, to be more precise, they did not mark them so).
In terms of the mechanics of prolongation, no difference is between ‹XX› and ‹SS›. Seeing they were
able to recognize ‹LL›, they should have been able to hear and produce ‹&&› with no substantially
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Glossa (see G) can include IPA transcription symbols, brackets [ ] hold symbol(s) for only one sound. [ɹ] is an
English rhotic approximant (a note for native English speakers who did not study their tongue from textbooks).
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See G for details. The IPA symbol is simpler, a combination of [˘~ʔ], which I find harder to compose in my word
processor. The phonetic nature of the ʔ gemination is well explained, with waveforms of samples from Lebanese
Colloquial Arabic, in Ladefoged / Maddieson (1996) The Sounds of the World’s Languages, Blackwell, p. 75–76.
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greater difficulty. Different strategies would have been needed to achieve gemination of different kinds
of ‹R›, but all would have finally led to ‹RR›. Why the writing is not consistent in marking it, that is
another question, which should be asked. It should be noted that while ‹HH›, though physically
possible, is not marked so in text and the mark that would be expected was actually used to prop up the
sound in word ends where it could easily be mistaken for a mater (H) that was not pronounced. The
section on dagesh should address these issues later on in the present work.

E2.6.2

Consonant–Vowel Interaction

Having established that ‘gutturals’ are able to distinguish duration regardless of what sounds are
actually included in the set, simply because most if not all consonants are capable of this distinction, we
can take now a closer look at their colouring of vowels in their neighbourhood.
The question is complicated by the concept that aH recognized pharyngeals and velars under the
letters that were shared by the two categories. Thus, ‹X› was to signify both [ħ] and [χ], ‹&› used to
stand for both [ʕ] and [ɣ]. This concept is well established, covered by references including very
standard ones and a fair body of literature has already commented on various aspects of it, so that there
is no need to dwell on the topic more in this work. We have paid attention to it already in dealing with
individual items of vocabulary and particular locations in TN"K. What is relevant for our present topic
is that we cannot be sure whether and when such double-valuedness ended. In particular, we do not
know with enough certainty if the HbA, that is the most relevant dialect for the condition of TN"K under
our scrutiny, actually did recognize pharyngeals from velars, or did not. A good number of options
seem to remain open, most notably:
(a) The distinction ended with aH and did not continue into MsH.
(b) The distinction continued into MsH and was fully active for HbA, too.
(c) The distinction waned in different parts of the aH world with different speed, so that extremely
conservative HbA dialect still maintained it whereas other MsH dialects that took the Masoretic
tradition over lost the distinction, resulting in a mixture of traditions in pronunciation.
(d) Similarly to (c) but the other way round: HbA had suppressed it while other MsH revived it later.
(e) The distinction was lost prior to MsH but revived due to Arabic as early as HbA, but imperfectly.
(f) Same as (e) but the Arabic adstratum applied its full force only after HbA was recorded.
Obviously, more options and combinations could be thought of. Some of them have already been
commented in the discussion of the issue. It exceeds the capacity of the present dissertation to include
a quest for a phonetic reconstruction of any of the dialects of MsH. In a later stage of the research,
more working models would have probably to be established so as to test on the corpus. Currently, no
special preference can be reasonably given to any one of them.
Pharyngeals rather than ‘gutturals’ naturally attract the vocalic colour of ^A, or, more precisely, the
colour of a back ^A/O. The reason is the anticipated or slowly receding position of the root of the
tongue. Simultaneously, they tend to increase the openness of the vowel. This is due to a stronger
articulatory energy concentrated in the root of the tongue, with the effect that its dorsum (especially in
its front where [i] is articulated) does not rise so quickly and so high. That is probably why J&MWD is
pointed as Ja&:aMoODh (Nah. 1:6), and not ji&moodh. In laryngeals, such as the glottal stop, the
pharyngealized position of the root of the tongue does not apply. Still, a lower position seems to take
effect anyway, though no obvious necessity follows from the gesture. That is why H%MJN is pointed
Hae%:eMiIN (Gen. 45:26), and not hi%miin. Lowering to hae%~ in place of hi%~ could be
(tentatively) explained by shortening of the vowel, i.e. cutting the gesture short in the middle of the oral
cavity as if the glottal stop tended to “stop” also the tongue from reaching its more distant termination
point and settling for ..ae. It is interesting to observe this tendency overcoming even the physical nature
of the pharyngeals. Thus, &aabhadh has 3ms ipf ja&:abhoodh, but 1s %ae&:ebhoodh.
Pharyngeals seem to need more vocalic elements around and tend to turn them into ^A, especially if
standing in coda of the syllable rather than in the onset. That also is probably why certain (‘long’)
non^A vowels need an additional ‹a› called patach furtivum. If a pharyngeal is to appear in a coda due
to a regular resyllabification for a grammatical template, the pattern changes to move the pharyngeal
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to the onset (it can be estimated it concerns ‹&› more often than ‹X›235). Thus, WaJJa,&aM.DhuU^ in
Lev. 9:5 is an expected skeleton for a theoretical wajja&m:dhuu. These features in pointing would be
difficult to maintain if the HbA would have lost the true pharyngeal pronunciation long ago as the
system would press the scribes to regularize the forms. On the other hand, provided the extreme
conservative tradition of HbA had preserved differences that had ceased from writing even in times
when the language was still spoken on the street (a couple of centuries before their time), then Arabic
might well have come to the aid of such differences, re-sensitivise them and make their logic apparent
again. Also, a loss of the distinction between pharyngeals and velars did not have to result in an inbetween pronunciation, not truly pharyngeal, nor truly velar. More probably, one or the other
pronunciation would prevail. If the pharyngeal one would keep on (as it seems it did), the effects of
pharyngealization might be expected to spread and engulf also the former velars, though not
necessarily in an even and consistent way (this makes the reconstruction of the condition so hard).
The traditional taboo pointing of the Divine name as %:aDhooNaaJ might provide a clue pointing in
a different direction. The skeleton under the Y letters alters from -:a-oo-aa- to -:-oo-aa, apparently due
to the effect of the initial ‹J›. Was it so since there was a(n alternative) pronunciation of ‘guttural’
sounds as vocalic, e.g. [ɑ] for ‹&›, [æ] for ‹%›? We might speculate the ‹&:› and ‹%:› syllables may
have been still pronounced as a ‘guttural’-cum-shwa group by some speakers. The furtive patach would
then be nothing more than an alternative variant offered by the Masoretes to those who found it easier
to replace a difficult, non-native consonant with a vowel. If xa7ephs were such variants, then patach
could be thought of in analogous terms. But what to think of ‹X› and ‹H›? Their vocalization is also not
unimaginable (for ‹X›, [ɑ] would be a natural replacement; for ‹H›, any vowel would do phonetically),
but the evidence seems less clear and appears quite inconsistent.
Patach furtivum, frequently in pharyngeal-final forms such as JooDhee"a&<mn> (Gen 3:5), would
suggest the etymological [ʕ] rather than [ɣ] was preserved. Forms such as 1Kings 22:3 with
~J:Dha&Tae^M (having ‹&› in coda and no xa7eph) seem to deny that. In a similar position is ‹X› of
NaeXMaa^Dh in Gen. 2:9, though in Ps. 19:11 it can be read ~NaeX:eMaaDhiI^M, which is pl. of the
same form of the same word. Etymologically, a pharyngeal was also likely there. On the other hand,
&:aMooRAa (“Gomorrah”, e.g. Deut. 32:32) is a likely candidate for a velar initial. Still, it comes
consistently with xa7eph under ‹&› instead of ‹:›, a phenomenon associated with pharyngeals. It might
mean the velars were no longer distinguished when the word (Gen., Deut., Is., Jer., Xii) was pointed.
Or, any presence or absence of xa7eps is not indicative of a pharyngeal pronunciation at all.
It may also mean that some or all of the ‘gutturals’ turned to sound so close (a sort of cross-bred of
the options above), that while a distinction was maintained, it tended to get easily confused in public
reading. The Masoretes, in order to prevent the listener or a less experienced lector from misidentifying
forms, tried to enhance some forms with vowels. Provided they did it selectively (in forms that were
likely to confuse, which is difficult to evaluate today given that only subset of the language is known),
they have created inconsistent pattern of pointing and increased confusion for the researcher of today.
This could perhaps explain the complex rules in vocalizing the article. Some forms of it create the
impression the purpose was to dissimilate, i.e. make reading aloud clearer. The unstressed haehaa~,
hae&aa~ and haexaa~ suggest ‹H›, ‹&› and ‹X› could have been so weak that the lector was instructed
to make the article’s vowel more fronted so that the -ae-aa~^ template would signal itself there was an
article attached and overhearing was minimized.236
2Sam. 5:2 brings forward an interesting example of two lagyngeals, ‹H› and ‹%›, vanishing away as
early as in the time interword spaces could have been manipulated, and the resulting division still to
obtain authority.237 HaaJiIThaa(=H) aMoOCiI(%) W:HaMMeeBhiI %aeTh_ of k# is to be understood
as HaaJiIThaa HaMMoOCiI(%) W:HaMMeeBhiI(%=%)aeTh_ of k#, where the ‹H› of ~Thaa(=H)
should move to (H)a~ and the ‹%› in %aeTh is to fulfill a double duty for ~BhiI(%) also. This, however,
entails more than a simple reshuffling of letters. The ‹H› in ~ThAa is a silent mater lectionis never
intended to be considered a consonant. Its moving to Ha~ involves a simultaneous move to another
category. It is a testimony that, at least to a mind or ear of anyone who has produced a master copy of
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Later stages of the research are planned to provide figures for text and for lexicon, which are different counts.
This does not cover all the forms required by the article. The rules are complex and finding a simple approach
that would explain all of them (provided there is one) remains a challenge for phonology (it is none else’s task).
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A mistake in spacing can of course happen anytime. The point in this case is that the two interword spaces
have not been considered slips of a scribe but found their way to TM and have been faithfully copied ever since.
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this version of TM, the ‹H› used to have quite a weak value or be silent altogether. The double duty ‹%›
seems to be a different case. If, in a master copy, there was a string WHMBJ%T, it could have been easy
to read a single ‹%› twice for two words. In dividing the string later on, ‹%› has been assigned where it
was more needed. (The marginal masorah has recognized the B-W-% verbal form as 1 of the 9
instances with ‹%› missing also in writing.) Another scenario, however, is also imaginable, i.e. that the
two words made a unit in speech more importantly than, possibly, also in writing. Was it that the ‹%› in
MeeBhiI(%) of B-W-% verb was still a consonantal glottal stop, or that the ‹%› of %aeTh was already
silent in the scribe’s particular dialect or idiolect or, quite probably, was able to disappear in utterances.
As the final consonant in B-W-% represents a very archaic stage in the language, the latter can be
considered more probable. Thus, it also may be an early witness to a vanishing consonant value of ‹%›.
Interchanges of ‘gutturals’, known from Samaritan sources, are found also in Dead See Scrolls and
Galiean Aramaic. The latter two might have exercised some influence on the later pre-Ms and MsH.238
Infrequently, ‹&› and ‹%› appear mixed up as early as in TM, such as in %:aDhooRaaM (tgJon
%DWRM, Vul. Aduram) as compared with H:aDhooRaaM of 2Chron. 10:18 in TM (and tgJon, Vul. A~),
and also W:&aTTAa of 1Kings 1:18b as compared with w:%attaa of LXX in their και συ (left out in
Vul., tgJon repeats K&N as in TM), which might suggest weakening or silencing of the sounds (cf Tov,
op. cit., p. 251). Still, phenomena as these are not unusual in connected speech, though recited or
chanted, and need not imply such non-distinction started to be phonologized as early as then. In a later
stage, called Rabbinical Hebrew 1 (tannaitic Hebrew) by M. Pérez Fernández, which resurfaced as a
development alongside BH,239 this mixing occurred more often (see D1.3, also op. cit., p. 11–13 for
examples). An exchange between ‹X› and ‹&› that is for TM provided by Tov, op. cit., p. 251, in 1Sam.
17:7, where W:&eeC (“and wood[en something, a shaft]”) of k#240 is to be read as W:XeeC (“and
arrow”) in q#. (Both LXX and Vul. seem to support k#.) It should be noted, however, the difference was
mainly in voicing. The examples in p. 251–252, op. cit., concerning ‹P›/‹B› should not suggest the
difference was not recognized, though it may have become lost in transfers between communities (cf
Macuch, op. cit., p. 97–110). The Samaritan Pentateuch sonorized the examples in the middle of words
and desonorizes in the end. Such a process may have been at work, though not so manifestly, also in
Hebrew and incidentally managed to be recorded in 1Sam. 17:7 affecting ‹X› and ‹&›.241 Tov also takes
note of the suspended (superscribed) letters, such as MiJJaa{^&a}R in Ps. 80:14 and R:Shaa{^&}iIM
in Job 38:13 and MeeR:Shaa{^&}iIM in v. 15.242 “[G]uttural letters that were possibly wrongly omitted
by the original scribes [...] have been added in the same way [i.e. superscribed, suspended]: [...] In many
Qumran texts laryngeals and pharyngeals were also added supralinearly as corrections (see [...] p.
ע
113)”, where it says “JSh{^&}JHW [in 1QIsa(a)] Supralinear letter ; omission of [&]ayin indicates
the weakening of laryngeals and pharyngeals” (op. cit., p. 57 and 113, respectively). Concerning
1QIsa(a) he adds: “In this scroll, more than in other texts, Aramaic influence and the weakening of the
gutterals[sic] is recognizable. See [E. Y.] Kutscher, [The] Language [and Linguistic Background of the
Isaiah Scroll (1 Q Isa)], [Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah VI; Leiden 1974] 91–95 and 505–
511 and see Table 21 on p. 113 (under ‘Language’)” (p. 109, footn. 82). The mentioned Table (p. 112)
brings out examples such as KJ→KJ%, KL→KWL and LX:oLJ→LXWLJ for TM→1QIsa(a), i.e.
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E. Tov, op. cit., p. 95–96 (Tab. 17) shows they concern {X→H}iDDaeQaeL (Gen. 2:14), Coo{X→H}aR (Gen.
25:9), Ha{H→%}:aPheeKhAa (Gen. 19:29), B:{H→%}aBhLeEHaeM (Deut. 32:21), W{&→X}BRTM (Gen. 49:7),
{&→X}eeBhaeR (Ex. 28:26) and Naa7aa{&→H} in Num. 24:6 in the Samaritan Pentateuch, though observable in
other Samaritan writings, too, especially ‹&› ↔ ‹X›, “as they are in Galilean Aramaic” says he. (References
included are Macuch, R. (1969) Grammatik des samaritanischen Hebräisch, W. de Gruyter & Co., Berlin, p. 32,
and Ben-Ḥayyim, Z. (1954) The Samaritan Vowel-System and Its Graphic Representation, Archiv orientální 22,
p. 515–530; idem (1977) The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic amongst the Samaritans, vol. 5
(Heb.) Jerusalem, p. 25–29. Macuch, however, does not recognize them as phonemes, see p. 97 in Grammatik.)
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M. Bar-Asher (1990), L’hébreu mishnique: esquisse d’une description, in: Académie des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres: comptes rendus des séances de l’année 1990, 1, (Paris), concludes “that it is not a matter of two
successive stages of the language, but of two different synchronic systems, reflecting two different dialects. In
other words, RH is not the direct result of BH, but rather a related dialect” (p. 205). What is relevant for the
present work is that RH in some of its later developments might have very probably affected MsH and should be
considered as a linguistic adstratum, an influence present with the MsH users that interpreted the BH language.
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... and 2Sam. 21:19 (&eeC in k# + q#), which is, strictly taken, not the exact parallel to the passage quoted.
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Cf English, that has a similar tendency, which (also?) does not manifest in writing.
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To add that {^ } transliterates a suspended letter (where ^ does not signify stress) is barely needed.
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scriptio plenior, nothing that would suggest wrongly omitted ‘gutturals’ were corrected. Not even KJ%
can be taken as a proof for a laryngeal not pronounced anymore as this and a few other letters has been
used in parallel functions almost from the very beginning of Hebrew writing. Suspended letters on the
other hand, could have been taken so. Still, should this be so, we might expect to meet them in greater
numbers that we actually do.

E2.7

Comments on Plosives

It is a well known fact for anybody who at least managed to open a textbook on BH that some original
plosives could predictably get one of two pronunciations in MsH, either keeping its plosion, or, having
lost it in some contexts, they effectively become fricatives, i.e. either ‹P› [p] or ‹Ph› [f], either ‹B› [b] or
‹Bh› [β], either ‹T› [t] or ‹Th› [θ], either ‹D› [d] or ‹Dh› [ð], either ‹K› [k] or ‹Kh› [χ], either ‹G› [g] or
‹Gh› [ɣ]. (Exact phonetic values need not concern us here and are difficult to establish with certainty in
some of the sounds, anyway.) The rules that govern the distribution of the allophones243 are shared
with Aramaic and can still be observed today in the two living dialects of Syriac. Also speakers of
Spanish are familiar with a very similar phenomenon. It is not the concern of this portion of the book to
deal with phonology, but rather collect examples that are to be interpreted in the next step, and a
provisional phonology to be built over the interpretation in yet another step made later herein.
The fricativization of plosives is a phenomenon penetrating perhaps any verse of TN"K so amply that
listing particular examples would really be dispensable. To remain true to the purpose of Portion E,
here are two illustrations: In Josh. 17:8, TaPPuU"aX<at> W:ThaPPuU"aX<tv> where tappuax /
thappuax is obviously a single lexeme (in two adjacent clauses). It must have been perceived as
identical by the native speakers.244 In 2Sam. 19:1 bis, B:NiI Bh:NiI is an emotional repetition of B:NiI.
The fricativization of labial, dental and velar simple plosives245 appears to be a non-phonological
correlation. Where the values seem to distinguish meaning, it is a signal of concomitant gemination.
Forms such as %:aCaWWaeKKaa in Ex. 7:2 could have easily been %:acawwaekhaa (~kk~ vs. ~kh~),
which would also make a good sense. But the real difference involved is doubling vs a single sound.
Some of the plosives show also their pharyngealized counterparts. The letter ‹7› is a distinct
character maintained from as early as the origins of the script. Configurations such as in Ps. 27:9 help
confirm both interrelatedness and difference of ‹T› and ‹7›. Please note the consonance (internal
alliteration)246 built on voiceless dental plosives in this line of verse: %aL_TaSTeeR PaaNaEKhaa
MiMMaeNNiI %aL_Ta7_B:%aPh &aBhDaeKhaa &aeZRaaThiI HaaJiIThaa %aL_Ti77:SheeNiI
W:%aL_Ta&aZ:BheeNiI %:eLooHeE JiSh&iI (‹Th› can be assumed a plosive in the day the verse was
composed). (For _Ta7_ not involved in consonance, see Ps. 141:4. See also Num. 22:33 WaTTee7.)
A few TN"K data seem to suggest a difference between ‹T› and ‹7› was possibly felt so much in the
) appears as rendered with ‹7› in
later 2nd millenium BCE layers of the Torah that the Egyptian d (
the TN"K records, and, rather surprisingly, not with ‹D› nor ‹T›. In Gen. 37:36 and also 39:1, a
pharao’s official Potiphar’s name (or title, not completely understood) gives the impression the Poti~
element, PoO7iI~ is an Egyptian article (p) with a general present or future form of ‘give’ (dἰ).247 Also
in Gen. 41:45, a similar sounding name PoO7iI PhaeRa& has a clearer Egyptian structure pˀ.dἰ pˀ.rʕ,
which could tentatively be vocalized as Pa-di pa-Reaʕ (a less correct form of the latter god’s name is
Ra). In Ex. 6:25, PuU7iI%eeL seems to be suggestive of Egyptian pˀ.dἰ + Semitic El. The
voiced\voiceless correlation appears well established in Egyptian. In spite of that, oH does not reflect it,
using a pharyngealized value instead. For explanation, we may think of oH ‹T› as having a (slight?)
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Allophones as meant here are types, not tokens. Such allophones result from processes sufficiently broad to
cover many specific environments. From the allophone to a token is a long way to go. IPA transcription fails to
capture this distinction with [ ], which can only be understood. To refine it with Glossa, however, is unnecessary.
244
Probably realized as little as a Hispanic speaker reflects a difference in /b/ of boca [boka] and la boca [la βoka],
an English speaker in /p/ of [phɪt] and [spɪt] and a Czech speaker in a voiced “ř” of řek and a voiceless “ř” of keř.
245
There were more plosives in BH. Both ‹Q› and ‹7› stood for a plosive, and the glottal stop is a plosive of a kind.
246
i.e. an intended repetition of consonants, an instrumentation of sounds in poetry used to enhance the effect.
247
The hieroglyph for d is a standard 1-consonant sign. The verb uses a different sign for d. Any d is concerned.
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aspiration, [th], that increased the contrast between ‹T› and ‹7›. If the ancient Egyptian had no such
aspiration, a Hebrew ear might have perceived it closer to ‹7› than ‹T›.248
Unlike the difference between pharyngealized and non-pharyngealized consonants, ‹T›\‹7›, ‹S›\‹C›
and, in the opinion of some, also ‹K›\‹Q›, which has been written down from the earliest times and
appears a firmly established phonological distinction (that mirrors distinctions in other Semitic
languages), the fricativization seems to be a more recent phenomenon in BH and, apparently, makes
no distinction in meaning of lexemes and forms (apart from doubling, which blocks the change).
An interesting piece of evidence speaking for non-fricativization in the consonantal text while a later
version of it did recognize such sounds, is offered in 1Kings 9:18. One of the places mentioned in the
short list is what k# writes as TMR with vowels supplied -a-.-oo- and what q# renders as TDMR,
obviously TaDhMooR “in the wilderness, in the land” that belonged to Solomon then (LXXOrig Θερµαθ,
which, for Vul., was Palmyra; also tgJon confirms it was this TaDhMooR that was meant249). The same
k# and q# was offered as early as #C. 2Chron. 8:4 offers TaDhMooR in the same context with no
hesitation (LXX Θεδµορ, Vul. explains again it was Palmyra, tg2Chron TaDhMoOR). It may represent
a witness concerning a different pronunciation of coda plosives in the BH of the day, possibly different
from the contemporaneous phonology of Aramaic. Provided BH did not fricativize plosives in codas in
the time of writing or settling the consonantal version of 1Kings, while Aramaic did so already, then the
writer might have failed to “hear” a [ð] in Ta[ð]MooR, and record TaMooR consistently with their own
phonology and, in fact, regular graphics of their tongue (cf k#). Later, when fricativized allophones
became recognizable sounds for the Hebrews as they occurred already in their own language, Palmyra
was possible to mention as TaDhMooR with ‹D› being read as ‹Dh›.250
Also the fact there are Hebrew roots with ‹K› and ‹X› side by side (XKM, ShKX) seem to speak for
later fricativization of ‹K›. Words such as Sh:KheeXeE^ or, in a single syllable, JiShaaKha^X in Ps.
19:18 and 19, respectively, or XoKhMAa^ (Ex. 28:3), or even side by side in ~%aKhXiDh (Zech. 11:8),
are no problem for a native speaker, provided velar (or even palatal) pronunciation is matched with a
pharyngeal one. If, however, the original ‹X› represented pharyngeal and velar pronunciations, it is less
probable another velar fricative could safely compete in the same language. That is why fricativization
of ‹K› and a velar value of ‹X› are more comfortably thought of as operating in different stages of oH.
In dealing with MsH, it should be kept in mind a later dialect with regular and widespread
fricativization has been imposed and read on the consonantal record of a language that apparently
showed no such phenomenon.
On the other hand, the BH pharyngealization does not seem to offer such a simple picture. First, the
original nature of the distinction is still not clear or generally accepted, being a matter of discussion
every now and then.251 Also, the specific nature of some sounds appears debatable, too. (We will not go
into it as it is not relevant in this dissertation.) In Judg. 5:26, the verb MaaX:aQAa raises the question if
it was not virtually the same verb as ~MaaX:aCAa that happens to appear in the same verse in a very
similar function. While MXC, “smash,” is a frequent item,252 MXQ, “shatter,” is a hapax to this verse
and seems to be actually an Aramaic root.253 HALOT quotes a long list of references concerning the
relationship. Randall Buth believes MXC and MXQ was a dialectal difference, the latter having been
likely to come from the north of the country or from Gil&ad. The proto-Semitic *{‹Q›/‹C›} might have
been “a lateral with retracted tongue root”, making an opposition to ‹5›, possibly “a voiceless lateral”
originally.254 “Retracted tongue root” refers basically to the same gesture as pharyngealization does
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It is, however, difficult to claim it was consistent. The quoted verse Gen. 41:45 renders Joseph’s Egyptian
name as CoPhNaTh Pa&NeeaX. Egyptologists find unclear especially the former word (see HALOT, p. 861). The
fem. ending –aTh appears very probable, though. Did it take the oH –aTh form as it had the same meaning in H?
249
A Ιεθερµαθ appears in LXXRA 1Kings 10:22, for which LXXLuc also has Θοδµορ. Iosephus knows of Θαδαµορα.
250
Should this be so, it is deeply appreciable this special phenomenon has not been lost in the process of repeated
copying but has been preserved even after all those millenia. Murtonen, op. cit., assumes the spirantization of all
the BGDKPT plosives was complete about 2nd cent. A.D. “or not long afterwards” (p. 83, notes 130 and 134).
251
That is why ‘emphatic’ is still preferred by many Semitists to label the feature, with its non-IPA dots below.
252
Num. 24:8, 17; Deut. 32:39; 33:11; Judg. 5:26; 2Sam. 22:39; Isa. 30:26; Hab. 3:13; Ps. 18:39; 68:22, 24; 110:5f; Job 5:18; 26:12.
253
It means “erase” in Babylonian Aramaic (Sokoloff 2002, A Dict. of Jewish Bab. Aramaic, Bar Ilan, Isr., p. 657).
254
Randall Buth (2006)  רקצר תחבי העבי הפעלin:  אולפן־לעברית־מקראיתLiving Biblical Hebrew. Biblical Language
Center, Jerusalem, p. 166, note 31. A very similar dichotomy can be seen in the Aramaic verse in Jer. 10:11 where
both ~%aRQAA and ~%aR&AA is found for “earth,” which are the two equivalents of the Hebrew %aeRaeC.
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(though more attributed to vowels in opposition to advanced tongue root, ATR,255 as lowering of the
third formant seems to be the most characteristic feature in the acoustic spectrum, which can best be
perceived in vowels). There is no place to attempt at, neither dwell on, historical reconstructions. A
phonologist of oH needs to realize, however, the pharyngeal opposition may present relationships
more complex than could possibly be derived from a simple list of Hebrew letters. The question can
even be asked if phonemes not in a regular opposition were still felt as being in some kind of opposition
by the effect of dialects speakers were conscious of. (Somewhat similarly as an English speaker may
feel /w/ is distantly related to /v/ due to German words in English vocabulary, and speakers of Czech
are aware /ř/ and /r/ are akin, besides graphics, also because of the closely related Slovak language,
and the Czech /ou/ is brought close to /u/ by the impact of some peripheral dialects.)
Another example of a relationship of two sounds as represented by two different letters (by way of
illustration, and to comment more on pharyngealization, though it does not involve plosives) is an
alternative form (so it seems) of the name Isaak, Ji5XaaQ instead of JiCXaaQ. Mm 2659 to BHS shows
it is found in Jer. 33:26; Am. 7:9, 16 and Ps. 105:9, while Mp makes clear Ji5~ should indeed be related
to JiC~. All the contexts make the sense unequivocal. Given ‹C› and ‹5› are letters whose independence
is firmly established from the earliest forms of the script (admittedly, a slight similarity can be observed
in the early stages), a difference in sound can also be soundly supposed. The usual comment is
Ji5XaaQ was a cryptic reference to Israel, Ji5Raa%eeL.256 But why Israel should be cryptically alluded
to inside “Abraham, Isaak and Jacob” (Jer. 33)? Or beside an explicit mention in Am. 7:8, or in the
same verse, the names standing parallel in Am. 7:16? Or, again, inside “Abraham, Isaak and Jacob”
beside of an explicit mention of Israel in Ps. 105:9-10? It does not make a good sense. It might be a
poetic version of the name, such as Jeshurun is; though, the verses are but slightly poetic, apart from
the psalm. In fact, there is not much of a poetry in Jer. 33. Still, there might be some reason in the latter
explanation. There are two verbs, CaaXaQ and 5aaXaQ, close in meaning. According to general
agreement (and, in fact, its Genesis etymology), C-X-Q is what JiCXaaQ is derived from. It is not a
frequent verb in TN"K (11 times in Gen., once in Exod. and Judg.). The other verb is notably more
frequent, apart from the Torah, also in Jer., Xii and Ps., the books concerned. If a later Biblical writer
wanted to bring the meaning/interpretation of the name home, 5-X-Q in Ji5XaaQ would be a handy
means.257 Obviously, the correspondence of the ‹C› and ‹5› sounds must have been at least clear
enough to a listener/reader for the two verbs to be identified as more or less the same or equivalent.
(The name is too short to rely solely on meaning in such a replacement.) While the exact phonetic
nature of ‹5› is disputable for the early history (the times of the consonantal text),258 ‹C› was a voiceless
‘emphatic’ sibilant (understood as pharyngeal herein). ‹5› was a voiceless sibilant in the later stages of
the language (coinciding with ‹S›). So the difference was ±pharyngeal. There is also a possibility a
dialectal difference was involved in these four instances. If so, it might suggest pharyngealization were
suppressed or weak in some dialects. It might be useful to look for traces of more elimination of the
feature, possibly also between ‹T› and ‹7›.
Concerning ‹5›, there was probably a difference from ‹Sh› in pronunciation as early as in times the
consonantal text was composed. In Exod. 15:25, Shaa"M<mn> 5aa"M<mr> stands in a clause with
grammatically and lexically well differentiated meaning, no pun intended and (despite the well-known
ch. 15) it is prose. The consonantal text reads $M $M. Given that the tradition has kept a distinction
255

Usually, it is enough to recognize + and –ATR. Acoustically, however, different relationships grow from +RTR.
As LXX and Vul. have it in Am. 7:9. Still, they render it Jacob in v. 16. Tg has J5XQ in Jer. and Am., while in Ps.
105, JCXQ and Ισαακ are in Tg and LXX. Translators, then, used different means to cope with it as a difficulty.
257
In fact, 5XQ might even be an equivalent surpassing the original CXQ, seeing the Syriac cognate of CXQ is
GXK (Mand. GHK/%HK, Arab.
ḌXK), while 5XQ is SXQ (Eth. ŠXQ/SHQ). Please note the difference ~K vs. ~Q.
258
The main reason for ‹5› as a voiceless fricative lateral are Ka5DiIM, roughly identified with the Chaldeans.
They, however, are written KaSDaaJAA (q# KaSDaa%Aa) in the Aramaic of Ezra 5:12, which testifies to
pronunciation of the word with [s]. If it really were a lateral, why it should be improbable for Aramaic spoken also
in Babylonia to replace the vanishing lateral fricative with another genuine lateral, +kaldim (as Greek and Latin).
Ezra was certainly closer to MsH stage than the early ‘shibboleth incident’ in Judg. 12:6. The poor Ephraimites,
punished for their less conservative dialect, pronounced a more strident a sound where the Gileadites, speaking
probably (?) a more conservative dialect (?), perhaps closer to Ammonite (?), used a phoneme of a mellower type.
The difference was comparable to the difference between [s] and [š]. This is the only thing we can we infer of it.
Another point for counting ‹5› among sibilants is the fact the morphological metathesis explained below (and a
few lexical ones, too) in hitpa&el involves sibilants (‹S›‹Z›‹Sh›‹5›‹C›) switching place with ‹T› of hit–. Why [ɬ]?
256
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between the two ‹$›s, it is not probable it were developed only later if $M $M was OK earlier. The
traditional picture—that the two sounds were similar but distinct and one of them (‹5›) converged later
with another sound (‹S›) while the other (‹Sh›) stayed the same—seems acceptable for the provisional
phonology (Part I) and no other model will be sought unless data in a later research show otherwise.
A special way of dealing with plosives appears their switching places with sibilants in hithpa&eel,
such as W:HiShTaNNiITh (instead of *w:hitshannith) in 1Kings 14:2. It is a regular feature of this
stem that whenever a dental plosive meets with a near-homorganic sibilant on the juncture of the prefix
~iTh– and the stem (i.e. in sibilant-initial stems), the two switch places (metathesis) and the ‹T› alters
its mode of articulation to the sibilant (metaplassis). The phenomenon concerns the couples
‹T›⇄‹Sh›,259 ‹T›⇄‹5›, ‹T›⇄‹S› and once {‹T›↷‹7›}⇄‹C› (also {‹T›↷‹D›}⇄‹Z›, not in TN"K), resulting
in ~ShT~, ~5T~, ~ST~, ~C7~ (and ~ZD~). (Other metaplasses, or more familiarly, assimilations,
occur at the same place, ‹T›↶‹D›, ‹T›↶‹7›, resulting in ~DD~ and ~77~, which needs not concern us
here, perhaps apart from confirming this juncture is prone to change.) This strange phenomenon is
consistently recorded from the earliest times up to the present. Most textbooks and phonologies take
note of it without attempting to find any explanation, in spite of it making more difficult for students to
recognize correct stems in forms. (No ‘pronunciation reasons’ can be taken seriously. Both [št] and [tš]
are easy to utter and, in fact, both types are among fairly common ones in the languages of the world.
[tš], [ts] and [tˤsˤ] could have hardly be a major hurdle for the ancient speakers of oH to enter such a
large and general exception260 into the verbal system.) These metatheses might have been a way to
prevent affricates [tš] etc. to arise. Should this have regularly happened, the first root consonant would
have been lost in pronunciation. The reason, then, would be an intuitive care to keep roots transparent.
A phonetic reason might be also operative, viz. the plosive of the tD-stem (this is how H hithpa&eel is
classified in Semitic studies), crucial for its identification, would be lost if the cluster amalgamated into
an affricate, as the position in coda is always the one more volatile and plosives are less robust for
recognition as sibilants are. In fact, sibilants are capable of safe recognition in any position. While
detension of [t] merges into tension of [š], reversing the order helps preserve the optimum intension
and detension of the two sounds: [vowel] [t\] [/š] [vowel] is clearly less clear than [vowel] [\š, in fact also
|š] [/t] [vowel], i.e. [sibilants] can be both \intensional as well as |tensional.261

E2.8

Approximants ‹J› and ‹W›

I have purposely avoided the terms ‘half-vowels’, ‘semivowels’ and ‘glides’, that are otherwise common
for this class of sounds, in order to put these sounds clearly on the consonantal side, not anywhere
between. (The thing that glides in glides are spectral maxima, making them function as sorts of vowel
modifiers.) After dealing with vowels and matres lectionis, of which the most frequent letters are exactly
‹J› and ‹W›, there is not much vocalic left in these sounds to include here.
The most consonantal feature of these sounds is they can geminate where other consonants also
double. With ‹J› it is relatively straightforward and ‹J!› hardly anywhere leads in problems to read ‹JJ›.
Wherever a ‹J›‹J› digraph is met, it is a consonant and a vowel (unlike some later graphics), cf
W:JiI,R:%uU"<mr> in Ps. 67:8. No more examples are needed than have been already met elsewhere.
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The ‹T› is actually always ‹Th›. As the rule is well pre-Ms oH from when ‹T› was [t], I do not record it as ‹Th›.
Gesenius, op. cit., claims “the only exception” [to this exception] “is in Jer. 49:3, W:HiThShoO7a^7NAa, to
avoid the cacophony of three successive t-sounds” (§54b). It is plausible, indeed. In §54c more assimilations and
exceptions to the assimilations are presented, including rarer ‹T›↶‹N›, ‹T›↶‹K›, ‹T›↶‹Z› (competing with the
metathesis above), and even ‹T›↶‹Sh› giving ~ShSh~ as well as ‹T›↶‹R› giving ~R~ (with no vowel change
apparent to compensate for ~R~). Please see examples there (also Waltke/O’Connor, op. cit., §26.1.1bc, p. 425,
and other grammars) as I have excerpted none. Please note also derived stems (hithpo&eel, hithpaleel, hithpolal,
hithpalpeel) are affected. More examples of the wider selection of assimilations can be found in later stages of
Hebrew (incl. ModH, but excl. Qumranic H) as well as in Aramaic (that had some effect), such as Dan. 2:9 q#.
261
A comparable assimilation is a regular feature of nif&al imperfects: [vowel] [n\] [cons.] may have lost the [n]
in coda of the nif&al prefix. Coda attrition could have contributed to the loss of [j] in LaeDaeT infinitive of J-L-D
and of [l] in QaXaT infinitive of L-Q-X (infinitives, more often than not, occur with a prefix); but cf 2Sam. 21:6.
260
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Occasional complication with ‹W›, also mentioned already, can be that the same graphics, ‹W!›, was
employed for both ‹WW› and ‹uU›. It is unequivocal to decide if between vowels: In 2Sam. 18:5,
B:CaWWoo"Th<mr> cannot be anything but ~WWoo~.
As it was with ‹J› and unlike ModH and bab. Aram., any ‹W›‹W› digraph must represent two sounds
(just as ‹J›‹J› did), one of which stood for a vowel, one for a consonant (geminated, or not).262 If the
consonant did geminate, it was indicated with dagesh, not with letters. Thus, ~W!W!~ can, indeed
must, resolve in two different sounds, one ‹WW›, one ‹uU›. In Num. 25:2,
WaJJi,ShTaX:aWWuU"<7f> seems to have ‹WW› doubled in the ending, though it can also have a
simple ‹W› elsewhere. It does so in #R, WaJJiShTa,X:aWuU^ (neither #A nor #C is available for the
verse). A closer inspection of #L (whose diplomatic edition BHS is) reveals the ‹a› of ‹:a› has been
placed so far from ‹:› that it almost stands between ‹X› and ‹W!›. The verb is a 3pl ipf. of a rather
unique form, hishtap&eel. It is hit+sha+X-W-J, i.e. a hitpa&eel form built over šiXWAa šaf‘el
causative, one of a kind in TN"K.263 It combines causativity and reflectivity into one unique template.
The forms it takes in MsH TN"K are fairly varied throughout. Its middle root letter, ‹W›, appears as
‹WW› or ‹W› or disappears ‹› altogether, and occasionally the pointing appears difficult even for the
Masoretes themselves. Apparently and expectedly, ‹WW› is associated only with the ending ~WWuU.
These 13 occurrences, however, are challenged by 39 instances of simple ~WuU forms, supported by
85 more instances with a single ‹W› (most of them typical ~WAe ipf. endings) or no ‹W› at all (most of
them –uU endings of 3sg/2sg). Occasionally, issues get complicated with divergent k#/q# readings.
w:+pf. 3pl
rest
pf. 3pl
rest
wa+ipf. 3pl2
rest
4
ipf. 3pl
2pl
rest5

~~
0
0
0
0
13

*50

k# 1Kings 9:9, Gen. 43:28 3sg

1
0

6

2** k# Gen. 27:29a 3sg

~W~
3
12
1
1

~WWuU 1
2
0
0
0

22 q# 1Kings 9:9 3pl
3
7* q# Gen. 27:29a 3pl
6
15

6 q# Gen. 43:28 3pl
0
5* Gen. 27:29b 3pl
0
0

1

If ‹:a› wherever precedes was meant as alternatives ‹:›/‹a› (an approach preferred here), it makes sense for ~aWWuU, while
~:WWuU is hard to think of. This hypothesis needs to suppose additionally ‹W!› was also conditional in the record. The way
WaJJi,ShTaX:aWWuU"<7f> was recorded in #L—somewhat suggesting ~XaWWuU / ~X:WuU alternatives (see above)—
264
would support it. No systematic research in mss, however, was made by the present author so far.

2

No 2pl. have been found. Please note “rest” includes both WaJJiShTaXuU and WaJJiShTaX:aWAe 3sg (e.g. 1Kings 22:54).

3

Neh. 8:6 WaJJiShTaX:aW!u"<tv>, where ~W!u makes the impression k# sg was made q# pl in #L, but no masorah is there.
#R has ~X:aWuU just as #A does (with no masorah either). It can be concluded ~WWu is a shortcoming of #L.

4

It includes W:– forms as they are simple compounds outside of the verbal consecution system, not any special tenses.

5

Mostly 3sg. Please note Even-Shoshan incl. it under ShXH, pp. 1129–30, q# only, making it difficult to compare the counts.

6

The other is Is. 44:17, W:JiShTa"XuU<p$> with no alternative reading.

Luc B
* Incl. 1Sam. 1:28 WaJJiShTa^XuU taken as pl by a few mss, quotations, LXX ( leaves it out), Pš. and Vul. If so, it would
make “3pl” 2 and “rest” 49. But #L, #A, #C as well as #R have ~XW with also tgJon uUS:GheEDh (=sg), 4QSama: wtštx[..].

** Please note the two instances in Gen. 27:29 hold all three options, JiShTaXuU, JiShTaX:aWuU and JiShTaX:aWWuU (q#).
262

Ps. 105:28 D:BhaaRoO"W<sq> seems to be a scribal irregularity rather than an exception (morphologically,
either –oO, sg, or –aa(J)W, pl, is possible). The q# suggests D:BhaaRoO, sg, while k# seems to have once been
pl, both making sense, virtually the same. It appears that –aa(J)W was made as –(W)W. Given that ‹J› and ‹W›
were quite distinct in the early Hebrew script, the change was probably made during the II Temple period. The
witnesses are mixed (LXX, Vul. pl, tgPs sg), #A agrees with #L. The option that the ‹W›‹W› digraph was intended
would, however, request an unusual interpretation (–oOW?). It should be noted, though, that –aa(J)W appears
at times as –aaW elsewhere, possibly (!) indicating dialects, –[ew] or –[æw] vs. –[aw]. Why not –[ow], then.
263
Actually, *š-causatives are considered Proto-Semitic ancestors of h-causatives in Hebrew. R. Buth, op. cit., p.
183, fn 37, notes a simple hitp. analysis is unable to explain “why both a vav and a he are at the end of the word.”
264
The reason was not solely the time management of my dissertation work, but the effort to keep this rich topic
within limits. In studying the mss closely and consistently, many more issues would spring up immediately, some
hard to ignore. By way of example, L# folio 90v (the page with Num. 25:2 above) shows some ipf. forms in the
lower 3rd column with a dot joining each pathach (⋅–) in positions where Wi~ might be considered an option.
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Double-WW forms can generally be identified with 3pl pf. (2) and ipf. (11), though single-W forms
(70) and ‘no-~w~’ forms (54) are more frequent. Consecutive tenses do not seem to exercise any
observable effect, and their slight prevalence (99:38) can be explained by a prevalence of the word in
narratives where it seems to fit better. There are no double-WW forms that are not m3pf. The variation
of all the forms would be hard to explain unless ‹W› was a true bilabial [w], akin to a vowel [u].
There are forms that show as if ‘additional’ ‹W› next to ‹oo› in derivation. The &eeDhAa pl. is
&eeDhooTh (such as in Deut. 4:45). It is apparently related to &eeDhuUTh. The pl of the latter, never
found without a pronoun attached, shows regularly ~Woo~, such as &eeDhWooThaE"Khaa<mr> in
Ps. 199:144. The &eeDhAa form corresponding to it is &eeDhooThaE"Khaa<sq>, such as in Ps.
199:146, a few verses away. The whole difference is in the presence or absence of ‹W› that traces the
respective form back to –uUTh or –Aa. It should perhaps be taken a full-fledged consonant rather than
a diphthong element, considering verbs where ‹W› is kept as a root consonant in templates that are
typically reserved for consonants. Such a verb is found, e.g., in Num. 17:28. LiGhWoo^a& is a verb
inflected along the L"gronit template, which is a skeleton for a ‘guttural’ 3rd consonant of the root (‹&›
in this G-W-&) that are otherwise regular. This is surprizing as the middle --W-- should put the verb
into a very different category where changes the 2nd radical ‹W› undergoes are much more vocalic,
which this particular verb failed to show. The question is if aH or early MdH had [v] for ‹W› as it is in
ModH, which is what could explain why vocalic changes were not automatic (in L"gronit verbs, ‹W›
turns into ‹uU› or disappears traceless).265 If it did, it was still possible the original [w] was later revived
through intensive contacts with Arabic. Especially so, if considered there probably was a [β] sound in
Hebrew already (for ‹Bh›) that would represent a serious competitor for whatever labial or labiovelar
fricative,266 which would be disturbing for the system that would consequently have a natural tendency
to eliminate such a competition. Given that aH and MdH was a language ever more closely connected
with writing, equipped with a special letter ‹W› from the earliest times, given also the relationship of
‹W› to ‹uU› that must have been obvious to any reader,267 conditions for revival of [w] were favourable.
Concerning ‹J›, an interesting piece of data is provided in 2Sam. 14:19 with _%iSh (linked as
%iM_%iSh) where JeeSh would be expected as it is e.g. in 4QSamc. Also ancient versions (LXX εστιν,
Vul. est, tgJon %iITh) are in agreement with Rabbinic commentators (Rashi: %iM %iSh—KMoO %iM
JeeSh). Dictionaries register this %iSh as a lexeme in its own right (corresp. to Aram. %iITh / %iIThaJ
and Ugar. ITh), but a question can be raised if what is met here is simply a pronunciation variant,
265

Clues for such questions are often found in names, as they are handed over from language to language, from
script to script, with dates known if persons are concerned. In Hebrew, one might ask why Vespasianus is called
%aSPaSJAANUS. If the Latin of the day (his day, not the MsH day) pronounced ‹v› as [w]—which is far from a
settled question (cf Frances E. Lord (1894) The Roman Pronunciation of Latin: Why We Use it and How to Use it,
Ginn & Comp., Boston, p. 29–37, for still invaluable selection of ancient testimonies and a discussion to help
form one’s own opinion; for current opinions, Matthew McCullagh (2011) The Sounds of Latin: Phonology, in:
A Companion to the Latin Language, James Clackson (ed.) Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford, p. 87–88)—it could explain
[w] was not heard or could not be recorded by his Hebrew contemporaries, provided ‹W› was [v] in their Hebrew
(or dialect!) already. (aH ‹a› might have been a comfortable middle value between ‹ee› and ‹ae› for Latin ‹e›.) The
trouble is it could have well been the other way round: Latin with [v] already, while aH still having [w]. (We might
expect, however, attempts to transcribe [v] with ‹Bh› in that case, though the availability does not seem so clear,
cf M. Pérez Fernández, op. cit., p. 12.) What can be maintained with a fair amount of confidence, then, is only the
point the pronunciation of ^V differed in the two languages at the time and region of contact. A. Murtonen, op.
cit., p. 88, fn 148, claims ‹W› was rarely transcribed as β in Greek. On the other hand, its fricative pronunciation
might have been noticed and noted occassionally in Palestinian-pointed mss. “A semi-circle, usually with the
open side downwards [...] above /w/ [...] indicating consonantal pronunciation. [...] the consonantal /w/ had
become fricative rather than semivowel and thus pronounced like the fricative /b/ (=/v/?)” (p. 98).
266
Ps. 119:22 WaaBhuU"Z<at> might be furnished to manifest the self-evident.
267
The most readily apparent reason is the alternation of the general prefix conjunction W:– or uU– depending
on whether a labial follows (as any textbook describes in an early lesson; no need to furnish examples). Another
possibly interesting example may be ~PhuWAa"<Zq> of Num. 26:23, of which name a gentilic adjective is extant
two words away in the same verse, ~PuUNiI^. The ‹u› cannot be ‹uU› as the following ~Aa would lack onset. The
U-sound in another gentilic, HaShShuUPhaaMiI^, has masked the original bilabial ~:Ph~ of the name, cf both in
Num. 26:39. The fact that Sh:PhuPhaa^M could have so reacted with ‹uU› can be seen as analogy of the process
we are dealing with here. This alternation between [uːw] and [uː] in the name Puwa and between [wǝ] and [uː] in
the prefix w– seems to suggest ‹W› was [w] at least during the times the consonantal text was formed. It,
however, cannot be of much help for MsH when all these processes might have not been productive anymore.
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which might suggest a point of interest for this work, a tendency of [j] to disappear.268 Another
occurrence of this form is found in Mich. 6:10, Ha%iSh, which is taken as H:a– + JeeSh by the masorah
(the two places mutually confirm its two incidences, though it does not seem quite clear if “twice once
def.” to Mich. 6:10 means two, or three incidences). Also tgMich appears to interpret it as a particle of
existence (“Da%iITh” and (var) “Ha%iITh”), supported by Rashi (“Ha%iSh KMoO HaJeeSh” adding
the analogy with JiShaJ // %iIShaJ above). LXX and Vul. have πῦρ and ignis (as if from %eeSh). Should
we suppose the Masoretic “twice once” means ‘thrice’, then the third incidence would be Prov. 18:24,
which would be the single one plene (unlike the masorah note), provided %iISh on the beginning of the
verse were the instance in question. TgProv has %iITh there, while Vul. renders it vir (i.e. noun %iISh);
the verse is missing in LXX. This very verse, however, contains also JeeSh (Vul. erit, tg. %iITh, LXX 0).
The masorah parva comments: “thrice, considered JeeSh, read %iISh.” In sum, ancient and Middle
Ages commentaries appear to speak more in support of a pronunciation variant of the lexeme JeeSh
rather than a completely different lexeme. What seems more interesting from this viewpoint is
variation in the loss of J~ on the beginning of words, rather than variations between i//ee, whose
closeness can be assumed from more forms. The loss shows up in transcriptions in Greek and Latin (a
topic worth of a separate study), it is, i.a., a reason why Ji5Raa%eeL (Ισραηλ, Gn. 50:2) is Israel today.

E2.9

Modifying Marks

Among the many marks that accompany the consonantal text of TN"K, specifically two appear to deal
prominently with consonants as such. One of them is a dot inside that was obviously used to ensure a
strengthening of some sort for the consonant. This dot is sometimes, in terminology and teaching
practice, distinguished into a dot in ‹H› and dots in all the other letters. More sorts are discriminated
for the latter. Then, a mark noting the opposite effect of the dot, making sure no such dot is applied.

E2.9.1

DaaGheeSh ‹-!›, ‹--›

Readers trying to follow the text with no specific background in Hebrew, are probably aware, by now,
that such a mark there was. Readers with a command of Arabic have certainly noticed already an
ω
analogy with a corresponding sign in Arabic script, called shadda, . It works there as a geminator, or
more exactly, as a consonant lengthener. (Prolongation of some consonants cannot be called doubling
in the proper sense. In fact, Arabic terms shadda or tašdiid mean “strengthening”.) It is very probable
Arabic orthography exercised some effect on Hebrew in the past as the two languages coexisted for
long periods of time, which were seminal specifically for Hebrew linguistics. Hebrew, however, cannot
and should not be perceived or evaluated through the glasses of Arabic. It needs to be approached in its
own right. This is what we are going to attempt concerning this mark, too.269
The graphic appearance of the mark is a dot inside, ⊡, exactly the same as for ‹uU›. If the dot is
found in ‹W!›, it can be either ‹uU›, or ‹WW›, depending on context. As remarked, in ‹H!› it is called
mappiiq and marks the ‹H› specifically as a consonant to be pronounced (to rule out its function as a
mater lectionis). In ‹B›, ‹G›, ‹D›, ‹K›, ‹P›, ‹T›, it marks them as either geminated (‹BB› etc.) following
a vowel—termed dagesh forte –, or makes sure they be NOT read ‹Bh›, ‹Gh›, ‹Dh›, ‹Kh›, ‹Ph›, ‹Th› in
any other context—a dagesh lene. These are elementary lessons in any OT Hebrew grammar.270 More
shades are differentiated in advanced texts or footnotes, such as a linking dagesh or a euphonic one.
In spite of this plethora of terms and meanings, it should be kept in mind that all the different sorts of
it, viz. dagesh forte and dagesh lene, mappiq (though ‹uU› shuraeq can also be included), make a single
268

Perhaps only on word beginnings, such as JiShaJ // %iIShaJ in 1Chron. 2:13, also in tg1Chron, cf Vul. Isai in
place of +Iesai, which might have been expected according to LXX. (Please note that ‹i›+[vowel]~ on the
beginning of Latin words was pronounced [j]+[vowel]~. It does not remain [i] as it was in Greek.)
269
Gemination by doubling letters, common in European scripts, has never been supported in Semitic. What may
look so, as the name Issachar (thus in LXX), J$$KR, pointed Ji5!aa($)KhaaR, is probably etymologic in origin.
270
The first modern comprehensive treatment was probably by Gesenius, op. cit., §§12–14. More ref. not needed.
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mark, rather than being visually identical different marks (as grammars sometimes tend to give the
impression in sorting them out by their different usages).271 It would be hard to think of the Masoretes
that went into such great pains to distinguish minute shades of meaning for their graphic signs, which
they so inventively supplied—that they would fail to care to create distinct marks for distinct meanings,
should have they conceived them so. (The doubt for dagesh is, then, of the same nature as we had for
qaamaec, see E1.5.2(3).) On the contrary, an idea suggests itself that dagesh was originally conceived as
a mark for a sort of strengthening of the consonant (just as the name for its Arabic counterpart
indicates, too). This same broad function can subcategorize ‹H!› mappiq.272 After all, ‹uU› shureq can
also be interpreted as a kind of prolonged ..----w in the syllable peak. The fact that the strengthening
took on different forms according to its context and nature of the sound, e.g. plosive with a sound
elsewhere pronounced as a fricative, [b, d, g, k, p, t], or gemination, is only the result of interpretation
in context, since these implementations—i.e. the various meanings of dagesh—do not usually stand in
conflict with each other. It is possible the strengthening was not felt so prominently with some sounds,
as the ‘gemination’ was only a slight prolongation in the tension of a fricative that was not eligible to
change into a plosive (such as pharyngeals). It cannot be assumed, however, these sounds (&ajin, Xet,
He) and a few others did not geminate.273 In phonetics, their gemination is no problem, they are
regularly prolonged in many languages including e.g. Arabic. The latter does even geminate ’alef (/ʔʔ/,
hamza), though phonetically the two kinds of hamza are distinguished as a weak phonation [͉ˀ] single
hamza and a full glottal stop [ʔ], i.e. a plosive, with doubled hamza. The distinction, however, can be
heard clearly, making the glottal stop a straightforward example of the proposed intuitive essence of
dagesh: strengthening. Similar grounds might have made reasons why dagesh is not regularly written
with ‹R›. It does not have to indicate, necessarily, the ^R was uvular, velar or even pharyngeal (if at all
possible). It was already noted a uvular [R] or a velar one would uncomfortably collide with the velar
fricative [ɣ], while any pharyngeal ‘rhotic’ approximant (whatever can anyone imagine under that
category, possibly with vibrating secondary tissue) would certainly collide with &ajin. Consequently,
the economy of the system would be disturbed and resulting imbalance would soon compel the system
into more changes in phonology—which, however, did not happen. On the contrary, the markless
gemination makes a recognized portion of Hebrew phonology and is called ‘virtual gemination’ (i.e.
unreflected in graphics). The mother tongue of the Masoretes, Aramaic (provided it was not Arabic274)
271

Alexander Sperber comments: “It is sometimes impossible to draw the dividing line between dagesh lene and
dagesh forte” (1966, op. cit., p. 427). He is not specific, but I could perhaps add a few examples, by no means
rare: When Ex. 14:15 shows Ma(H)_TiC&aQ, should it be so, or _TTiC&aQ, a regular gemination following
Ma(H)? Other examples may be W:%aeDhR:ShAa_Baa"H<at> (1Sam. 28:7) and Ti,H:JAe_Baa"NuU<mn>
(Josh. 24:27), both with ‹B› on a position where gemination is regular. KiI_Ghaa%Oo"<mn> G!aa%Aa"<zq> in
Ex. 15:1 is a lene exceptionally following a conjunctive, or forte euphonicum, exceptinally on unstressed GGaa~?
272
In the transliteration used here and intended for computation, ‹H› is enough, no ‹H!› reinforcement is needed.
273
Also E. J. Revell (Hebrew Texts with Palestinian Vocalization, op. cit., p. 100) believes ‹X› and ‹&› originally geminated.
274
As mentioned above, Arabic needs to be counted with as a constant companion of Hebrew. It was an adstrate
language from 635/638 CE for many centuries, when good many of Jewish speakers were at least bilingual. This is
usually assumed for Oriental Jewry. It should be kept in mind, however, Arabic was an important language of
international trade, culture and learning also for European West. Educated Jews, most of who were also
merchants, had the command of this language as a considerable comparative edge against the rest of European
society. European Jewry was, however, a periphery of the Jewish world for long time. Its heart and, mostly, haven
were being Islamic countries for centuries. Small wonder, many crucial scholarly studies, even those addressing
specifically Jewish issues, have been made by Hebrew scholars in Arabic, and translated to Hebrew only later (if
ever). Some writings in Arabic were composed in Hebrew script. For the purpose of Hebrew phonology, the
inverse variant is what is interesting: There is at least one document in Hebrew written in Arabic script. It is a ms
of Torah made by Karaites (!) in Israel in 10th cent. CE. The Karaites, fundamentalist as they have been in some
religious matters, did not hesitate in that time to make use, in support of their cause and in opposition to the
Rabbanites, of modern contemporary means and the intellectual tools of philosophy and law of the day. By
publishing their most holy Writ, the Torah, in Arabic letters, they unintentionally provide evidence that reading
Arabic was easier for some members of their community than reading Hebrew, be it in the very land and time of
emergence of the best Masoretic manuscript, that is, Keter Aram Tsoba, vocalised by Aharon ben Asher, which
makes the point relevant also for the present work. Another potentially interesting point is that the mentioned
manuscript of Torah, while using Arabic consonants in place of the traditional Hebrew letters (in black), it adds
Masoretic vocalisation (red) and Masoretic ‘accents’ (green). There is one noteworthy exception: The scribe
replaced dagesh with Arabic shadda signs (if I saw it correctly; my photocopy was small). The reason to do so can
be guessed fairly well: most probably, in order to avoid difficulties of placing the dot inside some Arabic letters.
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used to have earlier an analogy of this marking convention. It is known that e.g. *%aXiIN, %aeXa(I)Kh
was pronounced [aħːiːn, ɛħːɑːχ],275 without marking so. Much of the force of dagesh and mappiq
appears to be lost, however, in later stages of Aramaic.276 The sounds which do not register gemination
(or rather, strengthening) in writing in Hebrew (and Biblical Aramaic), pose no problems for
gemination, be it simply protracting articulation (fricatives) or lengthening by increased number of
vibrations (uvular or alveolar trill [r], e.g. in Finnish) or by replacing a tap or flap for a trill, as it is e.g.
in Arabic, Spanish, Italian and elsewhere). The reasons why Hebrew makes the impression of not
employing it, or if actually using it, not marking so, cannot be but speculated about.
One possible reason may be the sheer economy of Hebrew writing that was obviously appreciated
more by the ancient users of the consonantal script than by non-Semitic theology students of today.277
Only the bare necessary skeleton was recorded, to which consonantal length played no part. When,
much later, the Masorete scholars approached the records, their aims were practical, with concerns to
help public readers sound the text in line with the inherited tradition rather than in keeping with trends
of vernaculars of their day. So they invented and applied only as many marks and signs as might do
service to their purpose. They were probably not concerned with making the ancient way of writing a
medium ‘more perfect’ by contemporary Western standards. We may assume (though we cannot be
sure today) gemination was more an issue for some types of consonants than for other.278
There is a sign that seems to mark the opposite: a sort of weakening of its consonant, whatever it
might have meant in the particular context: a non-consonantal function as a mater lectionis, a
spirantised pronunciation, or perhaps yet other phonetic phenomena which might appear to the
speakers and scribes as kinds of weakening. The names they gave them and we have inherited, do not
seem particularly explanatory: While DaaGeeSh means “pearcing” and MaPPiIQ “bringing up” (the
Hee from sinking into the background?), their opposite mark has been called RaaPhAe, “softening”.
Mss in both Tiberian and Palestinian pointing employ both types of signs (i.e. all the three ones in their
many functions) regularly.279 It should be considered that if the daagaesh family and raaphae were
strictly complementary, one of the two would suffice, while the other, let us say raaphae, would
probably have been not so frequent. (This is the strategy modern diplomatic editions take, cutting the
occurrences of raaphae to bare minimum; see below.) It is noteworthy that two mss pointed with the
simplified Tiberian system (according to Revell, op. cit., p. 106), use both daagaesh (only forte in most
places, lene is exceptional), and also raaphae (only for BGDKPT). Considering they do not use shwa at
all, it can be assumed they would also refrain from raaphae, provided it was indeed superfluous.
Hebrew mss of quality and well pointed seem to support understanding daagaesh as a broad,
comprehensive strengthening sign. Looking briefly into the widely published ms mentioned above: The
original ms Leningradensis B 19a (in a way similar to the Aleppo Codex and many others) uses raaphae
with characters that could well have had, but have not, a dot inside, be it any type of daagaesh or
mappiq. It is used additionally in some other contexts, too. Taken e.g. the very first word in Gen. 1:1,
B:Ree(%)ShiITh, shows both ‹%› and ‹T› marked so, BR%|$JT|. Other ‹%›s in the line do not have the
sign, in spite of the ‹%› in the second word, BaaRaa(%), is a mater in a similar manner as in
These are a few of the grounds why Arabic should not be ignored in modelling phonetics of the Hebrew
contemporary with the Masoretic one. (Participation of a specialist may be needed in later stages of the research.)
On the other hand, it should not be overestimated either. The Masoretes, no doubt, made every effort to preserve
the sound of the language handed down by tradition throughout many centuries. Arabic could affect some
aspects of it only joining it as an adstrate for part of its journey through time, not reaching any deeper.
275
Franz Rosenthal (1961) A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic. Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, p. 30, § 62.
276
Bedřich Nosek (2001) Aramejština babylónského talmudu. Praktická gramatika. Karolinum, Praha, p. 34.
277
Actually, also some scholars second them. Sabatino Moscati put it bluntly: “Another notable deficiency in
most of the Semitic writing-systems concerns the marking of gemination or consonant-doubling—even though
this may be a feature of phonemic significance. Such doubling (inconsistently expressed already in cuneiform)—
[...] lacks specific symbols in the West Semitic alphabets, though Hebrew, Biblical Aramaic, and Arabic have
developed a gemination mark along with their general vowel system” (1964) Introduction to the Comparative
Grammar of the Semitic Languages. Phonology and Morphology. Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, p. 20.
278
Alexander Sperber, after having compared phonology and morphology of TN"K texts, concludes: “The
gemination of a letter may, but not necessarily must be indicated by a dagesh” (1966, op. cit., p. 417).
279
Their usage is so common that I am in fact not aware of any single ms that would employ only one of them. My
impression is that if a ms (fragment) uses one of them for punctuation, it used probably the other one, too,
though for a categorical statement concerning their co-occurrence, all mss in their complete condition had to be
known, which is not true. Still, more research is needed even if only approximation can be hoped for.
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B:REEShiITh. The same marking appears in WaJoo"(%|)MaeR<mn> on line 4 from below and then
again. Other WaJOOMaeR instances nearby have their ‹%›s not marked with | though the ‘accent’
setting, muunax, seems the same. Still, the printed scholarly editions of #L (BHK 2.nn; BH
Stuttgartensia; Dotan) nor any religious editions published from 16th cent. include such marks of
raaphae; obviously considering it expendable. In words of BH3 (p. xxvii), the #L ms uses raaphae
“almost all the way through but without strict consistency,” which is why the editors have left it out,
while BHS (“Foreword to the First Edition”, I, 2.) confirms, “Raphe has been almost consistently
omitted as before; otherwise there would have been almost insuperable technical difficulties.”
Nonetheless, it is exactly this ‘inconsistency’ in the usage of raphe that should provide a reason for
scholarly editions not to consider raphe and dagesh two complementary allographs and have scholars
record every instance of it despite ‘technical difficulties’. Provided dagesh indicates a strengthening,
raphe might witness a weakening, which may not always be complementary.280 We are going to devote
a separate article to raphe, in spite of having collected only few data as this stage of research is based on
printed editions primarily (with occasional excursions to mss to help explain printed data). For more
advanced stages, direct analyses of mss can be considered in the coming years.
In order to bring in some structure (though only preliminary as this is not yet the evaluatory portion
of the work), we may divide the follow-up matter of the article into two subdivisions: dagesh with a
phonological potential, and dagesh obviously lacking it (mappiq has already been dealt with in its
proper place, so shureq has).

E2.9.1 (1)

Dagesh Potentially Phonological

Without trying to imply too much at this stage, one possible use of dagesh suggests itself immediately
to anybody with at least lower intermediate acquaintance with Biblical Hebrew, and that is intensive
stems. Not infrequently, grammars draw on the purported doubling of the second radical consonant of
the stem, considered characteristic for all the D-templates, as being iconic for what the D-stem is
supposed to mean: an intensification that projects itself often in a repetition of what the basic G-stem
semantics suggests. This classroom shortcut, however, hides more pitfalls than profit. First, some Dtemplates do not geminate at all, and students would be in for disappointment should they build their
recognition skills on the middle radical. (Cf WaJ:MaL.%uU"M<7f> in Gen. 26:15, L:BhaQ.ShoO"<sq>
in 1Sam. 27:4.) Second, the semantics of the D-stem does not appear to be entirely, or even
comfortably, explicable with the concept of ‘intensification’, but rather bringing about a state (factitive
or resultative if derived from intransitive or transitive qal, respectively; or either if denominative).281
Third, students that are led into believing any users of the language are free to derive one stem from the
other as needed are like users of electronic equipments believing they can tamper with “no userserviceable parts” and gain by it. Such meddling with parts that are not free can work well sometimes,
until unexpected and grossly incorrect results are obtained one day. The same applies in language.
Derivation is rarely opened for users to freely avail themselves. Native speakers intuitively know which
parts are available and which are not. Students cannot have that kind of intuition and tend to derive
between stems freely which, in Biblical Hebrew, is rarely correct. It is advisable to try to grasp the Dstem as a verbal template with no part more substantial (i.e. iconic) than another, just as it is with e.g.
nominal templates. Having said that, we can concede Biblical Hebrew grammars agree that dagesh in
pi&el and pu&al (active and passive voices of the D-stem, respectively) is phonological, simply as it
helps distinguish forms from other templates. (Modern Hebrew, which lost gemination in sound and
dispenses with signs such as dagesh in writing, is compelled to introduce an auxiliary silent ‹J› in the
first syllable of the stem as a substitute signal to compensate for the loss. Again, no ‘intensity’ symbol is
involved, only a formal distinction. This ‹J› is not always present, but considered a good practice.)
280

Cf Stephen J. Lieberman (1992) Toward a Graphemics of the Tiberian Bible. In: Biblical Hebrew and
Linguistics, Walter R. Bodine (ed.) Eisenbrauns, Winona Lake, Indiana, p. 255–278.
281
Unlike causatives that bring about actions, factitives/resultatives bring about conditions. This approach
follows the exposition in Waltke / O’Connor (1990) An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Eisenbrauns,
Winona Lake, ch. 24, p. 396–417) that itself is a critical and commented summary of Ernst Jenni (1968) Das
hebräische Pi‘el: Syntaktisch-semasiologische Untersuchung einer Verbalform im Alten Testament (EVZ, Zürich).
Both accounts present the frequentative/iterative group (the most iconic one for its ‘intensity’) as minor. It could
be observed that many of Jenni’s conceptual contrasts, though not aspectual in nature, can be grasped in terms of
Slavic vid category that also can obtain more shades for specific events, frequentative/iterative being one of them.
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Phonological outstandingness of gemination as a signal was, however, disturbed with an alteration in
G-stem passives much earlier already. The original -u-a- template (common to all passives, with no
gemination in the G-stem, with the 2nd radical consonant gemination in the D-stem, and with a prefix
in the H-stem) was mostly lost soon and its function, for G-stems, was taken over by nif&al, an original
reflexive stem. The passives that remained in G-stems, developed (naturally, or due to the Masoretes’s
recognition) secondary gemination of the 2nd radical, -u-!a-, making the forms, in effect,
indistinguishable from D-stems in pf. and H-stems in ipf. It was like this that the Masoretes pointed
such forms. They can be recognized provided their active form is also available: If the latter is a G-stem
form, the former is its passive relict. (Randal Buth, to who I am indebted for this analysis (op. cit., p. 96
and 169), adds an example to demonstrate the process is valid also when a D-stem form is available,
but only in a different meaning: JuLLaDh in Ruth 4:17 is a qal passive from JaaLaDh in spite of the
fact the unattested *JiLLeeDh is found in the meaning “help sb as a midwife”, almost always in
nominalized forms of M:JaLLaeDhaeTh, see Ex 1, and had no passive of its own.)
2Sam. 21:6 brings out an interesting reversed phenomenon: k# is JNTN_ to which pointing was
added for JuTTaN spelled out in the marginal masorah, noting 7 cases are like that (I have found 8).
This is, however, the only instance a qal passive ipf. is suggested to read, with ‹TT› (no doubt, for the
original ~nt~), to replace the later JiNNaaThaeN form of the niph&al reflexive, the archaic for what is
supposed to have been common by that time. Obviously, the origins of the gemination must have been
reflected still. (Did Aramaic also assisted, with forms such as JiNTeeN, cf Da 2:16?)
The question is what triggered such an obvious disturbance of the system that probably led to
disappearance of no small number of forms and created an imbalance. If it can be assumed oH
distinguished short and long vowels at this stage, with the short ones constrained solely to closed
unstressed syllables, we can surmise the short -u- of -u-a- pressed its syllable to get closed, -u-!, with
the coda gemination. (The other option, conditions being equal, were prolongation of the vowel. The
development, apparently, has not proceeded along these lines.) The later graphics, however, as well as
later pronunciation traditions do not support vowel length distinction, though its awareness is
quickened every now and then as educationally advantageous (and most probably also due to Arabic).
Sensitivity to open\closed syllables has nevertheless been present in Hebrew throughout and seems
to be responsible for some dagesh points in rare placements. Prov. 3:8 comes up with such a doubly
interesting form: L:ShoRRae"Khaa<at>. ‹RR› is certainly exceptional. But this form seems to help
explain the motive for the exception, which is reading ‹o› rather than ‹aa› in ~ShoR~. Without the
dagesh, Sh@ needed to be Shaa (or reduce into shwa, which appears severely constrained given the
[shwa]Sh@[strong accent] context). Etymology upholds ‹o›, cf Arab. surr. The expression occurs in
TN"K either with ‹RR› (again in Ezech. 16:4), or with ‹R› but developed into two syllables, ~R-R-~
(Song 7:3). Both Prov. 3:8 and Ezech. 16:4 seem to suggest the reason for ‹RR› had not necessarily be
found in phonetics but more so, or perhaps entirely, in phonology.
A distinction overlooked by dictionaries is MiQ!.DhaaSh vs MiQ.DaaSh that could be interpreted as
MiQQ:DhaaSh vs MiQDaaSh. The former is found only in Exod. 15:17, meaning something as “the
realm of gods”, i.e. the sacred in contrast with everything profane or common. All the other instances
of MQD$ pointed nominally are MiQDaaSh with pointing reversed: a simple ‹Q›, a dagesh lene in ‹D›,
meaning mostly “a sanctuary”. If indeed there is a phonological distinction, ‹!› in ‹Q› keeps it in the
syllable onset, ~QQ:~, preventing it from becoming a coda, MiQ~. Are they two distinct lexical units?
It is interesting, in this respect, to reconsider ‘gutturals’. A ‘short’ vowel282 appears at times
preceding a ‹X› that did not geminate in graphics, e.g. Judg. 16:7, 8, LaXiIM, and Ruth 3:10
HaBBaXuURiIM (with ‹a› from ‹aa› each). It may be considered (as we suggested earlier) that ‹X›
could have been pronounced or felt in such cases as geminated without requiring an explicit dagesh.
What seems apparent is the need to close the unstressed syllable, laxxiim, baxxuuriim, in order to
preserve the ‘short’ ‹a›. Otherwise, laaxiim, b:xuuriim would appear systematic.
A similar condition might have applied to ‹&›, cf Hae'&aaRiI"M<mn.zq> (common, e.g. 1Kr 9,12),
which might pass as hae&&aariim.
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We use the ‘short’\‘long’ distinction with vowels only provisionally, until a consistent theory can be arrived at,
based on systematic research of the whole Tiberian TN"K. The term can contain more complex features than is the
simple vocalic duration. The same terminology is often used to describe English, where despite quite complex
conditions of mutually crossing historic, phonological and phonetic criteria, ‘short’\‘long’ provides a comfortable
and widely comprehensible shorthand terms. Much more intricate terminology would be needed otherwise.
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On the other hand, a syllable that should have been closed is found open at times. In Ruth 1:13,
Tee,&aaGhee"NAa<zq> is met where ~nnaa makes a morphological boundary of tee&aaghee^n+naa.
(It is missing at both #L and #A very clearly.) In 2Sam. 20:12, Ha,M:SiLLAa"<mh> has a simple ‹M›
following the article (Ha–, not haa–) which should demand gemination to follow. In fact, the expected
form, Ha,MM:SiLLAa"<at> is found in the same verse just a few words earlier. Still, Ha,M:~ occurs
again, in v. 13 immediately following (with <at>, so the accent effect can be ruled out). The Ha,M:~
form comes about once more in TN"K, in Is. 62:10. #A, however, differs interestingly from this
pointing: All the instances are pointed as Ha,M:aSiLLAa| with no ~mm~ and with ‹:a› in place of ‹:›
(also with or without | over the final (H) mater). This speaks strongly for reading (in IPA) [ha.mə.sil...]
rather than [ham.sil...] syllables. The version of [m] was, apparently, detensional, m/ (in Glossa),
which leaves less room for anything like ..h..a....m\, i.e. longer coda that could be covered with an
unmarked ‹M›. Instances such as these call the phonological significance of dagesh in question. Was
the morphologically more ‘correct’ form of HaMM~ in 2Sam. 20:12a a slip of pen, given HbA, more
consistent, did not agree? (Some such forms consistently fail to geminate, such as Ha,M:NaShShAe
(Deut. 3:13, ten times in Josh. and 1Chron. 27:21) that has no other form when with the article, always
with ‹,›.283) This phenomenon, frequently observed in ‹J›, ‹W›, ‹M›, ‹N›, ‹L›, ‹Sh›, ‹Q› that if followed
by ‹:›, they tend to lose (or are hard to take) gemination, may still be explained by an instability of [ə],
i.e. its tendency to disappear. While it is perfectly possible to maintain ....\jj/.ə, it is near impossible to
keep any gemination in +....\jj/..[consonant] as any attempt to say -j/ results in [ə]. This applies to any
consonant, so there is no need to reduce all in the list (possibly incomplete) to a common denominator.
It is no need to suppose either ‹-!›‹:›, or ‹-›‹:› provided the Masoretic record contracted alternatives.
This closing feature of dagesh usages make it often participant on a phonological distinction rather
than being the sole element that makes the difference. When Ps. 131:2 records two forms that differ
only by an article, K:GhaaMuL<dx> without it, and KaGGaaMu"L<7r> with it, the difference ~:Gh~
vs. ~aGG~ has both vowel and consonant quality share the phonological significance. In 2Kings 23:21,
KaKKaaThuU"Bh<Zq> stands for k:+ha+kathubh, a passive participle that is both definite and
prefixed, a template continued in KaPPae"SaX, next verse. (Though, closing with probably no
phonological impact, seems a regular reason for employing ‹-!›. Cf Maa,&uUZZiI^ in Ps. 31:5, derived
from Maa&oO^Z, v. 3, as one of many.)
Rarely, a dagesh follows an already closed syllable in the end of the word, such as %aTT: (frequent)
or NeeRD: (Song 4:14), resulting in creation of an appended shwa. In strict terminology, these are two
different types of dagesh (a strong, geminating one, and a weak, defricativizing one, respectively). The
shwa that follows seems more a consequence of needing to pronounce a detensional version of the last
consonant after a fully made intension in ~RD or an intension already closed halfway-through in the
long ~TT rather than an actually reduced vowel in the end of the word. Or, alternatively, the system
adopted for marking vowels might have simply required a shwa mark to be appended. No dagesh was
not an alternative for %aTT (which could not be %ath) and implying an incorrect neer:dh. The versions
of [t] and [d] might well have been a simple [\t] and [\d], to which ‹:› marked no more than the end of
the syllable (‘doubly closed’).

E2.9.1 (2)

Dagesh Potentially Non-Phonological

A substantial number of instances of dagesh, regardless of type, are usages that show no apparent
phonological implication. Though prior to a phonology that could consistently distinguish the
phonological value of different occurrences and before a count could have been taken to make the ratio
more exact, impressions may still seem fairly certain if based on extensive and attentive reading. In this
occasion, non-phonological uses appear to be a majority. Nevertheless, including them in the initial
research could eventually pay off in better recognizing the nature(s) of the sign, provided there was at
least basic consistency in its application(s).
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Gesenius, op. cit., §20, fn 6, claims “dageš forte is almost always omitted in M:– when it is the prefix of the
participle Pi’el or Pu’al, hence Ps. 104:3 Ha,M:QaaRAe who layeth the beams, but HaMM:QaaRAe the roof E[x]
10:18” (p. 75). More extensive research is needed to be able to generalize as grammar tags have to be involved in
the corpus. To conclude verbs show a greater degree of attrition would be jumping to conclusions at this stage.
One of the easiest to geminate is [l]. Still, forms such as _HaL:WiJJiM (Num. 18:26), a noun, are not exceptional.
As HaShShuUPhaaMiI, from Sh:PhuUPhaaM (Num. 26:39) was kept ‹ShSh›, the ‹:› seems a more likely cause.
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A conspicuous usage of ‹!› seems to be in linking two words through reinforcing the initial of the
second one with no apparent morphological reason.284 This ‘linking’ dagesh is termed dxiiq by Jewish
grammarians, ‘compressed’. It comes up in the onset of a stressed word following a linking accent. The
mental picture is probably of pressing two words against each other, warping the face of the second one
(i.e. gemination). The phonetic substance can be clipping the last vowel of the first word by making the
onset of the second one simultaneously a coda for the last syllable of the first one. (Keep in mind that
gemination is in fact adding intension phase to the run of the consonant, ....c\c/, not just a tension as
the verb ‘prolong’ might suggest.) Examples are Ex. 17:6, L:PhaaNaE"Khaa<az> ShShaa"M<mrLg>,
and Ex. 27:3, W:&aa5iI"Thaa<mh> SSiI,RooThaAW<p$> (please note the ‹,› is enough to make the
second word eligible). It can be seen well e.g. in Ruth 1:8 where the two verbs form a semantic unit,
Lee"KhNAa<mn> ShShoo"BhNAa<zq>, an equivalent of a compound verb, ‘go back’. Typically, the
second word is stressed on its first syllable, but this is not necessary as the frequent
%aeL_MooShAe"<mr> LLEEMoo"R<at> demonstrates, with the stress on LLEEMoo^R being on the
ultima (also the conjunctive in MooShAe^ is on the ultima).285 Ps. 31:20 with _CaaPha"NTaa<gl>
LLiI,Ree'%aE"Khaa<olJr> shows a secondary stress marked by ‹,› may be enough. (Additionally, it
also demonstrates it does not concern only ‘short words’ as LiIRee%aEKhaa is quite a long compound
with most of its syllables having its own supply of ‘accent’ marks.)
It might be interesting to learn such gemination seems indifferent to other vowels apart from ‹ae›
and ‹aa›. Configuration such as W:HiNNEe_LoO"<tl> in 1Sam. 25:36, Wa&:a5Ee_LiI"<mr> in Gen.
27:7 (again ~EE LoO in v. 25 in spite of ~Aa LL/NN~ present in vv. 25, 26), HiI(%)_'LoO"<rvMg> in
Prov. 18:13, in 1Sam. 3:13 with W:HiGGa"DhTiI<mn> LoO"<zq> and HaKKee"NiI<mn> NAA"<at>
in 1Kings 20:35 do not trigger gemination. A series of LL:Khaa can be followed in 1Kings 3:11, 12, 13,
out of which the last one is not eligible and shows as L:Khaa. While T:NAa_LLiI"<qd> is in 1Kings
21:2, there is only WiI,HiI_LiI"<mn> that closely follows. If W:%aeTT:NAa_L:Khaa"<mr> has L~ due
to the ‹_›, then why the same words, W:%aeTT:NAa"<mh> L:Khaa"<p$>, have also L~ following no
‹_›, can be explained by the stressed ~NAa^. Readers can note XaaLiI"LAa<mh> LLiI"<p$> in the
next verse (3) with the same accents but ~LAa unstressed. Still, exceptions can be found. In v. 6,
T:NAa_LLiI"<mh> and %aeTT:NAa_L:Khaa"<mr> follow each other with not much to differ.
Wa%:aNa"XNuU<mr> QQa"MNuU<rvMg>286 in Ps. 20:9 might be resorted to in order to emphasize
the stress which is contrastive here. It also does not affect unstressed L~ (such as JiKKaaRAe"<7r>
LaaRaaŠaa"&<mn> in Ps. 94:13 in contrast with v. 17), which is but pedantic to note.
It is interesting to see that, in JiHJAe"<az> ZAe"<mr> Laa"NuU<p$> of Ex. 10:7, there is no ‹ZZ›
nor ‹LL› is spite of that some conditions commonly supposed seem to be fulfilled. Looking closely on
the syntax of the sentence, LaaNuU appears to be attracted to the following word more closely than to
284

Gesenius, op. cit., §20.2, calls it dageš euphonicum, to distinguish it as non-essential from dageš necessarium
(subtypes of which calls d. compensativum and d. characteristicum, names descriptive enough not to need English
translation; they have been already covered above). Dagesh “merely for the sake of euphony” is further
categorized into d. forte conjunctivum (characterized above as “linking”), d. forte dirimens (strenghening shwa
mobile), d. forte affectuosum (emphasizing a vowel), d. forte firmativum (emphasizing question words). The
account is detailed and exemplified, with even d. implicitum provided if disturbing raphe is present in a ms. The
reason the present work does not follow the classic structure there is mainly that a simpler scheme is sought for,
hoping to see if the types of dagesh can be reduced to general speech phenomena. Minute classifications, in their
quest for finding a label for every possible instance, tend to lose both explanatory and educational value. One of
the trouble with classifying everything can be fuzzying the border between the substantial and the exceptional.
The concept of attempting to find general principles, besides being educational, has the advantage of not making
exceptions look as fitting into the system if what they fit into is only taxonomy, not any real comprehension.
285
Though Gesenius, op. cit., §20, mentions it, too, in his fn 2 (p. 75), I am in fact indebted for this observation
first to Randall Buth, 2005/2006, op. cit., p. 113, note 35. He remarks such a use is limited solely to LLEEMoo^R
and adds more references than Gesenius, “Ex. 6:10, 29, 13:1, 14:1, 15:24 etc.” I have found nine in Ex., 27 in
Lev., 34 in Num., none in Deut., throughout the Torah always with MooShAe^ and never with any other word
regardless of the stress placement. In Josh. 1:10, MooShAe"<7f> LEEMoo"R<sq> is found, with L~, perhaps
due to the conjunctive <7f> on MooShAe. Neither it is found in the former prophets, in spite the linking dagesh
was still used (cf e.g. ~LLoO<p$> LEEMoo"R<zq> in 1Kings 8:25 against e.g. 2Kings 4:31, 6:13). I have not
researched the other portions of TN"K (though a brief skimming seemed to confirm my observation, e.g. 2Chron.
6:16). It remains for computational tools to make researches such as this in a more complete and reliable manner.
286
The two elements in <rvMg> are unnecessary to mark on the initial syllable, such as QQa"~ above. It makes
sense if an ambiguity might arise, such as in HiI(%)_'LoO" above as 'HiI(%)_LoO" would also be possible.
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ZAe. It is not shown in the accent composition of the passage, but presence or absence of a linking
dagesh might be sensitive to shades like this. On the other hand, a conjunctive on ZAe as if prevented it
from being ZZAe (cf similar W:LaaMMAa_ZZAe"<mr> LiI"<7f> in Gen. 25:32). For more please see
the intonation theory of ‘accents’ in the Part F later on.
The assumption that ‹_› constrains gemination, however, fails in comparing Ex. 14:12,
H:aLOO_ZAe"<mn> (as expected) with v. 11 prior to it in the same speech, Ma(H)_ZZOO"Th<p$>.
What is the difference? Even the emotionality is kept the same. What can be observed is one accent is
conjunctive, <mn>, one is disjunctive, <p$>. The syntax concurs as the <mn> clause goes on to
complete the syntagm of which ZAe is a part, while the <p$> clause... also goes on, though ZZOOTh is
self-contained. The differences are not great, indeed. Attempting to classify such minute details would
probably end always in success (of finding some differences) but giving improbable and impractical
results. Is there a better way to explain such “euphonic” (or rather elocutionary) gemination?
A curiosity can be added to it by observing Ps. 94:7 and 12, where the condition (also across ‹_›)
applies even to the shorter form of the Divine name, JiR%Ae_yy<at>, and _T:JaSS:Rae"NNuU<mn>
yy<at>. It is interesting to note the Divine name must have been pronounced (which Karaites do).
Sometimes, however, the rule appears not to be respected, such as 2Sam. 17:1 %aeBhX:aRAa"<mn>
NNAA"<rv> while v. 5 fails to geminate Q:RAA"<mn> NAA"<zq>. Also 2Sam. 20:10 which has
W:LOO_Shaa"NAa<mr> LoO"<7f>, but also Ps. 61:4 in MaXSAe"<mn> LiI"<at>, which is not LLiI
as it is in MaX:aSAe_LLaa"NuU<mn> (working across ‹_›) of Ps. 62:9. But ‹_› does not work in Lev.
15:32 on L:7oM%Aa_Bhaa"H<sq>. 1Sam. 6:9 in &aa"5Aa<mn> Laa"NuU<zq> has nasog axor, a
stress shifted backwards, but no gemination was applied.287 While 2Sam. 19:39 respects it in
%ae&:e5Ae_LLoO"<zq> and _LLaaKh later on, Wa&:a5Ee_LoO"<Zq> just a verse before, in the
same context, fails to show it. LLoO should be expected in L:NaX:aLAa"<mn> LoO"<sq> of Ps. 33:12,
but it is not. Conjunctive and disjunctive accents, however, are distinguished, as TiPhNAe"<7f>
Shaa"M<sq> in 1Kings 2:3 is regular in spite of the two words making a single semantic and probaly
also intonation unit. Another such example is in 1Sam. 5:6 and 8 with QaaRaa"Thaa<7f> LiI"<at>
while v. 5 has QaaRaa"Thaa<mr> LLiI<zq>. This recognition of 7ifxa as a disjunctive should be borne
in mind to challenge, or possibly limit, the theory of purely intonation contour for ‘accents’ I propose
later on in the present work. (If <7f> were solely a rising intonation, why it would constrain juncture?
On the other hand, in LiPhLeE7Aa"<7f> G:DhooLAa"<sq> of Gen. 45:7, <7f> splits an obvious
syntagm, “a great deliverance”. Perhaps we could extend it to more disjunctive ‘accents’ as well.)
On the other hand, a gemination ‘in excess’ of the accepted rules288 can be discovered in Prov. 26:17
in the sequence _RiI"Bh<mr> LLOO,_LoO"<sq> (or LOO"<sq>_LoO,?). What precedes is ~Bh, not
a vowel at all. Any obvious trigger is hard to think of. Another such place is Wa&:a5iIThae"M<mn>
LLaa"NuU<zq> in 1Sam. 11:10. They could only be taken as a confirmation that real pronunciation
was suggested (if not noted down) by this phenomenon, not any pre-calculated rule.289
One can even find cases where vowel and accent configurations appear respected but what seems
disregarded is syntax of the verse. WaTTOOMa"RNAa<mr> JJee"Š<7f> of 1Sam. 9:12 make a tight
compound out of inquit and quoted speech: The verb of the introductory clause, “they said,” is abutted
to speech, “Yes,” by means of both intonation and segmental means. Provided ‘accents’ help mark only
intonation contour, nothing extraordinary is there. If ‘accents’ mean syntactic analysis (as it is often
explained), what is here is out of the ordinary. The ~JJ~ abutment, however, makes it really something
to ask questions about. A possible explanation can be drawn from the fact every segment naturally has
an onset, hold and wind-up stages, out of which some is (are) used for identification of the sound.
These relevant stages are called intension\, tension| and detension/ in consonants (marked by means
of Glossa which, unlike IPA, allows to note them explicitly). ‘Gemination’ sometimes, and surmisingly
in this instance, could simply mean ~aa\j/ee~. The ear and mind of the naqdan might realize that
287

Admittedly, nasog axor only “may” cause gemination, in words of Gesenius, op. cit., §20.2.2(2) [20f], p. 71.
Exceptions concerning ~ii, ~uu have been observed and tentatively explained by Gesenius, op. cit., 20g, et al.
Out of my own excerpts, QuU"MuU<mh> CC:&uU"<p$> from Gen. 19:14 (unlike e.g. ~PhiGh&uU_LiI"<7f>,
Gen. 23:8), QuU"MuU<mn> SS:&uU"<rv> from Deut. 2:24, and MiI"<mr> K!aaMoo"KhAa<7f> from Ex.
15:11 could be provided (though the latter could be taken as a dagesh lene in spite of being under a conjunctive;
more of the kind are around, cf v. 13, _ZuU"<mn> G!aa%aa"LTaa<at>).
289
I have also met a difficult to explain ‹MM› in &aL<tl> %:aShae"R<qd> MM:aLTae"M<gr> of Deut. 32:51 in
newer editions of #R, unlike #L and #A. (The original 1524 Venetian edition, however, shows a simple ‹M›.)
288
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should the intonation go smoothly on, ~j~ had to be linked to the preceding vowel. The aa in the inquit
should close into j~ to make [j] the coda of the syllable, ....aa..\j. At the same time, [j] was already at the
onset of the next syllable, ..j/...ee. This dual function, ....aa..\j/...ee (that comes naturally in connected
speech, no gemination is needed) was projected in pointing ‹JJ›. The naqdan might only try to express
what a modern philologist would mark out by a tie ∪ .
A certain amount of dagesh tokens that is hard to think of as phonological relates to an inner
consonant rather than the initial one. In Ex. 5:22, both LaaMAa"<mh> and Laa"MMAa<mr> are met
(also in 1Sam. 19:17, same accents), the two words being obviously one lemma and coming from the
same speech. The stress placement is one readily apparent difference, ~~^ vs. ~^~, another one is: the
geminated penultima-stressed word sits in what seems to be a set phrase, Laa^MMAa ZZAe^. Shoud it
be considered a mere variation in vocabulary, the same speech and the same context were not what it
could be normally expected. It gives the impression of a phenomenon in prosody. The two examples,
however, have yet another distinction in common: La^MMAa is a genuine question, while LaaMAa^ is
probably (1Sam. obviously) not a question at all. (But Ex. 32:11\12 seems to have it the other way
round.) A comparable twin is found in Ps. 43:2, again in a very emotional setting, where LaaMAa"<gl>
is almost instantly followed by Laa,MMAa_~~^ (perhaps ‹,› could be taken as a stress suppressed by
maqqef). No semantic difference is obseravable. The same applies to Ps. 42:10 and 1Chron. 21:3.
An ‹%!› incidences are well known and discussed, the combination had in fact obtained its own glyph
in Unicode (64304). Gen. 43:26 Mp (masorah parva, the vertical marginal note) to the first occurrence,
in WaJJaaBhiI"%!uU<mr> LoO"<tv>, reads L·W· WXD MN D· MILIN DGŠ· % B· MNH· BLIŠ·, which is
“[the word found] 36 [times in all] is 1 of 4 words with dageš290 in %, while 2 are of this form.”291 The
note also points to Mm 3916 (masorah magna, the larger, horizontal margin note) providing Ezra 8:18
(quoting the two words identically including accents). More words with ‹%!› are (acc. to Yeivin, p. 285)
Lev. 23:17, TaaBhiI"%!uU<mnLg> Lae"XaeM<mn>, and Job 33:21, Ru%!uU"<sq>. Yeivin attempts
to explain Gen. 43, Lev. 23 and Ezra 8 by the fact the next word starts with a stressed L~, surmising a
possible tendency to neglect ‹%›. Job is not so, having him suggest a care for ‹%› not to disappear
between the two U-vowels. He also points to ‹%!› in other mss (e.g. #C) where the glottal stop might
have been neglected or doubted (Hag. 1:1; Jer. 38:12; Is. 51:19). Opposite cases mentioned by Yeivin
might have been raphe over ‹%|› wherever a glottal stop was not pronounced (all op. cit., par. 395).
Many have already noticed292 that ‘emphatic’ consonants, such as those marked by ‹Q› and ‹7›, are
those included in the possibility of losing gemination following shwa (a process well explainable). This
condition seems interesting since, phonetically, such plosives (a) can be geminated the same way as
other plosives do, but (b) in a different method than the other few members of the ‘attrition set’, glides,
nasals, laterals, sibilants which can simply protract. It remains to ask, then, how much the missing
dagesh in those consonants of widely different natures did really mean the same thing. In Ruth 2:2, the
complex process of losing dagesh concerns pi&el. Wa%:aLaQ:o7Aa"<mn> was obtained after adding
the cohortative suffix –Aa, which demanded %:alaqqee7 to pass *%:alaqq:7+aa to *%:alaqq:7aa, this
instance, however, with ‹:o› instead of ‹:› following the simplified ~Q~. Provided ‹:o› was to mark an
alternative of ‹:›/‹o›, an alternative between ‹q› and ‹qq› in the same syllable might have been the part
and parcel of the same offer. It could only be hard to mark so simply as ‹:›/‹o›.293
‹Q!› in turn, in W:&aa5iI"Thaa<qd> QQ:&aaRooThaAW"<gr> in Ex. 25:29, is difficult to explain.
Dagesh lene fricativization (a type of lenition) of BGDKPT plosives appears to work automatically in its
proper contexts and seems clearly non-phonological. Even such emphatic repetitions such as B:NiI
Bh:NiI in 2Sam. 19:1 are not exempt, witnessing it was probably not consciously reflected by MsH
readers (unlike MsH scholars). It has been already mentioned earlier, so no need is to dwell on it here.
But on the prosodic level, a dagesh can be met contrasting with no dagesh, as in Song 6:10, where the
ultima-stressed JaaPhAa"<mn> is followed with KhaLL:BhaaNAa, while the ultima-stressed
BaaRAa<p$>, succeeded by Ka,XaMMAa" <zq>, is not void of semantics. The stress pattern is very
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I prefer to call it dageš herein, too, not mapiq (Unicode). Still, either label brings little understanding in itself.
I believe the last portion of the note, 2 minhon blišon, could be understood also as pointing to the fact the ‹%!›
is only found in two verbs, B-W-% and R-%-H. Both are very frequent verbs, where custom might be detrimental.
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One of those that went to more detail was, again, Gesenius, op. cit., §20.3 (p. 74) and fn 7 (p. 75).
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While taking the liberty of allowing ourselves to go so far in this speculation, we can think of (or rather invent)
a dagesh-cum-raphe combined, ~qq|~. It might be confirmative to find any such compound in a ms (hardly so in
transcripts as modern editors leave |’s out intentionally and would simply consider anything like that an error).
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close, the morpheme structure mirrored, the vowels the same. What appears to make the difference is
the <p$> accent on BaaRAa which is a moderate disjunctive. A break made by it separated ~Aa from
K~ so as not to trigger fricativization. If dagesh can bring discontinuity in reading, it is not automatic.
Accents are usually well reflected also by dagesh lene. Disjunctives make no juncture, as in
_LiI"<mr> BhaZAe"<7f>, cf LiI"<p$> BaaZAe"<zq> in the same verse. They also constrain
fricativization, as in 1Sam. 20:2 with %aaBiI"<gr> DaaBhaaR and %oO<jt> DaaBhaaR, though the
second one may seem somewhat surprizing due to semantics. It has also been mentioned already that if
dxiiq could apply, cases such as _Ga"RTAa<mr> Baa"H<sq> in Gen. 21:23 might well in fact be BB~.
Apart from accents, elocution seems to be regarded where fusion of words might happen in public
reading. Ex. 10:14 has LOO_Haa"JAa<az> Khee"N<mh> ~~ LOO"<mr> Ji,H:JAe_Kee"N<sq>,
where +jih:jae_kheen was avoided, possibly due to similarity of vowels in the two words linked too
closely under a single accent. Dagesh lene appears to be a multi-purpose sign just as dagesh forte was.
Both of them seem to have a single objective in mind. In order to secure as clear recitation as possible
throughout the hall of a synagogue, advise to enunciate the initial or make sure the sound would not be
turned too weak or unclear in the mouth of a less careful or less experienced lector.294

E2.9.2

RaaPhAe ‹-|›

The sign to mark a condition understood as inverse to dagesh, already mentioned above, was called
raphe (“softening”). Its shape was ¯, a top bar, more conspicuous than a mere dot. Such a dot was tiny
by all measures. On parchments, especially old ones (they were supposed to stay in use for centuries,
longer than books of today), dots of dagesh can be overlooked easily among tiny specs and bites of
other origins. To confirm the presence or absence of dagesh was prudent. That is why raphe was used
much more in manuscripts than in modern prints. Contemporary editors feel no such need. Any
abundance of raphe, which once was provident, would be rather perplexing, if anything. Some of the
positions that developed raphe, however, seem to have emerged later, e.g. MiL|.%ooM in Gen. 25:23 is
in #R, but not in #L (nor BHS). It appears even absent from such an early edition of #R as the 1524
Bombergian print.295 Still, its motivation appears transparent: The compound is rare, though its
morphology gets clear out of the context; from L:%ooM MiL.%ooM follows it is min+l:%oom.
Raphe sometimes makes explicit an absence of mappiq. In Num. 15:28, in B:Xae7%Aa(=H|) is the
‹H|› mater equipped with raphe in #R (with an explicit H' RPH remark) but, again, this | is not found in
the 1524 edition of Bomberg. As it is also absent from #L (#A is unavailable for this page as above), it
can be assumed with high probability the mark was put there in later mss. The motive was possibly
BaTh Sh:NaaThaaH in v. 27. The mappiq in &:aWooNAa(=H|) BhaaH of v. 31 is much older. The #L
for it is &:aWooNAa"(=H|)<mr> Bh|aa"H<sq>. The purpose was assumedly to prevent the BhaaH
mappiq to switch back to ~Aa(=H). (Strangely enough, the 1524 #R shows no raphe at all, and not
even the mappiq. It reads &,:aWooNAa BhAa very clearly. Still, recent editions of #R note H' RPH, too.)
Raphe has been a practical sign, most likely well understood and employed to make the letters stand
out more clearly. (Whether it was always employed the same way for identical purposes is a question
for a different research.) But as it was suggested above already, a question can be asked if raphe had
possibly a different function, in addition to and above the one commonly admitted, a presently
dispensable complement to dagesh and mappiq. (Their inclusion under a single category opposite to
raphe seems to speak well for the concept the two types of sign are in fact subtypes of a single sign.) Its
extra meaning may not even operate in exclusion to dagesh/mappiq. Deut. 5:13 shows a K!|oL_ that
carries both dagesh and raphe simultaneously, not just in #R (no Rabbinic remark here), but also #L
(#A is unavailable also for this verse). The BHS apparatus indicates that Qumran scrolls read
(W:&aa5iIThaa) %aeTh KoL while Masoretic mss read (W:&aa5iIThaa) KhoL. Again, the theory that
Masoretic approach was collapsing more options into one record is getting more substance here. What
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While not dwelling here on details of Glossa, it might be noted Glossa can mark two length aspects of stronger
and weaker pronunciation (beside regular short ..[] and long ....[] segments): half-length ...[] and reduction .[] on
one level, and independently a non-phonological length ..---[], --[], which offers categories for MsH ±gemination.
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The sign over ‹L› reminds me more of a circellus to Mp than a raphe in my copy (of lower legibility I admit).
The reasons for raphe concern more the quality of the medium rather than the way letters got onto it. It should be
reminded, too, mss were still produced centuries after the invention of print (in Yemen until fairly recent times).
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seems strange, however, is there is no circellus, no masorah to make possible for the %aeTh to be
inserted. Without the %aeTh, K!|oL lacks the fundamental reason. So the question suggested above
still makes sense. It is well possible it does declare KoL and KhoL are acceptable options. The few
words concerned, W:&aa5iI"'Thaa<7f:mn> K!|oL_M:La(%)KhTae"Khaa<sq> are interesting for the
accents of the first word, <7f:mn>. Please mind that it carries two different accents simultaneously in a
single syllable, one disjunctive, 7ifxa, and one conjunctive, munax. The conjunctive one enables kol to
be read KhoL (d:xiq, a linking dagesh, was not applied as kol is unaccented). The disjunctive one
should prevent the two words to be run together: KoL. In what way should kol mark both options that
respond to the two accents at once? Presence and absence of a dot was impossible but presence of the
two marks was well possible. They could not be read at once, they had to be selected from, a principle
that we are going to presume in more twists and turns of the Masoretic record. When reading on, we
see the text presents consistently double accent marking in the passage (it concerns the second quoting
of the Decalogue as well as its first occurrence in Exodus). The purpose of the double marking is
assumed to enable the two passages to be chanted either as individual commandments, or a single
Decalogue unit. A dagesh joined with raphe on a letter is met in more verses there, in v. 17 (where the
difference is made by <7f> or <mr>), vv. 18 and 19 (<7f> or <mn> as in v. 13).
The question, however, concerning an additional function of raphe can be pursued further, and
perhaps it should, until it could finally be refuted. Incidences of raphe seem to be simply too many in
mss for a considerate scholar to feel comfortable with the theory of complementarity. What might this
specific function be? The name of raphe translated “softening” is too broad to be much informative.
(The names given the other two signs are even less helpful, “pearcing” for dagesh and “bringing
out/up” for mappiq.) Considering the focus of the present dissertation, the most careful attention
should be, again, paid to the best Masoretic mss from the earliest available period, i.e. #L and #A. Later
development, most commonly represented by #R, can be used to gain clearer insight for the ideas
harvested mainly from these two fields. The initial assumption is the most important raphe tokens have
made their way also to the diplomatic editions (printed or electronic) of #L and #A. Only if samples
taken occasionally from facsimiles of the mss confirm their modern editing policy has been a too strong
a filter that prevents finding out what were all the functions raphe was employed for by the classic
Masoretes, a more systematic research would have to be launched to compare mss with their respective
diplomatic editions (and perhaps also editing their electronic files, too). This is, however, not the goal
of the present work. That is only to provide for the phonological research of the #L as represented by its
modern edition in a BHS corpus. Other corpora can be processed and possibly compared in later stages.
Without losing this long time goal from sight, it could still be adequate for the time being simply to
evaluate a few raphe incidences from excerpts gathered out of the stage I portion of the data. A model
of phonology to be produced at the end of each stage is planned for incremental refinement, anyway.
An example of a passage that uses many more |s in ms than in print (of both BHS and #R) is Lev.
19:20. The #L has ~ JiShKa"Bh|<az> ~ ShiKh|:BhaTh_ ~ ShiPh|XAa"<p$> NaeX:eRae"PhaeTh|
<mn> ~ W:XoPh|DEe"<p$> ~ NiPh|Daa"Th|Aa<zq> ~ XuPh|ShAa|<7f> LOO"<mn>NiTTaN_ Laa"H
<at> BiQQoo"RaeTh|<zr> ~ JuUM:Th|uU"<7f> ~ XuPaa"ShAa<sq>. #R has preserved only
XuPhShAa|<7f>,296 BHS has reproduced none of them. The XuPhShAa| of #R is functional in view of
the LaaH with ‹H!› directly referring to the noun. Concerning #L, questions remain. Why
ShiKh|:BhaTh had ‹Kh|› marked, but not ‹Bh›? More |’s could be claimed were superfluous, an
opinion obviously shared by modern editors. Surprising may be a large number of them sits over
syllable codas. Unless their additional function was to enhance the syllable structure of the text, an
explanation could be sought for perhaps only in lexicon. Was ‹Kh|› in ShKh|BT to exclude shukkabht:
(pu. qal pass.)? Or another, unattested form? A haphazard employment, dependent on whims of a
particular scribe, is hard to think of, given the care typically paid to the preparations of TN"K mss. The
logic behind the many raphe usages in mss is an issue yet to be researched. What should also deserve
attention are the letters that received no |, such as XuPaa"ShAa<sq> shows no +XPShH|.
An atypical usage of raphe is met in 2Sam. 11:1 where #A and #R read HaMM:Laa(%|)KhiI"M<rv>,
while #L offers MaMMaL:(%|)KhiI"M<rv>. The passage is also in #C. It apparently sides with #A and
296

The 1524 Venetian edition appears to have also XuPhShAa|, though my copy is hard to read. The | over ‹H›
looks as a round black blot, but no masorah seems to relate to the word, and the accent, 7f, is below. In addition, a
similar blot resides over ‹B› in B•iQQooRaeTh, which is probably a masorah circellus, and L•OO<mr> with no
masorah, where | makes some sense. Also XuPaa"Sh•Aa has a blotted ‹Sh›, but clearly not its final (=H).
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#R. What is peculiar on this type of employment of | is that it seems to mean exclusion from reading.
Indeed, the critical apparatus of BHS confirms many of the other mss do read ~LKIM.
#A and #L present a different version than #R also in Ps. 199:99. 5iI"XAa<mn> LLiI"<sq> is given
in the two sources as 5iI"XAa|<mn> L|iI"<sq>, suggesting the opposite and showing more |’s.
Typical usages are such as in Num. 11:16, %aeS:PhAa_ where both #L and #R reinforce ‹Ph› with |
while a missing dagesh might seem enough today (BHS prints ‹Ph›). How strong the reasons were
might differ in different stages of the language. The agreement of #L and #R is significant.
On the other hand, a very functional |, in terms of its theory of complementarity, is seen in
uUMiJJiQ:Bh|ae"Khaa<sq> in Deut. 16:13b of #R. The word could be umijjiqbae^khaa very well, and
the | makes sure it were not to be read so. In #L, a | is, again, put atop the space between the two letters
~BK~ spanning from top left ‹B› to top right ‹K›. The scribe might be supposed to use more space over
‹K› than the restricted room between ‹B› and a ‹:› in the line above, somewhat suggesting to us ‹Bh|›
was meant. But it is only speculation. Comparison with some other raphe’s in this ms in fact seems to
suggest this ‘spanning’ raphe is a feature of the scribe’s idiosyncratic handwriting, cf e.g. 36 recto, left
col., ends of 7th and 12th lines from bott. BHS and BH3 offer no help.
A typical reasonable | can be observed in Ex. 9:18 HiWWaa,S:DhAa(=H|)"<7f> as the –(H) could
well be understood as referring back to Egypt in f. It is not. #R does care. If so does #L is difficult to tell
(for me) given that |, mildly slanted, sits across ~DH, for both of which letters makes sense. In Num.
15:28, the reader could read the infinitive B:Xae7%Aa with a feminine suffix (i.e. NaePhaeSh), which
would apparently be wrong, and #R makes sure with –Aa| for it not to happen. (#L does not do it.) A
reasonable raphe seems also &aa"5Aa<mr> L|iI"<7f> in #R Deut. 8:17 as d:xiiq could well clip the
~Aa syllable into ~AaL L~. #L leaves the ‹L› as is.
Another such moderately reasonable | is met in Gen. 31:39 T:BhaQ|.Shae"NNAa<at> in #R only,
not in #L (probably to prevent a less experienced reader from insisting on ~qq~ for this pi. impf. form).
Similar is Lev. 13:10 Ba5|.%eeTh in #R (with r' remark), not #L, to prevent Ba55:%eeTh (note another
occurrence of 5:%eeTh in the same verse), 14:26 and Num. 5:15 JiC|ooQ (no remark in #R, no | in #L
in both occurrences). In 16:26 #R, it is interesting that ‹,› in W:Ha,M|ShaLLee"aX<mh> assists the
function of |. #L relies only on ‹,›. #R provides both in Num. 5:18, 19, 22, 24bis and 27 for
HaM:%aa,R:aRiI^M, augmenting it with Ha,M|~. The pattern is consistent, so a purpose is probable.
Was it to eliminate disturbances from ~MM~ in a preceding word in all the contexts? #L supplies ‹,› in
Ha,~ only in v. 19 and 24b (a lesion appears in v. 22 at the suspect position), putting | nowhere. The
word as it appears lends to reading ..h..a..\m ..%/..aa..r..[‹:a›]..r..ii..m, i.e. with [ham] the first syllable
and [ʔ?ɑ?] the second one.297 Such a pattern seems to be found regularly with D-stem participles M:–.
Pi. 2nd radical | is found also in Gen. 28:18 WaJJiC|ooQ of #R, not #L. The same applies to Num.
10:35 #R M:5aN|%aEKhaa where #L has ‹Kh|› but not ‹N|›, which is true also of the same stem in
uUM:5aN|%aAW of Deut. 33:11 (~N:~ in #L and #A). Also Num. 25:11 B:QaN|%oO, Deut. 32:21
QiN|%uU"NiI<mn> and Num. 32:12 MiL|.%uU of #R, and not #L, again, suggests that raphe was
possibly employed more in later mss.
In Deut. 13:8, MiQ|:CEe"<mr> explicitly preserves shwa in #R (cf _Q:CEe, same verse) while #L
does not provide for it. This appears to be the inverse function to deleting a shwa as mentioned above.
A raphe on &:aWooNAa| in #L (and also #R) of Num. 15:31 prevents a reader to append another
feminine ending to the infinitive. The same is true of HoShShaMMAa| in #R Lev. 26:34 and 35. In #L,
the word in v. 34 is H:oShaMMAa with ‹:o›, no | and, interestingly, no ‹ShSh› doubled, in v. 35 it has
HoShaMMAa| with ‹o›, |, and still no gemination of ‹Sh!›. Its BHS edition does print ‹Sh!› in both
instances as #R does, too. (BH3 at least admits the conjectures in its apparatus below.) The question is
if Zach. 5:11 _Laa(=H|) is comparable. In #C, the passage around is heavily defaced but the relevant
letter ‹H›, luckily, stands out at an end of a row—equipped with | quite unmistakably. So it is in #L.
An excessive raphe is found in #R Deut. 16:13 Ta&:a5Ae"<mr> L|:Khaa"<7f> where L:~ could
hardly be ll:~, more due to the unaccented L:~ than because of ~Ae"<mr>. An experienced reader
would not be probably tempted to read it as if ll:~ were meant.298 Still, | appears to make sure he did
not. In #L, the | is absent on ‹L› but present on ~Khaa (#A is not available). A similar pattern found in
Deut. 27:9 of #L NiH:JeE"Th|Aa,<mn> L:&aa"M<zq>, where the ‹,› might prevent ll:~, receives
confirmation from #R which has Ni,H:JeE"ThAa,<mn> L|:&aa"M<zq> explicitly.
297
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One of the advantages of Glossa is apparent here. IPA forces to be specific for sounds we cannot be specific.
Nevertheless, Gesenius, op. cit., §20.2(a), seems to admit such cases. More excerpts are needed to compare.
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In summary, different types of raphe seem to appear in mss as the few analysed samples show, with
different results brought about by them. If a common denominator was to be sought for at all, it might
be that they all as if trim down the possibilities which the consonantal version of the TN"K text offers.
Often, they appear not to bring in much added value to a text that was already pointed in full. It might
be speculated that raphe could be a mark older than the full-blown Tiberian pointing. When the text
was used with all its pristine ambiguities, raphe might have been helpful in reducing such ambiguities
down. Following the development of vocalization, raphe was not laid aside completely and forgotten,
but it was still appreciated for some of its benefits, perhaps even more with later scribes who found in it
a simple and salient tool to complement the sometime intricate and complicated Tiberian system.

E3

Syllables and Clusters

A fully developed segmental phonology should not limit its processing to segments, but include also
segment clusters, syllables, and possibly go beyond syllables to morphemes and words in an area called
morphonology (or morpho-phonology, which is the same). Due to the volume of excerpts collected,
limited size imposed on the work, provisional character of conclusions that can be reached prior to
computing corpora, morphonology has been excluded and an article on syllables and clusters has been
restricted to a few tentative assumptions (to help keep the phonology in I simpler).
In subsequent stages of the research, patterns will be aimed at such that distinguish typical
configurations (elements, slots, relationships) from those that are possible or permissible (the former
can be arrived at simply by finding, the latter in turn is problematic to find in the absence of native
speakers). All the patterns identified in TN"K should be categorized in terms of language subset and
included in the statistical count. Some tuning in the categories can be expected before final figures are
provided. The counts can be helpful to recognize what is a typical pattern and what an exceptional one.
Modern phonologies are preoccupied with rules (or optimality tables, which are rules in disguise). It
should be realized, however, it is patterns that are crucial, also for grammar. Grammatical information
in Hebrew is carried in syllable structures, not just vowels. It is true that vowels are the most audible
element in spoken utterances. But what is heard is not simply -i-a-e-, but rather -it-a-e- or -i\-a-e-,
which allows to infer the complete grammatical information hit-a-e-. It is important that phonology
provided for easy recognition rather than derivation of such ready-made meaningful patterns.
Universal syllable types V and CV are present,299 with CV being the common one, while most
syllables of the V type can be only speculated about, given that the script almost always demanded an
onset by a consonantal letter. An ‹%› might have been an empty onset, Ji~ might have been a manner
of writing an [.i.] syllable as a counterpart of an uU~ syllable that the writing made possible for [.u.].
A CVC type appears clearly as the second most common. More types need to be accompanied with a
lexically-sensitive statistics, though students of BH know well of a CVCC type in rarer cases, such as
%aRD in Num. 26:40 (though Αδαρ and Hered are found in LXX and Vul., respectively, for this
personal name. It is found also in Gen. 46:21 as Waa%aa"RD<sq>. NeeRD for ‘nard’ in Song 4:14 has
already been pointed to.) Foreign lexemes would, probably, need little discussion. Domestic wordstock,
however, depends on evaluation of shwa. Such an evaluation is vital for recognizing more syllable
types, too, CCV and CCVC (consequently, with their sonority centre at V disturbed by C[shwa]C).
The most typical vowels are front unrounded, then back rounded. The MsH had a typical set, then.
Also a degree in rounding is usually greater in high back vowels and lessens the way down. MsH, again,
does not offer anything extraordinary. Low back vowels usually show very little rounding if any. It
should be borne in mind when trying to evaluate the relationship of MsH ‹o› and ‹aa›, for which a
theory has been brought forward in the present work.
No largescale smoothing and breaking of vowels can be found, either, though the manner of writing
might well have differed from the actual pronunciation.300 Unstressed syllables are more prone to
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Needless to explain to philogists that V stands for any vowels in syllable peak and C for any consonants.
Though it could be discussed how wide a difference between the written and the spoken language would still
be tolerated as practical by the Masoretes, it should be kept in mind the vowels and the consonants come from
two very different records. The Masoretes contributed with vowels. Some gliding might have remained hidden.
300
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reduction and deletion, as can be expected. Manifestations of widening (making the syllable peak more
open) has also been observed.
Consonants in MsH coda are exposed to alterations more than in the syllable onset, which is again
regular behaviour in the languages of the world. The same can be said on the nature of the most
frequent lenition, and that is fricativization of plosives. (Further steps, from fricatives to approximants
or glides and, possibly, their vocalization, cannot be confirmed from written records. A reverse process,
from a [w] glide to a [v] fricative, not restricted to codas, probably happened at a point in the history of
the language, which, too, is nothing extraordinary, and that with a possible relapse and remission,
which might be due to the peculiar history of the language. If this reverse process of making occlusions
stronger was preferred in syllable onsets, which is a typical position for such reverse alterations, it
demands statistical data from the follow-up research to find out.) Distribution of voiced and voiceless
on word beginnings, inside and ends (typical in languages is a preference of voiceless for ends and
mildly also for beginnings) needs to be provided by counts on the corpus, with considerations if any
processes of replacing voiced for voiceless, vice versa or deletion of voiced can be suggested from the
history of the language.
An important contribution to clusters and roots was made by J. H. Greenberg. It should not be
omitted:301 “J. H. Greenberg (1950) ‘The patterning of root morphemes in Semitic’, Word 6, p. 162–
181, demonstrated that, in Semitic languages, two consecutive consonants cannot be homorganic, a
constraint which holds for all 1-2 and 2-3 positions in the Semitic root, except for identical consonants
in the 2-3 position. See also J. Kuryłowicz, Studies in Semitic Grammar and Metrics (Warszawa, 1972),
p. 17–24. (On an application of the method to Hebrew, see K. Koskinen, ‘Kompatibilität in den
dreikonsonantigen hebräischen Wurzeln’, ZDMG (i.e. Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenländischen
Gesellschaft) 114 [1964] p. 16–58.) The fact that such a constraint operates irrespective of the
presence of vowels superimposed on the root is proof of the reality of root.”
In sum, typical behaviour can be identified in MsH as is common in languages of the world.302 It also
confirms the way MsH pointing is read and understood today is likely, fits with universal patterns and
no largescale revolutions or wild suggestions are expectable to be accepted.

E3.1

Nuclear Concern

Fundamental issues on syllables concern its nuclei, i.e. the vowels. Their particulars, especially related
to their quality, has already been dealt with in the individual sections. Not surprisingly, they do have
their bearing on the phonology of the syllable, but not as nearly as profound as issues concerned with
their quantity.303 The vowel duration helps shape the rhythm of speech, which is an issue that affects
multiple levels of speech, from segments up to discourse units, syllables not excluded.
How the rhythm affects the quality of vowels, Clark and Yallop sum up nicely: “... the tendency for
peripheral vowels in short syllables to become centralized, particularly when the speaker is talking
rapidly. In simple terms, the tongue may not have time to reach the target position before the next
sound has to be articulated. While the tongue is moving towards the peripheral target position
determined by the neuromuscular commands, conflicting commands for the following segment are
301

Quoted from Joüon / Muraoka, op. cit., p. 8, note 1.
What can be considered universal or frequent in languages of the world is based on Peter Hawkins (1984)
Introducing Phonology, London, Routledge, though some of the principles can be found scattered elsewhere, too.
303
While evidence for consistent distinctions of quantity was not confirmed in the present analysis of the text
selected of TN"K, no claim is made toward a hypothesis MsH vowels were devoid of any specific temporal features.
Rather, an inherent, though perhaps non-phonological quantitative differences between vowels are admitted.
Murtonen (op. cit., p. 151–152) put it this way: “All the non-Masoretic dialects and traditions thus appear to be
based on the same phonological system which had taken shape by the end of the old or common Canaanite
period, including phonologically distinctive length of sounds. It appears, however, that there were phonetic
differences between short and long sounds, at least in the case of some vowels, and [...] it could be argued that
these phonetic differences are more essential than the length[.]” We support this claim by assuming the original
short and long vowels, due to their (slightly?) divergent qualities developed into vowels, whose qualities turned
primary, while keeping some of their length distinctions, though, assumedly, only as a concomitant feature.
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already arriving, initiating movement towards a different position. The result of this conflict is a
general tendency for the tongue to assume a more central or neutral position, effectively smoothing or
summing the mechanical consequences of the individual movement commands. In effect, the average
or long-term ‘context’ of tongue position is central, and biomechanical inertia heightens the tendency
to centralization as the speaker attempts a faster rate of movement. But this tendency is not just a
matter of yielding to the constraints of biomechanical performance, for the speaker may also impose
limits on the muscular activity used to overcome mechanical inertia. In other words, a speaker may, to
varying degrees, either make efforts to operate the articulatory system to the upper limits of its
performance or lower the performance to accommodate to the system. Whatever its cause, the effect is
known as target UNDERSHOOT: the principal articulator fails to reach the target position defined in the
canonical description of the segment. The centralization of peripheral vowels by undershoot is
commonly known as VOWEL REDUCTION (Stevens, K. N. / House, A. S., 1963: ‘Perturbations of vowel articulations
by consonantal context: an acoustical study’; JSHR 6: 111-128 • Lindblom, B., 1963: ‘A spectrographic study of vowel
reduction’; JASA 35: 1773-1781 • Stevens, K. N. / House, A. S. / Paul, A. P., 1966: ‘Acoustical description of syllable
nuclei: an interpretation in terms of a dynamic model of articulation’; JASA 40: 123-132 • Tuller, B. / Kelso, J. A. / Harris,
K. S., 1982: ‘On the kinematics of articulatory control as a function of stress and rate’; In: Haskins Laboratories Status
Report on Speech Research 71/72: 81-88).”304
Vocalic length appears to be contained in the heritage from earlier stages that sometimes seems to
work well for explaining some phenomena,305 but very little support can be found for it in the actual
written record of MsH.306 Alternative explanations might be appropriate to look for.
There is a feature that is termed (by Lehiste307) intrinsic duration of a vowel. “Low vowels tend to be
intrinsically longer than high vowels, because of the greater overall articulatory movement and
biomechanical effort required to produce the lower vowels, particularly where major tongue and jaw
movements are needed,” she claims. Clark / Yallop explain: “Since mandible movement is generally
involved in setting the tongue position for low vowels, the mass of the mandible may help to explain
why low vowels tend to be longer than high or close vowels” (op. cit., p. 54). MsH seems to fit exactly
into the description as the only contrast between a long and short vowels that appears clear enough in
MsH has been found, by the present author, the contrast of ‹aa› vs ‹a›, qametz vs patach. The two are
vowels in the ^A area. The colour of patach seems to show no marked vacillation in the record, so if e.g.
[a] or [ɐ], there is no reason to suppose it was ever anything different. The timbre of qametz appears to
lack that consistency and might well have obtained, even fairly probably so, more values. Length
differences with unreduced vowel of other colours in turn appear not so certain, more often consisting
in using or missing mater lectionis, which cannot be accepted as a single grapheme as it is historically
heterogeneous. Employing matres might have been induced by a perception of length or prominence,
but it is too inconsistent in extant texts for us to build a theory of long\short vocalic phonemes in MsH
over it. Given that stress appears to play an important role in both MsH phonetics (as Masoretic
pointing seems to show) and BH grammar (the essence of annexation, i.e. construct), it can be
theorized it would be reasonable to build MsH phonology largely over this. The attention MsH pointing
paid to reductions and alternations in words achieved by contractions and expansions seems to suggest
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John Clark / Colin Yallop: An Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology, Blackwell, Oxford 1990, p. 119.
As it has been pointed to earlier, an evidence for archaic Hebrew to distinguish length in vowels is it doubled
2nd root consonant in qal passives -u-a- to keep the -u syllable short. It could well (so it seems) lengthen -uu, or
clip it short by closing the syllable -u-. It opted for the latter, which made q. pass. identical with pi. pf. and ipf. hi.,
signing a verdict over q. pass. It appears that lengthening -uu was perceived a more marked innovation than the
gemination -u--. If ancient Hebrew were insensitive to vocalic length, the -u would prolong spontaneously and the
internal passive of qal would not have had to disappear, causing no minor reshuffling in the semantics of stems.
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Murtonen, op. cit., notes (p. 107): “As Ben-Hayyim himself states, the distinction between short and long
vowels is not phonologically significant. [...] The same is true of consonants: there is no example of meaningful
utterance, even single words, distinguished by a long vs. short consonants only.” But he also admits a different
condition in earlier stages: “All the non-Masoretic dialects and traditions thus appear to be based on the same
phonological system which had taken shape by the end of the old or common Canaanite period, including
phonologically distinctive length of sounds. It appears, however, that there were phonetic differences between
short and long sounds, at least in the case of some vowels, and as it could be argued that these phonetic
differences are more essential than the length, we consider this problem first.” (p. 151–152).
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I. Lehiste (1976) Suprasegmentals. In: (J. N. Lass, ed.) Contemporary issues in experimental phonetics.
Academic Press, New York, p. 225–239.
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the fundamental for MsH vocalism was reduction and prominence (as known in English and Russian)
rather than the short\long opposition (as known in Czech, Finnish and Hungarian). Phonological
vocalism of MsH might have been simpler than the Masoretic record seems to show provided it was
primarily phonetic. It might have been simpler yet, if it cared to record alternatives. It is probably not
accidental that competing graphic systems of Palestinian and Babylonian vocalic pointing suggest
substantially less complicated vocalic systems. There were no chatephs (‹:□›) and, essentially, they
distinguish only e, i (?), o, u in higher vowels and, at most, a single reduction if at all (šwa). Somewhat
more complex condition is found only among low vowels within the interval of [æ]..[ɒ]. Admittedly,
they simply might have cared to record slightly divergent dialects, or rather traditions of Hebrew
pronunciation (we could even go as far as to assume it), but it might not be uninteresting and should
perhaps be considered that the Tiberian system is well compatible with the aggregate picture of those
alternative systems. What it appears to have developed is a phonetic interpretation of the phonological
structure that these other systems seem to contain. They might have described more the phonology of
the MsH since phonology provides usually a more efficient background for graphic systems than
phonetics. It is well adequate for a regular need. Tiberian pointing aimed at conservation of the
synagogue pronunciation of the Holy Text in more detail, so it needed more vocalic signs.
The availability of three degrees of length, however, so widely accepted today for MsH, appears
dubitable in both phonetics and phonology. Murtonen (op. cit., p. 14) explains why: “Normally at least,
phonological contrasts are confined to two degrees of length; where three phonologically different
degrees have been posited by some scholars, this has often been disputed by others, {note 49: Estonian,
where Ilse Lehiste is its main advocate; [J.C.] Catford, op. cit. [Fundamental problems in phonetics. 1977] p. 198f, accepts
Lehiste’s conclusion and quotes also her claim that there may be even more that three degrees of length in Lappish; if this be
meant in the phonologically significant sense, I do not know of any parallels; cf. Tauli in Acta Ling. Hafn. IX p. 145ff.} and
even where it seems to exist without doubt, it is confined to certain few morphological categories {note
50: E.g. Tuareg; cf. Prasse, Manuel de grammaire touaregue I–III p. 77; the same may be the case in Estonian, if Lehiste is
right; but even in Tu, the phonemic status of the third length is questionable, cf. Applegate in Sebeok, Current trends vol. 6
p. 592.} or found in some exceptional cases, such as in an odd loan word. Significant for the present
study may be also that—to the best of my knowledge—, where a third phonologically significant length
is indeed attested in an actually spoken language, it is always ultra-long, never ultra-short.”
Such a fine distinction in duration would be, in my view, more to be expected in a vocalic system
where qualitative distinctions have been largely used up (i.e. in a system with many vowels) and still in
a need to multiply them by other means: nasalization, alternative voicing (breathy, creaky), and
provided there is already gemination in consonants, it is only natural to apply it to vowels, too. But
three degrees of length,308 as it is found so far, have no support in the length of consonants. Also the
MsH offered solely a two-valued correlation of length in consonants (which needs to taken in question
concerning its phonological status anyway). As it was developed from a language with a very simple
vocalism, more to be expected was a development into distinct vocalic colours. Murtonen comments:
“the ancient Semitic vowel system which is generally recognized to have been basically trivocalic, {note
44: even that probably partly allophonic at the pre-Semitic stage, cf. the introduction to Part One, Section Bb and p. 128f
below.} the three best identified as front close (or high) /i/, back close (or high) /u/, and central open (or
low) /a/. The back vowel is presupposed to have been articulated with lip-rounding, as the primary
back vowel in the I.P.A. system apart from the most open one which may indeed have been one of the
(allophonic) realizations of our /a/” (op. cit., p. 12).
A peculiar phenomenon of MsH pointing is that it marked out ‘pausal length’. While it is a natural,
regular, perhaps universal phenomenon to prolong syllables and words prior to an end of a unit of
intonation (see C3.3.2 for the term), reflecting it in writing is not. It casts doubts on phonological
length having been present in MsH. The duration of vowels (also consonants) in conclusion of larger
speech units protracts above the regular proportions similarly in modern spoken Hebrew, too. The
reflection of the phenomenon is made easier especially due to the fact there is no phonological length in
ModH. Essentially the same phenomenon occurs also in languages with phonological length, but it is
distributed proportionally to the effect that only phonological length is reflected by the language users,
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It is certainly superfluous to remind that only phonologically contrastive length is meant. Many more shades in
duration could be measured. A third value may keep re-appearing in a two-value system. In Czech, semi-long
vowels emerge regularly in imported lexemes, e.g. balon/balón, balkon/balkón, kultura... Despite being typical of
some wordstock, it is no third value. Also MsH pointing might have possibly been affected by such phenomena.
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successfully masking any prolongation ‘in pause’. In the day of the Masoretes, the phenomenon was
consciously reflected and more than that, codified into a ritualised chant. Presumably, it was either
possible, or at least easier to achieve because segmental length was not phonological even back then.
Another type of duration that, though real, need not imply any phonological distinction in vowels, is
pretonic vowel length.309 An analogy might be heard in French. In MsH, it was structural, in Canadian
French310 it depends also on the vowel and a morphological context apart from the structure. More
attention needs to be paid to all the longer chains of syllables in MsH to see if anything as, e.g., four
mora constraint could be identified and defended. It is not worthwhile to argue from any limited set of
excerpts as it has to be selected negatively. Words that seem to violate simple patterns of reduction are
met frequently in MsH, though often, on closer inspection, deviations appear at least defensible. Gen.
43:33 may serve as a typical example of the kind rather than an extremely long chain of unreduced
syllables: KiBh:Khoo'RaaThoO"<mn.zq>. It clearly does not follow any C.CVVCVV pattern. But it it
should not go unnoticed ~Koo~ carries a stress (more than a methegh, a full-blown munax); second,
the final ~oO is a suffix (if this play any role; but it well may); third, an attraction to KiC:&iRaaThoO^
that follows it in a semantic couple might have also had an effect (there the antepenultima has ‹i› which
can be both short or long in a vocalic length theory). Either of the two antepenultimas has any mater.
The ~&i,~ has even methegh in #R (but not in #L nor #A). In order to arrive at a rhythm theory of the
MsH syllable, more has to be taken into account than simple counts and all the data considered.
Gesenius, op. cit., §26.3, states: “Open [...] syllables have a long vowel, whether they have the tone
[i.e. stress] as in B:Khaa^ in thee, Jee^LaeKh he goes, or are toneless as in Qaa7a^L, &eeNaa^Bh a bunch
of grapes.” {In footnote 3, he calls it “a fundamental law in Hebrew (a long vowel in an open syllable)”
and notes Hebrew diverges from other Semitic languages known to him. “Although it is certain
therefore that in Hebrew also, at an earlier period, short vowels were pronounced in open syllables, it
may still be doubted whether the present pronunciation is due merely to an artificial practice followed
in the solemn recitation of the O[ld] T[estament] text. On this hypothesis we should have still to explain,
e.g. the undoubtedly very old lengthening of iá and uá in an open syllable into ē and ō.”} [...] Short
vowels in open syllables occur: (a) In apparently dissyllabic words formed by means of a helping vowel
from monosyllables, as Na^XaL brook, Ba^JiTh house [...] (b) In the verbal suffix of the 1st pers. sing.
(–a^NiI me) [...] (c) Sometimes before the toneless –Aa local [...] MiDhBa^RAa towards the wilderness;
only, however, in the constr. state (1 K 19:15), since the toneless suffix –Aa does not affect the
character of the form [...]. (d) In the combinations -a,-:a-, -ae,-:e-, -o,-:o-, e.g. Na,&:aRoO his boy,
Jae,%:eSooR he will bind, Po,&:oLoO his deed. In all these cases the syllable was at first really closed,
and it was only when the guttural took a Ḥaṭeph that it became in consequence open [...]. (e) In forms
like JaeXae^ZQuU [...] Po,&oL:Khaa [...]. These again are cases of the subsequent opening of closed
syllables (hence, e.g. JaeXZ:QuU also occurs); Po,&oLKhaa is properly pŏ‛ŏlekhā, [...]. Such cases as
HaXoo^DhaeSh, %aXiIM [...] do not come under this head, since they all have ă in a virtually
sharpened syllable; nor does the tone-bearing Seghôl in suffixes (e.g. D:BhaaRae^Khaa), nor Seghôl for
â before a guttural with Qameṣ [...].” (He goes on denying syllabicity for shwa mobile.) §26.5 “Closed
syllables ending with one consonant, when without the tone, necessarily have short vowels, whether at
the beginning or at the end of words [...]. A tone-bearing closed syllable may have either a long or short
vowel, but if the latter, it must as a rule be either Pathaḥ or Seghôl. The tone-bearing closed penultima
admits, of the long vowels, only the tonelong ā, ē, ō, not the longest î, ê, ô, û; of the short vowels, only
ă, ĕ, not ĭ, ŭ, ŏ, [...].” §26.6 “A special kind of closed syllables are the sharpened, i.e. those which end in
the same (strengthened) consonant with which the following syllable begins, e.g. %iMMiI ’ĭm–mî,
309

The same phenomenon seems to be identified by Murtonen for Samaritan (based on materials provided for
him by Ben-Ḥayyim (ref. there): “[T]he rule is that all the pre-tone syllables as well as the stressed one are long or
overlong” (p. 154). (‘Overlong’ apparently means ‘long in a closed syllable’. Murtonen, however, was not able to
confirm length differences, claimed by B.-Ḥ. and his informants, from spectrograms, appended to the volume.)
An explanation provided by Brockelmann (quot. in Gesenius, §26, fn 1, p. 86) believing it a measure “adopted by
the Masoretes to preserve the pronuncintion of the traditional vowels [...] against their disappearing” does not
make much sense to me. If a verb form such as naath:naa^ was prolonged in Judg. 5:25 to NaaThaa^NAa with
that intention, it could have hardly be a smart move. The stress was shifted back to preserve ~Thaa~ away from
another vowel ~NAa only to expose it to attrition due to both the loss of stress and its position in the end, making
its degradation all the more probable. The value of ~NAa as an ending is greater than ~Thaa~ on a mid-position.
It is difficult to think of it as of anything but a natural feature of the language with no liturgical purpose at all.
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KuLLoO kŭl–lô. If without the tone, they have, like the rest, short vowels; but, if bearing the tone,
either short vowels as Qa^LLuU, HiNNae^NNuU, or long, as Shaa^MMAa, Hee^MMAa. [...].” §26.7
“Syllables ending with two consonants occur only at the end of words, and have most naturally short
vowels, Qaa7aLT, WaJJiShB; but sometimes Ṣere, as NeeRD, WaJJeeBhK, or Ḥolem, QooSh7,
ToOSP [...].”
The passages excluded from this quotation, [...], contain mostly exceptions, references to other parts
of the work with explanations and exceptions, and footnotes. It would be tedious to include it all and
had not much sense as it would be incomplete with missing internal links, anyway. The Grammar of
Gesenius is freely available in several electronic editions on the web, so it is only a few clicks away from
anybody who would care to enjoy the full stuff. The description, however, is rarely reproduced or redesigned in all its complexity in modern grammars, let alone textbooks, which usually are content with
simplified descriptions. Only as much has been quoted here as helpful for the reader to comprehend
the gist of the message. While the description is certainly not for the fainthearted, it may be clear even
without delving too deep into it that, with all these exceptions combined, it would be difficult to find a
counter-example and be sure it indeed counters an unequivocal claim. Furthermore, it is intertwined
with history and comparisons with other Semitic languages, issues that are always irrelevant in an
intuitive phonology of a language user. I do not advocate to sidestep these relations as languages come
to us with a history and it can often be helpful in making appear phenomena in phonology logical or, at
least, more structured. I certainly do not call for a few simplistic catch-all rules. I only raise the question
if the concept of distinguishing long and short vowels should be kept for patterning MsH syllables,
given the weak support, if some at all, this concept has in MsH writing.
The issues help in reading Q,oDhaaShae^Khaa for qoodhaesh in Deut. 12:26 rather than qä|däšÊºkä
as Matthew Anstey does (op. cit.). But they seem useless in analysing &uGha^Th in 1Kings 19:6
(considered long, though never with mater in TN"K) or SiGhi^M in Ps. 119:119 (considered long and
written with mater in about half of its instances). One might ask what was the real pronunciation of Ps.
72:11 Ja,&aBh:DhuU"HuU<sq> and 1Kings 18:44 Ja&aCoR:KhAa<7f>, should ~a~ in Ja&a~ have
kept the Ja&~ syllable closed; nevertheless, one can still think of a sort ..j..a..&+a..etc., where ..&+a is
but a consonant pronounced on the vocalic base of [a].311 Possibly, it might have been equivocal if
Ja&a~ is one, or two syllables. But what to think of all the instances of a suffix breaking the law, such
as MiDhBa"RAa<mn> ~^~ of 1Kings 19:15 (listed under (c) above)? Did it fail to resyllabify the word
into ~BaRaa in construct to keep the base ~BaR appending to it an exceptional syllable Aa (with no
onset), while the absolute could have been ~Baa + Raa (a regular syllable with onset)? It seems a bit
weird if phonology results in reading molkhi for q# M@L.KhiI and maalookhi for k# M@LoOKhiI in
Judg. 9:12, given that the two versions are but variants of a single form, imp. f. sg. The intention of the
Masoretic scholars for pointing ~W~ with ‹:› seems obvious: to replace the unreduced form of the
imperative for a one with reduction, which might have been used and understood in their day. The wide
differenece between the two is a result of our rules that demand a short vowel in a closed syllable.

E3.2

Peripheral Concern

Apart from the composition of the consonant (clusters) in the syllable onset and coda, which is a
standard part of perhaps all syllable phonologies, it should concern with finer issues of the consonantal
configuration, such as what was once cogently expressed by Eduard Sievers in his ‘syllable cut’ theory
(Silbenschnitt), mostly considered obsolete today, though not replaced with any pertinent simple term.
It has been briefly explained at C3.2.3. No samples has been collected so far to help decide if the
subordinate branch is nucleus + coda C{VC}, or the other way round {CV}C. Corpus count is expected.
Assimilations are another point of concern in phonologies of the syllable. They have not been dealt
with so far systematically in the present work, only mentioned occasionally. The regressive type can be
observed in those few cases the manner of writing allowed to be recorded. It is the type which is, again,
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All consonants are produced on a background of vowels, which provide an implicit setting for the articulators
that are not directly involved in a particular consonantal gesture. In IPA, such backgrounds are left implicit from
the context. Glossa can make it explicit by means of + operator (also –, see Part G for details).
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far more frequent than the opposite in languages. The mode concerned both manner and place
(frequently */n/, at times */l/, rarely also dental plosives). The less frequent type in languages of
progressive assimilation occurs in a peculiar phenomenon in BH of a metathesis made obligatory in
morphology of the verb. In languages, such phenomena do occur in speech and are counted among
slips.312 (Having become a part of morphology,313 they do not strictly concern MsH phonology, but
their influence on intuition should not be entirely disregarded.)
The alteration between homorganic plosives and fricatives appears informative on syllable structure.
For the purpose of collecting samples, I have been content with mechanical transcriptions that simply
supposed a vocalic segment whenever there occurred a ‹Bh›, ‹Gh›, ‹Dh›, ‹Kh›, ‹Ph›, ‹Th›. This may
not, however, be so indisputable approach. Admittedly, it is not an established one, either. The way
that appears accepted is for nouns such as MaL:KheE^ (1Kings 20:31) to be transcribed as if it were
malkhee, KooKh:BheE^ as if kookhbhee (Gen. 22:17), Xa^J:ThoO_ (Gen. 1:24) as xajthoo, while verbal
forms, such as HaHooPh:KhiI^ in Ps. 114:8 is transcribed ha-hooph:khii (true, this is participle) and
Ex. 18:20 reads Jee^L:KhuU ~^ (nasog axor) as jeel:khuu. The transcriptions are taken from the article by
Tamar Zewi (2012) Syntax, Biblical Hebrew in Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and Linguistics (eds.
Khan, Bolozky, Fassberg, Rendsburg, Rubin, Schwarzwald, Zewi) E. J. Brill, Leiden (transcription
format mine), which is certainly both standard and current (year: 2012, genre: encyklopedic entry,
specialisation: linguistics, but NOT phonetics nor phonology; which might be considered an ideal
setting). Matthew Anstey, op. cit., used here as a standard for comparison (since it is available for the
whole text of TN"K) differs from these transcriptions only by more radical dropping of shwa
(hoophkhii, jeelkhuu). The issue can be considered far from being settled satisfactorily and is worth
more consideration.
The latter approach (Matthew Anstey’s) appears straightforward in accepting zero shwa that left a
trace in making the onset of the (originally) following syllable a fricative, *~l:kh~ → ~lkh~, *~kh:bh~
→ ~khbh~. The supposed fleeting condition of shwa (cf 1.6.1(2)v) agrees with ancient testimonies
(1.6.1), is consistent with its concept of non-syllabic element, whose pronunciation might have
assumed various forms depending on stress, rhythm and intonation. What it requires is explain away
occurrences wherever shwa seems stressed, appears needed to avoid an improbable rhythmic pattern,
or offers itself as a phonological nucleus of a syllable. This should be done in the follow-up research.
The former approach (Tamar Zewi’s) seems more complex to project into the syllable structure. A
different template for nouns and for verbs need be assumed, with a tendency in verbal templates to
keep syllables open and nouns prone to syllable closing. This is not impossible nor at all improbable as
nouns and verbs appear to be processed, stored and retrived separately in the brain.314 It would be in
line with the core duty of the verb in the clause if a slower skeleton is pre-processed for its delivery.
This, again, is more of a statistical task over a corpus than a food for speculation. Templates such as
P"gronit, i.e. with 1st radical being ‘guttural’ need also some re-evaluation if e.g. Nae&ae5.ThAa
(Num. 15:24, 2Sam. 17:23) should be Nae&ae5:ThAa, or not. The question is if ~&ae5.~ should be
regarded as one, or two syllables. The 2-syllable concept puts an intrusive ‹ae›315 after the ‘guttural’,
312

For more examples of metatheses, please see note 222 under E2.5.
Interestingly, metatheses can be observed also in a few root consonants, such as K-B-5/K-5-B, 5-M-L/5-L-M.
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A lot of research has been done in it recently. This is not a topic for this work, certainly not to dwell much over
it. A quick skim through Google with (“PET scan” OR “fMRI”) nouns verbs –vet –animal brought up the following results
(10. 4. 2012): Shapiro / Moo / Caramazza (2005) Cortical Signatures of Noun and Verb Production on www.pnas.org, Berlingeri
/ Crepaldi / Roberti / Scialfa / Luzzatti / Paulesu (2008) Nouns and verbs in the brain: grammatical class and task specific effects as
revealed by fMRI, also Li / Jin / Tan (2004) Neural representations of nouns and verbs in Chinese: an fMRI study, both on
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, Chan / Kang-Kwong / P. Li / Yip / G. Li / Weekes / L. H. Tan (2008) Neural Correlates of Nouns and
Verbs in Early Bilinguals on www.artsfac.hku.hk (please note the fMRI pictures) to cite the first three. As a clear
presentation of what I have suggested above, let me recommend Tyler / Bright / Fletcher / Stamatakis (2004) Neural
processing of nouns and verbs: the role of inflectional morphology, Neuropsychologia 42, p. 512–523, Elsevier / csl.psychol.cam.ac
.uk/import_cbu/publications/04_Tyler_Neuropsychlogia.pdf. The search produced interesting popular articles, too.
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Such s:gols, pointed as unreduced, are worth consideration both in nouns (segolates) and verbs. Apocopate
forms (‘clipped’) such as JaeRaeBh in WaJJae^RaeBh (2Sam. 18:8, Job 34:37 and Lam. 2:5, other instances have
pausal ~jaa^raebh) is a ‘shortened’ hif. ipf. 3ms of JaRBAe (Ex. 30:15, Deut. 17:16ff, Prov. 13:11 etc.), as if
*/JaRB/ → JaeRB → JaeR(ae)Bh had an ‹ae› inserted, a template well known also from nominal flection. If we
consider a phonology with no ‘half-reduced’ ‹:a›, ‹:o›, ‹:e› (that are taken as combined signs for alternatives), any
other vowel sign can have such transient status that ‘half-reduced’ phonologies allowed only for cha7ephs. These
inserted s:gols are prime candidates for transient vowels that were there: ~aeBh, but not counted: Jae^R( )Bh.
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transforming the syllable structure ni{1}+{2}:+{3}Aa of regular verbs in nif. pf. 3fs template into
Nae+&ae+5:+ThAa. Verbs of the ‹%›{2}{3} type, such as Nae%:eLaa"MAa<at> (Is. 53:7) might also
support it. But the possibility this is a pausal form under <at> casts some doubts, though 3 more
instances (Ps. 39:3, 10; Eze. 33:22) of Nae%e:La^MTiI <mn, dx & 7f> suggest ~Laa^/La^~ is a
syllable in place of a vocal ‹:›.
A support for ‘slower-paced’ structures in verbs may be seen also in -aa-:-V templates of verbs such
as LaaQ:QuU"<mh> that cannot be read loqquu as the two ‹Q›s would fuse into ‹Q!› (as in
JaaLooQQuU of the same verse and also 1Kings 21:19). Such templates are regular. A difference
between nominal and verbal syllabification can be seen in e.g. B:ShoM&oO^ of Ex. 16:7. Though
+
shaam:&uu is an extant form, it is unavailable here as the form is nominal, an infinitive. The
consonants ShM&W read the same. It is only the prefix B:– that suggests the form is to be interpreted
as a noun rather than a verb.

E9.9.9

A Note in Conclusion

The probe made into the Masoretic text on the preceding pages has uncovered a large number of
peculiarities and irregularities. By that, it has indirectly confirmed it was a text inherited from a very
ancient tradition before it finally entered the stabilization process at the hands of the Masoretes. It was
not, as it appears, a text invented by a group of Masoretic scholars that might have followed a
theological or other agenda of their own. If the available TN"K were a reconstruction or if the Masoretes
had been more determined to prescribe with no intention to describe, we could expect this version of
text to have considerably less exceptions and difficult spots than it actually has. I see no reason to
rekindle such discussions. Anyway, the question is irrelevant for the present work, whose title clearly
delineates the field for phonologic research as “Masoretic Hebrew” regardless of whether the specific
form of the language was artificial, or inherited by tradition.
As has been suggested at the outset of E and, hopefully, was obvious inside, it would perhaps be not
excessive to stress again in its conclusion: The aim of the present dissertation is to approach and
phonologically understand the language of TN"K by way of its variability, exploring their span, rather
than concentrate on the normalized shape of the language. Such an approach is a challenge in itself,
cannot be achieved in one go, but its results, provided its research stages are all successful, promise to
complement phonologies already established. The purpose of E was (first) collect samples of sound
phenomena observed in TN"K and (only second) their systematic arrangement.316 This is a survey
rather than a complete analysis, which should be coupled with an analysis of my learned predecessors’
analyses. Furthermore, systematic classification makes greatest sense whenever the spread and span of
the acquired data is so extensive as to allow the researcher to believe they cover the observed area fairly
evenly, hence cogently. So far, it does not seem so in this case. Given the volume of the TN"K, the goal
had to be much narrower, one or two sounds, to search through both TN"K and reference literature.
Such a narrowly restricted research, however, cannot create a phonology, only fit into somebody else’s
model. (I tried to explain in C the reasons why this is not my preference.) It would be almost useless,
too, for building a corpus. Any portion of TN"K brings out almost a full range of issues to be solved.
Besides, analyses of individual books in TN"K are rarely followed by analyses of all the other books for
the same questions and in the same logic. This is the reason the present dissertation attempted to make
a probe into the varied issues, focusing to those that could complicate later statistic processing, and
offering no more than a provisional model to be challenged later.
Much lesser volumes of observations, no doubt, used to be and still are adequate for simple textbook
phonologies where marginal or rare phenomena are precluded. I am suspicious that their preferred
source were textbooks of predecessors, whose source might in turn used to be textbooks of their
predecessors. Such series of filters naturally are destined to narrow the model of phonology down to
the most essential phenomena, which pertain especially to the language of classical Hebrew narratives.
This is certainly justified and functional in education, such a model, however, would be inadequate or
316

The volume of excerpts collected has precluded any systematic confrontation with excerpts and interpretations
of other authors. It was even undesirable seeing such steps are expected to take place in later research stages as
soon as it is possible to confront them with statistics found in the corpus and not only impressions of the author.
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rather misrepresenting in a work with a broader concept, which is not educational but mainly
descriptive. A general report on the language of TN"K in the MsH period has to take all the available
data into account, to which computational and statistic processing offers better tools than excerpting.
The purpose of the present work is to lay grounds for the research. These include useful working
hypotheses based on the data collected in the excerpts. They in turn could be verified by queries in the
electronic data covering the whole of TN"K.317 They could help quantify the data, whithout which the
present probe would not have a sense much greater than a somewhat more complicated compilation of
a Tiberian phonology along a well beaten track. I may have collected a bit more peculiarities than some
of my predecessors already, but until there is no assurance all the occurrences have been taken into
account, proportions evaluated, the potential of the present work will have not been employed in full.
The research is planned in 4 stages (this is the initial one). Ideally, it could finally help distinguish
more phonological layers in TN"K, possibly also provide for follow-up researches in phonologies of
more dialects Masoretes used in pointing TN"K and make their relationships clearer. This is the reason
this research is entitled Phonology of “Masoretic” Hebrew, to express a difference from phonologies
based mostly on textbook models of the classical narrative Hebrew, for which the term Tiberian
Hebrew has already been established.318

317

In the absence of working hypotheses, research would most probably be chaotic and produced less useful
results. Working hypotheses based on textbook phonologies of the classical Hebrew narratives would enormously
increase the risk of making the database confirm bias of the queries rather that lead to a genuinely original view.
318
Another question is how much the one or the other title is pertinent. Modern names are mostly given to
differentiate than express any essence. Many scholarly terms do not express what they label, at times are
straightforwardly misleading, but have become established and do not bother anyone. Provided they are
differential enough, they do not change and do not follow the progress in knowledge either.
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F

Foot and
Suprasegment

In spite of the title declaring so, there is not much observation made so far in foot and rhythm. The
reason is simple: These lower units of prosody depend substantially on the syllable and this in turn on
the temporal and other properties of vowels. Until all the available data are evaluated and a theory of
MsH syllable is in a shape to work with, theories on MsH foot and rhythm might be fundamentally
wrong, if attention were paid to phenomena that attract the reader’s attention. That would exercise a
more adverse effect on the lower prosody than on segments since much is known on the latter and has
been discovered long ago (or not forgotten at all) so that even if the reader allows himself to be drawn
towards the conspicuous, he is still subconsciously corrected by all he has learned on MsH before
(listing of which meticulously would add at least another third to the present volume, mostly repeating
well known basic facts). Foot and rhythm, on the other hand, have always been somewhat disputed
chapter of MsH, to the effect no subconscious channelling of attention can be relied on. These are the
reasons I have decided to postpone these issues until corpus technology has brought up more facts.
The first chapter, F1, rehearses the higher prosodic units that have been presented generally in C3.3
section. This time, the theory is being prepared to apply to MsH, though it is too soon at this stage to
make the system ready. Attention is paid to issues of stress and accent with the view that important
data to research are the MsH record unusually rich in marks traditionally called ‘accents’. Attention is
also paid to intonation seeing that the hypothesis put forward here is the claim the ‘accents’, rather
than being extremely refined stress marks, are notes on recommended intonation of speech to be used
in public reading. Higher prosodic units are also of potential importance for a phonologist so as to be
able to describe changes that take place (assumedly) on their level of description and on junctures of
some of those units: stress shifts and gemination. These all are practical questions for students of MsH.
Following this introduction, the focus turns to those ‘accent’ marks. The brief, but necessary chapter
F2 takes a look at history of the prosodic marking, specifically concentrating on the Tiberian system.
The purpose was only to check cursorily if the proposed hypothesis is at all possible. No systematic,
disinterested account of the history of MsH accentuation was the purpose. These are elsewhere to find.
The longest, key chapter F3 deals with the melodemes (the term coined for ‘accents’) one by one,
starting from those that are considered the older layer, and then, associatively. The account as well as
description departs from the traditional hierarchy. Again, attention is paid to the specific, exceptional,
even curious, in the belief the marginal usages can sometimes help explain the regular, the habitual.
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F1

What to Look For

Due to the reasons mentioned above, both units of rhythm that are recognized pre-theoretically (please
refer to C3.3.1) are going to be treated together in a brief section below. Some of the issues that do
relate to foot and/or accentual units will be also mentioned in later sections that deal mostly with the
proposed intonation theory of accents.

F1.1

Stress and Accent

As no strong support was found in the record for sticking to the distinction of short and long vowels in
MsH and somewhat novel approach to reduction was already proposed, too, so as to explain a few
vexing phenomena in MsH record—though a phonological interpretation of both is still put off to the
Part I—stressing and reduction rules appear in need of a re-design. Their concepts differ with
individual authors, anyway. Older theories (by Prince, by McCarthy)1 assign stress in iambic patterns
from right, not counting the final syllable, so the closed ultima is stressed; otherwise it is the open
penultima that is stressed. (I would speak of accents in my terminology, but no reason is seen to do it
here.) Newer theories (Rappaport, Churchyard)2 assign stress in trochaic patterns from left and the
unstressed end position can be taken also by a consonant. This way, the stress gets to penultima unless
the word ends in a closed syllable, or to ultima if it does so (as coda makes a fictitious syllable).3 Both of
the approaches are troubled with vocalic reductions. The pre-stress lengthening as if effected
prolongation before a syllable that is not only unstressed but also reduced, e.g. KaaTh:BhuU^ (their
example), while the scheme seems to fit the pausal form KaaThaa^BhuU. My question is, however,
why not consider ‘pausals’ the master forms that assume a weakened condition (also in terms of stress)
in context. In 1Sam. 3:4, HiNNee"NiI<sq> is first met, followed by a couple more such words in vv. 5,
6 and 8 in the form HiNN:NiI^. So it is with other comparable instances, e.g. Gen. 22:1, 11, 16 (~ee^~)
vs contextual v. 7 HiNNae"NNiI,<mn> (“1 of 2 w/ dagesh” says Mm, i.e. 27:18). Obviously no other
difference between the three forms makes any sense to find but prosody: HiNNee^NiI appears to have
a little more stress being a sole word in a clause and last in the verse. The other forms may have had
very little stress and its assignment on ~iI^ might have been formal (to make them different from words
lacking any stress at all). Obviously, both positions were well acceptable for stress. One can wonder
how much were actually discerned in speech. May be that too much attention is paid to context forms.
The theories approach their troubles by postulating separate reduction from stress placement in two
prosodic layers and different units. This I find so uncomfortable as verging on unlikelihood. I would
consider more likely if stress assignment, lengthening and reducing were facets of a single process.
The purpose of stress is to help recognize and extract small units of morphology and/or semantics
out of the string of connected speech. This is valid for any type of stress. An overly complicated method
of assigning stress looks suspicious. Both stress distribution and identification has to be instantaneous,
otherwise makes no sense. Though an elaborate theory cannot be ruled out just because it seems
elaborate (it is the description that is elaborate), it should be questioned. An efficient stress is either a
1

Alan S. Prince (1975) The Phonology and Morphology of Tiberian Hebrew, MIT diss. • also (1985) Improving
Tree Theory, in: Mary Niepokuj et al. eds., Proc. of BLS 11, Berkeley Ling. Soc., p. 471–490. • John J. McCarthy
(1979) Formal Problems in Semitic Phonology and Linguistics, MIT diss. (pub. in 1985, Garland, New York).
2
Malka Rappaport (1984) Issues in the Phonology of Tiberian Hebrew, MIT diss. • Henry Churchyard (1999)
Topics in Tiberian Biblical Hebrew Metrical Phonology and Prosodics, Uni. Texas diss., Austin, web HC599DIS.PDF.
3
The assumption is shwa of any type as well as vowels considered epenthetic have to be neglected. Vowels are
‘epenthetic’ if follow a ‘guttural’ in place where no vowel is in the regular template with no ‘guttural’, regardless
of the fact the Masoretes marked them as full vowels. If the composite shwa is considered two options in one
position, equally right in view of the Masoretes, it would only compound the troubles, and failed to fit the model.
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part of the lexeme, contributing to the shape of the word or stem or word form, then it is phonological
since it functions as another phoneme of a kind. Or it is delimiting as it marks out a word boundary by
resting in a fixed or easily predictable distance from it on the grid of syllables or moras. If the position
of stress has to be calculated first, moreover failing to achieve consensual or satisfactory results, then
something is wrong. Either in the method, or even elsewhere. Is it really stress, what we take as stress?
I am going to propose a theory in this chapter that tries to explain accent marks in MsH as symbols to
remind intonation, only loosely connected with stressed (or originally stressed) syllables. Masoretic
accent marks did not have to necessarily mark out a position of stress. The ‹:› in KaaTh:BhU might just
signal this form lacks any salient stress (i.e. no kaathaabhuu was to be read there). Its accent mark
might have been put on the syllable next in line simply because it had to be put somewhere (while it was
only important that it were not on kaath:^bhuu). This could lessen the number of stresses4
substantially in an average TN"K sentence, enabling stress theoreticians to work with pausal forms as
the ones really accented, while the prevailing contextual forms could be left in a more undetermined
condition (virtually unstressed or with a melodeme appended to a syllable where intonation breaks as
explained below). The striking richness of ‘accent’ marks would be then substantiated in the richness
of melody contours inside prosodic units.
This assumption, if correct, seems better compatible with a non-phonological stress. Indeed, so far
few pairs have been identified where the stress placement is distinctive, e.g. %oORiI^, “my light” vs
%oo^RiI, “do curse (you woman)”. But occasional pairs distinguished by stress can be a poor
indication that stress is a systematic factor in distinguishing meaning. Many more pairs had to be
identified. The simple fact that phonologists dispute the process of assigning stress testifies they
consider it positional, in effect non-phonological. The phenomenon called nasog axor in this work (also
nesiga elsewhere) is another point in favour of a non-phonological stress in MsH. The fact that stress
can move back in order to avoid meeting another stress in the next word means stress was not part of
the sound shape of words. This process seems to have worked even inside groups of words linked under
one accent (a phonetic word). In Gen. 22:3 we find %:aShaeR_%aa,MaR_LoO"<mr>, a group of three
words where %aaMa^R was made to be %aa^MaR due to LoO"<mr> by nasog axor, though the stress
can be only secondary (it is difficult to assign any other meaning to ‹,› here). It is interesting ~ShaeR in
%:aShaeR does not prevent it, obviously being either completely unstressed or with a stress so weak
that nasog axor is not constrained by ~ShaeR %aa,~.
In speaking about stress or accent, two levels of prominence have been starting to compete already.
Both are contrastive (as they must be, obviously), but each of the two concepts shows a different type
of a contrast. One of them contrasts a prominent syllable with other syllables of less or no prominence.
A domain of the distinction appears to cover a few neighbouring syllables, one pair is a minimum and
often it is enough (it depends on the nature of rhythm in the language and a few more factors). This
small, sub-word unit appears to be a building block of rhythm, seems to be formal and physiologic. The
unit is called foot and the prominence of the governing syllable I call stress, see C3.3.1(1). Please note
the question if stress is exclusively phonetic concept is language-related, and not determined by its
nature only. It depends how much the stress is employed in linguistic functions. If e.g. the language’s
prosody operates on moraic principles, the particular laws (or patterns) apply in the foot. But even if no
such patterns are employed, feet are needed also in phonology in order that the description covers the
whole extent of speech. Functional contrasts in the higher unit cannot do that by themselves.
The unit that can functionally integrate foot is a word complex, sometimes called a phonetic word. I
call it accentual unit, with its governing prominence called (how else) accent. Typically, it covers one
accented word and possibly a few others, accent-less or cliticized. What is important is that the unit can
create an accentual pattern with stress(es) on specific positions, called accent(s), too. Not all stresses
need to be utilized as accents. How much of them do, it depends on speech rate, style etc. All
resyllabifications, accent movements, vowel harmony adaptations, morphological templates are being
made in the domain of the accentual unit. The unit is more than a bunch of feet linked to a stronger
prominence called accent just because it is stronger. The accent is vital for linguistic recognition, even
if it is not phonological in the strictest sense (again, it is a language-related issue). The content of the
accentual unit is a linguistic pattern, not a simple phonetic contrast. In Hebrew as well as other Semitic
4

More exact terminology will come later on, but will be anticipated in titles: ‘accent’ marks to call melodemes,
‘stress’, as in most stress theories, to call accent on the level of phonetic word and stress on the level of foot.
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languages, lexical templates function on that level, nasog axor re-configures feet, affixes are inserted
or, not improbably, have templates of their own, with which they are selected. The difference against
the theories prevalent today is that the accent is not assigned, no syllables are counted, patterns are
retrieved and ready. They are rarely created. They are learned (the same way as words or intonations),
they can by activated, suppressed or inhibited. This theory allows that the same lexical item be put to
accentual units with different patterning each time higher prosodic units require so. A single lexical
**{hineni} (actually, there are two lexical items combined already) or **{katabu} could project into
~ ~^ ~ equally well as ~:~^, or ....[long].[reduced]....![long] just as ....[long]....!![long]....[long] etc.
(Instances such as Num. 1:20, 22, 24, 26 WaaMa"&LAa<zq> show that accent is unrelated to length;
so much that what is lengthened is the pre-accented vowel, w:– to waa–, rather than the accented one.)
Actually, fluent connected speech in normal, unhesitant rate of native speakers that pay no conscious
attention to their linguistic abilities but concentrate on their message can do with fewer accents than
slow readers. (Most theology students of Hebrew are slow readers.) The result is that good many words
in text have only stress but no accent. To wit, they consist of feet (the essence of foot is there must be a
stress) but they are found in a domain of an accent well away. Only few of them were devoid of any
prominence so completely (i.e. under all conditions) that the Masorete scholars felt they should be
connected_together with_a_special_sign. Most of them probably kept their ability for some of their
stresses to be raised to accents under more demanding circumstances (large halls), slow pace, chant,
synchronous group recitation, school, memorizing. We can be fairly sure pausal forms had accents. In
context, a physiological stress might have re-emerged to replace the accent or mask it on a different
syllable. An accent projection can recede and let the necessarily ubiquitous stress-pattern take its place.
The stress–reduction paradox could possibly be solved easier if notice was taken that also syllables
under the stress can reduce (though it might be surprising to some). It depends on the phonetic nature
of stress. If the stress is melodic or a very weak dynamic one or nonexistent on words, reductions are
independent on its position because they are not caused by it, but by the overall speech rate or even
some paralinguistic factors. Such a stress does not produce prominence in the quality or quantity of the
vowel and does not even need the vowel was in its full length. (Any syllable can reduce in Czech speech;
often it is the initial one in a word, though, in theory, the initial syllable is the one to carry the stress.)
It should also be noted languages can have only one set of vowels for both stressed and unstressed
syllables (Czech) or more sets, for different types of contrast in a foot (English, Russian, perhaps MsH)
so that they make the impression of multiple levels of stress (theories on English).
Here is a simple case of a language with two sets of vowels, S1={V1 V1 V1 ...}, S2={V2 V2 V2 ...}. Let us
consider a simple foot of two closed syllables, CVC+CVC (a dimeter). There are (2×2) four possibilities:
CV1C CV1C this is a foot void of stress (a pyrrhic foot in an ancient terminology);
CV1C CV2C this is a foot with an iambic type of contrast in vowel qualities;
CV2C CV1C this is a foot with a trochaic contrast (as the metre has been called trochee);
CV2C CV2C this is a spondaic foot (spondee) with two stresses. Again, this concerns only what the
sets were that the respective vowels were selected from. It does not tell anything concerning an accent.
It can be assumed that even the spondaic-contrast-type foot takes a single accent on one of the
syllables. This might explain what happens in the ‘pre-stress’ (=pre-accent) lengthening in MsH.
Naturally, stressed syllables (which might mean only the fact they contain a vowel from the ‘stronger’
set) are points to place accent marks most comfortably as it is probably them that can become accents.
Such a policy can easily be taken if the marking is to provide for more types of utterance than one.
Now that we have set apart ‘stress’ and ‘accent’ to distinct concepts (though mixing them up may be
necessary in quoting other authors), we have to approach yet another dimension, this time very specific
to MsH: the graphic appearance of accentual marks in the current text of TN"K. A few questions could
be raised over it, and we are going to try to deal with them in the following text.
(1) Why some accent marks write above the line, some below the line and why some forms are
identical or similar above and below the line?
(2) Why some accent marks attach to the stressed syllable, some before the word, some following it?
(3) Why some accent marks combine?
(4) Why two systems exist that use almost identical marks, but applied in different books?
(5) Why many accent marks have names that seem to explain virtually nothing of their meaning and
why many names have been used for a good number of them in history (prior to settling on the
ones current today)?
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(6) Why their sung form differs so much between communities of various traditions, and variant
melodic forms are available for various occasions and different books?

F1.2

Units of Intonation

The pre-theoretical model in C3.3.2 suggests distinguishing two levels of description, each with its own
unit. The pausal unit is, again, rather formal. It can be broken away from the speech continuum simply
by its ability to be separated by pauses. The pause can be induced by more factors than a mere shortage
of breath; it should actually somewhat reflect particular needs of communication in a relaxed speech.
That does not mean it should be semantic-driven. Actually, it can well break semantic units just as it
often breaks units of syntax. Also, a pause does not necessarily mean (a period of) silence. More often
than not, an impression of a brief silence is created in the mind of the listener and no actual silence can
be detected in the speech signal. Such breaks are made by abrupt changes in a speech parameter,
usually a turning point in the intonation contour. This, too, can be safely called ‘a pause’. The pace of
the speech delivery is also unifying parameter of the pause unit. As it is imperfectly commensurable
with a small meaningful group of words, it could be surmised the pause unit is the basic unit of speech
delivery; a unit both the speaker and the listener are able to realize at one go. The accentual unit would
be too short for it, the unit in turn that integrates it would be, on the other hand, too large. The pause
unit fits for descriptions of short phrasing, the packages a complete stretch of intonation consists of.
The larger stretches are called intonational units. No terminological creativity would be appropriate
as intonation indisputably is the most salient feature of the unit. In a remote but reasonable analogy to
feet and accentuation units, the intonation unit integrates pausal units to endue them with a linguistic
sense. This unit, too, is not a faithful observant of the boundaries of syntax, though it does allow itself
to be controlled by meaning in a broader sense. Speech functions (‘speech acts’), attitudes, styles of
genre or the speaker, topic-focus articulation, it all is reflected within the confines of this unit.
Given the richness of MsH ‘accents’ (a new term should be found out, as what is meant are graphic
signs), it seems only becoming that two different units are proposed for the various types of stretches
traditionally identified in a MsH verse. In fact, it might be doubted if just two is not too little. But these
two are what modern phonologies have identified in languages of the world, so unless and until proved
otherwise, the present approach is not ready so far to offer more units and more levels.
This is, however, starting from the end. To ask first questions first, we should start giving an ear to an
inquirer that, though not knowing much on MsH, has already seen some languages, either in writing,
or in transcription. A profusion of marks frequently associates with syllabic intonations and tonic
languages. Clark / Yallop quote McCawley (1978) who when discussing Japanese and other languages,
points out “that any language will exhibit a combination of characteristics, including (1) whether tones
or accents are integral to lexical items and if so whether this is a matter of tone type (as in Chinese) or
accentual pattern (as in Japanese);5 (2) what effect the rules of the language have, for example by
limiting the options of the system; (3) what units are relevant in the operation of the system, for
example whether tones or accents are carried by syllables or words.”6 The Chinese-type of tones can be
ruled out easily. Dictionaries of MsH are complete with none of these marks included. Marking the
accentual patterns with inherent contours can be paid more attention to. Still, there is over two dozens
of marks in two systems each. This appears as too large a number to apply on a span of a few syllables
of an average accentual unit. Such numbers could be reached, however, if the meaning would combine
with another factor. (Obviously, this would increase any meaning. But the argument against tones was
they are not needed to identify lexical items.)
The foregoing questions were perhaps rather pedantic to ask. The following question, however, is an
objection that might be raised by almost anybody familiar with MsH accent marks. Textbooks repeat
introducing them with the explanation that: “(1) they mark the tone-syllable; (2) they are signs of

5

The term “accentual pattern” is well compatible with the accentual unit as proposed here. In this context it
means the following contrasts: (H = high, L = low) HLL, LHL, while LHH is considered unstressed (cf there).
6
John Clark / Colin Yallop (1990) An Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology, Blackwell, Oxford, p. 294.
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logical punctuation, like our comma &c.; and (3) they are musical expressions.”7 Musical side of the
marks are rarely attracting attention outside a synagogue. As accented syllable markers they are
disturbing and rather counter-productive with their over-abundant variety (different and simple marks
are usually devised by linguists). Not all of them attach to accented syllables, anyway. What has been
researched and developed by linguists and theologians alike is their syntactic function. The syntax of
and by accents has been elaborate (extremely elaborate could be said with no exaggeration, if all its
details are considered) but makes sense. Despite its complexity, it is loved by modern accentuologists
as the concept of binary division of sections into progressively smaller sections of text accommodates
easily into current approaches with binary trees. One could only ask, if such complex rules of binary
branching were what the Masorete scholars had in mind, and also if they cared to describe syntax in the
first place. This system of interpretation of Masoretic accent marks is difficult to challenge safely (for
the same reason I have already mentioned with Gesenius’s description of MsH syllable). They were
generations of linguists who worked relentlessly to bring minute details of MsH accent marking into
line with a rule or a sub-rule or an exception. My approach then is simply to put a simpler, different
system as a challenge to the consensual interpretation on the grounds of the assumption the present
alternative enjoys greater psychological probability so as to ascribe it to the original Masoretes.
We shall postpone the discussion of the possible functions of the accent marks to later sections. This
was only enough to say so that, on account of all this, the present researcher feels free to look for
intonation contour marks. These are the main functional contours to look for:
(A) Conclusive and concluding. Typically, they are intonations with a falling nucleus (i.e. from the
nucleus to the end of the unit). They range from mildly indefinite to simple and definite up to strict.
(B) Inconclusive, indefinite, open. Typically, they have a rising cue. They can range from polite
openness through utterances left unfinished up to yes/no questions
Out of the two, (A) should be expected more frequently. A reason that there are more statements
than questions in a language (including MsH) would be too simplistic. Clark / Yallop (op. cit., p. 284)
give a better explanation: “... falling pitch is more common in language than rising pitch, and [...]
falling pitch uses a wider range of F0 movement. It also seems that speakers can produce falling pitch
more readily than rising pitch, and can achieve downward pitch movements more rapidly than upward
movements.” (“F0” can be taken as, roughly, the pitch. Exactly, Fn are harmonics, F0 is the base tone.)
The intonational unit contains a nuclear expression, a nucleus, that separates the retrievable
information (‘retrievable’ in its broadest sense) from the new, non-retrievable information. “The nonretrievable information can be either contrastive, or non-contrastive (simply ‘new’)” says Hawkins. “A
contrastive nucleus may emphasize a change in polarity (positive–negative),” i.e. the opposites, “or it
may contrast one lexical item with another” (1984, Introducing Phonology, Routledge, p. 203ff).
As soon as it is possible to identify such a stretch of the utterance, these contours might be expected:
(1) A falling intoneme (though melody must sometime rise to be able to fall, it is still a ‘falling’ tone).
Statements, wh-questions, confirmation-seeking tag questions and exclamations are marked like that.
(2) A rising intoneme (sometimes it rises continually from the nucleus on, sometimes it keeps low
and makes a rise in the end, sometimes it precedes the rise with a slight fall in order to swing up). What
it usually marks are yes/no questions and expressions meant to ask (though unmarked so by grammar
or marked for other function), echo questions and information-seeking tag questions.
(3) A falling-rising intoneme (generally it lies lower than the rising one and its band is narrower).
These are no questions. Its incompleteness, non-finality, manifests or requests continuation or
reservation. It is typical of dependent clauses in front of the main clause, or of a main clause in front of
another main clause; typical of lists (except their last member), for sentence modifiers or for sentences
where the speaker is ready not to insist on the opinion of oneself.
(4) A drop followed with a rising intoneme on a minor nucleus in the end of the unit. The rising is
made on an adjunct of place or time, or if more than a single word is to be underlined (also possibly all
between the major and the final minor nuclei), or when the major nucleus expresses a feeling and the
minor one an object of the feeling.
(5) A rising-falling intoneme was not found marking grammatical differences in English, where it
possibly can replace a simple fall.
(6) Level was found a variant to a rise, or occasionally a fall (depending on the replacement context).
7

A. B. Davidson (18741, 193424–1956) An Introductory Hebrew Grammar: with ... T&T Clark, Edinburgh, p. 38.
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A nucleus in the end of the unit is unmarked (if it is still a marked one, its marked condition is harder
to recognize and more means must be used in support), while it is a marked one everywhere else. The
reason why it is elsewhere is usually its contrastive function.
The portion of the unit in front of the nucleus either (a) falls from high, or (b) keeps low. It exercises no
effect on the main meaning. It is only the attitude of the speaker that it makes manifest. It, however,
can contain a partial meaning underlined by means of an accent (called “a pre-nuclear stress”).

F2

History of the Melodemes

F2.1

How “Biblical” are the Biblical Marks

Wickes (1887)8 in his virtually foundational work to modern MsH ‘accent’ research outside Jewry,
notes these ‘indicators of sense’ were referred to, by Arabic-speaking Jews, as ‘melodies, modulations’,
( أ نal-ḥān), with its corresponding Hebrew tAnygIn> “used by later Rabbinical writers.” He claims that
“Talmud knew nothing of the signs (which had not, at the time of its composition, been introduced into
the text). If, therefore, we render the term ~ymi[;j., as used in the Talmud, by ‘accents’, we must
understand the melodies, and specially the pausal melodies, which determined the meaning.” Still, he
pointed that Talmud, Erubin 53a says anmys (“or ynmys”) whl yxen.tm;aw aynXyl yqyydd hdwhy ynb
~dyb ~trwt amyyqtn (“the Jews, who are accurate in their speech, and set signs for themselves, their
Law is established in their hand”). ~ymi[;j. that soon set up as a technical term is found in virtually the
same or related meaning, ‘fixing text’, in the b. Nedarim 37b in ~ym[j yqsyp (“a division by sense”).9
“According to Spanier,”10 says Dotan in his Preface to a modern edition of Wickes (p. XXXVI–
XXXVII), “the terminus a quo of the accentuation is earlier [that for the Syrians’ “not before the sixth century”],
as the accentuation was already known among the Jews around the year 400. [note 66: “Spanier, p. 115. He
is not far from Wickes’ opinion, who suggested as terminus a quo the early part of the 5th century (t"ma ym[j, p. 9).”]
According to the present author [Aron Dotan], one might consider an earlier date, even one century
before. [note 67: “He intends to discuss this question in another paper.”] In any case, at such an early date the
Syrian accentuation system was not yet developed. [note 68: “J. B. Segal, The Diacritical Point and the Accent in
Syriac, p. 58, maintains that the real development of the Syriac accents took place in the course of the 5th century."]
The oldest extant ms with Tiberian ‘accent’ marks is #C. If there are yet older texts in known mss
collections cannot be said with certainty, as dates of their origin are not known. Moše b. Ašer in the
colophon to #A testifies he was not the inventor of the vowel and ‘accent’ pointing but used what had
already been established in the community.
Apart from #C, #A and #L, also the two original editions of #R have ‘accent’ marks. They were
brought out by Daniel Bomberg. In both the 1516–1517 edition by Felix Pratensis, and the 1524–1525
(ed. by Jacob b. Chajjim), also some of the targums (Onkelos to Torah) were equipped with vowels and
Tiberian ‘accent’ marks. If the ‘accents’ were intended primarily as just musical notation for synagogue
chant (which in daily operation reduces to practicing texts for the purpose of their correct and fluent
delivery in the synagogue, where only an unpointed manuscript is available for the service), how to

8

William Wickes (1970) Two Treatises on the Accentuation of the Old Testament on Psalms, Proverbs and Job
(t"ma ym[j) and the Twenty-One Prose Books (~yrps a"k ym[j). (Prolegomenon by Aron Dotan) Ktav Publishing
House, Inc., New York: (18811) A Treatise on the Accentuation of the So-called Poetical Books of the Old Testament, Psalms,
Proverbs, and Job, (18871) Treatise on the Accentuation of the So-called Prose Books of the Old Testament. Reference to the latter, p. 9.
9
Mayer Lambert (1931–1938) Traité de grammaire hebraïque, Ernest Leroux / Presses Universitaires de France,
Paris, p. 29. Quot. by Suzanne Haïk-Vantoura (19912) The Music of the Bible Revealed. The deciphering of a
millenary notation. (Transl. Dennis Weber from the French 2nd ed., rev.) Bibal Press, Berkeley, p. 110. The word
appears in b. T. many times. I have found ~ym[j qwsyp 4 times in the b. T. gemarah (important for dating!).
10
Arthur Spanier (1927) Die massoretischen Akzente–Eine Darlegung ihres Systems nebst Beiträgen zum
Verständnis ihrer Entwicklung, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin.
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explain using both of the systems in targums11 as well as in books not related to the Bible at all.12 Some
extra-biblical documents that had used the “Biblical” system of ‘accents’ are mentioned by Saadya
Gaon in his preface to his own Arabic version of his autobiography. The existence of some of the texts
mentioned there is not known to us from anywhere else. Saadya himself had created the first version of
this biography with the “Biblical” ‘accent’ marks, for which Saadya was reproached by his opponents
as a cheap commercial trick (that was the reason for which he published its second version in Arabic).
Saadya Gaon must obviously have known how to use the ‘accents’ since he could not copy them
mechanically out of the TN"K. It should also be reminded Saadya Gaon was certainly not a Karaite. He
probably did also not expect his autobiography was going to be sung and possibly also not studied so
thoroughly so as to use the device to enforce remembering. Whatever the Karaites of the ben Ašer
family had meant by these ‘accent’ marks, it was most likely not a synagogue chant.
Actually, the range of texts in which an ‘accentual’ marking can be found is impressively wide. Such
or similar marks are occasionally found in the apocrypha, targums, the Mishna, the two Talmuds, in
various halakhic texts (including e.g. by Saadya Gaon) as well as in midrashim and piyyutim.13 Marks
as well as logic of their distribution in some texts correspond to the ones in the Tiberian system, in
other records they relate to some of its Palestinian or Babylonian versions (they are mainly Biblical
texts or their quotations), in yet other records (Rabbinic literature of different types) they show
somewhat, or substantially, diverse variants. No musical tradition is attributed to e.g. Mishna in any
community and is sung nowhere (save ba-meh madlikin).14
Two points seem to follow from it:
(1) They concerned an aspect of text or its reading that was not attached exclusively to liturgy. It
necessarily restricts the idea they were marks for musical interpretation. Such could possibly be
imagined with some of the genres, but with many others, it would entail to put the imagination to a
considerable strain. If chant or singing of such texts were a routine or perhaps occasional matter, we
could expect at least mentions of it in the literature. Nothing of this kind, however, has been found.
(2) It is an aspect of the text or its reading that is not exclusively attached to the Karaite Jewry, since
follow-on usages of this or similar systems are found also in texts typical of Rabbanite literature, too
(the kind of Jewry prevalent today). Variability of the systems seen in various fragments and
documents can point either to different development stages of one or more competing systems (this is
E. J. Revell’s view, op. cit., 1977),15 or—in my view—allows to admit scribes, scholars and teachers
were somewhat creative.

11

An attempt for explanation, but limited only to targums, is in Petr Tomášek (2011) The Text of the Masoretes:
Its Character, Historical Setting and Relationship to Jewish Biblical Exegesis, diss. at Charles Uni. ETF, Prague.
12
The quality of my copy of the 1524 Bombergian edition in PDF regrettably makes hardly possible to do much
more above mere checking the marks are in place, and read through the text so as to systematically compare
consistency or logic of the marking. The targum of Jonathan b. Uzziel to Former Prophets is also present in this
edition, but has no ‘accents’. (Was the reason he took it over from the Felix Pratensis’ edition?) • Cf also
Christian D. Ginsburg (1897) Introduction to the Massoretico-critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible, Trinitarian
Bible Society, London, p. 927, 961 and 974, who provides a detailed description of the two editions (and more
beside them). • Cf also Israel Yeivin (1958), “~ym[jb hp l[bX hrwt tm[jh” [Accentuation of the Oral Torah in ‘accents’],
Lešonenu 24, p. 49 (a fragment of Ben-Sirah), p. 50 (a T-S H3.59 Genizah leaf), Paul Kahle (1913), Masoreten
des Ostens, J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig, • Israel Yeivin (1983) dwqynb tpqtXmh tyrb[h !wXlh trwsm
ylbbh [Hebrew masorah ... in Bab. pointing], Ha%aqademija lalšon ha&ivrit, Jrušalajim, • and fragments of the
Genizah that have a Babylonian type of pointing (a combination of MT and Tg. Onk.).
13
Israel Yeivin (1958)  מגילויי המלרעיות בלשון העבריתin: Erec-Yisrael 5 ( )תשיטp. 145–149. • E. J. Revell (1976)
Biblical Punctuation and Chant in the Second Temple Period, in: Journal for the Study of Judaism 7, E. J. Brill,
p. 181–198 • same (1979) Hebrew Accents and Greek Ekphonetic Neumes, in: Studies in Eastern Chant IV
(Miloš Velimirović, ed.), Oxford University Press, Oxford, p. 140–170.
14
For the curious: It is a chapter from Mishah, Shabbat 2, recited before maariv evening synagogue service.
15
Mss using two different systems, Tiberian and Babylonian, in parallel, see Yeivin, op. cit. 1958, p. 167–168,
may be considered witnesses that they were more or less established.
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F2.2

Meaning, Music, or Melody

In marking distributed throughout the text, such systems fit a wider group of texts in various tongues
and cultures. Suzanne Haïk-Vantoura, who herself was an advocate of an original, purely musical
solution, points to the well-known Greek notation and mentions that several systems of the kind
developed on the beginning of the Christian era in Armenia (4. cent. CE), Syria (5. cent. CE), Israel,
Spain (6. cent. CE) and Gallia and other countries. (Op. cit., p. 53.) The Byzantine ekphonetic neumes
are often compared to the MsH marks for their assumed related subject and purpose. They are,
however, many centuries older than the oldest dated accented MsH mss. The Greek neumes differ from
the MsH marks also in at least another point: They mark larger span of text regardless of single words
and their syllabic structure. That entails more than placing marks on stressed syllables, which is far
from being necessary in TN"K, anyway. The MsH signs differ in having conjunctive marks, which is
specific, indeed. They differ in phenomena such as nasog axor (a backward shift of stress) that affected
the MsH marking but had no effect in ekphonetic neumes. Concerning “Biblical” type of marks it
should be kept in mind, however, it was attached also to texts obviously never meant for singing.
Still, the two concepts (of spoken and sung speech) need not be kept so wide apart at it might seem.
The expression QR% (“to call” in its original force) means also “to recite”, which, again, does not have
to, necessarily, suggest any chant, though certainly one in a manner for which prosody is vital. A
correct prosody is more important than some phonetic details, especially if native speakers are involved
or users that have a very good command of the language. For that reason, any prosody marks, provided
they were indeed prosodic, might have been developed earlier than phonetic details of text. Moreover,
given that texts used to be costly (their production demanded a lot of highly qualified manual work)
and only richer institutions and individuals could afford to own a scroll or a codex; people were in a
habit to memorize their portions of scripture to use. In order to memorize, a well-structured prosody is
more efficient than details concerning particular sounds.
E. J. Revell has shown the Masoretic prosody appears fairly close to the kind of prosody that can be
reconstructed for Biblical texts during the Second (or even as far as the First) Temple.16
Conspicuously, the Tiberian system of ‘accents’ has emerged in the end of 9th cent. CE in a fully formed
condition, though the logic that can be gathered from it does not seem so equally consistent in all its
parts.17 That would no doubt be possible even if such system was created by a single author, but given
that the system has emerged following many centuries that left almost no records to us, it can hardly be
16

Cf Revell (1971) The Oldest Evidence for the Hebrew Accent System, in: The John Rylands Library, p. 214–
222, Revell (1976) Biblical Punctuation and Chant in the Second Temple Period, in: JSJ 7, p. 181–198, Revell
(1980) Pausal Forms in Biblical Hebrew: Their Function, Origin, and Significance, in: JSS 25, p. 165–179.
17
For example, why do <,> and <sq> or <p$>, <az> and <qd> or <7f> and <mj> as well as <7r> and <dx> have
an identical shape and differ only in position? Why do some books have a variant system of almost identical
marks and one book even uses both? Why does the more complicated of the two systems (3 books) appear
syntactically as less consistent? (This seems the reason why most brief treatments on ‘accents’ concentrate on the
other system. Mastering the 3-book ‘accents’ offer less benefit for the analysis of meaning.) Why are some marks
put below the line and some above with no apparent syntactic, rhythmic or melodic reason? Why do at least the
basic categories of disjunctive and conjunctive marks find no projection in their shape (anywhere near what can
be seen in the vowel signs)? Why do some marks consist of two shapes, while others of just one? (Moreover, <ol>
in <olJr> and, strictly, also <ga> in <rvMg> have failed to reach recognition as separate symbols. The same
applies to the vertical following <Zq>.) Why do some marks turn into disjunctives, only if the word is followed by
a special separator, while others are not affected by the separator? Why do the attributes “big xy” and “small xy"
fail to reflect the weight of stress in some cases (e.g. a “big” <Zq> has smaller disjunctive strength than a “small”
<zq>)? Why do the symbols have names so weakly descriptive? (Names have changed in the history, but their
earlier versions used not to be descriptive any better.) Why can some marks occur only once in a verse, while
other ones (also disjunctive) have their number of occurrences unrestricted? Why do some marks write on a
stressed syllable, others in front of it, others in front of the word, others following the word? (In some mss, also
<sg>, <zr>, <tl> a <Tl> were repeated on stress as well as word boundary in addition to <p$>. What for?) Why
does the domain of any mark extend never beyond a single verse, while syntax and semantics of the Biblical text
obviously conform to no verse division? (No doubt: they preceded most of the verses. This, however, could hardly
be maintained concerning the systems of marks.) This is not to claim the answers to all these questions are
expected to have no internal logic, at least according to the currently accepted condition of knowledge. The logic,
however, does not appear as consistent everywhere, and in some cases it seems to elude us altogether.
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helped not to look for potential traces of historical development in the system. (The Masoretes
themselves considered the system as received from earlier times.) It is still more likely to think such a
system grew in stages, integrating various elements, applying various hands, until it reached
complexity that demanded interpretation. The concept considered today as traditional was
consolidating only in the course of several centuries following its first available application in 895 CE
(#C), mainly from 10th to 15th cent. Aharon, son of Moše b. Ašer (producer of #C), who himself was
responsible for #A, the ms most appreciated until today, has laid foundations of the interpretation in
his work Diqduqe ha-7:&amim (930 CE?):18 the classification of ‘accents’ into concluding and
continuing, and comments concerning meteg. Whether Aharon b. Ašer authored only a portion of the
work or the whole of it, he was clearly not the inventor of the system as it appeared already in the work
of his father a few decades earlier. It is still by far not certain Moše b. Ašer was the author, or whether
he made at least a contribution to it. So, Aharon b. Ašer might well have only copied the marks, but the
question how well he understood the system he was reproducing is only secondary for deciphering the
meaning. It certainly deserves further study, but should not be mixed up the meaning itself. His
interpretation was incomplete and sort of preliminary, anyway, and left enough space for others to fill
in, such as Horajat ha-qore% (Manuel de Lecteur) in 12th cent. CE.19 Efforts for systematic treatment
have reached its first climax only as late as with Elias Levita (1538). Later works kept adding more
detail to Elias’ concept. The well-known sorting of disjunctive ‘accents’ in four classes by their syntactic
power was invented only in 1636–1637 (Samuel Bohlius). Then the complicated double system was
there in the shape known today.
Two facets the ‘accents’ show seem to have been understood from the early times they have been
interpreted, that is they efficiently help extract portions of sense out of the verse, and they somehow
relate to the melody of text. Aron Dotan20 paid his attention to an interesting document (page 65):
”At the end of [the Leningrad Codex of the Bible No. B 19a in the Saltikov-Shchedrin Public Library] there is
copied a poem about ‘Israel who is compared to the vine’. The poem consists of 23 lines of which the
first 22 are an alphabetic acrostic and the last begins with the letter kof which was apparently the last
line of an acrostic spelling qzx. Zulay discovered two other manuscripts of this poem: one comprised
the first eleven lines of the poem and the other comprised the continuation from line 12 till line 22 and
a further seven new lines which do not appear in [the Leningrad Codex], the last line of [the Codex] being
missing in this manuscript. The acrostic of these seven new lines reads: Xa !b hsm (Moses Ben Ash).
Klar published the poem [Klar 1954,21 p. 310-311] according to these three manuscripts [, the Leningrad ms,
“that in the British Museum and that in Cambridge,”] and we present here his text and vocalization.”
Page 70: [line 24] “
aarqmi yme[j; Wnyqit.hi ~y[iWv[]v;

vr'pom. bynIw> lk,f, ~Afb.
Page 71: [line 24]

“As delights they
[i.e. “the Elders of Bathyra, the heirs of the prophets”

hr'yteb ynEqzI
~yaiybiN>h; yver>Ay

(pg. 69),
(pg. 68)]

have established the accents of Scripture,
giving sense and distinct utterance.”
18

Diqduqe ha-7:&amim was published in a critical edition based on 16 mss (Die Dikduke ha-teamim des Ahron
ben Moscheh ben Ascher, Leipzig, Seligman Isaac Baer u. Hermann Leberecht Strack 1879; Bacher 1895, p. 23–
38; M. H. Segal 1928, p. 108–113) and a more recent one based on 51 mss by Dotan (op. cit., 1967). He accepts
b. Ašer as an author only of 26 chapters of the document considering internal evidence (differences from the
pointing of b. Ašer’s #A and masorah marginalis, also divergent from #A). Allony (1982) believes Juda ibn
Balaam was the author of Horajat ha-qore%. Also an Arabic version has emerged, Hidājat &al qāri, which
appears older (Eldar 1981, 1983). Cit. in Nahum M. Waldman (1989) The recent study of Hebrew: a survey of the
literature with selected bibliography, Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion, Eisenbrauns.
19
J. Derenbourg (1870) Manuel du lecteur, d’un auteur inconnu, publié d’apres un manuscrit venu du Yémen
et accompagné de notes, in: Journal Asiatique, ser. 6, vol. 16, p. 309–550 (in Heb., notes, p. 314–458, analysis from p.
459, index of difficult words p. 549–550); repr. as a separate volume at Imprimerie Nationale, Paris 1871, p. 309nn.
20
Ben Asher's Creed. A Study of the History of the Controversy. Missoula, Montana (USA), Scholars Press, The
Society of Biblical Literature, Masoretic Studies 3.
21
(d"yXt) twrpsbw hryXb !wXlb ~yny[w ~yrqxm,“rXa-!b”
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In my view, the wording might suggest for the system of ‘accents’ to have been built in two stages:
First (? I assume) divisions by sense, then (?) filling the stretches with intonation contour marks as this
would be most logical order: main speech segments, and only then their specific qualities.
Page 77: “... nothing is known about the source on which the homily of the V i n e poem (lines 1–22)
was based and thus about its author. However, we tend to believe that the author of the seven
additional lines” [I add: they also include the line 24 quoted herein] “was indeed Moses Ben Asher; not only on
the basis of the acrostic, of which the last letter is missing, but also because of the similarity of the
language used in those lines to that in Moses Ben Asher’s colophon to [the Leningrad Codex]:
~ t n w m a b ~ w d s y y w ~yrps h[braw ~yrX[ 'qmh wlydghw wmyc[hw

rmam ypwyb qwtm $yxb r w b y d X w r y p b l k X y m [ j b
and in our poem:

arqm Xwrp wdsy ~tnwmab
[line 26],
X r po m b y n w l k X ~ w X b a r q m y m [ j w n y q t h ~y[wX[X [line 24].”
Pg 78: “The poet is also aware of the rabbinic homily to lkX ~wXw [i.e. “to Nehemiah 8:8: the words lk,f, ~Afw>
(giving sense) allude to accents (T.J. Megilla 4:1 74d)” (page 49)] and uses it: ‘As delights they have established
the accents of Scripture arqm ym[j, giving sense lkX ~wXb) and distinct utterance’ [line 24].”
Neh. 8:8 might suggest the probable or well possible beginning of the synagogue reading of Torah.
The manner of “reading” (Wa,JJiQR:%uU"<mr>) is qualified by M:PhooRaa"Sh<at>, which is pt m
sg pu from P-R-Sh, signifying a sort of making distinctions, a segmentation revealing the sense.
Traditionally, it is translated either “intelligibly” or “by divisions”. The expression, however, might
have meant clear, maybe distinctly clear prosody. In public reading, especially in plain air with no
amplifying technology, it is essential both slow down the rate of reading, and emphasize the
characteristic features of the correct, (better yet) well-planned prosody at almost every word. (Good
public lectors know that.) Lacking that kind of cultivated technique, even a strong voice is not very
efficient. It is only a careful prosody what is able to help listeners to grasp the words at a greater
distance. This was noted also in Neh. 8:8 as the explicit purpose of that particular Torah reading event:
WaJJaaBhiI"Nu<7f> BaMMiQRAA"<sq>, “so that they understood the Scripture.” It is imaginable
that an ancient, traditional care for the correct, clue-providing prosody might also lead in its recording
with marks in more than a millennium from the moment. Their purpose is usually considered musical,
but in the setting of Neh. 8:8 no music was involved; otherwise, it would likely be noted down here.
The care for recitation of the Holy Scriptures might possibly continue to have the same simple and
practical purpose throughout those centuries that followed: to prevent muttering and spluttering (in a
technical language: prosodic errors). Unskilled speakers are notoriously wrong in approaching public
reading: They tend to think prosody of the read text is somehow going naturally to emerge effortlessly
during the act of reading. The result is almost always that they make prosodic errors, because reading
somebody else’s text is far from natural and ‘nativeness’ of their language is of not much help in that
particular condition. Spluttering-prone are especially people reading a familiar text (the more so for a
religious purpose, i.e. for an unseen, omniscient listener). It is well possible this was exactly what Ezra
and all the following rabbis and liturgists tried to prevent.
T:&amim cover the whole text of the Bible. It is hard to think all the passages were meant to sing,22
e.g. lists, genealogies, laws and regulations, etc. Even if only Psalms are considered with a somewhat
specific accentual system, the same consideration has to be extended to Job (apart from the narrative
introduction and conclusion) and to Proverbs. Was individual proverbs meant for a chant? (Not in the
Ashkenazic tradition, though it was so in some Sephardic communities.) Traditions of chant betray
links to ‘accent’ marks were made secondarily and are unequivocal. Primarily, natural speech melodies
seem more appropriate to assume, which suggests the sense as a common base of all the ‘accents’.
If the ‘accents’ do mark speech modulation (and not primarily a chant)—which is only a hypothesis
—we do not know when the first text was marked with its germinant form and when its full form saw
the light. Nor do we know how many they were in between. Maybe it was a family of mss, not extant
today, which developed further. Or possibly they were only few. We could well think of a single ms, a
product of an extraordinary phonetic analysis, or making good use of more earlier attempts and
22

It should be remarked that singsong ritual recitation of text is not considered as “singing”, even though it may
sound so. It is thought of as recitation, spoken reading. This manner of delivery is called in Yiddish with the verb
“leynen” (from Lat. lego, legere, ‘to speak’), in Ladino “decir”, ‘to say’. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantillation, 7. 5. 2012)
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endeavours, a ms whose speech marks started soon to be understood differently, as neumes of sort for
chant that each of the separate communities in the diaspora started to interpret and develop in their
own way. We do not know. So the interpretation to be presented here of ‘accents’ in terms of speech
modulation has to remain an attempt, a working hypothesis.
Whether music or intonation is considered for ‘accents’, it appears it has had strong links with
graphics and the visual from times immemorial. While it may seem any graphic shape or any gesture
can be attached to any tone or sequence as their relationship cannot be but arbitrary (it certainly can),
there is a source of possible motivation visual marks can draw from.
Available pictures of musical instruments and musicians playing, or occasionally also preserved
instruments themselves, seem to confirm an unsurprising fact (considering the way tone is generated)
by showing that higher tones had to be played closer to the musician and lower tones was played
farther from his or her body. It can be observed on stringed instruments (kinnor and nebel i.e. the lyre
and the harp) as well as the woodwinds (various pipes). Consequently, the higher a tone had to be
played, the more had the hand to be bent; the lower they played, the more had their hands be extended.
What more can be observed is that the other hand could fix the string (shorten its vibrating length).
Kinnor had space made for it above the resonator, to provide for possibly more comfortable play than
on the harp. It follows that high and very high tones might have been characterised either with a bent
hand, and/or with a simultaneous gesture of both hands.23 Two logics can apply in recording it: either
to look on the gesture in the direction of writing (which is intuitive for us), or that the face of the
imaginary performer of the gesture is turned against the direction of reading and writing (as it is the
rule in Egyptian writing and depicting). Could it be used in guessing what individual shapes of the
MsH ‘accent’ marks can mean (regardless if musical, or intonational approach is sought)?
It is well established in MsH ‘accentuology’ a system of gestures accompanied synagogue chant in
some communities. Again, devices of those types were no invention of the Masoretes. Not rarely, they
are or were found in religious communities apart from synagogues (e.g. in monasteries, at least up
until Middle Ages). Testimonies on employing cheironomy can be found in literature (such as Manuel
du Lecteur, cit. above). The melodies sung to ‘accents’ today are diverse, and if, very rarely, hand
signals accompany them, they show a comparable diversity.24 Encyclopedia Judaica presents three
gestures, two of which do not seem to have anything in common with the Masoretic marks. All the
three gestures make the impression that the community of Rome have obtained them from the culture
of the traditional Italian gesturing. John Wheeler (Jochanan Rakkav) arrives to a similar conclusion at
www. rakkav.com/biblemusic/pages/handsofdavid.htm (approached 17. 12. 2011).
Interesting are two video clips on YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLBPJW2VAtI,
accessed on 17. 12. 2011) by “Saul Levin: Traditional Chironomy - Part 2 of 4”, which demonstrate
real two-hand cheironomy on every word of the sung Hebrew text.25 The gestures, however, appear so
much similar to the Tiberian marks that it is hard not to think they may be developed from them
secondarily and only imitate them: with fingers, hand movements, drawing in the air. It can be seen
clearly at B:Xa"G<dr> in Deut. 16:16 soon after the reading began, in 1'44". Interesting, however, is
that the closely following (1'62") W:LOO"<dr> with the same ‘accent’ shows a gesture wholly unlike
the previous one (it copies the shape of <dr> with shaping both hands). Also <sq># does not remind its
graphic form, but there it is the globally comprehensible “finish!” (Concluding the whole section <=s>
after 16:17 shows yet another gesture.) The appended commentary seems partially to confirm it.26

23

Egyptian musicians are often depicted with a companion figure directing them with hand and finger signals.
www.rakkav.com refers to “Encyclopedia Judaica (column 1099). The original source is an article by Israel
Adler (1968) Histoire de la musique religieuse juive, in: J. Porte (ed.) Encyclopédie des musiques sacrées, Vol. 1,
p. 472–473. As the Encyclopedia Judaica puts it, these are ‘[hand] movements indicating the accents and their
melody, used as memory aids and prompting signs for the reader. Shown here are the movements still practiced
in Rome. Several other communities preserve relics of a similar practice, although the movements are not
identical’ (ibid.)” quotes www.rakkav.com.
25
Prof. Saul Levy (1966) The Traditional Chironomy of Hebrew Scripture, SUNY [State University of New York],
Binghampton. Filmed at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
26
The traditional Morocco chant that follows (no gestures) appears remotely to follow the contours that I try to
reconstruct in the present dissertation, though richly embellished.
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The Tunisian gesticulation in turn (by the cantor drawing on the back of the lecturer) appears to have
some shapes fairly independent of graphics (e.g. <qp>27, <gl>, <az>, <dr>, <7r>, <at>, “#” i.e. <sq>)
in spite that fine finger positions are hardly perceptible on the recording (see from 6'15"). On the other
hand, some forms are made simply with drawing them across the assistant’s back.
Noteworthy is also signalling <,>. Independent signals were demonstrated by a Yemenite lector
(“Part 4 of 4”). The commentator adds (1'20"–4'08"): “As you have observed, the informant from
Yemen moved his hands quite differently from the others, and in little relationship to the marks of the
Tiberian system. His names for various accents or intonations are mostly the same as the names given
by other informants but manually he does not distinguish many of them from one another. The Jews
living in Arabic countries were on the whole the closest adherents to ancient traditions, but such
communities differed greatly from one another and many have lost the old hand movements. One of
my informants, a Moroccan, was invited because he was described by his son as knowing several hand
movements. He himself disclaimed such knowledge and said he could only illustrate some movements
of the head. His reading has been included in case a significant system of head movements turns out to
be discernable. Each country or region of Jewish settlement used to have its own traditional
pronunciation of Hebrew for reading the Bible. But the younger men among my informants
pronounced both consonants and vowels more like a modern colloquial Hebrew of the new country.
Their manual tradition, however, is not affected. Much study is needed to establish in detail the
relations between the several hand movements and their appropriateness to the function of grouping
the words so as to accentuate the meaning. We also need further documentation not only of other
Jewish communal traditions of cheironomy but also of comparable Christian traditions, particularly
among the Eastern churches. From my research so far, I detect in the Hebrew system a fairly complex
but analysable symmetry of tension followed by resolution. Thus a high position of the hand and a
raised vocal pitch are correlated with accents written above the words. The elevation implies that the
structure of the sentence is as yet unbalanced and that the quainness is due to come. The analogy
between a sentence of the text and a melodic phrase is a challenge to musicology as well as to
linguistics.”
Differences of synagogue traditions in how to interpret ‘accents’ testify that their musical
interpretations have developed in diaspora inside communities independently, reflect more the local
musical culture and are not the part of the original meaning. Musical traditions for certain books are
missing in some communities, different melodies are used for various events or for specific portions of
Scripture in other communities or it is customary to attach a schematic coda regardless of the actual
‘accents’. The Yemenite musical tradition knows only eight musical motives related to four general
categories of all the ‘accents’. Some communities (of Yemenites as well as Karaites) have melodies only
for disjunctives, while all the numerous conjunctives express in monotony or make conjunctives as a
sort of onset for the richly ornamental disjunctives (Sephardic communities). Attaching specific
melodies to individual ‘accents’ has been elaborated the most in the Ashkenazic culture.
What had all the communities in common, however, was the need to maintain good audibility and
distinctness as well as preserve the prosody of the traditional understanding of the sense, lest it got lost
through untutored or aberrant rendering. Such a concern demands more to accentuate natural
intonation and rhythm than elaborate the text into a musical piece. We are aware of music from many
scriptures, also music as an important part of the Temple divine service, i.e. liturgical music. No
scripture, however, appears to indicate musical or chant portions referred also to Scripture delivery
(apart of psalms and a few explicitly designated passages) and no special reason compels us to believe
otherwise. On the other hand, reasons are found to suggest the musical development of elocutionary
prosody is later, by means of secondary acquired interpretations of the Masoretic ‘accent’ marks.
Though the ‘accents’ are found to cover the whole of TN"K consistently and invariably, not just the
Torah, still the Prophets and Writings are read in the synagogue only in selected passages. While their
composition and scope varies in line with rite and history, it is improbable their number would
historically diminish. Any rabbi wants rather to add than take away, and what is once stored in the
treasury of tradition, stays there. So the reading offer naturally tends more to develop richness than
grow thinner. Here, however, we face the condition that three or certainly two books that read seldom if
ever, have an accentual system that is even more complicated than the system of the rest of TN"K. If the
27
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purpose of the ‘accents’ were solely liturgical, it would not be se. (It has to be kept in mind of course
that possibly also ‘accents’ might emerge in Karaite communities. They traditionally read and study the
whole of TN"K. I am, however, not well acquainted with their liturgy and especially its development.
These possible relationships deserve more research. Nevertheless, that is outside the present scope.)
Dotan in Preface to Wickes (1970/1887, p. XXXV–XXXVI), confirms: “Regarding the question of the
primary objective of the accents, [Arthur] Spanier [Die massoretishen Akzente–Eine Darlegung ihres Systems
nebst Beiträgen zum Verständnis ihrer Entwicklung (Berlin, 1927)] categorically ruled out the possibility of the
musical theory which claims that the accents were fixed primarily as musical notes [...]. Of the two
other theories, the hermeneutic and the rhetoric, Spanier gave preference to the second, being of the
opinion that the correct reading of the text was essentially the main objective of the accents.” He finds
evidence for it mainly in the mutual relationship in the pointing of ‘accents’ and vowels.

F3

Purpose of the Melodemes

‘Accents’ in Babylonian and most of Palestinian pointings do not mark the location of accent. This is
specific only for Tiberian pointing (and the older Palestinian). No reason is to believe the Tiberian
system served a different purpose than its Babylonian and Palestinian counterparts. It follows from it
that marking the location of accent does not make the essence of the ‘accent’ marks. The literal
meaning of the Hebrew term 7a&aM is not “accent”, but “taste” (cf Ex. 16:31). It is a derivation of a
verb “to taste / discern / appreciate”. This, aptly, describes their sense: to guide or help appreciate the
meaning by discerning among competing senses, which one of them is the right one. In this, they get to
an equal level in importance to vowel points, indeed overcome them for native speakers. It seems to
confirm no accents are primarily meant, but intonation marks, which are put usually, not solely, on
accented syllables. A. Murtonen concurs: “The only possible remaining solution seems to be that the
accents signs were unintentionally or at best semiconsciously attracted to the accentuated syllable; this
is not really surprising, seeing that accentuated syllables are usually more sonorous” [if MsH is meant]
“than—ceteris paribus, at least—unaccented ones which usually have their vowels reduced to the largest
possible extent; the accentuated syllable would thus be felt as the natural place for the accent sign.”28
Indeed, looking at e.g. Ps. 5:11 Mi,MMoo&:aCoO'TheE'HaeM<gl.olJr>, where four of six syllables
have an ‘accent’ mark, makes one doubt if accents were really what was meant. (Another dense
marking is Ps. 104:29; both examples from Wickes, 1887, p. 57). Intonation is at least probable. In Ps.
36:7, %aa"Dhaa,M<mh>_uUBh:HeeMAa"<7r> seems to have the accent of %aaDhaa,M_ on
~Dhaa,M_ if anything, while %aa"~<mh> is only an intonation mark. It cannot be nasog axor. Is ‹:"›
really accented in HiLLaL:"NuU<mn> of Ps. 44:9? In Ps. 44:13 W:LOO"<mr>_'RiBBiI"Thaa<rvMg>
an “accent” is found where it is usually not, on LOO_ linked through <_>. Is <mr> an accent indeed?
<olJr> is a mark regularly spreading over two adjacent syllables. In Ps. 63:2, however, ~X:a'~ is
covered with <ol> in %:,aShaX:a'Rae"KKaa<olJr>. It should be pointed #A has %:a,Sha'~ and in #R it
is %:a,Sha'~. Three variants would suit better to differently felt intonation than accentuation. Wording
of Ps. 55:16 JaShShiI"Maa"WaeTh<mh.azLg> allows to explain two adjacent accents by reading two
separate words (though JaShShiI(%) lacks ‹%›) and make the text somewhat clearer (though not
entirely), but what of W:Joo"Shee"Bh<mh.mr> in v. 20? <mh> and <mr> do not join regularly in a
single word, the less so in adjacent syllables. <mh> join <azLg> in 'NoORaa%oO"Th<mh.azLg> of Ps.
65:6, and then again in v. 9 WaJJiI'R:%uU"<mh.azLg>. (Also MoO'Caa,%eE_Bhoo"QaeR<mh.7r> in
the same verse displays a similar combination. It could be similar if intonation was meant.)
As with vowel pointing, the purpose of graphic ‘accent’ marks was to preserve the pronunciation and
highlight the sense (so as to prevent misunderstanding). Filling in vowels, this is disambiguation and
singling out sense in a manner that is specific for Semitic writing. Conserving intonation and other
prosodic factors is a manner of accomplishing the same objective in perhaps all languages. (This is
another reason MsH ‘accents’ can be seen as an older tool or at least not merely auxiliary.) Explicit
‘accents’ also provided MsH text with a support for memorizing. Undeniably in parallel, prior to them
28
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and until now, prosodic modulation has been handed down between generations by means of oral
tradition and constant repetition.
The ‘accents’ probably do not provide a complete description of an intonation contour. It should
rather be thought of them in terms of stimuli for the one who reads out and understands the text in
order for him to read with a clear and possibly also natural (demonstrandum est) intonation and keep
him from muttering and/or perhaps tiresomely repeating over and again the same intonation pattern
(though, admittedly, the ‘accents’ appear not infrequently put in a rather schematic way; still, it may
well be less than a negligent reader would stereotype). Slaughtering portions of the Holy Text at the
reading table might have been a type of divine service the Masoretes were ready to immediately notice
and not at all appreciative of. Native speakers were probably able to fill in most vowels correctly and
those few words that did need disambiguation could have been taken care of by briefing to avoid
slipping and stumbling. Bloody business might have been segmentation of the text with pauses, wrong
emphases and misleading intonation. These were potential problems from head to tail. Small wonder if
the scholars helped the men in service sharpen their tools with marks that could lead the reader and
possibly could do for a lack of anticipation (which is always an issue with an unknown text). More
developed ‘accent’ marks can themselves be helpful in anticipation. Prosody is meaning-related.
A yet more likely purpose of secured prosody than liturgy (whose melodies have apparently
diversified quickly) or memorizing (which would probably not concern all the TN"K and, most likely,
neither extra-biblical texts) might have been joint reading. Whenever students in a group are to join in
reading together, to study, to prepare for liturgy or to memorize a passage, they need to share prosody.
It is important that somebody was there to set the common rhythm, pace, pauses and rudimental
melody. A “voice band”29 like that could little do without a teacher in place just as a choir or orchestra
without a conductor. It is vital that students (who assumedly found themselves most regularly in such a
condition) were hearing, i.e. were letting sink into their ears, a model to copy. Such a model has to be
presented the same way each time, same stresses, same breaks, ... else it would fail to function as a
model. Only having a sound pattern and a under a conducting baton, such a “voice band” will not
spread in cacophony of voices, in which the teacher has no chance recognize who copes well and who
needs to improve in what.
There are “abbreviation” mss in which mostly stressed letters (syllables) are shown with the rest of
words left out (analogy of our acronyms). They, too, seem to have served a purpose of a memorizing
aid to a student or lector. (This may be the reason the initial words of each verse are spelled out in full,
while some of the later words, probably the ones easier to remember, are left out completely in some
mss, while the verses are arranged vertically. Other mss are consistent in bringing out only disjunctiveaccented letters of all words.) Interestingly enough, the letter abbreviations are equipped with prosody
marks (occasionally also vowel signs of a Palestinian system), which suggest graphically the
importance attributed to prosody notation for memorization and recollection.30
By now, or perhaps as early as a few pages ago already, condition has matured to set up a specific
term for ‘accent’ marks, so as to stop using a term that obscures whether a syllable is considered
accented by the present author, or just equipped with the mark. (Also the ‘ ’ seemed somewhat
unnecessarily evaluative while only distinction was sought.) It can be considered misleading to
translate the Hebrew word 7a&am as “accent” or “stress”. It may be clear by now the marks not always
coincide with an accent position. We have already established what is an “accent” (1.1). If these
symbols indicate phonological intonation, the term for them should suggest that. “Intonation” denotes
a unit made of tones related to each other, in a phrase of meaning. The ‘accent’ symbols, however, can
express only a melodic element of such phrase, one or a few related tones, while what is essential is
most probably not the precise tones but their proportions, that themselves may be only approximate.
Some characteristics of the intonation described by them may be drawn out of context or not specified
at all. (It is one of the indications they are abstract elements of a phonological system prior to their
29
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projecting into the material.) That is why it would not be appropriate to call 7:&amim “intonemes” or
“tonemes” (though the ending, due to the degree of abstraction, is appropriate). It also would not be
felicitous to use “trope”, albeit it would be a transfer of an almost identical word from Yiddish (an
equivalent of Heb. niggun). That has already been established for a musical cadence or interpolation
traditionally attached to the symbol and relates to singing, not speaking. Moreover, “trope” in English
and Czech alike has already settled in another meaning, which is preferred in more contexts. For
7:&amim, I have selected “melodeme”, which moreover takes into account that the marks have turned
into purely musical elements rather than linguistic in later traditions of synagogue chant. (The term
“melodeme” is not firmly established in the global linguistics so far. Concerning Czech linguistics,
Romportl so designated two or three fundamental meaningful types of intonation contours, which
keeps resurfacing now and then in English translations from Czech linguistic or phonetic papers and
essays. Alternative terms, however, are available in Czech, too.)

F3.1

Classifying Melodemes

It has already been mentioned in the motivational introduction to the present work that the author
finds demanding to believe the traditional teaching that MsH ‘accents’ (apart from being musical
notation) divide the sentence by means of four classes of disjunctives in addition to yet one class more
of conjunctives to mark explicitly an absence of division (i.e. a 5-degree hierarchy of syntactic
junctures). Should that be so, a TN"K reader may find hard to resist thinking that virtually every MsH
sentence is rather hyperdivided. Did they really need those equivalents of so many ,.;-)... so closely
following each other that also phrases counting hardly more than three words must be “divided” with a
distinct symbol? This belief should be challenged.
The traditional Rabbinic classification of melodemes is only into mlakhim, “kings”, and mshartim,
“servants”,31 which corresponds to disjunctives and conjunctives.32 The distribution of “kings” into
more ranks of dignitaries according to their assumed power is a Christian classification that originated
in Scrutinium Sanct. Scr. ex accentibus by Samuel Bohlius, issued 1636 by the Lutheran University at
Rostock.33 It is reportedly the first non-rabbinic study of the melodemes. Interesting is what Gesenius
had to comment it: “The division of the disjunctive accents into Imperatores, Reges, Duces, Comites,
which became common amongst Christian grammarians, originated in the Scrutinium S. S. ex
accentibus of Sam. Bohlius, Rostock, 1636, and, as the source of manifold confusion, had better be
given up.”34 Jewish scholars of Hebrew accepted these classes much later. Theoreticians of the two
groups occasionally tried to ad more categories later. Still, Jewish scholars have earned praise by
Wickes: “One error Jewish grammarians avoided. They did not attempt to classify the MLKhIM
according to their supposed interpunctional value. On the other hand, early Christian writers on the
accents aimed at establishing on this basis a kind of hierarchy, consisting of Imperatores, Reges, Duces,
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Wickes (1881, p. 14) mentioned: “The author of Man[uel] de Lect[eur, a compendium of grammar and masora, publ. by
J. Derenbourg from Ox 1505, Paris 1871] (p. 75) informs us that the MShRTIM, servi, admit of being divided in the
same way, but no particulars are given.
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Babylonian melodemes lacked “conjunctive accents” (Yeivin, 1983, p. 60). It appears that expressions with no
disjunctive melodemes were simply left unmarked. This was the approach of e.g. Yemenite Jewry when they
replaced their earlier Babylonian system for the Tiberian one (Morag 1961, p. 17nn). It should be reminded,
however, that they switched systems in going modern with the effect they understood the Tiberian system already
in its contemporary interpretation that was being prevalent in the Western world. Hence, their Tiberian usage
cannot be considered either traditional, or authentic anymore.
33
Samuel Bohlius (1636) Scrutinium Sensus S[cripurae] S[acrae] ec Accentibus M. Samuelis Bohl[ii]. Rostock. He
also authored (1637) Vera divisio Decalogi ex infallibili principio accentuum, Rostock, before he died in 1939.
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Note 1 to the title A, §15 f, p. 59 of Wilhelm Gesenius (190928) Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar. E. F. Kautzsch / A.
E. Cowley (eds., 19102) Clarendon Press, Oxford.
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Comites, &c. Strange indeed is to find this fanciful and misleading distinction (long ago rejected by
Spitzner) still retained in so standard a Work as Gesenius’ Heb. Gr., p. 52.”35
Though I have to, fairly, admit I found a certain substance to Bohlius’ ranking, still, after an
extensive study of the accents, I cannot help but agree with both Wickes and Gesenius this detailed
classification appears to create tiers in the text that not infrequently seem artificial and inappropriate.
Nevertheless, also Wickes, after presenting apparently complicated processes to arrive at syntactic
(or “logical”) divisions in this “purely musical accentuation”, concludes (1881, p. 101): “For the
discovery of these remarkable laws of transformation we are mainly indebted to Christian
accentuologists of the seventeenth century. They are almost all found in Wasmuth’s Institutio
methodica accentuationis Hebraeae (Rostock, 1664). Rabbinical writers on the accents had not the
slightest idea of them.” He takes up this approach in 1887 (p. 29, note 1): “Jewish writers on the
accents had no more idea of this law [of continuous dichotomy] than they had of many of the chief
grammatical rules. Its discovery is due to the unwearied diligence, with which the study of the accents
was pursued by Christian scholars of the 17th century.” Thus, Christian accentuology obtained a
renewed impetus for their quest to align melodemes with syntax, and keeps continuing on that track.

F3.2

Strain on Syntax

The picture of court society has the feature that higher dignitaries ‘dominate’ the lower (i.e. the lower
disjunctive stays within the domain of the higher one), which corresponds to the modern model of
government in binary trees, to which the dignitaries’ government is convertible: The superordinate
node dominates the subordinate one iff the two are connected through an unbroken and strictly
downward path. A question, however, can be asked if the binary structure was indeed what was meant
by the inventors of the system(s) of melodemes, or is only an outcome of later reflection—as, basically,
all structures that went later through a process of gradual refinement (by keeping to add more detail) is
translatable to a tree (as it contains hierarchy), and if sequences of identical elements were avoided in
the refinement, it is reducible to a binary tree, hence ‘a dominance’ of nodes over other nodes.36 Should
we not rather think if and how much the model is really useful?
The reins and pains of practically all the recent approaches available so far (except Mme HaïkVantoura, whose system is, however, completely incompatible with mine37) is too tightly depending on
35

1881, p. 14–15. (The quoted p. in Gesenius does not agree with my edition. As he renounces imperatores,
comites &c. in his 1910 edition and expressly accepts Wickes, he probably changed his mind.) On p. 15, Wickes
goes on criticising three particularly misguided instances of this ranking. I fully agree with his opinion.
36
The mathematical qualities can be read out of the melodeme trees the more easily, if they were first read in, i.e.
provided the relationship between x and y nodes is defined to make it a structure, no miracle is then if a structure
is later discovered there by another analyst that builds on the previous assumptions. This is circular reasoning.
37
What I appreciate on the system of Suzanne Haïk-Vantoura is her courage to step over the sediments of
younger traditions to boldly look at the system of melodemes from the vantage point of sound rather than
grammar. In a similar manner, I also try to work out from analysing texts in the first instance, rather than from
other party’s opinions concerning the texts. (Many of the opinions are of respectable age. Still, given that no
certainty has been reached concerning the age of the melodemes, available opinions cannot be held correct
simply by virtue of their respectable age.) I do not share the particular results she attained—I must nevertheless
admit I am not educated in music enough to be able to evaluate the asset and likelihood of her contribution. It is,
e. g., the high tonal value attributed to <at> that I find little place for in my interpretation as I expect the
intonation to fall down on <at>. (Surprisingly, it does not sound so out of place in her music, however.) Again,
high tones for <mn> and <mh> would seem somewhat disturbing in the melody contours I try to construct out of
the melodemes. (Anyway, I recognize and respect the logic she employed in establishing the value for <mn>. It
needs a musician well versed in theory, however, to fully appreciate the appropriateness of her reasoning, and
especially, to check if other musically valid approaches are possible. My subjective impression is that texts made
music according to her interpretation feel somehow counter-intuitive in breaking natural phrasing and often not
fulfilling the expectations created by the flow of speech. Opera listeners are, perhaps, accustomed to the melodies
of music running differently than the intonation of natural speech would go. Still, in spite of me being an
occasional opera listener, the impression I feel is the Bible verses in this interpretation are more of strings of
skilfully sung syllables than compact, expressive messages. An absence of a salient melody is what I feel most
unfavourably. Though Mme Haïk-Vantoura claims the melodies that have emerged out of the records are simple,
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syntax and sticking to the concentric model of the domains.38 This also applies no less to the latest
influential model by Bezalel Elan Dresher.39 Though he claims the prosodic model fits the accentuation
best, the prosodic units are nested in the tradition of generative phonology and need to keep domain
borders. My claim is the creators of the marking did not care at all for syntax. They marked only
intonation. If the accents seem to reflect syntactical or other domains, it can be attributed only to the
capability of the intonation to take syntax into account, without, however, being limited to it.
Intonation can be, and often is, fairly independent of syntax. That is why I claim generative domains
should not be maintained as a conceptual basis for trying to interpret the marks.
If we accept the system of hierarchy dominance, where a melodeme domain is ‘dominated’ by the one
that divides it, and if we suppose the domains express grammatical or rather semantic relationships (a
supposition frequent with contemporary accentuologist approaches40), then we obtain for e.g. Gen.
1:21 the following result: WaJJaR:(%) %:eLooHiI"M<7f> KiI_7oO"Bh<sq> is dominated by <7f> in
the field of <zq> (L:MiINeE"HuU<zq>) that starts following <at> from W:%aeTh KoL_NaePhaeSh. It
does not apply to anything prior to <at> as this is dominated by other <zq> (%:eLooHiI"M<zq>), with
the result that “large reptiles” (TaNNiINiM) are not “good” (7oOBh).
Whoever so wishes, can read a confirmation in Is. 27:1, which predicts God intends to punish a
certain particular (%aeTh_Ha–) large reptile (TaNNiIN) called LiWJaaThaaN. Though it does not
necessarily follow from that scripture that this creation was not good (even should it be disregarded the
sense of Is. 27:1 is very probably figurative; cf Dan. 7 and Rev. 13).
On the other hand, fairly obvious message of the whole Gen. 1 passage is to convey the complete
God’s creation is good. The concept that whatever precedes <at> in 1:21 (the domain of the first <zq>)
is exempt out of the claim of both the second <zq> domain as well as 1:31 (KoL_%:aŠaeR &aaŚAa)
appears in a direct conflict with the peshat of those scriptures.
If we take melodemes, not as overcomplicated semantic-grammatical symbols, but as simple
intonation symbols (“simple” as they apply only to the word to which they are attached), we are not
forced to arrive at such conclusions. A semantic logic still remains encoded in such melodemes just
because intonation carries encoded in itself the speaker’s consciousness on semantics. It can be easily
discovered by intonation if the one speaking also understands, or not. There is something as the correct
or appropriate intonation, and in turn, an intonation inappropriate or outright wrong.
Anyway, analysis will come out at most places as similar or virtually the same, only due to different
reasons. For example, in Is. 40:3, QoOL QoOREE"<zq> BaMMiDhBaa"R<Zq> PaNNuU"<7f>
DaeRaeKh Y<at> requires no binary division into domains of <zq> (the larger one) and <Zq> (the
smaller one, subordinated) in order to intone QoOL QoOREE as a separate phrase. This is entirely in
the melodic features of <zq>. If it were supposed to join to BaMMiDhBaaR, there would be no <zq>.
Shall we re-apply the same melodic pattern to BaMMiDhBaaR, the resultant effect will be the same as
in dividing into binary domains: Due to its intonation, it will be understood as an introduction for
PaNNuU DaeRaeKh Y.

they seem anything but simple to me, an inexperienced listener. On the other hand, an obligatory conclusion of
each verse on the same note makes larger chunks of text sound rather monotonous to my ear, and seems to rob
the text somewhat of the inherent emotions.) One could be puzzled by the claim melodies were handed down with
words from the beginning. Arguing no melodemes have been preserved from before 9 cent. CE, is arguing from
silence, and certainly not impossible to respond to. Problematic could possibly be also that the reconstruction was
based on the Letteris Edition, which differs in some details from most standard issues. (A different melodeme
produces a different tone in her approach, which is a big difference in music.) It would be desirable to check if
bringing the differences in line with #A or #L entails musical degradation, or not. It would be interesting to find
out if the Haïk-Vantoura system would produce similar melodies in a Babylonian notation. Does any system of
Babylonian marks suggest a comparable motivation for single notes or tone groups as Mme Haïk re-constructed?
38
Wickes, 1887, p. 31: “One drawback was involved in its adoption. Two or more equal pauses, in succession,
cannot be represented as such. Subordination (variously carried out) necessarily takes place.” Then, he has more
to say concerning this rather serious drawback of this theory of continual dichotomy. For me, it is a clear evidence
of artificiality of the theory, which appears not to capture the natural substance of the system of melodemes.
39
Bezalel Elan Dresher (1994) The Prosodic Basis of the Tiberian Hebrew System of Accents, Language 70,
No. 1, p. 1–52.
40
An example of a modern binary domain treatment: David Robinson / Elisabeth Levy (2002) The Masoretes and
the Punctuation of Biblical Hebrew. Machine Assisted Translation Team, Bible Society in Israel, [PDF].
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One can stumble into discovery with binary analysis in 1Sam. 3:3—the two <zq> phrases on both
sides of <at> are commensurate, so that Samuel possibly did not sleep in the sanctuary at all. Melodic
analysis, however, leads to a conclusive nucleus to close uUŠ:MuU%eeL ŠooKhee"Bh<at> and binds
the two verbal structures into a single unit. The rest of the verse (following <at>) lacks a finite verb,
resulting in an event with a lamp, Samuel and an appended adverbial of place—which, at the end of the
day, allows for the same understanding, and based on the proposed melodic contour at that.
Here are a few places where melodemes do not seem to reflect syntactic structure well.
KiI"<pz> %iM_LiPhNeE<tl> in Deut. 12:18 is certainly surprising since the first two of the three
words is recognized as a lexematic unit, a compound conjunction, KiI %iM. But if not <pz>, then
certainly ‹_› makes the division indisputable.
Prov. 9:3 shows melodemes in striking disagreement in syntax: phrases linked with <mn> where one
would expect a disjunctive, while <at> and especially <rvM> are found inside phrases. &aL_'GaPPeE"
<rvMg> is a noun in construct and should not be cut off. ThiQRAA"<at> &aL_'GaPPeE"<rvMg>
Qaa"RaeTh<sq> is a phrase (made of <at><rvMg><sq>), just as ShaLXAa Na&:aRooThaE"Haa
<mn> is. Please note the correctly pointed ‹Th› at the initial of the next phrase. It was no mistake.
In Deut. 22:6, %oO"<7f> hardly can carry any real accent between <zq> and in front of <at> as %oO
is a formal word. (Both <7f> and <zq> are supposed to be reges, the second highest level in accent
power, just below the top imperatores.) Unlike that, in v. 9b <7f> does divide a phrase from <sq>.
A strange <7f> is found also on Lee"Bh<7f> in Prov. 10:20. It breaks a phrase LeeBh R:Shaa&iIM
which links the second word by <mn> to the next. Melodemes seem to ignore topic–focus articulation.
Accents may be assigned to formal words at times, and it is when they should carry a contrast for
emphasis due to a larger context. One such instance is Num. 32:22 where %aXaR should naturally
receive a contrastive accent. Still, it is linked to the next word, so W:%aXa"R<mn> TaaŠu"BhuU<zq>
is a phrase syntactically correct and expectable within the verse, but much less within its context.
Gen. 40:3—WaJJiTTee"N<az> %ooThaa"M<gr> B:MiShMa"R<rv> BeE"Th<tv> 5a"R<mr>
Ha77aBaaXiI"M<7f> is an example of breaking a long string of annexation with disjunctives. A few
similar cases were observed also by Wickes.41 It can be understood, seeing the overall density with
which disjunctives are distributed. In Gen. 40:3 above, please note that MiShMaR is a construct form
guarded by masorah (it says “1 of 3 pataxs”) to make sure no mishmaar is substituted here. Please note
also that inside MiShMaR BeETh 5aR Ha77aBaaXiIM, which is one long annexation (smixut), there
are <rv> and <tv> breaks. If we are allowed to assume ‘disjunctives’ and ‘conjunctives’ mark no
syntactical, but only phonetic breaks, their presence inside an annexation construct is no problem.
Phonetic breaks are well possible even inside low syntagmatic units.
Wickes (1881, p. 4) complains: “We find, [...], words united, which ought from the sense or
construction to be separated, and separated, where we should have expected them to be united. Nor do
such instances turn up only here and there; they are, on the contrary, of very frequent occurrence.”
But this is exactly what spoken utterance is about. When examining samples of real speech, we find
words linked into rhythmical and intonation units which should have been as it seems kept separate.
And we find intonation breaks, even pauses, where meaning and syntax seem to require a unity
maintained. This complaint of a scholar who made an extensive effort to have read so many Hebrew
texts focused on their accents’ syntactic meaning should provide a hint for anyone who analysed
utterances in any language focused on their prosodic structure. Indeed, the Hebrew accentuation may
be suspected to show properties of natural (not artificial, i.e. not sung) intonation; or at least, it seems
worthwhile to explore the possibility of being so. Conversely, we could go as far as asking if also the
division into disjunctives and conjunctives is not somewhat artificial, or even needless.
To be fair, however, evaluation of Masoretic melodemes should not, in any case, be performed
mechanically, i.e. only in view of ranks and what links or divides what. What should be taken into
account, too, is the length of the extent and the number of tiers subordinated to the evaluated
melodeme in the particular text. A king in a short verse (with no subjects) is certainly a lesser ‘king’
than a monarch of the same rank ruling over long domain with multiple subordinate ‘officials’.
1Kings 11:27 contains an example of tiny city-states side by side, <zq><Zq><Zq><7f> is strange if
they should be read disjunctively. Perhaps dividing was not their primary function.

41

Op. cit. 1887, p. 55 (4), e.g. Gen. 2:9 &ee"C<Zq> HaDDa"&aTh<7f>, also (β), KoL and %aeTh disjunctives.
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1Kings 7:25 provides four tokens of a word, each time in a simple phrase with repeating structure,
but the melodeme is different each time. PhooNiI"M<mnLg> [...] PooNiI"M<azLg> [...] PooNiI"M
<mn> [...] PooNiI"M<mn>. In fact, all four could be considered conjunctives if it could be assumed the
<Lg> melodemes are actually <mn>| and <az>|. But there is not much reason for ‹|› with only some.
The verse in Prov. 21:16 begins with %aa"DhaaM<rv> ToO&Ae<dx>, two disjunctives that seem
quite formal provided they are meant to divide. If a MsH half-verse is ~ <rv> ~ <at>, this <rv> should
have included more than %aaDhaaM only, as this <rv>s function is rather to open a short discourse.
The next verse, 17, opens with much the same structure, but %iISh joins to ~~<dx> with <mn>. What
was the structural difference against v. 16? (Unless intonation was changed to avoid tiresomeness.)
The next verse, in Prov. 21:18, seems to be a difference yet. Unlike v. 17 with seemingly superfluous
disjunctives, here are sparse. Koo"PhaeR<mn> LaCCaDDiI"Q<mn>, though one or the other word
could bear one. All the ~ <at> is a three-word phrase. But again, 18b W:Tha"XaTh<7f>, a preposition
that one would expect to be tied to a noun, is divided off (its noun is linked away with <mn>).
Prov. 15:31 demonstrates mss may differ in opinion concerning these opening words. %oo^ZaeN
has <rv> in #L, <rvMg> in #A (disjunctives) and <mn>, a conjunctive, in #R. If syntax parsing is not
involved, it certainly is not a big issue as disjunctives and conjunctives do not stand in opposition.
Ps. 41:12 presents an instance that appears to turn melodeme junction upside down. In the phrase
KiI,_XaaPha"CTaa<mn> BiI"<at> this B~ (not bh~) seems to show <mn> as if a disjunctive. Reading
this again in the next verse (TaaMa"KhTaa<mn> BiI"<at>), one can ask how frequent actually such
‘misconjuntives’ are. A somewhat less blatant case is when conjunctives do join but not anything that is
really linked in syntax. Ps. 47:7 shows a few <mn>s that can unite perhaps only with intonation.
Elsewhere, of course, disjunctives do disjoin and conjunctives do conjoin. Spots such as Josh. 10:16
(WaJJeeXaaBh:%uU"<mr> BhaMM:&aaRAa"<7f> B:MaQQeeDhAa"<sq>) can be spotted regularly.

F3.3

Two Systems

The Tiberian system of melodemes is available in two versions in TN"K. The more complicated one
appears only in Psalms, Proverbs and Job. The slightly simpler version is used in all the rest of the
books (including the narrative introduction and conclusion to Job). Still, scholars usually resist calling
the one a ‘prosodic’ system and the other a ‘psalmodic’ or ‘poetic’ one. The reason is simple: The 21
books with the ‘prosodic’ system contain much poetry, too. Qualified estimates for TN"K claim as much
as the whole third of all the text is poetry.42 On the other hand, in Psalms can be found passages (be
them often short ones) of a non-poetic type. No clear line can be drawn between poetry and prose in
perhaps any culture, since classification of a text as poetic depends on how many poetic devices have
been applied. It is a matter of degree. A vector of parameters would be more appropriate than a simple
label to identify a text as poetic. (More vectors if the cultural setting is taken into account.) This is the
reason scholars prefer call the two systems rather with clumsy but safe circumscriptions.
The fact that Job 1:1–3:1 and 42:7–17 is in the ‘melodemes of 21 books’, not ‘%"MT’,43 strongly
suggests one point. It at least testifies the Masorete that first attached melodemes to Job knew well
both of the systems and made it a matter of selection (hardly to doubt it was a conscious selection)
which one to use. We may rather safely surmise it was not by chance or personal preference but in line
with the nature of the text he was to work with, at this particular instance within a single book. I see it
evidence the two sets of melodemes are portions of a single system, making two variants of it. These
two variants are not two different stages of development of the system (else it would be hard to explain
why a middle portion of Job is in one, prologue and epilogue in the other), rather variants distinctive by
purpose. As the melodemes ‘of the 3 books’ are more detailed, they fit poetry better. Still a large
portion of Biblical poetry remains pointed with the other variant (there are also texts pointed in parallel
with both systems), so it probably cannot be claimed the 21-book variant do not cope well with poetry.
We can only speculate the 3-book variant as containing slightly more detail might fit higher demands
for recitation. We should not probably mean ‘chant’ by ‘recitation’. This would suit well only to the
book of Psalms. The book of Proverbs only partially and Job finds its place in a public liturgy only
42
43

Cf e.g. Murray Salisbury (2005) Biblical Hebrew Poetry, HUJI course papers, Jerusalem, p. 1. References there.
I have just used two most common labels. %, M and T are initials of Job, Proverbs and Psalms in Hebrew.
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exceptionally (Spanish and Portuguese Jewry at the tisha be-av day; sporadic quotations in funeral
liturgy). I believe the two variant prosodic systems had the purpose to describe a recommended
prosody of speech. The more developed variant of the system was employed to recite the poetic
portions of Job, while its slightly easier variant was enough to describe the prologue and epilogue.
It may be interesting to compare the melodeme configurations of a parallel passage, a text that, in an
almost identical wording, occurs both at 2Sam. 22 (a ‘prosodic’ version)
and as Psalm 18 (a ‘psalmodic’ version).44
2S 22:1
<7f> rise <az><mn> mid rise, fall, then <tv> fall again
note: HiCCiI^L
Ps 18:1
<dx> rise _<cn> long rise, mid fall, then <mr> fall again
vs
Hi,CCiIL_
hence ‹,› is not in stress
2S 22:2
<mr><7f>
fall-rise
WaJJoOMa"R<at>
Ps 18:2
<mr><rvMg> fall, at once high level
WaJJoOMa"R<pz>
2S 22:2
<tv> mid fall
<mr> mid fall
<7f> <sq>
Ps 18:3
<mhLg>| low rise <mr> mid fall
<rv> <oJ>
2S 22:3
<mr><7f> mid fall-rise <gm> high fall <mn rv> level disjunctive
Ps 18:3
<mn><dx> level and rise <mr> low fall
_<rv Mg> level disjunctive
2S 22:4
<7f> <7f>
Ps 18:4
<dx> <rvMg>
2S 22:5
neither words nor melodemes correspond
2S 22:6
till 2.f: <7f> _<sq>
Ps 18:6
<rvMg><mn><sq>
2S 22:6
<p$>
<mn><zq>
<7f><at> (words differ)
Ps 18:7
<mhLg><mn><cn>
<gl><oJ>
2S 22:8
<mh> at another word
<p$><zq> (different words)
Ps 18:8
<il><azLg><rv> (different words)
2S 22:9
<mh><p$><zq>
<mr><7f><at>
Ps 18:9
<mhMc><azLg><rv>
_<mr><at>
2S 22:10 <mr><7f><at> <7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:10 <mn><dx><at> <rvMg><mn><sq>
2S 22:11 <mr><7f><at>
Ps 18:11 <mh><dx><at>
2S 22:12 <mr><tv><7f><at> similar words
_<7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:12 <mh><azLg><rv(other)><mr><at>
<rvMg><mr><sq>
2S 22:13 example of an <at> not concluding a sentence
2S 22:13 <7f><at> then other words
Ps 18:13 <rv><oJ>
2S 22:14 <mr><7f><at> <7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:14 <il><azLg><rv> <dx><mn><at>
2S 22:15 <mr><7f><at> other words
Ps 18:15 <mn><dx><at>
2S 22:16 <p$><mn><zq>
<7f><mn><at> <mn><zq>
<7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:16 <mh.azLg(!)><mr><rv> <cn><gl><oJ> <mn.mn(2 mn on 1 word!)><at> <rvMg><mn><sq>
2S 22:17 <mr><7f><at> Ja,MShee"NiI<7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:17 <mn><dx><at> 'Ja,MShee"NiI<rvMg><mr><sq>
2S 22:18 <Zq><7f><at> <mn.zq><mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:18 <rv><mr><at> <rvMg>_<mr><sq>
2S 22:19 <7f><mn><at> <dr><tv><7f><sq>
Ps 18:19 <mr>_<at>
_<7r><mn><sq>
2S 22:20 <mr><7f><at> <7f>_<mr(mr+,)><sq>
Ps 18:20 <{ mr}><at>
<rvMg><cn><mr+,><sq>
2S 22:21 <mr><7f><at> <mr><7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:21 <mn><mn><at> <mr><rvMg><mr><sq>
44

Reduced to a terse extract, melodemes refer to a contour theory developed and proposed later below. Few
inconsistencies may appear as the original comparison was made in an older version of transcription than is in H.
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2S 22:22
Ps 18:22
2S 22:23
Ps 18:23
2S 22:24
Ps 18:24
2S 22:25
Ps 18:25
2S 22:26
Ps 18:26
2S 22:27
Ps 18:27
2S 22:28
Ps 18:28
2S 22:29
Ps 18:29
2S 22:30
Ps 18:30
2S 22:31
Ps 18:31

<mr><7f><mn><at>
<mr><7f><sq>
, _ <dx><mn><at>
,_<rvMg><sq>
<mr><7f><at> <7f><mr><sq>
<mn><mn><at> <rvMg><mr><sq>
<mr><7f><at>
<7f><sq>
<mn><mn><at>(other words) <rvMg><sq>
<dr><tv><7f><at>
<7f><mr><sq>
_<mn><mn><at>
<mr><rvMg><mn><sq>(slightly different words)
_<7f><at>
_<mr><7f><sq>
<mr><at>
_<mr><rvMg><sq>
_<7f><at>
_<7f><sq>
_<mr><at>
_<rvMg><sq>
_<mr><7f><at>
<mr><7f><sq>
{,_dx} _<mn><at>
diff. <7r><mn><sq>
,_<mr><7f><at>
<7f><mr><sq>
diff. ,_<dx>[mn]<at><mr>
<rvMg><mr><sq>
<mr><7f><mn><at>
<7f> _<sq>
,_<dx><mn><at>
<rvMg> _<sq>
<7f><mn><at> <mh><p$><zq> <mn><zq><7f><mr><sq>
<cn><gl><oJ> _<mr><at> <mr><rvMg><mhLg><il><sq>
This verse, identical in 2S and Ps 18, shows the 3-book melodemes as more accomplished.
2S 22:32 <mr> _<7f><mn><at>
<mr><7f><mn><sq>(words do not agree)
Ps 18:32 <mh><mn><dx><mn><at>
<mr><rvMg><mr><sq>
2S 22:33 <mr><7f><at>
<mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:33 <dx><mn><at>(words do not agree) <7r><mn><sq>(disagreement)
2S 22:34 <mr><7f><at> <mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:34 <mn><dx><at> <mr><rvMg><sq>
2S 22:35 <mr><7f><at> W:NiXa"Th<mr> _<7f><sq>
Ps 18:35 <mn><dx><at> W:,NiX:aThAa"<mr> <_rvMg><sq>
2S 22:36 <_7f><mn><at> <7f><sq>
Ps 18:36 _<cn><gl><oJ> {mr at}<mr><sq>
2S 22:37
<mr><7f><at> <mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:37 similar <mn><mn><at> <mr><rvMg><sq>
2S 22:38
<mr><7f><at>
<mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:38 similar <mn><dx><at> ,_<ga><sq>
Please note W:LOO,_'%aaŠuUBh<ga> has a special rvMg-type melodeme with no <rv>.
2S 22:39 <mr><7f><mn><at>
<7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:39 (diff.)<dx><mn><at>
<rvMg><mn><sq>
2S 22:40
<mr><7f><at>
<mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:40
<mn><dx><at>
<7r><mn><sq>
2S 22:41 <mn.zq><mr><7f><at> W:%oo"J:Bha"J<mn.zq> i.e. ~~^~~^
<7f sq>
Ps 18:41 <rv><mn><mn><at>
W:,%ooJ:Bha"J<rv> i.e ~,~~~^
<rvMg><sq>
(‹,› in front of the word replaces 1st of 2 melodemes)
2S 22:42 <7f><mn><at>
<7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:42
<mr> _<at>
(similar) <rvMg><mn><sq>
2S 22:43
<7f> _<at> _<mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:43 <rv><mr><at> <7r><mn><sq>
2S 22:44 <zq><7f><at>
<p$><mn><zq>
<mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:44 <cn><gl.ol>*<Jr>
(similar)<dx><mn><at>
<7r><mn><sq>
*The other member of the pair <gl.ol> makes ol+Jr equivalent with the following word,
where, however <Jr> looks like <mr>. In the intonation concept it is not a big issue.
An interesting comparison: The 2S 22 MeeRiIBheE"<7f> &aMMiI"<at> has rise and close,
the Ps 18 <cn>, then MeeRiI"BheE"<gl.ol> (accent on <ol>!), then &aa"M<mr> = (following <cn>):
mid fall and rise, rise, next word: mid fall—i.e. approx. the same intonation described with different
melodemes. It seems to suggest they are (apart from accent marks) non-accentual intonation symbols.
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2S 22:45a
Ps 18:45b
2S 22:45b
Ps 18:45a
2S 22:46
Ps 18:46

<mr><7f> _<at>
_<rvMg> _<at>
<mr><7f><mr><sq>
<mn*><dx><mn><at> *L:Šee"Ma,&<mn>
<mr><7f><at><7f><sq>
_<mr><at><rvMg><sq>
an example of a long word ~,~~,~^ where 2S 22:46 has not a single ‹,›
2S 22:47 _<7f><mn><at><Zq><7f><mr><sq>
Ps 18:47 _<dx><mn><at><rvMg><mr><sq>
2S 22:48 <Zq><mr><7f><at><mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:48 <rv><mn><mn><at><7r><mn><sq>
2S 22:49
<7f><at><p$><mn.zq><mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:49 (different)<rv><oJ><mn><dx><at><mr><rvMg><sq>
2S 22:50 <tv><mr><7f><at><7f><sq>
Ps 18:50 <mhLg><7r><mrLg><at><mr><sq>
2S 22:51 <7r><mn><at><dr><tv><mr><7f><sq>
Ps 18:51 <cn><gl><oJ><mh><azLg><rv><mr><rv><sq>
The comparison was not a trivial matter as different forms and words were used at several places. But
largely, the two pieces of poetry showed high coincidence of textual matter for making the comparison
rewarding. As different melodeme systems were used for each version of text, the complete coincidence
in melodemes was hardly to be expected. Surprisingly, similarities were present throughout the text—
in an average that was conspicuously greater than if two independent approaches were taken, though
in quantity not so high as might have been expected from a consistent syntactical parsing, seeing that
the syntax of identical text should be identical.45 What corresponded more in each text were shapes and
directions of melodeme symbols rather than the exact identities of melodemes or classes assumedly of
roughly comparable syntactical roles in the standard theory. If contours were drawn between marks,
the resultant shape would be similar more than would be adequate to the exact configuration of them.
Two conclusions can be drawn from it: (1) The two systems appear to be similar enough to warrant
the opinion they are but two versions within a single system. (2) Similarities in shape that appear
greater than might be coincidental suggest the forms of the symbols may be iconic.
Interestingly, a pashta, which is not a psalmodic accent at all, may appear at Ree'&:aKhaa"<p$> in
the poetically ‘accentuated’ Prov. 27:10. It would strengthen the conclusion the two arrangements are
but variants of a single system. But #A seems to offer Ree"&:aKhaa"<mr.az> as <az> projects up from
the mid-top of ‹Kh› perpendicularly (no masorah) and #L is not persuading as the mark is squeezed.

F3.4

Icons, or Symbols

F3.4.1

Above and Below the Line

Both the Babylonian and Palestinian practice in pointing vowels is supralinear, while the Tiberian
practice is sublinear. The reason might have been the prosody, which has been the part and parcel of
the Tiberian practice, and possibly its primary portion, would collide with a pointing if it were
supralinear. Should it had been so, the collision would be mainly in positions, since there are only few
symbols in all the practices that are similar in shape. Anyway, xoolaem and r:via& interfere by shape
also within the one Tiberian pointing. Revell46 claims Tiberian melodemes were employed also together
with Palestinian pointing (which obviously cannot yet answer the question if the melodeme system was
or was not earlier than Tiberian vowels).
45

It most probably did happen elsewhere. I have found (near) correspondence in words and melodemes in 2Kings
1:3, 4, 6 and 16 (differences seems marginal to me). Again, vv. 10 and 12 come very closely to each other. What
appears interesting is the parallel <mn><rv> // <mn><zr>. This all is, however, within one system of melodemes.
46
Ernest John Revell (1977) Biblical texts with Palestinian pointing and their accents. Scholars Press for the
Society of Biblical Literature, Missoula, p. 37ff. Cit. in Sáenz-Badillos, op. cit., p. 90. Even then, however,
supralinear melodemes remain supralinear and sublinear sublinear, or show to be too diverse to re-classify.
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There are two kinds of tropes by means of which the Ten Commandments are read. They are called
ta‘am elyon and ta‘am tachton (lit. the “uppermost sense” and the “undermost sense”). The difference
between the two is “musical” but not only musical.
Ta‘am tachton is the regular trope of this passage as part of the Scriptures. The special trope—ta‘am
elyon—breaks up the sentences differently, connecting the whole of the Decalogue into one long
sentence, which is used only in the public Torah reading to resemble the Sinai revelation. Expectedly,
most communities follow that version only on Shavuot, the Festival celebrating God’s gift of the Torah.
This doubling of melodemes betrays that b. Ašer received the melodemes as a tradition and did not
create them according to his own pronunciation, exactly because he has reproduced the tradition in its
two versions for the Ten Commandments and imbedded both into the text without deciding on which
one is the better one. Keeping the two versions, he had to go into such extremes as introduce double
vowels, too, if one version had to have a vowel lengthened at a phrase conclusion, while the other
version had to keep its regular, contextual form. Exod. 20:3 as well as Deut. 5:7 agree in pointing the
phrase &aL_PaaNaa;a"J<sq:rv> (with # missing in Exod. in some mss). It is not paanaaja, the two
vowels could not simply be put under as slim a letter as ‹N›. Please note also _TMuUNAa"<pz:zq> in
Exod. 20:4 and <zq:pz> in Deut. 5:8. These are two options, their order at the letter does not matter.
The same is with MiMMa&aL later in the same verse. Mutually incompatible choices are striking with
words such as K|oL_M:La(%)KhTae"Khaa#"<sq:sg> in Deut. 5:13 (no # in Exod. 20:9) containing ‹|›
and ‹!› on a letter (‹K!|›) as well as impossible ~^~#^. (This also seems to confirm <sg> as a linking
melodeme between two words rather than describing a one-word melody.)
Melodeme doubling can be found also on a few words in Gen. 35:22, where WaJJiShKa"Bh<Zq:p$>
has both <Zq> and <p$> (which makes no sense together) ~ BiLHAa"<7f:p$> ~ %aaBhiI"W<at:zq> ~
Ji5Raa%ee"L<at:sq>. The reason is obviously to make the verse, alternatively, to conclude with <p>,
the end of a traditional petucha division prior to the regular verse end with # soph pasuq. Only one <at>
preceded with <7f>, only one <sq> preceded with the other <7f> was to be understood and read. As
with the double Decalogue marking, this also confirms the pointing scholars worked with alternatives.
Two melodemes on a single syllable are also found over ZAe in Gen. 5:29. Marginal masorah in BHS
claims “superfl. melod. 5×” but is silent concerning their identities. #L Mm says “once”, #A is not
available for the verse. Their appearance in the BHS print is identical with <gm:Tl>. <Tl>, however, is
prepositive, so its placement here seems improper. #L does not appear to throw in much light, too. The
one clear symbol (apart from a tiny dot inside) is the Mm pointer (to “once”). Prior to it, a thick double
slanted slash is seen, a bit too long for a regular melodeme. Still, it looks as <gm> more than anything
else. The reason for <Tl> in BHS is unclear to me (was it for the tiny central dot in the circellus?).
Standard prints of #R reverse the order and the footnote claims it should be read <Tl:gr (sic!)>.47 Here,
it should be reminded #R is an edited resource, not a genuine single witness. The purpose of putting
<Tl> before the <gm> (called <gr> in the footnote) might well be only to put <Tl> in a more probable
place. Too many uncertainties have piled up on this spot to try to put it forward to confirm anything.
Two points, however, can be made fairly certain from the doubled Ex/Deut Decalogue passage (in
the first place), from 2Sam22/Ps18 parallels and a possible sequence of melodemes on ZAe (of unclear
composition and order). (1) Any consistent inherently syntactic marking would hardly be possible with
such variability. Unless it was musical marking (a competent musicological analysis would be needed, I
cannot provide more that a layman’s impression from the later wide variance of individual musical
contents that seem hardly compatible with each other to retrace back to a common source), speech
intonation seems as a well possible second choice. (2) A. b. Ašer has worked with alternatives and put
them side-by-side into the record. We have seen and assumed this principle in operation with vowels
already. These few places, then, provide additional confirmation that indeed this was b. A’s policy.
In consideration of what might have been the reason for two layers of melodemes regularly placed
above and below the line, it should be taken into account also what Kelley et al.48 point in commenting
BHS masorah: The oft-quoted Heb. traditional terms mil&eel and milra&, well-known as distinguishing
ultima and penultima accented words, can also denote melodeme placement above and below the line.
47

The original 1524 print is not clear in my copy. Out of the three signs, the longish first one could be both <gm>
and <Tl>, but given the thicker upper end and the standard order in #R, <Tl> is assumed. The last one is a blot
that could be anything. The middle one appears as a clean reversed <ol>, which would be out of place, however.
To see <gm> or circellus would require too much wishful thinking, so abstain from speculation seems the safest.
48
Kelly / Mynatt / Crawford (1998) The Masora of BHS. Introduction... Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, p. 139–140.
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(Cf the Mm note to PS. 27:13 where it refers to supralinear and sublinear dotting out of L?uUL?EE?.)
Then, mil&eel can indicate a ‘longer’ vowel and milra& a ‘shorter’ kind. Then, mil&eel implies that a
word prefixed with B–, L–, K– includes the article, while milra& points to a B-/L-/K-word with no
article. Then again, mil&eel can be applied to waw consecutive verbs, while milra& to regular forms.
The span of meaning attached with the idea of above and below seems too wide to search through
available literature for individual comments relating to melodeme placement unless such a research
would be really exhaustive and comparative. This is, however, not in the intention nor the technical
possibilities of the present dissertation. What is can be done is consider a few options to see whether
any reasonable conclusion can be reached this way.
One suggestion might be that the supralinear melodemes signify the more important symbols, or
vice versa. The chief symbols are, undisputedly, <sq> and <at>. The next ones in importance are, then,
above the line and then again the below and above appears mixed up until the least significant ones. No
consistent assumption could be made on this distribution. Also, very frequent pairs of <qd><gr> and
<mr><7f> make units, in which <qd> and <mr> link to their ‘heads’ <gr> and <7f>, respectively.
These, however, are placed on the same row. No ‘head’ row can be identified in MsH graphics.
Any ‘longer’ and ‘shorter’ versions of melodemes do not make much sense, given that melodemes are
fairly evenly distributed in text, one melodeme on one word most of the time, ultimas and penultimas
without regard (often not on accented syllables at all).
The foregoing 2Sam22/Ps18 comparison made an observation that seems at least stimulating to
follow, work out and check. Supposed the melodemes graphically show what was expected to be made
with voice (either on the background of gestures, or simply by the concept of ‘higher’ tones above and
‘lower’ tones below, which can be derived from universal human circumstances, rather than attributed
to a specific culture). Such very rudimentary diastematic marks would forego only few hundred years
before the Western world saw elaborate and fine-tuned full diastematic systems of musical notation.
Ps. 115:1 is one of the places where the distribution between the upper and lower rows of melodemes
seems to correspond well to the emotional charge of the words. LOO"<mh> Laa"NuU<mr> Y<rv>
LOO<ol> Laa"NuU<Jr> suggests by its graphics the phrase might have started in low tones (whatever
the specific contour was) on LOO, then go on with a low fall (<mr>) to conclude the first phrase. Its
repetition starts high on the Divine Name (<rv>) and via the 2nd LOO (still high) goes down to
conclude it again. If <rv> is not a contour melodeme but a diacritic (an option to be suggested below),
the intonation would culminate only on the 2nd LOO, but not at all improbably.
One more point should be considered before provisionally accepting the working concept of iconic
representation in melodemes. The established idea concerning directionality of our speech is
horizontal in keeping with the linear directionality of writing in the Western world. Still, in English as
well as in Czech, a vertical mental image survives and keeps resurfacing in phrases such as “the above
mentioned” in the sense of ‘foregoing’, or “follows below” in the sense of ‘later on’. It is no doubt
upheld with the vertical arrangement of lines, one below another; we never pile them up. We also put
columns and pages rightwards but do not make it explicit in (and concerning) speech. (Possibly with
an exception of modern phonology that uses ‘right’ and ‘left’ in the sense of ‘later’ and ‘earlier’ in the
utterance. For me, it is an unacceptable cultural arrogance and I will not use these terms in this work.)
The vertical image used to be prevalent in ancient thinking also in language communities that wrote
left to right just as we do (e.g. Greeks). Speech, to a degree differently from writing, went on top down.
It could be a possibility that the Masorete melodemes would be more iconic concerning speech
modulation if we turned them 90° left. For example <dr> or <sh> would show distinct roll and
ripple in the intonation contour. Other melodemes that appear falling would in turn become rising and
vice versa. This should be stored as another option to check provided the model presently to be
considered would turn unacceptable in a later stage, or kept on being unsatisfactory for too long.

F3.4.2

Beyond Basic to Broad

The process of conservation of the text went probably in stages. The other alternative, i.e. to create
such a complex and complicated system in one go, is not entirely impossible, only an extremely skilful
personality would have to be supposed, too. Even then, developmental stages are well probable as the
inventor of the system would launch ever more complex versions in his effort to cover more aspects of
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the text and be more comprehensive. Well conceivable is to surmise the melodeme marks came first to
suggest pronunciation to speakers with a fairly good language intuition. As the command of MsH
deteriorated in the population, more mistakes were made, until the time came for safer marking. Then
vowel pointing might have been introduced. The complex graphics of the melodemes, however, leads
one to suspect that what might be hidden inside is a phonological or phonetic concept of the way the
vowel symbols should be treated. Their visual appearance might be worth consideration. The most
salient feature, the placement above or below the line, was already paid attention to. With some marks,
their shape seems also well in line with their recognized function: <at> shows “half” almost pictorially,
<sq> is no less suggestive in its meaning “finished”. Before speculating more on the shapes of other
marks, a question should be raised, in what way the known functions of the marks would fit in the
developmental model we consider rather safe to suppose.
For simplicity, let us start with the less complex model first, the 21-book ‘prosaic’ system.
(I) Two marks stand out markedly out of the rest of symbols, due to their placement inside the text
rather than above or below it, and their size comparable more to letters than other auxiliary symbols.
They are paseq | and maqeph ━.49 They are fundamentally intuitive symbols of division and connection,
and indeed, this is exactly what they mean. We could think of them as the possibly oldest layer of MsH
marking. They might well existed long before the inventor(s) of the system known today as ‘Tiberian’50
brought the system into being. They might have originated in times when inserting signs inside the text
rather than only around was not yet considered sacrilegious. When the Tiberian system finally came, it
might have simply inherited these two symbols with the rest of the text and put the pointing around,
finding its way to project the inherited tradition of pronunciation onto the text that occasionally could
indicate otherwise. It would follow for today’s interpreters that the paseq and maqeph marking need not
be always in line with the rest of the Tiberian system. If a tension could be detected on more spots, it
might be considered an evidence that paseq and maqeph are an older layer.
Possibly, yet another mark could be ranked into the same broad category: soph pasuq : (transcribed #
here). It is the verse divider and must have been introduced into the text when this basic unit was set
off. It should be noticed this colon-like symbol was (subsequently?) taken up by other signs that also
marked an end of a unit, the shwa for the end of syllable, and the zaqeph melodeme to conclude a unit
of prosody (see below). Generally, a double-dot shape seems to be a medium member of a scale of the
type of punctuation frequently employed in scripts of the world, a single dot ⠂, a double dot ⠅, a triple
dot ⠕ , a quadruple dot ⠪⠂. The single-dot symbol is not impossible to imagine as having been used
originally, too, for minor divisions. If it was, it might have been converted to the r:via melodeme later,
when the Tiberian system stepped in. The triple dot (unless s:golta preserves a memory of it) as well as
the quadruple dot might have never been used in Hebrew, or are lost with no trace.
(II) The next logical step would, then, be the introduction of the melodemes of the fundamental
division of sub-verse units, silluq <sq>, atnach <at>, s:golta <sg>, zaqeph <zq> and r:via <rv>.
These are symbols to mark out sort of ‘milestones’ on the road through the verse. Its end, <sq>, and
halfway, <at>, have been mentioned and are quite graphic. They are put below the line. The other three
‘milestones’ consist of dots and are put above. Putting them below would be unfortunate as it would
entail collision with vowels. If, however, no vowels were in place at the time these stage-2 signs were
introduced, no collision would happen and the place below would, in fact, seem quite logical if the
presented logic was indeed valid. What might happened was that <sg>, <zq> and <rv> was moved up
as soon as vowels began to take their place they are found today. Or, their place above the line might
have been conceived since they were first introduced, independently of any vowels. Then we should ask
for a possible reason. Seeing these are concluding signs of intonation units, they might reflect the tone
of the intonation nucleus in their placement. The strongest marks, <sq> and <at> close off the largest
units that most often conclude with a fall of melody, a conclusive nucleus to mark off the unit came to
an end. The weaker marks (‘subordinate’ in a syntactician’s language, though no syntax needs to be
supposed in the background) are put above the line possibly to mark a nucleus with an inconclusive
intonation to indicate a continuation of speech is expected. It is common in languages the inconclusive
49

The oldest mss have | as no bar, rather a short line | , much like melodemes but inside the row. Also ━ is tinier.
The provenience of the system is not known. It is called ‘Tiberian’ as the ben Ašer family lived in Tiberias. Since
Aharon b. Ašer (#A) inherited the system in its virtually complete form from his father Moše b. Ašer (#C), and no
textual witnesses have come down to us out of the several preceding centuries, ‘Tiberian’ is a conventional label.
50
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types of intonation contrast with the typical fall of the conclusive nuclei. This is achieved either by
turning the intonation contour up, or simply by not turning it down (keeping it levelled), which may be
felt as a rise anyway. Hence their supralinear placement.
For the interpreter today, an important conclusion follows. The first question that comes to mind for
anybody who is in search of intonation contours is: Can the yes/no-question intonation rise be read off
the data? It would follow from the model of the possible historical development as it was just sketched
here that is most probably could not. If the original marking scholars were happy with simply marking
off a few fundamental units inside the verse, positions where the public reader might pause off or break
his intonation, lay a heavier accent or simply look forward in text to acquire another chunk of speech,
their marking might have been quite schematic and not reflect any ‘real’ intonation contour. The
reason why <sg>, <zq> and <rv> are up and <sq>, <at> down might well have been because their
respective units usually finish conclusively with a fall or inconclusively with a rise; they might have not
been concerned what the real intonation contour were at this stage of the development.51
People rarely realize there is fundamental difference in intonation between yes/no and wh-questions.
In Hebrew, even many or most yes/no questions are lexically marked in the sentence with a question
word. The need to mark a specific interrogative intonation explicitly in Hebrew was then probably low.
Some of those instances where a question can be assumed in spite of not being explicitly marked so can
be inferred from the context even today. The more so it must have been for a speaker with a command
of MsH closed to native.
(III) The third stage of development could have been the effort to fill in the stretches between the
main dividers with hints concerning real melody. As it was suggested above, speech intonation is
supposed for this early stage rather than music. Alternatively, only the logic of the primary dividers
might have been developed further. Both options should be considered and evaluated from the corpus.
Possibly, they may not be two competitive options at all as they need not be viewed as exclusive. It is
true that, often, recurrent patterns of melodemes seem to persist throughout larger stretches of text,
giving impression the marking was quite formal at times. But this in fact is what often happens in real
speech, too. Patterns of intonation are activated, grow repetitive, up to the point of being tiresome
sometimes in reading by inexperienced speakers, until they finally sink into the background of the
mind and die out from active use, to be replaced with other patterns, quickened with a structure that
appeared in the text, and may keep coming back for some time, too. Identical or very similar patterns of
melodemes occur in TN"K close to each other. Still, repetitiveness alone cannot be taken as evidence
that the marking was formal, disregarding any real intonation.
As soon as this system of secondary melodemes appeared or, better, started to develop, the initial
(supposed) dichotomy high–low might show as to coarse-grained. Some secondary melodemes needed
to cross an imaginary mid-level or reach it, but as it would have to write inside the line of letters to keep
the visual logic (which was probably unacceptable already, and impractical anyway), the need was to
put them either above, or below.
The MsH melodeme marking may make the impression, in its final version, of a remarkably fine
description of (supposedly) intonation. In a way, it is true. Still, it would be vain to look there for some
categories recognized in modern phonology. As any discrete description, it expresses only some
aspects of speech, and leaves others out. The aspects expressed in it are those, which a public reader
well acquainted with the language, especially a synagogue lector, might consider practical. The
melodeme system possibly does not deal with what was easy to anticipate and fill in, out of the general
sense, such as concluding questions and statements correctly once they have begun. Native speakers
(which, admittedly, they were not) complete correct contours almost automatically, provided they are
familiar with the text. It is, regrettably, not always the case. But it is more a matter of discipline and
good preparation rather than marking, so the scholars needed not inevitably take that into the account.
Beside question–statement, the melodemes may perhaps fail to be invariably and consistently
sensitive toward the prosody of the topic–focus articulation. This might be seen in colloquial utterances
with an emotional tenor, such as 1Sam 4:16 and 22, which seem to have melodemes as any regular
51

Wickes, 1887, p. 4, n. 6, believes “that owing to the purely musical character of the signs employed, it was not
possible to mark the interrogation, exclamation, parenthesis, &c.” Provided, however, the interrogation,
exclamation etc. is primarily marked in nucleus, then if it coincided with <sq> and <at>, the information must
have been lost to explicit marking. Then it was indeed not possible, but not due to an assumed musical character.
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verse had had regardless of what portion of the sentence carried possibly the emphasis.52 On the other
hand, they come out fairly well in some places. One of them that has surfaced in my notes (though it is
poetry, not to say a song): Ps. 137:3 ShiI"RuU<mr> 'Laa"H<rvMg> MiShShiI"R<mr> CiJJoO"N<sq>.
The topic–focus articulation then certainly deserves to be researched more thoroughly in this theory.
(IV) When both the basic and the secondary melodemes were in place, inadequacy of strict phrasing
might have been felt in poetry. Though it may not seem so in the first sight as poetry must fall in with
form, by definition, implying that narrative text can be freer, poetic “negative capability” demands a
greater formal freedom for its forms alone. In narratives, typically, in all prose, regularly, and in some
verse, too, logical advance from retrieving the topic up to focusing on what is assumed to be the new,
appears to be the fundamental and all-pervasive dichotomous structure. Despite the fact <at> is so
strongly reminiscent of caesura, poets would be the first to protest should it be imposed, with lectors of
poetry to follow suit. It may, then, not be far fetched to suppose a book of poetry (Psalms can be a good
assumption) was equipped with a re-designed system of melodemes with no ‘empty’ phrasal markers,
no binding dichotomy in the verse and, consequently, more flexible application of marks. The book of
Job is a testimony that this re-designed arrangement was felt it was ‘poetic’ and was not a separate
tradition of development, as the original punctuator knew them both and employed them with a
purpose for each. A prototypical proverb could be given as a prototype of informational dichotomy. The
more fitting would have seemed the <at><sq> structure for some of the pieces, the more inadequate
would be felt the <sg><at><sq> structure for triplets and utterances of less simple structures.53 Or,
was the reason for Ps/Job/Prov redesign only a historic accident? Was the development stopped before
we could obtain Song of songs, Lamentations, some or all of the Later Prophets or even all of the books
re-pointed in this more flexible system? So far, we cannot tell. We are able to follow history only in the
moment that pointed copies of TN"K began to spread throughout communities, each of them began to
cultivate their own musical patterns, scholars of various traditions started to muse and explain what
they thought was useful for their readers to know on the melodemes and pointing in general. Beauties
and intricacies of synagogue music might have eclipsed the logic of simple speech intonation so much,
that when bright minds sought again to decipher the logic of these mysterious patterns, two far more
complicated systems began to be constructed on the ground of an erstwhile natural growth.
To think of melodemes in terms of sound that is not necessarily an elaborate music, does not require
to go as far as that. Israel Yeivin,54 too, thinks of a melodic classification that is more alike a melodic
contour of natural speech than ornamental elements in melody of synagogue chants. He maintains “the
typical accent clause would seem to have followed a pattern,” which he calls an “arc”, whose three
points, beginning, middle and end, could consist in melodemes of three pitch categories. A melody line
would then proceed from the mid point (“high, raising and exalting the voice”), then culminate (“high,
raised”) and descended to its lowest pitch during the concluding nucleus (“the names for which mean
low, standing, stopping”). The set of the mid-pitch beginning consists of <pz>, <Tl>, <gr> and <Sh>,
the culminating one comprises <zr>, <rv>, <tv> and <Lg> (which one? all of them?) and in the concluding
fall he ranks <p$>, <zq> (both, I assume), <7f>, <at> and <sq>. Though I do not embrace details of this
model, I consider it closer to my idea than the established strictly syntactic representation.

52

In my view, it should have been Na"STiI<mn> (v. 16) and GaaLAa"<mr> (v. 22) unless the band of intonation
was already narrow, i.e. depressed. An actor could be able to make it sound dramatic even constrained as it is.
53
An example of a more intricate structure: Prov. 24:27 splits in 3 phrases by sense: “Complete your work outside
<rv>, get it ready for you in the fields <at>, only then you can build your house.” <rv> is no major melodeme here,
they are “outside”<azLg>, “you”<at> and “only then”<rvMg>. 1st and 3rd are key words, 2nd marks a pause
(please note Ba55aaDhAa has no nasog axor). The phrasal marking and semantic peaks unfold in intertwining
patterns. For simpler structures, 3'b made greater use of legarme melodemes. In modern prints, the | is a
conspicuous character for an ordinary melodeme symbol that gained importance due to its position immediately
to catch the eye. In mss, it is much shorter many times, but still the dominant melodeme is very apparent. A
simple structure and rather flat intonation in Ps. 36:1 could make one hesitate where to put a break. <ilLg>, i.e.
<il>+|, though not recognized by many theorists as a melodeme on itself, will make it immediately noticeable.
54
(1980) Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah (transl. and ed. E. J. Revell), Scholars Press, Atlanta, p. 168.
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F3.4.3

Individual Melodemes

The Hebrew names of melodemes are generally considered arbitrary. Increased attention is to be paid,
then, to the shapes of the marks to check if they can be iconic of gestures that were likely and natural
visual expressions of how to lead intonation, or more broadly, prosody. It should NOT be ruled out in
advance, too, that the shapes of melodemes could possibly distinguish the power of accent, i.e. its
linguistic force (it is commonly recognized), or as much as the strength of stress, i.e. its physical
contrast in a foot, which could be expected to have some bearing on the rhythm of speech.
Still, the order the melodemes are listed below is not strictly by ‘strength’ (otherwise <olJr> had to be
taken up early), only the phrasal melodemes are grouped first. The two subsystems are dealt together.

F3.4.3 (1)

Silluq

55

<sq>

The Ashkenazic and Sephardic name silluq <sq> means “going away”. Characteristically, it appears
only on the last word in front of the : mark sooph paasuq, “end of verse”, ‹#›. <sq> may seem
superfluous, given that verse ends are signalled very clearly by sooph paasuq. Still, there are a few
exceptional cases where sooph paasuq is not so unequivocal. If sooph paasuq is missing, <sq> is the
sole mark of the verse conclusion. A few instances have been mentioned, more will be reminded below.
Two points should be noted:
(1) The proposed theory considers <sq> a melodic mark, # as structural. The fact they mostly agree
can be explained by a simple assumption the intonation agrees with divisions of text. It is surely causal,
but can be considered a sound method by naqdanim they formally distinguished the two approaches.
(2) The verse structure was largely established in the times of naqdanim (save verse numbering, that
was non-existent yet). The structure might have been considered, and probably was, a part of the Holy
Text. In <sq> then they had a tool to discuss the structure in some instances, infrequent as they are. In
Gen. 35:22 (mentioned above), an alternative <sq> has concluded the verse at the end of a petucha (a
traditional partition) where the larger section has arrived only to <at>. Two more such instances in
Torah are found in the two versions of the Decalogue: Exod. 20:2ff and Deut. 5:6ff, where they enable
double partitioning for two different manners of using.
The short perpendicular stroke of <sq> can be reminiscent of ‹,› which may not be incidental. Both of
the symbols are rather plain signs marking out an accent with not much of the intonation contour
predefined. With <sq> the reason might be that the word preceding so closely and persistently the #
end-of-verse symbol needs nothing more than mark out the accent’s position. The proper intonation is
implied by the context (that will have been known by having read through the whole verse up until the
terminating symbol). In most cases, the intonational nucleus will be conclusive (falling). With ‹,› the
reason might be that it marks out stress rather than accent, which is a potentiality, mostly materialized
weakly or not at all, with infrequent effects on the intonation contour. In most cases, the mark seems to
implement what is usually called ‘secondary stress’; but its usage appears to be wider. (We could ask if
the Masoretes recognized stress apart from accent, i.e. what is termed ‘secondary stress’, anyway.) This
attempt for an explanation would allow for taking it as a single symbol utilized in two functions with
very different effects, which still can be described with the same parameters.56 57

55

For a fairly complete list of naming differences, please refer to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantillation (1. 5. 2012).
Not to give examples for the obvious in print, checking #L and #A for Ps. 35:25 Bi,LLa&:aNuU"HuU<sq>, it
can be confirmed the difference in direction, / \, is almost imperceptible. The two signs look practically identical,
| |. On the contrary, the #L hand for T:PhaLLee,SuU"N<sq> produced a strikingly different result. While ‹,› is |
as expected, <sq> is written as a clearly oblique stroke / slanted in about 55° to the line. The / | contrast side by
side is hard to explain (unless, of course, the scribe intended to add an evidence to my melodic theory; it would be
naïve to jump at that conclusion). #A misses ‹,› under ~Lee~ and its ~SuU"N<sq> is fairly perpendicular. Also
#R puts <sq> to ~SuUN (no ‹,›), so the accent is t:phalleesu^n, not t:phallee^sun as might also be considered. Ps.
60:10 gives results diverse yet: for HiThRoO&aa^&iI, in #L, <sq> is twice as long as ‹,›, both are perpendicular.
#A offers only <sq> (a clear downward stroke), while ‹,› appears either erased or molded away (or simply absent).
57
Mme Haïk-Vantoura claims <sq> and ‹,› are the same and mean the same: a tonic. What with ~,~"<sq>, then?
56
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It may be interesting to observe that in old mss <sq> tilts slightly, having been drawn somewhat from
upper left to bottom right / (in effect, it reminds <mr> then),58 as if to illustrate what could be inferred
from its position in conclusion: It fairly certainly indicated a fall in intonation, a conclusive nucleus. In
Ps. 89:7, an interpreting dilemma occurs due to it. The BHS prints the last word of the verse %eeLiIM#
with <sq> missing. #L, however, shows a slightly slanted / growing out of ‹W› in 'W:NoORAA^ of v. 8
next line. Its melodeme is interpreted as <"rv'Mg> in BHS. But if it were <rv>, its “Mg” part / would
only be a slanted <sq> of %eeLiI^M, exactly the way it is in #A. (There it shows both %eeLiI"M<sq>#
and 'W:NoORAA"<rvMg>. Also #R prints both <sq> and <rvMg>; but since I assume its melodemes
were possibly edited heavier than other aspects of the MsH text, I do not give it weight enough.) The
version of BH3, provided it was only #L what was taken into account, and not #A nor #R, is somewhat
overstated as the thin single line with plenty of free space around cannot be interpreted both ways.59
However, the fall of a conclusive contour need not apply always in <sq>. An example can be 2Sam.
4:9, whose direct speech comes to <sq> with %:aShaeR–introduced subordinate clause that can fairly
certainly be supposed to carry an inconclusive nucleus (a level or a rise) only to conclude in the v. 10. It
is the same in 1Kings 9:10, also Ps. 89:31 and 32, which are all conditions in a conditional sentence yet
to be concluded; also Ps. 114:1 and 124:2. A somewhat similar case, though not so clear as the
preceding one, can be found also in 2Sam. 11:19 and Ps. 87:1; 95:7. A conclusion would be rather
premature in 1Kings 14:7. On the other hand, lists with <sq> # inserted before the sentence can finish
in the following text may be taken as further examples of inconclusive <sq> nuclei, such as 2Sam.
17:27 and another in v. 28. In a way, 1Kings 9:1 fits to this category, too (an infinitive with K–); the
sentence crosses <sq> # <p> there. To evaluate nuclei, however, it should be kept in mind a nucleus
has to be a semantically important word (unless improperly accented, which is always heard and felt as
a mistake; a reader’s mistake, which is exactly what we suppose MsH scholars worked to save their
audience from). Instances are found in TN"K, where <sq> is attached to a word that does not appear as
really prominent. A few examples: in Judg. 9:1, the word is LEEMoo"R<sq>, so it is in 1Kings 15:18. It
is difficult to imagine any conclusive fall in intonation. Also frequent instances of the type as found in
Prov. 28:17, %aL_JiThM:KhuU_BhoO"<sq> raise a question if indeed _BhoO was the nucleate word.
(Cliticized words, though appended to a more semantic word, still regularly obtain the accent for the
whole accentual unit. It makes an impression the accent assignment might have been rather formal in
such cases. Did they really attempted to describe any living-like pronunciation?)
At times, the placement of <sq> is switched with the vowel so that it was put in front of it rather than
to follow it. The switched <sq> can be observed not infrequently in #L. I have arrived to no explanation
concerning it, though it does not concern <sq> only. (It is especially common with ‹,›.) Perhaps a sort
of permission or insecurity was admitted by the scholars.60 Here are a few examples, taken out of the
3'b subsystem (as I have no 21'b excerpts for it, but the phenomenon is not rare): Ps. 6:3 &:aCaaM"aaJ
<sq>, note ~"aa~, no ~aa"~, 9:13 &:aNaaJ^iIM (Mm note to q# ~WiIM but it hardly relates), 10:1
BaCCaaR^Aa, 79:12 %:aDhooN^aaJ, 89:3 W:HaGh:R^iIM, Prov. 15:5 Ja&R^iIM, 22:7 MaLW^Ae.

F3.4.3 (2)

Atnach

<at>

The Ashkenazi version of the Sephardi name %athnaax is %aethnaxtaa. Both of them mean “pause,
rest”. Its graphic or gives no uncertain suggestion of the mid-point of the verse.61 The latter shape
seems to be older. (If the original shape were it would be a vain speculation.) According to Wickes
1887 (op. cit., p. 16) atnaax in the Babylonian pointing is a supralinear .
Almost every verse in the 21-book subsystem of the TN"K is divided with it and many in the 3-book
subsystem, too. Still, quite a number of them have no <at> even in the 21-book portion, some of them
are: Deut. 12:4 (middle is <zq>), 15:1, 25:4, 28:5 (7f), Josh. 15:37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 45, 48, 49, 50,
52, 53, 58, 16:4, 19:20, 21, 1Kings 22:45, 48, 2Kings 1:1 etc. For 3'b subsys. without <olJr>, cf Ps.
58

See e.g. Zach. 12:3 Haa%aa"RaeC<sq> in #C (by Moše ben Ašer, Old Cairo Genizah, 895 CE). It can be noticed
HaHuU"(%)<gr> is made perpendicular | in the same ms, as if concluding a rise-fall in bajjom hahu ↷ with a
natural hand gesture. Both <sq> and <gr> could be interpreted as concluding melodemes, but on different levels.
59
As there is no masorah to the issue in both #L and #A (and Weils’ masoretic comment in BHS does not concern
the melodemes), seeing #A shows <sq>, I assume BHS should have read W:NoORAA"<rv>, not <rvMg> for #L.
60
...such as, at times, can be seen in vowels, too; e.g. in Deut. 31:21, NiShBaa"&TiI<sq> has its pausal form with
‹aa› in #L, but a contextual form NiShBa"&TiI<sq> with ‹a› in #R despite the formally strongest <sq> ‘accent’.
61
A “pause” or “break” is more appropriate, cf Josh. 15:33, 48, 61, where the very 1st word has the <at>.
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71:21 (<rv>), 128:4 (<rv>), Ps. 119, which contains as many as 27 verses without <at> amid the other
149 vv. with it, i.e. cca 15 % of all the verses have no <at>.62 It is not surprising they are short verses.
Still, a long verse can also lack <at>, such as Deut. 13:13. Please note the ‘highest accent’ is <rv>,
which is but a medium-ranked dignitary in the established 21'b hierarchy. The verse has 11 ‘accented’
words, <rv> being the 3rd one, not exactly the middle by any standard. An analogous case is found in
1Kings 7:11—the verse of 6 words has <rv> on 1st, <7f> 5th; it is, again, anything but typical
hierarchy (not advertised by its plain sense). 1Kings 9:20 has 11 words with <zq> on the 7th, roughly
the middle. Two similar medium-sized verses are 1Kings 21:17 and 21, <zq> on the 2nd, then 22:29 (7f
4th). Ps. 147:20 (3'b subsys., no olJr) has 7 words (10 lexical units, 2 <rv> on 4 and 6).
On the other hand, there is at least one verse that ends in <at># rather than <sq>#, Num. 25:19.
The syntactic theory of ‘accents’ thinks of the melodemes as sophisticated pointers to the syntactic
composition of the verse. Reading then that »Eli called Samuel saying: “Shmuel, my son,” to which he
replied: “Yes, sir?”« (1Sam. 3:16), one would place the strongest internal divisor between “saying” and
“Shmuel”. But this is not so, <at> divides “my son” and “to which”. Supposing <at> is but a pointer to
the melody of speech, its placement attaches to syntax only indirectly. Even should <at> indeed be a
divisor inherited from an earlier stage of the development (3.4.2 II), as soon as it became integrated
into a system describing intonation, it turned into a break in the prosodic sense of the term.
The quoted scripture can also help warn against too hasty attaching a particular contour to <at>. The
Eli’s utterance did not have to have, and probably had not, a prototypically falling intonation. It can
also be deceptive to allow oneself to be affected too much with a European feeling of the oH syntax in
evaluating the intonation potential. In 1Kings 22:2, a short WaJHiI clause ends in <at> to be followed
with a longer, fully semantic clause. One could easily be persuaded an expectant rise should come at
the <at>. That might well have been so. But WaJHiI is not a temporal adjunct, despite of being
translated so in most versions. Formally, it is an independent clause in a compound sentence. If it
ended in a fall (at the <at>), it should not be so surprising. On the other hand, a fall is difficult to
imagine in e.g. 1Sam. 27:2, 2Sam. 2:12, 2Kings 8:16, 23, 10:34, 14:23, Prov. 10:18, 21:23, 24:8.
Almost as difficult, though a fall might be forced in, is in 1Sam. 27:7, 2Sam. 12:12, 19:4, 1Kings 21:15,
16 (please note the initial KiShMooa& each time), 2Kings 2:1, 3:5, 12:11 (analogous syntax) On the
other hand, a falling intonation if maintained may provide a new drift to mainstream translations or
demand short sentences, see 2Sam. 18:19 and Prov. 16:8. A most clear fall, which would be difficult to
interpret otherwise, is e.g. 1Kings 13:4, TiPh5u"HuU<at>.
There are also yes/no questions that start H:a– and end in <at>. The question is whether the question
with H:a– should be considered analogy to wh-questions (fall), or yes/no (rise)? One is in 2Kings 2:3
and recurs again in v. 5. Another such question is in 2Kings 3:7.

F3.4.3 (3)

Segolta

<sg>

The name used here is Sephardic by origin. The Ashkenazi name is Segol (saeghool), which might
collide with the vowel sign so called. The meaning of <sg> is “bunch of grapes” (from its shape, which
looks like a bunch of grapes),63 so it does not refer to its function or usage at all. This is generally
recognized as setting off the first part of the verse before <zq>/<Zq> or <at>. Its graphics (one more
dot over <zq>) suggests this initial division was considered stronger than any <zq> that might follow
prior to <at>. Unlike <sg>, the number of <zq> was not restricted to one.
Another visual feature of <sg> is that it was not put on any syllable inside the word, but followed the
word, being set off over the top left corner of the last letter, as if trailing the word or the whole unit.64
62

Vv. 2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 17, 24, 26, 33, 34, 36, 44, 46, 47, 48, 52, 54, 57, 64, 68, 103, 112, 124, 130, 140, 144, 145.
The ●●● vowel ‹ae› is known as saeghool, too. One of the possible ways to think of the development is to suppose
segol was assigned to ●●● first. When ●●● appeared, the ●●● was renamed segolta, but some still have kept the old term.
64
The practice of duplicating postpositive signs (i.e. following the word) on the accented syllable, except the
ultima, extended to <sg>, too, in some mss. If ultima, it did not duplicate, as if it carried the sign. Strictly, this
was a simplification, as it was the last letter, not syllable, what carried the postpositive sign, and better yet, the
sign used to be slightly set off toward the blank that followed. (These fine details cannot be always read off safely
from mss. Especially large signs like <sg> used to be squeezed where they happened to fit in the handwriting. In
my experience so far, both #A and #L followed similar practice of putting it off the last letter if there was space, or
on its top left, sometimes surprisingly even if there was space. #A maintained more space between the lines, so
<sg> appears often more print-like.) I consider the placement an important detail for guessing on a possible
63
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The unit preceding <sg> should be taken into account with the view that it had to be two or more
words. If only one word was to be set off for a special beginning, it was considered as too short a span
for <sg>, and shalshelet, <Sh>| was used instead, | always followed with a | separator, a psiq, paseq.
Should any specific contour be speculated about for <sg>, the shape of <sg> might suggest an arc,
which needs more words and is hard to intone or recognize on a single word. A sign that often occurs
inside this stretch of speech was zarqa, <zr>, which appears to support the idea of an arc in segolta.
In 2Kings 1:16, <zr> occurs three times inside a long stretch concluded by <sg>. Interestingly, two of
them are adjacent. The configuration is <az><gr><mn><rv><gr><mn><zr><zr><mn><zr><mn>
<sg>. (I have marked disjunctives semi-bold.) Assuming that <mn> just maintains the contour as set,
the span appears to culminate close to the end of the whole unit. The verbal content appears to confirm
the assumption: <mn><zr> is a name (baal zebub) and the structure is: (a) introduction (ends in <rv>)
(b) accusation that indeed climaxes in <zr><zr><mn><zr> and descends to <sg>.
In 2Kings 4:29, the <sg> unit also peaks in ~ ~ <zr><sg> (though other readings are also possible,
but not much different from the one proposed). In larger extents, more options are possible, such as in
2Kings 23:4, but most natural appears the one that perceives three peaks corresponding to three
groups of people mentioned, ~ ~ <tl><qd><gr> ~ <zr> ~ <sg>. The next word seems to start a new
contour, just as in 4:29 (where it was even more apparent). At least these 2 out of 3 do not support the
concept of <sg> contour spreading on.
For guessing at intonation, emotional or otherwise emphatic settings are helpful as their naturalness
can be imagined more easily. The well-known story of Elijah–Baal conflict offers a <sg> unit, too, in
1Kings 18:21. The opening challenge is: <gm> ~ <zr> ~ <sg>. This 5-word challenge would be difficult
to intone otherwise than ▃▁▅▁▇ and keep its force.
1Sam. 20:41 is a two-word <sg> unit, consisting only of <zr><sg>. The contour seems flat.
Interesting is LEEMooR<sg> in 2Sam. 6:12. The unit consists of <rv><mn><zr><sg>, out of which
only <zr> carries enough semantic content (David) to be considered a peak. <sg> is on a formal word.
The context makes it even stronger as ‘David’ stands in contrast to the ‘Obed-Edom’s house’.
In Gen. 34:30, it might be discussed if the longer, 4wd ~~~<zr> is more important, or 2wd ~ <sg>.
The 2-word “You got me in a jam!” is certainly a reproach not dispassionate. But seeing the <zr> rests
on ‘Levi’, whose (and Simeon’s) act of violence Jacob well remembered until his deathbed (cf Gen.
49:5–7), the question could be what word makes the real peak of the <sg> unit after all.
The research question to follow up is, then, how often the <sg> unit culminates on the last word, and
conversely, how frequently it has an internal peak. This is more important question than it may seem at
the first sight. Given the paucity of <sg> units, chances are they are less formal (their occurrence was
triggered as needed, not as it was just at hand) and their complete collection might be easier to analyse
than vast lists of melodemes always in stock. At the same time, <sg> being a phrasal melodeme, it may
give a clue to the question if the nucleus contour in phrasal melodemes was lost, or is still retrievable.
It is perhaps not surprising <sg> may induce pausal forms at times. Even if the follow-up research
proved <sg> words are rarely if ever nuclei of intonation themselves, pausal forms appear to be more
the issue of speech rate than intonation. As <sg> quite obviously concludes a phrase, the typical phrase
end slowdown, a common natural speech phenomenon, appears to apply. Wae%:eMaaC<sg> in Deut.
31:7 seems to be the pausal of Wae%:eMaC. A pausal form, however, does not come regularly. In Ex.
12:23, MiCRaJiM is found (not Micraajim such as in Gen. 21:21 under <sq>). In v. 22, BaSSaPh<sg>
is found unlike BaSSaa"Ph<at> in the same verse.

F3.4.3 (4)

Zaqeph

<zq>, <Zq>

The name zaaqeeph, both Ashkenazi and Sephardic, means “upright”, which can refer either to its
graphic shape, or be an allusion to a hand signal if we accept the assumption gestures stood originally
behind the signs. This melodeme has two specifics. One has been already alluded to: Unlike most other
disjunctives, <zq> can appear more times in a verse. The other reminds somewhat a feature of <sg>: It
concludes only two or more words. Should only a single word be the actual domain of <zq> (also
melodic contour as it suggests visually it might affect the following word, too, or signal that the word with a
postpositive melodeme set up parameter(s) for a larger stretch of speech, e.g. with a pitch change. Duplicating
<sg> was not practiced in #L nor #A, so we will not consider it. Only <p$> was duplicated there, obviously to help
distinguish it from <at>. This helps assume the duplication was formal with little or no impact on the contour.
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maqqeph-united phonetic words, cf Deut. 2:36), a modification of the sign has to be used. A small line,
reminiscent of |, is added to follow it, as if to stress its disjunctive character, . This smaller version of
the mark is called, surprisingly, “a great zaqeph”, z. gaadhool, <Zq> (conversely, the greater version is
sometimes termed z. qaa7oon, “a small z.”, to put things clearly). It applies frequently when two <zq>s
should come in close succession. Then the second one has to be <Zq>, perhaps not to fuse their
contours in a familiar text, ~~ <zq><Zq>. Strangely, in Lev. 20:17 one can read HuU"(%)<zq>
W:'NiKhR:ThuU"<'az"zq>, that is ~~ <zq><az.zq>. If they were syntactic, it is +~~ <zq><~Zq> what
should be the only acceptable configuration. (One word is one word.) Provided, however, intonation
was what is dealt with, the <az> conjunctive melodeme does matter as it either alters the contour, or
adds enough detail to description (not to anticipate the exposition below) so that there is no reason for <Zq>
anymore. If it concerns a word or two, it does not actually matter as the melodic description deals with
strings of syllables primarily, while parts of speech or lexical units are only a secondary concern if
any.65 (Strangely, in Deut. 18:14, the <Zq> unit W:%aTTAa"<Zq> counts as many syllables as or more
than the <zq> unit in LOO"<mn> Khee"N<zq>.) Other such cases are found in Judg. 5:31, 1Kings
7:17, 13:25 (note v. 28!), 14:6 (note <Zq> before) and 2Kings 2:15, <zq><mn.zq> (not <mn.Zq>).
Deut. 2:20 and 2Sam. 6:3, however, present downright exceptions: <zq><zq>. (Syntax of the two
places has a clear and strong break between <[~<zq>]clause><clause[~<zq>]>. Was <zq>, after all, a
different type of intonation from <Zq>, anyway, that the general rule was ignored on these junctures?)
A one-word phrase, of course, occurs after stronger breaks, typically <at>, cf 1Sam. 15:28, or the
start of verse, as in Exod. 29:38, 2Sam. 7:1 (in fact, a start of <p> section), 15:7, 17:27 (<s> section),
1Kings 15:3. (<Sh> can appear in such contexts, too. It could be assumed, then, that <Sh> was used if
explicitly different intonation was needed.) In 2Sam. 15:26, <Zq><Zq> is observed, in 1Kings 2:12 it is
even at the beginning of the verse. In 1Kings 19:4 and 2Kings 2:14, <zq><Zq><Zq>. An exception is
apparently <zq> following <at> in Judg. 7:7 and at the beginning of Josh. 1:16 (or, was ‹,› in
Wa,Ja&:aNuU"<zq> effective? such as in Josh. 22:21 following <at>? just as in Judg. 20:6 and 1Sam.
16:5 following <zq>? and as in 1Sam. 8:4 in the beginning?). Again, two melodemes in a single word
seem to be a reason for <zq> to be on the initial word of Josh. 19:17, 1Sam. 10:26, 20:23, all #
~<az.zq>.
One may ask at times, if a syntactic division should really be implied, even with such a strong ‘accent’
as <zq> and <Zq> are supposed to be. In Ex. 29:34, <Zq> clearly splits an annexation unit (smixut),
which should not be if it were used in a syntactic function.66 The placement of <Zq> at 1Sam. 5:8
seems to disturb a verb-object link in a short clause. Perhaps only an echo melody from the preceding
<zq> was intended. Also in 1Sam. 10:26 (&iMMoO"<zq>), as if anticipating v. 27 (where it seems
more in line with parsing and intonation). In Judg. 18:3, was repeated heemmaa a factor? Also in Judg.
7:6, Haa&aa"M<zq>; was no weaker disjunctive adequate? But in 2Kings 9:25, again,
B:XaeLQa"Th<Zq> 5:DhEe"<7f> NaaBhoO"Th<mn> HaJJiZR:&EELiI"<at> is an annexation unit
with two disjunctives inserted, <Zq><7f><mn><at>.
Concerning its particular contour, an assumption has already been made above, with other phrasal
melodemes. If a hypothesis could be accepted that is an early divisor, a sort of ‘mini-sof pasuq’, an #
mark repeated at the ends of any sub-verse phrase that is not marked otherwise, trying to match it with
any specific contour might be useless as it was simply lost. An early assumption might be a descent. A
clear fall is 1Kings 20:33 (Ben-Hadad’s life depended on it) and v. 34; also 2Kings 2:2, 4, 6 (Elijah
meant it).67 Quite a number of both <zq> and <Zq> usages have already been pointed to, however, that
appeared not to fit into a descending melodeme. Also, in Josh. 22:24, Ma(=H)_LLaaKae"M<Zq> could
hardly have carried a fall as the message would be incomplete should it conclude amid the phrase. It is
apparent even more in Judg. 5:5 where MiPP:NeE"<Zq> is a construct demanding to continue; it could
not be a fall. (But its syntactic function is even more unclear. In fact, seeing <7f> follows, which is
assumed to be a low rise, the fall seems slightly more appropriate than any syntactic unit; cf Josh. 10:40
65

The verse is noteworthy also with what follows: L:&eENeE"<7f> B:NeE"<mn> &aMMaa"M<at>. Please note
l:&eeneé b:neè &ammaám is an annexation unit, a smixut; and <7f> is a strongish disjunctive, such as it should
find no place in the middle of this fundamentally indivisible syntagm. If only melody is concerned, it is no issue.
66
Interestingly, this rather long smixut is <Zq><mr><7f><mn><at> (disjuctives in bold), a not very syntactic ‘look’.
67
With <Zq>, it might be noted that an added element is found also with <gm>, <tv>, <pz> and <mk>, all
of them related to a kind of fall or descent in the present theory. It can be observed these melodemes have no <Lg>
legarme version. Was it superfluous to append a specific concluding sign | to them? But it does not concern <zq>.
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for a similar configuration with CiWWAa"<zq>. Was it an incomplete fall? Such as <zq><mr><7f> in
2Sam. 3:11, again inside a construction? There, no division makes any sense.) In Josh. 22:29, all the
<zq>s come at somewhat inappropriate places for a conclusion in melody, though at least syntactically
they do coincide with junctures. In 1Kings 7:17, Haa%aeXaa"Th<zq> demands a contrastive accent (to
HaShSheeNiI"Th<sq>) and such is hardly achieved with a fall. (Please note haa%aexaath is a pausal.
The same form is under <rv>, an ‘accent’ a rank below, in v. 18.)
If a break in pitch or an option to make a pause in speech is accepted (a pause in speech need NOT be
coincidental with any syntactic juncture68), occasional ‘pausal’ forms under <zq> are explainable. Lev.
24:16 shows JuUMaa^Th under <zq> and <sq>. Also Ex. 31:14 has it under <zq>, while v. 15 offers it
under <sq>. Juumaath is a pausal form, perhaps even more frequent (due to its meaning?) than its
contextual counterpart juumath. (Interestingly, the pausal JuUMaaTh is found in Deut. 13:6 under
<rv>, an ‘accent’ of a theoretically lower force yet.) The pausal TiShMoo"RuU<zq> occurs in Lev. 26:2
(vs TiShM:RuU"<zq(!)> in v. 3). uU,Sh:aMaa"&<zq> for ~sh:ama& of Deut. 5:27 (5:‘24’ in some #R
eds.), Maa"JiM<zq> in 8:7 (no large unit is concluded).69 Melodemes may be rhythm-related, too.

F3.4.3 (5)

Revia

<rv>

The etymology of the name (used in both Sephardic, and Ashkenazi terminology) is clear, it derives
from the root ‘four’, so it means something as a “quarter”. The reason, however, why it is related to ‘4’,
is uncertain, and more equally plausible explanations exist. Wickes (1887, p. 19, note 40) claims “here
and there in lists (e. g. in Chayyuǵ” [i.e. Judah ben David Hayyuj], “p. 129” [Kitab al-Tanqit, The Book
of Punctuation] “) the name y[ybr is found. This change of the original name, if not a corruption, may
have been due to the (incorrect) notion that R. marks the fourth pausal division of the verse after
Silluq, Athnach, and Zaqeph.” Though I share with Wickes in not sharing the syntactic partitioning by
‘accents’, I hesitate to dismiss this concept altogether as “quartering” is what one can see <rv> does to
the verse (either in the meaning “cut into smaller parts”, or “partitioning a half into halves,” in which
latter sense it would do the same as <zq> if <at> was counted in, or cutting up <zq> units if <at> was
ignored). Wickes himself offers a translation “resting” (op. cit., p. 128) [perhaps from the root R-B-&
in the meaning “lie down”?], which he comments: “The name may refer to the pause, or the character
of the melody, ‘resting,’ ‘sustained’.” [It might also relate to counting four short notes for one long in
music, if not too advanced concept for the time.] He rejects the reference to the squared character of
the diamond-shaped sign as it appears in modern prints (raabhua& in Heb.). He points out that the
sign is a regular point in mss as well as old grammarians. I can only confirm that, in #A and #L, it looks
indistinct from ‹oo›,70 which modern printers probably tried to differentiate more clearly.
Anyway, its affinity to <zq> seems striking. One can hardly resist believing it should note a node one
step below under <zq>, whatever it might boil down to in the final analysis. In melody, the pitches
concerned might be comparable, only the divisive force might be less with <rv>. Such an interpretation
would have to take both <zq> and <rv> as inconclusive melodemes, which would seem to fit <rv> even
better than <zq>. 2Sam. 13:15 beginning with a clause <mn><rv><p$><mn><zq> can provide an
example for <rv> being on a lower ‘rank’ than <zq>.
Still, in spite of displaying apparently lesser divisive power, a pausal form occasionally appears even
under <rv> (just as under <zq>). Deut. 13:5, 6 shows both cases, ThiShMaa"&uU<zq> (v. 5, for
tishm:&u^), JuUMaa"Th<rv> (v. 6, juma^th).
Another feature <rv> shares with <zq> is that it can appear any number of times in a verse (virtually,
on any side of <zq>).71 Two in a row are e.g. in Ps. 46:5, # <rv><rv>, 71:3 and 133:2. On the other

68

Pausing only in junction is recommendable beyond question. Real speech does not always follow it so much,
that it has become a stereotype in mediocre acting in Czech. Its acceptability, however, seems culture-related.
(This does not include breaks in lists as in Josh. 23:2, substantiated and natural, though not in syntax.)
69
An Ex. 28:42 pausal Bhaa"Dh<zq> is interesting for another reason: In v. 40, a defective spelling is under <zq>
in KhuTT:oNooTh within two verses. Either oH accents were different, or orthography was independent of it.
70
...or other points. Cf Neh. 8:10 #L in Ma,M:ThaQQiI"M<rv>, where <rv> has the same size as other points,
such as the one closest to it from ‹:› belonging to %iKh|:LuU on the line above.
71
The rules in their more precise formulation need to add that another ‘accent’ of the same rank as <rv> divides
directly in front of <zq> (and <Sh> or <7f> if demanded by other rules). The exposition above simplifies it since
the intonational interpretation of melodemes does not need strict ranking nor specific derivations of the ‘accent’
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hand, there is one specific difference from <zq>. While <rv> is a melodeme in both of the sub-systems
of marking, <zq> is used only in the ‘21 books’, not the ‘3 books’. <rv> in turn has two forms in the 3book system, one seemingly ‘stronger’, rvia mugrash, and the other the simple rvia. A separate
subdivision will be devoted to the rvia mugrash, <rvMg>. Here, the simple <rv> will be dealt with.72
The first question to check is if this traditionally disjunctive ‘accent’ really does disjoin. Some places
confirm the concept, indeed. Lev. 25:28, ~~ JaaDhoO"<rv> DeE^ ~~ makes a break that prevents ‹D›
in the latter word from becoming ‹Dh›. Prov. 4:4 is a very clear break. In 1Kings 11:3, it seems even to
compete with later <zq> for importance. If <zq> is absent, as in Prov. 26:1, it halves the domain of
<at> itself. In 2Sam. 6:2, a disjunctive <rv> may even be functional in safeguarding the double
occurrence of Shee"M<rv> Shee"M<mn>. Many later mss re-point the first token, most of the versions
(including ancient ones) make it into one, modern editors consider it dittography, but the melodeme
witness is unequivocal: The first SheeM should be kept distinct from the second one. The Masoretes
did it by means of <rv>. Ambivalent testimony is offered by 1Sam. 8:11. ZAe"<rv> does not look like a
break very much. But JiQQaa"X<rv> later in the same verse is a pausal form of a contextual jiqqax
(you can find the same form under <at> in vv. 13, 14 and 16). A pausal GaaBhaeR (for gaebhaer) is
found also in Ps. 128:4 (the verse has no <olJr> nor <at>). If a minor break is considered as the
function of <rv>, many of the places can be thought of with a rising melody, which does make a break,
but elicits continuation at the same time. Such is Josh. 22:27, which supplements the information
provided prior to uUBheENeEKhae"M<rv> and a rise appears more probable than a fall.
On the other hand, <rv> breaks phrases that should have remained compact, such as an annexation
construction, a smixut, following X:aMee"ShaeTh<rv> in 2Sam. 21:8. Another instance is in Ps. 131:1,
where, however, the heading ends in <olJr>, the strongest ‘accent’ inside verse in the 3'b subsystem. It
may be interpreted that <rv> here indicates intonation rather than any syntactic disjunction.
In some poetic lines, it is difficult to discern any difference between disjunctives and conjunctives. In
Ps. 119:17, clauses are <7r><mr>, <rv> and <mr><sq>. The only two disjunctives are <rv> and <sq>,
but the <rv> word clause, %ae,XJAe, can attach equally well to the preceding or following clause, too.73
Prov. 25:8 could even be somewhat informative, provided an iconic pitch hypothesis is accepted to
check. <olJr> suggest with both its name and its shape it might be a rising melody (before a fall).
%aL_TeeCEE"<mr> then could be a low rise (if its graphics is taken as suggestive). LaaRi"Bh<rv> is
found somewhere in between the two. Admittedly, its supralinear placement may have a different
historic reason (3.4.2(II) tries to warn from jumping to conclusions), even if its character is assumed as
(mostly?) inconclusive tones. <rv> might be supposed to be a moderately high rise, so that sequences
such as <il><rv> in Prov. 27:27 may be even slightly descending. Sequences such as 1Sam. 16:18
<tl><az><gr><rv><az><gr> might then have sounded as a calm suspense, even more characteristic in
17:12, <tl><az><gr><rv>, making a high arc, a mild ascending and descending intonation rounded off
by <rv> in its end. Such an arc could be used for compound items, too, see 1Sam. 26:12,
<mn><tl><az><gr><mn><rv>, which make the lector read them in one go rather than break them up,
due to having projected them on such an intonational arc. In Ps. 41:14, ~ <azLg> ~ <rv> make a twopart unit integrated in a larger clause. It shows <azLg> and <rv> might be similar in pitch, while <rv>
supplies an end-of-phrase signal. (It should be kept in mind, however, that <rv> has somewhat weaker
directly in front of the ‘accent’ unit head. They can be understood as onsets of nuclear contours, i.e. ‘derived’
from the shape of the melodic contour (or other features of the nuclear intonation) rather than due to any rules.
72
Actually, ‘simple’ <rv> is not so simple in the 3-book subsystem, as it can rank in three degrees of strength, a
‘king’ in place of the <at> or a royal <pz> in plain structures, a ‘small’ <rv> directly in front of <olJr>, and a
‘great’ <rv> more distant from <olJr> (but both ranking in the same dukedom). This can be perplexing (but it is a
maze created by a theory, all the <rv>s and <pz>s look the same), so no wonder Mme Haïk-Vantoura seems to
claim something different (op. cit., p. 39 and note 23) in her musical theory of melodemes, i.e. <rv> has different
names in the prosodic and the psalmodic systems, hence also different functions. As she apparently did not mean
<rvMg> (could not, as she interpreted doubled marks as sequences), I can ask why <rv> should look the same in
both subsystems? Or, why <rv> should be the only one to differ in names and agree in function? (As far as I am
aware, <rv> is one of the few melodemes termed the same in all four major traditions, Ashkenazi, Sephardi,
Yemenite and Italian.) Generally, one melodeme can be known under various names and, occasionally, two
different melodemes can have the same name in various traditions. There is not much that could be safely based
on sameness or difference in names.
73
The next verse, 18, has two clauses, <mr> and <at><rvMg><sq>. No ‘disjoining’ seems to apply in the two
verses. What makes most sense after bringing the syntax, meaning and melodemes together is pure intonation.
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power in the 3-book subsystem than in the 21-book subsystem.) On the other hand, <rv> in Ps.
119:145 &:aNeeNiI"<mr> Y<rv> is difficult to think of in a high pitch (unless really high in emotions).
It is difficult for me to make any sense of the ~<mr> ZoO"<rv> ~<olJr> in Ps. 132:12. If more such
sequences would be found, they could render the whole hypothesis as (fundamentally) wrong. (One or
few cases might be explained away pointing to the possible older layer of #/<at>/<zq>/<rv> division,
that may be in a tension with later fully intonational marking. It is less probable, however, that the
Masoretes would not care to bring the older system in line with the newer one in most places.)
It might be surmised both <zq> and <rv> might have been the same height, with <rv> providing a
more inconclusive contour, or a contour more persistently inconclusive (since, as we saw above, one
cannot be conclusive concerning the <zq>’s inconclusiveness).74

F3.4.3 (6)

Phrasal Melodeme Category

The characteristic piece of intonation that modulates the pitch and possibly brings out changes in both
timing and amplitude just prior to the end of an intonational unit is called the nuclear tone. It is endued
with meaning in most languages (perhaps it is one of the language universals) and, if a linguist is out
for a dependency or governing of any kind, she or he can consider it a head of the whole intonational
unit. The preceding subsections (1)–(5) have probably dealt with the spots in the contour that used to
have such significance. From this viewpoint, the melodemes concerned might have been called nuclear
melodemes. The trouble is we do not deal with the nuclear tones themselves, but only with graphic
symbols that occur in text on places where such nuclear tones were probably located. Their exact
melodic content is not known, only assumed (in a hypothesis that may be wrong), and—in line with the
assumptions—it was lost in the stage-II historic development (also assumed), before the stage-III full
intonational description integrated these stage-II symbols. For this reason, phrasal melodemes appear
as more appropriate to term the group of the ‘strongest accents’. (Please note some of the equally
‘strong’ ‘accents’ have been excluded. Specifically, they are the compound <olJr> and <rvMg> symbols
of the 3-book subsystem, that seem to suggest by their visual composition they can be evaluated as
later stage symbols designed specifically to describe melody rather than delimit phrases.)
Dealing with phrasal melodemes, it is important to keep in mind the ancient times knew no parsing
for the purpose of parsing, since written text was not supposed to stay within the confines of writing.
The ancient age knew no silent reading. “To read” was always to read out loud. Hence, any phrasal
marker must attach to a nuclear tone for the readers, who select the tone in keeping with the sense of
what they read. In our mind, the four phrasal markers, two supralinear and two sublinear, fit well into a
2×2 matrix: 2 contour tones (a rise, a fall, i.e. inconclusive and conclusive) by 2 ‘strengths’, a stronger
and a weaker marker—namely <sq> a stronger conclusive melodeme,
<at> a weaker conclusive melodeme, (*)
<zq> a stronger inconclusive melodeme,
<rv> a weaker inconclusive melodeme (*).
A word of caveat must simultaneously be added to disassociate such conclusiveness with particular
contours, which the experienced readers (or an inexperienced reader guided by an experienced tutor)
were expected to select themselves. In our quest to attribute particular melodic profiles to melodemes,
this is probably a limit we should not step over too lightly. There is no need to consider it a drawback of
such a system. Phrasal melodemes in this concept carried obligatory phonological information, known
to well-versed speakers, which was no need to mark out explicitly. Other melodemes possibly carried
phonetic information, which was needed to mark out. Such a system would be efficient.
(*) Two of the mid-phrasal melodemes in the 21-book subsystem are also melodemes in the 3 books
with a subsystem that does not seem to partition verses in clearly distinct phrases. Hence, there is a
chance to reconstruct their contours (or sets of available contours) provided their offer was comparable
in the two subsystems or at least not too sharply divergent. (By calling the two arrangements
‘subsystems’, I anticipate it was so.) As the 3-book subsystem appears more fuzzy (and more complex,
too, if rules are assumed), we defer exploratory concepts until later herein and expect more research.
74

An interesting combination of two melodemes occurs in BHS Ps. 7:10, LiBBoO"Th <dx.rv>. The word in #L is
found on the beginning of line, so <dx> is very clear. Also <rv> sits well on ‹B› and cannot be mistaken for ‹oO›.
In #A, the letters are poorly legible, but the pointing is clear. No <rv> appears, only ‹oO›. The version of #A, then,
agrees with the one in #R. In a moderately high likelihood, the <rv> in #L was the scribe’s mistake. Specifically, it
might be a dittography with the following uUKh:LaaJoO"Th<rv>, where <rv> is present in both #L and #A.
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So as not to speculate only, an example can be taken from Prov. 6:27, “Can a man embrace a fire
(<mh><sh><il><at>) without his clothes burn through? (<rvMg><mn><sq>)” Even without
considering the melodemes not dealt with so far (they seem to correspond fairly closely to one of the
possible ways of saying that), it appears the intonation, if indeed it was intonation, was no description
of what was heard. The contour would fail to fit, should <sq> (and possibly <at>, too) represent a fall.
Unless the user understands, is able to interpret <sq> and conclude the question accordingly, the rest
of the melodemes are useless. The function of <at> and <sq> was ‘break’ with an empty tone parameter
to be filled by the user. Also, Judg. 15:11 quotes a poignant claim made by Samson, using a contrastive
accent on “me” and “them”—“What they did to me, so I did to them.” But <zq> and <sq> on the
pronouns are inadequate to capture it. The sharp rise and an abrupt fall needed to make it sound must
have been supplied by the user.
An assumption that would immediately follow is to expect a yes/no question would leave its trace if it
is not coincidental with any of the phrasal melodemes. Such instances would be hard to find as they can
be expected to be infrequent. The one I have come across is in Judg. 13:11, <mr><tv><mr><7f>, a
clean slow descent that rises in the end (<7f>), a textbook yes/no question intonation contour. The
trouble is only that <7f> is also a part of a regular, quite formal conclusion ~ <mr><7f><mr><sq> #,
certainly not limited only to questions. This type of conclusion fits interestingly into a supposed pattern
for an alternative question, “Have you—in order to dispossess<Zq>—invited<mr> us<7f>, or not<sq>?”
While the question would be nicely ended on <7f>, it appears as a mere coincidence.
Adopting such a model, one need not go far to ask if the melodeme that precedes these phrasal marks
could not provide a hint concerning the final nucleus as a witness to its early development or start. Or if
there was anything like an implicit intonation for phrasal markers (the idea we tried to resist, so far, as
only figures collected from greater numbers of utterances could safely suggest it), then the melodeme
immediately in front of the phrasal melodeme could (or some types of them could, and some could not)
re-assign the intonation. I was indeed able to observe a few pieces of data, which seemed to support
exactly that idea. But I have also read a good many other sequences of melodemes where the
distribution of marks appeared quite formal. I am going to share some of those interesting
configurations, but again, with too few data it would be too easy to jump to conclusions.
A short question from 2Sam. 18:29 and 32 is <mr><7f><at>, a fall-rise whose end cannot be marked
out. Please note there is no interrogative morpheme, such as was added to a similar question in 2Kings
9:17 and 18, whose intonation was lost in <sq>/<zq>. The same question is repeated in v. 19 again,
without any interrogative morpheme, though the intonation cannot be retrieved (ShaaLoO"M<at>). It
is because of these indubitable questions with no marker that it is generally believed (see e.g. Joüon /
Muraoka, op. cit., §15o, p. 69) oH had specific interrogative intonations (and, assumedly, MsH had to
reflect them in their prosody in order to keep the text comprehensible).
Gen. 32:18 provides a few questions, portions of which rise on <p$> and <7f>. They are, however,
wh-questions and quoted, i.e. embedded in someone else’s speech. Intonations of quoted questions
usually have different types of intonation than direct questions. Contours of wh-questions, generally,
are falling, not rising. So L:MiI_%a"TTAa<p$> is doubly problematical, and irrelevant to our point.
Taken a common verse of TN"K with several rises (~↗<zq>~↑<at>~↗<zq>) and a fall in the end
(according to the meaning of the message, NOT on melodemes): <mn> does not seem to tell anything
on <zq> as it is a regular filler, <p$> comes too early. <7f> could suggest a rise at <at>, but it ushers in
<at> so frequently that rules consider it a precursor (‘if a disjunctive, then <7f>’). Only the latter <zq>
appears to supply any early indication of a rise. W:La'L:WiJJi"M<az.zq> carries an extra melodeme,
which could well have exactly this function of priming the intonation for the ‘tone-void’ <zq>. (It might
be interesting to ask why it was not <Zq> that should have been there according to the rules. Would
that short version of <zq> be too flat for a rise, which needed to be quite salient at this word as it carries
a contrastive accent? Or would <Zq> imply a different contour too strongly? An identical <az.zq> is
met again in the next verse, uUMi'GhR:SheEHae"M<az.zq>, though the accent is not contrastive.
In Josh. 14:15, no melodeme seems to support the idea. The <zq><at><sq> nodes appear to have
carried falls, while the <p$><mn> ~, <7f> ~ and <7f> ~ that precede them would suggest otherwise.
A mixed picture obtains from 1Sam. 19:15. While <p$> could prime <zq>, <7f> should represent its
own accent (LEEMoo"R<at> would best have a fall), %eeLa"J<7f> does not do even that.
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A short yes/no question in 2Sam. 16:17 consisting in <mr><7f><at> makes the impression <7f> on
the last syllable of the last-but-one word sets the concluding rise on already. <7f>, however, is common
and regular precursor to <at> or <sq> in the 21'b subsystem.
Evidence for priming precursors appears equivocal from this small sample of data. To avoid vain
speculation and wishful thinking, we should refrain from supporting it until more data is collected. The
question that may come to mind with that is if it were worth melodic description at all, given that the
key points were possibly left ‘empty’ (and, consequently, if the melodeme hypothesis should not be left
alone, too). There are, however, still reasons to check that deserve to follow this alley on.
Song 8:6 may provide a good illustration. The famous line “Determined<mh> as death<p$> is
love<zq>, pitiless<mr> as Sheol<7f> is passion<at>”75 carries two contrastive accents, on <p$> and <7f>.
The <zq> and <at> only connect to context and fill in what is known. Otherwise, they only round the
line off. If they were put to the verse earlier, they supplied the breaks (as our commas and full stops do)
but the voice interpretation rested with the reader (as it is in our script, too). It might have been exactly
cases like this one for which melodemes were supplied to point to the real accents (death<p$> /,
Sheol<7f>/ ). In fact, poetry or interpretationally demanding passages might have been early receivers
of these or similar marks of intonation. Other, more straitforward texts may have followed later in
order to have the whole of TN"K marked in full. The reason was that grammatical force of melodemes
has little to say sometimes concerning the phonetic force as the intonational or prosodic peak, which
can be found on different words than those with the main disjunctives.
An example of prose could be taken from Judg. 14:4, “Because at that time<mn><zq>, it was
Philistines<7f> who ruled<mr> over Israel<sq>.” The contrastive accent is on the “Philistines”, <7f>. It
is the only option in this context. It demands a rise and fall, which the melodemes appear to show.
Another piece of prose reminds it is not in fact an interrogative sentence as a whole that is relevant,
but a portion of it that actually carries the typical intonation, at times a single part of speech. It seems
Judg. 15:10 offers exactly that stretch of speech. “Why(?)<7f> have you come<mn> against us<at>”
sounds very much different, if the intonation rises at the question word, rather than in the end. Instead
of posing an impassionate request for information, the attacked Israelites meant to tell in the question
‘you have no reason!’ <7f> appears to be able to imply that covert protest. (The only other possible
melodeme configuration I can think of regardless of the semantics is <7f> on “you have come.” Then
“why” would need a lesser disjunctive, of which <tv> seems the most regular candidate, since adjuncts
usually do not attract conjunctives.) A somewhat analogous instance of a ‘cropped non-interrogative
question’ is “What (is this)<7f> you did<mn> to us<at>?” in the next verse, 11. A reason provided by
Samson might have been welcome but not decisive. Ma(H)_ZZOO"Th<7f> appears enough for a rise.
(But at least one other good possibility seems to be there, too.) In H:aLOO"<mh> JaaDha"&Taa<p$>,
intoning this way is possible (especially if one whishes it to be so) but not so persuasive. What seems
strange, however, is the stress on Baa"NuU<p$>, provided we do not uphold the concept of precursor
melodemes indicating the start of nucleus. The other option would be a contrastive accent, but to what?
(Are LoO"<zq>, Laa"NuU<sq> of v. 10 and possibly anticipated LiI"<zq> adequate contrasts?) The
next verse, 12, on the other hand, seems to provide and example of an apparently missing accent where
I would expect one. “To bind you<mn> we have come down<zq>...” Seeing that the gist of the message
is in the Lae%:eSoR.Khaa"<mn>, a more prominent melodeme than a ‘filler’ conjunctive <mn> would
seem more in place. The claim that the system cannot express the end-of-phrase contrastive accents
does not mean to imply it cannot express contrastive accents whereever. So this is a counter-example.
Still, one can come across verses that offer pieces of natural speech that come out very natural even
with ‘empty’ phrasal nuclei and the rest filled in. Judg. 20:3 tells of Israelites posing a wh-question that
was meant as such though imbedded in a demand: “Tell<Zq> how<mr> it could come about<7f>, such
an evil<mr><sq>.” The imperative (not anything impolite in Hebrew) got a distinct tone not retrievable
in the present hypothesis. “How” is a low drop. The key word appears to be NiHJ:ThAa, which offers a
polite interpretation to the Benjaminites in advance that they did not participate (“there has been an
accident”). The <7f> low rise seems only fitting. The rest of the question only rehearses what is known.
It does it through a descent (<mr>) to <sq>, which can be assumed to be a fall, too.
In Prov. 6:26 (3'b subsys.), it even seems <rv> and <at> contribute nothing to the overall contour.
“[...] since<mh> with a prostitute<mr><rv> it costs a loaf of bread<olJr>, but a married wife<mr><at> the
75

The book is poetry (indeed, par excellence). But the melodeme subsystem is 21-book, the ‘prosodic’ one.
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dear life<7r><mn> she is out to get<sq>.” Disregarding that this <rv> is what the theory classifies as
“small revia”, i.e. (in line with the logic) the ‘stronger’ one, it seems the contour proceeded well below
until the final rise (&oolae) and fall (jooraedh) on the word that makes the first part of the point. Or
was the tone of (this specific type of) <rv> low? Then in turn, the “married wife” could cope well with a
rise and a pause or break, in preparation for the point. The other possibility is it was low from <mr> via
<at> to <7r> (“life”). The sublinear placement of <at> would allow for that. But if it contributed simply
as a break marker, the contour would not change. The point of the proverb, “dear life,” is armed with
<7r><mn>, which, if it is a rise, it is adequate in spite of them being only ‘conjunctives’. It may mean
either support for priming precursors, or for claim that phrasal melodemes were left empty in 3'b, too.
The most natural position of a sentential accent, however, is in the end. Then, no melodeme is able to
make it distinct from accent-less conclusions. The Divine Name in 2Sam. 7:11 has no other means
than the context to read the sentential accent from.
Now that phrasal melodemes have been dealt with, the rest of the symbols is going to be treated, too.
If a syntactic theory of ‘accents’ were followed here, the most logical order to present them would be
the ‘diplomatic order of precedence’. Understandably, as their individual values derive from their
positions. Also the rank and file might have a precendence applied in keeping with the rank and fashion
they serve. The presented theory recognizes an inherent value in each, and positions it consideres only
of secondary importance if anything. No fixed order of precedence makes any sense, then. This is not to
tell positions are unimportant. Rather, concerns with positions would entail to become involved in a
web of complex relationships, which to disentagle is useless for the simple decision of what comes first.
Reasonable is to recognize disjunctives and conjunctives in melodemes, though even these categories
do not seem to be imune from certain mobility. We shall give a priority to disjunctives, but a power of
any melodeme is, in the final analysis, determined by the context of their engagement rather than a preordained rules. The standard syntactic theory is also context sensitive (indeed, it has to, especially in
the 3-book system), the intonational melodeme hypothesis pays greater attention to the semanics.

F3.4.3 (7)

Revia Mugrash

<rvMg>

The name of r:bhia& mugrash means “a geresh-ed revia”, i.e. a revia that has a geresh to it. The symbol
is composite. Revia is put on the accented syllable and the other symbol is placed before the beginning
of the same word. Despite the name calls it ‘a geresh’, it is not a geresh, as a true geresh is also set on
the accented syllable in the word and is never used pre-positively. The “mugrash” portion of the symbol
is rarely used independently, too. In those infrequent cases it is treated here as a specific, separate
melodeme, though it is not recognised by any other theory on ‘accents’ I am aware of. (For the ease of
reference, I have selected a name garsha for the “mugrash” symbol used as a melodeme; see there.)
The function of garsha as the “mugrash” component in revia mugrash <rvMg> seems to be a setting
for the intonation of revia. Garsha as if repeated the shape of typical melodemes that precede <rvMg>,
<mr> and <pz> (besides <at>), and transferred it on the supralinear level. Visually, it creates a sense of
connecting to what precedes. This, however, may be misleading. Unlike modern prints, mss of the early
centuries of MsH text shaped their ‘arched’ symbols as straight, slanted lines. Sometimes, also the
upright lines (e.g. of <sq>) are drawn slanted. The “mugrash” component might well have been a
vertical line originally. Then, its visual impression would be only to suggest it was a sort of delimiter at
the beginning of the word that was moved to a different pitch with <rvMg>. This function can be
performed by the present curved or slanted line equally well. Words like 'La"JLAa<rvMg> (Prov. 7:9)
appear as if the span concerned was only from the beginning of the word to the accented syllable.
Regardless of the question if the independent uses of the separate “mugrash” component should be
considered a melodeme, or not (it is dealt with elsewhere), a different question is if the “mugrash”
component is a component melodeme within <rvMg>, i.e. if it marks any particular syllable in the word
(as e.g. <Jr> in <olJr> does), or it does not. Three reasons seem to suggest it is not:
(I) It always stands in front of the word with <rv>, pre-positively; not on words linked to it with <_>
maqqeph, be their chain as long as it may.
(II) If the <rvMg> word is long, it may have ‹,› metheg inside as a secondary stress. Still, <Mg> sits
in front of the word, even if the next syllable is marked with ‹,›, so the initial syllable is hardly stressed.
(III) If the <rvMg> is on a one-syllable word, the two portions of <rvMg> mark the one syllable and
are carried on a single letter.
A few illustrations could be provided for each of the points.
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(i) In Ps. 137:9, %ae,Th_'&ooLaaLa"JiKh<rvMg>76 does not mark %ae,Th_ with <Mg>, despite that
a stress was marked for it (with ‹,›). <Mg> sits between <_> and &~. Ps. 127:1 ignores three syllables
in two words linked with maqqeph to put both <rv> and <Mg> on the single syllable of the last word,
&iIR. Prov. 12:8 offer a long chain of four syllables prior to a one-syllable word in the end:
W:Na&:aWEe_'Lee"Bh<rvMg>, still the <Mg> is on LeeBh. The next verse, 9, has a single fivesyllable word,'MiMM:ThaKKaBBee"Dh<rvMg>, and <Mg> comes prior to it. Prov. 28:21,
W:%aL_PaTh_'Lae"XaeM<rvMg>, uUSh:PhaL_'RuU"aX<rvMg> in 29:23. Fairly many syllables are
found between <rv> and <Mg> in Ps. 107:6, 13, 17, 19, 28. Prov. 6:25, 34, 35 are verses with W:%aL_
/ W:LOO,_ joined with <_> but <Mg> comes only prior to the last word in chain. (Please note
_'TiQQaa,X:aKhaa"<rvMg> where Ti~ is hardly stressed given ~Qaa,~ (‹aa›!) follows.)
(ii) Ps. 21:2 offers a word with an internal <mr> that does not precede, but follows the <Mg>. (Can
the ‘repeated shape’ idea mentioned above be still upheld?) 'uUBhiIShuU"&aaTh:Khaa"<mr.rvMg>.
In Ps. 16:8, Ki"<mr> 'MiI,MiINiI"<rvMg> has both <Mg> and ‹,› on MiI~. If <Mg> were an ‘accent’,
one of them would not be needed (probably ‹,›). The same is in 'Ja,MŠee"NiI<rvMg> of 18:17. Prov.
6:11 'uUMaXSoo,R:Khaa"<rvMg> marks ‹,› on ~Soo,~, which could have been ~,~,~^ (also in Ps.
25:17)—but it is not, given v. 24 'Mee,XaeLQa"Th<rvMg> with 'Mee,~. Also Prov. 14:18,
'Wa,&:aRuU"MiIM<rvMg>, also 24:25 'Wa,~, 28:7 'ZoO,~77, 29:10 'WiI,~ and 125:4 'W:,~ to show a
complete set of w:–. In Ps. 107:17, I found the longest word out of more long ones in vv. 6, 13, 19, 28,
with two additional stresses and an accent in 'uU,Mee&:aWoO,NooTheEHae"M<rvMg> (please note
'uU,~ again). Neither is it probable to stress the next syllable, such as 'W:LiI,ShaaRiI"M<rvMg> in Ps.
125:4. Either 'W:~, or ~LiI,~ should be so considered. Prepositives usually do not show stress, anyway.
(iii) Ps. 17:3, 'LiI"<rvMg> has the two symbols on a single letter, ‹L›, or stricter yet, <Mg> in front of
the letter; also Prov. 9:2, 15:11 and 17:7 '%a"Ph<rvMg>, Ps. 113:8 '&i"M<rvMg>. This single ‹R› in
_'RuUa"X<rvMg> is preceded with an adjoined word. Also segolates are treated as one-syllable words,
_'&ae"CaeBh<rvMg> on ‹&›, and &ee,DheE_'Shae"QaeR<rvMg> even if a word with a stress is
linked to it. The same is in Prov. 31:26 with one syllable more, W:ThoO,RaTh_ Xae"SaeDh<rvMg>.
Ps. 65:3 provides evidence <rvMg> is a disjunctive, '&aaDhaE"Khaa<rvMg> KoL_ as the next word
would not start with K~ following ~aa. On the other hand, <rvMg> does not appear as any divisor on
many places. One of them appears to be Prov. 1:17, 'B:&eENeE"<rvMg> KhoL_Ba"&aL<mr>, where
no syntactic division (the <rvMg> word is a construct to begin an annexation), nor phonetic juncture
(the next word starts with Kh~, not K~) seems to occur under this theoretically strong disjunctive.
The additional symbol raises a suspicion that more than a phrasal marker might be involved. Else,
why make it a visually different mark from the simple <rv>? It might be interesting to find out, if a
particular intonation was meant (also with the hope that anything more particular could be deduced
from it for <rv>, too).
A noteworthy spot and perhaps good to start from is Ps. 124:4 in #L. NaXLAa is written there with a
reversed combination of the two symbols (painted close to each other over ‹N›).78 As the <Mg> stroke
(recognized as a garsha melodeme, <ga>) is clearly slanted in both #L and #A, it might be surmised it
was to mark a descent in melody that continued to drop to <mr> in the next word. #A offers only <ga>,
whose intonation if correctly assumed would give better sense there. The naqdan of #L can easily be
envisaged as a mildly pedantic person, who felt he should mark both the position (of <rv>) and the
movement (of <ga>) on virtually the same syllable, Na"X'.LAa<ga.rv>, though <ga> might have
probably been adequate alone. The difference might at least indicate the #L and #A were pointed with a
conscious involvement of the scribes and #L is not simply a routine copy of #A.
The idea of descent finds another special illustration in Ps. 21:2 (quoted above), where, instead of ‹,›,
a stress in ultima-accented 'uUBhiIShuU"&aaTh:Khaa"<mr.rvMg> is marked with <mr>. If <mr>
depicts a fall, its supralinear counterpart precedes it here. In the Hebrew text, it appears graphic: ~/~/.
It might be relevant also that the next word seems to continue the descent or low level in <tv>, counting
76

Please note also ~<rvMg> is preceded by W:NiPPee"C<il>, a word with <il>. This is rather exceptional as
<mr> would be the regular ‘servant’. Obviously, the supralinear <sh> needed what could keep on above the line.
77
BHS prints the preceding word with no melodeme. But it has <mr> in #A. (#L is difficult to read in the column.)
78
BHS is faithful in printing <rv.ga> correctly, unlike BH3. Electronic editions will also probably have <rvMg> as
they have a glyph for it, and none for <rv.ga> (I have checked only BibleWorks 6). #L is unmistakably clear,
however. No lesion, a lot of space around, the combination is written as carefully as it could possibly be. Mm in
both #L and #A (!) relates it to Num. 34:5, pointing it is one of two places NaXLAa does not mean ‘possession’.
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7 or 8 syllables from <ga> to <tv>. The drop of <mr> taken over from <ga> can be supposed to get a
mild raise on the accented ~Khaa^, or just a hump of prominence that does not disturb the general
broad decline in contour. Where there is not so much space for pitch changes as here with this long
word, <rv> might keep its phrasing function only, with no real contribution to the contour. Such may
be the condition of Ps. 20:9 'QQa"MNuU<rvMg> within a single syllable, which can be considered
‘short’ one in some theories. Given <mr> precedes, this brief <rvMg> reduces to a simple mild peak.
It should be stressed no high fall need be surmised as the <Mg> in <rvMg> is no geresh. The symbol
that is as if ‘prefixed’ to the <rv>-accented word may (a) either suggest a descent, making this
melodeme a more definite mark than the ‘empty’ <rv>; (b) or indicate a different pitch than in a
‘regular’ <rv>. Both options (not necessarily exclusive) should be checked to see if either applies better.
‘A different pitch’ could be a lower pitch. The reason is <rvMg> so often, almost always, is seen to
come following a low fall. Significant for the reasoning are especially conjunctives as they link words
into a higher unit. Of them, it is almost exclusively <mr>. (The <il> mentioned above is exceptional.)
Also disjunctives are low or lowering. Regular predecessor is <at>. In a one-word domain, <pz> would
be placed in his stead (please note the graphic for this supralinear seems to show a descent, too; with
something that might look as an abrupt end, ). If they were, or some of them were, supralinear signs
or ascending, <Mg> in <rvMg> would be easier to interpret (simply as a high fall). But the condition
shows almost exactly otherwise, so we have to cope fairly with the data.
In Prov. 3:19, 21 and 25, the <rvMg>-accented words do not seem to carry the sentential accent. To
think of them in a high pitch can be felt disturbing. About middle of the pitch span is about maximum
of what (at least) I can think of. Even with a mild raise, the sharp step that the graphics so regularly
shows seems to be a problem. (Perhaps until a TTS application makes it sound, it will be impossible to
be certain concerning the naturalness of this step.)
The Semitic aesthetic parallel principle in composition can possibly be of some help also in attempts
at reconstructing intonation. Prov. 6:31 is conspicuous for its LACK of <rvMg>. It is found amid a long
stretch of verses that always put a <rvMg> in the latter half of the sentence. The v. 31 is a singular verse
that puts (<at>) ~_~_HoO"N<7r> (<mr><sq>), almost as if breaking expectation. Whatever the sounded
version of the melodemes/‘accents’ was, such a pattern disturbance must have hardly gone unnoticed.
The <7r> conjunctive visually suggests a low rise (exactly as <7f> disjunctive of the other subsystem).
Hence, <rvMg> might not be disturbing after all if thought of as a rise, too.79
The couple of verses in Prov. 11:26 and 27 appear even clearer as these two have also a similar
melodeme pattern. In v. 26, the intonation sets higher right away since the need is to underline the
word 'uUBh:RaaKhAa"<rvMg>. The next <mn> probably takes up on a neutral middle. Verse 27 needs
to underline the whole W:DhooRee"Sh<7r> Raa&Aa"<mn>; that is why the tone might have gone up
only slowly via <7r> to <mn>, with the effect that the whole Raa&Aa continued the ascent.
Often, <rvMg> starts a new intonation unit, especially following <at>, as in Prov. 10:13 and 11:14.
In instances like these, any step up in pitch does not feel disturbing and interpretation seems easy. In
fact, starting a unit might be a feature of <rvMg> to differ from <rv>, which closes a unit. When both
of them appear to start their respective units, as in Prov. 19:4, <rv><7r> ~ seems to be lower, seeing
<7r> follows, in contrast to <rvMg><mr> ~, which appears to show the inverse contour.80 If there is
any such difference at all, it is probably not very strong. What can be found in e.g. Ps. 1:1 and 2, where
uUBh:MoOSha"Bh<mr> 'LeeCiI"M<rM> seems to be bound to what comes next in a manner not
much closer than any of the three <mr><rv> units that precede (v. 1a) and follow (v. 2)? What can
have more binding power than syntax, might be intonation, particularly if we can suppose <rvMg>
marked a beginning of a fall, such as in Ps. 38:6, 'MiPP:NeE"<rvMg> %iWWaLTiI"<sq>, where
<rvMg> would not make any sense to accentuate without the rest of its constituent until the conclusive
fall to #. It is even clearer in Ps. 57:2 where &a"Dh<rvMg> has to cover <mr> and <sq> to make sense,
and 63:1 ('BiHJoOThoO"<rvMg> is formal). The same applies to 'B:Qae"RaeBh<rvMg> of Ps. 48:10,
also v. 12 (in contrast to v. 14). Both of the cases in a single verse is provided in Ps. 53:2—
79

It would be vain to speculate, at least in this stage of analysis, concerning the reasons <7r> was put in place of
<rvMg>. The length of the prosthesis probably not. Longer ones were already pointed to above. Perhaps then the
construct %aeTh_KoL_'HoO"N<7r> makes an annexation to BeEThoO"<mn>, which should not be separated.
Still, 'B:ThoO"Kh<rvMg> N:ThiIBhoO"Th<mr> MiShPaa"7<sq> in Prov. 8:20 is an even longer construct unit.
So the reason might be that the intonation should not be falling. (Prov. 8:20 is a clear and appropriate fall.)
80
Syntactic accentuologists would probably object that <7r> is there to precede <mn>. Why not <il> or <az>?
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<rvMg><mr><rvMg> makes a unit clearly detached from the two sides. While the <mr><rvMg> is a
problem to evaluate, the <rvMg><mr> sounds natural.
Such contour may be present also with a prosthesis as in Prov. 19:24, though the pitch (or in fact any
intonation) is not indicated for GaM_%aeTh_, nothing disables to believe they started high and had to
descend as soon as _PiIHuU started. The <Mg> component would be just a warning signal the tone for
<rv> should not rise too high. On the other hand, a rise in pitch appears necessary to assume, esp. if
considering sequences as this (in Ps. 25:3): ~ JeeBhoo"ShuU<at> 'JeeBhoo"ShuU<rvMg> ~ where the
second word carries a contrastive accent. They could hardly be uttered on the same tonal level. The
same applies to JaCMiIThee"M<at> 'JaCMiIThee"M<rvMg> in Ps. 94:23. (Two identical words are
contrasted also in Ps. 67:4, JoODhuU"Khaa<7r> ~ 'JoODhuU"Khaa<rvMg> ~, but more contours
seem eligible in that case, as the core of the intensified meaning is in KuLLaa"M<sq>.) Possibly if <rv>
were in ⅔ of the tonal band, <rvMg> could be ½ of it as it almost always follows what seems low. Then
even the pointed repetitions such as in Prov. 30:18 would not sound pointed too much (also v. 20).
Another possible model for <rvMg> might be rather to take <rv> as an auxiliary mark to remind the
high fall of <ga> (i.e. “Mg”) should end fairly high still. (If <rv> would be left out, as it sometimes is,
the ending of the fall would be left unspecified, i.e. on the lector to decide. No real difference in melody
needed be expected in this model.) Scriptures that seem to confirm that model are e.g. Ps. 119:104 with
&aL_'Kee"N<rvMg>. If <'> were just pitching the voice high, why &aL was excluded? (Impossible it is
not, only the naturalness is difficult to imagine.) If <'> is a portion of intonation, no such upswing in
voice has to be considered.
Such a rise might perhaps start on less informative words, too, and gravitate to the core of what is
being conveyed in the conclusive stretch of speech, such as from 'Wa,&:aLeEHae"M<rvMg> down to
_7oO"Bh in Prov. 24:25. This is slightly deliberate interpretation. Important seems how informative is
the word under <rvMg>. The sequence <rvMg><mr><sq> in Prov. 27:25 seems more natural. The
disadvantage there are no native speakers available is critical to evaluate the validity of these. TTS
experiments can only be a partial remedy as listeners could only assess on their own backgrounds.
Occasionally, a shallow fall-rise contour appears to match the phrase covered by <rvMg> exactly as
its shape could suggest, such as in Prov. 31:7, where it might preserve as much as a touch of emotions.
Still, the scriptures that fit nicely into the hypothesized contour should not mask those occurrences
that appear to have only a formal marking, for which I saw difficult to find any justification in the
meaning of the passage. It seems purely formal to me (so far) to mark Y<dx> ~ Y<rvMg> in Ps. 96:1.
(It does not appear as a contrast. On the other hand, 'HuU"(%)<rvMg> in v. 4 seems to be a different
case, as <ct.mh> in 4a raises expectations that are not fulfilled with <mn><mn><at>, so that the
sequence culminates only with <mr><rvMg> in 4b. This is not formal.) It can be asked what the reason
was for '%:aHaaLiI"M<rvM> to be marked so in Prov. 7:17 or 'W:HoOLiI"XoO<rMg> in Prov. 16:29?
In Prov. 27:22, LOO_ThaaSuU"R<mr> and 'Mee&aaLaAW"<rvMg> ~<sq> make obviously a single
unit of meaning. The sharp rise between <mr> and <rvMg> is difficult to explain, despite of its being a
frequent and regular pattern. The word with <rvMg> cannot be the sole concept to accentuate. In Prov.
31:19 and 20, it is nothing to be accentuated at all. In Prov. 28:17, it is the <mr><rvMg> sequence
what is the unit, not what follows the <rvMg>. Besides this up-step that appears unnatural (to the eye;
an auditory perception may differ), the unit should be conclusive as it finishes a clause. It is even more
evident in XaaBhee"R<mr> HuU(%)<rvMg> of Prov. 28:24. It is a single unit, the message is not
HuU(%). Unless a satisfactory sound is found, the whole concept of melodemes is flawed. In Ps. 83:13,
why '%ee"Th<rvMg> (a word most formal) is followed with <mn><sq>, not <mr><sq>? I have no
explanation for '%ee"Th<rvMg> (nor for the <at> that precedes) in Ps. 98:3. In terms of accentuation
rules, there is nothing unexpected in the configuration of the verse, but syntactically, the separation of
the_subject, by<at>¶, from_a_direct_object (<rvMg><mr><sq>) seems too strong. The reason may be
intonation, independent of syntax probably in any language. It is at least worth considering. The more
so, if repetitions such as in Ps. 113:8 appear to come out so naturally, in spite of the fact <rvMg> sits
on &iM, a very formal word, too. A descent on &iM N:DhiIBheE &aMMoO sounds well.
In some other scriptures, two or more possible intonation contours seem to offer equally plausible
sounding with no widely disparate semantics. One of them is Prov. 21:30. One option is to read both
XoKhMAa<dx> and T:BhuUNAa"<at> inconclusively, culminating of '&eeCAa"<rvMg>, with the last
part of speech as the background, imbedded in a descent. This would be in line with the proposed view
on the values of the melodemes. Or, read it all through to culminate only on the Divine Name in the
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end, considering nothing as background information. This would not correspond well with the present
hypothesis, but offer a well acceptable rendering otherwise. In some other cases, it is difficult simply to
discern what was the background and what the message. In the next proverb, v. 31, SuUS contrasts
with the LORD, and JoOM MiLXaaMAa with HaTT:ShuU&Aa. The present model would favour the
former contrast as the message, but the latter view cannot be dismissed. Similarly, a contrastive accent
may or may not be present on 'W:NaaBhaa"L<rvMg> in Prov. 30:22. (But vv. 29 and 31 suggest there
might be a contrast after all.)
Nevertheless, to be able to read the intonation packed in the melodemes for those who could not
listen to the early teachers, is an effort worth at least attempting. World of a difference can be between
translations based on this or that intonation sometimes. If Prov. 13:16b is read with a syntactical break
following 'uUKh:SiI"L<rvMg>, a possible rendering can have the sense “but what does a fool is display
his folly.” If, on the other hand, the translator would hear in his head a descending melody, the version
will say something like “but he is a fool if he displays folly.” The proverb changes from almost a truism
into a shrewd advice to fools not to advertise their inner nature all too quickly; or into good news:
everybody can become shrewd if he collects knowledge and acts on it—simply by changed intonation.

F3.4.3 (8)

Garsha

aXrg

<ga>

When Unicode designers started to approach seriously the task of covering glyphs of the world, forms
earlier not recognized began to appear and had to be named. It could not go finally unnoticed <rvMg>
occurs sometimes with its <rv> portion missing. Or possibly unassociated with any such observation, it
was simply the need to classify and register all graphic elements that were needed to correctly typeset
the complete MsH text. Along with positional variants of one and the same sign, also geresh muqdam
has appeared in the list with value 059D. The name says something as “a prepositive geresh”. Unless it
takes ‘geresh’ in its broad sense ‘a raised comma’ understood in MdH to mark acronyms, it may be
considered unfortunate to relate it to geresh as if a mere typographic variant.81 While geresh is put on
an accented syllable, <ga> is moved away to the beginning of the word and never appears to alternate
with <gr>. There is, then, little reason to take <rvMg> as a “geresh-ed revia” (regardless of traditional
chants, as they may have been created secondarily to fit the signs). If it is hypothesized it is intonation
what is represented with the signs, the terms for the signs should not unnecessarily imply relationships
where they are not supposed.
It should be put clearly the present work was not made for the purpose of coining a new name for an
‘accent’, let alone introducing one. A motivation to promote and advocate garsha for geresh muqdam is
not resolute on my side. I was surprised and embarrassed at the discovery and quite reluctant in slowly
accepting it. I still reserve any firm conclusion only after more research is made to confirm or refute
their indeed is anything like an ‘accent’ not recognized in earlier traditions.
In some positions where <ga> is observed in #L, <rvMg> appears in #A. Elsewhere, <ga> is in both
the mss. Rarely, only in #A was detected (but #A was not checked independently for the purpose of this
work so far). A melodeme identical in appearance makes sense to look for in extra-Biblical mss, too. It
was seen e.g. on a page (CUL) T-S H3.59, a piyyut82 of the Genizah. This happens to be a well legible
ms. Its prima manus, recto, is consistently marked with plentiful and distinct melodemes (unlike the
marginal notes, made by a cursive hand, and also not the verso). <ga> can be seen on at least 5 spots of
this short text. (Two clearer examples can be '%aKh|: on line 6 from bottom, mid, and 'LaaM:Dh|aaM
on line 2 from bottom inside the latter half. They could hardly be mistaken for anything else.)
In TN"K, I have checked only Pss. and Prov. so far. Both in #A and #L, typically with no masorah
comment, it is found at Pss. 46:8, 12 (Mi5Gaa,Bh_'LaaNuU<ga>), 94:16 ('LiI<ga>), 118:19
(%aa,BhOO_'BhaaM<ga>), 124:1, 129:1, 2 (JOO,MaR_'NAA<ga>), 132:1 ('%eeTh<ga>) as well as
135:7 (MoO,CEE_'RuUaX<ga>), all in #A and #L. In some of the verses, apart from confirming by
#A, the words are repeated more than once. It would be less probable if it were only mistake what was
involved. In fact, melodemes seem to connect well, even if, such as in Ps. 68:34 Hee"N<mr>
81

To be fair, terms of this type have precedents. Atnach hafukh is unrelated to atnach apart from appearance
(hafukh means ‘upside down’). Sometimes, two different cantillation signs are identified only as they are the
same technically (merkha and yored, tifcha and tarcha), though they have little in common; sometimes, incorrect
pairs seem to be created (azla+geresh) from the viewpoint of a tradition, but correct from a viewpoint of another
tradition. It is awkward to maintain strong opinions in cantillation names. They are of not much value, anyway.
82
The Taylor-Schechter Collection categorizes liturgy under H2 to 18. FGP No. C42774, genizah.org (6. 5. 2012).
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JiTTee"N<mr> 'B:QoOLoO<ga>, the tone seems to fall slowly, then rise and fall again. Proverbs,
being more speech-like, suit better to assessing attempts. Prov. 7:25 (%aL_'TeeTha&<ga>), 15:13
('LeeBh<ga>), 19:22 (W:7oO,Bh_'RaaSh<ga>), 26:27 %aeBhaeN<ga>, if a fall, could continue down
to %eeLaAW<mr>. Please note also on many of the places including those that follow, that ‹,› is placed
on the initial syllable where <ga> would be if it were only misaligned (a simultaneous ‘accent’ and ‹,›
does not make sense). But the <ga> is mostly painted in mss as carefully as anything else. In Ps. 52:9,
'Jaa&oo"Z<rvMg> might suggest one dot for both ‹oo› and <rv> might have made a double duty.83
But no <ga> was made accidentally here. In v. 11, too, _'7oo"Bh<rvMg> has not become
_'7ooBh<ga>. Also '%aaShiI"RAa<rvMg> in Ps. 57:8 keeps two dots over ‹Sh›, one for it, one for <rv>
just as Ps. 89:12 uU'M:Loo%aa"H!<rvMg>. Please note Ps. 66:5 'Q:Dhoo"Š<rvMg> has three dots
just as 'DooRee"Sh<rvMg> does in Ps. 53:3 (cf Ps. 14:2). Also 122:4 keeps all its three dots, ‹oO›,
<rv>, ‹oO›, in L:HoODhoO"Th<rvMg>. No shorthand was practiced.
Ps. 31:22 'LiI is <rvMg> in #L, but <ga> in #A (no masorah in either ms). Was #A penned by a
slipshod scribe who might have meant <rvMg> but wrote only <ga>? On the other hand, <ga> is found
in Ps. 118:15 and 16 on 'Y<ga> in #L (not #A, the dot is <rv>, not ‹oo›). Should we think the Divine
Name was written sloppy? Twice closely following? <ga> in #A, <rvMg> in #L is in Ps. 115:2, too.
Actually, I have found more locations with <rvMg> in #A and <ga> in #L (possibly a filtering effect
of the working method): Pss. 14:2 ('DooReeSh<ga>), 28:6 (KiI_'ŠaaMa&<ga>), 35:9 ('Taa5iI5<ga>),
20 ('MiRMoOTh<ga>), 28 (KoL_'HaJJoOM<ga>), 47:3 ('GaaDhoOL<ga>), 49:17 (KiI,_'JiRBAe
<ga>), 63:5 ('B:ŠiM:Khaa<ga>), 66:1 ('Lee(%)LooHiIM<ga>), 73:20 ('%:aDhooNaaJ<ga>),84 78:35
('%aeLJoON<ga>),85 38 (_'Jaa&iIR<ga>), 105:24 ('WaJJa,&:aCiMeeHuU<ga>), 107:9 ('R:&eeBhAa
<ga>), 113:1 ('Ha,L:LuU<ga>, #A ~L:aL~), 119:155 (Ki,_'XuQQaEKhaa<ga>, unlike v. 83, where
the same word has <rvMg> in both mss), 134:2 ('uUBaaR:aKhuU<ga>), 135:1 ('Ha,L:LuU<ga>, #A
has 'Ha,L:a~; please note ‹,› that testifies ‹a› was not stressed by a putative <gr>), 139:17
('&aaC:MuU<ga>), 147:1 (_'Naa&iIM<ga>), Prov. 10:14 (%:eWiIL), 17:4 ('MeeZiIN<ga>), 22:24
('XeeMoOTh<ga>), 28:22 (W:LOO,_'JeeDha&<ga>), 31:2 ('uUMAe <ga>) and v. 6 ('W:JaJiN<ga>).
As two pg from #A are missing in Psalms (15:1–25:1), verses within this interval can be only
confirmed in #L.86 These are Pss. 18:15 ('RaaBh<ga>), 21:14 ('uU,N:ZaMMRAa<ga>), 24:3
(uUMiI_'JaaQuUM <ga>, please note the parallel low drop on MiI,_Ja&:aLAe"<mr>, which contrasts
with a high drop on <ga> followed with <mr>) and v. 9 ('W:JaaBhoo(%)<ga>).87
A negative evidence: Ps. 29 shows already in v. 1 how LaY<rvMg> relates to LaY<dx> a couple of
words earlier, two nuclei (a low rise against «what?», a high fall-rise?), the latter of them suggesting
more is to come. This is so throughout the psalm, which contains nine <rvMg>s. If <ga> were only a
shorthand for <rvMg>, it is probable it would be used right here as all the <rvMg>s appear predictable
by analogy or parallelism. But <ga> is nowhere to be found, neither in #L, nor #A.
Ps. 124:4 with Na"X'.LAa having <rv.ga>, the inverse order of the two signs, in #L, has already been
mentioned above in .3(7). It is noteworthy #A offers only <ga> on this spot. It might be significant clue
for guessing at the melody as the descent suggested by the shape of <ga> is not compromised with
anything that follows (since <rv> either precedes, in #L, or is missing, in #A). If <rv> happened to
follow <ga>, it might have indicated to the lector he should cut the fall and insert whatever contour was
required by the end of the phrase. That might be the regular case, while this unusual instance only
presented a high fall uncut by the demands of <rv> phrasing (regardless of whether <rv> preceded).
83

It might explain the seemingly accentless %:,aDhooNaaJ in #L and #A Ps. 38:10. Please note ‹:,a› in #L is ‹,:a›
in #A. This detail suggests, too, #L was not a routine copy of #A. Also W:Roo&Aa in Prov. 28:7 #L seems lacking
a melodeme. (In #A, it appears to have <mr>.) Still, an absence of melodeme is so exceptional that taking it as
evidence for a weak or vanishing stress in contextual forms (see 1.1) would be jumping to conclusions.
84
It is difficult to decide of the only dot, over ‹N›, is a late ‹oo›, or a fair <rv>. I class it with “no #A”, to be sure.
85
A lesion in #A over ‹&›, but ~LJ{"<rv>}{oO}N is visible. (On transliteration: { } are simply braces for bracketing.)
86
And #R, which I do not consider since #R was edited as early as in its first print. I suspect that melodemes
might have been more affected by a later theory than vowels. Psalms and Proverbs are unavailable for #C.
87
Ps. 18:15 'RaaBh<ga> is <rvMg> in #L, but Miqraot Gedolot, op. cit., based on #A, claims <ga>, which cannot
be true for this verse. I do not dispute the editors’ decision, it just had to be based on a different source. Apart
from fragments of #A lost and later found, of which none applies to Pss., Masoretic resources still give a good
testimony, most prominently ms Sassoon 1053 (10th cent. CE), Rabbinic responsa, notes of R' Yehoshua Qimhi,
some codexes explicitly corrected from #A (mostly not concerned with cantillation and focusing on Torah) and
prof. Cassuto’s and Baer’s notes. I am not sure, however, how extensively the MG editors relied on these sources.
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F3.4.3 (9)

Geresh, Gershajim

<gr>, <gm>

These to melodemes are not supposed to belong together. A distinct speech melody is hypothesized for
each. The reason to put them under a single heading is simple: I have not collected enough excerpts for
two separate articles.
Concerning the shape, it should be kept in mind (for next articles, too) that <az> \, <gr> /, <mk> /,
<7f> \, <7r> \ and <dx> \ were originally straight (as some of their names seem to imply also), though
many prints, including a few modern typefaces, and good many mss, save the oldest ones, bend them
ornamentally. The melodemes that were originally bent, <mn>, <il>, <mh>, have been termed shophar
(a curved horn) with a qualification. Their shophar-ness was no doubt a reference to them being bent.
The name gaeraesh for Ashkenazim, or grish for Sephardim, is obviously derived from a stem
connected with ‘divorcing’ and ‘expelling’ of various kinds in both Hebrew and Aramaic.88 Gershajim
then are two of the kind, which indeed they are, a double-geresh.
Its name appears to suggest a divisive power. In 2Sam. 5:1, WaJJaaBhoo"%uU<gr> KoL_ proves it
is so (otherwise KhoL_ would continue the phrase up to <tv>). In theory, <gr> is a lower disjunctive
that rounds off various minor phrases in front of <rv> or <rv>’s equivalent that introduces a higher
disjunctive (<zr> prior to <sg>, <p$> prior to <zq>, or <tv> prior to <7f>)89 in the 21-book subsystem.
<gm> seems to be the equivalent of <gr> for short (not necessary one-word) domains. 2Sam. 19:14,
5aR_CaaBhAA"<gm> TiH:JAe"<dr> has T~ (unlike ThiH:JAe in v. 13) and Wa,JJiPhS:LuU"<gm>
BoONeE"<dr> with B~, not Bh~, in 1Kings 5:32 show its power to divide. A typical and conspicuous
pair of melodemes is a <qd><gr> pair, i.e. <gr> preceded by azla <az>, which is labelled qadma
<qd> in this position (in the terminology I myself am accustomed to; other terminologies may differ as azla is a name
attributed to more melodemes in different traditions). The arc ᑎ suggested even by / \ corresponds to a similar
arc ᑌ below the line \ / made by other melodemes. They look like brackets.
In the 3-book subsystem, no <gr> is found (<ga> is no <gr>) and its position in a something as the
<gr><qd> pair seems to be taken with azla by itself (in fact, it is termed azla legarme, which means
literally “azla by itself”), <azLg>, i.e. also in front of the (<cn> and/or) <Rv> (a “large” rv, smaller in
power) that ushers in a major disjunctive, <olJr>, or directly in front of <at>. (3'b <cn> ≈ 21'b <zr>.)
The visual appearance gives a hint that if all these complicated rules of precedence might be possibly
translated into any intonation contour(s), a high drop could be an obvious candidate. (Also | can be
understood as a climb into a high drop, should the two be indeed compared.)90
A question is, in this iconic model, if <Tl> can be a higher drop than <gr> (given that both <Tl> and
<tl> appear “more external” than <gr>) as suggested by e.g. 2Sam. 14:15, W:&aTTAa<Tl> %:aShaeR
_BAA"ThiI<gr>. I see no reason for a major syntactical break between w:&atta and %:ashaer_.
Gershajim in 1Kings 17:20 seem to support that. It is a highly emotional passage (which is always
favourable for guessing at intonation; universal patterns tend to emerge above the culturally obtained).
H:aGhaM<Tl> &aL_Haa%aLMaaNAa"<gm> begins Elijah’s cry. No separation of the initial part of
speech in the utterance (often observable elsewhere) is likely in such a context. Apparently, either <Tl>
was meant as a shorter drop, or <gm> could start lower (unless one or both could also be less specified,
which should always be remembered as an option; these are notes of annotation, not notes of a score).
Simultaneously, this short text may lead us to believe the high fall, if indeed it was, did not have to be
any steep as the typical shortness of <gm> domains could otherwise suggest. This is 7 syllables and the
direction of the descent probably did not change from the first to the last syllable. A configuration that
can perhaps be considered comparable is <pz><gm> in 1Kings 19:11. (Provided <pz> could be taken
as a descent; and G:DhoOLAa"<pz> (f.) should be preferably joined to W:XaaZaa"Q<gm> (m.), given
that m. phrase follows, <tl><az><mh><p$>.)
88

It is difficult to think how it possibly could mean “before”, also suggested now and then (with the claim it is
never found on the final syllable of the word). Sokoloff, Dict. Jewish Babylonian Aramaic of Talmudic & Geonic
Periods (Bar Ilan, Israel 2002) knows also G:ShuRAA, a “beam”, as in sukka, unrelated to the stem (from Akk.
gušūru), which interestingly applies to the straight shape (and uninterestingly to all others with the same shape).
89
“Prior to” is not to suggest no other melodeme intervenes. <zr>, <p$> and <tv> can be ‘attended’ by their
respective ‘pages’, most usually { <mn> or <mk> for <zr> }, { <mh> for <p$> }, and { <mr> or <dr> for <tv> }.
90
In the oldest mss, <gr> is sometimes made as a vertical stroke. It reminds of a natural hand gesture motioning
the end of a curve climbing from <dr>, see e.g. HaHuU(%) in Zach. 12:4 in #C (895 CE).
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A possible explanation, both for the visual appearance, and its frequent position, is that <gm> equals
<gr> with a break. (By a break, a position is meant where a pause can optionally be inserted, or where a
noticeable change in contour, speech rate or a voice parameter can occur. The model proposed in C3.3
and F1 would align it with a pause unit.) An alternative interpretation could have it as a more emphatic
version of <gm>, which is so fuzzy that it can cover almost anything, including only a more prominent
symbol for <gr> not to be overlooked in reading or run over too hastily. The more specific model
should be considered first. W:Shaa"M<gm> in 1Sam. 1:3 is certainly one of those locations that almost
call for a short pause. Also 1Kings 5:21. On the other hand, one could ask at similar configurations of
the <gm> in 1Sam. 9:1 and 2Sam. 8:8, why at these spots, and not later, possibly as late as at <at>
(1Sam.), or <tv> (2Sam.), respectively. At the very least, not any reason for a break is seen, such as in
1Sam. 15:18, where a contour break (not so much a pause) can be visible in the symbols. Possibly,
then, only a stronger version of <gr> could have been meant, to make it possible to insert a pause, or
run the words together, according to the pace of reading. 2Sam. 16:16 would suggest exactly that. The
contour in symbols is much like 1Sam. 9:1, but a potential for a break following _BAA"<gm> is
apparent. The configuration of the line, <gm><dr><tv> <mr>, fairly frequent, cf 1Kings 8:33, makes
possible to think of ¼+¼+¼+¼ intervals of the pitch band. Only patterns such as <gm><mr><tv><mr>
(see 1Kings 16:34) should warn before too much musical projection (i.e. what could be the difference
between the former and the latter <mr>?). The particular wording of 1Kings 16:34 make possible to
think of a pause in the break, <gm>¶<mr>, but a follow-up research should confirm or disprove it was
indeed a pattern. A pausing potential could not be the feature, only a by-product if anything, in
consideration of conditions such as in 1Sam. 13:13, where no pause could be inserted in a careful
speech as _MiCWa"Th<gm> Y<mh> ~<p$> is a smixut.
If <gm> was indeed a high drop over roughly the upper quarter of the interval, a pausing potential
might simply be concomitant to the natural tendency not to deliver stretches of speech in long descents
that would sound monotonous. High drop, however, is impossible to confirm if <gm> is on the first
word in verse, such as in Gen. 26:7 (many instances are of this type) or where melodeme configurations
are different (Gen. 32:18, ~~ <at> <clause{<mn><gm><mn><rv>}clause> <p$><zq> ~~ is difficult to
make any assumptions about). A category worthy of more research are passages with a parallelism
a
involved, such as 1Kings 7:39—
XaaMee"Sh<gm><mh><p$><zq>
b
W:XaaMee"Sh<tv> <mr> <7f> <at> (these two correspond exactly),
c
NaaTha"N<gm> <az> <dr> <tv> ~~ (these also correspond fairly well).
The first couple, a-b, appears to show a fall-rise pattern on the same words, the latter on a lower level.
The second couple, b-c, shows either a fall-rise-fall, or my understanding is still severely imperfect.

F3.4.3 (10)

Tevir

<tv>

Just as revia mugrash appears to be a secondary symbol and melodeme derived from revia, so tevir can
also be a sort of revia-like symbol. Its visual shape suggest it might be an analogy of <rv> on the level
below the line, with an added element that seems very much like the one added to <rvMg> (remember
the slant lines used to be straight in the early days of this MsH notation).
Its name t:bhir, identical in the Ashkenazi and Sephardic traditions, means “broken” in Aramaic. In
spite of this seemingly graphic term, it does not tell much really. It is explained as a break in reading
(which could hardly be true, many other melodemes produce a greater breaking effect) or in the pitch
from its first to the lower second note (which may not apply in all the traditions). The word, however,
means also “smashed, crushed” (i. e. broken in pieces) or even “moderated” (to soften a pungent taste
(e.g. b. Berakhot 44b), which might be particularly fitting for melodemes, lit. ‘tastes’). If a steep drop in
tone was “broken” to turn it into a milder descent, the name would fit both the meanings and seem
more appropriate for the manner the melodeme appears to have been used. It might also be interesting
to observe that the conjunctive that is often seen to ‘serve’ this disjunctive (unless it is <mr>, very
frequently) is darga, <dr>, a symbol noted for its “broken” visual shape, a right-to-left decline that
cuts back in the middle ϟ. Should there be a hint in the name as to a real contour, the <dr><tv> unit
could have been what was referred to, suggesting that <tv>, “a break”, closes a “broken” unit.
Structurally, <tv> helps to usher in <7f> that in turn helps to usher in <at> or <sq> in the 21-book
subsystem, so it basically does for <7f> what <p$> does for <zq> or <zr> does for <sg>. A disjunctive
on the same syntactic level (but not of the same heralding function) is <rv>. It means that <rv>s are
placed across the contour on all positions except the one where <tv> took its course to conclusion.
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In the 3 books, it is difficult to think of what could serve an analogous purpose as there is no <7f>.
The symbol of the identical appearance, <7r>, is counted among conjunctives and does not seem to
make its exact counterpart. Generally, verses tend to be shorter in the 3 books, so if <tv> did indeed
served the purpose of ‘softening’ long drops, not many drops of a comparable length would be found in
the 3 books. If 3'b <at> or <olJr> are taken as sort of equivalents of 21'b <at>, they are served by a set
of melodemes (most often either by <dx> or <mhLg>, or in turn by <cn> or a ‘duke’ <rv>, the “small”
one), which all are tended by <Rv> (the weaker kind, called “great”). Interestingly then, a revia-type
melodeme appears at a structural position remotely corresponding to <tv> in the 21-book subsystem.
This applies also to some instances where the highest kind of <rv> kings it over a sparsely populated
verse. It enjoys virtually the same attendants as <at>. They in turn can be attended themselves by <rv>
(unless, of course, <olJr> or <azLg> precede). If, on the other hand, the 3'b <sq> is taken as a peer to a
21'b <sq>, which indeed it is, there is not much to compare. While <sq> is not devoid of an entourage,
it generally tends to be shorter, with either <rvMg> or <mhLg> heralding the <sq>. <rvMg> does not
usually have pages of nobility (a typical servant is <mr>), a feature shared I think also by <mhLg>. The
low-rise suggesting <7r> does appear in front of <sq>, but only in a lowly function of a commoner. For
the intonation hypothesis, it should not matter much. This is, however, a description of the theory that
prevails on ‘accents’, seeing them in intricate positions of a courtly and syntactic hierarchy.
If we indeed can make a connection or draw an analogy between <rv> and <tv>, it might mean that
the two melodemes might mark ends of pause units (i.e. provided an opportunity for a pause or break).
In a descent preceding a slight melody rise prior to conclusion, a <tv> could mark a step (if up, or
down, the upward direction seems more natural for a stressed item; this should be considered first) in
contrast to the smoothly descending <mr> (the <tv> symbol consists of a <rv> dot joined with <mr>).
Given that <tv> is frequently surrounded by <mr> on both sides, while <dr> can only precede, <mr>
and <tv> could mark virtually the same portion of the contour, with <tv> adding only an option to
modify it. On the other hand, <dr> might really show a different stage in the contour development.91 In
2Sam. 7:17, it seems to depend only on the speech rate if the <7f>-preceding words Kee"N<tv>
DiBBae"R<mr> are uttered with KeeN accented, or run in. In 2Sam. 16:7, CEE"<mr> CEE"<tv>
(...<mr><7f>) seems to almost call for a local conclusion, though the two options still hold.
In 1Kings 7:39 quoted in (8) above, <gm> was at a parallel counterpart with <tv>. The two positions
seem to show exactly the same opportunities for ‘pausing’ syntactically, only that the former is above
and the latter below the line, which may well correspond to a manner of spoken delivery. The symbols
selected to mark it are both composite, as if symbolizing a fall with an additional element.
Sometimes, <tv> seems to be well substantiated in both syntax and melodeme configuration. 2Kings
4:26 offers a series of three questions that fit perfectly into <mr><tv>?<mr><7f>?<mn><at>? (their
particular contours are irrelevant as they are quoted questions, whose melody is usually altered). The
trouble is the whole verse seems to have the most conventional composition in melodemes that can be
found and offers nothing extraordinary at all. Many other verses are exactly like this one.
More support can be expected from configurations that appear to show irregularities, or at least less
conventional compositions in melodemes, such as two <tv>s in a row. These can be found e.g. in 2Sam.
15:7 in a sequence <tv><tv><mr><7f><sq>, where on obvious reason is seen for Wa%:aShaLLeeM
and %aeTh_NiDhRiI to have <tv> both. The same applies to RooDhee"Ph<tv> %aX:aReE"<tv> ~~ in
Judg. 8:5 and Baa"NuU<tv> %iI"Sh<tv> in 1Kings 5:20 (the clause is <mn> <mr><tv><tv>
<mr><7f>), 21:16 (<tv><tv><mr><7f>) and 2Kings 2:9 (<tv><tv><7f><sq>). In all these clauses, a
reason appears to be possible to find either for a mild break, or for restarting the fall,៷ .
Expectedly, <tv> appears to exercise a disjoining effect, see 2Kings 3:7 KhaaMoO"Khaa<tv>
K:&aMMiI"<mr> (it is K~, not Kh~), 2Sam. 5:2 W:%aTTAa"<tv> TiH:JAe (not Th~) and 1Kings
14:17 HiI"(%)<tv> Baa%Aa"<mr> (B~, not Bh~), although I wonder what might have been the
syntactic justification for the division (the link between the pronoun and the participle is obligatory).
The same could be said concerning Josh. 19:10 (G~) and 1Sam. 25:2 (B~). Occasionally, it can be put
in positions with no such effect desirable, such as in Ex. 1:19, KiI"<mn> LOO"<zr> KhaNNaaShiI"M<tv>
HaMMiCRiJJoo"Th<7f> Haa,&iBhRiJJoo"Th<at>. The underlined phrase should definitely be kept
together as a unit. It might have been the intonation that was the reason to put <tv> there, not syntax.
Locations such as 2Kings 9:14 (JeeHuU(%) BaeN_) might raise questions if the pointing was not
91

A rule demands a minimum distance of one ‘short’ vowel-size between the two. No such rule applies to <mr>.
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mechanic sometimes (JeeHuU was hardly pronounced ending with ~%). Pausal forms, such as
_ShaaGhaa"Gh<tv>, Lev. 5:18, testify for an intentional break or a stronger accent than e.g. <mr>.
On the other hand, very much sense gives the usage in HaNNA"&aR<tv> HaNNa"&aR<mr>, what
many scholars are inclined to see as a dittography, in 2Kings 9:4. It appears as the only reasonable
pointing between <dr> and <7f> in this <7f>-dominated verse. No reason is to link the two words. In
turn, it gives a good reason to intone u開(including this small rise at the end of <tv>). Additionally, this
allows well to see a contour that starts somewhere in the middle of the band (<dr>) and descends three
steps down. The small upturn seems to gain support from phrases such as is found in 2Sam. 6:12 as
MiBBeE"Th<az> &ooBhee"Dh<mr> %:eDhoo"M<tv;> &iI"R<mr> DaaWiDh<7f;;> is not a single
phrase, but two (the divisive power is suggested by ; and ;;). It would be hard to take it as a single fall, a
break needs to be inserted (the need is not everywhere that strong, cf v. 17), or Deut. 22:22, where it is
possible to take the contour as smooth, but <tv> seems to offer an extra option for slow reading.

F3.4.3 (11)

Merkha, Merkha Kphulah

<mr> <mk>

This is one of the conjunctive ‘accents’, which are going to be dealt with the disjunctives in a single
section regardless of their systematic categorization, familiar to MsH accentuologists. This is not to
demonstrate the distinction is not valid (it is) or that it should be discarded (it is often useful to keep in
mind, though, not infrequently, it appears to be either held back by more prominent factors at a spot,
or not effective at all). It is simply trying to follow a different logic, the one of intonation contour, which
is based on the assumed iconicity of the marks and clues gathered from their placements in the text.
That is why the exposition that follows is going to put forward various melodemes that have disjunctive
or conjunctive power in varying degrees (also for one and the same mark) without implying anything
concerning its effect by their order of being presented here.
The name MeeRKhAA92 in the Ashkenazi tradition and Ma%:aRiIKh in the Sephardic one means
“prolongation” or the “long one”, referring either to its shape, or its function (a “lengthener” of the
melody).93 However, the melodeme symbol is certainly not any longer than other symbols. We are
going, then, to concentrate on the sound qualities to see if anything sensible could be gathered out of
the way the melodeme appears to be used in the TN"K. The meaning MeeRKhAA KPhuULAa means
just a “double” <mr>. Interestingly, the Sephardic tradition does not link it to <mr> at all. The name
TReE 7a&:aMeE simply means “two melodemes” (an alternative is TReEN Xu7RiIN, “two strokes”).
Syntactically, <mr> associates strongly with the <tv>–<7f> complex (as we have seen above) and,
generally, this is the most regular conjunctive precedent to <7f>. Even at other, less frequent usages,
its most frequent appearance is made within the closing nucleus in the 21-book subsystem. The sign
appears also in the 3-book subsystem with much greater freedom and no specific preference for a
disjunctive to serve. Perhaps more varied intonation patterns are supported this way.
<mk> is not reported to appear in the 3-book record at all. In the 21 books, its use may occasionally
appear as a “stronger” kind of <mr> (in terms of the qualifying logic: within shorter domains, see e.g.
Gen. 27:25, Lev. 10:1, Num. 14:3), so much so that doubts can be raised if indeed it is a conjunctive, or
a disjunctive.94 But Ex. 5:15 seems convincing: <mk> KhOo"<7f>, not K~. Functionally, however, it is
conspicuous it appears where <tv> occurs in longer phrases. That is why <dr> can precede it (but not
necessarily so). Nevertheless, its occurrence is so infrequent that it is difficult to arrive to any more
specific conclusions. Out of those few, it seems as if rounding off the fall rather than an opportunity for
a break or a pause was intended. WaJJaa"BhEE<dr> LoO"<mk> JaJi"N<7f> (Gen. 27:25) would be
awkward to interrupt at <mk>. In fact the reverse might well be the case. In 1Kings 10:3, it does not
seem to be %:aShae"R<dr> LOO<mk> what is the semantic unit, but LOO<mk> HiGGiI"Dh<7f>. In
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As the attentive reader may have observed, the orthography of the names (mostly of Aramaic origin) differs in
different resources. This is not of any great importance, as far as the referent is clear. I mostly prefer the spelling
of my personal tradition, learned from sources mostly too old to quote, now and then aligned by a consensus of
more recent authorities, neither of which is embraced consistently. To make it less disturbing for a reader
possibly more meticulous than myself, I prefer to use either general English forms, or their <acronyms>.
93
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantillation (9. 5. 2012) claims the meaning “comma” in MdH is secondary.
94
Weil ranks «Mérkha' Kephulah» with disjunctives («accents nodaux»), not conjunctives («accents
subordinées»), based on his computational analysis of the Torah and the Five Megilloth (Gérard-E. Weil / P.
Rivière / M. Serfaty (1978) Concordance de la cantillation du Pentateuque et des Cinq Megillot, Editions du
C.R.N.S., Paris). But ranking <mk> this way well predates G-E. Weil. It does not seem to prevail, however.
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1Kings 20:29, the intended phrasing does not stand out so unmistakably, it can unite both ways. No
real pause appears probable (unlike <tv>). Perhaps, recalling <gm>, <mk> could be seen as a sort of
<mr> carrying a stronger accent without the explicit offer of a location for pausing.
What can be observed concerning <mr>, then? No one doubts it is a conjunctive. Still, it is often to
be seen in psalms to link the verse with Sae,LAa<sq> # tag, which could hardly be considered to make
a unit; see e.g. Ps. 21:2. BaL_MaaNa"&Taa<mr> is the de facto conclusion of the verse, not selah. It
does have a fall in melody (if the shape of the mark could be so interpreted), what it lacks is only the
‘right’ disjunctive. In Gen. 6:17, MeeBhiI(%)<az> %aeTh_HaMMaBBuU"L<mr> Ma"JiM<p$>
&aL_Haa%aa"RaeC<zq> shows two objects governed by MeeBhiI(%), one is definite, the other is
indefinite. So <mr> is put in a syntactic juncture. In terms of intonation, nothing impossible is drawn if
the melody falls and springs up again on MaJiM. Should syntax be enhanced, it seems to run counter to
expectations. Why not <qd><gr> prior to <p$><zq>? Or ~ <tv><7f> ~, or ~ <p$><mr> ~, or another
disjunctive on HaMMaBBuUL? Perhaps, not too much should be inferred from ranking a melodeme as
conjunctive or otherwise. In 2Sam. 15:31a, %:aXiIThoo"PhaeL<mr> carries more semantic emphasis
(at least independence) than e.g. 31b, a <mr><7f> smixut. One could only wonder if the word was
indeed meant to be kept unaccented. If, in turn, intonation is projected on to the graphics, a natural
sounding contour is not hard to draw through the signs. A royal revia verse (such with no <at> or any
other king) is Ps. 119:17. In the 3-book subsystem, <mr> is a conjunctive, too (an assumption that
would not hold for all melodemes). In terms of the ‘accent’ syntax, there is nothing extraordinary if
<mr> serves the following <rv>. Still, it sits between two distinct clauses. If the visual pattern is taken
as hinting at intonation, the contour fits in naturally. Only, <mr> is not too much ‘conjunctive’ here.
The next verse, 18, displays a similar syntax, <clause{ <mr> }clause><clause{ V<at> Obj<rvMg> Adv<sq>}clause>.
While intonation offers a natural picture, the syntactic value of the melodemes appears problematic.
No sense would be, however, to deny <mr> is a conjunctive. In Prov. (to stay in 3'b) 23:13, no B!~ is
applied in ThaKKae"NNuU<mr> 'BhaShShee"Bhae7<rvMg> (the way it is in v. 14, please note). The
question probably is, what the ‘conjunctiveness’ reduces to in some contexts. The neighbourhood may
be a decisive factor in some apparently difficult cases. 1Kings 14:2 shows a pausal form at the end of
the verse, which suprises no one. But &aL_Haa&aa"M<mr> HaZZAe"<sq> discloses the pausal under
<mr>, not <sq>. It may suggest a pausal is a matter of the larger unit, the <mr><sq> phrase in this
instance, not strictly an individual word (HaZZAe in a mechanic analysis). It could hardly mean that
<mr> also triggers pausal forms at times.95 Rather, falling plus weak seem to be the features of <mr>.
Concerning intonation, the shape of <mr>, /, suggests a low fall quite graphically. The question then
is if it was to be a catchall for any unbound drop, or had a pitch of its own. Prov. 4:6 consists of four
finite verbs in a pattern of <mr><at> <mr><sq> in two larger units of intonation. At the onset of each
unit, the intonation had to be set anew in a specific pitch. Two consequent <mr><mr> in a row are not
rare, however. In Prov. 22:21, a <mr><mr><rvMg> pattern could hardly mean resetting the same
pitch as L:Haa"ShiIBh<mr> %:aMaa"RiIM<mr> '%:eMae"Th<rvMg> would sound too disjoined if
two breaks were applied. Either the earlier break, or the later one could be recommended (the latter
option was selected). Then, if the <mr><mr> was intoned as a unit, they could not have both the same
pitch, rather they might share a <mr> zone. A composition very similar to this shows up again in v. 27.
It is one of the language universals that intonation tends to descend toward the end of the utterance.
In order to maintain a tone level, let alone raise the pitch, an increased effort is required. If a voice is left
to have its course, the pitch will descend. Seeing that <mr> is a frequent melodeme, prevailing in the
trailing portions of verses, one could get the impression it is a slack, do-nothing portion of intonation.
Appearances of <mr> in emotionally peaking passages, however, prevent from concluding so. 2Sam.
3:8 contains <az><mr><zr><mn><sg> portion of speech of the angry Abner. Kae"LaeBh<mr> was
certainly a strong language (for the Bible, at least) and one of the spots out of place for anything slack
in tone. It even seems to carry a negative (i.e. low) accent, the one that works due to its contrast with
the surrounding high tone of (the angry) voice. CEE CEE %iISh HaDDaaMiIM of 2Sam. 16:7 have
already been referred to in (10) above. The sound of this hateful shouting can best be imagined if
<mr><tv><mr><7f> had two peaks, ~<tv>~<7f> and two drops, ↖↙↶↙.
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The distribution of pausal and non-pausal forms can tell much concerning both vowels and melodemes, the two
topics highly relevant for the present work. I have already collected a sizable body of excerpts (this particular note
is drawn from one of my files). However, for practical reasons (a tight schedule and limits on the volume of this
dissertation), their processing has to be deferred to a follow-up work in the same MsH phonology project.
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Emotional passages are helpful even in songs. In Ps. 44:13, Bh:LOO_HoO"N<at> is accented on the
ultima. It is regular for Hebrew (and unusual in languages, as it is particles of negation that tends to be
most accented). The latter instance, W:LOO"<mr>_'RiBBiI"Thaa<rvMg>,96 puts an accent on LOO,
too. It is irrelevant whether it is ‘a primary stress’ (an accent), or ‘a secondary stress’ (a stress). What is
important for the point is the naqdan felt it appropriate to place a specific melodeme on the word
cliticized by <_> to the word with the main accent, <rvMg> (please note the position of <ga>). Was it
to remind the lector to put two accents on the word? (Then any melodeme would do, and <mr> was the
most usual one prior to <mrMg>. The effect would be for the word to be uttered slowly and with
distinctness.) Or was it also for a particular melodic value of <mr>? (Then it served to put the two
words in a pitch contrast, LOO in low so as to enhance the particular pitch and contour of <rvMg>.
The effect would be a special emotional tenor.) A third option can also be imagined, too—simply
alternatives. This principle was met many times already and appears to be a constant working method
of the naqdanim. (The group TiMKooR_&aMM:Khaa seems to support it with ‹oo› and <_> being
present at the same time.) The effect would be a flat, depressed and depressive tone of voice. All three
options are possible. (My preference is the second one, but no need is to press one key into every lock.)

F3.4.3 (12)

7iphxa / 7arxa

<7f> <7r>

This is one melodeme symbol in shape, but two melodeme names in the two subsystems, different also
in function at least as far as junctural properties are concerned. The name tifcha, 7iPhXAA, <7f>
relates either to the “palm of hand” (also the sound made with it97), or a “diagonal”, possibly a “handbreadth” (put across to measure anything?). Most obviously, however, it simply refers to its shape, a
line (straight in the oldest mss) diagonally upward from below. (Still, a diagonal happens to be one of
the commonest shapes in melodemes.) This sign signals that a concluding phrase melodeme, <at> or
<sq>, is already only “a hand-breath” away. In Sephardi communities, it is called tarcha, 7aRXAA,
meaning a “dragging, troublesome effort”, referring again to “preparations”.98 In my tradition, <7r>
refers to this shape used only in the 3-book subsystem, where it is considered a conjunctive, although
occurring often at a spot ‹7f> would be in the 21-book subsystem (where it counts among disjunctives).
This get-ready-to-close signal becomes occasionally a sole dividing melodeme in short verses, and,
surprisingly, in some quite a long ones, too. Wickes (1887, op. cit.) lists 14 examples of such: Num.
9:1, Deut. 5:23, 6:22, Josh. 13:16, Jer. 8:1, 13:13 etc. and comments that “as the main divider of the
verse, [<7f>] constantly lengthens the short vowel, as Athnach would have done” (p. 61). We find <7f>
in this halving function as early as Gen. 1:13. But much more frequent, the typical usage of <7f> can be
illustrated with Deut. 23:15 W:HaaJAa"<mr> MaX:aNaE"Khaa<7f> QaaDhoO"Sh<at> and later
W:Shaa"Bh<7f> Mee%aX:aRaE"Khaa <sq>. Please note the very common <mr><7f> unit (15a) and
also frequent independent use (15b). Its ‘lengthening’ property mentioned by Wickes (above) can be
rephrased that <7f> seems often to trigger pausal forms (strangely, given its get-ready-to-close
function). I have excerpted quite a number of them but have to relegate the analysis to a later stage of
the research. One for many: 1Kings 20:18 has twice JaaCaa"%uU<7f> (with contextual forms under
<at> and <sq>) unlike JaaC:%uU"<7f> in v. 17.
The disjoining power of <7f> can be seen in Lev. 25:26, _LoO"<7f> Goo%ee"L<at>, not <mh>
Ghoo,%:aLoO<p$> as in v. 25. The 1Kings 1:30 phrase &aL_KiS%iI"<7f> TaXTaa"J<at> is a unit.
Still, T~ was recommended for reading out, not Th~. Also in 2:45, Š:LooMOO"<7f> BaaRuU"Kh<at>,
not Bh~, also Num. 28:31 The importance of such a separator could hardly stand out clearer than in
1Kings 7:48—HaPPaaNiI"M<7f> ZaaHaa"Bh<sq> do not belong together and should not be run in.
This being so, it is disturbing to observe so often instances where <7f> of 21 books (not the 3'b <7r>)
is supposed to break phrases that obviously should be kept together. As early as Gen. 1:16, W:%ae"Th
is equipped with <7f>, which can hardly have any syntactic ambition. This is so in 1Sam. 2:17, 6:11,
too. MiShShiBh7eE"<7f> Ji5Raa%ee"L<at> in Josh. 3:12 needed not perhaps to be so hard-pressed in
this one-word space between <zq> and <at> if the pointing were **# <rv> <mh> <p$> <mn> <zq>
96

Let me remind that neither " nor ' transliterate an accent. They are but auxiliary marks of a position.
Or with a sandal, cf b. Bava Qamma 32b, Mo&ed Qa7an 25a, Bava Bathra 22a, to “slap”.
98
My notes included a pun “after tarcha, atnach”, i.e. ‘after effort comes rest’ (pointing also to a series of puns in
the poem Shir u-Shbahah Hallel ve-Zimrah). Regrettably, I have lost the reference (the anecdotic style would
suggest Wickes but I failed to find it there), but I still decided to include it here as it illustrates the manner a close
relationship used to be felt between this melodeme (<7f> or <7r>) and the ensuing major phrase melodeme.
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(why repeat <mn> twice?) %iI"Sh<7f> <mr> <sq> #. But it is not so. Why? I suggest that the low-rise
melody was preferred to the syntactic concern. In Josh. 22:19, Mi,BBaL&:aDheE"<zq> MiZBa"X<7f>
Y<mr> has as many as two disjunctives within the annexation phrase (admittedly, 4 words is long). If
such a division is made close to the end of phrase, it cannot be claimed safely the unit really is divided
under the hypothesis that assumes the main phrase melodemes as variables. HaKK:RuBhiI"M<7f>
&aaLaA"W<sq> in 2Sam. 6:2 could not be claimed split as <7f> is too close to <sq>. Not rarely,
however, a pattern of, as if, raising intonation at the start of the phrase is seen (with probably no
intention to divide it), as it is e.g. in 2Kings 24:13, where Ka,%:aShae"R<7f> is not the word to divide
away. This pattern is apparent also in Josh. 23:9 twice, 9a GoOJi"M<7f> + two adjectives, 9b
&a"Dh<7f> + nominal (also 1Sam. 6:18). Some cases could be disputed, such as in 1Sam. 23:1 <7f>
seems to separate the topic portion from the focus of the clause, W:Hee"MMAa<7f> ShooSiI"M<mr>,
but topic–focus articulation is not syntax and much less melodemes would be needed to articulate that.
Melody seems better explanation for all this mess (and topic–focus is intrinsically associated with
melody). We can observe (provided melody can be observed from iconic symbols) how it develops in
two mirrored phrases in 1Sam. 26:25—GaM<jt> {inf. abs.}<mn> {V}<zq> starts from low and finishes
inconclusively, than restarts, W:Gha"M<7f> {inf. abs.}<mn> {Vpaus.}<at>, ending conclusively. No
need to add <7f> does not sit in a typical disjunctive position, again. Even stronger parallelism is found
in 2Sam. 7:14, please note: %:aNiI"<p$> vs W:HuU(%)"<7f>, then %aeH:JAe_LLoO"<mn> mirrored
by JiH:JAe_LLiI"<mn> and finally L:%aa"Bh<zq> vs L:Bhee"N<at>. It is easy to think of the line as
being uttered in a higher tone the former half, and a lower tone the latter half. Interesting is they both
start with a melodeme symbolized with a diagonal, supralinear and sublinear, respectively.
If the melody hypothesis is accepted, no longer can be found disturbing that some verses virtually
ignore syntactic structure in their accentuation, such as 2Sam. 23:37 (save the last name; if Noo5EE
could be taken as a sort of title, certainly not K:LeE"<7f>). In 15:31, mentioned above, if <mr><7f> is
fine, it does not confuse that <mr> sounds accented, while <7f> disaccented.
On the other hand, not everything seems to work as fine as if melody would be a panacea. If we turn
to e.g. Judg. 19:28, QuU"MiI<mr> W:NeeLee"KhAa<7f> does not appear as the right melody of this
command. Still, a few points should be kept in mind. (1) The hypothesis deals with intonation rather
than only melody. It means that factors such as accent and speech rate are, or could be, included. (2) It
has already been suggested above that melodemes need not be taken as notes of score, but notes of
annotation. If, e.g., the melody was indicated as rising on <7f>, it could well come down again without
explicitly noted so; e.g. it might have dropped again on ~Khaa. Notes of annotation could also imply
that the symbols, iconic and graphic as they are, need not necessarily show what is to happen on the
spot, but also/rather what just have happened or is about to happen with voice in the close vicinity of
the word with the melodeme. Notes of score cannot do that. (3) Narratives in the TN"K, even ever so
vivid, cannot be taken as speech recorded by a phonetician. While the pointing scholars might have
been interested in a clear and vivid delivery, worthy of noble stories, not everything (indeed, if
anything) was supposed to be acted out. The lector might have had enough motivation to identify with
some venerated characters. He might also hesitate to do so with villains (unlike professional actors
whose preference is inverse). A safe mid position is to put oneself in the shoes of the narrator in such
stories or for such figures. In phonetics, it immediately turns direct speeches into a stuff reproduced by
third parties, with very different intonation patterns. Back to Judg. 19, this particular broadside ballad
seems to be a prime candidate for assuming that commentator diction.
It is a peculiarity of the theory interpreting the two subsystems, and perhaps partially also of the two
subsystems themselves, that the same symbol, \, serves as a disjunctive in the 21 books termed <7f>,
and as a conjunctive in the 3 books called tarcha, <7r>, a name that extends to the 21'b, too, in some
traditions. While <7f> is a particularly lucid sign with a straightforward function in the 21'b, its
potential counterparts in the 3'b are not nearly as simple. For <sq> it is sometimes <rv>, sometimes
<mhLg> (other marks such as <rvMg> do not seem to link to <sq> so closely and <rvMg> itself seems
to be more comparable to <dr>). For <at>, rather than <rv> (if it precedes, it still seems to be more the
analogy of <zq> than a real usher of <at>), it is either <mhLg>, too, or, more often, <dx>. Dechi has
interestingly the same shape as <7f> but its prepositive. (Next subsection is going to be devoted to it.)
A low-rise intonation appears probable for the melodeme (it is also a reasonable candidate for <mh>,
whose issue will be dealt with later). For <olJr>, it is either <rv> again (though enjoying the title gadol,
“great”, it is indistinguishable from any other <rv> that can occur earlier in the verse, not ushering
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<olJr> at all), or, typically, cinnor, <cn>, identical to 21'b <zr>, zarqa. In line with it, <olJr> comes out
more as a functional equivalent of <sg> the 21'b subsystem. The <7r> sign is left with a role of a
conjunctive servant to nobler disjunctives. It can serve a <rv>. Then it looks as if it has been demoted
one rank down. It can also serve to <sq>, in which role it looks exactly as <7f> in the 21-book
subsystem, but for its conjunctiveness.99
It is clear that <7r> is indeed a conjunctive because it lets following plosives get fricativised, e.g. in
Prov. 31:31, WiI,HaL:LuU"Haa<7r> BhaShSh:&aaRiI"M<mn> (not B~). (It might also be worthy of
attention that this <7r><mn><sq> # configuration would probably be <7f><mr><sq> # in the 21'b
prose. In terms of intonation, it looks as if <7r> would got it on a level for <mn> to keep until the final
drop, but I am not sure currently what to make of it.) The same configuration is met in Ps. 22:6, where
B:Khaa"<7r> Bhaa7:XuU"<mn> and not Baa~ confirm it. (Again, it is worth attention that the same
words a verse earlier, 5, shows also a rise and level(?) intonation; but, as there it is the beginning of the
verse, not the end, the configuration has to be <dx><mn>. Since <dx> is a disjunctive, it must be B~.)
Also constructions such as M:XiTTa"Th<7r> DaLLiI"M<mn> in Prov. 10:15 or, in Prov. 24:9,
W:ThoO&:aBha"Th<7r> L:%aaDhaa"M<mn>, or, Mee"%iIR<mh>_&eENeE"<7r> Sh:NeEHae"M
<mn> in Prov. 29:13, all of them two-word annexation units, fit better to conjunctives, although we
have already found that syntactic criteria seem highly unreliable in melodemes.
If a linking word or a preposition meets <7r> in the beginning of a phrase, a conjunctive <7r> feels
more comfortably there (see Prov. 21:18, W:Tha"XaTh<7r>) than with <7f>, for which, however, such
positions are also frequent. Given <7r> is a conjunctive melodeme, it is conspicuous longish phrases,
such as in Prov. 26:25 between <at> and <sq>, remain without a disjunctive, unlike the earlier portion
of the verse. It is somewhat imbalanced. Or, the juncture property is not nearly so much important.
The effect in melody could be much the same—a slight rise in tone just prior to the concluding fall, or
the mid-verse upturn if an inconclusive nucleus is to be applied. Please note <mr> would regularly
follow <7f> toward <sq> and <mn> does regularly the same for <at>. This would at least fit fine for the
more streamlined 21-book subsystem. In any case, it might function as a warning signal for the reader
not to let his voice drop to his very bottom too soon. (This needs to be checked yet in the short verses
with <7f> being the strongest accent.) An inverse message might be signalled with <tv>: the tone can
get down because there is still time to recover. If <gm> can be an analogy to <tv> and <gr> to <7f>, it
also remains to be checked. Should speech rate be included, too, then <7f> might mark the concluding
slow-down. It is a universal speech phenomenon. In MsH does not have to be only assumed, since it
was actually recorded. The distribution of pausal forms could then confirm or disprove the idea.

F3.4.3 (13)

Dechi

<dx>

The Aramaic name D:XiI, common to Ashkenazi and Sephardi traditions, means lit. “rejected”, but
also “pushed aside, set aside” (either as “postponing”, or as “superseding, overriding” i.e. “taking
precedence”), which seems more appropriate for a melodeme that is not rejected, but accepted.
As a prepositional symbol100 it is unique to the 3-book subsystem (though it is exactly like <7f>/<7r>
in shape). There it has the function of introducing <at>, i.e. a ‘duke’ on roughly the same level as many
of the <rv>s (the “great” and the “small” types) that occur in the 3 books prior to <at> (or the <rv>
that takes its place, known as the ‘king’ <rv>). Indeed, it comes close to 21'b <7f> in verses as Ps. 1:5.
Its placement in front of the word appears sometimes almost as a sort of musical signature. I had not
the opportunity to check all its instances in #A, but two of them caught my attention. In Ps. 115:2 and 4
in front of 'LaaMMAa<dx> and especially '&:a,CaBBeEHaeM<dx>, the slant line of the melodeme is
put rather high into the row. In front of the ↗&:a,CaBBeEHaeM it is right in the midline of the letters,
it can almost be claimed the line firmly emerges from the midline up until quite high in the vertical
dimension of the letters, as if the pointing scholar intended to indicate where to start intoning from. In
#L, however, <dx> sits well on the bottom (though with &:,aCaBBeEHaeM, a bit elevated it is; but that
is apparently due to the shortage of space). So far, any extra iconicity for <dx> cannot be claimed.
We have already mentioned a similarity of <dx> to <7r> several times, and have even considered it
interesting. Prov. 29:27 appears quite illuminating, also for understanding a possible distinction in the
99

Not included are instances when such a word is equipped with cinnorit, too. Merkha mecunneret, <mrMc>, is a
conspicuous mark, but it is considered a separate melodeme and is going to be dealt with later on.
100
Syllables as N:, NaTT:QAa<dx> in Ps. 2:3 might appear as doubly-accented. It is not so, <dx> is PREpositive.
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intonations between pre-positives and accent-positives. The scripture draws from the contrast between
the expressions ToO&:aBhaTh CaDDiIQiIM and ToO&:aBhaTh RaaShaa&, which are accompanied
with the configurations <mn><dx> and <7r><mn>, respectively. Without being specific on the
contour of <mn>, which might probably be flat and possibly underspecified, too, we could ask if the
obvious analogy between the two expressions can be somehow reflected in the melodemes, too. A fair
similarity would be achieved if we suppose the intonation begins to rise with the start of the whole word
with <dx> regardless of the accent position (that might be the reason the melodeme is prepositive),
while in turn the tone on <7r> starts ascending only after the speech proceeds to the accented syllable.
The result would be roughly the same in both cases: The tone would rise in approximately the middle of
the phrase. The same configuration is met also in Prov. 28:13. A contrastive function of <dx> stands
out in Prov. 25:5 (cf with v. 4, where no such contrast in implied). In Ps. 56:11a+12a, the contrast
shifts with shifting <dx>, on BEE,LooHiIM<dx> {VP}<mn> in 11b, on the verb in 12b (<mn><dx>).
This pattern does not serve contrastive purposes only, it is applied also by itself, as in Prov. 22:9. In
Prov. 11:2 it appears to help indicate an inconclusive nucleus (i.e. raises expectations).
Simultaneously, it seems that the nucleus delimits a unit (i.e. the continuation is expected in the next
unit, not in going on). It is important in e.g. Prov. 13:19, where Ta%:aWAa"<mn> NiH:JAa<dx>
makes a phrase and should not be connected to the next unit by means of raised intonation.
The melodeme is proved to be a disjunctive e.g. in Ps. 135:10—Shae,HiKKAa<dx> GoOJi"M<mn>
has G~, not Gh~. Also Baa~ in B:Khaa<dx> Baa7:XuU"<mn> of Ps. 22:5 confirms it. A disjoining
effect of <dx> applies in Ps. 36:13, where NaaPh:LuU<dx> Poo"&:aLeE<mn> do not form any closely
bound unit and <dx> makes it stand out.
On the other hand, syntactic structures sometimes do not seem in agreement with the particular
configuration of melodemes. Sometimes, a <dx> placement appears more mechanic than reflecting the
words, such as in Prov. 21:23. Was the reason that <dx> in 23a should reflect <7r> in 23b? In Prov.
1:2–6, <dx> alternates with <mn> with no obvious reason in syntax, apart perhaps for a change (which
is no syntactical reason). In Prov. 25:20, we meet a reasonably regular configuration in <azLg>
dominating the first third of the verse, <at> the second one, and with <rvMg> peaking the <sq> part—
<mr><azLg> <mn><dx><mn><at> <mr><rvMg><mn><sq>#. Syntax, however, contains different
three clause units there—<cl{<mr><azLg><mn><dx>}cl><cl{<mn><at>}cl><cl{ the third one fits }cl>. In
theory, <dx> as ‘duke’ should exercise less power than <azLg> as ‘king’. In intonation, <dx> provides
a very natural close to the first clause with mildly raised expectation for the next part to come, while
<azLg> helps culminate the point in the initial portion of the verse. In v. 22, any syntactic relevance of
<dx> is denied. %aTTAa<dx> XooThAe"<mn> is a close unit, no juncture inside is pertinent.
(Needless to say, verses can be found where a canonical configuration of the melodemes aligns well
with syntax, such as Ps. 68:3. They are no counter-examples, however, simply by that. In 68:3, it can be
seen also how well the peaks made by supralinear melodemes or by assumed rises correspond with
peaks well possible, indeed probable, in melody and accent, ~ <rv><ol> ~ <dx> ~ <rvMg> ~ #.)
A difficult combination of two melodemes may be brought forth in Ps. 135:2. The beginning of the
verse can echo the beginning of v. 1, Shae"&oo,M:DhiIM<dx.mn> may represent a ᎕ contour akin to
the one in the start of v. 1 with <mr><azLg>, ◡, possibly being responded with more <dx>s later on. (It
should be considered the melodeme in "Ha,L:LuU_y<dx> applies to the two words linked with <_>, in
front of which it sits. The mark sits in front of and applies to the second word only in v. 16, ~,_~<dx>.)
Ps. 7:10 in #L shows a strange combination in LiBBoO"Th|<dx.rv> (which was faithfully copied on
to BHS). If it were appropriate, it could be an interesting opposite to <rvMg>. (A contrast with <rvMg>
can be observed, e.g. Prov. 4:20. If <dx> sets the tone low, <rvMg> sets it fairly high.) But #A clearly
has only a <dx> there, which also brings the configuration of melodemes into much more predictable
<il> <azLg> <zr> <ah>101 <olJr> <mn> <dx> <rv> <mr> <sq> #. If ~ <dx.rv> <rv> ~ were there, it
would be most unusual to have two <rv>s in the latter part of the verse, following <at>, i.e. something
of the type of <rvMg> together with the ‘king’ <rv>. Looking at #L, one could think to see how it might
have come about as a mistake: The naqdan might have had the <rv> of uUKh|:LaaJoO"Th| in mind,
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I print <ah> to show that I am aware atnach haphukh belongs here. Both #L and #A, however, paint fairly
clearly the “v” type of the mark, (#L perhaps with a bit sharper end, but nothing near the canonical shape).
Until more research in mss, I am not convinced the distinction of galgal from atnach haphukh is substantiated.
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and misdirected his pen to place the dot over to ~B!~ into the only empty space available. ‹B› and ‹K›
appear very similar there.

F3.4.3 (14)

More Melodemes

There is at least as many melodemes to go than it has been covered. I have made many excerpts
concerning them, too, and then I have paid an increased attention to combinations of them, since it is
not in the values of the individual melodemes, rather in their sequences, that characteristic of the MsH
system of speech intonation can be expected to be found. However, dissertations have their limits, both
in the time and spatial domains. Rules of the genre have to be respected, including the kind patience of
those who are institutionally obliged to read it. One cannot continue compiling and piling and on, ad
libitum, as if one documented a private research, which no one ever would care to read, apart from the
one who carries out the research. The cost of obtaining two more readers (multiplying the readership
several times above what I could ever expect)—the cost I am only glad and honoured to pay—it entails
the need of cutting the flow of text and data rather abruptly at this point. Luckily, the dissertation is
conceived as part of a larger ongoing project. It promises another opportunity soon (within two to three
year space) to pick up the presentation precisely at this point and go on in melodemes and then in lists
and statistics of data, of which only glimpse could have been made in the present dissertation.
The shape of the intonation contour which the melodemes concur to suggest is the one of multiple
peaks reflecting well the clausal and sentential accents as well as shifts in them, should the sense so
demand. This sensitive and flexible shape stops short of the main nuclei that were assumedly marked
so with older types of marks that not reflected particular intonations, only bade the lector of the Holy
Scrolls read out the appropriate conclusion. In claiming intonation to be the chief purpose of the marks
(whose English term ‘accents’ can well be considered a mistranslation), the quest for stress/accent
positions in the HsH word could be redirected in some instances in not sticking so strictly to where the
mark appears with context forms. Good many of the melodemes do not mark out the accent position,
anyway. If intonation was their main purpose, an intonation break or another salient point (such as
where the melody line was perceived to start its new course, i.e. after the break, or where the old shape
was spotted last, i.e. prior to the break, or where such a turning point was easy to observe due to the
inherent duration of the syllable, or if no turning point was the point, then the ‘where’ could have been
simply anywhere), it was them that might well have been marked, rather than a ‘stress’ position in the
conventional sense of the term.
Concerning the marks, a few questions have been raised at the outset of the present part (1.1). It may
be too early to try to give a categorical answer to them prior to the time the research could have covered
all the TN"K, perhaps a suggestion could be provided showing what the direction is the research starts
to turn in at this early stage.
(1) Being supralinear or sublinear may mean different things in the melodemes assumed older, for
which the reasons seem historic, details of which process could be only vain speculation until more mss
are found. In the melodemes assume younger the distribution above and below the line is suggested to
be iconic, with two broad pitch registers being envisaged. The melodemes operative in the ‘middle zone
of pitch’ might indicate so either by their shapes, or just mark their points of start or finish.
(2) While some of the melodemes might have had a weak attachment to accented or perhaps also
stressed syllables, some others related to the contour of the word as a unit, not to any specific syllable.
(The purpose of ‘non-stress’ ‘accents’ would be hard to explain in terms of the established level-ofstress theory.) A natural position for these was in front of the first letter or following the last letter of
the word. Couples of some complemented to paint a longer stretch of intonation over more words.
(3) If intonation was indicated in an iconic way in some marks, it were only natural to add detail by
adding marks. In fact, some seemingly simple signs can be covert compounds, such as <dr> ϟ may be
well interpreted as double {<mr><mr>} // on a single word. It is easier to think of <sh> as a compound
than imagine any unadorned speech intonation pattern.
(4) Under the assumption the melodemes suggest intonation, often by its shape and position, the
same symbols in two different systems may imply the two systems are not so wide apart than possibly
assumed. So far, I have considered them two versions of a single system, one more elaborate and less
formal (i.e. more flexible) than the other. No firm conclusion, however, was reached so far.
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(5) Reasons why a melodeme was named so and not so require more research in history than could
have been made in the present dissertation. A modicum of speculation has been already attached to
some marks but only as much as not to disgust my opponents entirely.
(6) If indeed the musical forms differ widely today or as far back as can be documented, it is an issue
for musicologists to research. The author preliminary assumed so. The hypothesis that melodemes
originally marked intonation implies later differentiation only after the melody of speech was projected
into melodies of chant (and the former was left behind). If a musical research was to show later that
there are similarities, it could confirm the hypothesis provided the similarities could be reconciled with
the assumed intonations of speech. Should a common shape of melody be possible to distil that were
incompatible with any possible intonation contour, the hypothesis could be considered falsified.
More judgments and conclusions concerning the specific contours that accompany particular
contents of the utterance (semantic as well as syntactic) should be reserved to a later stage of the
research. Those under 500 cases collected in the excerpts so far cannot provide an adequate picture
relevant for all the melodeme combinations throughout the whole of TN"K (given the number of the
types of melodemes multiplied by the two subsystems in proportion to the extent of TN"K, this cannot
be a great number by any measure).
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G

Glossa

“Glossa” stands for ‘General Language of Speech Sound Analysis’ and it aims to become exactly what
the acronym suggests. The current version at the date of writing these lines is b14.5 (i.e. the design
went through 14 major revisions). That was a long process, it took good many years and the current
version is ready to be put in operation. It should start with publishing a complete description of the
core of the language here (then “b” at the version number would change to “c”, a release candidate). It
is only for the constraints of space that I have decided to put off the bringing the complete version out.
As the main body of the dissertation has spread over too many pages already (without coming actually
anywhere near covering all my notes and excerpts), the portions NOT directly serving the main topic
have to be cut short. That is why only a brief report of b14.5 can be introduced here, giving no details of
anything that would exceed the range, for which Glossa is already used here, and only sketch the
manner Glossa is planned to be used in the project stages to come. The next volume, the Phonology of
MsH II, will be more technical and possibly provide a good opportunity to present Glossa in a larger
extent, more appropriate to the nature of lists and many other details of the description.
This overview deals first (G1) with the general features of Glossa, the elements and how to fit them
together (‘syntax’). The elements (1.1.2) are segments of speech or small units that can be identified
either subsegmentally as portions of segments (concurrent or sequential) or suprasegmentally
(features to describe prosody). The ‘syntax’ of the language (1.1.1) consists of units that are
meaningful for the language (units of prosody) or for Glossa as a formal system (often, a unit of
prosody is also a unit of processing). Article 1.1.3 briefly mentions the components and formal
conventions that are valid throughout the code, such as numbers, or general modifiers. The next
section (G1.2) that would comprise of dozens of pages in full (not included) shortly describes the
means Glossa uses to define meanings of phonetic and/or phonological symbols (1.2.1)—should a
particular application decide it needs to be explicit concerning them—and meanings of particular
constructions of Glossa (1.2.2), should a particular application decide a simplified, altered or expanded
format of Glossa would better suit the particular needs than the implicit meanings and constructions.
Some of the declarations make only slight modifications, such as implicit values. Other declarations
can change the workings of Glossa substantially. In that respect, Glossa is more a pool of languages
rather than a single formal language. The next chapter (G2) is devoted specifically to phonology:
available metric to calculate paradigmatic distances (2.1) and data structures to keep record of the
relationships found (2.2). The model of the phonological system that runs over the patterns makes
reference to the records that in turn rely on the metric. In G3, IPA equivalent symbols are suggested.
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G1

General Features

As it has been claimed and explained in D2.3.2(5), Glossa is not a sort of complicated transcription
table, it is a formal language providing a system background to transcription symbols. Glossa in fact
does not itself contain any transcription characters and does not care if a transcription symbol slot is
filled in with a one or more IPA characters, a Unicode glyph, an abstract number, a pointer to picture,
arbitrary strings or even (rarely) left empty. Users can have different needs or preferences.1
The code can have two readers: eye, or engine. The code can be simplified or amplified in the level of
detail as need be, but in a different manner for either recipient. The eye perceiving globally needs to get
quick orientation with salient point and clear structure, on the other hand it tackles well with mild
ambiguity with the help of context. The computing engine can work with contexts, too, but everything
including contexts must be defined unambiguously. The machine’s perception is typically sequential
(especially of texts) and does not care for optical saliency. What matters, however, is the complexity of
the algorithm needed to process such a text.2
Different applications may need different degrees of rigorousness, both for man, and machine. One
and the other need sometimes rigorous definitions of elements, other times no such rigorousness is
desirable: it would be intriguing for man, idle for machine. Glossa makes possible to implement
definitions either in declaratory section(s) and/or statements (definitions of Glossa performance), or in
an explicit formal description of phonology (definitions concerning a natural language).
Various purposes of launching the code delimit multiple domains in the definition of the language:
phonetic and phonological transcriptions, formulation and formalization of phonological systems,
acoustic synthesis (TTS) description that typically has to be connected, and acoustic analysis
descriptions that typically are disconnected, coding that prefers basic ASCII, or free report that can
make use of any characters (though bare ASCII proves itself still the most practical sometimes).
These three viewpoints help divide the exposition of Glossa in several sections so as to deal with each
one within this limited space in varying detail. Default will be eye, low detail and no rigorous
definitions. Some domains will be left out completely (speech therapy or technical parameters), some,
which are going to be needed later, but not in the present and subsequent stages, will either be set
aside, too (acoustic analysis, text criticism), or some formal declarations will not be considered (as in
phonology) since these would be premature to put forward at the present preliminary stage. To save
some space, long lists (of distinctive features, relators, operators and parameters for the technical
setting) will not be included. Their manner of working will only be indicated. The metric of the
phonological system and the method of its statistical evaluation would be also too early to dwell on.

G1.1

Syntax

The system consists of constituents and elements. Constituents define contexts for the elements to
appear in, and some of them also define the extent of linguistic units unless defined only with
boundaries. (Boundaries are an additional type of element, a kind of compromise between element and
constituent, which was introduced to make possible simpler records. It simplifies it more for the eye,
however; the computation gets more complicated and error-prone.)
1

At the end of this part, a table of simple ASCII combinations for IPA equivalents is supplied. These are, however,
provided as an option, which can suit the needs for basic ASCII that would collide as little as possible with Glossa.
It would be strange to offer a transcriptional language completely devoid of transcription. It is not obligatory.
2
The one who cares the most is the programmer that is to code, debug and (whoever) read again in a couple of
months or years. That is why both a clear-cut algorithm and directly well-readable data are needed. Hex values for
characters may keep the procedure clear-cut, but also keep from easy checking for correctness.
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G1.1.1

Constituents

The fundamental syntactic unit of Glossa is an <envelope>. It is an obligatory container for some of the
elements or units of processing, and recommended wherever an additional < > can keep parsing
simple. It is not required if no machine parsing is expected and too many < >s would make the record
unnecessarily complex for the eye. The envelope consists of a tagged bracket. A tag is most often an
identifier of the contents, which is called a constituent as it can be framed with various kinds of
brackets, braces and parentheses, <ID[ ]ID>, <ID{ }ID>, <ID{ }ID>, <ID< >ID>. By framing, the content can be
identified from both directions (it simplifies programming), and it can overlap <1[ <2[ ]1> ]2> while still
keeping legible for the eye. (The superscript and subscript format can be neglected in an unformatted
ASCII and still remain well set off from the text due to the < > framing, thus <ID ... ID>.)
Important is that the data structure envelope unequivocally defines the context for the structure or
element in question. The analysing program does not approach the sought structure or element
directly, but reads the whole content of the envelope of the superordinate structure first (or works
through reading in the contents of all the superior envelopes of the higher structures) and every input
structure further narrows the context to interpret what is inside. The Glossa processing algorithm
should not support a direct access to elements without prior reading in the contexts, though, mostly, it
would be possible to approach the elements also directly.
A text can be framed with more mutually independent envelopes.3 An envelope can also be used for
singular elements (with no constituent inside). These are the broad meanings of a few types of
constituents that do not compete in application and, consequently, can safely overlap:
Types by contents:
<tag constituent tag>
[
text
]
generally used for segmental strings
{ supratext }
also for definitions and grammar
( technical )
descriptors have no <tags( )tags> around
< graphics >
whenever it is recorded independently
Constituent tag can also be specified with parameters (it would be a rather clumsy place to store
information regularly; it is intended for demanding machine applications). If this is so, a difference has
to be made between:
<an opening tag
a closing tag>
In a more detail:
<ID specification :parameter-plate;
:specification ID>
ID
a unique identification of the constituent (or unique at least within a bracket class).
specification
behind space, can contain spaces, ends with a bracket or :
In the closing tag, a reverse order applies for visual comfort and programmer’s ease.
:
Opens a parameter list (‘plate’). In the closing tag, if it is present, must be the first
and signals parameters must be read in from the opening tag (a space-saving feature).
parameter plate Only in the opening tag. Ends with ; and the first character must NOT be a dot, all the
other characters can be arbitrary. If ( ), [ ], { }, < > are there (it is better to avoid them
but only because they are puzzling for the eye), no ; is sought inside. Better practice
is not to put opening (, [, {, < on the first position (it complicates error-trapping).
;
Concludes parameter plate. No ; is in the closing tag. Parameter lists can have any
format (including a parenthesized ;). Specifically, par=value, par=value, is easy.
Glossa imposes almost no limit on this string for the user to make better use of it.
Operators and functions: Operators describe a condition, functions alter it.
<:operator:>
examples: <:@:> ‘all’ (the great quantifier), <:@:qualified>, <:=:> ‘empty’ op.
<:~%:> fuzzy ‘very’, <:~$:> fuzzy ‘somewhat’ (the grade can be set in declarations)
3

In spite of that, Glossa is not ideal for structures of arbitrary complexity. BFK/BLK does its frame overlapping
simply and efficiently: every symbol carries a unique identification (consequently, it allows to be accessed directly
with mostly no information loss). Glossa lacks this feature and tackles best if each constituent contains only
elements of its own type. If this condition is fulfilled, the structure of overlapping can be complex. Otherwise, i.e.
if elements of the same type belong to different constituents (which is better to avoid), it copes well to map
element-to-envelope unambiguously, only if two such envelopes compete. More complicated cases can be solved,
too, but with little elegance or with a trade-off that additional syntactic rules have to be imposed.
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also some non-op elements, as <::> explicit zero, <: :> white space, <:_:> under def.
binary / n-ary: <:\:> greater than, <:&:> AND, <:~&:> fuzzy AND, <:^#:> XOR NOT
Keywords and other forms can be used: <OR( )( )OR>, <:&:( )( )( )>, <=:&:=>.
<:function( ):> The concept is fairly well known: The (input) produces output( ) in the place of it.
<:function( ):> must be a defined keyword. The ( ) are ‘contextual brackets’ (see
below). It means any character can become opening and closing parentheses.
transformations A function is new, contextless information. Transformation is non-new, contextual
information. Functions are not triggered by a specific context, but e.g. grammar,
pragmatics, speech rate (such as <:shwaORpatach(rate):> inserts either ‹:› or ‹a›
depending on the input value of ‘rate’). Context can trigger functions when moved
from a lower to a higher unit, such as nasog axor. Transformations on the other hand
create y out of x in the context p_q (simply y → x / p_q).4 The full syntax is complex:
<:((y))=(p(x)q):order:label:>, where :order: and ::label: are optional (their processing is simple: order
is always taken as a number, a variable or values of a string to put the commands
into some order; ::label is never interpreted as a value, it is a mere comment).
<:( y )=(p x q):> Two sets of ‘contextual brackets’ are used, to the effect that <:[{y}]=[p{x}q]:> is a
regular version of the command that needs no additional definition.5 The ((y)) does
not implies the left and right contexts are empty, only that they have not changed. A
well-designed transformation needs not (should not!) alter its context. The context
does not have to mean an immediate context. There is a wide range of operators and
placeholders (including the IF–THEN–ELSE construction) to describe long-distance,
even intricate effects. External function calls can help where internal limits are hit.
Both functions and transformations can be nested.
While transformations deal with contextual effects, many linguistic events and feature manipulations
can well be attributed to structural filters (such as vocal harmony). Structures are language-specific
and partially reflected by the users, while transformations are general, often necessary in phonetics and
unreflected by users (the more so that transformations tend to violate obligatory phonological patterns
and create ‘illegal’ combinations). Transformations are often not mental processes at all. They are
planned here as models of mechanical processes. Basically, two strategies of their application can be
considered. (1) To create a phonetic form out of the phonematic one (which is NOT circumvented by
going from morphology straight to phonology). As soon as the static patterns are established, dynamic
aspects have to be applied (deletions, conditionality and mutual effects, which cannot be modelled by
static patterns). On the other hand, the structures need not be generated from scratch. Reality probably
does not generate them so either. (2) The previous strategy can broaden and shift. Transformation
means restructuring (i.e. a move between working stages in structures to achieve a theoretical
advantage: realism or explication). They are descriptive and do not imply any actual mental processing.
Should any realistic processes in language be implied, they might have been occurring at former stages
of linguistic development (i.e. not operating inside the mind of a prototypic speaker), or they might not
have occurred at all. Transformations are only a tool either to arrive at a finer-tuned structure, or
alternatively to derive simpler structures out of surface ones.

G1.1.2

Elements

Element structure:
prefix transcriptor suffix description
Only a prefix is obligatory in a text (since it is a concatenation operator). Though it may seem
surprising, a transcriptor is not obligatory. It is a symbol devoid of meaning in Glossa, a label for values
set either by agreement, explicit definition, or directly on its position in text by the trailing descriptors.
4

Please note the aim was not to replace the classic formula. The proposed phonology is not a rule-based one, so
rules are possible, but not central. As declared earlier, human-to-human communication needs no excessive
formalism. On the other hand, human-to-machine interaction does need formalism. This is it.
5
Should I add that a space is a valid character for a contextual bracket? No reason to provide a switch-off in the
declarations for such a helpful value—but a cautious awareness is in place, esp. for such involved commands.
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Can be composed of a few characters (out of a very limited set, which in practice can be
further narrowed down to one or two characters, so as to facilitate programming). As
speech segments can be of any length, it is mandatory they start always with a prefix. A
segment with no prefix is considered to be on an undefined position. Formally, Glossa
explicitly marks out only positions (with prefixes), all else is comment to it. A prefix
meaning can be redefined to fulfil a range of functions. So far, 15 different functions can
be declared and more can be added. Most applications could do with this setting:
.. not specified, ,, explicitly voiceless, ;; explicitly voiced,
:: other type of voice.
The number of characters indicates duration:
. reduced
.. short or regular
... half-long
.... long
...... overlong
Combinations of .,;: within this chroneme suggest intra-segment alterations in voicing.6
-- a sub-segmental or alternative type of duration (more --elements within a segment are
subsegmental sounds called phthongs;7 a single --element within a segment makes sense
as two different types of length, a phonological (..) and the real one (--), ..-a, ..---a).
_ any length information abstracted away (usually, .. should be enough; _ is properly a
wildcard prefix (also a wildcard for other items) making sure the start of the segment is
recognized). Following the chroneme, there is an optional slot for stress or accent:
! secondary
!! primary in word
!!! in a phrase
!!!! emphasis
On the basic level of description, no distinction is made between stress and accent.8 This
can be distinguished (if needed) either by "phonetics/'phonology distinction, or by
means of appending a (qualifier) since !! just as many other features can be (qualified).9
transcriptor If it consists of special characters, they can be enclosed in [ ]. Though it can contain any
characters, putting original graphics is a bad practice. << >> should be used for that.
While languages and scripts use their own way of recording pronunciation, it should be
distinguished from regular spelling. The former can be made transcriptor, the latter not.
Any chain of characters, inside [ ] or not, is a single segment (unlike IPA). [ ] makes
much sense if the segment is sketched by a single feature (as generativists do) such as
[+:n] or a series of features, [+:n–:j], marking a class of segments. If the transcriptor is
opened and closed with a digit, 1□□2, a vowel is described by means of decimal zoning
on the 9×9 vowel grid (see 1.2.3 below). Coarticulation of x with y is x+y (more types are
recognized), (x) is approximate, ^x is an x-type of sound, *x and **x as usual. An empty
position is [_] (‘box’), \x, |x and /x (as already mentioned) intension, tension, detension.
a\u is aw, #|a is non-syllabic, #a is lost. More auxiliary signs exist. Suggested IPA below.
suffix
A makeshift impressionistic informal record is enabled as a suffix to a transcriptor. It is a
lax way to ‘define’ one symbol based on another, not encouraged for a precision work.
= # for qualifications as a=<<# very front a, o=~# nasalized o, t=a# pharyngealized t.
descriptors Many Glossa items incl. segments can accept one or more descriptors enclosed in ( ). The
type of descriptor is identified by 1st char following ( such as (- ) a phthong, (* ) reflex,
(< >) graphics, (" ) related phoneme, (% ) segment prosody, (: ) defines : in prefix.
The following table shows a few acceptable formats of a segment, e.g. ..□ ,,![□□□]=xy#( )( ) or <..□□>.
prefix
transcriptor
suffix
description
. ,
descriptor descriptor
□
. , : ; !
[ ]
=
#
(
)
(
)
<
>
Higher units combine [ ] with | \ / for || \\ // a syllable, units of rhythm ||| \\\ ///, of intonation |||| ...
/[onset]/ |[nucleus]| \[coda]\ segments, /[ambivalent segments]\, \[avalent segm. (i.e. grey zone)]/
prefix

6

It might be interesting to note .,;: can encode binary numbers (with 30 values for ., and 340 values for .,;: in ....).
‘Phthong’ is the author’s coinage. But it is instrumental in having Glossa do without segments entirely if needed.
8
A design intention (though it may not be so apparent from a systematic documentation) is to keep simple what
can be kept so, i.e. also shade the user from unnecessary specialties. Glossa enables also very sloppy
transcriptions and such that use substantially limited subset of options, a few characters and stereotyped
composition.
9
Without going into too much detail, a description of stress can become complex and intricate. So apart from !!3
or !!!(0) or (!! xy) that are not explained here, an <envelope> can be called in to help. Any unit complex enough
that it is difficult to recognize or parse can be enclosed in < >, or even create a special <!! xy[ constituent ]xy !!>.
7
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||[syllable as a whole]||[...]||[...]|||, other format: <||||[a rhythm unit, <::||||[an intonation unit head
Junctures as units: <|||> a foot boundary, |4| more prosody layers (this one with a break index 4)
||[ ]||(% %) a syllable with intonation, [}{] a pause of no duration, [}..{] of middle duration, etc.
{units outside of the segmental chain}: {%prosody in a separate layer%}, {=a textual function}
% prosody pitch
=++ very high =+high = middle, =-- low etc. =mx maximum etc. =mx0 reset
decimal zoning 0..9 is used (1.2.3 below) 2///8 long rise from 2 to 8, 5| level
moves | level, |~ level fluctuating, \ short drop, \\\ long drop, //+/// mid rise mild rise
\--// steep fall to almost min., then rise, /++| quick rise to keep almost max.
amplitude << slowly louder, <+ quickly louder, but not much, <> basic level of loudness
rate
@++ significantly greater speed, @@+ slowly gaining speed, @( ) specified
<% n s n { prosody constituent }% n s n > can use number symbol number to describe a change
(9 degrees can seem to be a needlessly rich scale. But functional styles differ in relative placements of
tones as well as an absolute range. Transcription systems must be able to catch the differences. Some
styles would use only 3..6, but the two periphery zones should be available (as they also are in natural
speech). The system can declare more levels as, sometimes, very fine differences appear meaningful.)

G1.1.3

Conventions and Modifiers

G1.1.3 (1)

Conventions

Uppercase and lowercase are not equal (it can be switched off, or set on to make only USER TAGS equal
to user tags). Space was originally meant not to be meaningful (as it is e.g. in HTML), but its usage grew
trickier in newer versions; it makes no sense to go into detail without explaining syntax. It is still
meaningless in a regular text. Numbers are displayed and processed as usual in IT (12, 1.2, 012 0x12,
0b11). If unclear what is a number, it can be enclosed in {: :}. Mathematical bracketing {[( )]} is
possible, but must not collide with Glossa; inside {: :} it is unequivocal. If a string is inside {: :}, it is a
variable. <:Operators:> and <:functions():> see above. Regular arithmetic operators apply (also
modulo \, square root \/12\, n-root n\/12\ (= 12**(1/n), 1.2e3, –+ is ± etc.), special codes are inside
(}codename{ value }), intervals 2..5 2.,5 2,.5 2,,5 and matrices 2:5:6;2:5:7;;2:6:6;2:6:7;;;3:5:6;3:5:7 ...
i.e. 2;dimensional, 3;;dimensional etc.
A few constructions use contextual brackets. They are parsed this way: As soon as a relevant ID is
detected, the character to the right is taken as an opening bracket of the following sequence, which is
closed with another occurrence of the proper character (no more to apply). A digraph in place of a
single character can be set on. If the character is (, [, { or <, a closing ), ], } or > is expected. The effect is
that any string can be enclosed without conflicting with brackets that does not have to be declared.
*** introduces comment until the system-wide end-of-line. Any new line comment needs new ***.
Though *** can be typed quickly on perhaps any keyboard, it still may be occasionally needed to redeclare; it is possible. The purpose is to make possible to break a complicated code into more lines and
add a note to any line to explain. Implementations should preserve the important advantage that *** is
recognized everywhere, in any section. (Individual sections have often their own format of comments
that are efficient and conspicuous in the particular syntax of the section. Their purpose is imbed a short
note in the code without breaking it in more lines. They do not have to be recognized outside the
section.) Notes and comments (these and the special ones) are the level of detail that can be folded
away (i.e. can be displayed or kept hidden according to the level of folding). The implicit level of note
folding is 1, but can be re-set (especially if folding is used extensively). Important: A local character set
as in the system (letters, direction, composing) can be accepted and possibly switched off following
end-of-line (e.g. in an ASCII coded text, *** switches Hebrew or Han-geul on and EOF switches it off).

G1.1.3 (2)

Modifiers

These symbols are modifiers that are valid throughout the system, at major elements such as speech
segments as well as at minor items such as accent, articulatory gestures and features etc. This ability
enhances the analytic condition of the format. The modifiers generally precede the item or element.
#□ negation of □ (If ever an inverse „confirmer“ is needed, it would be =□. Does not apply to features.)
?□ an insecurity concerning □ (e.g. perceptually unclear □, or doubtful for any reason)
*□ the □ is reconstructed (m*n, however, is no reconstruction, but variables in the grid m by n)
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Modifiers can have modifiers themselves, i.e. modifiers nest. They grow left to right (cf **? and ?**).
Order-sensitive: **? hypothesis on insecurity, **# hypothesis on negation,
**□ □ hypothetical.
?** insecurity on hypothesis, #** refuted hypothesis, ?#** probably refuted hypothesis
"□ or "□□'
phonology (includes everything between " and ' regardless of graphics)
'□ or '□□"
phonetics—this plain two-step setting simplifies, but is widely understood.
Explicitly " is phonology and ' is phonetics. All forms of the signs have to be processed, ‚ ‘ and „ “.
Any new sign " or ' closes the domain of the preceding one. Strings such as "□"□"□' are OK.
"'□ "□ '□
a tree-step model (cf C4): pattern (‘vzorec’), a phoneme, i.e. a prototype in a system –
configuration (‘vzor’), an allophone i.e. a stereotype in a system – sample (‘vzorek’), a token i.e. a
specimen in text. It is an alternative setting, which must be declared; otherwise a sample is □.
_x general placeholder for a unit of description: a prefix _[ ], a transcriptor [_], a suffix [ ]=_#, a
descriptor (_) unlike an empty transcriptor [], suffix =#. (A placeholder _ is to be filled in. An
empty unit remains empty, its value is 0. The mark can be prolonged iconically (___x).
^□ (^ is ‘abstractor’) □ represents a general type / underspecified ‘hláska’ (e.g. a dependent vowel in
vowel harmony, or a common class for ejectives, glottalized & pharyngealized consonants
(‘emphatics’) in comparative Semitistics). It would be no advantage to mark abstraction levels only
with ', '', ''', '''', '''''... it would be confusing. This way, " can be an implicit level and whatever is
modified with ^, ^^, ... as exceptional. It makes a sample into a configuration (‘vzor’), a general
‘vzor’ into a class of ‘vzory’ etc.
^^□ □ a more general type, a class of types (segmental and suprasegmental ones, e.g. ^^vowel, ^^
guttural (a symbol and a range defined in declarations), ^^group of intonation patterns. Phonetics
can use generalizations in unclearly articulated fusions in swift or careless speech.)
~ fluctuation; in a specific defined context: similarity (elsewhere, similarity has its own operator)
~~~
unclear record; an irrelevant text with counted positions that need be marked simply, also in
schemes. (If the positions are to be worked on, e.g. in patterns and filters, [ ][ ] is preferred, or to
use the general placeholder, e.g. _, _( ), [_], according to what is irrelevant.
□( ) □ is qualified with the content of ( ) or contents of ( )( ), a property of □ (application is systemwide)
~^□ quasi-abstractor. It can comfortably create an abstract class, vaguely defined as a working set to
elaborate on (e.g. ..~^a =:- a working class of A-sounds, yet to be delineated), in an otherwise
precisely described context.
Just as p("q) links p with the phoneme "q, x(^y) for more abstract types ^y, ^^y a ^^^y without any
phonological status implied. Another possible utilization of an abstractor is as follows:
^[a,i] = a combination of ^a and ^i colours, a dependency defining an intermediate colour [e]
^[a;i] = a combination of ^a colour governing an ^i colour, producing a colour of open [ae]
distinguished from a closed [e] colour of ^[i;a].10
|□ \□ /□ variants of hláska, \intension, |tension and /detension can be part of a transcriptor, but not as
a last character
<□□> a symbol (any unit that can be parsed easier in the pointed brackets)

G1.1.3 (3)

Folding

Folding means that a level of detail shown to the user can be controlled (by the user, or someone else).
It can improve readability of a complex text by declaring what detail can be filtered out. Glossa declares
levels of text for folding. Certain elements in the text can be hidden provided they are declared as fit for
it and the technology supports it. (Glossa can of course only specify the locations.) The reasons for
folding can be that we want to show the text with less detail than it actually is (Glossa makes possible to
record much detail, which may not always be welcome) or we are interested in such detail only at a
certain position in the text, need to glance at the text and skim quickly for a relevant position.
Folding levels can be multiple. Simple folding hides from the basic detail. This is always level 0, the
level with most detail, with all the information there is. Folding can nest, folded portions can
themselves contain folded portions—of levels 1, 2, etc. The highest level, the simplest one, is the level
with the highest folding number. Level numbers 1, 2, … can be given descriptive labels in the practical
implementation, e.g. „acoustics“, „hypothesis xy“. Such labels would, however, unnecessarily clutter
the text. The implementation can refer to them in the declaration (see parameter if:.1= etc.).
10

See R. Lass (1984) Phonology: An Introduction to Basic Concepts. CUP, Cambridge.
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The implementation must take into account that simplification of text might not always consist of
just hiding portions of it. Glossa is not as simple as a folder/directory structure of a file system. Syntax
of the transcription may need some elements be altered, e.g. [ ] around phones or ||[ ]|| around
syllables can appear unnecessary, even confusing in a highly simplified text. /[x]/ may need to move
inside to /x, stress constituency may need to leave a stress prefix before deletion. The implementation
should not stop half-ways. The attachment of a folding level n to some items can be implicit, set with
the parameter if:.fol=n xy in the declarations.
<+( collapsed, expandable stretch on level 0 )+>
<+1( level 1 stretch )1+>
<+2( )2+>
<~( collapsible, expanded stretch on level 0 )~>
<~1( level 1 stretch )1~>
<~2( )2~>
Where it is clear which dense version replaces which full, the record of both can be paired explicitly:
<~(full version)~+(dense version)+> <~1(full on level 1)~+(dense on level 1)1+>

G1.2

Means of Definition

Glossa enables to define or redefine the meaning of many constructions and symbols by the user. The
meaning of phonetic symbols is declared with features. The meaning of syntactic constructions and
technical components of Glossa is set on in declarations. A simple style of record can do without
phonetic and technical definitions, if an apriori understanding is assumed for the symbols and implicit
meanings are found adequate for Glossa. A predefined table is usually valid also for IPA and other
‘abecedaries’, which do not declare the meaning of symbols explicitly with every single usage. Such
table in fact provides implicit parameters (e.g. IPA place and manner of articulation and more in the
tables of the standard chart). The text that uses the symbols can shift or redefine their meaning in an
informal way. Syntax of such transcriptions is either rudimentary (implicit concatenation from bracket
to bracket), well known (conditional formulas of generative phonology) or explained when introduced.
Glossa needs optionally to be explicit, since it accepts almost arbitrary symbols and makes possible to
rebuild its syntax thoroughly. Otherwise individual versions would remain incompatible (else if there is
an explicit definition, a converter can be compiled and maintained).

G1.2.1

Features

Binary [+:xy] and scalar [+n:xy] are no distinctive features. (Those write [+xy], [–xy] as usual,11 no
need to dwell on them. Their lists are available elsewhere.) Descriptive features create no classes, they
represent intuitive attributes. No universal set of differences is aimed at with them, it is assumed that
differences emerge only as distances between nodes of each phonological system individually,
independently for any system (of a language, dialect as well as idiolect). The node intervals represent
optimum values for every linguistic system. No universal distinctions are sought for, though Glossa is
able to record them. That is why they can be used in phonetics. If needed, sets of the features can create
more abstract objects with ^abstractor(s). Descriptive features do not have to be used contrastively.
(+:x) descriptive binary feature present
(++:x) present in a higher degree (non-binary)
or: preponderance, e.g. (++:^i+:^a) for ..ae(+:^i++:^a);12 preponderance, however, can be also
expressed simply by ordering letters in a transcriptor or descriptor sequence, e.g. ..ao vs ..oa.
(–:x) descriptive binary feature absent
(#:x) descriptive feature neutralised (non-binary)
(~:x) feature value fluctuates between higher–lower (non-binary)
(+:x~y) fluctuating within an interval, i.e. something between :x and :y in transcription and
whatever between :x and :y in patterns and transformations, e.g. an incomplete transformation
(*:x) privative, univalent (e.g. *:labial cannot imply –:labial)
(+?:x) insecure perception of a feature (concerns preciseness of audition/record in the identity of :x)
11

Glossa brackets [ ] a segment, not a feature. If not a whole segment is implied, a feature should be written +xy.
As in dependency phonology, J. M. Anderson / C. J. Ewen / J. Staun (1985) Phonological structure:
segmental, suprasegmental and extrasegmental, Phonology Yearbook 2, p. 203–224, as well as J. M. Anderson /
C. J. Ewen (1987) Principles of dependency phonology, CUP, Cambridge.
12
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(?+:x) insecure presence of a feature (if the +:x is indeed there, or not)
($1:x) ($1:y) ($2:p) ($2:q) features :x and :y as well as :p and :q equal in value
($3:x) (–$3:y)
features :x and :y obtain exactly opposite values
($4:x) (#$4:y)
features :x and :y obtain dissimilar values
(+%99:x) constitutive feature converted to a non-full degree in percents
(+9:x) a descriptive scalar feature
(–0:x) a descriptive scalar feature absent
Features can string, (+:a+:b++:c–:d#:e+9:f–0:g), and < > be enveloped, so that -< > is a phthong.
Segments ‘transcribed’ with features in [ ], e.g. ..[+:a+]..[-<–:b++>-<+:c-:d#:e+9>-<8>]..[6:f–0]..[1:g].
A subsegmental sequence can include (.._ .._ .._-_ .._-_) combining phthongs and hlásky inside ( ).
Suggested segment-candidates in an unsegmented string can be marked out with [ ], prefixes or also |
if declared | is a hláska-separator in features (no tension). This | can also be a phthong-separator.
Basic features need no declaration, they are key words.13 This helps users work more comfortably in
predefined categories. These correspond directly to values in BFK (where conversion is straightforward
and binary manipulation such as adding individual features to a meaningful result is easy). Features
combine to define a transcriptor. If needed, a single feature can be assigned to a transcriptor.

G1.2.2

Declarations

Declarations is an optional section possible to include with transcriptions and/or phonological models.
Individual declarations can be inserted in the record, if a need arises to be more specific in a detail.
Unlike some programming languages such as Perl that keep a maxim “there is more than one way to
do it”, the multiplicity of ways in Glossa usually does not (and cannot) apply for all ways at the same
time. With many such profound re-declarations or re-definitions, it is a designer’s decision that can
occasionally have serious repercussions throughout the system (i.e. by altering an operation feature,
more different operation features alter their functions, too, or stop working). A purpose of explicit
declarations is to avoid conflicts or, at least, provide warning messages (the way compilers do).
If Glossa is used informally, declaring is usually unnecessary (though it may be useful, at times, to
make explicit what was meant). A key feature of Glossa, however, is its machine readability. Every item
in transcription can be assigned a specific value (in a TTS system, a database, a code) if transcription is
compared with declared or implicit values. Informal usage has to be content with assumptions.
Declarations are of two types: (a) simple switches and values of items that are already available; (b)
definitions of new items or more profound re-arrangement of the syntax or structure of transcription.
In the current version of Glossa, b14.6, 94 declarations of the type (a) and 17 declarations of the type
(b) is available. Almost certainly, these numbers will increase as soon as the system moves toward
implementation. Only practice can show what is useful, only programming of the parser can show what
is feasible. (Specification of Glossa deals with technicalities that are needless to detail here.)
Declarations are of specific significance for phonology. This essentially phonetic manner of making
written records of speech is conceived to put as few technical obstacles as possible to what can be put
down. Naturally, since a phonetician does not record his imagination (hopefully), but reality that is
already constrained in itself. Such freedom may be undesirable in phonology. An ideal phonological
format of record imposes constraint of exactly such strength that makes possible only to record what
13

“Basic” means virtually all that could reasonably be required, 118 features apart from prosody and more can be
specified if needed. To save space and dear reader’s patience, no lists will be appended, just a brief recapitulation:
49 of place (5 labial, 30 coronal, 9 dorsal, 4 radical and 1 laryngeal), the rest are of manner (8 obstruents, 10
sonorants, 9 voice (8 plus +:votNN i.e. voice onset time in sec.), 3 secondary resonance (+:i, +:u, +:a) plus 13
more secondary articulations, 4 air streams, 8 additional features, 8 general categories (as +:@C for coronals,
+:&5 sonorants) and 6 special abstractions. Each place feature is a combination of an active and a passive
articulators, such as +:@lb.dt (labio.dental). More precision can be achieved with anterior (aor) vs posterior
(por), superior (sor) vs inferior (ior) and distal (ds) vs proximal (px) topical attributes known in anatomy. If still
an unforeseen feature were demanded, such as +:whistle, it would have to be declared and a new symbol, e.g.
+:W, introduced. Apart from . and ( ), also ! can mark non-exclusive disjunction, such as sa!a.lb (subapico- /
apico.labial) d.p!v (dorso.palatal / velar), which can also generalize, such as sa.! (all subapical gestures).
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corresponds to evidence (real samples) and simultaneously the format makes it formally impossible to
record anything for which no evidence can be provided. Record format in Glossa can be constrained in
declarations. These constraints will probably be theory-specific. Glossa recognizes namespaces,
domains and multiple qualifications of names, so that even similar theories need not get mixed up.

G1.2.3

Decimal Zoning

Various aspects of sound can be described in a symbolic way 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ʉ
u
directly where symbols are mentioned, rather than in 12 i ı
descriptors or declarations. Decimal numbers are used.
3
o
A single decimal digit can point to three zones, 1..3, 4..6 and 4 e
5
ә
7..9 and three finer levels can be recognized in each zone. Mid 6
ɛ
ɔ
7
æ
ɐ
levels are 2 as ‘mid low’, 5 as ‘mid middle’, 8 as ‘mid high’.
a
ɑ
The same zoning can make a 9×9 grid (see right) that seems 89
to fit especially well to vowels: 1..3 for close (3 is close-mid),
4..6 are middle, 7..9 for open (7 is open-mid). Vertically 1..3 are front, 3..5 are central, 7..9 are back.
The same symbolic logic can be applied to more parameters in Glossa. Not all can use all the values,
but the basis of the phonological system is modelled within such dimensions in vowels, consonants,
units of rhythm and intonations. The number of dimensions is not limited. It is reasonable, however, to
keep this simple 9×9 grid (with 0 neutralization value) at least in the lowest two to three dimensions
(that have the greatest weight) so that systems could be remotely comparable in future. (Ordinal scale
does not make possible to compare precisely.) Calculations can be processed throughout the whole set
of real numbers, positive and negative alike, the fundamental grid is not a limit.

9
8 higher
7
6
5 middle
4
3
2 lower
1

G2

Processing of Phonology

Apart from projecting a phonological theory to declarations, which is (at the current stage) an indirect
and rather tricky way to put phonology into processing, there are other means and methods specific to
phonology. The simple modifier " that can be attached to almost any item has been mentioned above.
There are several methods to record hierarchical structures that were included in the design of Glossa.
Though they apply primarily in different sections of the language (such as to reflect hierarchy in text,
hierarchy in declarations etc.), they are general and flexible and can be used to model phonological
systems. At this stage of the design, the methods compete and it is well possible that, finally, one or two
of them are selected to do all the duty. For that reason, it makes no sense to describe them all here.
Glossa can support multiple layers of abstraction. The phoneme < phone is a double layer system. It is
a textbook concept, well known and widely taught. The present phonology considers a triple layer
system, pattern < configuration < sample. The pattern layer holds phonemes, the configuration layer
consists of phones understood as types, not tokens. Alternatively, these layers could also be described
as prototype < stereotype < token. It is only the token layer that contains the samples, i.e. particular
instances of stereotypes, which are phones/allophones (some phones are no allophones of a phoneme;
the Czech term hláska seems appropriate). More levels can derive from these basic two or three. A
general ^ abstractor (in addition to ', ", '") should be enough in most cases. Upper level concepts, such
as ‘archiphoneme’, are marginal and/or controversial. These units are not viewed as unitary concepts
but structures of properties. These are held in data structures. For each unit, a record is kept of:
(i) its extensions, i.e. list of possible materializations at the lower layers if they exist;
(ii) its contexts in generalized patterns;
(iii) its intension (in this sense: how it can be recognized). It is a description of phonological or
phonetic parameters that differentiate it from its corresponding unit at the immediately higher layer,
e.g. how a stereotype distinguishes from its prototype or a unit ^ from a unit ^^. Extensions contain the
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m:n relations between e.g. the phoneme layer and the layer of hlásky and vice versa in the opposite
record (mapping can be quite complex). With tokens, which are particular instances, the data describe
(i) its denotation, i.e. label and description of the particular sample;
(ii) its co-text as a reference (or pointer) to the particular right and left location;
(iii) its designation, which are particular features or properties that differentiate this sample from a
stereotypical hláska. (It is important to provide in the data structures for the properties not to have to
agree with anything regularly phonological or any usual non-phonological phenomenon as these need
not be complete yet (in newly compiled phonologies), or the token need not be typical, or it may stand
for a sequence of regular phenomena. Consequently, the list of properties may be long.)
Three levels of abstraction work with relations R(O1,O2,O3...) such as these:
phonemes
"I
"II
––– patterns, system abstraction
hlásky

'a

'b

'c

'd

––– configuration, text abstraction

tokens
1
2
3
4
5
––– samples, particular data
Then the following relations are in phonemes (Ia, Ib), (IIb, IIc, IId), in hlásky (Ia), (Ib, IIb), (IIc),
(IId), (a1, a2), (b), (c4, c5), (d4, d5) and in particular samples (a1), (a2), (3), (c4, d4), (c5, d5). Their
individual units, I..., a..., 1..., are either
● stereotypes, whose intensions show (a) obligatory properties (always);
i.e. variant combinations,
(b) usual properties (often/typically), can be weighed.
● prototypes, that provide one typical (prototypic) example.
Some units have no prototype, others in turn have only a prototype. A text in a language that was not
processed for phonology, however, cannot be assumed to be a string of phonemes (also TN"K), but of
hlásky, or of particular tokens (if sound recording is processed; it is not so with TN"K), and worked ‘up’.
In search of an adequate phonological model by means of processing these data structures, it can be
expected competition of more hypotheses will take place. Provided simple two-or-three dimensional
zoning is used (1.2.3 above), a phonologist needs no special assistance. As soon as too complex and
counter-intuitive more-dimensional fields are employed in the data structures, or should a significantly
greater number of hypotheses emerge, mathematical tools have to be turned to. There are more
methods to achieve results with varying precision. Selecting a particular method will be reasonable to
leave until an appreciable quantity of statistics data is available.
One may ask if Glossa is not needlessly ambitious and an overkill for the purpose of a specific
phonology of a single language. Such a complex descriptive tool makes a good sense, however,
(1) whenever phonological validity is not known in advance and, consequently, more data concerning
the contour, modulation etc., need to be included in the description. For example, the system of MsH
melodemes, the way it is interpreted here, provides a great number of data that are in the need to be
analysed. Systems such as ToBI are too coarse-grained and would force an apriori selection of data as
early as in entering them, prior to any analysis and attempts to compile a system of phonology.
(2) A generalised application of the methods worked out in the present project cannot be ruled out.
Such methods would be easier to adapt if the descriptive language to record phonology or sounds of a
natural language in the broadest sense will be reasonably general. It is always a simpler task to select
out of a rich system than to rebuild a system that was tailored to different particular needs.
(3) Perhaps most importantly, some of the current vexing problems in MsH phonology seem to resist
finding convincing solutions possibly for the reason that simple ‘abecedary’ transcriptions enforce a
certain view of the reality that may not be entirely adequate. Reality of phonetic gestures and acoustics
does not care of the ways we customarily transcribe such events. The way of transcribing may change
the way we think of the events and, consequently, may itself help find new and perhaps more adequate
models. This cannot, however, be achieved with simply replacing (items of) a set of letters for another
letters. Search of a more adequate way to look on the events needs to have a very flexible tool available.
That is why Glossa aspires to provide such a tool.
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G3

Suggested IPA–ASCII Equivalents

The following table uses the structure of the latest International Phonetics Association alphabet
available to the present author at the time of writing and replaces the IPA symbols with symbols or
groups of symbols of the basic ASCII set, so as to achieve minimum collision with Glossa.
IPA (2005)

CONSONANTS (PULMONIC)
Bilabial

p

Plosive

Lab.dent.

b
m
B

Nasal
Trill

ph

Alveolar

t

d
n
r
r1
z
l3
r0
l

mv
v1
v

Tap/Flap
Fricative

Dental

bh

f

th

dh

Lat. fric.

s
fl

v0

Approx.
Lt. appr.

Voiced implosives
b&% Bilabial

t%#
c%#
C%#
l%#

d&%
j&%
g&%
G&%

Dental
(P)alveol.
Palat.alv.
Alv.lat.

Dent/alv.
Palatal
Velar
Uvular

w
w0
wj
H
&6
&2

vless labvel ap
vless labpal ap

$
p$
t$
k$
s$

epiglott plosive

t@ d@
n@

sh

R@
s@ z@

zh

k

g
ng

q

G
N
R

cj

jj

kx

gx

X

RX

j
lj

Voiced
Aspirated
More round.
Less round.
Advanced
Retracted
Centralized
Mid-central.
Syllabic
Non-syllabic
Rhoticity

,,n
;;s
t/h
O=@--#
O=@++#
u=<#
e=>#
e=|#
e=|-#
|n
#|n
&=r# a=r#

Pharyngeal

Glottal

2

hX

6

h

hh

wx
L

Front
Cl.

i

Dent/alv.

C-m

y
I
e

Central

Y
oe
E

O-m

alvpal fricativs
simult. sh+kx

Breathy voicd
Creaky voicd

a(+:~b)
a(+:~c)

Linguolabial t(+:@a!lb)
Labialized
Palatalized
Velarized
Pharyngalized

t=w#
t=j#
t=q#
t=a#

u^

u

e&
&
E&
a&

o&

o^

o

Oe
ae
a

O&

^

O

A

Ao

OE

SUPRASEGMENTALS

voicd alvlat flp

Affricates and
double articul.

u&
U

Velar
Alv. fric.

Back

i&

..t-s
..k+p

DIACRITICS
Voiceless

Uvular

J
nj

Op.

cJ zJ
rl
hs

Velar

C

r@
l@

Bilabial

vless epigl fric
voicd epigl fric

Palatal

VOWELS
Ejectives
Examples

OTHER SYMBOLS
vless labvel fric

Retroflex

r+digit suggests number of vibrations

CONSONANTS (NON-PULMONIC)
Clicks
p%# Bilabial

PstAlveol.

Dental

t(+:@dta)

Apical t(+:@a!dt)
Laminal
Nasalized
Nasal release
Latral release
No audbl rels

Velarized or pharyngalized
Raised (r=^# = voiced alveolar fricative)
Lowered (b=v# = voicd bilabial apprxmnt)
Advanced tongue root
Retracted tongue root

t(+:@l!dt)
e=~#
d/n
d/l
/d
l~
e=^#
e=v#
e(+:atr)
e(+:rtr)

!!
!
....
...
.
|||
||||
||
-+-

Primary stress
Secondary stress ..!f..o.U..n..&..!!t..I..sh..&..n
Long
Half-long
Extra-short

....e
...e
.e

Minor (foot) group
Major (intonation) group
Syllable break

..r0..i||..ae..k..t

Linking (absence of a break)

TONES AND WORD ACCENTS
LEVEL

=++
=+
=
==-II%I
I%II

CONTOUR

Extra high
High
Mid
Low
Extra low
Downstep
Upstep

1/9
Rising
9\1
Falling
6/9
High rising
1/4
Low rising
7/9\7
Rising-falling
0..9/0..9 Global rise
0..9\0..9 Global fall

Though Glossa makes possible to define any number of almost arbitrary transcriptors including their
combinations in ASCII and imbedding glyphs of IPA, still it is useful to try to fill the IPA table with
reasonable values so as to make the most of the machine-processing potential of Glossa. The design
suggested above is provided for illustration and is one of more such ones possible. As I have aimed at
covering the whole table, keeping some logic and consistency and, at the same time, tried to make the
symbols at least remotely reminiscent of the original IPA glyphs, consequently, using of some in a real
transcription might require [ ] bracketing them. In transcribing real utterances, it might not be needed
as often as it seems. No doubt better combinations of characters could be found for inventories of
particular languages. In Glossa, declarations may have the key to legibility.
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H

Hebrew
Transcription

This transcription has been created as a working tool for the present project to fulfil several purposes:
(a) to cover all the peculiarities of the Hebrew TN"K;
(b) to need no other characters than 95 of the upper ones from the basic set of ASCII;
(c) to be both legible1 and parsable;
(d) to have no ambivalent meaning even if visual appearance is shared.
Additional features have been welcome but not essential. They include:
(d) to be able to encode features of Hebrew manuscripts and old prints;
(e) to insert comments and basic textual criticism into the text;
(f) to store queries and the state of the work in progress;
(g) to capture a rudimental linguistic and phonological analysis;
(h) to store editing and elementary typesetting information.
Some of the additional features can be encoded in the proposed coding imperfectly and their advantage
is in their integration into the coding. Some of the features can be developed to increase their capability
if needed. Other features such as queries are equivalent or superior to notations found in other
systems. Applying some of the additional features may decrease legibility of the code.
The condition under (b) for the strict ASCII need not be upheld in print. Its purpose is to make
machine processing simpler and to eliminate mixing (and interactions of) left-to-right and right-to-left
text in man-to-machine interface. It also simplifies printing. If, however, no special problems are
entailed in using a broader set of characters, the user is free to do so. The transcription also provides
alternatives for the user to select from the restricted or an extended set of characters.
The current version of the transcription is c7.6 (a release candidate after seven substantial revisions
in alpha and beta stages2).

1

Complex as it may become if many of its features are applied, the transcription remains basically simple. Its use
of numbers for a few letters may initially disturb some, while e.g. readers familiar with Arabic as communicated
in electronic media are well aware of them. These are warned that some of the number-letters are different from
the usage they are accustomed to (especially, 5 is not khaa but śin, 7 is not xaa but ṭeth; also J is not ǧim but jod).
2
The first beta version was published in (2008) Jak přispívat. In: Theologia vitae, no. 1, vol. 1, p. 116–117.
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H1

Format of the Record

The record consists of words and possibly also extra-word units. A word consists of the letters and a
melodeme tag. The position(s) of the melodeme(s) inside the word is marked with a special mark(s)
among the letters. Letters that are not read or with special features are enclosed in parentheses or
braces, respectively. The melodeme tag usually consists of one or more two-letter melodeme codes.
Optionally, it can also carry prosodic symbols. Extra-word units describe all the features of the text that
are relevant to meaning and are not words. They can be also used to express technical notes on the
processing, and, occasionally, for features not related directly to meaning. The structure is as follows:

H1.0.1

The Word Unit
word<melodeme>

white
space

melodeme
border

White space:
Melodeme border:
Regular characters:
Special characters:

special
characters

melodeme
codes

melodeme
separators

matres
description

linking
character

Space (all kinds of), tab, cr/lf, par; also beginning of text.
Also _ of the linking character category.
' or " (infrequently).
A–Z a–z ", often % $ : & 7 5 ' , ( ) (= ), rarely ? | ! . @ { } * [ ] ; / \ + ^
{^ } {^^ } {v } { ;} { -} { __} {,} {%L} {8 } {9 } {8 1} {8 2} {9 3} etc.

< no blank
A two-character (or infrequently four-character) melodeme code, see H3.
Alternatively,
if the word contains two melodemes, ' besides " can be used inside the word.
Then the two-melodeme codes are processed in the order of appearance.
The melodemes are separated by a . dot.
<mel.mel>
Or also, for clarity, the melodemes may be preceded by ' or ", respectively.
No other separators are needed.
<'mel"mel>
If a word contains two melodemes on a single syllable, " (or '") can be used.
The melodeme codes are separated by a : colon. <mel:mel>
An alternative separator + is available for analytical purposes.
A wildcard separator ´ (gravis, dec. 96) is available throughout the system.
Additionally,
one or more categories of the melodeme can be appended to its code.
,
a conjunctive accent
; ;; ;;; ;;;; a disjunctive accent (an alternative: 1; 2; 3; 4;)
^
a supralinear intonation
v
a sublinear intonation
melodemes: / rising \ falling _ level | || ||| |||| a concluding cadence;
the symbols can be repeated as needed to describe the contour.
If accent, intonation and/or melodeme symbols are used,
no other separators are needed.
<mel^_,mel^/\;;>
Matres description:
Additionally,
for the sake of extra clarity, a mater of x can be specified, (x=X).
Exceptionally, a melodeme tag can be left void.
<>
no blank >
Linking character:
Often void. Not infrequently | blank or _ no blank.
They can be commented on, {| (comment)} or {_ (comment)}.
no blank

Melodeme codes:
Melodeme separators:
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H1.0.2

Extra-Word Units

This is a catchall term for everything that is not a word of text.

H1.0.2 (1)

Text Units

They describe phenomena met on the pages of standard TN"K editions.
Soph paasuq:
#
If manuscripts distinguishing single-dot, double-dot and quadruple-dot
ends of units are to be processed, the symbol had to change: # ## ###.
At the present stage, no reason was seen to represent the double-dot as ##.
Location:
<book chapter verse> (The details can be formatted as customary.)
<ppp> <p> <sss> <s>
parashot, setumot
They point to the following text and are valid until the next tag.
This logic can be made explicit, though rarely needed for students of TN"K:
<ppp=>
<s=>
<=s>
Comment:
< A chance to comment is always welcome. To make it parsable, start with space. >
If * is inside or next to a word, <* rabbinical commentary can be appended>
<**(author) a comment under a name>. Any characters may be contained.
Special characters:
as in words, {^enlarged/appended} or {vsuspended} letters, {} a blank space
{(n} opening or {n)} closing nuun (separated by spaces from text)
Letters not belonging to any word are set in lowercase.

H1.0.2 (2)

Processing Units

Most of them are used in formatting the files. They make not much sense in print.
Wildcards:
They do not belong anywhere by definition; these are metacharacters to use
in descriptions and quotations outside of files (also in very simple searches).
– ~ + exceptionally also ´ and, if technically possible, dec. 127=0x7F.
Transcription envelope: <h head[ transcription ]tail h>
Head: transcription version, :parameters; (transcriber:date-of-transcription)
Tail: repeats head, not parameters. Only : signals head has params to read in
Bookmark:
<wk enables to find the spot worked on last, book ch. v. (who, why, ...) wk>
Simple search:
<{ pattern }> or if the pattern begins with “{”, then <[ pattern ]>
The pattern may contain objects and expressions.
Object:
Anything that is not searched in its nominal value is enclosed in < >.
Expression:
is contained in an object enclosed by an additional couple of < >.
It may contain:
(group), or if it contains “( )”, then [group],
names of variables (may not contain “( )” and first char is restricted),
operator (numeric expression, | .. ,, _ ~ : = –)
and their combinations.
If “>” or “<” is searched for, it must be enclosed in a group: <<(>)>>
(since <<< >>> is a comment whose content is not processed).
Expressions connect in a compound object this way: <<expr.><expr.>>
<<expr.><expr.>> equals <<expr.>><<expr.>>, but not vice versa.
A (group) contains nominal values and possibly also an <<operator>>.
Complex search:
<r{ regular expression }r> where syntax of regular expressions applies.

H1.0.2 (3)
Textual criticism:
Graphics, linguistics:
Proofreading:
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Evaluation Units

<type of text, pointing etc.[ ]the same repeated> apart from :parameters;
<info on text[ ]info on text>
<edit< >edit> or <edit< >edit(comment)>
where ‘edit’ is + for insert,—for delete, f( ) reformat, < comment

The logic behind parentheses, brackets and braces in transcription (not extra-words) is as follows:
{ } and ( ) are put around the character on the spot (also [ ] and [< >] apart from < [ envelope ] >).
< > is placed outside and restates the information differently following the expression (to which it is
adjacent without a space) or contains information outside of the text (separated by spaces).
The format is made to respond to versatile needs, which is evident especially in extra-word units. Not
all programs are supposed to manage all functions. Programs can adapt to momentary needs. They all,
however, rely on and process a single file format that must be stable and ready.

H2

Individual Characters

Space separates words and extra-word units; does not separate <melodemes> attached to a word.
!

Only in word: uninterpreted dagesh (DD and D from Dh is distinguished by interpretation).
Transliterating program must manage cases of dagesh and xolem coincidence in a single waw
by the precedence of dagesh, such as ~WWoo~ in 2Sam. 18:5, B:CaWWoo"Th<mr>; Num.
11:4 HiTh%aW!W! as HiTh%aWWuU and in Ps. 119:95, QiW!"W! must be transcribed as
QiWWuU"<mn>. The " mark follows the vowel, i.e. uU, in the transcription. Gen. 43:26 needs
! for WaJJaaBhiI%!uU as it is not clear if it is indeed %% (a “geminated” % as it is in Arabic).

"

In word: Marks position of melodeme (NOT accent!), also two melodemes. (In such case, ' can
be used to mark which is on the secondary stress in the opinion of the transcriber. Both can be
" if no such interpretation is intended. The melodeme codes in the tag can be visually separated
<mel.mel>, <'mel"mel> or <"mel"mel>. Their processing is in the order of appearance.
So as to catch exceptions, the mark is regularly placed AFTER the vowel, exceptionally in front
of it or in between the digraph, e.g. :"a. None are needed for pre/post-positives (can be used).
Before word, on the ‘melodeme border’ (see above) for prepositive melodemes so that
differences could be expressed such as Ps. 135 "Ha,L:LuU_JaaH<dx> (note the methegh) in v.
3 vs PAe,_"LaaHaeM<dx> (also methegh), v. 16, where the main stress is probably at Jaa^H
and LaaHae^M but the d:xi melodeme marks only where the melody starts, not the stress. Pre/post-positive marking is optional. If the sign is repeated on the stress, it must be marked, too.
Melodeme tag: If alternative melodemes can be recognized from their sequence, " separates
alternatives. If such distinction cannot be made, it does not matter which separator is used. If
two melodemes are on one syllable, it is clear they are alternatives. Then the syllable is marked
with "", '", ´" or just " (actually does not matter and " is enough) and the tag uses : separator.
Non-ASCII option: The " mark can be replaced by ´ acute on the vowel (1st in digraph), máelaekh.

#

Outside word: sof pasuq. If one-dot, two-dot and quadruple-dot ends-of-units are used in a ms,
##, ### have to be introduced and reinterpreted. If it is undesirable, #1 and #4 are options.
In quotations from siddurim more punctuation is needed. The symbol can be prefixed to it, #: #, #.
Ordinary text: k# k:tibh, q# q:re, #A, #C, #L are mss.

$

Words and tags: undistinguished $in (interpreted is either Sh=Š, or 5=Ss=Ś). No lowercase.

%

Words and tags: %aleph. No lowercase exists, therefore no distinction should depend on that.
Vowel letters: % can join W or J. Transcribing programs must cope with configurations such as
5:Moo(%W)L in 2Kings. 23:8, Job 23:9, Is. 9:19 and Zech. 12:6. The pointing may slightly
differ, as in Josh. 12:20, which could also be M:ROO(W)N but more aptly it is M:R(%)oON. A
difference between the two punctuations should be kept. Analogous case is Josh. 13:8,
HaaR(%)uU,BheeNiI<p$>. Please note the methegh under R, which indicates % was not read.
The distinction is demonstrated in Ps. 99:6 where there is regular QooR:%eE"<mn> followed
by QooR(%)iI"M<mr> where both position of the vowel and melodeme signs indicate % was
not pronounced. In such cases ( ) must precede the vowel. Often, however, more than one
good transcription is possible and cannot be pre-programmed. Only the human operator can
decide. One such case is Num. 11:4, W:Haa,(%)SaPhSuPh or W:HAA,SaPhSuPh.
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&

Words and tags: &ajin.
Operator: <&> logical AND, in a search envelope <{ ... <&> ... }>.

'

Words and tags: a position of a supplementary (if can be recognized) or alternative melodeme.
The complement sign called mugrash to a r:via& melodeme is recognized as garsha, a specific
melodeme of its own in the melodeme theory presented in this dissertation (not a geresh
“muqdam”). Since this identification is tentative, garsha is written as ' even if it is alone in a
word. The complement &olae in &olae w:joraed is also possible to write iconically as ´ but it is
certainly not necessary, ' is just as good. It is, however, important to mark such complements
explicitly as they, exceptionally, can stand on the second syllable rather than on the initial letter
as is customary. See Prov. 27:14 M:Bhaa'Ree"Kh:<mhMc>, mah:pakh m:cunnar, rather than
<ct.mh>. (It is obvious no real accents are meant by the ~'~" sequence of adjacent syllables.)
Or, on the first of the second word in a maqqeph chain, as is in Ps. 14:4, KoL_Poo'&:aLeE"<gl.
ol>, which could equally well be transcribed _~"~~' as &olae is regularly (not always) a
complement to joraed while galgal is a regular self-stander. Or, _~"~~" is a safe bet. In all
those cases, ' follows the vowel as a common melodeme mark and does not precede the word.
The tag contains the code for the ' either as <xx.xx> or in the M:– form (rvMg, mrMc, mhMc).
Non-ASCII option: The ' mark can be replaced by ` grave on the vowel (1st in digraph), kòl.

( )

Words and tags: letters not read, also vowel letters if there is an advantage to writing Xx, xX, XX.
Normally, (X) encloses X in place. An option is x(=X) where x is in place and X is appended,
i.e. describing that x is actually X. Tags can hold the information in the form of <... (x=X) ...>.
Outside word: It carries ID of the author of a comment, <**(author) comment>.

*

Words, exceptionally tags: It marks position in*word, to which a <*commentary> is related. These
are outside of words: <*Rabbinical or **(other) commentary>.

+

Anywhere: a concatenation (can be used in morphological and other analyses).

,

Words: methegh. It should be realized it can also precede a vowel (the BHS editorial decision can
be enhanced more by writing it {,} as an outsider to the text) and it can appear in the middle of
xateph vowels, as Prov. 24:11 H:,a~ (A# has it in front,3 L# has it exactly as BHS represents it).
Tags: a conjunctive accent (if desirable to qualify it explicitly this way).

-

Words only: substitutes a missing/left out letter (unlike ~, it substitutes only one).
Exceptionally, if / and \ mark out intonation contour inside words, it can mark a level intonation
(following " or '). The prerequisite is these two functions do not cannibalize. The probability
they can ever meet each other is low, so the responsibility for safety rests with the programmer.
The 96=0x60 and 127=0x7F wildcards are available exactly to help alleviate needs like that.
Q:ree can be set with consonants replaced by - this way (Prov. 23:5), k# HT&WP, q# -:a-aa-iIto facilitate merging, though what the note says is actually HT&JP. It seems as no advantage.

.

Words: uninterpreted shwa. As : is shwa naa& whereas shwa nax is left unrepresented, an
explicit representation of shwa nax can be (.) in line with the system. It is not usually needed.
Tags: separates melodeme codes in a sequence unless other separators are selected (" ' + ´ or :).

/

Tags (exceptionally also in words): a rising intonation (in place of " or ' or following it).

0–9

Words and tags: 7=ט, 7aeth (7faeth or vaeth were also considered as both f and v are used rarely
in the system and both F and V are not employed at all; they would, however, be too counterintuitive.) 5=שׂ, 5in (alternatively, śin or Ssin, of which only ś/Ś is in lowercase/uppercase) and
inside { } only 8 and 9, {8 } introducing a letter in Babylonian vocalization (note similarity B:8)
and {9 } ushering in a letter in Palestinian vocalization (note 9:P). Some scholars recognize
multiple subtypes of these vocalizations. This has not been developed so far but nothing
prevents from either appending numbers following the letter, {9 1}, {9 2}, or add digits to 8
and 9. Important is that both Tiberian and another vocalization can be applied in the same file.
(There are mss that used both systems in one text simultaneously. Palestinian and Babylonian

3

NOT following the ‹:a› as the electronic MgKeter by Bar-Ilan University presents it. It probably is normalized.
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systems exclude each other as they are both supralinear. Babylonian dot-based and Babylonian
line-based do not exclude each other. The potential developer should bear that in mind.) While
digits inside { } are unambiguous, it may be good to know 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 have no value in letters.
These alone could be enough to subdivide the type of vocalization.4 (Melodemes or ‘accents’
have no types; though, in graphics, they would have different shapes.5) While no attempt is
made here to systematize a complete ASCII transcription of Babylonian and Palestinian points
that could be included in this system, here is a few of them to set a guideline or an inspiration:
{8u1} (a line), {8u2} (dots), {8o}, {8i}, {8e}, {8a1} etc. (Or, to suggest shape: {8&}, {8%},6 ... or
to hint at both value and shape: {8a&}, ... This cannot be done with ‹:› in the shape of ‹a› and it
could hardly be done with any of the Palestinian systems. {9a}, {9aa}, ... {9:1}, {9:2} is more
consistent.) Combined Babylonian could perhaps be represented as {8u1:} (line-line), which
has the advantage that the ordering of the symbols can be expressed simply, {8i|:}, {8:|i} taken
from the bottom (the baseline). Babylonian sin/śin are uncomplicated, provided 5 is not used
as a digit: {85}, {8Sh}. An alternative could be {8Ss}. There is always a straightforward option
{8$s}, {8$sh}. Any number of codes can be created for the ‘accents’. They can be longer than
two characters,7 e.g. <zq1>, <zq2> (number of dots) or <rvL> (line), <rvD> (dot) or <tl:>.
Locations, notes: Numbers point to chapters and verses.
Expressions in searches: Numbers are quantifying parameters in <<metasymbols>> and <r{ }r>.
:

Words: shwa naa&, vocal or ‘mobile’ shwa. In :a, :e, :o it creates a composite shwa, a x:a7eeph.
Tags: separates two melodemes that are written on a single syllable. This does not, however,
includes coincidences of prepositives or postpositives with a syllable melodeme. The former
concern the whole word while the latter affect only the syllable they are written on and the fact
that the signs of the two melodemes meet around one letter is a mere graphic coincidence.

;

Tags: a conjunctive accent. Its class can be expressed by ; ;; ;;; ;;;; or by 1; 2; 3; 4; if needed.
Words: separates vowels in a TN"K syllable if the word was doubly vocalized (very infrequently).

< >

Appended to words: <tag>. Empty if a melodeme is missing in a self-standing word, <>.
Outside words: location <book chapter:verse> or <book chapter,verse>, whatever is customary;
<sss=>, <p> setumot, parashot (the <x=> and <=x> are directional, pointing types of <x>);
1Sam. 6:19 is missing its following # in #L8. The format can express it by <space=#> or (#).9
Comments and notes attach as follows: <*Rabbinical note>, <**(another)note>.
Processing units: <ID[ ]ID> where ID is h, wk, b etc. possibly with specification and parameters.
<h c7.6:jh:2011-06-21;[ transcription ]:c7.6 h> where : indicates parameters :jh:2011-06-21;
need be read in from the head while specification and ID can be read from the tail also.10 It is
recommended for any larger volume of transcription. At least the version number is important.
<wk book chap:verse;(what, why was done)wk> helps find the last record processed.
<b[ Babylonian vocalization ]b>, <p[ Palestinian vocalization ]p> for large units of text. Single
letters are set by the {8 } {9 } convention, see above. The <b and <p heads can be qualified.
<a[ ancient script ]a>, <k[ k:thibh ]k>, <q[ q:ree ]q>, <r{ regular expressions }r>

4

Though Revell (1970), op. cit., may seem to distinguish up to 11 classes of Palestinian pointing, at the bottom
line they boil down to two main groups with no more than three/four subtypes each (see p. 117–119). It should
be noted, however, these describe types of pronunciation whereas our concern here is the written record.
5
Cf Revell (1970), op. cit., p. 97–98.
6
To the present author, mitphakh puma (pit:kha) reminds of ‹&› and mikpac puma (mitsaph puma) of ‹%›.
7
The size of two was opted for as it is the shortest uniform length given the number of melodemes. Format
designers need to bear in mind any additional/unnecessary byte (character) would multiply many times in real
data. The sizes of TN"K files would increase over about 580 K by adding a single character to the melodeme code.
8
There is a moderate space between Gh|:DhoOLAa"<sq> and WaJJOO,M:RuU<p$>. Though slightly touched
from below by L of JuUKhaL, it cannot be fused with any letter. The # is clearly missing. In #A, it is present. Also
#C, Codex Cairensis of the Prophets, the oldest dated bA family ms, has a clear # there, glued to the following W.
9
The former is canonical though not so elegant. It is an extra-word note telling that there is space in place of #.
The latter is elegant but exceptional as the no-read ( ) are normally inside words, not outside.
10
This structure called envelope has been created for Glossa, where it is one of the chief structural features.
Modules processing it can be common for the two formats. It might seem clumsy to repeat head and specification
at both ends. Perl, however, processes data sequentially. This can save much time in read and search operations.
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Simple search:11 <{ simple search pattern }>, <[ the same if string inside { } is searched for ]>
Note: abc is any name (no parentheses, 1st no digit nor .. – ~ + / *), XyZ is a portion of a searched string.

<<(XyZ)>>
a group
<<[Xy(Z)]>>
a group containing ( )
applies anytime ( ) are in string
<<(XyZ)=abc>> storage
<<[Xy(Z)]=abc>>
<<:abc>>
retrieval
<<abc>>
an object defined
An object is e.g. a class of melodemes, front vowels, pharyngealized phones, anything needed.
<<(XyZ)..>>
previous context
<<..(XyZ)>>
following context
<<abc–>>
anchor of start
<<–abc>>
anchor of end
<<|(xyz)>>
list of alternatives
<<|,(xx,y,zz)>>
alternatives with separator
Whatever between | and ( or [ defines the separator if needed, e.g. <<|'(x'y)>>, <<||(x|y|z)>>
<<|>>
a simple alternative
<<( <<|>> )>>
with an explicit scope
<<..>>
a simple interval
<<( <<..>> )>>
with an explicit scope
<<_>>
any character
<<_><_><_>>
sequencing of any characters
3×
<<3>>
quantification after object
<<1..2>>
min 1×, max 2×
2×–∞ <<2..>>
<<..2>> or <<0..2>>
0×–2×
lazy: <<2,,3>> 2× is enough, 3× not needed
<<2,,>>
not up to maximum if possible
quantification in object (with any char) <<_><1..2>> <<_><1..>> <<_><..1>> <<_><2>>
quantification in object (abc) <<abc><1..2>> <<abc><1..>> <<abc><..1>> <<abc><2>>
quantification with a variable
<<object><:variable>>
<<object><:min..:max>>
quantification can be a simple expression with operators + – / *
<<object><:abc+1>>
<<~>>
simple negation
<<~( )>>
negation with explicit scope
it can be attached to
<<~><object>> <<~><(XyZ)..>> <<~><abc–>>
<<<xyz>>>
comment
<<<---xyz>>>
<<<xyz==>>> with arrows
etc.
Typesetting instructions: The format is free and simple, it is meant to be read by the typesetter.
<bold[ ]bold>
<italic[ ]italic>
<small[ ]small>
<encircle[ ]encircle>
<arrow out[ ]arrow out>
<arrow in[ ]arrow in>
Interpretation can be left with the typesetter; e.g. emphasize:
<![ ]!>
Alert the typesetter to a change of font:
<Hebrew[ ]Hebrew>
(This is something different than internal <h c7.6[ ]c7.6 h>.)

<+< insert >+>
<+< insert >+(why)>
<–< delete >–>
<–< delete >–(comment)>
<<< comment >>> <f( )< reformat >f( )> e.g. <f(align right)< text >f(align right)>
<f(font name)< any text >f(font name)>
Editor’s ID, date, version, ... can be appended: <+< insert >+(°jh)> <–< del >–(v. 0.2)>
<<< my comment >>(°jh 22.06.2011)>
Linguistic analysis:
<mf[ morpheme ]mf>
<mel[ melodeme domain ]mel>
This was only a sample of possibilities. Many more applications can be created this way.
Strongly formatted application are for machine processing, loosely formatted for the eye.
Still, the heads are easy to find in word processors by searching the infrequent “<” character.

Proofreading symbols:

=

Anywhere: assignment, equivalence.
[= ] pronunciation of the preceding symbol, [ ] pronunciation of the symbol replaced by [ ],
(= ) mater lectionis of the preceding symbol, ( ) unread symbol, e.g. CaaJiDh(H), Gen. 27:3.
1Sam. 19:22, to make sure “Oo” (H) is not mistaken for “oO”, can be stressed %eEPhOo(=H).

?

Words: niqud mil&eel (punctum extraordinarium), e.g. Num. 21:30 %:aShaeR?12
?? above and below, e.g. Ps. 27:13 L??uUL??EE??"<rv> (#A has only <rv> as #L also has it).
The whole word is pointed over in Num. 3:39. Though W?:%?aH?:aR?ooN? is possible, it
might be convenient to introduce <?[W:%aH:aRooN]?> envelope.

11

“Simple” may seem something of a misnomer given the syntax proposed. In fact, the search does virtually
anything regular expressions can do as it is simply RegEx translated into the Part H syntax. It still might be more
acceptable for those who find difficult to swallow the idiosyncracies of RegEx and easier than Hebrew in RegEx.
Programming could simply consist in interpreting the patters in terms of RegEx and providing the results back.
12
It cannot be r:via& as the point is not on the onset of the syllable, the word has 7ifxa already and no double
pointing is around. It is not in #A. Marking it as (R) would be inappropriate as R must be read. See masorah to it.
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@

Words, rarely tags: uninterpreted qaamaec. An alternative can be ‹ao›.

A–Z

Words and tags: consonants k# and vowel letters. Everything else is lowercase, viz. vowel signs
and modifying letters that express an aspect of the Hebrew letter, not the whole letter, e.g. Th.
There are a few alternatives in non-ASCII-7, such as Sh=Š (which Czech readers appreciate),
5=Ss=Ś, 7=Tf=V (F and V are unoccupied, f and v are thinly occupied).
Vowel letters (matres lectionis) are regularly expressed with uppercase vowel characters in line
with a simple pattern: XX=%, Xx=H and xX=either J for front vowels or W for back vowels.
Exceptions have to be marked with (X) or (=X) notation or also ...<...(x=X)> in the tag. These
can always be applied (this way, more than one valid transcription can exist in most cases). For
parsing, it is important to realize that a few Hebrew letters map on to more than one character,
J=I=E, W=U=O, H=A=E=O, %=AA=AE=OO quite regularly, with more values possible.
Y is shorthand for the Divine Name, which, for various reasons, may be preferred to avoid.
Searches: patterns and names of objects and variables. As mentioned earlier, in naming a
variable one must ensure no parentheses are included in the name and it does not begin with a
digit nor .. – ~ + / and *.
Regular expressions: Whoever uses regular expressions, is acquainted with their rules, which are
needless to repeat here. In details, there are several subtypes of format according to their
implementation. Most are under Unix/Linux (vim, GNU grep, egrep, awk), one originally
included in the Perl programming language. The latter is considered here. Presently, it is still
the most powerful implementation and runs under various operating systems. Unless the
expected v. 6 of Perl implements RegEx according to the POSIX proposal as an alternative, the
classical deterministic version is considered and the POSIX approach is excluded.

[ ]

Words and tags: pronunciation in an unspecified transcription. (It may be specified elsewhere.
Important is to know what to do with it.) For example, [!!] can mark the real main word stress
position, which happens to be a Glossa symbol. A pronunciation explicitly in Glossa is [< >].
The advantage, besides an explicit declaration, is it can be commented on, [< >(comment)]. A
comment can be appended to any format, [ ( )], provided the (comment) does not clash with
the [content]. Any phone, cluster or suprasegmental phenomenon, such as intonation, can be
[replaced with] or [=extended to] their phonetic correlates. Appended phonetics can be placed
in a special tag, <=[pronunciation](commentary)>. If a singular phone/phoneme is appended
to, a simpler version is [= ]. (Provided the “=” does not clash with the phonetic transcription.)

\

Tags (exceptionally also in words): a falling intonation (in place of " or ' or following it).

^

Tags: a supralinear melodeme (the opposite is v).
Words: a stress not marked out by a melodeme. Or, if " transliterates a pre-positive mark: "~~^.
Words and tags: {^suspended or enlarged letters}, textual ones in uppercase, non-text lowercase.

_

Linking character (word ends): linea maqqeph, a hyphen-like binder of words into a single unit.
Tags: Flat intonation (following " or '; it can also be in place of them, but the programmer must
ensure it does not mix with maqqeeph; still, it would be unpleasant for the eye; use “-” instead).
Searches: a wildcard metacharacter, see <<_>> above.

´

Words and tags: an auxiliary option of writing a complementary or alternative melodeme.
A wildcard, a character that is not firmly established in any transcription structure, with the
effect that a developer or a trouble-shooter can safely use it for an ad hoc need without having
to fear anything serious is disturbed. These adjusters are advised to let the wildcard back in the
wild as soon as the troubles are tamed or the new need has matured into a permanent version.
A practical trouble with ´ if it is a dead key is it will always try to integrate with the next letter.

a–z

Words: vowel signs (in contrast to vowel letters written with uppercase), other signs such as h
in digraphs Bh, Ph, Dh, Th, Gh, Kh, Sh=Š, Ss=Ś=5, optionally pharyngealization mark that
can be added if needed to pharygealized phones, Tf=7f=V=7, C=Sf.
Outside words: whatever does not belong to the text proper, e.g. <ppp=>, {n)}, ... as suggested.
Tags: v = sublinear melodemes (in contrast to supralinear ones, ^) if relevant for the theory.
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{ }

Words: special shapes or usages of letters, e.g. ligatures {%L} (not used in TN"K) or digraphs
such as {5$}, an inexpensive digraph that can facilitate parsing Issachar, Ji{ŚS}aaKhaaR,
whose “ss” is always (44 times in TN"K) written Ś(=5)+S with ‹aa› under Ś, not S, in a way
vowel letters are normally inserted, not consonants. Also {wj}, {ww}, {jj} for Yiddish (no need
to write consonants in uppercase) if there is any advantage in it. Then the separating {(n} and
{n)} as they make a sort of brackets in TN"K. Enlarged letters {^x} or {^X}, non-textual and
textual ones, respectively; e.g. uUBh:Ha&:a7iI"{^Ph}<mr> in Gen. 30:42 in Rabbinic Bibles.
The reason is not known. Suspended letters can be {^^x}, {^^X} if the distinction is important.
It is helpful to have in mind a whole syllable is suspended, not just the letter. In Judg. 18:30, the
record is suggestive of two words at the same time, Moše and M:našše are both contained in
_M:{^^Na}ShShAe. Letters diminished: {vX}. Gen. 23:2 show {vK} in uULiBh{vKoo}ThaaH
where no two words are considered (as far as I know). Rabbinic Bibles print special type of Q
in Exod. 32:25 in B:{Q}aaMeeHaeM. A broken {W} is traditionally printed in the
ShaaLo{O}M of Num. 25:12. Possibly ShaaLoO"M<sq({W})> might be a less elegant but also
less disturbing manner to write it. So far, no need was felt to devise special diacritics for these
exceptions. (The tradition varies concerning the status and shape of some of them, anyway,
and BHS does not mark them out nor comment them in any way.) Final letters if needed (esp. if
unpredictable), {K;}, {M;}, {N;}, {P;}, {C;}. Non-final letters if unpredictable, {K-}, {M-}, {N-},
{P-}, {C-}.13 Litterae dilatabiles, e.g. {%___}, {H_}, {L_}, {T_}, {M_}, can be prolonged at will.
Methegs supplied by BHS editors can be set out from the text with {,}. Characters in { } can be
commented on with a note, {xx(note)}, also for paaseq, {|(note)} as the linking character.
Outside words: Spaces belong to some of the Biblical poetry written in the traditional way: {–+–}
middle space, {+––} left space, {––+} right space. A general space { } is a common separator.
Its length can be made more specific: {~}, {~~}, {~~~}. On the other hand, lacunae can be
found in mss, {[-]}, {[---]}, {[--5--]} of circa 5 letters, etc. (No attempt to mimic the Leiden
system is intended. It could be developed if there were real need.14) These all are graphic
features of no importance to a phonology research, but the coding can cope with them.
Please mind the searches are enclosed in braces, too: <{ }> and <r{ }r>.

|

Words: raaphae (follows immediately the consonant, no space, no other sign between them).
Tags: concluding cadence (unspecified for rise/fall or combined) to close an intonation contour.
It distinguishes 4 degrees of weight: | || ||| |||| (the weight needs not necessarily be exactly
the same as disjunctiveness, ; ;; ;;; ;;;;).
Linking character (word ends): paaseq. Follows the tag. If no tag is present, it must be separated
from the preceding word by one space (otherwise it could not be distinguished from raaphae
clinging to the last letter). The space is not needed if paaseq follows a tag.
(Another option in case this is found annoying: Write paaseq always as ||.)

~

Anywhere: a metacharacter for ~ unspecified amount of text, ~~ a word as a whole (including
melodemes), ~^ a milra& stress type (on ultima), ^~ a mil&eel stress type (on penultima),
~~<~> a word explicitly with melodemes in contrast with ~~<> a word without melodemes,
<~><~><~> melodemes of more words in a sequence, ~~~ same as ~ i.e. nonspecific text.
Can be also used to transliterate Hebrew abbreviators, such as in masora, L~ B7& (the point
above the letter), or elsewhere, such as TN~K for TN"K. (Please mind " is a melodeme mark
and . transliterates uninterpreted shwa, though in fact, parsing “...” should not be a problem.)
which is dec. 127=0x7F, a wildcard. Though it can be entered via keyboard (alt+127), it does
not have a visible representation. As it is a character that is not attached to any function, it may
occasionally be found useful to use it for an ad hoc purpose in the files.

Printing Hebrew TN"K may require a few more rare and special forms that could be developed here. But
this is not a coding for typography. This is a coding for analysing the content of the Hebrew Bible.
13

Cf Is. 9:6 L:{M;}aRBEe, Job 38:1 Mi{N-}, Neh. 2:13 _Hee{M-}, all of them conflicting k# and q#.
It could show impossible to integrate the whole Leiden system as is, though no problem should be to introduce
a new envelope <L{ }L>, <L[ ]L>, inside of which its internal rules apply just as it is with regular expressions.
Another option is implementing the Glossa formalism for specific cases, please see 2.0.1 next on.
14
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H2.0.1

Textual Criticism and Comparison

This formalism has been developed for Glossa but can be applied in both systems using the same
programming tools. Its internal logic is not remote and integrates almost seamlessly into the present
transliteration. What may seem unusual at first are ‘contextual brackets’. This device, however, is
simple to program and offers its user a great freedom when imbedding strings of almost any characters
into a pre-defined syntactical framework. The user has to keep in mind only that the first character
immediately following {<+ or {<– or {<( or {? except {?^ or the second character following {<! is
considered an opening bracket. The closing bracket is a complementary character if there is one, so
that [ → ], ( → ), { → }, or identical one, such as space → space, ; → ; etc. If a string demands otherwise, both
characters have to be declared in advance, {<=xy=>}, where x is the opening and y the closing bracket.
This way, {<+<xy>(ab)+>} is OK as the opening < expects the closing >. We will use and notation.
The following syntax uses xy for string and ab for an identifier of a text that is being compared to. If it
is obvious what is the ab text, ab can be left out. On the other hand, it can also be declared explicitly,
{<(ab what is it)>}
(the ab note is expected to contain no “(” “)” parentheses).
{<+ xy (ab)+>}
An xy string is odd comparing to the ab text (ab can be left out).
xy string is missing, while ab text has it, (ab can be left out).
{<– xy (ab)–>}
{<– xy (–)–>}
xy string is missing due to physical reasons (a material lesion, margin).
{<– xy (?)–>}
xy string is missing for reasons not indicated to transcribent by source
{<+ xy (@)+>}, {<– xy (@2)–>}xy string supplied or deleted by the author, 2nd author etc.
{<+ xy (&)+>}, {<– xy (&1)–>}xy supplied / deleted by an ancient editor’s decision, prima manu etc.
{<+ xy (*)+>}, {<– xy (*)–>} xy string supplied / deleted by a modern editor’s decision
{<? ?>}
the location between
is unclear in terms of textual criticism
{<~ xy (ab)~ pq ~>}
ab text has xy string in place of pq string (ab and pq can be left out)
{<~ xy (*)~ pq ~>}
to read xy in place of pq is modern editors’ decision; also with @, &, ...
{<?^~~~?^>}
place for circa 3 letters of an unknown shape
{<?^[_][_][_]?^>}
place for exactly 3 letters of an uncertain shape
{<?^[_]=x[_][_]?^>}
place for 3 uncertain letters, 1st of which is considered a probable x
{<?^[_]=?x[_][_]?^>}
place for 3 uncertain letters, 1st of which is considered a dubitable x
{<?^[_]=??x[_][_]?^>}
place for 3 uncertain letters, 1st of which is considered an improbable x
{<?^[_]=x|y[_][_]?^>}
place for exactly 3 letters of an uncertain shape, 1st of which is x or y
If x or y contain „|“, formula is =(x)|(y); x may not contain ?, (, ) nor =.
{<?^<:([_])|([_][_]):>?^>}
place for 1 or 2 letters of unknown shapes
{<?^<:([x][a])|([_][b]):>[_]?^>}3 unknown shape letter place, which if 1st is x, 2nd is a, else 2nd is b
{<?^<:<>([_]=x):><:>>([x][a]):><:#>([_][b]):>[_][_]?^>}
the same can be written as a condition
{<?^<:IF([_]=x):><:THEN([x][a]):><:ELSE([_][b]):>[_][_]?^>}the same condition, ‘program-style’15
{<!! xy !!>}
obligatory position/element xy ← This is no textual criticism, it is formal syntax.
{<!? xy !?>} optional position/element (feature attaches to position typically, possibly to element)
{<!2 xy !2>} position/element with probability of 2 ‘degrees’; 20 % probability {<!20% xy !20%>}
{<!= xy =!>} condition-dependent position/element (a ‘current’ condition; otherwise searched for)
(( ))
segment variant (i.e. of what segment; unlike Glossa, any comment inside the string)
[{a}|{e}]
a set of phones, available at the position simultaneously (i.e. the OR inside a position)
[{a}..{e}]
interval of all phones available on the position (Includes the endpoints and all between.
[{a},,{e}] endpoints excluded, [{a},.{e}] a excluded, e included, [{a}.,{e}] a incl., e excl.
A set, on the other hand, is an explicit list that implies nothing on the phones between.)
(* ; )
reflection attached to letter in string from relevant languages (*segm;lang*segm;lang)
{{ }}
a note in text outside of string. For complex needs (hierarchic notes of multiple people,
from who, when, to what version of text (comments are usually kept in text), under
what conditions it loses validity, weight / obligatoriness, more parameters), special
envelopes are advisable <ID spec:par;{ notes with syntax }:spec ID> as it is in Glossa.
{{;1; note }}
notes can be coindexed with anchors <;1;>, ..., just as it is in Glossa.
15

The patient reader can find <> = IF, >> = THEN, #> = ELSE. It follows Glossa, but does not seem of much use.
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Accepting the Glossa syntax brings the advantage of using identical program modules also for this
transliteration. {{"(°jh) note }} where author is in ( ), {{"(who)(when) note }} or {{"(when) note }}, i.e.
apart from ; " and ( any character can follow {{ in any script including Hebrew. The string ends in }}.

H2.0.2

To Be Remembered at Coding

The processing algorithm must be sensitive to the fact that every consonant needs either to open or
close a syllable. It cannot transliterate mechanically. It has to be able to distinguish Ś and Śoo; e.g. in
Num. 19:8 there is W:HaŚŚooReePh that must not be rendered W:HaŚŚReeF as there is no vowel
behind ŚŚ. There is only one double-purpose point here and the program should be ready to respect it.
The program has to recognize when W! is ~uU~ and when it is ~WW~. As already mentioned,
CaWWooThoO of Lev. 7:38 can be neither of the impossible sequences CauUoo~ nor CaoouU~. First
it has to interpret ‹WW›, then ‹oo› in XaWWooTh in Num. 32:41.
The “dwellings” in Zeph. 2:6 have to be read as N:Woo"Th<tv> (which is completely regular), no
N:"oOTh<tv> as the vowel ‹:› has to be followed with a consonant, so ~oO~ has to become ~Woo~.
The interpreting program needs first to build a syllable before trying to attach individual symbols to
the letters. (Human mind does it intuitively as soon as it gets accustomed to this manner of writing.) A
reason for it can be found in almost every word whenever a melodeme mark is placed in this
transliteration on one of the three possible places: (i) after a vowel, (ii) before a vowel, (iii) in the
middle of a composite vowel in a few infrequent but not entirely exceptional cases. All these positions
reflect their places in the Hebrew text. If a uniform position were assigned to the " mark as it is in e.g.
phonetic transcriptions, important shades of the Hebrew record would remain unreflected. The
consequence of this design is that the transliteration must keep all the characters of the vowel together
even if the mater uppercase portion gets in front of the " mark whereas in the Hebrew line it lags
behind the sign. The vowel forms the core of the syllable. It would, however, be harder to identify in the
one-line transliteration that it is in the Hebrew two-line original.
A rarer example is e.g. the doubled extraordinary points in Ps. 27:13. The L??uUL??EE??"<rv> does
not seem to be helpful at the first sight in showing that the second L has five dots around (1 ‹rv› + 1 ?
above + 1 ? below + 2 ‹ee› = 5). Mechanical representation ‹rv›?L?‹ee›, the way electronic texts are
coded (only, they use one-character symbols, often less logical), on the other hand, would show
counterproductive in simpler cases which are almost all other words, those that are not exceptional.
The words would be difficult to read and difficult to parse as it would not be clear where one letter ends
and another one starts. Some sort of a letter separator would have to be introduced, such as
?L?.U!.<rv>?L?ee.?(%)?, which would turn reading into deciphering. The prerequisite to make the
transcription readable led to the decision to keep syllables together and words as compact as possible.
The interpreting program has to cope with that and build LEE first, know that EE=%, assign ?? to L
and ?? to %, detect ", look for <rv>, know that melodeme signs attach to onset letters, assign <rv> to L
and only then it is ready. The computer is not hurt and the reader is helped.
Syllables have anomalies when two vowels meet. The furtive pathach is a frequent case (so it is not
anomalous). Cases such as J:RuUŠaaLaiM are also regular seeming violations and ~ai~ has to count as
two syllables though the last one appears to start only with " (J:RuUŠaaLa"iM<zq>, Josh. 15:63bis).16
A vowel can have more than one vowel letter. Words like HuU(%), Hi(W%),17 5:MOO(W)L, known
even to an occasional student of Scriptures, are not so exceptional in the vocabulary. Josh. 12:20 brings
M:ROO(W)N where the unpointed % is a vowel letter, see above. Josh. 13:8 with HaaR(%)uUBheeNiI
was also mentioned earlier. Please note there may be more than one good manner of transliteration.
Not even the order ‘vowel sign–vowel letter’ can always be kept. Ps. 99:6 was already pointed to. For
QoOR(%)iI"M<mr>, the order ~( )iI~ is reasonable. A vowel can have no vowel letter while leaving the
adjacent vowel letter unused in spite of the fact that it would have been a natural fit. Ps. 119:87 is
pointed with ‹uu› leaving the ‹W› unpointed, PhiQQu(W)DhaeKhaa, not PhiQQuUDhaeKhaa. The

16

Available codings of TN"K code j:rušaalami in the display order. This is one reason why they are unusable.
Historically, these are not the same category as expanded lettering of vowels as is known e.g. from Qumran.
These are originally consonants of earlier forms that might have been something like HuWAA[%?], HiWAA[%?].
17
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masorah to BHS confirms this spelling is intentional (#A has ~QuDh~ and its masorah counts it among
6 such deficient spellings whereas #L has ~QWDh~ where ~W~ had to be left unused for pointing).
Exceptional values have been also mentioned above for vowel letters. Some of them have been noted
in the Part E hereinbefore. Disputable or dubitable cases also exist. I include a few internal H’s in them.
Num. 1:10 names a certain _P:Dhaa(H)CuUR (mentioned again in 2:20, spelled identically). Actually,
in transliterating ~Dhaa~, I have already interpreted the ~H~ as a vowel letter to ‹aa›. If the ~H~ would
be a consonant in the syllable coda, P:DhoHCuU"R<sq> would have to be the transliteration. Given
that, P:DhAaCuU"R<sq> should be one of the acceptable opinions. Another name with P:DhAa~ is
P:DhaH%ee"L<7f> in Num. 34:28 with ‹a› that gives some substance to P:DhoHCuUR. (‹aa› is a
variant reading.) The two name components then differ either in ‹a›/‹o›, or in ~H/(=H). Actually, the
latter name vocalizes H with ~H(.)~ while the former name leaves its ~H~ unvocalized. No masorah is
there for the items both in #L as in #A.
The name X:aZaa%eeL is written 6 times (masorah agrees) out of 23 as X:aZAa&eeL, that is
~Aa(=H)~. It is 5 times in 2Kings 8:8, 13, 15, 28 and 29 (where the ~aa~ spelling is co-occurring in
vss. 9 and 12, then again in 9:14, 15, etc.), and once in 2Chron. 22:6. Though some mss regularized the
spelling as ~aa~, even the Rabbinic Bibles write the name as one word and with the H mater inside
testifying the old mss, mostly unavailable today, on which the text is based have the name in that form.
The conclusion that it indeed is a vowel letter is difficult to escape, e.g. by suggesting a variant reading
xazoh%eel. While xazu-ila might have been a cuneiform variant of xaza-ila of a similar-sounding name
(Koehler/Baumgartner, entry 2762), LXX transcribes the name as Αζαηλ (Latin derives its Azelus from
it) and Gesenius/Buhl (196217) points to an Aramaic spelling again with an internal H. An etymology
of two separate words (where ~Aa stood in the end of the former) seems obvious. Unless—a pun was
intended by the Hebrew writer given that both the forms co-occur and X-Z-H is also a Hebrew root
meaning ‘see’ and also a seer, which seems especially poignant in the context.
It is mandatory that the transliterating program would recognize q# from k# and does not merge
them into a single nonsense. Gen. 27:3 offers Caa"JiDhH<sq>, which has to be divorced in two
options, CeEDhAa (k#) or CaaJiDh (q#) that leaves the final ~H unvocalized. The program should stop
at ~DhH. Again, it would be wrong to let the program transcribe HPP:LiShTiI"M<zq> in 2Sam. 21:12,
which is obvious to the human reader at the first sight. There are two versions to select from, ShaaM
HaPP:LiShTiIM (k#) or ShaaMMAa P:LiShTiIM (q#). The programmer has first to find out if and how
k#/q# are encoded in the input data. If they are not, the program has to monitor indicators such as the
impossible ~DhH or HP~ and upon finding them stop and let the human operator decide.
The same verse offers another k#/q# case: k# T:LuUM or q# T:Laa%uUM is to be decided over
T:Laa"W!M<mr> where the algorithm should stop at the impossible ~aauU~ or aaWWM.
Few verses earlier, 21:9 there is, conspicuous to the human reader but not automatically to the
program, iThXiLLa"Th<7f> with i~. It is Th:XiLLaTh recommended to read as BiThXiLLATh.
The dead giveaway in Num. 1:16 is ~RJJ%~ (or RJ!%, the same) that is either Q:RiI%eE or its
recommended reading Q:RuU%eE<(U=J)>. Even if ‹!› is taken as ‹u›, an atypical mater should warn.
On the other hand, matres can be atypical, though very exceptionally so. In Gen. 45:14 and two other
locations, see E1.6.1 (iii), CaWW:(=%)ReE seem to have a shwa with (%) as a vowel letter. No q#\k#
conflict and no silenced etymological % warrant the (%). It is indeed nothing else than a vowel letter for
‹aa› in CaWWaa(=%)R, from which it turns into ‹:(=%)›. Though a mater for shwa is certainly not a
standard matter, the ‘=’ operator makes it possible to record it even where xX/Xx/XX cannot be used.
In some cases, the warning signals may be subtle or none at all. In Josh. 15:4, W:HaaJu(H) is found.
Rendering it ~HaaJUu would be strange but not impossible. It helps if the source file has k#/q# already
made so that W:HaaJAa and W:HaaJuu(H) are considered as two options which they really are. Also
7:HOR_ = 7:Ho(W)R_ would be rare whereas 7:HoOR_ / 7:HoR_ is simply k#/q#.
On the other hand, not all unexpected configurations of letters and signs are indicative of a different
q# suggested in the masorah. Prov. 31:12 reads XaJJaEH instead of XaJJaEHaa expected (some mss
on which Rabbinic Bibles are based have it that way). Available masorah comments only that it occurs
three times in this form (bljšn%). The same comment is both in BHS and in #A.
If the melodeme is recorded with a prepositive or postpositive sign, it does not have to be marked
inside the word. There are two reasons for it: (i) The mark " is superfluous and, in such a case, splits
the word needlessly. (ii) The placing of the " mark is interpretation of the transcribent, which may or
may not be right. Stress may have shifted in the word due to context (another accent or break). In fact,
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readers may interpret the placement themselves, and sometimes possibly better than the transcribent.
This rule being optional brings advantages in the gained potential to distinguish some cases as
exemplified above in the list. If the Divine Name is represented by Y, stress placement also cannot be
marked, such as in XaJ_Y<mh> (1Sam. 25:26) though mahpakh is normally positioned inside.
The parsing program should have the capacity to process also marks that are located prior to the first
consonant of a word (prepositives made explicit) and following the last consonant of a word
(postpositives made explicit). The latter case coincides with a regular placement on the final letter if the
word ends with a stressed vowel (~aa") or a vowel letter (~iI"). The former includes also the mugraš
component of <rvMg>, so 'uUKh:CaLMuNNaa"&<rvMg> (Ps. 83:12) writes 'uUKh~, not uU'Kh~.
This applies even if the two components are written on the same syllable. The transcription will
separate them, such as &aL_Ma(h)18_'ShShaa"W.(%)<rvMg> in Ps. 89:48.
Marking out the melodeme inside the word if the Hebrew sign is postpositive but doubled on the
stressed syllable should also be considered logical (it concerns only paš7a in the bA record, it may
concern other signs in other records). This is because the advanced sign does mark the stress.
Graphic features that the transliteration reflects should not affect or limit acceptance of words, such
as with and without final forms of the letters, more consecutive maqqeephs “_” etc. It includes
alternative renderings, such as C! or CC, and selection of letters such as 5 and Ś. Less frequent
alternatives (in prints, unlike in manuscripts) are raaphae, e.g. K|=Kh=Kh|. When searching for ‹aa›,
also ‹@› should be taken into account. In all these features, the present transliteration behaves almost
as a transcription, which it partially is.

H2.0.3

Options of the Coding

One of the advantages of the present transcription (beside those already dwelled upon in D and H0) is
the possibility of extensive commenting. The user can drop notes virtually on anything and can
intersperse the electronic text with them quite heavily. (It would be laborious to keep such a dense log.)
It is an important capacity especially given that the main purpose of the data (in fact the sole one
envisioned at this stage) is research. The researcher needs to maintain up-to-date information on any
step and any experience made anytime in the course of the research. While it is true many comments
enlarge and ‘clumsify’ the record, the instruction in processing them is simple: skip. The load on the
machine does not rise disproportionately while the gain in information may be considerable.
Concerning the legibility, it also can be treated well as the notes can be hidden or displayed at will, and,
in more sophisticated implementations, also the mode of displaying them might be selectable. There
are certainly optional elements in the record that are not so easy to switch between hidden/displayed.
It should also be noted the more special elements are let into the transcription, the less readable it
becomes. It was also the designer’s decision that the transcription be the more readable, the simpler it
becomes. (It may sound as a truism but it is not. Glossa is not like that, neither are the computer codes
for Hebrew, even the ASCII-based ones, such as CCAT. Each coding seems to have its threshold, below
which more simplification of the data does not improve legibility. Also this transcription has it in a
height that cannot be lowered further as cutting on it would be to the detriment of computation.)
Occasionally, a (supposed) disturbance in the text does not constitute a problem for parsing. If this is
the case, there is hardly any reason, perhaps apart for the purpose of discussion (which can be
discussed in a free-format text, anyway) to introduce specific devices (and possibly awkward ones, too)
if the transcription can be processed as it is. Thus, in Prov. 19:4, an ‹ee› seems to be missing in #L in
MeeRee"&HuU<mr> while both #A and #R have a regular MeeRee&ee"HuU<mr>. As no masora in
#L comments on it, a probability is ‹ee› under ‹&› has dropped out and the ‹"› moved one letter
forward under ‹R›. Seemingly, quite an exceptional condition was created as the syllable ~Ree&~ ends
in no shwa, no sign at all. Rather than invent a specific marking of the case, e.g. ~Ree"&-HuU or, to
suggest a supposed but missing (.), ~Ree"&()HuU, it could be left as it is because ~Ree"& is simply
parsed as at the end of a word while HuU is processed the same way as any word, except that the two
structural words are not separated, so make one word for the processing engine, anyway.

18

Please note Ma(H) is perhaps the simplest way to transcribe a vowel letter for a monograph vowel such as ‹a›.
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An irregular syllable appears in W:JHoOShaaPhaa7 of 1Kings 22:29. It is only in #L, whereas #A
and #R have WiI~. Also all other ten occurrences in #L use the regular pattern. Though it appears that
‹J› was accidentally left with no pointing, which should not have happened, no specific device needs to
be provided in the transcription as the W:J~ syllable is well parsable in spite of lacking formal
conclusion by (.) and, in fact, not aligning well with the MsH phonology.
Users are encouraged to prefer simpler forms as far as it goes. Details on the letters that are not read
could often be dispensed with. Melodeme tags are only rarely needed to use. (This project is an
exception as it bases much exactly on them.) If only the human reader, not the machine, is the
recipient, even the above stated rules are not hard and fast. There is no reason to limit the transcription
to ASCII-7 if there is no technical advantage in doing so. Why not use Š if your keyboard does not
protest and your printer complies. (The present dissertation does not do it as it presents a
programming format where ASCII makes great sense, as explained in D.) Why disturbing the word with
the " sign if no tags are present? On the other hand, " or even ' (use that) are neater than ^, which is to
mark stress if it does not coincide with ". Go even further in simplifying. Why insist on marking ‹ii› and
‹uu› if your phonology does not distinguish them from ‹i› and ‹u›? Why meticulously mark all the gh’s
and dh’s? Sloppy usage is nothing to be ashamed of, even in scientific publishing. There is time to be
meticulous, also time to be sloppy (this way users demonstrate they are aware of the purpose;
otherwise meticulousness would not be a method but obsession). Note I am sloppy in naming Hebrew
signs. I transcribe them very loosely using this transcription—they are labels to point to, not
quotations to analyse. A sloppy usage can sometimes help readers understand better than an exact
formula (this transcription is formulaic)—mathematicians could tell stories. One thing more: If it is
helpful to alter some or more points in this transcription for practical reasons, you are encouraged to
do so. Only, please, project the change into a version number and possibly a unique name for the
transcription to maintain the distinction and provide for the programs to identify the correct format by
the head in data.
This transcription method provides a few options to record graphic features of the text that are not
often recognized for their value in transcriptions. Indeed, the message of the Bible is not lost if purely
graphical features of Middle Ages mss are re-flown into the standard form that our culture recognizes
for text. It should be kept in mind, however, that capacities of hand-written media used to be much
greater than the present-day rather mechanistic array of lines kerned to the full with letters more alike
than peas in a pod. The scribes were able to use the extra capacity of the medium to express aspects of
interpretation that, throughout centuries, became a tradition in itself. Shapes of letters, positions and
lengths of spaces have added to the heritage of understanding and teaching Scriptures, of which
masoretic melodemes and notes are just another facet. It would be hard to decide today which tradition
is older, so we usually select on safer criteria of relevance. Still, scribes in Middle Ages were not alone in
their creativity, if it was creativity at all. The graphic potential of writing used to be employed heavily in
the ancient world, too. In fact, the Egyptian hieroglyphics at the very outset of human writing was a
graphic system that went more beyond simple letters than perhaps any other writing known. It should
be realized that any medium is but a vehicle for communicating messages and communicants try to use
its capacity efficiently. This is true for voice so much that a gap between skilful and inexperienced
speakers can be vast. This applies to sign language that offers all the infinite variability of gestures and
mimics beyond the limited vocabulary of a sign language. In analysing a written record, we should at
least be aware the medium can contain more of the message than letters can take. It is not necessary to
imbed all those features in corpora if no processing is planned for them. I just tried to make a basic
provision that some of these features are not neglected, should it make sense to process them any time
later in a research.
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H3

List of the Melodemes

The “category” column below offers optional symbols that restate explicitly what the present theory of
melodemes presents as an implicit meaning of each particular melodeme. Any or all of the symbols are
only an option and most records of the TN"K can do without them or include them partially.

|

|
|
|
|
|
|
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Melodeme Code
sq
silluq
at
%athnaax
olJr
&oolae w:jooreedh *
sg
s:ghooltaa
Zq
zaaqeef gaadhool
zq
zaaqeef qaa7aan
7f
7ifxaa
Rv rv r:via& gaadhool, qaa7aan
rvMg r:via& mugraš *
zr
zarqaa
cn
cinnoor (* see below)
p$
paš7aa
dx
d:xi
jt
j:thibh
tv
t:bhir
Sh
šalšaelaeth (g:dhoolaa)
gr
gaeraeš
ga
garšaa (“gaeraeš muqdam”)
gm
gaeršajim
pz
paazeer
Tl
t:lišaa g:dhoolaa
qp
qarnee phaaraa
mnLg munax l:gharmee *
mrLg meerkhaa l:gharmee *
mhLg mahpaakh l:gharmee *
azLg %azlaa l:gharmee *
ilLg
&illuj l:gharmee *
paasaeq
mn
munax
mh
mahpaakh
mr
meer:khaa
mk
meer:khaa k:fulaa
dr
dargaa
az qd %azlaa, qadhmaa
tl
t:lišaa q:7annaa
gl
galgal20
ahOl athnaax haphukh+&oolae20 *
il
&illuj
7r
7arxaa
sh
šalšaelaeth q:7annaa
ct
cinnorith *
mrMc meer:khaa m:cunnaeraeth *
mhMc mahpaakh m:cunnar *

Category
v||||;;;;
v||||;;;;
^/v\;;;;
^|||;;;
^||;;;
^||;;;
v/;;;
^|;;
^\/|;; `
^/\;;
^/\;;
^/;;
v/;;
v/;;
v\;;
^/||;;
^\;
^\;
^\;
^\;
^\;
^\/;
v_;
v\;
v/;
^/;
^_;
;
v_,
v/,
v\,
v\,
v\,
^/,
^/,
v\/,
v\/^/
^_,
v/,
^/|,
^/\,
^/\v\,
^/\v/,

Note
coded sq so as not to mix with šl in non-ASCII
to be able to take ol and Jr separately19

no need to distinguish Rv and rv, looks same
if Mg lacks rv in 3books, see garša below
pš if non-ASCII coding is OK

non-ASCII is Šl; gdola has |, q7ana lacks it
hypothetic prepositive in 3books, not a “gr”

qp more graphic than Pz gaadhool

e.g. Ps. 36:1

qd (qadhmaa) is %azlaa + gaeraeš
also called j:rax baen joomoo
ol from olJr follows ah, does not precede Jr
šl if non-ASCII coding is OK
ct precedes in an open syllable
ct precedes in an open syllable

Examples abound. One of them is Prov. 8:13, 5:,NOO"Th<ol> Raa"&<Jr>. Someone may prefer ' for ol.
Some theories and prints distinguish %athnaax haphukh prior to <olJr> and galgal prior to the non royal
<pz> (obviously, as the ‘king’ <pz> remains alone). I have not observed substantial difference between the two. If
the need to keep the two apart is confirmed later, <ah> can be introduced consistently. So far, it is only an option.
20
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maaj:laa *
v/,
can be together with _
maqqeef
,,
_
* Please note that if the melodeme code consists of four letters, the third letter (the second digraph)
starts with uppercase for the sake of clarity. This is rvMg, olJr, ahOl, azLg, mnLg, mrLg, mhLg,
drLg,21 ilLg, mrMc, mhMc, and, following cn and mj, also cnXx and mjXx.
For more concerning the melodemes, please see Part F for data and Part I for interpretation.
mj

21

A unique occurrence according to the masora of 1Sam. 20:21. The configuration of the words, however, does
not seem to suggest any other reason for the paseq.
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I

Interpretation
The following short chapters could equally well carry a heading “Discussion” as they simultaneously
interpret the finds collected in Parts E and F, and are a dialogue between (i) the resources, (ii) results
and (iii) the method. Seeing the vastness and variability of resources available to the topic, of which
only fraction was possible to make use of so far, and also that the method had to be compressed finally
to leave out most technical detail so that the book would not exceed the limit, calling this part
“discussion” would be overstated. The current, less ambitious title seems more appropriate.
On the pages that preceded I have been quite explicit concerning the points my approach appears to
differ from the others whose research has deservedly achieved a wide appreciation and established
standards for all to refer to. So far, however, I have been silent concerning the points I started to differ
from myself during my research. Before I shall embark on the task of reviewing and concluding this
stage of project, I should perhaps share a few words concerning my personal development, and so end
with a personal note in a similar way as I started. I am strongly persuaded that the personality of the
researcher cannot be separated from the research, whose important background it makes, and I doubt
any claims to the opposite, trying to have us believe in an ‘impersonal’ quest for knowledge.
The reader should know my mother tongue and the implicit phonology is the type of distinguishing
long and short i-e-a-o-u vowels. I learned MsH from teachers of the same background and textbooks
that assumed the same. Decades later, after reading through the whole of TN"K several times, after
having participated in two translation projects, I still persisted in sticking to that type of pronunciation
also in international setting, also among native or fluent Hebrew speakers. It was only when I started to
question original assumptions that I slowly arrived to the different model I present here. On the other
hand, some ‘early day’ reconstructions seem to survive with me until now. Specifically, I still prefer [w]
whenever I do not use ModH, and apply Arabicized stock of phonemes (except of [tṣ] rather than [ṣ]),
despite that my mother tongue would help me use almost effortlessly a version of ModH pronunciation.
These persistent habits may have affected this early stage of research and readers should know that. I
have troubles hearing clearly the velar/uvular ‹r› of ModH speakers, let alone mimic them. The fact
that I found no support for it then goes well with my internal liking. I do not use ejectives nor [ɬ].
I had no pre-theoretic preference in prosody, however. I have no musical ear and the theory of
melodemes was the result of reasoning and extensive training in phonetics. I have tried to read TN"K in
line with my theory of melodemes every day for several years, and was ready to give it up should it ever
lead me to unnatural sounding speech. To my growing surprise, it has seemed to work well, and I found
no reason to bury it along the way.
The xathephs as composite alternatives was not part of the original assumptions. There were some
doubts present, grounded in phonetics, but nothing nearly as rejecting them. What persuaded me at
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last was (i) study of mss; (ii) observations that the Masoretes used to put alternatives side by side in
many respects. Xathephs as alternatives is one of those respects. It seems to be their general strategy.
The present phonology explicitly understands allophones as types, not tokens. To wit, the phonology
is understood as a three-tier system with two tiers of abstract units, one tier of units that are their
particular projections in text. One of the abstract tiers is unmotivated (phonemic), the other abstract
tier is motivated. It includes allophones but can cover more. ‘Allophone’ in this model, then, does not
imply any concrete sample. For this reason, it makes theoretical sense to search for ‘allophones’ of a
language that is not available in speakers and/or sound recordings. Phonology of a dialect not spoken
such as MsH can be reconstructed in their two abstract tiers according to this three-tier model.

I1

Individual Vowels

Vowels is a portion of MsH phonology more disputed than any other issue of it, perhaps apart from
phonology itself. Basically, two architectures are assumed, a 5×2 system of Spanish-type vowels
combined with distinctive length, and a 7-member system with open/close contrasts and no length.
The history and the calibre of adherents is notable on both sides. Most of it has already been mentioned
earlier in this work. Moreover, these points are recapitulated almost each time wherever the question is
raised again, so no need is here to go into details again. The two models map their vowel systems to the
stock of MsH vowel signs and differ mainly in /e:/, /e/ vs /e/, /ε/, in /o:/, /o/ vs /o:/, /ɔ/ and /a:/, /a/ vs
/ɔ/, /a/. Hence, /a:/ and /o/ in the 5×2 system correspond to both /ɔ/ in the 7-member system. The 5×2
system offers /i:/ and /u:/ not recognized in the 7 system. The 5×2 system has 3 degrees of openness;
the 7 system has either three, or four degrees (it depends how /a/ and /ɔ/ are related). These phonemes
can have different phonetic values, though mostly they are assumed to correspond to the phonemes.
Churchyard, in support of the 5×2 system points to a furtive patach that appears only in front of the
vowels assumed long, /i:/, /u:/ (from */i:/ and */u:/), /e:/, /o:/, while the vowels assumed short are
replaced by /a/ (op. cit., p. 138). The example he provides is %:aShaLLee^aX vs %:aShaLLa^X (in my
transcription), a pausal with the corresponding non-pausal. However, the set of furtive-accepting
vowels are all close–to–middle ones. The open ones (including /ε/) did not need it simply because they
were open. Other arguments he suggests could also find alternative explanation.
Many of the arguments are in fact also possible to uphold—in a system that keeps 7 vowels, some of
them are inherently longer, other ones inherently shorter. It is not necessary to postulate all the vowels
had (or had consistently) their counterparts in length. In order to keep a length that might have
exercised some effect (regardless of any distinctiveness), no need is to assume a doubled 7×2 system.

I 1.1

^I Sound

As the ‹i› sign appears most often with the J mater, a natural question appears if the reason for
including this mater into the consonantal text was that the vowel was long. If it was indeed so, the
distinction must have been blurred soon as the text, not infrequently, shows no mater where a long
vowel would be expected (the notorious –iIM plural written as –iM et al.). Other matres are written
exceptionally in place of J. Should ‹i(%)› or ‹i(W)› be considered long, too? Anyway, the mapping is far
from being unequivocal. Simple theory is to suppose there was just one ^I sound marked with the one
Masoretic sign regardless if there was or was not a mater lectionis provided by earlier scribes.
Exod. 17:8 BiR:PhiIDhi"M<sq> and other such cases show the independence of the ‹i›\‹iI›
difference on stress. A strong stress can be expected in MsH (due to patters of reduction dependent on
stress). Strong stress lengthens vowels, but is an unfavourable environment for systematic differences
of phonemic length. Cases such as this one seem to suggest a very probable independence of the
plene\defective spelling of ‹i› on the length of vowels. Given the inconsistency with which the Masoretic
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sign ‹i› is supported with a mater,1 it can be supposed the Masoretes would have devised two signs for a
short and a long vowels provided that the vocalic length would be important to distinguish in public
reading. Otherwise, readers would be misled by occasional replacement of a long vowel for a short one,
exactly because it would be infrequent and unexpected. Two consistent signs would have been an easy
remedy. This was, however, clearly not so.
The fact that ‹i› tended to fuse with ‹:Ji› into ‹iI›, despite the exceptions, seems to be a testimony to
its fundamental value somewhere in a broad ^I. The instances provided in E1.1.0(2)a might suggest a
value somewhere around [I]. The instances discussed in ~(2)b would speak for a more centralised value
though probably not entirely central. An IPA [ï] might be appropriate. That could explain transcriptions
extant for earlier stages (admittedly, it is not certain the value remained constant) and alternations with
‹ee›, ‹ae› and ‹a› (especially if [ɐ] is assumed for it).
The Ashkenazim pronounce some final ^I as [ǝ]~[e] (it also applies the other way round). This could
be a testimony to the original open and centralised quality of the ancient Hebrew [ɪ] that it could be
mistaken for a very closed [e], which appeared in the languages of the nations they dwelt with. Major
changes in the Ashkenazi pronunciation are relatively late. No clear difference was preserved between
‹i› with and without a vowel letter. Basically, it seems there is only one kind of ^I.

I 1.2

^U Sound

No consistent distinction in length was confirmed in the excerpts. Both ‹u› and ‹uU› seem to have been
used to mark out a single ^U sound. No specific judgment concerning the quality of ^U was arrived at
from the excerpts, either. Relationships to ^O and [w] are expected and unsurprising.
The Ashkenazim pronounce some unstressed ^U as [i]. This could happen in two most probable
ways: Either by imitating [ü] of some Gentile languages (e.g. French)—such is a valid and occasionally
witnessed cause of a language change. Or, perhaps more probably so, by moving the more weakly
articulated (i.e. unstressed) ^U to high central [u] until it was re-interpreted as [i] or [ɪ] in some
languages’ environment; alternatively, until it became [y] and was, again, re-interpreted as [i] or [ɪ]. No
Ashkenazi pronunciation, as far as known to me, distinguishes two different kinds of ^U, supporting
thus the impression obtained from the Masoretic record that there is no real difference between the two
signs for ^U. We could surmise the aH ^U was only one and could have a more central quality, such as
[ʊ]. A more detailed analysis of the variable Ashkenazi pronunciations might bring more light into the
question how much and in what ways can this stream of pronunciations explain the values of Hebrew
vowels in the late antiquity and early Middle Ages.

I 1.3

^O Sounds

Two sounds of this type can be distinguished. The distinction seems to be primarily of quality, with
length differences being possibly concomitant.
The sound written as ‹oo› or ‹oO› appears close-mid and well rounded. In comparison to ‹u› / ‹uU›,
it might have been the most back vowel in the MsH vocalic inventory (though this is rather speculative
to claim, based more on general properties of such sounds than available MsH observations). Contrast
to ‹o› seems to suggest its normal duration might have been longer than the one for ‹o› under
comparable conditions. More excerpts and statistics as well as a firmer theoretic concept of the MsH
syllable would be welcome, however, to put this provisional claim on a more secure basis.
The sound written as ‹o› appears to show a distinct ^O nature in many of the excerpts. Unless ‹aa› is
shown to be also an ^O rather than ^A sound, two distinct sounds should be assumed for the sign ‹@›,
‹o› ≠ ‹aa›. Given that the ‹o› version of ‹@› appears in many syllables that are unstressed and possibly
1

Computer analysis in a later stage of this project should present exact frequencies to help decide if such cases
are really exceptional so much as to neglect them in a theory as random deviations.
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were not appreciably long, its phonetic value that phonologists can suggest depends on how well they
cope with the fact ‹o› and ‹aa› were a single graphic sign. If two vowels are recognized, [ɔ] or [ɒ] are
the most attractive choices as [ɑ] would be too close to [a]. If a single value is postulated, [ɒ] or [ɑ]
seem preferable as a midway to connect the two poles. The present approach is characteristic with the
assumption the MsH record is polyvalent, i.e. the Masoretic scholars offered more options at once. The
bearing this assumption has on the particular ‹o›/‹aa› question is that a single symbol does not by
virtue of being single prove anything else than a single sound was acceptable. A single sign may simply
cover a large enough virtual space to comprise two, or possibly even more, values at once. This model,
one sign—more values, may, additionally, be in accord with the fact some traditions (Sephardi) have
preserved two pronunciations (having developed from the MsH values), some traditions (Ashkenazi)
have kept a singular pronunciation (having developed from the broader meaning of the MsH sign).

I 1.4

^E Sounds

Two different sounds, again, can be distinguished in this category. The visual side of their symbols
shows one as a “wider” version of the other, so the question is, if also phonology should follow different
shapes in assigning them to two phonemes (a question that can be better solved with statistics of form
and lexeme distribution), and again, if differences in quality can be linked to differences in length. It
should be kept in mind that phonological systems need not be symmetric, so any similarity with the ^O
side of the vocalic space should not automatically induce any analogy on the ‘opposite’ ^E side.
No consistent pattern in tense/lax and short/long distribution was found in the excerpts. It cannot be
confirmed ‹ae› was short and ‹ee› was long and it cannot be confirmed ‹ae› was a lax or less stressed
vowel in opposition of ‹ee› preferred for the opposite conditions. Often, lexicon seems to be the reason
why one or the other vowel was selected. Still, in good many instances (of this unquantified preliminary
research) both ‹ee› and ‹ae› do appear to be context-conditioned variants. Probably, more effects are
overlapping across this space. These seem to be prosodic, lexical and domains crossing from ^I for ‹ee›
and from ^A (covering both ‹aa› and ‹a›) for ‹ae›.2 In some instances, e.g. when Ha + %~ gives Hae%~,
phonetic explanation appears at hand: A glottal stop raises the pitch of the preceding vowel,3 which if
translated into components of the spectrum, might have been perceived as a change to ‹ae›. (See e.g.
E1.5.1(i) for some examples.) In other instances, no contextual clues suggest themselves. While it is
generally true in many European languages that stressed vowels tend to be closer and tense, tendency
that is opposite to it is also possible. Stressed vowels might well be more open versions of their
unstressed counterparts. This trend can be observed in MsH sometimes, also with ‹ee› and ‹ae›.

I 1.5

^A Sounds

Graphically, a minimum two sounds have to be distinguished in the broad ^A area. In a way visually
analogous to the ‹ee›\‹ae› distinction, a sound and another, “wider” one appear to have been used also
for ^A. This broad open-mid to open front-to-back space seems to have been crossroads of effects that
applied in the front area as well as those that applied in the back. Due to its inherent complexity, some
of the interpretations have already been included in the E1.5 section. We are going to take them up
here. One of the sounds seems to be closer, often unstressed and typically, perhaps invariably short.
The transcription symbol is ‹a›, though its phonetic value might have been more of [ɐ].4 This appears
to be suggested by usages where ‹aa› seems to retain basically the same vocalic colour, only in a more
open and/or longer version. The third parameter ‹aa› might have been different from ‹a› is its general
2

Implications to phonology seem obvious. However, I still avoid labelling one phonetic, another one phonological
explicitly as no rigorous procedures have been made to determine what can be truly considered phonological.
3
John Clark / Colin Yallop (1990) An Introduction to Phonetics and Phonology, Blackwell, Oxford, p. 284.
4
The IPA symbol for a sound between [ə] and a central (not front!) [a] (a centralised “a” should have been marked
as [ä] in IPA, but this would be misleading anywhere outside of IPA, as it is a convention for open to open-mid æ).
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validity over broader range of specific values, while ‹a› and perhaps also ‹ae› remained quite specific
and narrowly determined vowels. Many excerpts still indicate ‹a› must have been more akin to [a] than
to [ǝ]. Again, the similarity is sometimes utilized lexically, other times due to only prosody.
The ‹aa› symbol appears to represent more values, too. In some contexts, a more or less open front
[æ] seems to be the only reasonable value. In a few contexts, its back opposite, an unrounded [ɑ] or a
rounded [ɒ] could still be kept in agreement with other theories, though what seems probable, in those
and many other places, especially those where ‹a› and ‹aa› substitute each other, nothing else than a
simple open central “a” (for which, strangely, no simple symbol is provided by IPA) is a value with a
better reason. The front and central values appear to have generally a longer duration than other
vowels. (Though it is easy to explain physiologically, why open vowels should be longer, such a simple
explanation does not seem to be always valid in languages. In MsH, however, it might work.5) This
feature, obviously noticed by MsH scholars, might have been utilised to point ‹ae› whenever their
purpose was to eliminate protracting of the front value of ‹aa›, and use ‹aa› in all other cases, i.e. when
protraction of the front open vowel was acceptable if not recommended by their standards.
Still, the suggestion for ‹aa› to be long have counter-examples, or perhaps a possible exception, or, at
least a mental detour needs to be taken. It is not straightforward to think ‹aa› in e.g. MaaWaeTh and
the likes were really long, as in the pattern CVVCVC, considering analogy with BaJiTh if not anything
else. The latter gets always contracted in BeETh outside of accent just as MaaWaeTh does in MoOTh.
It can be asked then if it is more properly the second member of the *original *diphthong that was
supported with the consonant rather than take the consonant as a diphthong-splitter. No diphthong
was possible to record in Hebrew without a consonantal support. Using a different mater such as % or
H would be inappropriate, while W or J, respectively, are natural choices, also for e.g. [bɐɪθ], [mɑʊəθ]
or perhaps [mɔəθ]. ‹W› would represent [ʊ] in the second example, [ɔ] in the third one. The difference
between patax, ‹a›, in the first example, and qaamaec, ‹aa›, in the second example, might have
reflected a real difference in articulation (perhaps that the [ɐɪ] diphthong was ‘narrower’ and the [ɐ]
was closer; and the [ɑʊ] diphthong in turn was ‘wider’ and the [ɑ] was more open)—or the distinction
was actually irrelevant and the differentiated choice was only to underline the sounds were different.
(This is probable, given that the ‹aa› and ‹a› alternated. See E1.5 note 96 for some such forms.) It is
tempting to assume [ɑ] due to /au/ being often contracted into /o/ in phonologies. But phonetic
diphthongs often cross the central axis of the vocalic space. There is no reason to suppose [ɑʊ] is more
probable than [au]. Regardless of this phonetic speculations, the pattern of the syllable might have
been CVVC or perhaps CVVVC—with a long syllable nucleus, which the middle consonant may
suggest as a sort of mater lectionis; not necessarily with the long first syllable of the seemingly twosyllable word. The second-syllable vowel might be epenthesis,6 which could be provided by the
Masorete scholars for extreme protractions (in chant) rather than in regularly paced speech.
If such a system was in place (a hypothesis yet to be proved statistically), it would present ‹aa› as a
symbol sharing its coverage with ‹ae› and ‹a› in a system that recognized non-phonological length. The
‹aa› could represent [ɒ]~[ɔ] in a setting where no long vowel was permitted. Where the ^A colour was
still needed in such a setting, ‹a› was pointed, while ‹ae› was helpful to make specific that the front
value of ^A was needed, viz. [æ], with no protraction. In all other instances, i.e. whenever the setting
made possible for longer versions of those vowels to be used, or whenever length issue was neutral, ‹aa›
was employed. (This might be the reason for so many ‹aa› in MsH pointing, sometimes on positions
length is difficult to explain.) The longer versions might have been simultaneously more open versions

5

If longer vowels tended to be more open and shorter ones to be closer, it would be comparable (not identical) to
some varieties of colloquial Czech. In MsH, the closer ‹a› (as in RP English “hut”) is based i.a. on observations
(e.g. by Revell) that Palestinian vocalization vs HbA differs more often in ‹a› vs ‹ee› than in ‹aa› vs ‹ae›.
6
Epenthetic vowels deserve more attention, most notably due to segolates, a tricky question of MsH phonology.
Due to the Masoretic record being largely phonetic, vowel epenthesis should have a larger treatment as it may
include (apart from these seemingly pseudo-diphthongs and segolates) also shwa and, possibly, xatephs (optional
full vowels inserted). This, however, demands larger and fairly comprehensive handling beyond the present work.
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(a natural assumption).7 A compound effect of quantitative and qualitative differences between vowels
might have made the MsH scholars’ discernment only more certain.8

I 1.6

Shwa

I 1.6.1

The Simple Shwa

Phonologists generally agree that neither the simple shwa, nor its composite versions are phonological.
What has been felt as a complicated issue and, consequently, treated extensively now for centuries, is
its two apparently different values (a zero and a mixed vowel) and rules where to use which.
The reason the two kinds of shwa were marked with an identical sign might have been that they tend
to change one into the other quite regularly, nax turns into naa& and vice versa.9 Let us take 2Sam.
23:5 KiI^ Bh:RiI^Th for example. Shwa naa&, ‹:›, is a companion feature of detension plosives, such
as ..b/, [bǝ]. However, when a context changes them into a fricative, the need to conclude them in a
vocalic detension disappears as fricatives are plausibly identified in their tension. Fricatives do not have
to be, and rarely are, detensional. In the example above, as soon as a new syllable is formed after Ki– is
added to BRiTh, KiBh– changes the syllabic structure as ..bh|, [β], needs no vocalic sound to link it to
the following consonant, so B:RiiTh goes into KiBhRiiTh.
Also, fricatives can be original sounds in the same position, such as Sh:MoOTh (v. 8). As they are
naturally tensional, no vowel is needed at all, ..sh|..m/..o|..th\.10 In a different setting, e.g. if a coda
could be formed, ..%/..ee|....ll/..ae|..sh\..m/..o|..th\, or a cluster was to be prevented in the coda, such
as &aL_Sh:MooNAe (same verse), a need for a vocalic sound between ..sh and ..m might be greater,
..sh/.[?]..m/..o|..n/..ae| (where .[?] stands in place of a very short vowel indetermined for quality).
A variability between vocalic and non-vocalic shwa can be seen in Num. 26:57 LiM.RaaRiI"<Zq>
with a probable (probable) non-vocalic shwa and HaMM:RaaRiI"<sq>, where one can be almost sure
of a vowel following ~MM~. It can be explained by the simple coda of the syllable ..l..i..m\ (where ..m is
intensional) and the complex coda of ..h..a....m/ (where an ....m, probably at least slightly prolonged, is
recognized primarily in its detensional phase11). Interestingly, prosodic devices were available to keep
shwa from expiration. LiM.&a7 of v. 56 was probably ..i..m\..&..a. W:LaM.&a7 of v. 54 is allowed to
make the same impression in #L while #R adds a combination of ‹,› and |12 to prevent it from reading
as a non-vowel. W:La,M|&a7 is likely to make doubly sure ..l..a..m/..šwa..&..a..7 is read. While MsH |
only points out no dagesh was inserted, ‹,› really concludes the syllable before ..m could be included as
its coda, preventing it effectively from being articulated as ..m\, so that shwa is enforced.
An end-of-word shwa could be a moot point. With this approach, however, if e.g. Gen. 29:11 is taken,
WaJJee"BhK.<sq> is ~..ee|..v\..k/, be it ~..k/.šwa, or ~k/ no-šwa, since the consonant’s articulation
phase itself suggests there was, or might have been, a shwa, regardless of the physical condition of the
audio signal. It is the brain of the listener that decides, i.e. phonology.
Needless to add, many midpoints between a full vowel and its complete absence can exist. This is
how shwa behaves in ModH, and something well commensurate probably was going on in MsH, too.
○
○

7

It is difficult to compose IPA symbols for the vowels as IPA is not made to distinguish such fine points, only with
diacritics that, however, are difficult to control in word processors. Glossa symbols could be ..ao, ..a, ..ae for the
short versions, and ....aao, ....aa, ....aae for long ones (or ..----aao, etc.; it depends how the length is to be treated).
8
To a modern scientific mind, such contextual polyvalence seems anything but neat, and, consequently, credible.
We should, however, keep in mind pre-scientific scholarship preferred synthetic efficiency to analytic precision.
Czech orthography (1406) can be an illustration: The diacritic sign ˇ (háček) is used over 8 letters, of which it
marks post-alveolar pronunciation in š, ž, č; palatal in ň, ť, ď; fricativization in ř; and it alters pronunciation of d,
t, n and augments b, p, v, f, m prior to ě. An analytical designer may want different accents for each type of
operation. John Huss’ approach was synthetic. So might have been the one of the inventors of Ms pointing.
9
If historical development is observable in the two types is a diplomatic question. I shall avoid vain speculations.
10
Glossa allows either to define the symbols explicitly, or leave them undefined. Here, I enjoy the benefit of the
latter. In a phonetic transcription, something as [šmoθ] would have to be produced, which is too explicit.
11
Alternatively, ....m could also be tensional, m|, which might give a vocalic impression anyway, ..h..a...m|..r..a|.
12
Please note | in Hebrew transcription means raphae, and not tension as in Glossa.
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Examples for degrees in reduction can be provided from Russian. This is a strong stress language that
reduces heavily (just as English does). Typical is a milder reduction of a vowel prior to accent. The
vowel immediately preceding the accent is less reduced than vowels further away prior to accent and all
the vowels following the accent. (Examples could be found in any treatment on Russian phonetics.)
This differentiation of pre-accent position might be an inspiration to pre-accent ‘lengthening’ in MsH.
A fine tool to mark such liquidity is to include all possible cases, all degrees of vocalicity, under one
sign—as all the degrees of duration and shades of colour that are covered are fairly intuitive at
production and irrelevant at perception. This is exactly what happened. In fact, any finer graphic
distinction would not make sense and be too burdensome. A single mark, on the other hand, enables to
be consistent and (please note) simple in all cases. It should be realized shwa makes no syllable. It is
always a portion of the one that precedes, or the one that follows; which one exactly is easy to resolve in
most cases (C C~, ~C , ~C C C~, ~C=C ~) but for a shwa under a consonant that could either close a
syllable, or open a new one (~C.C~). With near-native speakers, however, this might not be such a big
issue: they closed the syllable (and made the shwa silent) whenever it was possible (due to morphology
as well as speech rate, (no) chant etc.). The “always-silent-middle-shwa” rule-of-a-thumb worked well
since Diqduqe ha-Teamim by Aharon b. Ašer, though a thorough analysis has to append exceptions.13
Revell, Palestinian..., p. 106, observes there are mss with no shwa also in Tiberian pointing (Bod.
Heb. d33 f. 60–61). More (no. 34, vol. III, Fragmenta Hebraica Cairensia Liturgica, Westminster
College, Cambridge) use a shwa symbol only to mark quiescens, while they mark out full vowels on
mobile positions. [It should be considered if it could actually extend my claim on ‹:a›, ‹:e›, ‹:o›, that they
are alternatives of reduction and full vowels.] Mss with Palestinian pointing provide no symbol for
shwa, either, and mark only full vowels where a mobile stood under Tiberian pointing. To me, this
seems to suggest shwa might have been reduction whose degree depended on rate and accent strength.
Khan (1987) points to the Karaite manuscript BL Or. 2554 that represents sometimes a middle-word
shwa with the Arabic vowel absence sign sukûn (e.g. Song 3:2 UBR˚XBOT). Murtonen (1990) comments
on a Babylonian equivalent: “... the original function of the sign, its very raison d’etre; to warn the
reader against pronouncing a vowel in a position where he may be inclined to do so” (p. 99). Sperber
(op. cit., p. 177) gets the impression “that the murmuring vowel or ŠWA ... has no equivalent in the
pronunciation underlying the transliterations” [of Jerome’s Onomastica based on LXX].
Though this is intended as (prolegomena to) phonology, another phonetic note should be added. (It is
moot and perhaps misguided to sever the two.) It is often assumed that the vocalic quality of a shwa
depended on the neighbouring full vowels. Though this assumption is not entirely unfounded, it should
be clearly stated this does not have to be so, phonetically. (It is still possible to keep the assumption,
but only as a no self-evident assumption.) Reduced vowels occur in any language that has clusters, as
they are a natural transition between some types of consonants. Expectedly, they are frequently found
in Czech, too. As in many languages, they are not reflected in phonology and not realized by the users.
In the time domain, they extend over a third of the duration of a same-rate short vowel (long vowels are
about double the length of the short ones).14 Consequently, the speculation might go as follows: Their
vocalic colour has no meaning in language, of a duration not negligible to render them indeterminable,
so the conditions are favourable for their colour to depend solely on adjacent syllables. Pictures that
can be used for analysis, can be many. What I have at hand is Acta Universitatis Carolinae: Phonetica
▶

13

◀

◀

▶

▶

Without the assumption of long vowels (that require a vocal shwa) postulated by David Qimxi, all ~C.C~ shwas
can be silent. With them let into the picture, and consequent ~C◀?▶C~ issue, very complex rules had to be devised.
But even if they were based on correct assumptions, their weak point is that there is slackness in natural
languages. Variants cannot be always divided into THE right ones and THE wrong ones. Clark / Yallop, op. cit., p.
104, give an already quoted helpful example of “alternative pronunciations of words such as piano and fiasco,
depending on whether they are pronounced with [i] in the initial syllable (making them three-syllable words) or
with the semivowel [j] following the initial consonant (in which case they have only two syllables).” In Diqduqe
ha-Teamim (according to Aron Dotan, 1967, op. cit., p. 34) shwa has no firm status in the middle of words. It can
be naa& or nax in the same context, depending on intonation and accent, not on morphology, nor historical
reasons. I can only comment that this makes it clear why there is one symbol for the two kinds. These are but two
aspects of a single phenomenon. One common symbol appears as an adequate mark for it.
14
The data for Czech are: an average duration 50 ms, intensity 10–20 dB lower than full vowels (Ptáček 1993:43).
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Pragensia 6, the 8-page photographic insert between p. 88–89.15 The spectrogram on fig. 1 (“Abb. 1”)
for «studnu», ---s--t-u-d-?-n---u, does not correspond to the two surrounding [u]s, but formants rise
from the former -u to -d and the following -šwa obtains a more open timbre than the two [u]s have (due
to either the preceding -d, and/or the following -n). They fall then to and throughout the latter ---u.
Some other pictures (not all of them) demonstrate a similar independence on other vowels. Fig. 3 with
«putnu» shows different F2 (while F3 is kept the same). It is very marked on fig. 4, «doktorka», also
fig. 6 «podmořský», 12 «duchnu» and 13 «koksovna». Despite this marked independence on adjacent
vowels, the Czech shwa is clearly not phonological vowel. Neither the MsH shwa needs to have been.

I 1.6.2

The Composite Shwa

The concept of three additional reduced vowels in addition to central mid unrounded shwa appears
unusual, both for the inherent three-degree length concept (cf E3.1), and increased demands on the
precision of articulation caused by four reduced vowels having to share the space. Gestures involve
moving bodies of tissue than cannot be done in zero time. Wherever shwa sounds in languages are
transition vocoids, their nature itself makes apparent the time they take is the bare minimum. They do
not reach any target of their own, they do not have to and have not to (it would be disturbing to
disrupting if they did).16 If MsH had to keep the four vocalic timbres consistently, the ‘reduced’ vowels
had to be actually closer to short vowels in duration, or would themselves be the short pole of the
contrast and all the other vowels would have to be the ‘long’ pole of the short\long dichotomy. It seems
more probable phonetically that no consistent qualities were noted down by the Masoretes, or that no
separate qualities were meant at all. If no consistent qualities, then we had to ask why they did it, in the
first place. To record such phonetic details makes no sense in a text that was to serve the public as a
general help. If no separate qualities, then we have to ask why separate symbols if the units are not real.
To deal with first things first, Aramaic can help throw additional light on MsH phonology of xatephs.
Aramaic, a living language of the day and most probably mother tongue of the pointing scholars, shows
a slightly more distinctive power in the composite shwa.17 It alternates with the simple shwa in some
contexts, they are mostly ‘guttural’, too, though other contexts appear to be more frequent than MsH.
Ezra 7:25 has a word in two forms, possibly two manners of speaking: k# Daa%:aNiIN, q# DAAJ:NiIN
(with ultima-accenting paš7a). The shwa appears to keep more vowel colour under ‹%› than ‹J›. This
corresponds well to the phonetic nature of the sounds. A non-geminated glottal stop is articulated as a
more compressed vocalic vibrations also in contemporary Arabic, where a real glottal stop emerges
only with a strengthened articulation. [j] remains a consonant. The pointing, however, does not seem
to support the concept ‹:› and ‹:a› were phonologically independent in the naqdane mother tongue.
Probably the most widespread claim concerning all the three composite shwas is they are associated
with ‘guttural’ consonants, i.e. the set of %, H, X and &. It is explained by phonetic properties of these
sounds: Both pharyngeals (X, &) and laryngeals (%, H) cannot be pronounced, so grammars explain,
without the vocalic colour ^A. There is indeed some truth in this statement. Most of the capability to
get recognized of some sounds rests in the vowels that surround them. They need to change their
timbre (viz., low areas of where the acoustic energy concentrates, termed formants). It can be done
with any vowel, though ^A sounds come out most clearly and seem to fit most easily with the low
gestures the articulation demands (an impression especially appealing to non-speakers of Semitic).
There are, however, other consonants sensitive to vowel formant structure for their recognition, most
obvious of which are ‘emphatics’, i.e. other pharyngealized consonants, such as MsH ‹7› and ‹C›,
possibly also ‹Q›. Why do not these require also ^A around them or create any composite shwas out of
their simple counterparts? This argument is hard to defend on phonetic grounds.

15

Acta Universitatis Carolinae is a series printed by Charles University, Prague, to barter with libraries, so a good
chance is this particular issue could be dug out from the shelves to check on my description. See L for a full quote.
16
In Czech, an average moving time is 50–100 ms (Ptáček, p. 43; Palková 1994, p. 100). Cf with the note above.
17
Often under ‹q›, ‹g›, ‹l›, ‹n› and ‹r›. %:amar (pf) differs from %:emar (ipv) on the position where also %aamar
(ptc) can be (a phonemic behaviour). Alternations such as &al:alath / &allath, &aal:aliin/&aalliin suggest ‹:a›
was an epenthesis of sub-vocalic duration. Only that can explain why ~l:al~ / ~ll~ could alternate.
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E1.6.2(1)i collected multiple examples of occurrences under non-guttural letters for ‹:a›, good many
examples for ‹:o› in .2(3)i and no ‘aberrant’ examples for ‹:e› (.2(2)i). ‹:e› could well be considered a
variant of ‹:a› (in a relationship similar to ‹ae› and ‹aa›). Additionally, many graphic phenomena have
been observed in mss that suggest all kinds of the compound shwa might have been originally meant as
a compound symbol for an option to select between a shwa and a full vowel.
Probably the oldest available mention of the topic was made in Diqduqe ha-teamim, whose
authorship is attributed to Aharon ben Ašer, the pointing scholar of #A. It says:

,wl wdbl dxa $lm twa lk ,twywnq hXmm rXa ,twytwa lk yk
,~y[wdyh ["hxa !m #wx ,wlwlm rwBDi ~[wnb ,wlybX dxa $rdb wtrXm
,~yrps ~yrX[w h[brab Wlx]n' ,~yrtk ynX yk ,~y[wbq arqmb rXa
~yrpwsw ~yaiybin. dWMliK.

The edition available to me was 1879 Baer / Strack (§. 5., p. 5, lines 9–12). I point where this edition
pointed. (Aron Dotan quoting these lines in Ben Asher’s Creed, p. 47, includes no pointing.) To ~yrtk,
Baer / Strack note: “Zwei (Doppel-) Laute, sogenanntes Chateph,” so the message is that all the letters
of the Bible, the ‘Miqra’ received from Moses, are equipped with a single vowel (‘a crown’) at each
letter, only the letters axh"[ have each two crowns, two vowels [see the note], which is the teaching of
the prophets and scribes. Aron Dotan interprets it the same way: “... when [the author of Diqduqe ha
Teamim] discusses the peculiar attributes of the guttural letters, axh"[ (§5), which can take two vowel
signs at once (i.e., the ḥaṭephs) he particularly stresses that this attribute is not intrinsic to the letters
but is because of the additional vocalization which was learned from the prophets and soferim
(scribes)” (p. 47). A. Murtonen (1990) supports this claim (cf his remark quoted in E1.6.2 footnote)
observing that Babylonian pointing uses simple unstressed vowels where Tiberian pointing provides
Chatefs (p. 163). This all combined seems to provide enough basis to reject the composite shwa as a
separate class of vowels and, until proved otherwise, consider them as compound alternatives.
One of the characteristic features of MsH pointing, though infrequently recognised, is its flexibility,
variability—particularly, that it made possible for the lector or singer to select the most appropriate
variant for the needs of his task.18 If the pointing scholar had to provide for both, his system had to
offer a degree of freedom within the confines of the accepted tradition. Two typical elements have been
just dealt with, the simple and the compound shwa. The more the liturgical use of TN"K ritualised, the
less was the need for any freedom, and what began to be more appreciated was clearness and fixedness
of rules. The rules might develop slowly through centuries, each generation adding what stood best the
test of practice. This stage might have started as early as before the times of the oldest available mss,
#A and perhaps even #C. The gap in mss prevents to put forward any claim that would be scholarly
valid as anything can be maintained and few points can really be disproved. What remains to do as a
reasonable alternative is to search for internal clues and, possibly, evidence.

I2

Consonants and Junctures

Any ‘guttural’ class of consonants, traditionally cherished in MsH phonologies, had to be rejected as
unsubstantiated in phonetic terms (E2.6) and due to lack of satisfactory evidence in the record (2.1–4).
Pharyngeals do constitute a physical class but should include also ‹7›, ‹C› and possibly ‹Q›, which does
not seem to offer much phonological benefit. (Excluding these could be based on the assumption that
they were ejectives rather than pharyngealised. It is possible to work with that assumption. It remains
an option for future development. ‹R›, however, would have to be excluded, anyway. It is considered
apical in the present model.) Phonetics sees no reason why ‹%›, ‹&›, ‹X›, ‹H› and ‹R›19 should not
prolong. Reasons for missing or infrequent gemination in the MsH record should be looked for
18

As mentioned more times, such options must have been welcome in acoustically demanding conditions as well
as chant (e.g. Gen. 32:27 %:aSha,LLeeX:aKhaa"<zq> might have been 3 syllables in speech, 5 syllables in chant).
19
Disbanding the ‘guttural’ class brings the discomfort of having to address each former member individually.
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elsewhere. One of the options that should be considered is the sounds, or some of them, did geminate,
but not in the record. No unequivocal decision was arrived at in the question if ‹%›, ‹&›, ‹X›, ‹H› were
pronounced, though positive seems more probable than negative. It is considered practical to count
with either their pronunciation, or—more importantly so—their presence in the speakers’ heads as
distinct sound units. The speakers of MsH were also readers, anyway (a condition unlike with true
mother-tongue phonologies). No velars are considered as values in ‹X›, ‹&› for MsH times, leaving
them thus as single valued entities with pronunciation probably more pharyngeal than uvular or velar.
‹5› is considered a sibilant identical with ‹S›. Bilabial ‹W› appears to explain data better (though not
entirely without reservation).
Gemination of consonants might have been unmarked by dagesh on some letters and/or in some
instances. Thus a ‘virtual gemination’ could well have been real though unrecorded gemination. More
other cases were possibly included. Gemination is interpreted as a means to ensure that the consonant
was pronounced distinctly, a means of strengthening it, not necessarily always to prolong.

I 2.1

Syllabic Junctures

In E2.9.1(2) it was claimed that “gemination is ... adding intension phase to the run of the consonant,
....c\c/, not just a tension as the verb ‘prolong’ might suggest.” This is important concept that
disassociates the traditional ‘gemination’ with long sounds. While a ‘geminated’ consonant can still be
‘long’, ....\cc/ (most of them are, and no reason is to think otherwise)—this concept implies, that any
length is theoretically possible for a geminated consonant, ...\cc/, ..\cc/, provided this fundamental
feature of adding the \cc component to the cc/ original component is preserved.
The consequence is resyllabification (or, ‘this is a consequence of resyllabification’ may also be true),
this way:
..vowel ..non-gem/ ..vowel
..vowel ....\ge min/ ..vowel 20
The syllabic juncture moved inside the geminated consonant (regardless of its actual length). This is
what is crucial for ‘gemination’, at least in MsH. A ‘euphonic’ dagesh consists in clipping the previous
vowel, this way:
..----vowel ..non-gem/ ..vowel
..--vowel ..\ge min/ ..vowel
The ---- marks the end-of-word prolongation of a vowel (regardless if short or long, this one is ..short).
Such a lengthening is a natural phonetic process, unrealised and unrelated to any phonological length.
The effect of making the consonant of the next word from ..simple/ to a ..\geminated SHORT/ type is
that the last syllable of the previous word is clipped by closing it and the ..------lenghening is ..--curbed.
(In reality, gemination would probably add some duration, say ...\cc/ from ..\cc/ even in a language
with no phonological length and insensitive to changes in duration. (In fact, the more so.)
Phonological theories (and some phonetic reasoning, too) seems captivated by our character-based
mental framework. We tend to think of speech in terms of connected chain of letters that neatly fill in
phonological (and phonetic) units, which in turn fill in larger units etc. In such approaches, it goes
without saying that borders of units align with each other (may be OK) and with the letters (why?). The
letters, however, is only our symbolic representation of reality that may not be always that simple as a,
b, c, d. If it has been assumed that a syllable is an a||be||ce||ef||zed, I ask why. I am not so sure if there
are phonetic constraints against not recognizing a syllabic juncture amid consonants between their
vocalic peaks. And if there are, whether they cannot be violated. (The reason that a syllable break is
impossible to put down inside a transcription character, such as . inside [b] in IPA,21 it is not a phonetic
constraint, regardless of theory. Additionally, it has been suggested in C3.2.1 that the syllable is a
domain of assimilations to the nucleus. This concept can be developed further. The vocalic background
that is changing continuously is able to see the vowel base switched at any location in the acoustic
speech signal, not only ‘between’ segments. Too often, no well-defined boundaries can be found in real
speech signal, anyway. In other words, an acoustic spectrum change ‘inside’ a consonant is normal,
and if syllable juncture is defined there, no ‘dot between letters’ can be an adequate transcription.)
Accepting the possibility of breaking a syllable inside a consonant, i.e. that a consonant can belong to a
20

In proper Glossa, the syllabic juncture should go inside the dots, ..||.., as it is the dots what mark the position of
objects, not the letters. It would not be so lucid, however. That is why juncture was not marked by Glossa means.
21
Please note a dot marks a syllable break in IPA, an uninterpreted shwa in transcription and a chroneme in Glossa.
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coda and an onset at the same time,22 can have profound effect on MsH phonology. The difference
between MaLKiI"<mn> (Ps. 74:12) and MaL.KheE"<mn> (1Kings 10:23), forms of the noun MLK, or
&aBhDiI"<mn> (Num. 12:7) and &aBh.DheE"<mn> (Num. 22:18), &BD, can be a juncture position:
&aBh.DiI^
&aBh.DheE^
syl1 syl2
syl1
syl2
..\Bh ..D/
..\Bh/..Dh/ (even if no ....\BB/ is there)
Then it makes less sense to discuss if the shwa between ~Bh.Dh~ is silent or vocalic. It can be either,
its condition depends on factors such as speech rate, style and the manner of speaking in general. The
effect of its presence is still there in making the ..Dh/ in syllable2 fricative in a similar way as if it were
~BB:Dh~, i.e. ....\BB/.[ǝ|]..Dh/ where the syllable break would fall neatly inside BB. While gemination
is long and transliterated by doubling, ~BB~, it is easy for transcription to insert a whatever symbol. If
no long segment appears on such a position, ~B~, no easy graphic remedy is at hand. Still, phonetic
reality seems more straightforward than our common methods of transliterating or transcribing, since
the gesture is probably the same, only the duration of the consonant is shorter. The result is also the
same: (a) The preceding syllable is closed.
(b) The latter portion of the consonant in MsH was heard as if with a shwa, though not a real
shwa had to be present. The -B/ portion was detensional, it included an explosion before the following
consonant could set in, ~..\B/..Dh~.23 An audible shwa of variable duration might have been sounded
in slower pace or if the manner of uttering was stronger in more demanding conditions. Glossa makes
possible to qualify the consonant in transcription to include these features, ..B(-\B-/B), where \B and
B/ are a succession of two phthongs (sequential components) of the segment ..B (the notation is -x-x).
This feature can be called a diplosyllabism, i.e. pertinence to two syllables simultaneously in a double
function of both a coda and an onset. This way, duration, phonological or not, is disassociated from the
ability to accept a syllable juncture inside. (More options are mentioned in D2.3.2(5) on p. 94.)

I3

Feet and Prominence

Only very preliminary suggestion could be made so far. The MsH stress behaves as if it recognized at
least three values in feet: a highly prominent foot with a trochaic stress, a less prominent foot with an
iambic stress pattern and non-prominent feet, probably also with an iambic pattern. (More research is
needed to confirm possible other patterns, including three syllable anapestic rhythm). MsH accent can
be then made directly of a prominent foot and indirectly of a prominent stressed syllable in the foot.
<foot
A word accented in a foot—of higher prominence:
|||[<syl||[_!!!_]||syl> <syl||[__]||syl> ]|||foot>
<foot
—of lower prominence:
|||[ <syl||[__]||syl> <syl||[_!!_]||syl>]|||foot>
Distinguishing accent and stress (C3.3.1, F1.1) helps explain (or rather, theoretically model) what
happens to pausal forms accented differently from their contextual forms.
Positions in patterns can contain small procedures that are able to trigger alterations and/or changes
can be triggered in them.

I4

Summary

Vowels can be projected on a 9×9 grid that Glossa uses to describe vowels in place of features such as
±low and ±back. The advantage is the pair of digits can appear in the transcriptor making immediately
apparent what the basic qualities of the vowel are regardless of the transcription symbol used. The
discussion in I(1) could be summed up in the following suggestion.
22

Examples of consonants that close a syllable and open the next one simultaneously can be furnished from
English. Mostly, the juncture is demarcated with a spelling gemination, such as happen, to keep [hæp] closed. It
is not possible with words such as habit. Usually, CVC-VC syllable division is assumed for happ-en, rabb-it, hab-it.
23
Please note this is not the way clusters are articulated in English. No explosion at ‘-’ is expected in cab-driver.
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Simple assignments seem to be possible to make with ^I and ^U vowels 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ʉ
u
and the shwa. The values for ^I can be assumed within lower and more back 12 i ı
portions of the {1..3} by {1..3} quadrant where the sound can be recognized. 3
4 e
o
A typical value might have been ..2i2 in the central area of the quadrant.
5
ә
With ^U almost any value is possible. Usually, such sounds are put not so 6
ɛ
ɔ
æ
ɐ
back as ^O sounds for physiological reasons. A central value, ..2u8, could be 7
8
a
ɑ
again a fair choice to start with.
9
Concerning shwa, a basically indistinct sound of shorter up to evanescent
duration and an apparent non-phonological nature, most {4..6} by {4..6} values are available. Given,
however, there might be some pressure from below, the values of the short ‹a›, the lower qualities of 6
by {4..6} are less probable. A broader value of ..{:4..5:}ǝ5 is expected.24 No composite shwa is taken as
a single vowel, rather as an alternative combined of a shwa and another vowel.
The ^O space is shared by two values, one appreciably higher (and also, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 i
ʉ
u
possibly, longer); ..4o9 is suggested.
2
ı
The other one appears to be a lax, back version of a polyvalent ‹aa› symbol 3
o
(see below), so a single contiguous area with it seems to be a necessity. The 45 e
ә
formula could be, then, ..6o8 to start with.
6
ɛ
ɔ
æ
ɐ
The general ^E is also distributed in two different vowels. The sound 7
a
ɑ
description for ‹ee› might be ..4e1 and it is well possible a larger area across 89
to ^I is concerned (about 3..5 by 1..3).
The ‹ae› symbol is suggested as ..7ae2, with the possibility of a somewhat higher value, ..6ae2, too.
The low values offer a complex picture of a broad ^A area. One of the MsH signs appears to cover
three or four values, some of them shared with two or three other signs.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ʉ
u
The broad low area covers {7..9} or possibly as much as {6..9} by {2..8} or 1 i
ı
possibly less, {3..7}. Within this scope, a back value already referred to 23
above seems to be the one of relatively short duration, ..--6o8. All the other 4 e
o
ә
values of the same sign appear to be longer: the front one, ..---8aa3 (that 5
6
ɛ
ɔ
appear as a stressed or tense version of ..--7ae2 above). Then there is at least 7
æ
ɐ
a
ɑ
one other value, a central or slightly back ..{:8..9:}aa{:4..7}, fairly long, too. 8
The initially assumed value could be ..---8aa5. A version of this vowel, which 9
was explicitly short and lax, was ..--6a5, compressed between ..8aa5 and ..5ǝ5.
It should be kept in mind this is only a schematic generalization of the vocalic
quadrangle. (We have to relegate discussion of strengths and weaknesses of this grid to
Volume II of this project.) The line that might have been felt by MsH speakers as the
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 frontier that divided ‹aa› from the rest of the vowels could
well run across 0 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
these rows and 1
2
ɪ
ʊ
columns.
2
‹iI›
‹uU›
3
The MsH
3
4 e
ə
o symbols could
‹:›
4 ‹eE›
‹oO›
5
represent vowels
5
in the following
6
ɐ
ɔ
6
‹a›
‹@›
relationships:
7
ε
7
‹ae›
8
æ
a
8
‹@›
‹@›
9
9
In consonants, the stage II can start with a fairly standard set including an alveolar ‹R›. No velars are
assumed as alternatives in the MsH times and ‹W› can be supposed to be still (or again) a bilabial,
though this assumption may soon change. The description in Glossa can use features in declarations or
appended as descriptors: ..r(+:@a.(pr)al+:&vr) is one option (a regular Czech [r]), ..w(+:@b.lb+:&ax)
i.e. a bilabial approximant, which will show probably incorrect. ‹S›=‹5›, pharyngeals and laryngeals are
distinguished, ‹Q› can be either +:@d.u, a dorso-uvular, or +:@d.(ps)v, a dorso-postvelar, but not with
+:fx (or +:a), a pharyngealized secondary articulation. In sum, distinguished is all that is expected so.
24

No real conflict in parsing comes between .. prefix and .. interval inside {: :} bracket for numerical expressions.
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J

Job Still to Do
J1

Stage II

Hypotheses put forward in the present Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew I have been supported already
with a substantial body of evidence. The available data, however, have not been fully covered. Until
counts and statistics can be provided, the theses cannot be considered either confirmed, or disproved.
This should be the task of another dissertation, Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew II: A Corpus Approach.
This follow-on work is planned (1) to continue the reading of TN"K, and (2) establish a corpus of all the
data on which a systematic computer-assisted research could be performed. To this end, means
provided and theoretically defended in this stage I research would be employed. Specifically, the corpus
is to use the data format identical with the transliteration used, explained and described in the present
volume. Its adequacy has been tested on the 59 % of the TN"K and shown itself feasible to the task. The
corpus as well as the model of phonology is to employ the Glossa descriptive language that was also
developed for the purpose. Due to the constraints of space, the full extent of the formalism was not
possible to present here; it is the task for the volume II to present the complete description. Its power
was demonstrated on a few key examples, but its development seems to have reached a fairly stable
stage in its b14.6 version and only minor improvements are expected before it can be employed in the
corpus. What are expected to improve are the theses presented here. The richness of the Masoretic
tradition and the benefit of working directly with mss seem to suggest there are still many exceptions
and unexpected finds, which the theses presented will have yet to cope. Specifically,
• a systematic effort should be made to disprove the thesis that xatephs are alternatives;
• the broad qamec concept ([æː]~[ɑː]~[ɒː]~[ɔ]) in contrast with [æ] and [ɐ] should be more specific;
• more research should be done on the concept of inherent vocalic length and where it applies;
• contexts where laryngeals and pharyngeals were probably strong or weak should be counted;
• the diplosyllabism should be developed from a mere suggestion into a theory;
• also the two degrees of foot prominence should be worked out and tested on real samples;
• more data should be collected on the suggested garsha melodeme to see if indeed it is real.
Melodeme hypothesis could not be presented in full due to constraints of space in this volume. The
next volume (II) should take up and continue with the remaining individual melodemes. The follow-up
research would go on collecting and evaluating sequences of melodemes so as to provide broader
coverage of the combinations with the aim to confirm or disprove if the concept is correct. If developed
into a thesis, sequences should be analyzed if consistent phonological patterns could be found in them.
Finally, the data collected and evaluated by means of this double-way approach should be built into a
consistent model of MsH phonology, out of which Pattern Phonology might be generalized as a theory.
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J2

Subsequent Stages

Provided the output of stage II is a complete stock of MsH sound means, they could be engaged in the
next stage, Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew III: A Synthetic Speech Modelling. The text of TN"K could be
translated into a description of speech with systematic variants, employing the modelling abilities of
Glossa. This record (or set of alternative records) could be input to a speech synthesis engine and test
variants to check if improbable or unacceptable variants could be sorted out.
If enough variants were excluded in stage III to leave a narrow set of likely sounds and combinations,
Phonology of Masoretic Hebrew IV: A Data Warehouse Approach could launch an attempt for a more
thorough mathematical analysis. Also, practical applications and ramifications could be followed.

J3

For Others to Pick Up

More advanced stages of this long-term project cannot be pursued as an effort of a single researcher.
Obviously, a sophisticated speech synthesis technology and specialized equipment is needed for any
meaningful stage III implementation. Also, mathematical methods to employ at stage IV require that
experts in these types of analyses join the project or at least be available for advice.
A different type of expertise is demanded for historical research related to the issues dealt with in the
stages I and II. Documents of the early Masoretes written in Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic could be
checked to find if their views throw light on the research, and either cast more doubt on the concepts
and help re-direct the effort, or provide further confirmation (possibly when re-interpreted). I have no
ambition to collect and deal thoroughly with these documents, but would welcome such an initiative.
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K

Key to Abbreviations

This part serves as a quick guide to help construe the meaning of complex symbols and expressions. It
does not aim to provide a complete treatment of their composition or syntax.
For more detail on the Glossa speech sound descriptive language, please see Part G.
For a detailed treatment of Hebrew transcription, please see Part H.
For special letters of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) please consult any modern textbook
of phonetics and/or phonology, or a Handbook of the International Phonetic Association (Cambridge
University Press) in the 1999 version or later. The IPA phonetic transcriptions are enclosed in [ ],
specifically and exclusively phonemic transcription is often found inside / /. Please note that the
meaning of [ ] as well as / is different in Glossa.
For the few letters with diacritics not included in IPA but common esp. in USA, please see below.
č
š
ž
lowercase
uppercase
! !! !!!
!!!!
"
“” ‘’ []

[
]

#
$
&
+
,
.
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a voiceless postalveolar affricate, [ʧ] in IPA (a less-than-optimum [tš] is often preferred to [č])
a voiceless postalveolar fricative, [ʃ] in IPA
a voiced postalveolar fricative, [ʒ] in IPA
vocalic signs in Hebrew transliteration
consonant letters and matres lectionis in Hebrew transliteration (XX=א, Xx=ה, xX=י/)ו
Level of stress in Glossa transcription. It precedes the segment just as ' and " do in IPA.
In Hebrew transliteration X! marks the presence of dagesh if lene or forte is undecided.
In acronyms related to Hebrew (such as TN"K): It only signifies it is an acronym.
In Hebrew transliteration: the position in the word of the melodeme described in < >
In an informal text, the distributions are somewhat blurred. “ ” usually encloses a direct
quotation and/or a graphic form of an expression (what more formally is ‹ ›), ‘ ’ marks
whatever is not a direct quotation. [ ] in IPA encapsulates phonetics, in Glossa a single
segment. Occasionally, a Glossa-style segment was imbedded in general phonetics.
Rather than write [x[y]z], a speech-like “x[y]z”, or, exceptionally, [x[y]z] was preferred.
In Hebrew transliteration: end of verse, soph paasuq. In Glossa: a negation.
In Hebrew transliteration: undecided between Šin (Shin) and Śin (5in), X
a voiced pharyngeal [ or  عtransliteration symbol (where others transliterate ‘)
coarticulation in Glossa, b+g is simultaneous [b] with [g], b+a is [b] on the base of [a]
In Hebrew transliteration: maethaegh, ga&ja
In Hebrew transliteration: a shwa uninterpreted, either quiescent, or mobile

-(.)
..
5
7
<xy
[ ]xy>
< >
‹›
:

/

;
=
@
V
//
\
|
^
{ }
~

In Glossa: additional length (real phonetic duration if .. indicates phonologic length)
In Hebrew transliteration: an explicitly quiescent shwa if leaving it out is not desirable
A prefix of a segment transcribed in Glossa, roughly an equivalent of [. Also . ... .... etc.
In Hebrew transliteration: śin, f
In Hebrew transliteration: ṭeth, a pharyngealized [tˁ], j
An opening and closing bracket in Glossa, labelled “xy”. Also <xy[ ]xy> is possible with
the same meaning. It is called envelope and is a general encapsulation tool in Glossa.
Morphology is covered with <xy{ }xy>, e.g. <w{ }w> or <w{ }w> for word.
Hebrew transliteration: a melodeme sign whose position inside the word is marked by "
a grapheme or a string of graphemes
a shwa in Hebrew transliterations, also used in composite symbols :a, :e, :o
or, rarely, to separate two alternative melodemes on a single syllable, ~"<at:gr>
in Hebrew transliteration, it separates two alternative vowels in a slot (very rare)
in Hebrew transliteration, shows the mater where, exceptionally, O=J and I=W
in Hebrew transliteration: undecided between ‹aa› and ‹o›
any vowel (it is no part of the transliteration but coincides with no symbol of it)
A detension sign next to a Glossa transcription symbol, no equivalent in IPA. In IPA
transcriptions, /xyz/ indicates a string consisting entirely of phonemes, no allophones.
an intension sign next to a Glossa transcription symbol, a rough equivalent of ˺ in IPA.
The two signs mark a pre/modifier, ..i/a, and a post\modifier, ..a\i, i.e. are an ascending
[ia] and a descending [ai] diphthongs. Modifier concepts are, however, broader, see G.
a tension sign next to a Glossa transcription symbol, partially equivalent to ̩ in IPA;
in Hebrew transliteration, paseq behind the word, raphae inside the word
in Hebrew transliteration, a stress-mark if not melodeme; in Glossa, an abstractor
in Hebrew transliteration, to put inside it a letter or a group of letters (with or without
qualifiers) or any unit to interpret as a whole; or, a special character; see also <xy[ ]xy>
In Hebrew transliteration, stands for any number of letters (while - stands just for one).
In Glossa, “something between”, e.g. [x~y] unites into “something between [x] and [y]”

The list of the symbols and expressions is not exhaustive and is meant for a brief explanation before a
systematic description is provided in G and H. Please note that a few explanations in the table above
have to be so concise as it is to the detriment of being precise and cover only a subset of usages.
Please note that Glossa transcription, unlike IPA, allows for a very informal use where Glossa symbols
mingle with the regular text with no formal boundaries separating the former from the latter.
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Please note that, unlike all my previous works, no formal distinction was possible to make here
between resources personally consulted, and those I felt obliged to cite as my resources quoted
in the work made explicit reference to. I have made every effort to consult even those, to the
effect that most of the references listed above have been at least verified by me in the process of
making the work. For various, mostly technical reasons, I was, however, not able to follow
every and each reference indirectly obtained. As all of the items included in the foregoing list
have been mentioned in the footnotes (plus a few more whose data was found too incomplete
to check) and some of them in the body of the text, the meticulous reader can distinguish those
that have helped me directly as I have often commented on the information drawn from such
resources, from those I have included as part of my scholarly obligation since I had to depend
solely on my resources for evaluation. Such references are in small minority. Even with them, I
have tried not to rely solely on the authors but use independent bibliographical resources to
arrive at citations as complete and precise as possible.
To provide an annotated list of items directly referenced, to be able to set apart the items
referred to indirectly, was not feasible due to restrictions on the size of this volume (references
would swell to several dozens of pages, should I include a short annotation to so many of
them). The decisive reason, however, was that such a list could not be complete as most of the
present work was compiled from my earlier notes I have made in the course of the past decade
or earlier. The notes and references were fairly complete to include in the text for information,
but not as fresh in my mind to be able to provide a general evaluation of the resource. In a very
few instances, it was not even clear to me, after those years, if I have consulted all the articles
mentioned in a note, or have drawn from one of them, and only preserved the references.
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Name Index

The list of persons is fairly complete. It is analytic in that all persons involved in an item of reference are
included, be it authors or editors. Checking the name index can thus be more reliable way of searching
for involvement than to check the list of reference. The index, however, cannot be relied upon in
checking all of the occurrences of a person in text. Special attention was paid to first instances,
whereas the following ones might have been neglected in a few cases.
In order to get a nice compact look of the indices and keep all the stages of their preparation under
control, which amounts to sparing oneself many technical headaches, hand-processing was opted for.
For the ease of manipulation with the multidirectional spread of the text in the making, I have soon
dropped the page reference system in favour of the block reference. Hopefully, the patient reader will
not find it too annoying.
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